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INTRODUCTION.

Attentive readers of the Sacred Books of the East

have had ample opportunities of becoming acquainted

with the Zoroastrian scriptures, so far as these have been

preserved by the Parsis. In vols, iv, xxiii, and xxxi they

have translations of all the texts extant in the original

language of the Avesta, excepting a few fragments which

are not yet collected. And in vols, v, xviii, and xxiv they

have translations of later Pahlavi texts, showing how faith-

fully the old doctrines and legends were handed down by

the priests of Sasanian times to their immediate successors.

But they will also have noticed that the translators of

these texts are well aware of the fact that the texts them-

selves are mere fragments of the religious writings of the

Zoroastrians, which owe their preservation to the circum-

stance that they were those portions most usually com-

mitted to memory by the priesthood, such as the liturgy,

sacred myths, and ceremonial laws. The object of the

present volume is to add to those fragments all the

accessible information, that can be collected from Iranian

sources, regarding the contents of the whole Zoroastrian

literature in Sasanian times.

It has been long known that this literature was contained

in twenty-one Nasks, or treatises, named either from the

nature of their contents, or from their initial words, and

each having one of the twenty-one words of the Ahunavair

attached to it as a kind of artificial reminder of their

proper order and number while enumerating them. Very

brief statements of the contents of each Nask have also

been accessible in manuscripts of the Persian Rivayats,

such as those translated in pp. 419-438 of this volume.

And the existence of a much longer account of the Nasks

in the Dlnkard was ascertained by Haug, who published
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some extracts from it in 1870, when describing several of

the Nasks in the Index to the Pahlavi-Pazand Glossary.

He was unable to do more, on account of the defective

state of all modern manuscripts of the Dinkar^, in which

a large portion of the text of the description of the Nasks,

in the eighth and ninth books, is missing in various places

without any hint of the omissions. These defects were

owing to the abstraction of 52 folios of this part of the

Iranian manuscript of the Dmka.rd, after it was brought

to India and before any copy of it had been written ; and,

even now, two of these folios are still missing, as stated in

pp. 262, 270. The importance of recovering these 52

missing folios was due to the fact that they contain the

text of Dk. VIII, Chaps. VII, 5-XIX, s^, XXXI, 31-

XXXVIII, 19, XLIV, 34-XLVI, 5, and Dk. IX, Chaps. I,

i-XI, II, XII, 15-XLVII, 17, or nearly half the text of

the two books.

Regarding the early history of the Dinkar^ there exists

a detailed statement in the last chapter of its third book,

which can now be translated with greater precision than

was possible in 1867, when Haug published its Pahlavi

text, with an English translation, in his introduction to

the P'arhang-i Oim-aevak, or Zand-Pahlavi Glossary. In

this historical statement it is evident that §§ 1-8 refer

to the traditional history of the Zoroastrian scriptures

generally, considered as the original source of the infor-

mation contained in the Dinkar<^; but §§ 9-13 'Tiay be

accepted as the actual history of the compilation of the

work itself, the facts of which may, very possibly, have

all been within the personal knowledge of the writer of

the statement. The Pahlavi text of this statement, as pre-

served in the manuscripts B and K (see pp. xxxv-xxxviii

and 2), may be translated as follows :

—

' I. About the Dinkar^? scripture (nipik), from the Exposition

of the Good Religion, there is /Ms

:

—The Dinka/v/ scripture is

a work which is adorned with all wisdom, and a publication of

the INIaz^a-worshipping religion. 2. And, first, the work—which

was derived irom. the good religion ^those of the primitive faith,

and which zvas the knowledge revealing the good religion of the
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prophet (vakhshvar) Spitaman Zaratujt, whose guardian spirit

is reverenced, and his first disciple through asking and hearing

the same reverenced guardian spirit—is information which is a

simiHtude of enlightenment on every subject from the original

light. 3. And those original questions and the decision of the

exalted ruler Kai-Vijtasp to have ihem written zvere its origin,

and he ordered them to deliver the original to the treasury of

Shapigan \ and to distribute copies provided. 4. And, after that,

he sends a copy to the fortress of documents, to keep the in-

formation also there.

'
5. And during the ruin that happened to the country of Iran,

and in the monarchy, owing to the evil-destined villain Alexander,

ihat which ivas in the fortress of documents came to be burnt, and

that in the treasury of Shapigan ^ into the hands of the Arumans,

and was translated by him even into the Greek language, as in-

formation which ivas connected with the ancients (min pe^inigan

pa<^vastak6).

' 6. And that Artakhshatar, king of kings, who ivas son of

Papak, came for the restoration of the monarchy of Iran, and the

same scripture ivas brought from a scattered state to one place.

7. The righteous Tosar of the primitive faith, who was the priest

of priests ^, appeared with an exposition recovered from the Avesta,

and was ordered to complete the scripture from that exposition.

8. He did so accordingly (ham-gunako), to preserve a simili-

tude of the splendour of the original enlightenment in the treasury

of Shapigan *, and ivas ordered to distribute copies 0/ the infor-

nlation provided.

'9. And after. the ruin and devastation that came from the

Arabs, even to the archives (divan) and treasures of the realm, the

saintly ^ Atur-farnbag, son of Farukho-za^, who became the leader

of the orthodox, brought those copies, which were scattered on all

sides, and new resources, back from dispersion into union ivith

the archives of his residence ; and, through observance and con-

sideration for the Avesta and Zand of the good religion, he made

the sayings of those of the primitive faith again a similitude of the

illumination (firoko) from that splendour.

' Both MSS. have Shas/igan here, but see p. 413, n. 4.

^ So in K, or perhaps Sh /si g an ; B has Shas/igan.
^ So in K. * So in K ; B has Shapan.
^ B has Atiirpac/ inserted here by mistake.
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' lo. Through the awful displeasure {or defect) and ruin {or

injurj^') that happened to Zaratujt, son of Atur-farnbag, who

became the leader of the orthodox, even those archives came to

devastation, that scripture to dilapidation and dispersion, afid the

statements {xdkih) also to obsoleteness, perversion, and cor-

ruption.

'II. And, after that, I, Aturpa^, son of HemS^ and leader of

the orthodox, have likewise written, from their fragments (subara-

gano), a new means of giving assistance to the Maz^a-worshipping

religion, with much prayer, investigation, and trouble. 12. From

whatever z£;aj recovered from those dilapidated (visandako), de-

cayed, worn out, and dust-mingled (khak-ameg) archives—and

these, too, brought back by taking away, carrying off, and seizing

—it is selected, owing to ^ the assistance of the counselling wisdom

of the mighty spirit, for the rediffusion of the words and deeds of

the ancients, and 0/ the evidence of the Avesta, for those of the

primitive faith. 13. And the increase of knowledge from the good

religion, arranged and prescribed in its chapters, is a lustre from

encountering that splendour from the enlightenment of the original

light primarily composed for the exposition of the good religion,

and this which is named is a resemblance by adoption 0/ the

thousand chapters of that great original Dinkar^'. 14. It is

perfected by the sacred beings, ajid transmits the powerful effect

which has come upon even that which is the perfect religion of

the sufferers =* in this age, and also the coming of the assistance

of the soul to the knowledge* of the orthodox; and even reunion

with ^ the rest of Iran is acquaintance with the exposition of the

Maz^/a-worshipping religion, and the reproviding of more resources

of a like origin, which will be also due to those whom the Supreme

has provided, the disciples of Aushe^a^^ son of Zaratu^t, for

asking again a declaration oV the good religion from Aiashe</ar.'

From this statement it appears that the compilation

of the Dinkar<i was commenced by Atur-farnbag, son of

Farukh6-za(^, one of the leaders or supreme high-priests

of the Ma^rfa-worshippers, and was revised and completed

* Assuming tlaat m stands for min.
'^ Both MSS. have zak raba bun Deno-kara'o.
^ K has deno-i burr/aran. * B has 'arising.'

^ B has ' and the reunited selection for.'

« See Dk. VIII, Chap. XIV, 12. ^ B omits 'a declaration of.'
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by Aturpa^, son of Hemed, one of his successors. From
the Mat/igln-i gii^astak Abalii- we learn that Atur-farnbag

had a rehgious disputation with Abalii in the presence

of the Khalifah Al-Mamun, who reigned A.D. 813-833 ; he

must therefore have been compiling the Dinkar^ during

the first half of the ninth century. In the 5ikand-gum-

dnik Vi^ar, IV, 107, IX, 3, X, 55, he is also mentioned as a

compiler of the Dinkard, but the details there quoted must

have been taken from its first two books which are still

missing. It is likewise stated at the beginning of both its

fourth and fifth books that their contents are derived from

his statements, and a similar acknowledgement is made with

regard to some of the contents of Chap. CXLII of the

third book ; so that the evidence of his authorship is very

complete. With regard to Aturpa^, the completer of the

Dinkar^, we may safely identify him with the Aturpa^,

son of Hame^, mentioned in Bd. XXXIII, 11 as a con-

temporary of Zai^-sparam, who flourished at the latter end

of the ninth century (see S.B. E., vol. xviii, p. xiv). We
have, therefore, every reason to be satisfied that the whole

of the Dinkard was compiled during the ninth century.

The history of the transmission of the text of its last

seven books, through the last thousand years, down to the

present manuscripts, is equally satisfactory, owing to the

preservation of a series of colophons appended to the text,

of which the first and most important may be translated

as follows :

—

' Completed in great joy and full of gratification this last portion

of the manuscript of the incomparable, priceless, and unequalled

Dinkard, at the place where i/ was found afid happily disinterred ^

by us in Asuristan, within the happily prosperous, odoriferous,

precious, well-thriving, a/td glorious Bakda</ of Good Recti-

tude ^ ; from a copy which, as regards the religion, is Jus/ as the

leaders of the saintly and orthodox, who were of the family of

the saintly kinrpa.d, son of Maraspend, (who re-explained know-

ledge, by five or s'.s. well-destined ones, from the pure revelation

^ Khuj--kand might be the name of a place here, but cannot be so in the

next paragraph.

^ The angel Aharljvang (Av. ashi^ vanguhi).

[37] C
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which is the all-embellished learning of learnings) and the suc-

cessive leaders of the orthodox {who again provided at different

times [ahamvar] for its restoration, through manuscripts at

various places, to maintain reading a7id investigation therem) had

written.

' I, Mah-vinda^, son of Naremahan, so7i of Vahram, son of

Mitro-opan, like an adopted son for his own possession, who wrote

it, am letting it forth on the day Den of the month Tir, the victor,

of the year 369 after the year 20 of that Ya3c/akar</, king of kings,

who was son of Shatro-rt'yar [2nd July, 1020] ^; in reliance on the

pure good religion of the Ma3(/a-worshippers, as regards remem-

brance of Zaratmt, the Spitaman with the righteous guardian
A

spirit, and of the genuine achievement of Aturpart', son of Mara-

spend; and as regards remembrance o/"the righteous utterance of

blessings for the whole embodied existence hy the desirers of right-

eousness, who are thinkers of good thoughts, speakers of good

words, and doers of good deeds ; in the worldly existence, tlirough

completely-wishful kind regard of the practices of righteousness,

they shall unite with the union of the renovation of the tiniverse,

and spiritually their pure souls a?id guardian spirits attai7i to the

supremely great position and eminence, and complete acquire-

ment of recompense, which are in the light that is endless, con-

stantly beneficial, and full of glory, which they shall obtain. This
A.

is especially for those saintly afid supremely learned nien, Atur-
A

farnbag, son of Farukh6-za(7, and Aturpa^, son of Hemec/, by

whom this priceless ^ Dinkarfl' scripture zvas selected so learnedly

and (with a pure perception of the spiritual lord, in seizing the

cream of the fortunate commentary 01^ the good religion) so truly

amicably, and fully affectionately for the good creatures and

religion, with great advantage for us moderns, and concealed for

me who, through eagerness for righteousness, like an adopted

son, have happily disinterred this scripture ; and even he who

reads, and shall make use of it, is reliant and free from doubt

about it; and him who shall take a copy from it, and preserves

it with propriety, they shall appropriately connect with it.'

* The remainder of this colophon, so far as it is here translated, is also quoted

in the second colophon.

^ Here written ar'^o, but it is an-ar'^'-o in the second colophon.

' Reading den farukho zand shir-hdhb-i, but this is doubtful. From
this point the whole of the rest of this colophon, including the aphorisms, is

also found in K.
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(This is followed by a long succession of aphorisms, and

the colophon winds up with some threats against those

who shall misuse the manuscript.)

As this colophon mentions only the ' last portion ' of the

Dinkar^T', and is appended to the text of Dk. III-IX, it is

probable that the first portion of the work, Dk. I, TI, had

already become separated from the rest within 150 years

of its revision and completion. And if Mah-vinda<^ did

not copy from the original manuscript of Aturpa^i', he must

certainly have done so from a very early transcript.

The second colophon was written by Shatr6-(3:yar, son

of Er^ishir, son of Air//^, son of Rustam, son of KXxtk, son of

Kuba<^, son of Airan-shah, who completed his copy on the

day Auharma^r^ of the month Spendarma^ in the year

865 after the 20th year of Ya^^akar^^ [3rd October, 15 16],

having transcribed it from a copy written by Mar'xrapan,

son of Spend-da(/, son of Mar'^apan, son of Mitro-^pan,

son of Spend-da^, son of Mitro-^zpan, son of Mar'^'apan,

son of Dahii-n-aiyyar, son of Ro^-veh, son of Shah-mar^.

The date of Mar'^rapan's copy may be approximately fixed

by observing that his father's first cousin wrote a copy of

AV. and Gf, mentioned in K30, in the year 690 of

Yarr^akar^^, while his great great granduncle wrote a similar

copy, mentioned in MH6, in the Parsi year 6j8. If this

Parsi year be reckoned from the era of the 20th year of

Ya^-^akar^, as seems probable^, these dates give 52 years

for three generations ; and Mar'xrapan, living one genera-

tion later than the writer of A.Y. 690, may perhaps have

written his copy of the Dinkar^/ about A.Y. 707 [a. D.

1338] ; so that there was probably another copyist, inter-

mediate between him and Mah-vinda^^-i Naremahdn, of

whom no record has been preserved. Shatro-^yar con-

cludes his colophon by quoting a long passage from the

first colophon, as already stated in p. xxxiv, n. i^ and by
acknowledging his obligations to three other persons whom
he names. This colophon is the last that now remains

attached to the manuscript B, but it was formerly followed

^ Observe the use of the phrase ' Parsi year ' in the third colophon and in the

manuscript K (see p. xxxviii).

C 2
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by a third colophon, written by the actual writer of B, and

preserved in copies transcribed from B since its arrival in

India.

This third colophon was written by Mah-vindart?, son of

Vahram, son of Erc/ishu' of Turkaba<^, who completed his

copy, from that of Shatro-^yar, on the day AvsiU of the

month Khurda<i in the Parsi year 1009 after the 20th year

of Ya.jsda.kard [21st December, 1659, N. S.]. This copy,

which constitutes the manuscript B, was afterwards ap-

proved by Vahram, son of Mah-vinda^^, son of Rustam,

son of Anoshak-ruban, son of Rustam of Turkaba^, who

blesses the writer of the second colophon, on the day

Tii-tar of the month Vohuman in the year 1038 of Yarr^a-

Vard [i8th August, 1669, N. S.]. It was also finally seen

and approved by Rustam, son of Guj-tasp, son of Er<^ishir,

who likewise blesses the writer of the second colophon
;

and the approximate date of this approval may be guessed

from the fact that Rustam Gui-tasp is known to have copied

one manuscript in A. D. 1706, and another in 1741.

Regarding this manuscript B, written in 1659, it appears

from Mulla Firuz's Avi^ch Din (Bombay, 1830) that

Mulla Bahman, son of Mulla Behram, a Parsi priest of

Yazd, brought this manuscript of the Dinkar^/ from Iran

to Surat in 1783, and, having shown it to Aspandiarji

Ratanji-shah, he lent it to Kiusji Rustamji, then Dastur

of Surat, and allowed him to have it copied. Mulla

Bahman had great difficulty in obtaining the return of

his manuscript, and when it was returned many folios were

missing. It was after this loss of folios that Aspandiarji

had several other copies transcribed from the defective

manuscript, to be sent to various persons, and all these

copies were therefore equally defective.

This manuscript B, thus defective, afterwards came into

the possession of Mulla Firuz, who was high-priest of the

Kadmi Parsis in Bombay; and, after his death in 1830,

it descended to his successor. In 1875 it belonged to

Dastur Sohrabji Rustamji, high-priest of the Kadmis,

through whose courtesy, and that of Dastur Dr. Jamaspji

Minochiharjij it was then lent to me long enough to
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enable me to copy and collate two-thirds of Dk. Ill and

to collate Dk. IV-IX ; and Dastur Jamaspji, afterwards,

kindly supplied me with a copy of the remainder of

Dk. III.

The manuscript has been bound in its defective state,

and contains 322 folios, originally fourteen inches high and

ten inches wide, written 20 to 22 lines to the page. When

complete it appears to have consisted of 392 folios, all

numbered in Persian words, but with several blunders, in-

cluding one of fifty folios, so that the last folio was really

numbered 442. Of the 70 folios not bound with the rest

of the manuscript, fourteen were lying loose in the volume
;

forty-three belonged to Dastur Rustamji Kaikobadji of

Nausari, with a copy of which I was kindly supplied by

Dastur Dr. Peshotanji Behramji of Bombay, who also

enabled me to collate it with the original folios ; and

seven folios were lent to me by Dastur Dr. Hoshangji

Jamaspji of Poona, for the purpose of copying. The

remaining six folios have not been discovered ;
they com-

prise the first folio of the manuscript, containing the com-

mencement of Dk. Ill, which was probably lost before

the manuscript arrived in India ; also one folio in Dk. VII,

two in Dk. IX (see pp. 262, 270 of this volume), and the

last two folios of the manuscript, containing the third

colophon and final approvals (see p. xxxvi).

I am likewise much indebted to the kindness of Professor

Kielhorn, who gave me a modern copy of Dk. IV-IX (with

the text in its defective state) which had been prepared at

Poona, so that it was only necessary to collate this copy

with the original text of the manuscript B. With the aid

of all this liberal assistance I was enabled to obtain the

whole text of the Dinkar*^, known to exist, in the course of

a few months ; that it has since taken as much as sixteen

years to find opportunities for translating and publishing

rather more than one-fourth of its contents, will not surprise

any one who is acquainted with the nature of the work

that had to be done.

The only known manuscript, independent of B, that

contains any portion of the Dmkard, is the old codex K
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brought from Persia by the late Professor Westergaard in

1843, and now No. 43 of the Iranian manuscripts in the

University Library at Kopenhagen. This codex contains

about one-fifth of the text of the Dinkar^ in two detached

portions, together with other Pahlavi texts. The first

portion occupies fols. 177-261, and comprises Dk. VI, of

which one-eighth is missing, with Dk. Ill, Chaps. CLX
and CCLXXXIII, and a colophon, all written in the

district of Turkaba^ by Mitro-^pan, son of Anoshak-ruban,

son of Riistam, son of Shatro-^iyar, son of Mah-vinda<^, son

of Vahr^m, son of Gushi^n-rtyar, son of Mitro-^rpan, and

completed on the day Goj- of the month Mitro in the

Parsi year 943 after the 20th year of Ya;:<^akar^ [loth

May, 1594, N. S.]. This copyist appears to have been a

great-uncle of the writer who approved the manuscript B

in 1669, ten years after it was written ; and the original

from which he copied was, no doubt, descended from

Mah-vinda</-i Naremahan's manuscript of 1020, as he

appends to his colophon all the latter part of Mah-vinda<^'s

colophon (see p. xxxiv, n. 3), The second portion of the

text of the Dinkar^f, contained in the manuscript K, is

written by another hand on 42 additional folios, and com-

prises the last two chapters of Dk. Ill, the whole of Dk. V,

and the first three-tenths of Dk. IX (as mentioned in

p. 172, n. I, of this volume). This manuscript supplies

several short passages in the Dinkan/, which are omitted

by B, especially in the first portion of the text described

above. It has also afforded much assistance in the trans-

lation of Dk. IX, Chaps. I, i-XXXI, 17.

Regarding the authorship of the summary account of the

Nasks, contained in Dk. VIII, IX, it may be reasonably

assumed, in default of any positive information, that the

compiler was Aturpac/, son of Heme<7', the last editor of

the Dinkar<:/. And, as nothing is said about any previous

treatise being consulted, it may be safely supposed that

he had access to the Avesta texts and Pahlavi versions

of all the Nasks he describes, fully three centuries after

the Muhammadan conquest of Persia. The only Nask he

could not obtain was the Vaj-tag, and the Pahlavi version
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of the Nart'ar was also missing ; under which circumstances,

the fully detailed accounts of these two Nasks, given in

the Persian Rivayats, must be viewed with suspicion, until

better evidence of their authenticity has been discovered

than is at present available.

The survival of so much of the sacred Zoroastrian litera-

ture, during three centuries of Muhammadan rule, indicates

that the final loss of nearly all this literature was not so

directly attributable to the Arabs as the Parsis suppose.

So long as a considerable number of the Persians adhered

to their ancient religion, they were able to preserve its

literature almost intact, even for centuries ; but when,

through conversion and extermination, the Ma-s-f^a-wor-

shippers had become a mere remnant, and then fell under

the more barbarous rule of the Tartars, they rapidly lost

all their old literature that was not in daily religious use.

And the loss may have been as much due to their neg-

lecting the necessary copying of manuscripts, as to any

destructiveness on the part of their conquerors ; because

the durability of a manuscript written on paper seldom

exceeds five or six centuries.

The statements of the Dinkar*/, about the classification

and subdivisions of the Nasks, are corroborated and sup-

plemented by those of Za</-sparam (see pp. 401-405). The
division of all literature into three classes of knowledge,

religious, worldly, and intermediate, is one that would

naturally suggest itself to any classifier^, but the names

employed (which are transcribed from the Avesta, and do

not exactly correspond with these three meanings) must

have originated at a period when the Avesta language was

still spoken. That such a classification cannot be very

strictly carried out in practice is already admitted in

Dk. VIII, Chap. I, 13.

* Professor Darmesteter has suggested to me the very similar apportionment

of the old Hebrew literature, mentioned in Jeremiah xviii. i8, thus :
—

' For the

law shall not perish from the priest, nor counsel from the wise, nor the word

from the prophet.' And in Ezekiel vii. 26, thus:—'Then shall they seek a

vision of the prophet : but the law shall perish from the priest, and counsel

from the ancients.'
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The further division of the literature into twenty-one

books, seven in each of the three classes, is a much more

artificial arrangement, and can, perhaps, be best explained

as an attempt to make the twenty-one words of the

Ahunavair serve the purpose of a reminder for enumerating

the Nasks in their proper order. This arrangement was

probably made at some period when the scattered Avesta

literature was being collected and re-arranged, the Pahlavi

versions being then supplied, and the present Pahlavi names

of the Nasks appointed. This may possibly have been the

work of ' composition and preservation ' attributed to Atur-

p^4 son of M^raspend, in Dk. VIII, Chap. I, 22, when

'the Nasks were enumerated' (see Dk. IV, 27, in p. 415),

which occurred in the fourth century.

Why the established sequence of the Nasks, detailed in

Dk. VIII, Chap. I, 12, should differ from the successive

sequences of their three classes, given in §§ 9-1 t, is very

imperfectly explained ; but some of the reasons for the

difference may perhaps be guessed. If the notation pro-

posed in p. 7, n. 3, be adopted, the established sequence

is G2-4 ; H1-7 ; G5 ; L6 ; G7 ; L7, 1-5 ; G6, i ; in which

the only Nasks that are out of their order in the classes

are Gi, 5-7 and L6, 7. The placing of G6, i next after

L5 (that is, the Ha^okht and Stod-yast next after the

Vendida^) may perhaps have been owing to the constant

use of these three Nasks in the liturgy, in which either the

Vendidarf', or the Ha<^6kht \ was frequently interpolated in

the recitation of the Stod-yast which comprised by far the

larger portion of the present Yasna and Vispera^. But

this position of the St6<^-yaj-t, at the end of the list of

Nasks, was probably considered derogatory to its sacred

character by most of the writers of the Persian Rivayats,

who have, therefore, restored it to its original place at the

head of the Gathic Nasks. Dk. VIII, Chap. I, 15, states

that G5 was placed after H7 because the Vaj-tag was con-

nected with the Vii-tasp-sasto, probably by the nature of

its contents. And, possibly, the sequence L6, G7, L7 of

the A'itrada^^, Spend, and Bakan-yaj-t, between the Vai-tag

^ So long as it was preserved.
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and Nika^Lim, may indicate some similar resemblance of

contents ; especially as the contents of the A'itrada*^ and

Bakan-ya^t were so far from being strictly legal that these

Nasks were placed in a sub-class by themselves, and the

connection of the Spend with the G^thas appears to have

been merely historical. The Persian Rivayats place the

Spend next after the Vaj-tag, thereby bringing the two

imperfectly Gathic Nasks together, as well as the two im-

perfectly legal ones ; but then they also transpose the

Ganaba-sar-ni^a^ and the Hiisparam, for which there seems

to be no justification.

With regard to the names of the Nasks, it is evident

that several of the Persian names, used in the Rivayats,

are more or less irreconcileable with the Pahlavi names in

the Dinkar(^, and some others are improbable readings of

the Pahlavi forms. In this translation the Pahlavi forms

have been followed, as clearly more authentic than the

Persian corruptions, and some few of the names have been

read differently ; while in other cases the most probable

readings have been merely suggested in foot-notes, not on

account of the Persian reading being justifiable, but because

the evidence for the suggested reading is less complete than

would be desirable.

In dealing with this account of the Nasks it is always

necessary to remember that the compiler of the Dinkar<^

relies entirely upon their Pahlavi versions, as he states

distinctly in Dk. VIII, Chap. I, 3 ; he occasionally mentions

the Avesta texts, as in Chaps. VI, i, XII, i, and it is

abundantly evident, to the practised translator, that Avesta

phrases often underlie the Pahlavi passages which seem to

be quoted at length from the original Nasks, especially in

Dk. IX ; but, for some of the details mentioned, there may
be no older authority than a Pahlavi commentary, and this

should ever be borne in mind by the sceptical critic in

search of anachronisms.

Owing to his complete reliance upon the Pahlavi versions,

it is impossible to ascertain with certainty whether any

particular statement, made by the compiler of the Dinkar^,

was contained in the Avesta text ; his summary, there-
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fore, throws little or no satisfactory light upon the origin

of that text. A few of the details he mentions (such as

those contained in Dk. VIII, Chaps. XIII, 17-20, XLIII,

24 and Dk. IX, Chaps. XXXII, 17, XXXIX, 13-16, LIII,

3) evidently refer to Sasanian times, and may be reason-

ably supposed to have originated in the Pahlavi versions

of those times. But vaguer prophecies of good or evil,

such as are common in all religions at all times, may have

often occurred in the Avesta texts themselves.

It is evident, however, that all the Nasks have accumu-

lated around the Gatha centre of the Sto^-yai-t, and that

this Gatha centre in the earliest Sasanian times was neither

more nor less extensive than it is at present. The age of

Gathic composition had so long passed away in the time

of the earliest Sasanian monarchs, that the sages whom
they appointed to collect and re-arrange the sacred litera-

ture, were unable to fully understand many of the stanzas

they had to translate into Pahlavi, much less could they

have added to their number. How far they may have been

able to write ordinary Avesta text is more uncertain, but

any such writing was probably confined to a few phrases

for uniting the fragments of old Avesta which they dis-

covered, or for interpolating opinions of their own. All

such compositions, however, would have been hazardous,

as forming no part of their duties, which seem to have been

confined to the arrangement of the fragmentary Avesta

texts, and their translation into Pahlavi with explanatory

comments in that language. It appears from the traditional

statements, mentioned in p. 415, that this work was com-
A

pleted, and the Nasks were fully arranged, by Aturpa^,

son of M^raspend, in the reign of Shahpuhar II (A. D. 309-

379); but the Pahlavi versions were certainly revised, and

some further commentaries added, after the suppression of

the heresy of Mazdak, as late as the reign of Khusroi I

(A. D. 531-579).

That the Avesta texts themselves were not written, to

any great extent, in Sasanian times, is shown by the

quantity of Pahlavi commentary necessary to adapt them

to the altered circumstances of those times. The Gathic
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Nasks, being strictly religious, required only some ex-

planations, with little extended commentary ; because the

relicfion had to be maintained without sensible modifica-

tion. Of the Hadha-mathric Nasks we know but little.

But the strictly Legal Nasks consisted chiefly of the com-

mentary which is always necessary to adapt ancient laws

to modern ideas.

With regard to the mode of describing the Nasks,

adopted in the Dinkar*^, it is evident that the compiler

intended, in the first place, to give merely a very short

account of the general contents of each Nask, to be

followed by a detailed statement of the particular contents

of each chapter (see Dk. VIII, Chap. I, 23, 24). But, when

he had fully carried out this intention with respect to the

first three Nasks, his work came to a premature conclusion,

which has deprived us of much valuable information re-

garding the rest of the Nasks. The descriptions of these

other Nasks vary in extent, but may be roughly classified

as follows:—Of the Na^ar and Va.ytag there is no de-

scription whatever. Of the Damda^, Ra^6-da^/-aitag,

Kaj-kisrobo, Vii-tasp-sasto, Bakan-yaj-t, and St6^-ya.ft the

description is very short, averaging 80 Pahlavi words for

each. Of the Pa^ag, Barij-, A'itrada.^, Spend, and Ha<^6kht

the description is rather longer, averaging $S^ Pahlavi

words for each ; but, as such a description is still far too

brief to be satisfactory, the compiler must have intended

to add a detailed account of each chapter of all these

Nasks. On coming to the strictly Legal Nasks, however,

he adopted a different plan, by giving a much more

voluminous statement of the contents of certain selected

chapters ; thus the very long description of the Nikarf'um,

Ganaba-sar-ni^a(7^, Husparam, and Saka^/um averages 3670

Pahlavi words for each. This change of plan is somewhat

modified in the case of the Vendida^, where the description

of 1272 Pahlavi words is only moderately long. While the

first three Nasks, the Sufl^-ar, Var.s-tmansar, and Bako, after

a very short description averaging 6^ Pahlavi words for

each, are again described in detail, as already mentioned,

to the average extent of 8647 Pahlavi words for each.
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From these descriptions, and their connection with

certain Avesta texts and Pahlavi writings, it is now
possible to form a more or less adequate conception of

the contents of Nasks I-IV, X, XIII-XIX, XXI, and

also some idea of those of Nasks VI, XII ; but the accounts

of the remaining six Nasks, most of which belonged to the

Hadha-mathric or scientific class, are very unsatisfactory.

With reference to the total extent of the Nasks, when

they were all extant, it is obvious that the length of de-

scriptions, drawn up on the same plan, ought to bear ap-

proximately some definite proportion to the lengths of text

described ; so that, if the extent of the text of one Nask

be known, and the proportion it bears to the length of its

description be ascertained, this proportion becomes a rough

means of estimating the probable extent of other Nasks,

from the length of their descriptions drawn up on the same

plan. Three years ago an attempt was made ^ to estimate

the total extent of the Nasks in this way, based upon the

assumptions that the Nasks still extant were three in

number, that the length of the description of the Vendida<^

was a fair average one for estimating the extent of Pahlavi

version in all the lost Nasks, and that the proportion of

Avesta text to Pahlavi version in the Nirangistan was also

a fair average for estimating the extent of their Avesta

texts. These assumptions were carefully made, as the

least liable to objection, and the total extent of the Nasks

in Sasanian times, thus estimated, amounted to 133,000

words of Avesta text and 844,000 of Pahlavi version.

Since the completion of the translation of Dk. IX it

has, however, become possible to estimate the probable

extent of the first three Nasks from the proportion between

the actual extent of the first three fargarrf's of the Bako (Yas.

XIX-XXI) and the length of their description. It has also

been thought no longer reasonable to neglect the actual

length of the Nirangistan as a basis for estimating the extent

of the Pahlavi versions of the strictly Legal Nasks XV-

* In the Sitzungsberichte der philosophisch-philologischen und historischen

Classe derk. b. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Miinchen, 1888, pp. 441, 442.
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XVIII ; and the Bakan-ya^t has been identified with the

Yai-ts still extant \ These additional considerations have

led to a new estimate of the probable extent of each Nask

separately, based upon the best data available in each case,

as stated in detail in the foot-notes to the names of the

Nasks in the Extant Fragments (pp. 451-488 of this

volume). These estimates are here collected, for the sake

t con
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duction of this estimate. No probable alteration of the

estimate of the extent of the Hadha-mathric Nasks, which

is the most uncertain, would materially affect the total.

Another matter of interest to the readers of translations

from the Pahlavi, especially to those who are aware of the

ambiguities of the original text, is the degree of confidence

they can place in the correctness of the translation. In

the case of the Dmkard it is fortunately possible to consult

manuscripts written in Persia, and descended through only

four or five intermediate copies from the work of the

original writer, so that the text is remarkably free from

copyists' errors. The eighth and ninth books also contain

very few of those involved sentences, with long paren-

thetical clauses, which, owing to the habitual absence or

misplacement of stops, are very perplexing to a translator.

The chief difficulties of the text arise from its synoptical

character, and the consequent want of connection between

its sentences ; there being often too little context to define

the meaning of a doubtful word. The number of words of

doubtful meaning in Pahlavi is, however, fast diminishing,

in proportion to the advancing study of the texts ; and the

certainty of a translator, as to the correctness of his work,

is increasing in a like proportion. At any rate, the reader

may safely rely upon the general accuracy of these trans-

lations, even if a few errors should hereafter be discovered.

As an instance of such possible errors I will here correct

one that exists in my translation ot the Epistles of Manu-

sMhar, which was pointed out to me by Mobad Tehmuras

Dinshawji Ankalesaria, in a letter dated 28th October, 1887.

In Ep. II, ii, 9-11, there occurs an illustration of what

should be done when commentators differ, derived from

the use that can be made of different observations of the

stars, and containing three names that were difficult to

identify. These names were doubtfully read as corruptions

of the names of three of the lunar mansions, but it now

appears that they were the names of three sets of astro-

nomical tables (zik); so that Shatro-ayaran, Hinduk, and

Ptolemeos should be read, instead of ^"atvaharan, Avenak,

and Pa^ramgos ; both sets of readings expressing the same
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Pahlavi letters. With these alterations the passage may be

translated as follows :

—

Ep. II, ii, 9. 'And there may be a position of the stars, seltUd

even by computers of the stars, when they would take that of the

sun and moon from the tables of Shatro-ayar, that of Saturn from

the Hindu tables, and that of Mars from the tables of Ptolemy, ajid

the position comes out very good, and they are able to speak ^the

maturity of strength undoubtedly brought on. 10. That this is to

be seen as an occurrence is a conjunction which is not possible

;

because, if the tables of Shatro-ayar he exact, yet, since its Saturn

a7id Mars are not from the tables, the effect is not a good con-

figuration ; if the Hindu tables be correct, yet, since its sun, moon,

and Mars are not from those tables, the effect is not good ; and

if the tables of Ptolemy be correct, yet, since its sun, moon, and

Saturn are not from those tables, the effect is not good ; on account

of which the conjunction is not correct in any way ; they believe it

possible, however, for a firm mind to accomplish this auspicious

labour. 11. But they say the just and wise are making the

decision that this would be a very good position, because that

which is in the tables of Shatro-ayar is truly issuing from him,

the great Shatro-ayar ; and that of Shatro-ayar, being better

through the tables of Ptolemy, remains that employed.'

In conclusion, it is desirable to make some remarks upon

the transliteration of Pahlavi, because it is necessary to

express not only the various sounds of the letters of a very

deficient alphabet, but also the mode of writing several

abbreviated compounds which are quite as essential to the

correct orthography of Pahlavi as the forms of the separate

letters themselves. For this purpose italics are used to

indicate not only a few differences of sound from the usual

English pronunciation of consonants, but also different

letters having the same sound, and letters abbreviated in

the writing of compounds. When the abbreviated letter

is already italicised, the preceding short vowel (which is

not expressed in Pahlavi writing) is also italicised to

indicate the abbreviation, or an apostrophe is introduced

between the two consonants when no short vowel sound

intervenes. Hyi)hens are used both to connect the com-

ponents of compound words, which are often written
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separately, and also to separate words that are written

together in Pahlavi. The application of these rules will

be best understood by reference to the following list of

transliterations which have been found necessary :

—

Alphabet.

^ a {initial), a, h, kh, zd. ^ or ^ s, 5 + 5.

y 2, a {privative), ae, ae ^ s, sh, ^-\-^, g-a.

{final),
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A. D. for Anno Domini ; Af. for Afringan ; Ar. for Arabic ; AV.

for Ar(/a-Viraf namak, ed. Hoshangji and Haug, 1872; Av. for

Avesta ; A.Y. for Anno Yzzdakardi ; B for Bombay MS. of

Dinka.rd, written in Iran, a.d. 1659, see pp. xxxv-xxxvii; B29

for MS. No. 29 in the University Library at Bombay; Bd. for

Bundahij, as translated in vol. v of this series ; Bk. for Book

;

B.P. for Bahman P(in^yah, see p. 418, n. 3; Byt. for Bahman

Ya.st, as translated in vol. v of this series; Ch. or Chald. for

Chaldee ; Chap, for chapter ; Dd. for Da^/istan-i Dinik, as trans-

lated in vol. xviii of this series; Dk. for Dinkard; Dv. for Din-

vi^irgard ; ed. for edited by or edition ; Ep. for Epistles of

Manuj/^ihar, as translated in vol. xviii of this series ; Farh. Oim.

for Farhang-i Oim-aevak, or Zand-Pahlavi Glossary, ed. Hoshangji

and Haug, 1867 ; fol. for folio; G for gathic ; Gah. for Gahanbar

or Gahanbar ; Gen. for Genesis
;

gen. for genitive ; Gesch, der

Sas. for Geschichte der Perser und Araber zur Zeit der Sasaniden,

1879; Gf. for tale of G6jt4 Fryano, ed. West and Haug, 1872;

Gld. for Geldner ; H for hadha-mathric ; Haug's Essays for Essays

on the Sacred Language, Writings, and Religion of the Parsis, by

M. Haug, 2nd ed.; Hn. for Hafl'okht Nask, ed. Haug, 1872;

Ibid, for ibidem
; J2 for Jamaspji's Yasna MS, with Pahlavi, now

in the Bodleian Library, by the same copyist as K5 ; K for Kopen-

hagenMS.No. 43, written a.d. 1594, see pp. xxxvii-viii ; Ki, K5,

K20, K35 for Iranian MSS. Nos. i, 5, 20, 35 in the University

Library at Kopenhagen; L for legal; 1. for line; 11. for lines;

Mf4 for the Mulla Firfiz Library's Yasna MS. with Pahlavi, de-

scended from an ancestor of K5; MH6, MHio for MSS. Nos. 6,

10 of Haug's Collection in the State Library at Munich; Mkh. for

Dina-i Mainog-i Khira^, as translated in vol. xxiv of this series

;

MS. for manuscript ; n. for foot-note ; N.S. for new style ; Ny. for

Nyayi.y; O225 for MS. No. 225 of Ouseley's Collection in the

Bodleian Library at Oxford; OM for Olshausen and Mohl's

Fragmens relatifs a la religion de Zoroastre; p. for page; Pahl.
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for Pahlavi ; Paz. for Pazand ; Pers. for Persian
; pp. for pages

;

Pt4 for Peshotanji's Yasna MS. with Pahlavi, similar to Mf4 ;
Riv.

for Rivayat; S.B.E. for Sacred Books of the East; Sd. and Sg. for

Sad-dar and ^Sikand-gumanik Vi^ar, as translated in vol. xxiv of

this series ; Sir. for Sirozah ; Sis. for Shayast-la-shayast, as trans-

lated in vol. v of this series; Sp. for Spiegel; Vend, for Vendidaa?;

Vi^. for Vi^irkarrt'-i Dinik, ed. Peshotan, Bombay, 1848; Visp. for

Visperarf; vol. for volume; W. or Westerg. for Westergaard ; Yas.

for Yasna ; Yt. for Ya^-t ; ZA. for Zend Avesta ; Zs. for Selections

of Za^-sparam, as translated in vol. v of this series.
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OBSERVATIONS.

1. For all divisions into chapters and sections the translator is

chiefly responsible, as the stops found in the manuscripts are not

used systematically.

2. Italics are used for any English words which are not ex-

pressed, or fully understood, in the original text, but are added to

complete the sense of the translation.

3. Italics occurring in Oriental words, or names, represent

certain peculiar Oriental letters (see the ' Transliteration of Oriental

Alphabets ' at the end of this volume), or certain abbreviated modes

of writing Pahlavi letters, for which see the remarks on Pahlavi

transliteration near the end of the Introduction. Italic a, a, d, e, e,

h, i, 7, kh, I, p, r, sh, u, v, zd indicate no change of pronunciation

;

but g should be sounded like j, hv like wh, k like ch in ' church,' s

like sh, and Avesta z like French j.

4. In the translation words in parentheses are merely explanatory

of those that precede them.

5. For the meaning of the abbreviations, used in the notes, see

the explanatory list after the Introduction.

6. The manuscripts used, being the only two independent

authorities for the text of the Dinkar</ known to exist, are :

—

B (written a.d. 1659), a nearly-complete MS. of Books III-IX,

brought from Iran to Surat in 1783, and now divided between

three, or more, owners in Bombay, Nawsari, and Poona. Of the

Books here translated two folios are missing, which contained

portions of Bk. IX, Chaps. XXXIII, XXXIV, XXXVI, XXXVII.

K (wriiten a.d. 1594 and later). No. 43 in the University Library

at Kopenhagen, a miscellaneous MS. containing several fragments

of Books III, V, VI, IX. Of the Books here translated it contains

the text of Bk. IX, Chaps. I, i-XXXI, 17.
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DINKAT?/^.—BOOK VIII.

Chapter I.

1. Fraise /or Ataharma^fl', and obeisance /o the

Ma^rtfa-worshipping religion which is the ordinance

of Auharma^'rt' opposed to the demo s.

2. The eighth doo^ is the present (la tarn man)

memorandum about a summary of what is in the

Nasks of the Ma^-^a-worshipping religion, each

separately. 3. That which is within the compass

(sha«f-aurvan) of this book, about the account of

the good religion, is a writing for the information of

the many, and an announcement from the com-

mentary (zand)—that which is in explanation of

revelation (deno)—which, for this simple (pa<^ram)

high-priest, is in itself the writing of the voice of

revelation ^

4. But, before that, is a writing ^ 0/ the usage

about the divisions (ban^i^no) of the reckoning of

the Mas^a-worshipping revelation, also the parts

(bahar) of its divisions, and the sections (burinako)

of the parts ; ajid the exposition of the account

—

^ The author means that he derives his information about the

contents of the Nasks entirely from their Pahlavi versions which, so

far as he is concerned, are of equal authority with the Avesta text.

^ This introductory chapter.

B 2
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which, though very condensed, is in its division

—

is a/so condensed in the parts of its cHvision, and

more diffuse in the sections of the parts. 5. Tlie

divisions of the reckoning of the Ma^'rt'a-worshipping

revelation are three :—Gathas which are the hioher

spiritual knowledge a/id spiritual duty; Law which

is lower^ worldly knowledge and worldly duty; and

the Hadha-mathric which are mostly information

and matters about what is between these two ^.

^ Or ' mostly,' if we read azivtav, instead of asirtar, as is done in

the next clause of this sentence.

^ The three Pahlavi terms are gasano, dad, and ha^ak-mdn-
sarik. Of these dad evidently means 'law,' because the Da^/ik

Nasks are chiefly devoted to legal matters (see Chaps. XVI-XLIV)

;

and gasano appears to mean ' gathas' rather than 'verses,' because

the first Gasanik Nask contained the Gatha texts (see Chap. XLVI),

the next three were commentaries upon the Gathas (see Chaps.

II-IV and Bk. IX, Chaps. II-LXVIII), and the remaining three,

so far as we are informed, were devoted to religious matters, but

we have no reason to suppose that any of them were metrical,

except the Gathas themselves. The exact meaning of ha^ak-
mansarik is less clear; it is derived from Av. hadha-mathra,
' provided with spells, or inspired words,' a term applied to Zara-

tiut in Visp. XIII, I and also to the Mathra-spewta, or liturgy, in a

phrase (see Westerg. Z. A., p. 485) which is appointed to be used

in certain parts of the liturgy whenever the Vijtasp Yast (a rem-

nant of the last Hadha-mathric Nask) is recited
;
just as another

phrase, referring to the Law, is appointed to be used in the same

places whenever the Vendidao' (one of the Dafl'ik Nasks) is recited.

In what sense the Hadha-mathric Nasks can be said to be ' pro-

vided with spells' is not clear from the details given in Chaps.

V-XI, but, practically, the meaning of the term must be something

like ' semi-religious,' being applied to philosophy and science which

are neither strictly religious nor strictly secular.

The same three terms were applied to the three classes of man-

kind, probably the priests, philosophers, and laity; a classification

analogous to that of the three professions, the priests, warriors, and

husbandmen, but not quite identical with it, as may be gathered

from a passage in the sixth book of the Dinkar^. This book is
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6. And the reason of the triple division of the

reckoning of revelation is the exposition of all know-

ledge and duty, and the kinds of knowledge and

action in the same revelation are these three that

have been written. 7. Also in the Ahunavair\ which

' about an epitome, composed and preserved by those of the primi-

tive faith, concerning the statements of the religion of Masrt'a-

worship
;

' and its statements are introduced by the following

words :
—

' Those of the primitive faith, who tvere the sages of the

ancients, considei^ed thus, &c.' Near the middle of the book the

following passage occurs :
—

' And this, too, was considered by them

thus, that these are the three species of mankind :—One is the

Gathic, one the Hadha-mathric, and one the Dafl'ik. The asso-

ciation (hamih) of him who is Gathic is with the sacred beings,

and his severance (v/-^i-aitagih) from the demons (3««' fiends ; the

extent of his wealth is due to members of the community and

religious feasts (dahm va-siir), and the punishment for the sin

which he may commit is shame and is invisible. The association

of him who is Hadha-mathric is with the righteous, and his sever-

ance from the wicked ; also the extent of his wealth is that which

may be produced virtuously, and the punishment for the sin he

shall commit is the goad, or scourge (see Chap. XLIV, 65 n) ; also

noxious creatures for the body, and compensating the destitute.

And the association of him who is Dac/ik is with Iranians, and his

severance from foreigners; also the extent of his wealth is due to

affairs that it is possible to accomplish lawfully, and the punishment

for the sin which he shall commit is for the \\{e/i?ne of a fowl

(kuk), the day of a demon.'

^ This information seems to be taken from the first fargar</ of

the Su</kar Nask (see Bk. IX, Chap. II, 19). The Ahunavair

(Av. ahuna vairya) is the name of the most sacred formula of

the Parsis, derived from its second and third words ; it is also

called the Yatha-ahu-vairyo, from its first phrase, and is a declara-

tory statement in metre, consisting of one stanza of three lines,

containing twenty-one Avesta words, as follows :

—

Yatha ahii vairyo, atha ratuj asha^--^ic/ haM,

Vangh<?uj dazda manangho .r/?3'aothananam anghmj mazdai,

Khshathrem/i-a ahurai a, yim drigubyo dada^ vastarem.

The usual Pahlavi version of this formula explains it as follows :

—
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is the basis of the reckoning of revelation, are three

metrical lines (gas) ; the first chiefly indicates the

Gathic lore, the second the Hadha-mathric lore, and

the third the Law.

8. And there have been twenty-one parts ^ of its

divisions, which are called Nasks :—(9) Seven are

Gathic, because they are composed for the Gathas,

' As is the will of the spiritual lord (as is the will of Auharmazrf') so

should be the priestly master (so virtuous should he be) owing to

whatsoever are the duties and good works of righteousness (the

duties and good works should be as virtuous as the will of Auha;--

mas^/). Whose is the gift of good thought (that is, the reward and

recompense that good thought gives, it gives also unto him) which,

among spiritual lords, is the work of Auharma^^ (that is, he would

do that which Auharmaziaf requires) : [there are some who would

say thus : Whose gift is for good thought (that is, the reward and

recompense which they give for good thought, they give also unto

him) ; and there are some who would say thus : Whose gift is

through good thought (that is, the reward and recompense which

ihey give up through good thought, they would also give even

him) ; Aturpa^, son of Zaratujt, said thus : Owing to the gift of

good thought, among spiritual lords, they recognise a doer of

deeds]. The dominion for Auharmasc/ is his (that is, his dominion

exists through the advantage that Auharma^^ has maintained) who
gives allotments (vayagano) to the poor (that is, he would make
intercession for them).'

The Avesta text may be translated, according to Haug, as

follows :

—
' As a spiritual lord is desirable, so is a priestly master,

for the sake of every righteousness, to le a giver of good thoughts

as to the actions of life towards Mazda ; and the dominion is for

the lord whom he [Mazda) has given as a protector for the poor.'

According to Geldner the first two lines refer to ZaratCut, and,

if we assume that yim is a contraction of yo im, the Avesta text

may be translated somewhat as follows :
—

' As he js the desirable

spiritual lord, so is he the priestly master with every right, the pro-

ducer of the actions of the good thoughts of life towards Mazda.

The dominion, however, is for Ahura who has given him as a pro-

tector for the poor.'

' See §§ 18, 19.
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and their names ^ are that of the ritual of the Gathic

worship, which is the Sto^-ya^t, with the Sii^kar,

Varjtmansar, Bako, Va^tag, Ha<7^6kht, and that which

has made them Gathic ^ the Spend. 10. And the

names of the seven Hadha-mathric are Dam-
da(T^, Nac/ar, Pa^ag, Rart'o-dart^-aitag, Barii", Ka^ki-

srobo, and Vi^-tasp-sasto. 11. And seven are

Legal, because they are composed for the lawyer

(dart'ik), and their names are those of the legal, and

those are the Nikarf'iim, Ganaba-sar-ni^a</, Huspa-

ram, Saka^um, and Vendida^t', and those which are

composed for the law with separate dedications, the

A'itrada^ and Bakan-ya^t. 12. And the sequence
is Su^kar, Var^-t-mansar, Bako, Damda^, Nafli'ar,

Pa^ag, Rart'o-da^-aitag, Bari^", Ka^kisrobo, Vi-?tasp-

sasto, Va^tag, A'itrada^, Spend, Bakan-ya^t, Nika-

dixva, Ganaba-sar-ni^art^, Husparam, Sakart'iim, Ven-

dida^, Hart'okht, and Stort'-ya^t ^.

13. In all three divisions all three 2lX^ found ; in

the Gathic are the Hadha-mathric and Legal, in

the Hadha-mathric are the Gathic and Legal, and

in the Leeal are the Gathic and Hadha-mathric.

^ For variants of these names, in the order stated in § 12, see

the notes to the first sections of Chaps. II-XVI, XXI, XXVIII,

XXXVIII, XLIV-XLVI, which begin the summary description of

each of the twenty-one Nasks.

^ Referring probably to ' the bestowal of the other Nasks ' men-

tioned in Chap. XIV, 5.

^ This is the order in which the twenty-one words of the Ahu-

navair are applied to the twenty-one Nasks, as hinted in § 19 ;

and, therefore, the order in which they ought to be enumerated.

Representing the three divisions of the Nasks by G, H, L, re-

spectively, and the seven Nasks in each division by the ciphers

1-7, the order of enumeration is as follows:—G 2-4; H 1-7;

G5; L6; G7; L7, 1-5 ; G 6, i. More or less fanciful reasons

for this dislocation of the divisions are given in §§ 15-17.
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14, In each separately that which is essentially and

specially itself is included, and that which is partly

another and introduced is included ; and the reason

of it is ^/lal in spiritual and worldly existences, and in

worldly and spiritual existences, and in that which is

between the two, there are both existences.

15. The occurrence ^the joining of the Va^-tag

part of the Gathas on to the last of the Hadha-

mathric^ is because // is written in connection with

the Vii'tasp-sasto, the last of the Hadha-mathric.

16. The reason of the Ha<T^6kht and Ya.<rt being in

succession to the Vendida^, the last of the Law^, and
' the production of the worldly creation^' being between

the Hadha-mathric and those spiritual Gathas, is be-

cause the spiritual existence likewise, which is spiritual

life (ahvo), is the beginning; and the worldly existence

is purposed and caused, and a part is preserved (n6i"i-

aito), important for the purpose and intended for

the spiritual life, the part at the beginning. 1 7. And
the rejoining of the end of the Law, which Is aboiU

the Hom^, to the Gathas, which are the beginning,

' That is, the placing of G 5 after H 7.

^ That is, the placing of G 6, i after L 5. The Vendidar/

appears to be the last of the truly legal Nasks, as the contents

of the A'itrada^ (see Chap. XIII) appear to have been chiefly

historical, and those of the Bakan-ya^t (see Chap. XV) chiefly

religious. These two Nasks are also placed in a sub-class in § 11.

^ This Dahij'n6-i-sti^-da(/6 is evidently another name for

the Damda(/, or ' the creatures produced,' which is placed between

G 2-4 and H 2-7.

* Written Him in Pazand, for Hum; and referring to the white

Horn, mentioned in Pahl. Vend. XX, 17, 21, and its healing pro-

perties. It is not absolutely necessary to understand from the

text that the twentieth fargar^ was literally the end of the Vendi-

dAd in Sasanian times, because Chap. XLIV, 81 is quite as de-

scriptive of the twenty-second as of the twentieth fargar</.
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is a symbol of the existence of the pure influence of

the Gathic lore upon the first spiritual state—that

which exists likewise at last—and of the rej unction

of the worldly existence to the spiritual, because it

came down from the spiritual to exist at present.

18. And the reason of the twenty-one-fold partition

of the three divisions of the reckoning of revelation

is in the distinction which is evident from their com-

position ; also in the three metrical lines of the

Ahunavair, which is the basis of the reckoning of

revelation, there are twenty-one words (marik). 19.

As the three metrical lines of the Ahunavair, which

is the basis of the reckoning of revelation, are an

emblem of the triple division of the reckoning of

revelation ; so the twenty-one words of the three

lines indicate the twenty-one-fold partition of these

three divisions ; as it is declared that ' He who is

the omniscient creator produced a discourse from

every single word.'

20. As to the sections of the parts, such as the

Has and Fargar^TJ's^ in the Nasks, // is known there

were one thousand ^ from the testimony and know-

ledge of the religion owing to the teaching of Zara-

tta^t

—

whose guardian spirit is reverenced—in the

country of Iran. 21. And after the devastation

occurred, owing to the evil-destined and raging

villain Alexander, there was not so much of them

^ The term Ha (ha^/, Av. haiti) is applied to the chapters of

the Yasna, and the term Fargar^ (Av. fra + kereta) to the

chapters of the Vendida</ and most of the other Nasks.

^ Combining the information given in the Persian Rivayats with

that in the Dinka/v/ we find only 905 chapters enumerated, of

which 180 are said to have been lost, from the philosophical Nasks,

during the Greek rule.
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recovered as would be possible for a high-priest to

preserved 22. And that which the saintly (hu-

fravar^o) Atur-part'-, son of Maraspend, achieved

through their composition and preservation, is known

so far as the decrees (iako) in the treatises (mart^i-

gan) of the country of Iran are preserved as

teaching and admonition (pandano).

23. After writing of each separate Nask. that is,

as to what it speaks about more particularly^ each

Nask is accounted for separately, and what is in its

various Has and Fargarrt's comes to be realized*

;

for in these particulars (ma^igan) any ruggedness

of the auspicious^ and desirable collection is ex-

plained. 24. But, first, the class of writing of the

various Nasks—that is, about what they speak—is

here written ; the extent of attainment not deiu^

adapted to ^/leir peculiarity of wonderfulness.

Chapter II.

1. Homage fo the glory 0/ the good religion 0/

Ma£^^a-worship

!

2. The SiWkar" contains particulars about the

^ Probably meaning not more than a high-priest could retain in

his memory,
"^ A supreme high-priest who was prime minister of king Shah-

piihar II (a.d. 309-379).
* In this eighth book of the Dinkaro'.

* In the more detailed statements in the ninth book.

^ Reading hu^ukungun, but it may be khiukiinino, 'benefi-

cent,' or anajikon-gun, ' unconfusing,'

« Corresponding to the first word, y at ha, in the Ahunavair, ac-

cording to the Persian Rivayat of Bahman Pun^yah, which adopts

the sequence detailed in Chap. I, 12. All other Persian Rivayats

and also the Dini-vio-irkard adopt the sequence G 1-4
;
H 1-7

;
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power of the pure glorifying of the first utterance of

Auharma^^^ through thinking, speaking, and acting;

and about abstaining from the law of very evil and

very disturbing people'^. 3. Glorifying the obser-

vances (h Lin a ran 6) and good works of the good

religion and of a like nature, as well as their effec-

tualness ; and condemning the faults and sin ^him
of w(try evil religion, when all kinds of neglect of the

spiritual ceremony and of care for the archangel of

the worldly existence are owing to him^; also much

information about spiritual matters. 4. It has be-

come old (kahuni ), and is a witness whose state-

ment extends even unto the renovation of the

universe *.

5. Righteousness is perfect excellence^.

G 5, 7; L 6, 7, I, 3, 2, 4, 5; G 6. Like most of the names of the

Nasks, Su</kar is an adjective, meaning 'causing benefit, or act-

ing beneficially;' it is corrupted into Studgar, or Istudgar, in the

Rivayats and Dv. For a detailed account of the contents of each

of its twenty-two fargar^/s see Bk. IX, Chaps. II-XXIII.

^ The Ahunavair, or Yatha ah ft vairyo, which Auharmazc?

recited before the creation in order to confound Aharman (see Bd.

I, 21, 22). This clause refers chiefly to the first fargar^ of the

SuflTiar (see Bk. IX, Chap. II).

2 Referring to Bk. IX, Chaps. V, IX, X, &c.

^ See Bk. IX, Chap. IX. * See Bk. IX, Chap. XXIII, 7.

^ The text is aharayih asa^fih pahlum aito, the Pahl. equiva-

lent of the Av. ashem vohu vahijtem asti, 'righteousness is the

best good,' the first metrical line of the Ashem-vohft formula, with

•which it is usual to conclude forms of prayer and religious writings.

It is here used to conclude the account of each of the twenty-one

Nasks, and twice over at the end of the last one, so that it occurs

twenty-two times in this eighth Book. In the ninth Book it con-

cludes the account of each fargar^/ of the three Nasks detailed, and

is written twice at the end of the second Nask, and twice at the end

of the Book; so that it occurs in three series of 22, 24, and 24

repetitions, respectively, in the ninth Book. As the formula,
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Chapter III.

I. The Vari-tmansar^ contains particulars about

the birth of Zaratik<rt, his attaining the reHgion-, and

whatever is on the same subject^. 2. A notice

(numart^) of the priestHness, discipleship, spiritual

lordship, priestly authority, and steadfastness which

are in his orieinal more concise words of the Gathas'*.

3. The explanation (zand) of the statements about

everything and also the good arrangement (khu5-

ra^T^ako) are such as that which one speaks of thus :

—
' It is the Var^tmansar which has given forth an

exposition upon ^v^xything! 4. So that, in the

Vari-tmansar, something is said about oxerything that

is mentioned in the Gathas.

5. Of righteousness the excellence is perfect.

which is thus repeated, consists of four words, it is capable of

1x2x3x4 = 24 permutations in the order of its words ; and it

appears as if the author intended that each of the four series of

repetitions of the formula, contained in the two Books, should give

all these permutations successively; and, with the exception of a

few deviations (chiefly in the first two series, and probably due to

the errors of copyists), he has maintained this fanciful peculiarity

throughout. The English translations of the formula have been

varied, so as to preserve this peculiarity to some extent, but it has

not been found possible to differentiate the whole of the twenty-

four permutations.

^ Corresponding to the second word, ahu, in the Ahunavair,

according to B. P. Riv. ; but it is the third Nask in other Rivayats.

Varjtmansar means 'used as spells, or employed as liturgy,' and

is often corrupted into Vahi^t-manthrah in the Rivayats. For a

detailed account of the contents of each of its twenty-three fargarrt's

see Bk. IX, Chaps. XXIV-XLVI.
2 See Bk. IX, Chap. XXIV.
^ This final phrase is often used for unspecified details, and may

be considered as equivalent to et caetera.

* See Bk. IX, Chap. XXV.
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Chapter IV.

I. The Bako^ contains particulars about the divi-

sion of the recital of the first saying of revelation 2,

the first creature =^ in that saying, the first occurrence

of it, the adaptation of the creature, and the greatness

of that saying which is incorporating the creature,

owing thereto ; also, especially, the intermingling

of thought (mert^* with it. 2. Very comprehensive

knowledge about everything, each separately its

own offspring, and many an appendage as much

connected with it as that which is said concerning

the Bako^ that 'the Bako of the community (dah-

man) is heard where it is spoken for the community,'

that is, whoever shall do this good work, for him

this o-ood work will be done.

3. Righteousness is perfect excellence.

Chapter V.

I. Amid the Damda^f*' are particulars about the

maintenance of action and the production of the

1 Corresponding to the third word, v airy 6, in the Ahunavair,

according to B. P. Riv. ; but it is the fourth Nask in other Riva-

yats. Bako means ' subdivision, or apportionment,' and is written

Bagh, or Bagh-ast, in the Rivayats. For a detailed account of the

contents of each of its twenty-two fargar^/s see Bk. IX, Chaps.

XLVII-LXVIII.
2 The Ahunavair (see Chap. 11, 2 and Bk. IX, Chap. XLVII, 3).

3 The Ahu, or ' spiritual lord,' who is the first creature mentioned

in the Ahunavair (see Bk. IX, Chap. XLVII, 4).

* Av. maiti, Paz. mit in Bk. IX, Chap. XLVII, 5, the Av.

manas of Yas. XIX, 29 (Sp.).

^ This section is an extreme condensation of the contents of

Bk. IX, Chaps. XLVIII-LXVIII.
^ Corresponding to the fourth word, atha, in the Ahunavair,
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beneficial creatures. 2. First, as to the spiritual

existence, and how much and how is the mainten-

ance in the spiritual existence ; and the production of

the worldly existe7ice therefrom, qualified and con-

structed for descending (fito^ano) into the combat

with the destroyer, and accomplishing the associated

necessity for the end and circumvention (garang)

of destructiveness.

3. The manner and species of the creation of the

creatures ; also their material existence, ard the char-

acter and use of the races and species ; and whatever

is on the same subject. 4. The reason for their

creation, and for tkeii^' perfection at last. 5. About

the adversity, injury, and misery of those creatures,

and their secret (nihono) resources and means

of attacking and annihilating them; with the pre-

servation or disablement (^pf'/^artnirtfano) of the

creatures thereby

^

6. Of righteousness the excellence is perfect ex-

cellence.

according to B. P. Riv. ; but it is the fifth Nask in other Rivayats.

Damda</ means 'the creatures produced,' and it is called Dvaz-

dah-hamast (or humast) in the Rivayats, which also state that it

contained thirty-two kardah, or subdivisions. No further particulars

of this and the subsequent Nasks are given by the Dinkarr/,

beyond the contents of this eighth Book.
^ So far as this brief account of the DamdiW goes, it corresponds

very well with much of the contents of the Bundahij. Zaa'-sparam,

in his Selections, IX, i, 16, also quotes the Damda*^ as the

authority for certain details contained in the Bundahish, which

work must therefore be considered as derived from this Nask. It

is very probable, however, that the Nask contained much more

information than is here hinted, because the author's usual plan, in

these brief summaries, is evidently to confine his remarks to a few

of the details near the beginning of each Nask.
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Chapter VI.

1. On account of the Zand of the Na^if'ar^ not

reaching us, the A vesta is retained, for teaching,

recital, and ceremony, because it has come unto us

with authority.

2. Of righteousness the excellence is perfect ex-

cellence.

Chapter VII.

I. The Pa^'ag^ contains particulars about law-

fully slaughtering a sheep, for the ceremonial of

fires, waters, ojid holy-water, in aid of a season-

festival'' ^ the Mas^/a-worshippers ; besides this,

namely, in what are the skill, and the means for

selection, of a man for such work, and the for-

mula (nirang) of the ceremony. 2. And this,

namely, from which limb of the sheep species is the

^ Corresponding to the fifth word, ratuj, in the Ahunavair,

according to B. P. Riv. ; but it is the sixth Nask in otlier Rivayats.

Owing to its Zand, or Pahlavi version, having been lost, the author

does not undertake to describe its contents ; but the Rivayats state

that it consisted of thirty-five jiirat, or compilations, about astronomy

and astrology. The traditional name Na^/ar, or Na^/iar, is pro-

bably a misreading; as Vakhtar (for Vakhttar), 'more destined,'

and Vakhtvar, ' fate-bringing,' would be more intelligible readings

of the same letters.

^ Corresponding to the sixth word, asha^, in the Ahunavair,

according to B. P. Riv.; but it is the seventh Nask in other

Rivayats. Pa^ag probably means 'cooking,' with reference to the

preparations for the sacred feasts; it is called Pa^am, Pa/('am, or

Pazun in the Rivayats, which also state that it contained twenty-

two kardah, or subdivisions.

^ The six Gahanbars or season-festivals are held on the five days

ending, respectively, with the 45th, 105th, 180th, 210th, 290th, and

365th days of the Parsi year (see Sis. XVIII, 3 n).
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share 0/ the fires and waters to be taken \ a?id how

is the preparation which is to be carried on, ajid with

what Avesta. 3. And whatever is about a season-

festival ; where the appointed place is, when 07ie

celebrates zV, and when it has fully elapsed ; the

assembly of the season-festival, and the donation for

the feast ; where and when the celebration is possible,

in what proportion the provisions are to be given

out, andwhen to be prepared and divided ; where its

advantage is, and what benefit ^/lere is from it to the

good creations both spiritually and materially.

4. And this, namely, what skill is more suitable

for the sacerdotal (ra^-pi^ag) leadership and other

priestly authority (rart'ih) each separately. 5. About

the business 0/ the sacerdotal leadership, where zV is

owing to having appointed the place and having

o-one forth to the assembly of the Ma^'rt'a-worshippers,

and when they are to be made aware that that

assembly is more particularly for the arrangement of

renunciation of vice and retribution for sin ; the

needful supply of things for the feast ; the selection

of the men for the Zoti duty and Raspi duty before

the day-; the Zotis, Raspis, and others who put in

action the work for the preparation and giving of the

portions ; and the cleansing of the body-clothing.

6. As to the selection ^the president (pe^-gas) of

the feast there is this, namely, what ability is re-

quisite for that presidentship. 7. The allotment of

the portions, and giving them sooner to those who

are sooner in need of them. 8. Scoffing before

' The heart for the fires, and the fore-legs for the waters, accord-

ing to Sis. XI, 4.

"^ The Zoti is the chief officiating priest in the ceremonial, and

the Raspi is the assistant priest.
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priestly authorities, ivho are great and good, and

when they do not give a portion to the authorities

are cases when the season-festivals are not to be con-

sidered as celebrated. 9. This, too, that the Zotis

and Raspis are for the Zoti duty and Raspi duty,

and the other priestly authorities for the control of

sin and computation {dvkx) of the portions; and

more on the same subject.

10. About the rotation of the day-watches (gas),

days, months, and seasons of the year—which are

when it is summer and winter—and the appearances

(sahi-s-no) therein which are owing to the motion of

the constellations ^ 11. Where the coming of the

righteous guardian spirits (fravahar) into the

worldly existence occurs, in those ten days which

are the end of the winter ayid termination of the

year, because the five Gathic days '^ among them,

are for that purpose; the cessation of that same, as

well as its continuance. 12. The great needfulness

of the guardian spirits of the righteous in the cere-

monial and obeisance of those ten days, and their

abundant eratificatlon therefrom; their vexation from

1 That is, the apparent motions of the akhtaran, or signs of the

zodiac.

2 The five supplementary days, named after the five Gathas, which

are added to the twelfth month of thirty days to complete the 365 days

of the year. They are also called fravar^^ikan, or ' those devoted

to the Fravar^s,' or Fravashis, the guardian spirits, or prototypes,

of created beings, who are supposed to revisit their old haunts on

earth during those days. The last five days of the twelfth month

are also considered a part of the same festival of ten days, which

would have terminated at the vernal equinox, as indicated in the

text, about a. d. iooo if the ordinary receding calendar of the

Iranian Parsis were used ; but it seems probable, from Bd. XXV,

that the calendar in those times was fixed for the new year to begin

at the vernal equinox.

[37] c
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want of welcome and want of obeisance ; and ^/leir

ascent from the worldly existences. 1 3. The extreme

importance (frd^z/oanikih) 0/ liberality and bounty

at that season ; and the proper duty 0/ the priestly

authority of a district (shatro) in assisting and in-

terceding for the poor, for the sake of teaching,

from the days devoted to the guardian spirits, _propcr

actions among those having guardian spirits.

14. About the period for taking medicinal plants,

and whatever is on the same subject. 15. About

where ^/lere is a household, village, communal, or

provincial petitioning y^r the royal chastisement 0/

sins affecting the soul, each separately ; a7id for

whom is the atonement. 16. About the advantage

owing to disposal of sin and infliction of chastise-

ment, and the harm owing to not disposing of sin

and nep:lectinor the chastisement inflicted.

17. About the first thirty-three chieftainships

(rart^ih), around and concealed; that is, which and

how many are spiritual, aiid how many worldly; and

which is the second, and which the third, of the

spiritual and -worldly existences. 18. About the ad-

mirableness and great meritoriousness 0/ public ob-

servances, and the awfulness and grievous sinfulness

of apostasy. 19. And also this, that is, when any

one is doubtful, through apostasy, which is the law

from the sacred beings in elucidation, and which of

the sacred beino^s is to be entreated for assistance.

20. About this, namely, /or which of the women
the bringing of a handful of anything, from the pro-

perty of her husband, to be given away is allowable,

in what proportion, and how, a7id for whom ; and

for whom, when she gives it away, it is allowable

for the husband to bring it back.
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2 1. About this, namely, when summer comes on,

where does winter run to ; and when winter comes

on, where does summer go to ? 22. About the

amount of disaster ^ that has passed by in one cen-

tury, and the chiration of its passing ; everything

which is connected with the chsaster, and whatever

is on the same subject. 23. Where and how many
months are of such a kind •^, and how many of such

a kind^; as well as the religious names of the twelve

months, and the reason of the name of each one of

them, that is, to which of the sacred beings, in the

ceremonial, each one of these twelve months is pre-

dominantly appertaining ; so also of the thirty days

which are in every month, and so also of the five

Gathas in ^v^xy year—that is, the five Gathic days

at the end of the year^—all the sacred beings to

whom they are appertaining, and when the righteous

guardian spirits (ar<^ai fravarrt'o) are reverenced.

24. Righteousness is perfect excellence.

Chapter VIII.

I. The ^2i do-A2.d-2L\\.2.^'^ contains ^2.x\AZ\}\.-a.xs aboitt

the religious and important customs a7id laws to be

^ Paz. voighn.
^ Reading hamgun in both places; but the two words may be

ham in 6, 'summer,' and khamino, 'wet weather.'

^ The five supplementary days mentioned in § 11.

* Corresponding to the seventh word, k\d, in the Ahunavair,

according to B. P. Riv. ; but it is the eighth Nask in other Riva-

yats. Ra^o-da^-aitag means ' concerning the habits of a priestly

master,' which is a fair description of the contents of this Nask, but

it is misread Ratujtai, or Ratu^-taid, in the Rivayats, which also

state that it contained originally fifty kardah, or subdivisions, of

which only thirteen were recovered after the time of Alexander.

C 2
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enforced. 2. The reason of the worthiness and

superexcellence in a sacerdotal leader, and his pos-

session of a portion of the other authority (patih)

of a ruler also ; that is, how worthiness is to be dis-

tinguished from unworthiness, and superexcellence

from unworthiness, in him, namely, in the priestly

chieftainship (ra^^ih) of Khvaniras' and the other

regions, each separately, the first which stood aloof

from the Ma^^^'a-worshippers.

3. About the demonstration rt;;i<^ notification of the

sittino- together of the archangels, the ritual and

appliances in the ceremonial of the sacred beings,

the position and business of the Zotis and Raspis^

in a ceremonial, and also all the business of the

leaders in their duty, each separately and originally ^

4. The greatness of the helpfulness (vi^^i^'ar-

dahii-nih) in good works, the kinds of helpfulness,

and the proximity of Auharmas'^ to the thoughts,

words, and deeds of the embodied existence.

5. The excellence (?/" righteousness is perfect.

Chapter IX.

I. The Barij* contains particulars about the in-

vigorating power, truth, and generosity of the many

^ Av. Z^'z'aniratha, the central region of the earth, containing

the countries best known to the Iranians, around which the other

six smaller regions were supposed to be arranged.

2 See Chap. VII, 5.
« Or ' fundamentally ' (va/ bun).

* Corresponding to the eighth word, haZ'a, in the Ahunavair,

according to B. P. Riv. ; but it is the ninth Nask in other Rivayats.

Barij-, or Barij, means 'splendid, sublime;' and the Rivayats

state that it contained originally sixty kardah, or subdivisions, of

which only twelve were recovered after the time of Alexander.
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capabilities of instinctive ajid acquired wisdom. 2.

And also the ill-advisedness of falsity, stinginess

^

and ignorance ; and the many defects which are

fraternizing wi/A the opponent of capabilities. 3.

The blessing and cursing, the good will and ill-will

of the good ritual and evil ritual, the good state-

ments and evil statements of Vohuman, Spendarma^f,

Srosh, Aharii-vang^, a?id many o^/ier sacred beings,

and of evil thought, lust, wrath, unrighteousness^,

and many of/ier demons ; and whatever is on the

same subject.

4. The destiny, nature, desire, religion, habit,

learning, business, and diligence of the period, a7id

whatever is on the same subject, as regards sove-

reignty, government, priestly authority, justice, and

mediation. 5. The union, peace, and promise-keep-

ing, a^id whatever is on the same subject. 6. The

law and custom, good works and sin, good repute

and evil repute, righteousness and wickedness, a7id

whatever is on the same subject. 7. The modesty

and pomp, glory and penance (sroshikih)^, and

whatever is on the same subject. 8. The connec-

^ Vus, the demon of misers in Bd. XXVIII, 28.

^ These four angels are personifications of Av. vohia mano,

' good thought,' spez/ta armaitij, 'bountiful devotion,' sraosho,

'the obedient one,' and ashij vanguhi, 'good rectitude.'

^ These four demoniacal propensities are here mentioned as the

opponents of the foregoing four angels. Akomano and Aeshm,

the first and third, are the recognised opponents of Vohuman and

Srosh, respectively (see Bd. XXX, 29). Vareno, the second, is

considered a demon (see Bd. XXVIII, 25), and is mentioned in the

Dinkar^', book VI, as opposing the angel Avd or Ahari^-vang (see

Dd. XCIV, 2) ; here he evidently opposes another female angel,

Spendarmao', while Ahari^-vang or Ashi is opposed by her simple

negation, Anahar.

* Av. sraoshya, see Pahl. Vend. XIII, 9.
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tion through ownership, subordination, service, and

religion, and whatever is on the same subject. 9.

The suitabiHty and unsuitabiHty, friendship and

enmity, and whatever is on the same subject. 10.

The handsomeness and ugHness, youth and decrepi-

tude, opulence and destitution, happiness and misery,

crnd whatever is on the same subject. 11. The

strength in races a?id species ^things, and whatever

is on the same subject. 12. The learning, solving

of questions, complete virtue, and whatever is on the

same subject. 13. The hunger^ and thirst, and

their remedy, and whatever is on the same subject.

14. The delirium and death, and //leir expediency,

and whatever is on the same subject. 15. The

primitive state ajid tendency of things, precedence

and sequence, and whatever is on the same subject.

16. The acceptableness and unacceptableness, grati-

fication and afflictiveness^ and whatever is on the

same subject, i 7. The mightiness (takikih), loqua-

city, sociality, and whatever is on the same subject.

18. The understanding ajid mind; the body and

soul ; the heaven, hell, and future existence ;
a?id

whatever is on the same subject. 19. The omnis-

cience of the creator Au.h3.rma.2d, and all goodness

of like motive, the life and glory of a righteous man,

rt;??^ whatever is on the same subject^

20. And many other arrangements of the creator,

through propagation of statements, preparation of

sovereignty, maintenance of the body, and preserva-

^ Supposing that suko stands for sfid.

^ Reading beshini</arih which is more probable than the

beshifzinirt'arih, ' curativeness,' of the MS.
^ All the details in §§ 5-19 are to be read in connection with

' the period' mentioned in § 4.
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tion of the soul ; a statement adapted to that which

one mentions thus :
' Truly-spoken statements are

the Barij-, Kaj-kisrobo, and Vinasp-sasto.'

21. The excellence ^righteousness is perfect.

Chapter X.

I. The Ka^kisrobo^ contains particulars about

the explanation of the ceremonial and ritual of the

sacred beings, through what arises its conversion

into demon-worship, and information as to cleanness

and uncleanness. 2. The preparations and precau-

tions for the Yai-ts^; the tokens and signs of the

overflowing and evil owing to the demons at various

times, and the cause of their exhaustion and the

final victory of the sacred beings. 3. Then the

exalting chants of every kind, which Auharma^'rt'

taught to Zaratu«rt, are called the teaching (sasto) of

the spirits.

4. Excellence that is perfect is righteousness.

Chapter XI.

I. The Vii-tdsp-sasto^ is about particulars of

' Corresponding to the ninth word, vanghcu,?, in the Ahunavair,

according to B. P. Riv. ; but it is the tenth Nask in other Rivayats.

Ka^kisrobo may perhaps mean 'with happy, or comfortable,

statements,' and is corrupted into Kajsrob, Ka^-kasirah, or Kaj--

kaniz, in the Rivayats, which also state that it contained originally

sixty kardah, or subdivisions, of which only fifteen were recovered

after the time of Alexander.

^ The minor ceremonies.

^ Corresponding to the tenth word, dazda, in the Ahunavair,

according to B. P. Riv. ; but it is the eleventh Nask in other Riva-
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every kind relating to Kai-Vijtasp ^; the temper,

character, demeanour, knowledge, learning, and law

for sovereignty; the government of the creatures,

and the advancement of the will of the sacred beings

requisite for it.

2. The creator Auharma^r^^ sends the archangels -

on to Kai-Vi^tasp as evidence about Auha^^ma^'^/,

and a reminder of Spitaman Zaratu^t, of the pure

goodness of the Max'rt'a-worshipping religion, and of

the command for the ruler Vi^tasp, as to its triumph,

on accepting the religion from Zaratuj-t. 3. The

visible coming of the archangels to the metropolis,

and, secondly, /^.zr domestication (handemanih) at

the residence of Vi^tasp and his companions ; the

envoys' explanation of Auha7'masrt''s message to

Vij-tasp, «;^(2^the accepting of the Ma£;^a-worshipping

religion by the obedient king Vi^tasp.

4. The outpouring (sarini^ano) of Ar^asp the

Khyon^, by the demon of wrath, for war with Vi^tasp

yats. Vijtasp-sasto means 'the instruction of Vi^-tasp,' and is

corrupted into Vijtasp-shali, Vijtaspad, or Vi^tasp, in the Rivayats,

which also state that it contained originally sixty kardah, or ^urat,

of which only ten, or eight, were recovered after the time of

Alexander. The last number refers, no doubt, to the eight far-

gara's still extant under the corrupt name Vi^tasp Yajt, which

probably consist of fragments of the Avesta text of this Nask ; but

in comparing that text with this description it must be remembered

that the author is describing the contents of the Pahlavi version

which would contain much commentary.

^ The king of Iran in the time of Zaratijj-t, who accepted the

INIa^rt'a-worshipping religion ; the last king of the old history

derived from the Avesta (see Chap. XIII, 15, 16).

^ Compare Vij-tasp Yt. 40.

^ The ' deadly /Tz'yaona Are^a^Z-aspa ' of Yt. IX, 30, XVII, 50,

whom Kavi Vijtaspa prayed to be delivered from. According to

the Yao'kar-i Zariran, Ar^asp, king of the Khyons, made war upon
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and disturbance of Zaratu^t ; the arrangements and

movements of king Vi^^tasp for that war, and what-

ever is on the same subject.

5. Excellence that is perfect is righteousness.

Chapter XII.

1. The Avesta and commentary of the Va^tag^

have not reached us through any high-priest.

2. Excellence that is perfect is righteousness.

Chapter XIII.

I. The A^itradar/- contains particulars about the

race of mankind ; how the formation of the first

Vijtasp on account of the latter's conversion to ]\IaSf/a-worship,

and was defeated with great diflSculty in a most desperate batde

which is also described in the Shahnamah. Whether the Khyons

were the Chionitae of later times is uncertain.

^ Corresponding to the eleventh word, manangho, in the

Ahunavair, according to B. P. Riv. ; but it is the twelfth Nask in

other Rivayats. The name of this Nask is very uncertain ;
in five

occurrences of the word the first letter is omitted once and may

once be the conjunction ' and,' and the last syllable is also omitted

once ; the B. P. Riv. calls it Dad, by omitting the first and last

letters and varying the reading of the rest, and the other Rivayats

call it 'H^s\. or 'Hajt. They also state that it contained twenty-

two kardah, or fargaro's, in six divisions treating of various religious

and worldly duties, as detailed in the translations in the latter part

of this volume.

2 Corresponding to the twelfth word, j/^yaothananam, in the

Ahunavair, according to B. P. Riv. ; but it is the fourteenth Nask

in other Rivayats. iTitrada^ means ' the races produced,' a name

of the same form as Damdaa?, but it is read ^idra^t, Alra^t, or

Girajt in the Rivayats, which also state that it contained twenty-

two kardah, or subdivisions.
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man, Gayomar^^^ by Auh.3.7'm2Lzd 7C'as for the mani-

festation of the bodily form (kerpih) ; and iu what

manner the first couple, Mashya and Mashyoi -,

arose. 2. About their progeny au^ lineage during

the entire progress 0/ mankind in the central region

of Khvaniras^, and the distribution from them into

the six^ regions which are around Khvaniras. 3.

The various races, which are specially enumerated,

were ordered to disperse by the attracting or banish-

ing command of the creator, to each separate race,

as to the place where it went to ; a7td whose life and

soul (n is man) are appointed from yonder world.

4. Also the original description of their descent

into the various regions, of those, too, who are

on the frontiers of Khvaniras, and those who also

made their habitation in the intermediate places

;

aiid the customs of each one of the species of

mankind which was produced among the original

races.

5. The original establishment of law and custom
;

that of village superintendence (dihankanih)^, for

the cultivation and nourishment of the world, based

upon the traditional early law (vasari^ pei'da^o)
;

and that of monarchy, for the protection and govern-

^ The original human being who was created as the source

whence mankind were to spring, in the same way as 'the sole-

created ox ' was to be the origin of all other animals (see Bd. Ill,

14, 17, i9-23> IV, I, XV, 1,31).

^ Literally 'man and woman,' here written masye va-masyaoi.

The mode of their origin from Gay6mar</ and the development of

man upon the earth are detailed in Bd. XV.
3 See Chap. VIII, 2.

•

.

* The MS. has 'seven' by mistake.

^ A more probable reading than gehanakanih in the sense of

' colonization.'
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ment^the creatures, upon Hoshang the Pe^da^ian \

6. A report of the Hneage of Hoshang, who was the

first, and Takhmo-rupo^ who was the second ruler

of the seven regions ; and an enumeration of reports

of Hneaee from the oris^inal creation even unto Yim^

7. A report of the hneage of Yim, the third ruler of

the seven regions ; information as to his period, and

the progress (sa/trii-no) of time from the original

creation till the end of the reign of Yim.

8. A report of the ill-informed evil ruler of the

seven regions, Dahak^ ; his lineage back to Tdz^, the

brother of Hoshang and father of the T^dks

{Arabs) ; information as to him and his period, the

progress of time from the end of the good reign of

Yim till the end of the evil reign of Dahak, and the

lineacre from Yim as far as Fre^un*'.

^ This 'Hoshang of the early law,' Av. Haoshyangho para-

dhat6, is considered to have been the great-grandson of Mashya

and first monarch of the world, being the founder of the Pei'dafl'ian

dynasty (see Bd. XV, 28, XXXI, i, XXXIV, 3, 4).

2 Here written Takhmo-rfpo, Av. Takhmo-urupa ; the great-

grandson and successor of Hoshang (see Bd. XXXI, 2, 3, XXXIV, 4).

3 Av. Yimo khshaSto, the G^amshed of the Shahnamah; the

brother and successor of Takhmo-rupo (see Bd. XXXI, 3-5,

XXXIV, 4).

* Also called A2-1 Dahak, Av. azij dahak 6, 'destructive ser-

pent,' a name applied to a foreign dynasty, considered as a single

king who conquered Yim and succeeded him, being traditionally

his third cousin once removed (see Bd. XXXI, 5, 6, XXXIV, 5).

Further details are given in Bk. IX, Chap. XXI, 1-13. Dahak was

the last ruler of all the seven regions, excepting Kai-Us.

5 See Bd. XV, 26-28.

" Av. Thraetaono, son of Athwyo, and, traditionally, the ninth

in descent from Yim (see Bd. XXXI, 7, 8) ; nine generations being

assumed necessary to allow for the thousand years' reign of the

Dahak dynasty which he put an end to. His rule was confined to

the central region of Khvaniras.
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9. A report of Frert'un, the ruler of Khvaniras
;

as to the smiting of Dahak, the conquering of the

country of Mazendaran^ and the allotment of

Khvaniras among his three sons, Salm, Tu^, and

Airi/^ ^ ; their union with the daughters of Pat-srobo'',

king of the Arabs and descendant of Ta2, and the

lineage and report of them, each separately. 10.

The reign of Manui'/'lhar of Iran, descendant (n^^po)

of Airi/('. II. The expiating* monarch Frasiy^z^ of

Turan, and Auzobo'^ the Tumaspian, monarch of

Iran.

12. The descendant of Manu.?/('ihar, Kavi-Kavart^,

who zaas progenitor of the Kayans and ruler of

Iran; and the expiating ruler Keresasp''. 13. Kai-

Us, graiidsoii^ of Kava^, ruler and maintainer of

royalty (kat-dano) in the seven regions. 14. Kai-

Khusroi who was son of Siyavakhsh^ and ruler of

' The land on the southern coast of the Caspian belonging to

the Mazainya daeva (demons, or idolaters) of the Avesta.

^ The last of whom was slain by his brothers, and was avenged

by his descendant ManiuX'ihar (see Bd. XXXI, 9-12).

^ Possibly the celebrated individual of that name who is men-

tioned, in Pahl. Vend. XX, 4, as an instance of opulence. The

Shahnamah speaks only of the three daughters of the king of

Yaman.
^ Or 'plundering;' but Tu^-homond here, and Tu^avand in

§12, may perhaps mean 'descended from Tij_§-,' as Frasiya?^ was

the sixth in descent from Tij^ (see Bd, XXXI, 14).

^ Said to have been a great-grandson of Manm/('ihar (see Bd.

XXXI, 23).
•"' Probably the hero who was sixth in descent from Tu^, and

third cousin of Frasiyaz; (see Bk. IX, Chap. XV; Bd. XXXI, 14,

26, 27); though placed by Firdausi as a king Garshasp preceding

Kai-Qubad.
^ As appears from Bd. XXXI, 25.

^ The son of Kai-Us, who did not become king.
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Khvaniras. 15. And a special report of many par-

ticulars of the races of Iran, Tiiran, and Salman \

even unto the ruler Kai- Loharasp^ and the

monarch Kai-Vi-?tasp =^. 16. The prophet (vakh-

shvar) of the Ma^^a-worshipping religion, Zaratu^t

the Spitaman, and the progress of time from the

beginning of the reign of Fre</un till the coming of

Zaratiut to conference with AM/iaYmazd^.

1 7. And many races and statements, onwards

from that time, are enumerated in the same Nask as

having existed, and are characterized by it for exist-

ence, such as the Sasanians—whom it reckons as

the well-created—and their sovereignty. 18. In the

race of Manui-/^'ihar, No^ar ^ Yojko Fryano \ and

^ The people of the Airya, Tuirya, and Sairima provinces, men-

tioned in Yt. XIII, 143.

^ Fifth in descent from Kavi-Kava</, and third cousin once re-

moved of his predecessor Kai-Khusroi (see Bd. XXXI, 25, 28).

^ Son of Kai-Loharasp (see Bd. XXXI, 29).

* The historical legends contained in the Avesta end with the

sons of king Vijtasp, and other contemporaries of Zaratiut ; not a

word being said of any succeeding monarch. Similarly, Bd. XXXI
and this historical Nask fail to carry on the details of the royal line

beyond Vi.ytasp ; ignoring the Achcemenians, Alexander, and the

Ajkanians, they leap over an evident gap in history (very in-

sufficiently bridged in the more modern chapter, Bd. XXXIV) to

the Sasanians. This gap, between Avesta legends and the later

undoubted Persian history, is a very weak point in the continuity

of the two periods. And as the mode of bridging over this gap in

Bd. XXXIV occurs in a chapter ' on the computation of years of

the Arabs ' (see S. B. E. vol. v, p. xxxvii) it must be considered as

more of an Arab than a Persian contribution to history.

° Av. Naotara; a son of Manm/('ihar (see Bd. XXXI, 13, 23,

XXXIII, 5).

^ Doubtful ; if the second name be a patronymic, the combina-

tion suggests the Yoi^rto yo Fryananam of Yt. V, 81, XIII, 120,

regarding whom the tale of Yojt-i Fryano is told. No son of
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Namun, son of Spend-sher/\ is inchLded the father
A

of Avarethrab^u -, Attar-pa^/ son of Maraspend

;

and its existence, even then, remains for the future,

19. Also about the many quahties of capabiHty and

glory of the selfsame sovereignty, which are pro-

moting the renovation of the luiiverse destined for

the races ; and its fortune and splendour which are

shed upon the race, and are not severed from it till

the renovation ^

20. About the original knowledge of the profes-

sions, care, and industry of the period ; the great

acquaintance of mankind with the putting aside of

injury from the adversary, the preservation of the

body, and the deliverance of the soul ; the govern-

N6«/ar with a corresponding name is known, so that we are not

deahng with a complete pedigree.

^ Probably intended for Spend-da^/, and we should perhaps read

' Vohumano, son of Spend-dao',' whose reign is celebrated as the

silver age in Byt. II, 17 (see also Bd. XXXI, 29, XXXIV, 8).

^ This name, or surname, is given in Pazand, and is also to be

found in Yt. XIII, iq6, as follows: 'we reverence the guardian

spirit of the righteous Avarethrabau, son of Rajtare-vagha«/.' If

the latter epithet were a surname of Atfir-paa', the famous prime

minister of Shahpuhar II, as the text intimates, we must conclude

that the former epithet was a surname of his only son, Zaratiut,

mentioned in his Pandnamak. These surnames, and others of

their time, might have been easily interpolated in the long list of

uncouth names included in the Fravar«/in Yaj-t, when the Avesta

books were revised during the reign of Shahpuhar II, and the

Nasks were ' reckoned,' as stated in the fourth book of the Dinkar^

(see Haug's Essay on Pahlavi, pp. 146, 152).

*
§§ 17-19 refer to text which must have been written either in

the time of Shahpuhar II, or at some later period during Sasanian

rule. Whereas §§ 1-16 are descriptive of an older record which,

though consistent with the extant Avesta texts, could not have been

compiled from them alone. And § 20 describes text that might

have been written at any time.
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ment necessary for the world, even before the comnig

of Zaratu^t by order of the creator ; the bringing

of the word^ from the sacred beings, and all occur-

rences to the leaders of 7'eligioii at various times

;

and whatever is on the same subjects.

21. Perfect riohteousness is excellence.o

Chapter XIV.

I. The Spend^ contains particulars about the

origin and combination of the material existence,

guardian spirit, and soul (n is man) of Zaratu^t ; how

the creation of each one occurred in the spiritual

existence, and in what mode it was produced for the

worldly existence; how their connection with the

parents arose, the coming of the parents together,

the combination in the mother, and the birth from

the mother ; and whatever is on the same subject.

2. Also about the arrival of both spirits, the good

07ie for developing, and the evil one for destroying

;

the victory of the good spirit, and the rearing of

Zaratiii"t.

3. His attainment on maturity, at thirty years of

age, to a conference with Aiiharma-2'^; and the

^ Reading vakhsh in the same Avesta sense as in vakhshvar,

' a prophet
;

' it may, however, mean ' gain, fortune, gifts.' A simi-

larly-written word, vaya, 'air, breath,' is used in Sg. XIII, 7 to

translate the ' Spirit' of God in Gen. i. 2.

^ Corresponding to the thirteenth word, angh^uj, in the Ahun-

avair, according to B. P. Riv. ; and it is the thirteenth Nask in all

Rivayats. Spend means 'beneficent, or bounteous,' and is written

Sfend, or Spentah, in the Rivayats, which also state that it con-

tained sixty kardah, or subdivisions.
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occurrence of seven conferences in ten years. 4.

Many marvels, owing to him, are published therein,

just as there are so7?ie which, collected a7id selected,

are noticed by the Dmka.rd manuscript ^

5. I/i seven sections (bur i no), such as are called

Spend, are the seven enquiries, in each instance a

single enquiry; a?id the bestowal of the other Nasks,

in these seven enquiries, 7C'as through speaking out

in each one ^/" the places of conference. 6. About

the various enquiries, the period of the sitting a7id

rising 071 each occasion, the nature of the sitting of

the archangels, the coming forward of Zaratu^t to

that domestic conclave (handemanih), his position

m that place, what ^/lere zvas to say to him, a7id

what thc7'e was to exhibit to him.

7. The conferring of the wisdom of omniscience

upon Zaratu^t, and zuhat was seen by Zaratui"t ^the
past a7id future, a7id the perpetual amount of dura-

tion therein, through that wisdom ^ 8. The exist-

ence of that wisdom, a7id what that is which, after

havi7ig subsisted in it, is again well recognised
;

such as, owing to it, are the highest a7id best of

places, heaven and the various grades of position

and reward of the righteous, according to their

worthiness through the practice of good works ; the

most downward and worst of places, hell and the

place of punishment of the wicked, according to

their sin ; and, between the two, the place of the

ever-stationary, those having equal good works a7id

^ In its seventh book which contains a full account of the birth

and much of the life of Zaratu^t, with a narrative of future events,

all derived, no doubt, from the Spend Nask. Particulars connected

with his birth will also be found in Bk. IX, Chap. XXIV.
" See Byt. II, 5-9.
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sin ; the ICmvad bridge ^ at which is the account as

to good works a7id sin ; and the future existence, in

which is the consummation of every one, righteous

and wicked, and the preservation of all good crea-

tions from every evil occurs.

9. Information also as to many other things which

are marvellous, and as to a summary of the state-

ments of these seven enquiries, which is derived

from knowledge of every kind. 10. Likewise, about

the communication of Zaratu^t's knowledge of the

Ma^f^ik-worshipping religion to the world, his attract-

ing mankind to the religion, and the ages, after

Zaratu^t, until the renovation of the tiniverse. 11.

And about the nature of the advancement of the

people of the period, the separation ^centuries and

millenniums, a7id the signs, wonders, and perplexity

which are manifested in the world at the end of each

millennium in the world.

12. Also as to the birth and arrival of Aushe^^ar^,

son of Zaratu5t, at the end of the first millennium ^

and a report of him and his time, and of the many
destroyers of the organizers of the period between

Zaratu^t's millennium and the coming of Aushert'ar'*.

^ Av. y^invato peretuj, the route to the other world (see Bk.

IX, Chap. XX, 3).

^ Commonly written Hushe^/ar, but i is a corruption of Av.

Ukhshyaa^-ereta, He is the first of the three posthumous sons

of Zaratmt, who were expected to restore his religion and make it

triumphant by three successive efforts, each preceded by a period

of anarchy (see Bd. XXXII, 8, 9, Byt. Ill, 13, 43-50).

^ The millennium of Zaratui-t, which, according to the chro-

nology of the Bundahij, must have ended during the period

A.D. 593-635 (see Byt. Ill, 11 n).

* The occurrence of such an interval between the first millennium

and the coming of Aushea'ar seems inconsistent with the previous

[37] D
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13. The arrival of ACishe^ar-mah ^ son of Zaratu^t,

at the end of the second millennium ; information

about him and his time, and the destroyers of the

organizers who were within the millennium of

Alishe<T^ar. 14. The coming and arrival of Soshans^,

son of Zaratta^t, at the end of the third millennium,

the destroyers of the organizers who were within the

millennium of Aushe^ar-m^h, the arrival of Soshans,

and information about Soshans and his time. 15.

Also, as to the renovation of the universe and the

future existence, it is declared tJiat they arise in his

time.

16. Perfect is the excellence ^righteousness.

Chapter XV.

I. The Bakan-ya.Tt^ contains particulars, first,

about the worship of Ataharma^'^, the highest of

divinities (bakan), and, secondly, ^the worship of

the angels of other invisible and visible worldly

existences, out of whom are likewise the names of

statement as to his arrival at the end of that millennium, but, from

Byt. Ill, 44, it appears probable that he was expected to come in

the 600th year of the next millennium (a.d. i 193-1235).
^ Commonly written Hushert'ar-mah, but it is a corruption of

Av, Ukhshyaa'-nemangh. He is the second of the expected

posthumous sons (see Byt. Ill, 52, 53).

" Av. Saoshyas; the last of the posthumous sons, who is

expected to complete the triumph of the religion, and prepare for

the renovation of the universe (see Bd. XXX, 4, 7, 25, 27, Byt.

Ill, 62).

^ Corresponding to the fourteenth word, mazdai, in the Ahun-

avair, according to B. P. Riv. ; but it is the fifteenth Nask in other

Rivayats. Bakan-yajt means 'worship of the divinities,' and is

written Baghan-ya-rt, or Bayan-yajt, in the Rivayats, which also

state that it contained seventeen kardah, or subdivisions.
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the clays ^
; also their glory, power, triumph, and

marvellousness. 2. Besides, also, many angels who
are invoked by name in their worship, and the atten-

tion a7id obeisance dtie to them.

3. The worthiness and dispensation of favour for

worshippers, and the duty of their many separate

recitations unto the angels. 4. The duty of un-

limited acquaintance with knowledge about the pos-

sessions and arrangements of the period, over which

the creator Auha?'ma£'<7' has appointed them, and
they remain to cause industry.

5. Perfect is the excellence of righteousness.

Chapter XVI.

I. The beginning of the law is the Nika^fum ^ of
thirty fargar^s 3. 2. The section Patkar-ra^^istan

(' magistrate code ') ^ is about this, that the ruin and
misery (ayoyakih) from the destroyer, for mankind
and animals, occurring really apart from the spiritual

existence, have arisen through the sinfulness even of

^ Each of the days of the Parsi month being named after some
particular angel, or spirit. From this description it appears

probable that the Ya^ts formed a part of this Nask ; but, if so, it

ought to have contained at least thirty chapters.

^ Corresponding to the fifteenth word, khshathrem/^a, in the

Ahunavair, according to B. P. Riv. ; but it is the sixteenth Nask in

other Rivayats. This name should probably be Vik-^rzl-tum,

meaning ' the most separate concerns,' as the Nask refers chiefly

to public law; but it is called Niyaram, or Niyadam, in the

Rivayats.

^ The Rivayats say fifty-four kardah, which number may have

been obtained by adding the ' twenty-four particulars,' mentioned

in Chap. XX, r, to the thirty fargar^/s stated here.

^ The patkar-ra^, or settler of disputes, appears to have held a

position somewhere between an arbitrator and a judge, and which

may be approximately defined as that of a magistrate.

D 2
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mankind ; and the progress of ruin and misery in

the world is owing to unauthorisedly assaulting one

another. 3. Advice to mankind about abstaining

therefrom, luith an estimate of an authorised assault,

and, again, for a slight assault and no assault. 4.

To stand magisterially, even opposed to the un-

magisterial, with freedom from hurt and loss to one-

self ; and to abstain altogether, likewise, from the

most innocuous (anakhrugiinotum) assault even

upon an unmagisterial person.

5. In all magisterial investigation (patkar-rartfih)

—of which, when the custom that exists is estab-

lished judicially, the substance is two statements,

which are verbal and demonstrable, that subsist in

different combinations

—

there are four species : the

verbal and demonstrable, the verbal which is not

demonstrable, the demonstrable which is not verbal,

and that which is neither verbal nor yet demon-

strable. 6. In the arguments (saman) which are

allotted as verbal are four species, the dispute

having different arguments and different assertions

which are for unmagisterial investigation, for one's

own priestly authority (ra</6), for another good man
—three of such being requisite^—and also for other

evidence^. 7. And in those which are allotted as

demonstrable are six species, and for an unmagis-

terial /^;^.s'i?;^ the assertions, like the previous species

which are on the same subject, are twelve''. 8. Of

^ Evidently referring to arbitrators with an umpire.
'^ Reading ha no gokayih, but ha no is an unusual form. Per-

haps agokayih, 'want of evidence,' would be more suitable to the

context.

' So the MS., but ' four ' would suit the context better, and the

two Pahlavi ciphers do not differ much in shape.
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all unmagisterial proceedings—which, though it be

a custom, is to proceed unauthorisedly—the species

are five \ which consist in having demonstrated,

getting upon, striking ^, having caused a wound, and

having slain.

9. Of those subject to the magistrate (patkar-

ra</6-li6m6nd) the twelve species are divided into

four sections of three each. 10. One section are

the hearing who are seeing, they to whom a dispute

which is verbal [is demonstrable ; the hearing who
are not seeing, they to whom a dispute which is

verbal '\ is not demonstrable ; and the seeing who
are not hearing, they to whom even a dispute which

is demonstrable is not verbal. 11. And with these

three, who are in one section, there is magisterial

investigation; and the magistrate, unless (ba?''a

hat) ^ risk for the body be certain, is then irresistible
;

which is as though it be said that to restrain by

^ These five grades of unauthorised retribution are analogous to

the five grades of personal outrage mentioned in Vend. IV, 1 7.

^ Pahl. zatam, 'a blow, assault, striking,' is used throughout,

instead of zakham (Pers. zaV^m), which latter word does not occur

in these two books of the Dinkar^/, except in the form zak h ami-

has tano in Bk. IX, Chap. VIII, 6. The Farhang-i Oim-aevak

also uses zatom in the same sense, in its oldest MSS. ; and Dd.

V, I has zatam. Darmesteter suggests that zatam and zakham
are both traceable to an original zathma, or zathema.

^ The words in brackets are omitted by mistake in the MS.
* The ambiguity, mentioned in the latter clause of this section,

appears to lie in these words, which mean either 'but if or 'only

if.' Such ambiguity must have existed in the original Pahlavi text

of the Nask, and probably indicates that the earlier part of this

section is a summary of the Pahlavi version of the original Avesta

text, while the latter part is a summary of the Pahlavi commentary

upon that version. As the same ambiguity occurs, without com-

ment, in § 12, where the meaning seems tolerably certain, it is

doubtful if the commentator's opinion can be adopted.
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wounding (resh) is not justifiable, bid the decision

therein is this, that, when they do not change

through lawful litigation, and they cannot hold back

without wounding, it is justifiable to keep them back

even by wounding. 12. One section are the not

hearing who are also not seeing, the women, and

the children ; and with these three, who are in one

section, there is no magisterial investigation ; and

the decision as to the bodies thereof is this, that,

unless risk for the body be certain from their com-

plete change, they are then to be completely changed

(bara var^/i^-no). 1 3. One section are the foreigner

and him worthy of death, certain of thereby pro-

ducing a sentence for beino; executed from the

judges ; also the highwayman, when he stays on the

highway and his destruction is proclaimed, but it is

not possible to effect //. 14. With these three, like-

wise, who are in one section, there is no magisterial

investigation, but the decision about them is even

this, that when one is utterly destroying their life,

one is thereby possessing merit. 15. One section

are they who are walking, or coming upon one, un-

seasonably, or retreating confused into a rugged

place, and, when people ask them to speak, they are

giving no answer, and they are not suspicious as

foreigners. 16. With these three, likewise, who are

in one section, there is no magisterial investigation,

and the decision about them is this, that when one

kills them outright, one does not become sinful

thereby.

17. As to whatever is on the same subject it

introduces many opinions, and also this, that a

counter-assault (^ivi^-zatam) is that which becomes

a blow and wound, and is to be so committed when it
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is possible to produce them again exactly in every

single particular.

Chapter XVII.

NikdAwn Nask.

I. The second section is the Zatamistan (' ^^-

saiilt code'), particulars about assault (zatam) and

the annoyances (veshigano) from assault, such as

pain, blood, and unconsciousness ; also the sin ^ that

a man may commit in a state of unconsciousness.

2. About the seven kinds of symptoms of uncon-

sciousness, and separate decisions about assaults

that adults may commit among those who are chil-

dren ; also as regards an assault which proceeds to

pain and blood, and as regards that in which the

duration of the disposition of wrath abates the pain

and blood.

3. About begging (khvahii"n6) and beneficence

(hu-dahii-no)^, such as those of which one says in

particular there are four species : when stinginess

(pu^ih) benefits pride (piko), when pride benefits

stinginess, when stinginess benefits stinginess, and

when pride benefits pride ; and there are three other

species that originate from these last two, in consul-

tation together, when stinginess and pride benefit

stinginess and pride, when stinginess and pride

benefit stinginess, and when stinginess and pride

benefit pride, ^// which, together, constitute the seven

primary species ; many others, too, are traced back

to these. 4. Also about seeing the depravity (khang

^ Involuntary violations of the ceremonial law.

"^ The terms used in this section are not quite certain.
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di^'ano) of a perverting member of the community

(kastar dahm) and of the perverter of a member

of the community, and whatever is on the same

subject.

5. About a weapon seizable, and a weapon one

brings, there is this, namely, what is the thing which

is imperfect (anas/orik) as a weapon, what is that

which is not, and what is that which is welcome as a

weapon ; what is that which, when any one forces it

back at any one as a weapon, is itself something

annoying to him ; what is his natural annoyance and

what his imparted ; and the penalty in property and

difference of sentence on a man who is carrying a

weapon, due to any weapon he has to carry away.

6. About the six modes of engaging in conflict :

through assault, tumult (khva^ii-no) \ false teach-

ing (mitok-sasto) 2, giving no food (atapda^fo) 3,

speaking with wizard's spells ^ and speaking with

threats of danger ^ ; and, where there is an engaging

^ Pers. li^sxs. Farh. Oim, p. 34, 11. 6-8, has ' Av. \^\ii=Pahl.

khva^i^nois that when one runs behind any one for offensiveness.'

^2 Farh. Oim, p. 35, 11. 1-4, has ' Av. mithosast and its ex-

planation " false teaching " are that when one teaches a false way to

any one ; even when he unaccustomedly shows li rightly to any one,

it is a committal of Mithosast by him.'

^ Compare Pers. tabah, to, toi. Farh. Oim, p. 38, 11. 2-4, has

' Ataftda^/ is that when one keeps back food and drink, whereby

there is hunger and thirst.' It is worthy of death (see Chap.

XX, 97).

* Farh. Oim, p. 34, 11. 3-5, has 'Av. yatukhta, through wizard's

spells (yatuk-gobij-niha), is that when one shall speak thus: "I

will destroy thee through witchcraft ;
" when one says " through the

spirits' lack of good religion " /'/ is of the same kind.'

Farh. Oim, p. 34, 11. 5, 6, has ' Av. dudhuwi buzda, threats

of danger (saham-numayi.ynih), is that when one speaks thus:

"I ivill strike with worldly weapons.'"
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1

in conflict, it then occurs when one has stood up for

beginning it and the assault is committed, on one by

the other, and not before. 7. And this, too, that

enpfaeinof in conflict occurs as reo;ai^ds adult with

adult, childless women with childless women, preg-

nant women with pregnant women, and children of

seven years with children of seven years

—

but, as

regards, children of seven years in sight of their

fathers, it becomes an engaging in conflict of the

fathers—and the decision about it is this, that the

atonement for every sin which may be committed

through engaging in conflict goes to the priestly

authorities.

8. About the affliction of a pure lord who sees

anyone who has been useless (abiin) unto his slave,

thoueh the slave is beseechino^, and does not contend

for Jiis ownership, 9. About sin affecting accusers ^

not being atoned for by any other good work, ex-

cept unto the accuser himself ; also about the slaying

of a servant together with his lord, and whatever is

on the same subject.

10. About slaying by untaught children of seven

years, ot- even of eight years in sight of their

fathers ; and the criminality of the fathers therein,

when it is possible for them to hinder // and they do

not hinder it, and when it is not possible for them

to hinder it.

Chapter XVIII.

Nikddtlm Nask.

I. The third section is the Reshistan {^ wound

code'), particulars about cutting, tearing, cleaving,

^ A sin which injures another person, or any good creation, who

must be satisfied by compensation before the sin can be remitted.
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disembowelling, stabbing, gnawing \ rupturing, hack-

ing, mutilating, and withering^ ; such as are all called

wounds. 2. The upheaving circular movement of a

certain serpent-scourge ^ the throwing down of the

person, and the flow of blood from the bodies of the

people.

3. How the various members are divided into

seventy-six that are more particularly called prin-

cipal, which are comprised in two classes
;
two of

these, which are clothed and different, one from the

other, are female, and some out of the surrounding

parts (girvoganih), which are apa7^l from eight of

the principal, that are comprised in the members of

the two classes and among those seventy-six— «;^^

which, in like manner, are different one from the

other—are female, and are 0/ different purpose and

different design, one from the other.

4. These, too, namely, when any one, through an

assault, produces, for any other, stupefaction, swell-

ino-, or leanness, blackness ^ or paleness, shortness,
• 1 • 1

or tallness, want of intelligence, much eating, little

eating, or moderate eating, indolence, or diligence,

or dulness of hearing ; or he wishes to speak so7ne

words, and they strike him in return ;
or one alto-

gether diminishes ajiy one's speech, sight, or hearing.

^ Or, perhaps, khvayi^no (compare Pers. 7z ay id an) may mean

' biting.'

2 The last four terms are, in Pahlavi: jkonijno, khur</6

kar^ano, tashi^ano, and khui'ini^/ano.

3 The mar-gano (Av. khrafstraghna), we are told in Pahl.

Vend. XVIII, 6, ' may be made of anything, hi/ a leathern ofie is

good' (see also Bd. XXVIII, 22). Intended as a snake-killer, it

was misused as a scourge for human beings.

* Assuming that ve.yih, 'excess,' is a miswriting of siyahih.
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wisdom, strength, or semen, milk, or pregnancy; or

when one destroys the spleen (s/'ur) or milk of

females, or, in revenge (gi/ar), kills his son out-

right ; or when they would inflict a wound upon a

wound, and one's blood goes streaming forth.

5. Also about an assault with one, two, or three

weapons, or more, in conjunction ; or they may com-

mit it on the spot, or in confederacy, or as a first

offence ^ 6. About the measure of a wound when a

two-edged sword (dobarako) plunges down, the

area (sarai), walls, and surroundings, and the shape

which is plunged ; that ivhicli is hacked, or cleft, or

mutilated, or a torrent ^blood streaming ; the afflic-

tion (vamang) of the furious serpent-scourge (mar-

vano)^ and the length, glitter, and weight of the

weapon.

7. The ritual for the departure of a wound and

the departure of pain, watching over itfor the dura-

tion of three nights or a year, its greater wretched-

ness or less wretchedness, its cure (s/6rikih) or

incurableness, and whatever is on the same subject.

8. Trivial enumerations, and decisions upon each

separately.

Chapter XIX.

NikdAum Nask.

I. The fourth section, which is also called the law

of the Hamemalistan {^ acciLser s code'), contains

particulars about accusation, and about the false

^ These three modes are expressed by Paz. ithrih, hidhih, and

apavaravarj-tih, which stand evidently for the original Avesta

words ithra, hadha, and apaurvavar^-ta (see Chap. XXI, 6).

^ See § 2.
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accusation 6y any one, regarding any other, as to

witchcraft, destroying a righteous y;m7i \ theft,

phinder, injuring the existence, minor injury- as

regards several particular things, taking up a

weapon, threatening with it^, assault, tumult^ incar-

cerating ', false teaching, fettering making dejected

(niguno), giving no food, falsehood, speaking with

wizard's spells, or with threats of danger, abstracting

^ Pahl. aharubokih (= Av. ashavagha) must not be con-

founded with ahariiboih, ' righteousness,' for which aharayih is

more commonly used.

^ These two kinds of injury, usually written baio^ok-zefl'o and

kaityok-^affo in the Dinkars?, are mentioned in Farh. Oim, pp.

32, 1. 8-34, 1. 2, as follows :

—

' Av. hz.odi\i'\gz.d=-PahL \>odt>-zQd

a«^ ^z^. baodh6-var.s-tahe=/'ff^/. b6</6k-varjt are as it were

" observantly assaulted," and one mentions them most about the

assault and injury of anything which is noticeable. Through

falsehood other noticeable sin is small, and is subdued through

heing devoid of an injurer, as the assault and injury of anything

through wear is a small sin. Kaityo-^e^? is a sin for mankind,

which is a degree of Boa'ok-zer/, liiit less; so also the decree (das-

tin ak) is different from Boa'ok-varj-t. The principal '&odo\-ztd,

that of a imals with observance, the Borf'ok-zei^ through wear, and

the Kaity6k-ze</ sin towards people are sins which are hame-
malan ("affecting accusers"). The dissipating weapon for sin

dissipates the sinfulness of the other sin, which is called riibanik

(" affecting the soul").'

^ These two terms are agerepto and avoiri^to (Av. agerep-

tem and avaoirijtem) which are thus described in Farh. Oim,

p. 36, 11. 4-6 : 'agerept, "seized," is that when they shall take up

a weapon for smiting an innocent person ; avoirijt, " turning," is

that when one turns the weapon upon an innocent /^/-jc//.'

* See Chap. XVII, 6, for some of these terms.

^ Pahl. handerSto which is thus described in Farh. Oim, pp.

34, 1. 8-35, 1. i: ' Av. hawdereiti, Pahl. handereto, is that

when, owing to negligence, one keeps any one exhausted ; when one

would make him fallen who is of the ruined, or him who is a

master of arms, and has imprisoned him, the causing of much

anguish thereby is the committal of incarceration.' See also § 44.
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the increase of labourers' wages, wishing to cut

(vurt^/ano) and squeeze (pashkha^^ano) anything

from any one, and seizing (ma^l<;/an6) it for fire and

water, and whatever is on the same subject. 2.

Also about the limitation of the accusation of sin

therein, the retribution for //, and the dust, or ashes,

or flour, for the eyes and the rest of the bodies of

human beings, it now^ speaks henceforth for thirty

successive heads ^

3. About the sin of making people eat bodily

refuse ^, and bringing it unlawfully to their persons

or clothes ; and of going to a menstruous woman, or

a wizard. 4. About a juvenile and well-behaved

woman who comes out from a house of those of the

good religion, and is considered as well taught. 5.

About falsehood and slander, small a7td great, and

whatever is on the same subject. 6. About the

care of a pregnant woman in lawful reclining

(khapak), feasting (^ashno), and work.

7. About a householder who does not teach his

own household, in order to teach the household of

another ; and whatever is on the same subject. 8.

About a quiet and an unquiet person with equal

opinionativeness, and the opinion which they have to

form before beginning. 9. About the expediency or

inexpediency of the opinion which is announced,

and the reason of both. 10. About the man who,

for fear of a counter-assault, runs away.

II. Also about not renouncing sin, neglecting

complaints, and whatever is on the same subject.

^ Paz. knin (=knun).
^ Of which the details are not mentioned.

^ Pahl. hikhar (Av. hikhra) is any refuse or dirt from the

living body, or any liquid exudation from a corpse.
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12. The difference ^sin in priests from that in any

one else, as regards i^s renunciation, 13. About the

expediency of retribution, and the measure of the

expediency. 14. About ajtd to what extent is the

authority of one's own priestly master, /<?;' allowing

the sin which any other person may commit as

regards a disciple of that same, and that, too, of his

disciple affecting the soul.

15. About the chastisement of a judge who is

releasing sinners, and whatever is on the same sub-

ject. 16. About the justifiableness 0/ a plaintiff in

committing illegality. 17. About seizing the purity

produced for foreigners, and whatever is on the

same subject. 18. About one worthy of death

making supplication (lavako), co-operation with

one worthy of death, and whatever is on the same

subject. 19. About confession as regards anything,

the object of confession, and whatever is on the

same subject. 20. About exhibiting a liking for sin

worthy of death.

21. About a blow with a weapon, which is incom-

plete or not incomplete, when adults 07^ children

shall inflict ?V, ^r when children witli mutual assist-

ance. 22. About a wounded person whose anguish

was allayed by medicine, the arising of the anguish

again from disease, when he died, and whatever is

on the same subject.

23. About taking security (garobo) from the

defendant after the decree of the judges. 24. About

the legal proceedings as to an offence when, owing

to the incapability of the plaintiff, adjournment has

always occurred, and a man would occasion an ac-

celeration of the statement of law (da</6 va/-) and of

the procedure of the plaintiff. 25. About appointing
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a mediator (da^ak-gobo), and the object of media-

tion.

26. About an assault (zatam) which is ahogether

of furious (pur-tak) origin. 27. And about a harm-

less (dzad) assault and striking back fairly to test a

weapon, a?id, when it is not possible fairly, turning

zV into execution of duty, or giving of scars (pi i"a n^-

das), or punishment ; a statement of the change,

and whatever is on the same subject. 28. About

the limit of the punishment of a child for the sin it

may commit. 29. About seeking an interpretation

(pa^o-khan), the limit of interpreting, and whatever

is on the same subject. 30. As regards a signal of

approving the words 0/ any one, on passing away,

are these :—About giving up anything, making a

will about it, and renunciation of sin.

31. About committing an assault 21/^071 an un-

known person at an indefinite time, and whatever is

on the same subject. 32. About giving a weapon

and telling some one to kill a foreigner who is taken

for judicial investigation, and whatever is on the

same subject. 33. About the great hinderers^ who

are slain by a righteous man, who the great hin-

derers are, and unto whom it occurs ; when one has

to command it as assistance for one or many, or they

shall commit the assault in advance or afterwards,

and whatever is on the same subject. 34. About

the weapon they shall seize it is stated thus :
' I see

a man and a sheep, I strike upon this and upon that,

and it is gone :
' and whatever is upon the same

subject.

^ Doubtful: the word can be read freh-gasigan on its first

occurrence, and freh-gajigano on its last; but both reading and

meaning are very uncertain.
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35. About petitioning, ^/^^t' the going of a frontier

governor (mar'^pan) to the feet of tyrants (sasta-

rano) to speak of regulations, and whatever is on

the same subject. 36. Where and when one strikes

a living person he vexes him, and the living person

he strikes vexes Jiim when dead ; but he who strikes

a dead person is vexed alive, and the dead person he

strikes vexes hun when dead ; and whatever is on

the same subject.

37. As to wood and useless pith (dil), that which

is for keeping is as far as a dimension that is men-

tioned, and one, therefore, passes it by not to burn
;

concerning also that wood which is only for the blast

of a furnace (gurih ziga) as firewood, the burning

and dimensions and blast of the furnace are stated,

and whatever is on the same subject. 38. About

the sin through which a man attains from atonement

to the sacred-twig ordeal (baresmok-varth), a7id

from the sacred-twig ordeal to the heat ordeal

(garemok-varih) which has maintained the worthi-

ness of an assault that is an actual inexcusability

{ak^xWi) ^ to reasoning thought ; and whatever is on

the same subject.

39. About the excellence of physicians, their merit

from doing good, and sin from not doing good ; the

quality that exists as regards medicines, seeking a

physician for animals also, and whatever is on the

same subject. 40. About a horse, which is new to

the saddle (kofak), being made tailless (kap/(') and

not feeding (akhavano), how it is done, the sin

owing to doing it unlawfully and heedlessly, the

^ It might be 'inevitability,' but this would render the ordeal

unnecessary.
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wound and damage that arise from it, and whatever

is on the same subject.

41. About several persons, when anything that is

imperfect, or even not imperfect, as a weapon is con-

venient to them, and a wound occurs, and it is not

evident which, or who, threw the weapon, it is not

necessary to know its imperfection or lack of imper-

fection^ ; (2;^rtf whatever is on the same subject. 42.

About the three modes for thrusting a weapon are

these details, that is, so much of it when one thrusts

it on ground that is hard, or soft, or full of

ruggednesses (^/^ariganako) ; when one shall bear

it up aloft, and the amount of the height ; and when
one impels it again with a sweep, or has to draw up

its centre at the time of a sweep ; and whatever is

on the same subject. 43. About an assault and the

most hurtful occasion when, for the same reason,

they would celebrate a religious rite ; the retribu-

tion on the spot, and the sentence upon the fourth

occasion 2.

44. About incarcerating (handereto) in a fright-

ful and inaccessible (avi^arg) place, and among
noxious creatures ; the quantity of noxious creatures,

and whatever is on the same subject. 45. About

grasping the tail of an ox, or a horse, on which

another sits, to hold // back, and whatever is on

the same subject. 46. About threatening danger,

^ The fact of the wound being sufficient to prove the unlawful-

ness of using the weapon.
^ According to Vend. IV, 35, if a man wounds another so that

the blood comes, and does this for the fourth time, he becomes an

outcast and receives the maximum punishment. Also, when a

person walks without the sacred girdle or shirt (Vend. XVIII, 59),

it is at iht/ourth step that the demons possess him.

[37] E
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wizard's spells ^ and whatever is on the same sub-

ject.

47. About plaints as to the value of a lamb^, or a

sheep ^, or a beast 0/ burden (stor), or a human

being (virok)^; either zvhen the plaintiffs are one,

or two, or three, or four, or many; how one has to

summon the defendant, and how much time there is.

48. About when the controversy (han-beshinih) is

as to theft (du^o), and the confession as to plunder

{avox)\ or the controversy is as to plunder, and the

confession as to theft ; and when the controversy is

as to injuring the existence^ and the confession as

to minor injury; or the controversy is as to minor

injury, and the confession as to injuring the exist-

ence; and when the controversy is as to theft and

plunder, and the confession as to injuring the exist-

ence and minor injury; or the controversy is as to

injuring the existence a7id minor injury, and the

confession as to theft a7id plunder, 49. And when

the controversy is about so much, and the confession

about so much of 2l different kind; when the con-

troversy is about so much, and the confession about

more of a different kind ; when the controversy is

about so much, and the confession about less ^a
different kind ; when the controversy is about so

much, and the confession as to more of the same

kind ; and whatever is on the same subject.

1 See Chap. XVII, 6.

- Pahl. Av. as/>eren6 (=Pahl. anas/orik) 'imperfect, imma-

ture;' an epithet for a lamb or kid.

'^ Pahl. anumoye (Av. anumaya), probably 'bleater,' an epithet

for a sheep or goat.

* These four grades of value are mentioned in Vend. IV, 48.

^ See§i.
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50. About the sin of unfriendliness of^ master

towards a disciple, and whatever is on the same

subject. 5 1 . About taking a thief of any one's goods

(aii-igano), conducting him to the judges, «;/^ what-

ever is on the same subject. 52. This, too, that

when affliction has come upon a good man, the

effort of every one, for removing that affliction,

should continue just as though it happened to him-

self. 53. And when a good man is beaten through

malice, the effort of every one, in demanding com-

pensation for him from the smiter, should continue

just as though it happened to himself. 54. And

this, too, that, when there is no danger for one, the

power of affording assistance is thus assistance ^the

innocent ; and, as to the property which may be

carried away from him, and of which they shall

make no restitution, after as much as a Hasar^ the

carrier ^^ becomes guilty and liable to penalty.

55. About the distinction of indigenous and foreign

(air va-an-air) thieves as to cold and the clothing

given, and as to sickness and undergoing remedies.

56. About the hands of a foreigner being unfettered

for no other reason but care of water and fire, to

^ A Hasar (Av. hathra) is a measure of distance, as well as of

time. This is stated in Farh. Oim, pp. 41, 1. 11-42, 1. Ss thus :

—

' Of the Hasar there are also several kinds that express measure-

ment. A medium Hasar on the ground, which they call also a

Parasang, is a thousand steps of two feet which have to walk.

With the lapse of time of a medium Hasar the day and night are

computed.' Again, p. 43, 11. 1-3 state that ' of twelve Hasars is the

longest day ; that day and night in which is the longest day are

twelve of the longest Hasars, eighteen of the medium, and twenty-

four of the least.' From this it appears that an average Hasar of

distance is a thousand paces, or Roman mile; and an average

Hasar of time is one hour and twenty minutes.

E 2
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preserve f/iem from blood, filth, and injury (asipo).

5 7. About the sin of not restraining him who is the

first assailant of two combatants, as soon as his

attack is seen. 58. About teaching the peace of

renunciation 0/ sin, the bond of worthiness of him

(?/" great power even when proffering union in renun-

ciation with him of little power, and whatever is on

the same subject.

59. On the nature of responding about the keep-

ing away from one worthy of death which arises

through great judiciousness, the reason of keeping,

how to keep, and whatever is on the same subject.

60. And on the nature of responding when they

ask in malice about a righteous man, when 07ie

knows his whereabouts, and when one does not know.

61. About how one is to give a weapon to generals

(hen-g6-pa«^an6) and august frontier governors.

62. About authorisedly shooting an arrow at one

worthy of death, which is given again for killing

him to any one unto whom the person worthy of

death is consigned ^/^^ becomes supplicating (lanako)

a7id goes to the middle of the distance, and they

shall afford him assistance and enervate him for //,

when, through the three words ^ which he utters,

they do not deliver him up again. 63. About one

worthy of death who is preserved with great

judiciousness when the evidence, which they give

before that about him, is through another 07ie

worthy of death, and whatever is on the same sub-

ject. 64. About evidence as to witchcraft and

destroying a righteous man, that is, in what propor-

^ Possibly hCimat, hukht, hilvarjt, 'good thoughts, good

words, and good deeds,' which would be accepted as a sign of

repentance.
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tion it is certain or doubtful. 65. About causing the

execution of one worthy of death for entertaining

fondness for witchcraft and laughing at witchcraft,

and whatever is on the same subject.

Chapter XX.

NikdMm Nask.

I. hi the fifth section are twenty-four particulars^

about the standing up and going forth of a man

with a weapon and angry thoughts towards another

man ; and also when he takes a beast of burden,

saddles it, and sits upon it, takes the rein^ (ayokham)

in hand and walks away; this, too, that, when he

arrives there, he smites that man, or some one else

;

and whatever is on the same subject. 2. About

what one has to do when the conversation of two

men is (T/the destruction of a righteous man, ^high-

way robbery, and of the cursing owing thereto ;
and

whatever is on the same subject. 3. About what

one has to do when, of two men who are on the same

road, one slays a righteous man ; and about the

other when he is fearless, and when he is fearful.

4. About preserving 07ie worthy of death when it

is requisite for medical purposes (be^ashkih),

though the plaintiff is ^ a different opinion ; and

whatever is on the same subject.

5. About the needlessness of plaintiffs and defen-

dants speaking as to the substance (min tanu) of

^ It is not clear whether these twenty-four particulars are to be

sought in the details of § i, or in the whole chapter, or some por-

tion of it.

^ Merely a guess.
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the law, when the witness and judge is the supreme

priest ; the confidence which they may place in the

decision of the supreme priest, due to his own know-

ledge and evidence, when, moreover, they have not

to atone in the body ; and the want of confidence ^V^

another judge when, moreover, they have to atone in

the body, and the needfulness of plaintiffs and defen-

dants speaking on the substance (va/ tanu) of the

law, even when the judge is aware of the law. 6.

About unauthorised combatants, become mutually

sinful, when, to dissipate (si kh tan 6) a wound of

the one, he would make the other one worthy of

death. 7. About supplies (pishon)^ in travelHng

too-ether, and their renewal ; and whatever is on the

same subject.

8. About inflicting penalties by magistrates, the

assistance of the unmagisterial given to magistrates,

the assistance of the magistrates, and the exemption

of these latter from atonement to those former;

likewise about conversation as to an assault, and

whatever is on the same subject. 9. About the

evasion of penalty by men at the time when a sin

may be committed, and the arrest of their nearest

relations being important, in whatever measure im-

plicated therein and impossible to consider innocent

;

how to confine and make them really coerced to

seek a remedy, «;2<2f whatever is on the same subject.

10. About the powerfulness which comforts in sin

where there is any special worthiness, and the reason

* Compare Pers. bij'in^, Av. fshaoni. In some cases it might

perhaps be read pikhvo, and be traced to Av. pithwa. The word

often occurs, as in § 11, Chaps. XXIII, 3, 15, XXVI, 10, XXVII,

4, 6, XXXI, 25, 36, XXXVII, 5, 7, 22, XLI, 19, 23, XLIII, 19,

and its meaning, ' provision, or nourishment,' is well ascertained.
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of any worthiness ; the want of power where there is

special unworthiness, and the reason of any un-

worthiness ; the production of the good works of

one towards another of the powerful, and of the sin

of one of those lacking power ; and whatever is on

the same subject.

1 1. About the plaint which one has to argue, and

for the defendant to dispute ; the time for making

the statement (go bo) when the defendant does not

come, or comes not to conduct the business ; the

several peculiarities of plaintiff and defendant, the

time for conducting being on the day before yester-

day, the firm one and the powerless, the incrimination

therein, the death-blow on the exhaustion of the

possessions of the plaintiff, and provisions for con-

ducting the legal proceedings ; a privileged wife ^

shall be capable of making a pWmt /or her husband,

and of informing the husband of the plaint ; when
her property is anything whatever, and nothing is

manifest as to that wealth, she is to be admitted for

evidence ; and whatever is on the same subject.

12. About the ordeal of those who have atoned,

of those undergoing the sacred-twig ordeal, and of

those undergoing the heat ordeal, who are pure ; the

freedom from falsehood of which, each separately,

which they, every one of them, request when the

ordeal is not that for their own station, but that for

the station of others ; and whatever is on the same

subject. 13. About the object of any evidence, and,

on account of the reason of its propriety, the impro-

priety of any one being without evidence ;
and what-

^ One married to her husband with the parents' consent, and

never betrothed to another, so that she and her children belong to

him in both worlds (see Bd. XXXII, 6 n).
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ever is on the same subject. 14. About the reality

0/ a statement due to an ordeal, and so many having

gone to the ordeal place for the sake of watching the

first-comer and after-comer ; the time of perform-

ance, the statement, the ceremonial and the invul-

nerableness due to it ; the kinds of incrimination,

how to protect the limbs by which the ordeal is

accomplished, «;2^ each one ^^Z" the formulas (nirang)

of protection ; the superintendence for observing the

ceremonial, and the decision about the acquitted or

convicted one. 15. This, too, that is, whose going

to the ordeal place is first, second, third, fourth, fifth,

sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth ; and by whom
is the command to be given. 16. About the business

of the ordeal attendants (var austigano). 1 7. About

incrimination through confession, or some other rea-

son, the reliance restored thereby, and whatever is

on the same subject. 18. About a thief destroying

life and escaping, the suspicion owing thereto, about

any one, as to assisting the thief, and whatever is on

the same subject. 19. About there being no ordeal

for those confessing, and so also as regards those of

good repute ; accusation as to the existence of a

limit to the good repute, even that which is for the

extent of a Yuj^yast, a Dashmest, an Agoyost, a

Ta/'ar, and a Hasar^ at the least.

^ The relative lengths of these five measures of distance are

stated in Farh. Oim, p. 41, 11. 9-1 1, as follows:—'So much as

two Dashmest (Av. dakhshmaiti) is as much as a Yfl^yast (Av.

yu^yasti) ; so much as two Agoyohast is as much as a Dashmest;

so much as two TaX-ar is as much as an Agoyohast ; and so much

as two Hasar (Av. hathra) is as much as a Ta/l-ar (Av. ta/('ara).'

As the average Hasar is a Roman mile (see Chap, XIX, 54 n), the

Ta/('ar (' run ?
') is two, the Agoyost or Agoyohast (' cattle-run ?

'
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20. About litigation as to a costly article, when a

witness of its possession by the one party is combined

with non-possession by the other one with no witness,

or with its possession by the other one with a single

witness ; or the witness of one is with the sacred

beings, and its possession by the other one is like-

wise not manifest ; when both parties are related

(khidyahik), or both are unrelated (anazdihik);

and what kind of possession they say is most real.

21. About annulling the decision of a judge, and the

time it is done at the court of 2. chief judge, and also

owing to an ordeal for certainty ; and whatever is on

the same subject. 22. About the litigation of three

persons as to property it is declared, so much is

given to one on the day Auha7^ma2rtf to the day

Vohuman ^ to another one on the day Ar^avahii-t,

and possession is not made over to the third one

at all.

23. About selling property which is not one's own,

and whatever is on the same subject. 24. About

controversy as to anything which ought not to occur.

25. About any essential dispute that any one has,

when aereeine thus :
' I do not have it as my own,

but owing to the other person ;' and whatever is on

the same subject. 26. About the litigation of an

Iranian with a foreigner, or with foreigners, of a

Av. gaoyaoiti ?) is four, the Dashmest (' distance-mark ?
') is eight,

and the Yu^yast (' stage ?
') is sixteen miles. This series of dis-

tances is analogous to the Sanskrit series, but more elaborate ; the

Hasar is best compared with the Kroja as the commonest unit of

moderate distance, though less than half its usual length; the

Agoyost is nearly the same as the Gavyuta ; and the Yfo^yast is

analogous to the Yo^ana, though nearly double its length.

^ That is, on the first or second day of the Parsi month ; and to

the other on the third day.
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foreigner with an Iranian, or a slave with a man of

the country, as to a costly article ; and whatever is

on the same subject. 27. About a much-clamouring

plaintiff //^z'/;^^ summoned defendants to the judges

regarding a decision, and about the perverted wordi-

ness and mixed verbiage in the legal proceedings

;

and whatever is on the same subject.

28. About the time for a high-priest of property

and possessions, what is the specific necessity for a

high-priest, and whatever is on the same subject.

29. About the fitness of a woman for evidence and

judgeship when guardian over herself, and the unfit-

ness of a privileged wife'^ who is a foreigner and

worthy of death for only a single offence, even with

the authority of her husband ; and whatever is on

the same subject. 30. About the owner of a pledge

not depositing the pledge beforehand, and whatever

is on the same subject. 31. About giving up the

property of partners, and whatever is on the same

subject. 32. About the property that any one pos-

sesses, and is without any witness as to his owner-

ship and possession of it. 33. About the ordeal of

excessive eating (pauru-kharano) for escaping

distress (must-kar\2ih) by plaintiffs and defendants

before driving each other into legal proceedings, and

whatever is on the same subject.

34. About the legal proceedings as to a female ^

they steal from some one, and she becomes a sup-

pliant of a thief; some one takes her by sequestra-

tion (//a/C'i^akih)'^ and they steal her also from him
;

^ See § 1 1 n. ^ A slave nc doubt.

^ This is the technical term for legal seizure, or sequestration

(see Chap. XXXIX).
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the original possessor (bun) sees his own, not know-

ing she is back ahve, when they become disputing

about her ; mid whatever is on the same subject.

35. About property which is in the possession of

any one, when some one gives it up to some one else

in his sight, and he does not dispute it. 36. About

a master teaching a disciple not to go back to legal

proceedings, and whatever is on the same subject.

37. About controversy, with any one, as to special

property in righteous gifts, and whatever is on the

same subject.

38. About legal proceedings in which one accom-

plishes an ordeal three times, and it comes off in one

way; ^;z</whatever is on the same subject. 39. About

the existence of the many kinds of speaking with

wizard's spells \ and those with threats of danger

;

and about the usage in witchcraft as to the moderate

and justifiable production of mutual afflictiveness

thereby. 40. About which is the ordeal for one

worthy of death, the greatness and littleness of an

ordeal, and also this, that is, which are the blessed

among twenty of those undergoing ordeals. 4 1 . About

the proportion of firewood, and from which tree it

ought to be good ; and again, too, the several ap-

pliances and formulas that are necessary in accom-

plishing the ordeal. 42. And this, too, that when

the man is aware of his own truth, even though he

be aware of it, the fire speaks in the words of men

thus :
' Walk not on to me ! for I chastise during

one's progress.' 43. About ojie still mediating in

legal proceedings as to a thief who has acted

faithfully about quitting confinement and fetters to

1 See Chap. XVII, 6.
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cause a ceremonial \ and whatever is on the same

subject.

44. About the wealth of a priest who is not keep-

ing his property in edifices (atizde^ikih) or domains

(mata), dul goes on with /izs occupation ;
ajtd v^hen

he passes away, to whom and how // /las to come.

45. About litigation as to property from the residuary

wealth of fathers, about keeping it together (va-

ham-dar), and whatever is on the same subject.

46. About the amount of retribution, in confine-

ment, fettering, and punishment, for a lamb 2, a

sheep, or a beast of kcrden, which is stolen ; a7id

whatever is on the same subject. 47. About a de-

fendant regarding whom three plaintiffs complain, all

three as comrades, one as to a lamb, one as to a

sheep, and one as to a beast of burden ; and whose

answer is first given. 48. About the litigation of

three persons as to a costly article which remains

apart /rd?;;^ them, he who deposited it being a strong

person, and the ownership of not even one of them

being certain. 49. About the coming of retribution

to three persons who, all three as comrades, have

stolen a lamb from one, a sheep from another one,

and a beast of burden from a third one.

50. About the reason of the justifiableness, and

that also of the unjustifiableness, of confining a

/^//^w-countryman for his own theft, and whatever

is on the same subject. 51. About the extent of

continuance in hearing a defendant, and this, too, as

to a plaintiff ; also about the time appointed for

speaking, and its extent. 52. And about this,

^ Or it may be ' to provide supplies.'

2 See Chap. XIX, 47.
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namely, when any one has made an accusation about

any other, and goes back at the time appointed, and,

before a reply is given, he shall make out another

accusation about the same man, to which of the two

accusations a reply is to be first given. 53, About

the reason of the hardship of legal proceedings
;

about what man it is whose statement is second,

third, fourth, and last in conducting legal proceed-

ings; and about the twenty-two stratagems in con-

ducting legal proceedings.

54. About the cancelling (pafl^yaranth) of an

ordeal, even that which is accomplished with three

selected witnesses. 55. About the season of the hot

ordeal, and also that of the cold ; and whatever is

on the same subject. 56. About one, in a procedure,

demanding an ordeal, the other one having appointed

the time for the supreme priest, and whatever is on

the same subject. 57. About the benediction of the

supreme priest on making, or changing, a decision

;

also this, namely, which are the blessings for chang-

ing, through their nature, a decision which is made.

58. About evidence of walking upon a water-skin

(khik) rt;;^^ putting sojnething inside it, ^assault and

wounds, ^wealth which they squander (nikizend)

and a righteous gift, of a damaged and sequestrated

thing ; and grubbing up (part^o-malign 6) and buy-

ing it strengthened \ and at a price. 59. On litiga-

tion about the ownership of a wife, cattle, trees, and

land ; and whatever is on the same subject. 60.

About the certainty of the statement of several

leaders of an affair, as to that on which their affair

* Paz. aoganghen for Av. aoganghem=ao^anghein (see

also Chap. XLI, 17, 18).
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depends, and of the supreme priest, or three wit-

nesses, in every legal proceeding. 6i. About in-

crimination (airikhtakih) of several kinds as to

statements in legal proceedings, and whatever is on

the same subject. 62. About the modes of action

for eradicating the deceptions (fr^z'oano-fitar) of

apostates, and whatever is on the same subject.

63. About cases where the virtuousness of the

thoughts, words, and deeds of mankind is all derived

from the virtuousness of the beneficent spirit, and

mankind themselves shall render it their own, and,

in that way, its reward reaches them ; and their

viciousness is all derived from the viciousness of the

evil spirit, and mankind themselves shall render it

their own, and, in that way, its bridge penalty^

reaches them.

64. About the injuriousness due to unrenounced

sinfulness, that is, what is injured by the first,

second, third, fourth, or fifth unrenounced Aredu5

si7i'^. 65. About where ^/za' which is the speaking

with threats of danger ^, and which is the taking up

of a weapon (agerepto), not the turning it down,

that becomes a Tanapuhar sin ^ ; also the sin which

is owing to such sin.

^ The decision announced at the A'inva^ bridge (see Chap.

XIV, 8), as to the fate of the soul until the renovation of the

universe, after the account of its good works and sins has been

accurately balanced.

^ Farh. Oim, p. 36, 11. 6, 7, has ' when through sinfulness one

lays a weapon upon a sinner, the name is Aredu^.'

3 See Chaps. XVII, 6, XIX, i.

* Whereby a person becomes an outcast and worthy of death.

According to Vend. IV, 67-72, 75-78, 81-84, this occurs on the

eighth committal of an Agerepto, on the seventh of an Avoirijto,

and on the sixth of an Areduj ; or on the first committal of any of

the three, if the criminal refuses to atone for it.
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66. About the case where one has to atone, and

who does it; he who undergoes the sacred-twig

ordeal has atoned best ; and which is the least heat

ordeal. 67. About two men having seized pro-

perty together, and having together, at the time,

demanded a judge and ordeal about it; and when

one seizes the property some time earlier, and the

other one demands the judge and ordeal earlier ; and

whatever is on the same subject. 68. About some

one carrying ^the property^ a person from the

custody of another person in sight of the same, and

he who kept it before is, within a Hasar\ a witness

before the judge as to its custody or possession

;

and also when the witness of it has not come

within the Hasar ; and whatever is on the same

subject.

69. About cases where the decision of the judge

is to be made from the Avesta and Zand 2, or from

the common consent of the good ^ and whatever is

on the same subject. 70. About the justifiable

selling of a man, a sheep, or a beast of burden, as

free from defect when its defect is not obvious ; also

about the symptoms of their defects. 71. About

the case where and how far a decision, about which

one is in dispute, is a solitary statement, or more.

72. About the object of the appointment of a

judge, the eminence of an appointed judge, and

whatever is on the same subject, 'j'l,. About the

reasonableness of the severity and want of severity

^ Eighty minutes on the average (see Chap. XIX, 54 n), but

varying from one hour to two, according to the duration of day-

light.

2 That is, from the scriptural law and its commentary.

^ That is, according to precedents recorded by the priesthood.
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of judges. 74. And this, too, that the judgeship is

to be given to him who is acquainted with the law

(akas-dar/)^; and the object of acquaintance with the

law. 75. About the case where there are a supreme

judge of the law, a plaint, a defence, an arrangement

of legal proceedings, and an award ; a7id through

what sin it becomes injustice. 76. And this, too,

that the justice of him who may therein commit

falsehood, as regards so many essential decisions, is

injustice.

']']. About the many who may seize wealth, which

is the property of some one, with their own hands
;

and^ when they litigate about it, he says it is his

own property, whereby they are convicted. 78.

About incrimination of five kinds as to whatever

property is on the spot, or at a distance (pavan

hasar) ; «;^rt^ whatever is on the same subject. 79.

About putting apart, keeping apart ^, and two apart

before being put away; also about litigation as to

keeping apart, and whatever is on the same subject.

80. And when some one has to deliver property

which is a person's own to some one else, in the

* This term is explained in an extract from some Nask (com-

pare Chap. XLIII, 9) quoted in Farh. Oim, pp. 17, 1. 9-18, 1. 5, as

follows:

—

^ Av. ko asti (fkaesho vivijdato, which is the judge

who is acquainted with the law? Av. yo aeta pairi arethra

frazanaiti, he who thoroughly understands the adjudication from

the statements [even though he does not easily understand many of

the statements, and though it be not easy as regards the statements

which are not numerous, is an official who is acquainted with the

law (kard?ar-i akas-da</) ; and he who does not thoroughly under-

stand the adjudication from the statements, even though the state-

ments are not numerous, and it be not e^?,y /or him as regards

them, is to be still considered as unacquainted with the law

(anakas-daa')].'

^ Compare § 115.
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sight of him whose own // is, and he who is seizing

upon it disputes about it as his own property; and

whatever is on the same subject.

81. About disputing the debts of fathers when

one of their associates is confessing them, and the

rest have come, and it is possible for them to dis-

pute them, but they do not dispute. 82. And about

the progress of a dispute of one of the associates as

to the whole debt of 07ies fathers. 83. About the

possibility of children dei7i£- worthy of death, for

wizard's spells, when with their guardian ;
and 0/ a

woman deing- so when guardian of herself. 84.

About a case where the amount of a lamb (midat-t

as/ereno) is the lowest, and the amount of a human

being (virok mozd) is the highest \ 85. About

theft and plunder as regards one's own property,

when one brings // away from the possession of some

one without dispute. 86. About the triumph of

him who, falsely investigating, may act judicially by

illegally-issued incentives, when he institutes legal

proceedings for the sake of appearances ^
; as distin-

guished from him who is truly seeking and truly

mvestigatmg.

87. About the statements of a litigation of man

and wife, which is justifiably brought on^. 88.

And also this, namely, when she sees herself in-

jured, or defence is possible by means of that which

1 The minimum and maximum grades of value mentioned in

Chap. XIX, 47. Here it is evident that midat and mozd are

synonyms, the former being, no doubt, the Zvarij, or Semitic,

equivalent of the latter, compare Chald. rrnp.

2 Pahl. khakuniha, literally 'through making a dust.'

^ Or it may be ' of a man and a woman who is domineeringly

plundered.'

[37] F
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is discharged by two fingers \ it is justifiable when
they shall institute no litigation but seizing. 89.

About the person who has become privileged to give

away a daughter to a husband, her father having

passed azvay. 90. About the sin of making a

damsel (kanik) weary of her husband. 91. About

the sin as regards property in this action, either pro-

duced where the action for this purpose is really

devoid of illiberality (adahi^nih), or to commit in

order that they shall give me a wife even when they

do not give her on that account. 92. About the sin

of giving a girl (kanik) for a girl, or other living-

thing, or of speaking thus :
' Do thou go in unto my

sister, or daughter, while I, too, will go in unto

thine.' 93. And the sin as regards the person of

my wife, too, which is owing to that sin. 94. About

one obtaining back the value which he gives away

for a girl, when the girl is not that value In wedlock.

95. About a girl who, after fifteen years of age, is not

given to a husband ; and her father, to satisfy her

menstrual excitement (dashtan-meyahvi^ar</ano),

and to sustain it, becomes sinful and harbours a

paramour ; and whatever is on the same subject.

96. About having given food, (?;/(2f anything except

a wife, to any one who praises the Marrt'a-worshippers'

religion of another, even though it be through fear

;

also this, that // is only he, when he has thereby

become quite of the same tenets with the religion of

the Ma-SYJ^a-worshlppers, to whom the gift of a wife

worthy of a man (vir masai) is then to be pre-

^ That is, in some very easy way. The intention was probably

to discourage petty disputes between man and wife, by not inter-

fering with the stronger party when aggrieved.
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sented. 97. About committing the sin of giving no

food ^, which is one of those worthy of death. 98.

About the duty imposed of chastising a wizard for

the Tanapuhar sin ^ of assisting a demon ^, so that

one's duty is manifold, and to be accompHshed during

several years.

99. About the day and night which are longest,

medium, and shortest; that is, how many Hasars^

they are, each separately; and, as to their occurrence,

in what control is the appointed time which is really

theirs, each one, as to period. 100. About the Para-

sang ^ which is the longest, medium, and shortest ;

and whatever is owing to their subdivision.

loi. About the work and fodder (vasan)^ of an

Injured beast of burden, by day and night. 102.

About a sheep which kills a person, and whether its

owner be innocent, or sinful, through not putting a

tether (band) upon it; and the reason of the sinful-

ness and innocence therein. 103. About the period

that extends from certainty to dubiousness, even

though it be for the supreme priest, or one provides

three witnesses; and how long it is. 104. About

the multitude of witnesses who give no evidence,

together with the judge zvho is unjustly deciding.

105. About the injuriousness (^^arikih), for the

^ See Chap. XVII, 6. ^ gee § 65.

^ Reading dev-vi^in which is miswritten ^tJ^ihj-

^ See Chap. XIX, 54 n.

^ A distance of four Hasars (Bd. XVI, 7), or as far as a far-seeing

man can distinguish a black ox from a white one (Bd. XXVI, 2).

It is usually from 3I to 4 English miles, but in Pahlavi texts it

often stands for a Hasar, or Roman mile, both being measures for

long distances.

® Or 'rations' (vayagan).

F 2
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priestly authorities, of anything ^/m^ is given to the

unworthy. io6. About what kind of gift, that is

given, was accepted ; that Is, how, when given by

one when another claims it, It returns to him ;
how,

and in what proportion, when the other does not

claim //, its expediency does not arise ; and whatever

is on the same subject. 107. About a case where

there is property of several kinds which a man has

o-Iven away as a righteous gift, and it is allowable.

108. About the case where whatever is given and

reaches some one, when he gives It and does not say

how it was given, It becomes a righteous gift. 109.

And about its not having become a gift, through fear

of whatever is its danger.

no. About the theft and extortion of him who

does not maintain the wives and children of persons

In his control, to preserve and nourish them, through

fear. in. About the allotment of punishment for

the limbs of sinners, and upon which limbs Is the

allotment. 112. About the atonement for sin where

it is most irksome. 113. About the amount of

retribution for an assault (zatam) which may be

committed upon one worthy of death who is preserved

through great judiciousness,

114. About Auharma^:^ having given all pros-

perity to Zaratu^t and the disciples of Zaratu5t ; the

theft and extortion which have arisen in a man when

he has not given to a worthy person any of the

prosperity that has befallen him ; and whatever Is

on the same subject. 115. About how an animate

being is situated who Is in a place apart (ah am), and

when he dies In Innocence and keeping apart ', his

^ Compare § 79.
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wound being also through duty; and whatever is on

the same subject. 116. About the advantage and

pleasure of keeping a promise (mitro-darth), and

the gravity, harm, and vexation owing to various

degrees of promise-breaking (mitrok-dru^ih) ;
also

how a promise is kept. 1 1 7. About the grievous

sinfulness of strife, insincerity (avakhih), and slander,

and the harm that proceeds therefrom; also the

frost (pazd) and punishment provided for them \

and whatever is on the same subject.

118. About having given frontier people ^ as

hostages (gar6b 6) to foreigners wJio have demanded

a ransom (naz^i^no). 119. About taking up (lala

gerefstano) anything whatever that is precious to

a foreigner, and has become of exceeding value,

when they give it up as a ransom^ to Iran; the

extreme value of a youth (tigil) when they shall

carry him off as a hostage from the foreigners, in

place of ransom ; and how tJiey are to keep both.

1 20. About the grievous sinfulness of a man stealing

back Jiis ransom from foreigners, though // be his

own son. 121. About the sinfulness of the governor

(sard a r) of a province through any harm that

occurs in the province owing to his elevation and

evil commands.

122. About the existence of so many thieves

assisting a thief with special ransom, and what kind

of reward (naz'i^no) one is to use with thieves, to

' In hell (compare AV. XL, 7).

2 Pahl. mar'zanan, which might be supposed to be a defective

writing of margar'^anan, ' those worthy of death ' (the two letters

equivalent to rga being omitted), but see Chap. XXI, 13.

^ The MS. pak is evidently a defective writing for nae^ak which

is written correctly in the next clause of this section.
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deceive with great judiciousness. 123. About at-

taching to the neck of a thief the t/mio- which was

stolen by him, for his personal identification, aud

conducting Aim to the judges. 124. About the non-

atonement of thieves, by any amount of anything

whatever, without confession as regards their own

sin. 125. About the assistance ^0 possession which

is claimed by any one from the authorities (pa^^an),

when his property is stolen or extorted.

126. About the grievous sinfulness and dcce'itkil-

ness of many kinds which occur when a woman who

is given away with /ler concurrence, ajid her accept-

ance is announced, is given to another man ;
and

whatever is on the same subject. 127. About the

unjustifiableness of the wisdom of a man, through

which he took away property in dispute, from him

who was ignorant, before there was certainty aboiU

it. 128. About making intercession in a dispute, for

him who is ignorant, ivith the judge and other

authorities and chiefs, even including the king of

kinos \ when there is no intercessor for him. 129.

About the reason of the fitness 0/2. man for sove-

reignty, and the lodgment of Aiiharma^'^ upon the

limited (tang) person of him who is a good ruler.

130. About the five special ordinances (da^^istan)

that are certain ; these are without ordeal, because

they are to be considered as certain, and the penalties

thereof are to be fully inflicted. 131. About Investi-

gation after confession. 132. About squandering

(niklzand) wealth of which the custom (dastobar)

of maintaining is begging for it. 133. About the

progress {^ak\s wo) of legal proceedings not having

The Persian monarch.
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occurred, which is not demanded on account of the

existence of want of power, and the number of kinds

^that want of power. 134. About a woman with-

out a guardian, when she takes a paramour, and
whatever is on the same subject.

135. About bringing a written statement into

judicial proceedings, a7id whatever is on the same
subject. 136. About the sin of frightening any one

from his place, when he shall move on account of

that fright, and the amount of movement and harm
which will come upon him therefrom. 137. The
delivery back of that which is extorted from ones

hands or keeping ; that is, how it is to be considered

as delivered.

138. About the obviousness of a minor adjudication

from that which is greater. 139. About the ex-

treme benefit and peace, even in this world, through

a wife and children and grandchildren, and also the

prosperity, as regards produce and even wealth

thereby, taking away the disputes that arise. 140.

About the grievous sinfulness of wealth acqnired

through unnatural intercourse \ the annihilation of

the spiritual faculties (mainogano). 141. About a

decree in which the decision is of three descriptions,

about three persons. 142. About a tree which,

when stolen away, is the death-blow (mat) of a

hundred pure birds (vae), and a thousand birds

arise.

143. About a sin which, owing to deceiving pre-

viously, has to increase [^rds mastano) its extent,

and to fully taste the extremest crime of a dagger

^ Vamkunih, compare Pers. bamun. It cannot be 'making

loans, or money-lending,' because that would be spelt dv^na-

kunih.
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(dahrako) of several ^the smallest ^ngtr-byeadths.

144. About the sin of defiling four-footed females.

145. About keeping back one of the combatants

from fighting, and whatever is on the same subject.

146. About counter-assaults of eight kinds, assault

when an infidel shall commit //upon one of the good

religion, and whatever is on the same subject. 147.

About a counter-assault of a heretic (du^-deno)

when an arch-heretic (saritar-deno) is slain.

148. About not leaving any property in the keep-

ing of one worthy of death. 149. About such

numbers of abettors of sin being with the sinner,

and whatever is on the same subjects. 150. About

the injury of a plaint and defence, and the dwelling,

property, and feast of the good, by that person who

extols the presidentship which is given him, but who

is not fit for the presidentship. 151. About the

sinfulness of a judge when he shall make a decision

for anyone according to his origin. 152. About the

grievous sinfulness of delivering the person of an

Iranian to a foreigner, ^;zrtf whatever is on the same

subject.

153. About the greatness of the gift of a righteous

man, as compared with (min) the gift of another,

for Rashnu \ the just, to proclaim among the crea-

tures and to accept. 154. This, too, that, when

they encounter an apostate and it is necessary to

hold a controversy, though there be danger for the

hands or feet, or though even for the head, there is

to be no refraining from asserting that which is true.

^ The angel of justice who weighs the good works of the de-

parted soul against its sins, in order to decide its fate till the end of

time.
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155. This, too, that he who does not assert, on

account of fondness for wealth, or dislike for his

own people, vexes water and fire and the righteous

man, and disturbs even the reposing archangels from

their thrones.

156. About the grievous sinfulness of making the

righteous dissevered (au^k^ftako). 157. About the

bad properties produced by the evil spirit, adjudica-

tion attentive to lying evidence and false, in opposi-

tion to Rashntj, the just, and through discontent at

the advantage due to Rashnu, owing to the impossi-

bility of the occurrence of those mischiefs being

produced at Rashnu's judgment seat, there where

they do not give decisions for the wretched for the

sake of the aristocratic multitude {az2.d havandih

rai). 158. And about the aristocratic multitude

which comes to Rashnu owing to taking bribes, and

went with a complaint to Auharma^^, and whatever

is on the same subject. 159. About a just judge

who is appointed one of an assembly for the opposi-

tion of thieves, oppressors, and destroyers of the

righteous.

160. About the possibility of the coming of every

one, through diligence, to the best existence. 161.

About the superiority (masih) of true justice over

(min) other good works, and the grievous sinfulness

owing to false justice, and when they shall not

deliver a sentence with a full understanding of the

true from the false.

162. About solemnizing and learning by heart

(narm kar^fano) the Gathas, the Hart'okht 1, and

^ Here written Haa'oito ; the name of the twentieth Nask (see

Chap. XLV).
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the Va^tag\ through knowing the foundations

(payakan) thereof; the sin owing to not knowing

them, «;^^ whatever proceeds therefrom. 163. About

the greatness of the law through decrees and judg-

ments from other discourses (sroban).

164. About property of seven kinds, of which one

says that it is not allowable to take it as security

for other property. 165. About ten friends with

different assertions on the same subject.

166. And about the apportionment of this dis-

course there are complete decisions of several other

kinds, and into those, too, it advances and thereby

introduces much adjudication which takes heed, in

every one, of words and deeds of many kinds, and

is specifically and also intelligibly apportioned.

167. Perfect excellence is righteousness.

Chapter XXI.

I. The first of eighteen sections of the Ganaba-

sar-ni^aflf- contains particulars about the thief, with

his arrest as the special thief of that which is seized

(terefto) by him; the premeditated sin, the im-

prisonment and fettering, the punishment appointed

for atonement of the sin, the execution of the duty,

* The name of the eleventh Nask (see Chap. XII).

- Corresponding to the sixteenth word, ahurai, in the Ahun-

avair, according to B. P. Riv. ; but it is the eighteenth Nask in

other Rivayats. Ganaba-sar-ni^a</ means 'the thief's head

downstricken
;

' but it is misread Dvasru^ad, Dvasrun^ad, Dvasrii-

^id, or Dvasrob, in the Rivayats, which also state that it contained

sixty-five kardah, or subdivisions, which agree with the numbers of

sections mentioned in Chaps. XXI, XXIII, XXIV. This Nask is

evidently named from the contents of its first section, and possibly

from its initial words.
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and the amount of the reward (navisn) ; the amount

of speciahty in the ransom {nai7ak) of every one,

each separately; the act a/id place of punishment,

what is the person who is strangling and the mode,

how those who are therein strangling are drawn

forth (nasi-aito) successively, a/i(^ which is set to

work first.

2. About a person whose offending limbs are

bound, the degree of tightness of the binding and

fettering, and the formula (nirang) of 6ei/io- hound

for the sin of theft. 3. About imprisonment, and

the imprisonment which accusers /lave to provide, al

their own expense, (f they are those who are privi-

leged ; and whatever is on the same subject. 4.

The number of places for fetters, and those which

the thief, whoever /le ?'s, possesses, each separately,

5. How far, how, and for what putting on of fetters

(garov-dahii"nih) those accusers /lave to provide a

thiefs fetters, too, a^ their own expense, {/"they are

those who are privileged ; the place for the requisite

privileged putting on of fetters, the sin owing to

putting on more fetters of a different kind, and that

which is owing to neglecting the putting on of the

fetters which ^/ley have to provide ; the limit as

regards the deserving of more fettering, the number

of grades of theft beyond the limit of deserving

fettering, and those which are below the limit of

deserving fettering.

6. About the kinds of theft, and the excessive

sinfulness of a thief throuo-h cuttinof ^ and woundinof

the body; the undiscoverableness which is specially

as regards a thief at a distance (pavan hasar), he

^ Assuming that gu^/ano stands for khfi</an6.
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who is on the spot deifio^ he who is within one step ;

theft, with plunder, injuring the existence \ minor

injury, and other sins, 77ia)/ be in confederacy ^ before-

hand or afterwards. 7. About the thievish design

of a theft which is not abetted (la ham), a theft

with equal shares, and a theft with different shares.

8. About the sin of assisting a thief (du^ aiyya-

rak), of making investigation and releasing, of a

sentence of acquittal, and ^/a listener to a thief; he

who is a criver of assistance to a thief is carried off

for theft ; also decisions about theft by a child, by a

childless woman, aitd by her who is pregnant ; like-

wise their maintenance and earnings (vindi^no) in

retributive work, and the work of a pregnant thief.

9. About the accumulated property of the in-

numerable which they would keep away from thieves,

both the thief by means of his hands, and him who is

a thief not by means of his hands. 10. About the

testimony of a thief, that is, for what it is admissible

when^ he advances as a thief; how at the /m^when

it is necessary to seize and bind Jiim, and how at the

time when it is necessary to flatter (nivakhtano) and

deceive him until one attains to absolute power

(kam-karih) thereby. 11. About rewards (naz/i^n 6)

with thieves. 1 2. About the difference of theft from

plunder.

13. About property which any one. carrying it off,

' See Chap. XIX, i.

2 Paz. hidhih, probably for a Pahl. adjective ha</ak from Av.

hadha, and referring to accomplices before and after the fact

(see Chap. XVIII, 5).

' Assuming that mun stands for amat, their Iranian equivalents

being nearly alike, and the latter word being used in the succeed-

ing clauses.
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has to bring back to its owners ; such as that which,

the frontier people may fake away from foreigners,

that which the judge may take azuay from thieves,

and the share which he may take away from a?iy one

not interfering ^ with thieves. 14. And about pro-

tectors and defenders of a thief, and also many other

legal decisions as regards theft.

Chapter XXII.

Ganadd-sar-nigad Nask.

I. The second section is miscellaneous (ham-

da^^ako) : about the authority for the enquiry

(khvast-rafl'akih) of a father into the sin of a

grown-up son, when unaware of the sin of his son at

the time it is committed ; that ^/"a son into that of a

father, and pothers grown-up, as to one another,

when they are not abettors of the sin ; and that of a

husband into the sin of a wife, when not and when ^

co-operating and unrestraining. 2. About arrival at

the period for the teaching of children by a guardian

or father, and the mode of his teaching ; the period

at which the sin of a child has reached a beginning,

the extent of the sin of childhood, the retribution in

childhood, and that also at maturity; the sin due to

not teaching a child who is to be taught, afid what-

ever is on the same subject.

3. About the freedom from slaughter which is to

^ Av. asterethwan. The share being a bribe for purchasing-

non-interference. In each case the property is to be restored to its

original owner who had been robbed by the foreigners or thieves.

'' Perhaps the repetition of the word am at, 'and when' is a

blunder of the copyist.
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keep away the destruction of the world
;
and what

is the mode of distributing the property of a man of

the vaHant after his slaughter. 4. About the sin of

Jiaving given implements of slaughter to a woman, a

child, or a foreigner. 5. About a woman who, as

reo-ards two men worthy of death, demands the

head of the one, and is seeking a son in the other

one.

6. About a warrior, without provisions (atiK<rak6),

who, on the march, Jias come upon pasture, corn,

and sheep whose shepherd ^ is a stranger to him, and

whatever is on the same subject. 7. About con-

sidering property inexpedient, and the decision

thereon.

8. About the amount of delay of a judge on

becoming aware that the plaintiff is falsely petitioning

and the defendant is falsely confessing. 9. About

the amount of delay of the judge, and in the court

of justice (dartf gas); and whatever is on the same

^ The Pahlavi word is written -0-oeJ twenty-four times, and

•*0-oe) once, in this Book, but its reading is not quite certain. It

means 'shepherd' throughout Chaps. XXIII, XXXIX, and in

XXXI, 17, 31, XL, 3; but is used for 'herdsman' in XXXIX, 3,

and for 'follower' in XXXI, 2. This last meaning is strongly in

favour of the reading pasig, for pasik, 'following,' an adjectival

form derived from pas, 'after,' which, when used as a noun, would

imply ' one who follows,' as drovers and shepherds are accustomed

to do, with a few local exceptions. The Pahlavi spelling of the

word is uniformly inconsistent with the reading pas, 'guard, pro-

tector ; ' and it seems hazardous to trace it to a possible Avesla

adjective pasvya, from pasu, 'a sheep,' because the latter word

becomes pah in Pahlavi. The word also occurs in Pahl. Vend.

XV, 116; it is a transcript of Av. fsh^nghi and fsh<?nghy6 in

Yas. XXXI, 10 b, XLIX, 9 a, and of fsh'e in Vend. XIII, 10, 11;

so that it may perhaps be read fsheg, or fshe, as a mere transcript

from the Avesta.
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subject. 10. About a decision regarding a judge

who explained a doubtful opinion as a certainty,

and that which is certain as a doubtful decision, and

would make an undecided matter decided. 11,

About the opinion as to certainty and that as to

doubtfulness, making a decision, and whatever is on

the same subject.

12. About the business ^commissioned judges,

from him who is lowest to him who is highest, one

above the other one. 13. Decisions about adjudica-

tion ; that which is legal when two jiidges are

together, that which is legal with either <?;^^ judge or

two judges together, and whatever is on the same

subject. 14. About the statements of a decision

regarding interpretations (pa</6-khanan6) ^ and

whatever is on the same subject, 15. About the

proportion of the time of judges for decision, that

for summoning witnesses to the judges, and that for

the proceedings (s^^/ii^no). 16. About the judge

who is doubly satisfied ^, and him who is not doubly

satisfied; also the time from a judge's not being

doubly satisfied till his being doubly satisfied. 1 7.

About a judge of four customs, and his decision

thereon ; one who knows the decree and would act

to effect it, and one who knows it and would not

act. 18. About the supremacy of a judge as to

adjudication so far as there is a false decision therein ;

how it is when he is at a distance (pavan hasar),

and how it is when he is on the spot ; he who is at a

^ Pahl. pa</6-khan = Pers. paiV^van.
"^ Paz. vayozujt, Av. vay6zujt6=:dvay6zujt6. Farh. Oim,

p. 43, 11. 10-12, has 'the Vayozu^to, who is a judge, explains this,

so that the petitioner who is doubtful is a hearer of certainty ; it is,

as 07ie says, deliberately weighed.'
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distance becomes a superior therein, when he comes

back to the p/ace of justice before the end of a

Hasar^ 19. About other false teaching of a judge

which is manifest therefrom, and the retribution for

the false teaching ; the false summoning, false in-

vestigation, and false evidence of the complainant

(mCist-homond) having been his own, and a separate

atonement unto the afflicted one has to atone for the

affair ; it having been mitigated by no good work.

20, About the trouble of adjudication to the priestly

authorities (rart'an). 21. About the proficiency ^a
woman or child who is acquainted with the law^, for

a judgeship, being above that of a full-grown man
unacquainted with the law.

22. About assisting the want of one's own disciple

for a master for the recited law, and the sin due to

not assisting, such as that when, w^anting assistance,

it is allowable y^^r the afflicted one to beg an assistant

from foreigners, and according to his petition is the

bringing of a foreigner for assistance ; and whatever

is on the same subject. 23. About the supremacy

of Rashnil ^ the righteous.

24. About several person? who are engaged in

legal proceedings about the keeping and non-division

of property not their own, and the decision as regards

for whom one has in keeping that property w^hich is

not his own. 25. About actions which are not in-

consistent and those which are inconsistent. 26.

About the decision of a judge of congregational

actions.

27. About the offence which accusers would com-

mit, as regards the law, by means of the law, it being

' See Chap. XX, 68. ' See Chap. XX, 74.

^ See Chap. XX, 153.
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not allowable to commit it with their own hands

;

also as regards any one's property, about which there

is a dispute, even though with a certainty as to its

ownership.

Chapter XXIII.

Ganabd-sar-nigad Nask.

I. One section of the next twelve is the Pasui"-

haurvastan {^ shepherds-dog code'), about the shep-

herd who is selecting a shepherd's dog for the sheep,

and the shepherd with various shepherd's dogs

;

about the shepherd's comprehension of their service-

ableness, one with the other, and whatever is on the

same subject. 2. The extent of authorised efficiency

(i-alit-garikih) accomplished by the shepherd's-dog

nature of a shepherd's dog, after his being appointed

by the shepherd.

3. About the shepherd's preparing the means of

bedding ^ for the shepherd's dog, giving the amount

of the price of the daily food of a shepherd's dog,

provisions for the dog in the winter, and the pre-

paration of a fire beforehand which it is necessary to

make in the sheepfold (pah -has to). 4. About the

mode of preparing the appointed yfr^place of the

sheepfold, the position of the shepherd's dog and the

dog's fire, the means of lodging and provisioning

the shepherd's dog in the sheepfold, the sin owing to

the occasions when one proceeds to provide another

mode, and whatever is on the same subject.

5. About the diligence of the shepherd's dog, and

about his being guardian ^the sheep asleep at night

^ Or ' covering,'^am a k 6.

[37] G
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in flocks 1 dreading distress ; the dog, t/ieir protec-

tion, is not provided with bedding, nor with pillow,

and they are happy; every night /le has to come out,

through the whole flock, three times, besides when

one of the guards (pa^fano), who is apprehensive,

counts them, who, every day at dawn, has to walk

out among the sheep, with good words, to inspect

them, to apply remedies properly to the sheep that

are sick, wounded, bruised, or defective, and to be

their guardian ; also the sin owing to worrying them,

and whatever is on the same subject. 6. About

that which is to be done by him as regards the

breeding of the sheep, and likewise for the sake of

the young ones ; and the sin when he does not do it,

or shall act otherwise. 7. About his fully under-

standing where and which is the sheep for each

young one. 8. About his habit and means of keep-

ing away the thief and the wolf from the sheep, and

the preservation of the sheep thereby when an awful

cloud and wind and rain arise, or when the position

of those distressed ones, at the fords of rivers,

comes opposite a locality (nisi^no) of bad footing;

when // is not possible for him to save all, he has to

save the greater in value, or the more in number.

9. About his having guarded a sheep from the

pasture pothers and the retribution for the sin of

not having guarded as to the eating and damaging

of the corn and pasture of others by the sheep. 10.

About the extent of preservation by the shepherd's

dog's driving the sheep from the corn and pasture of

others of various species, such as that which one

calls the very stupid (goltar) pig; there is, more-

^ Paz. pasivan for pasfivan (pi. of pasu).
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over, the specified pasture as regards those sheep,

but the pig, which feeds upon its own predecessors,

is also that which may commit another sin, for it

feeds upon even its progeny at birth.

II. About the indication of an assembly place

(garang) for the sheep, in a warm or cool locality,

by the shepherd's dog. 1 2. About the characteristics

of sheep from one to four years of age. 13. About

the village (vis) of the shepherd, where the shep-

herd's dog is known when he arrives j how it is

when a sheep has to be kept out of the sheepfold by

the shepherd's dog, and how it is when it has to be

driven by him to the village of the heedful shepherd.

14. About the coming of the shepherd unto a sheep,

and the path from the village which the shepherd

has provided for ^ the flock.

15. About a shepherd when he withholds the

daily food of a shepherd's dog, and the exhaustion

of life thereby; after the fourth deprival of food

(atapak-da<^6) 2 it is allowable for the shepherd's

dog to kill a sheep for nourishment. 16. About a

sheep, which comes astray into the flock to be

slaughtered, being the perquisite of the butcher

(bahar-i ku^tar), and that of the shepherd's dog

being its dog^ and the appointed number of one

sheep. 17. About their extent of movement, and

their pregnancy and growing old (bar va-khasan).

18. About the sin of the shepherd, as regards the

shepherd's dog, through injustice as to work.

^ Assuming that valman stands for va/.

2 See Chap. XVII, 6.

^ The dog who allowed the sheep to stray being thus punished,

by becoming the prey of the dog into whose flock the sheep strayed,

who also receives a sheep as his share of the butchering.

G 2
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reward, and chastisement ; aud of the shepherd's

dog, as regards the shepherd, through improperly

tending a sheep, or worrying it by exertion ; also

his chastisement, and the payment that occurs for

the incompetence and unworthiness therein ; besides

adjudications between the shepherd and shepherd's

dog.

19. About the instruction which the shepherd

gives to the shepherd's dog, through reminders

(pavan aya^iha), to control a sheep, when, the

shepherd's dog having heard so7ne musical notes

(sru^o gasano), the instruction took place in the

form of words ; and, when the notes were not heard,

even by a blow (zatam), the means of that instructor

being a blow. 20. About the peculiarity of the

shepherd's dog as regards its employment (ro^kar),

at the periods of satisfying menstrual excitement,

solemnizing the season-festivals, and other important

good works.

Chapter XXIV.

Ganabd-sar-nio-ad Nask.

I. The first section of the last thirty-five is the

Storistan (^ beast-of-bnrden code'), particulars about

the sin, affecting the soul, due to unlawfully striking

and wounding as regards beasts of burden and

cattle ; and the retribution and compensation for it

to one's own cattle, that in case of a beast of burden

and that in case of a sheep (anum(2^), during life.

2. That which arises when one smites them with a

brand (dakhshak); that when one smites them on

the flank, and that when it is in front of them ; that
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when their flanks are so smitten is complete smiting.

3. Of the smiting, too, of other members, the

smiting in front, though the smiting be such as when
one so smites for smiting on the flank, is not com-

plete smiting. 4. And that which amounts to as

much as a complete smiting, when one so smites as

for smiting on the flank, is such as that when one

casts off the skin, and that when oji£ casts off the

flesh, thereby, that when one is cutting it, or that

when wounds (khiman) or serpent-scourging (mar-

van 6) ^ are tipon it.

5. It is also about making the dog which drives

the sheep (pasfi^-haurvo) dumb. 6. About bruis-

ing the limbs and plucking the feathers of birds,

such as the case when it is complete smiting, and

such as that when it is not complete smiting. 7.

And unlawfully destroying as regards fish, such as

when it would make their flesh uneatable. 8. An
account as to noticeably and worryingly beating cattle,

about decrees of whatever kinds as to each separate

beating worryingly that is to be considered as notice-

able beating, and many decrees as to whatever is

on the same subject. 9. About the retribution for

making clothing of skins and woven wool [tdid^i'ko),

and the sin of any one owing to kindling a fire

therewith, or roasting flesh which is stolen or

plundered.

10. About the good work of all that is wise

activity, and the reward of the happy place ^ ; the

sin of e.Yerytking that is ignorant activity, and the

^ See Chap. XVIII, 2, 6; or it may be muharvano, 'cauter-

izing.'

^ Heaven.
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bridge penalty of the evil place ^
; connected there-

with, to make him who is righteous develope in

wisdom, and to make him who is wicked diminish in

ignorance, is the world.

Chapter XXV.

Ganabd-sar-nigad. Nask.

I. The second section is the Ar'^istan {Rvalue

code '), particulars about the value of small consump-

tion of animate, and also that of inanimate, property;

with the desirableness of information thereon, each

separately. 2. The value of not destroying a

righteous man even for a decree and justice, and of

atonement for injuring the existence- of the fire of

Varahran ^

Chapter XXVI.

Ganabd-sar-nigad Nask.

1. The third section is the Arate^taristan

{'warrior code'), particulars about the worthiness of

destroying a wolf ; and, among wolves, the greater

need of destroying (zani^ntarih) those with two

legs than those with four legs.

2. About selecting the daily supplies of warriors,

the beasts of dnrden, clothing, and equipment of

warriors, and other appurtenances (^z'ariganakih)

which are to be given to them ; also selecting a

horse ^?/^ accoutrements (zen6-^fzar)y<?r each one.

' Falling into hell owing to the narrowness of the ^inva^f bridge

to the other world, occasioned by an excess of sin over good works

(see Dd. XXI, 5-7).

2 See Chap. XIX, i. ^ The sacred Bahiram fire.
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3. About having a man's horse trained before one

sends him to smite enemies. 4. About the efficacy

of the resources and care of a warrior in the destruc-

tion which enemies occasion ; also the army and the

slaughter of war. 5. About the sin of the village

and abode of the warriors on the occurrence of a

battle, and what is the retribution for wounds and

damage ; what is that which is disfiguring (^pirayak)

therein, and what is that which is worthy of death

therein.

6. About the characteristics of the wearing of ar-

mour (zenavandih) and not wearing of armour by

warriors. 7. About the rank of the general (sipah-

pa^o), and other officers (pa</an) over the troops, as

to d^iWy S7ipplies, pay, and dignity; also their subordi-

nates {az\Y2ig), and the number of troopers (gurd) to

each one of the officers. 8. About the anxieties of a

trooper for the protection of person and family. 9.

About the number of troopers when the king of

kings goes to battle. 10. About the proportion of

daily provision for two warriors, the meat and milk

and bread thereof, which are for the sake of provid-

ing guidance and causing contests of the warriors

in that good eating ; also the reason of certifying

(govaik) its distribution and weighing, the beast of

burden of the original village (bun kokih) ^, and its

means of being sent unto the troops, it. About

cutting the herbs for the veterinary surgeon (stor

be^'ashko), the store of accoutrements, and other

things which are necessary with an army. 12.

About the feeding of warriors on the day of battle,

the meat and whatsoever are their eatables ;
even so

the food of the horses.

^ Whence the supplies come.
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13. About the wealth which foreigners bring away,

and this which is declared thereof, that is, 'I, too,

am assisting even the wolf.' 14. About the display

of esteem by warriors together, the union of friend-

ship one with the other, obedient unto their com-

mander of the troops, and mindfully resigning

///(?;;?selves to death, there being seen a spiritual

reward, without doubt, in the future existence.

15. About the choice of a commander over the

troops ; also as to his coming and understanding

the habits of his troops, each separately, through

the capability of skill which is theirs. 16. About

estimating the strength and resources of the troops,

with those of their enemies ; that is, how the battle

is to be engaged in, or how the case is when it is to

be avoided. 17. About the provision of anything

requisite ^ which warriors shall leave for safety when

there is danger in the neighbourhood from a distant

stronghold, or danger to a neighbouring stronghold

from afar. 18. About the case where, when it is

necessary to engage in battle, the horse of a warrior

has not arrived, and it is allowable to seize upon

several horses from a herd of horses. 19. About

the watchful sentinel (nigahako paspano), and of

what kind is the information from which this is

manifest, to the army and commander of the troops,

that the enemy is well dead, or fled.

20. About a demonstration whereby they produce

terror and apprehension in the enemy. 21. About

an altercation of the commander of the troops with

foreigners before a battle ; altercation also through

an envoy, and calling them into subjection to the

' Or 'of value; ' khvastako having both meanings.
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kinof of kinofs and the reliction of the sacred belnors.

22. About admonition to the troops, and declaring

the share and arrangement of special duty of each

one in the fight; announcing to the troops the

recompense of the active, telling and informing the

troops of the reason of being worthy of death, of

the worthiness of destroying foreigners, of the com-

mand of the sacred beings as to their destruction

when they shall not accept the Iranian nationality

(Airih), and the equally great reward and recom-

pense for their destruction announced by revelation,

the legal code (da<^istanikih) <?/" Iran.

23. About not uttering words of irritation on the

day of battle, and not mentioning, among the troops,

any intelligence which gives the troops apprehension,

but only that which is agreeable and pleasing,

through gfivinor heartiness and increasino^ the

strength. 24, About the sacred ceremonial on the

day of battle and evil deeds of war ;—a twig of the

sacred twigs of that ceremonial, and the Avesta as

regards fighting, being the first arrow well delivered

into the mark shot at

;

—the consecration of the

water which is nearest to the place of battle, even

by bringing holy-water ; and the sequence of the

fight, that is, with which arms and appliances // is

first to be fought, and successively unto those which

ai'e the last.

25. About the proportion of those who keep the

arms (za^) for the combatants, and, after a victory

over foreigners, are taking away the hostages and

captives, out of the foreigners, from the combatants
;

also their return from them. 26. At what degree of

distance from them they have to carry the arms and

appliances and the restoratives for the unfatigued
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and the fatigued ; and, the accoutrements being

deposited, a warm bath prepared, and relaxation of

the body effected, the reward of merit is given. 2"^.

One has to search offenders, to bring restoratives for

the unfatigued and the fatigued, to deHver the

accoutrements back to the arsenal (gan^o), to allot

the share of the hostage brought back to his own
people^ and also much else on the same subject.

Chapter XXVII.

Ganabd-sar-nigad Nask.

I. The fourth section is miscellaneous : about a

warm bath being in a house of what kind, the posi-

tion of security of the fireplace, the watchfulness to

be upheld there, and whatever is on the same sub-

ject. 2. About the strength that a horse has to

exert for the sake of the earth, and that which is to

be exerted in that mode for the sake of fire. 3.

About food and other matters which may be pre-

pared with fire, and the security of the fire in like

manner. 4. About fire which, even on the road, is

free from throwing away, bodily refuse \ and dead

matter^, and from the injury and harm owing

thereto ; the various safeguards of fire from being

given to an infidel (ag-deno) or a child ; the dis-

tance of the fire from a rivulet ^ ; the penalty for

throwing it away, or other sin as regards it ; and the

1 See Chap. XIX, 3.

2 Any solid portion of a corpse, or carcase, of a human being,

dog, or other animal.

^ Which might extinguish it and, thereby, render the person who

had charge of the fire grievously sinful.
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1

proportion of nourishment and preparation for the

fire in summer, a7id also in winter.

5. About picketing (bara ni^astano) a horse,

that is, how it is justifiable when it is in water and

dust, how it is so when really in very distressing

bodily refuse, and how it is so when even in bodily

refuse that is tolerable. 6. About the proportion of

nourishment for mankind, fire, and cattle. 7. About

receiving a guest, the praise of liberality, and the

grandeur of the liberal, the contempt for stinginess,

and the want of the wanderer.

8. About the mode of wearing garments in a

dwelling of Ma^^rt'a-worshippers, even so far as a

bandage of four rags for protection^; the care of

them each separately, the wages of the makers and

ornamenters of each one, and whatever is on the

same subject. 9. About having procured a street-

keeper (kugpano) for the Ma^'^a-worshippers, the

business of the street-keeper thereof, and whatever

is on the same subject.

10. About preparing in the summer a store for

the winter. 11. About reaping a field of corn, the

Avesta ^ for the first reaping, and /z^wV^f consecrated

the first sheaf with the dedication (shnuman) to

Auharma^rtf the lord. 12. About the union of those

of the good religion together, both in removing

want and in union even with infidels in that which

^ Reading vad-i/^ vand-i-i 4 16t6-i panakih, and taking loto

as equivalent to Pers. latah. We might suppose that the phrase

meant 'a belt of the four strings {xudo) of protection,' but the

number would not correspond to the three times the sacred thread-

girdle passes round the waist, nor would the material of xndo,

' catgut,' be appropriate for the girdle.

2 The scriptural formula to be recited in its original language.
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is not detrimental to the religion, and whatever is

on the same subject. 13. About duty as regards

the produce of plants and animals ; first, suitable

eating ; and secondly, moderate eating and avoidance

of profusion.

14. About possessions which belong to the nobles,

and those which belong to the multitude ; in what
manner that which belongs to the multitude has to

come into the possession of the nobles ; and what-

ever is on the same subject. 15. About theenvious-

ness (zigurih) of the beast of burden, oy., and sheep,

and also of people ; that is, in how many of the

multitudes, each separately, it is produced ; and

whatever is on the same subject. 16. And also

much other adjudication and information on similar

intelligence.

1 7. Perfect is the excellence of righteousness.

Chapter XXVIII.

I. One section of \}i\Q. first thirty of the Huspa-
ram ^ is the Aerpatistan ^

{^ priest code '), particulars

about a case where ojie has to provide for a priestly

assembly (aerpatistan), which is a birth ; how the

case is when it is important to go, how it is when one

^ Corresponding to the seventeenth word, a, in the Ahunavair,

according to B. P. Riv. ; and it is the seventeenth Nask in all

Rivayats. This name should probably be Avisp-kharam, mean-

ing ' free from all defect
;

' but it is called Husparam, Asparam, or

Aspariim in the Rivayats, which also state that it contained sixty-

four, or sixty, kardah or subdivisions. The former number agrees

with the total of the sections mentioned in Chaps. XXVIII,

XXXII, XXXVI.
"^ A considerable portion of this section is still extant, combined

with a larger portion of the next section, the Nirangistan, whose

name is applied to the whole text.
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Stays at his own house, and how it is when it is not

allowable to go ; also deciding about the chief priest

(aerpato), and the proportion of priests (asruko)

who are superior, of those who are intermediate,

and ^ those who are inferior in the estimation of

the wisdom of the righteous. 2. About the priest

whom one is sending, and the wayfaring garments

and appliances which are to be given to him.

3. About the disciple, as reverent towards the

chief priest ; the labour in receiving the sacred words

and teaching them to the disciple ; the advice of the

chief priest to the priests ; and the muttered phrases

at the time of contamination by dead matter. 4.

About what priest—on the arrival of a priest back

at the district from which one sends him—is to be

appointed, as priest for the district from which he

ca?ne, by the district governor and those of the

district, for teaching a7id instruction in the district.

5. About which are those reckoned as the five

dispositions ^ of a priest that are the glorification of

the priests statements of the \2i^,from the first of

his statements in succession unto the last, and what-

ever is on the same subject.

6. About the subjects regarding which a priest of

concealed parentage is to be asked, with the prelude

and sequel of the same subject. 7. About the

bridge penalty^ of a priest through sinfulness, in a

separate fargarrt^^. 8. About a priest they may

carry away from a district, owing to anxiety for

forming a priestly assembly, who becomes worried

in forming it.

1 See Bd. XIX, 36 n. =* See Chap. XX, 63.

^ See Chap. I, 20.
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9. About the superiority of priests in means of

knowledge, one as regards another ; the extent of

superiority through which the greater suitabihty for

authority, of one as regards another \ arises ; and

whatever is on the same subject.

Chapter XXIX.
Huspdram Nask.

I. One section is the Nirangistan {^ritual code'),

particulars about the ritual of the ceremonial of the

sacred beings, that which is important and goes to

the bridge ofjudgment"- ; the exceeding meritorious-

ness owing to an ample number of Raspis^ in the cere-

monial ; and, as to the Avesta, the Zoti and Raspt

are both for various phrases, those which are for

the speaking of the one are for the hearing of the

other. 2. About the sacred cake ^, and whatever

is on the same subject. 3. About abstaining from

the drinking of wines at the same time as the

ceremonial. 4. About the quality (saman) of the

voice in reciting the Avesta in a ceremonial, and the

^ Reading sa^aktarih-i aevako min tane pavan patih, but

there are only faint traces of the third, fourth, and fifth words, as

the decayed folio of the manuscript has been patched, and the

repairer forgot to record the missing words at the time he did his

work. His marginal note refers to a defect in the next line of the

manuscript.

2 The Kms2^d bridge, at which the departed soul is believed to

give a full account of its actions during life (see Chap. XIV, 8).

3 See Chap. VII, 5.

* The dron, or sacred cake, is a small pancake which is con-

secrated in the ceremonies, and dedicated to some particular spirit

by means of a shnijman, or propitiatory dedication (see Sis. Ill,

32). It is tasted by the priests and by the participators in certain

ceremonies (see Haug's Essays, pp. 396, 404, 408).
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Avesta which is twice recited and thrice or four

times recited. 5, About the ceremonial, and the

conducting of that ceremonial whose Zoti, or Raspi,

is a Tanapuhar sinner ^ 6. About the Zoti duty of

a woman ^ or child. 7. About a decision as re-

gards him who is cursed by the Ma^'^a-worshipping

religion.

8. About the sin of him who does not solemnize

a season-festival ^, and how the case is when it is

solemnized by him. 9. About the limits of the five

periods ^ ^the day and night, and the ceremonies of
the same periods. 10. About the kinds of pecu-

liarity of the things for the season-festivals and
other good works produced authorisedly.

II. About the quantity of holy-water which is due

to one sheep', the inspection and consideration in

providing the sheep, the freedom from sickness due

to contamination and other defects even in a lawful

place, and the exemption from the appliances and

attacks of noxious creatures ; the ritual for making
it^, and deciding about the maker, producer, and

carrier, the taster and the giver to him. 12. The
reason of the slaughter, <2;^^ whatever is on the same
subject.

13. About the position and duty of the Zoti a7id

Raspis in the ceremonial. 14. About the perfect

ceremonial, the gift to a righteous man who has

' See Chap. XX, 65. ^ ggg s|g_ x, 35.

' See Chap. VII, i.

* These periods, or watches, are from dawn till noon, noon till

3 P.M., 3P.M. till dusk, dusk till midnight, and midnight till dawn.
® When slaughtered to provide the necessary meat-offerings

(see Sis. XI, 4-6).

® The holy-water apparently.
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become a teacher ^;/^ examiner of th^ wisdom of the

righteous, aud whatever is on the same subjects.

15. About the sacred shirt and ^/iread-g'irdle, that

is, from what it is proper/*? ma^'e them, ^/^<7f whatever

is on the same subjects. 16. About gathering and

tying the sacred twigs, and on the same subject.

17. About the proportion of firewood in- various

parts of the ceremonial, and the mode of bringing it

forward ; that for the household fire, and\}^^ priestly

fire of Bahiram (Varahran).

18. About a ceremonial amid great opulence, that

which is amid medium optUence, that which is amid

little opulence, and a decision as regards want of

opulence. 19. About always celebrating the cere-

monies of the sacred beings for that which has

occurred, and not neglecting the^n in any way. 20.

About the cases where mankind observantly, and

also unobservantly, celebrate the ceremonies of the

sacred beings ; that is, which is he who observantly

and he who unobservantly «'i7^i' so ; with advice about

observantly celebrating the ceremonies of the sacred

beinors.

2 1

.

About the cleanliness of the body and clothing

of the celebrator of the ceremony, the assurance

of his mind from sin, the ablution of the apparatus

of the place of the exalted (vulandanih), the clean-

liness of the place of the ceremonial, the distance

therefrom for ajiy degree of manifest pollution and

stench, and whatever is on the same subject.

22. About the ceremonial of the waters and their

creatures, the vigour ^ of healthfulness, the posses-

sion of the brilliancy of heaven, the bountifulness of

^ Or it may be ' holy-water.'
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the spirit of the waters, and whatever is on the same

subject. 23. About the celebration of a ceremonial,

which is an ordinance of duties for the sake of a

happy state of gladness (khup parkanih) and happy

consequences ; and also many other statements on

the same subject. 24. About the ceremonial as pro-

per and improper, beneficial and not beneficial.

25. About the families of Zaratui-t, Hv6v\ and

Vi^tasp, as regards the account (aushmuri^no) and

ceremonial of the religion and their nature.

Chapter XXX.
Huspdram Nask.

I. One section is the Goharikistan {^quality

code'), particulars about natural superiority; not the

modified (gai-tako), but the lawful, approved^, and

specific state of superiority; not acquired by the

slender power ^ of the world, but by seeking virtuous

living through causing the prosperity of every per-

son ; also the authorisation of superiority, and the

proportion of advantage therein. 2. About a

superiority unimpoverished (anyuruzd), with one

unimpoverlshed with a nature unspent (an-auruzd),

with one unspent with an impoverished (nyuruzd),

and one impoverished with an impoverished ; also

the extent of impoverishment and non-impoverish-

ment, that is, with whom // is not customarily of much

^ An ancestor of several persons mentioned in the Avesta, in-

cluding the two brothers, G^amasp the prime minister of king

Vij-tasp, and Frashoi'tar the father-in-law of ZaratuJt.

^ Assuming that pajandak stands for pasandak; otherwise,

we may read pishonik, 'provided.'

^ Reading tang-karih, but it may be tund-karih, 'the severe

labour.'

[37] H
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consequence (pavan freh-ar'j^o), with whom ?V is so

customarily, a7idwkh. whom, owing to an exception, zV

is not customarily of much consequence on account of

tfs much consequence for an uninformed person, that

is, with whom it is as it were proper with a servant

of sin. 3. And superiority is a furtherance of living

beings, and pervades the natural extent thereof.

4. About him who would sell property not his

own, and him who would buy it. 5. About selling

a sheep frequenting the house, and one not fre-

quenting the house. 6. About various precautions

as to samples of various things. 7. About selling

beasts of burden, cattle, slaves, servants, and other

property, of the nature of whose species one is aware

through speaking about the nature of different

species ; a'nd the retribution for the sin of whatever

is on the same subject. 8. That which is an obvious

agreement for selling with defects ^ when it is de-

clared of beasts of burden ; and that which is ever

defective on selling.

9. About a house in which a person, or dog, has

passed away through contagious sickness, and the

clothino- which the man wore owino^ to that sickness
;

that is, how it is when spoiled for selling for three

years, how it is when it is so for two years, and how it

is ivhen it is sofor one year. 10. About a house in

which a person, or dog, has reposed in a contagious

sickness, and not passed azvay after his descent there-

from ; and the clothing which the man wore in that

sickness ; that is, how it is when spoiled for selling

for two years, how it is when it is so for one year,

and how it is when it is so for thirty nights ;
and

whatever is on the same subject.

^ That is, without a warranty.
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II. About forming a family (goharik kar^ano)

with foreigners, that is, how it is when allowable.

12. About a sheep of good breed for the three

nights ^ and its slaughter after the three nights

;

likewise many other decisions as regards superiority

and sheep of a good breed.

Chapter XXXI.

HUspdram Nask.

I. A miscellaneous section is about taking any-

thine which is not one's own at the time when he

does not think that they see him and they do see

him, at the time when he thinks that they see him

and they do not see him, and at the time when he

thinks that they see him and they do see him. 2.

About p-ivinof riorhteous instruction, that is, what

happens, and how, at the time when the follower ^

asks again. 3. About the sin of imprisoning the

needy, exalting falsehood, and approving deceit.

4. About the action and command which diminish,

or alter, a liberal gift to any one- 5. About the

limit of the open-handedness ^/ a wife who should be

privileged, (2?2^ who is reverent towards //^r husband,

out of anything that has not reached the husband ;

how it is when the husband is foolish, how it is when

it is legally, how when derived from what is legally

property, and how about that which is unspent

savings (anyurlazd /i'abun) ; also the limit of the

reverence of a wife for a husband, and whatever is

on the same subject.

1 The three nights after a death ; the sheep is to be slaughtered

on the fourth day, including the day of death (see Sis. XVII, 2-5).

2 See Chap. XXII, 6 n.

II 2
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6. About causing the conveyance of a maiden

from the house of her fathers, or guardians,, to the

village of her husband, to hold the position of house-

mistress of the husband ; of the wife when she

becomes reverent and propitiatory towards him, and
admonishing her when she speaks thus ;

' I am thy

wife, but I will not perform a wife's duties yj?r thee ;

'

also the quarrelling of a husband with his wife, and

carrying it on to the bridge ofJudgment.

7; About the blood on a woman who wants wash-

ing, and the bridge penalty upon him who has

sexual intercourse with a woman who wants washing,

with her who is a foreigner, or any other of those

not authorisedly for intercourse ; the confusion of

germs by the woman who grants intercourse to

foreigners, a7id other sin which they may commit

about like matters. 8. About a wife claimed from

foreigners ; that is, how it is when allowable.

9. About the preparation of a wife for the control

of a son, the period for it 2iwAfor suckling, and the

wish for a son which \'s> present with a husband. 10.

About the sin of a man owing to rejecting the con-

trolling of his son by a sister or grown-up daughter.

11. About three things through which mankind

become sinful and injuring their own property, and

the possession of them is not to be taken away.

1 2. About those who may not inflict lawful chastise-

ment with oppressive demeanour.

13. About that which a man is to be made to

provide in feasting and gifts, for his store of good

works, on his wife bringing forth. 14. How it is

when he is a man of wisdom, and how it is when he

is a disciple ; how it is whc7i it is a male birth, and

how it is when it is a female. 15. The advantage
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and benefit therefrom ; the religious announcement

of a name for the neza-horn, should it be a male, or

should it be a female ; the good work owing to the

decision of a religious appointment of a' name for

the progeny, [and the sin] ^ owing to giving again

to It a name of the idolators (deviyastan).

1 6. About the ritual and usage in admlttlnor theo o
male to a sheep, owing to which the male is a

gratlfier of the impregnated female nature, and a

protection 0/ the female nature ; and the want of

training and freedom from defect of the progeny; a

proper condition of the flock, too, arises likewise

through worshipping the sacred beings and provid-

ing the sacred feast ; also about the shepherd's dog

and the blessing for him. 1 7. About the regard of

the shepherd for the breeding of the sheep. 18.

About the work of the ceremonial and of providing

the sacred feast, and the advantage for the sheep

from the same cause. 19. About the Ma^'^a-wor-

shlpplng district-breeding ^the dogs in a district,

through providing careful nurture for the dogs,

which is a good work owing to the same cause.

20. About the object of payment y^r teaching the

Zoti duty,y^r the guardianship of the fire, for the

publication and watching of worship, and for other

labour, «;^(^ whatever Is on the same subject.

21. About the lawful guardianship of a child, the

child who is lamp-light and the father who is the

fire, and whatever is on the same subject. 22.

About sickness owing to the look of an evil eye, or

the vicinity of a menstruous woman, because those

^ Here, again, the repairer of the manuscript has forgotten to

note the words in brackets which he had cut out of the folio before

patching it.
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with an evil e}e, or menstruous, are thereby harm-

ful. 23. About what is the kind of watching for the

admitters of fear ; the fearful and whatever is on

the same subject. 24. And that in case of descend-

ing from a house on the outside.

25. About lawful arrangements for supplies, in

union and assistance one towards the other ;
about

payment for the labour in the lawful arrangement

;

and whatever is on the same subject. 26. About

the produce of property for the multitude, and that

also for one's own association ; that is, how it is

when taking it authorisedly, and how it is when not

doing so; and whatever is on the same subject.

27. The special generosity of judges in conveying

property back to its owners ; the advantage from

just judges, and the harm from unjust sentencing

a7id false decisions. 28. So, also, the advantage

from truly demanding, truly answering, and assisting

the just ; the enmity and harm from falsely demand-

ing, falsely investigating, and assisting a false de-

mander and false investigation ; but not the enmity

and secret harm of a complaint of the wretched.

29. Advice to judges about just decision and ab-

stinence from false decision ; and, secondly, the

reward of their just decision, and the awful bridge

judgment of false decision ; the accountability in the

spiritual existence in the case of judges, the praise of

truth and contempt of falsity, the gratification of the

sacred beings ajid vexation of the demons from just

judgment and turning away from false decision, and

whatever is on the same subject.

30. About what place the appointment by Auhar-

rna^'^ in the original creation brought the corn to ^,

^ According to Bd. X, i, XIV, i, XXVII, 2, fifty-five species of
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which arrived for use in the nourishment and assist-

ance of mankind and animals ; the sowing of corn

from the bodies of Mashya and Mashyot ^
;
and

whatever is on the same subject. 31. About the

labour in sowing and cultivating corn, and whatever

is in the business of agriculturists
;
perseverance in

agriculture, and the limit of its allotment, owing to

suitable participation and inevitable participation in

agriculture ; whatever is about the shepherd and

whatever is about the agriculturist, and the adjudi-

cation between them. 32. About the corn which is

sown, that which is reaped, that which is for an

increase (pavan nad-ae), and that which is for

other things.

33. About the excitement of any one, owing to his

blood. 34. About those kinds of ownership of land

«;/^ other things that are best. 35. About him who

sees some one conducting water for cultivation, when

the person unauthorisedly sows the land of the

observer who does not dispute about it with fearless-

ness and effectual resistance. 36. About the selling

of supplies granted, which may be done in hunger,

nakedness, and fear ; and whatever is on the same

subject.

^'j. About the supremacy ^sin, both that which

arises on the spot, and that at a distance (pavan

hasar) ; ^;2^ whatever is on the same subject. 38.

About the atonableness of every sin, and the bridge

judgment for destroying a righteous man, for ^N\tch.-

craft, andy^r carrying evil (agih) to fire and water.

39. About atonement for the sin of Yat, B^^ai,

grain sprang up originally where the primeval ox passed away; a

statement which does not agree with that hinted at in this section.

1 See Chap. XIII, i.
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Khor, Aredui-, Avoiri^-t, Agerept \ and giving no

food, through giving of scars (pii"an^-das)^, labour,

and punishment ; the kinds of horse-whip and

scourge, and how the penitential effect of both ainses,

40. When a sinner dies outright on account of the

penalty of giving of scars, or the performance of the

labour, or the exertion of effecting the penance of

punishment, and when a man has died penitent, but

incapable of a desire ^ for the retribution of sin, and

has not atoned in the worldly existence, what the

nature of his soul's helplessness is, owing to sin.

41. About those for whom there is no retribution

for sin.

^ These six names are applied to the various grades of assault

and wounding, for which a special scale of punishment is appointed

(see Sis. I, I, 2, XI, i, 2, XVI, i, 5). Here the list begins at the

most heinous end of the scale, and the last three names, which refer

to the lightest offences, have been already explained in Chaps.

XIX, 1 n, XX, 64 n. The first three names are explained in Farh.

Oim, pp. 36, 1. 7-37, 1. 2, as follows:—'For whatever reaches the

source of life the name is Khor ; one explains Basai as " smiting,"

and Yat as " going to," though it be possibley^r the soul of man to

be withstanding ; and a counterstroke is the penalty for a Yat

when it has been so much away from the abode of life.' These

six gradations of crime, therefore, range from the infliction of the

nearest possible approximation to a fatal wound, down to the merely

constructive assault of seizing a weapon. All authorities agree in

estimating the relative heinousness of the first four crimes by the

following numbers: 180, 90, 60, and 30; but regarding the

amounts for the two lighter offences there is much difference of

statement. In the old law of the Vendida^ there are seven grada-

tions of such crime, the lowest four corresponding in name with the

lowest four here, and all punishable by lashes, with a horse-whip,

or scourge, varying from five to two hundred in number, according

to the heinousness of the offence and the number of times it has

been committed,

^ By scourging, as prescribed in the Vendida</,

^ Owing to sickness, or any other disabling cause.
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42. About what is the kind of contest of a poor

man, plundered of his property; first, as regards the

oppressor who was the pkinderer, and, afterwards,

having petitioned for criminal proceedings, through

the judges, as regards his oppressor, until their repay-

ment of the property. 43. About being delivered

into distress and disaster \ and the decision thereon.

44. About the oppressiveness of the much pollution

of greediness iazo) which is owing to all its fiendish-

ness, and the arrangement of the creator about it for

restraining the same fiend ^ from destroying the whole

worldly creation. 45. About the great judiciousness

of a man in want of power being good, for preserving

his own life and making it nurturable.

Chapter XXXII.

Huspdram Nask.

I. One section of the next twenty contains par-

ticulars about the rite of an ordeal accomplished,

also the modes of one's preservation or incrimination

therein, and whatever is on the same subject.

Chapter XXXIII.

Htispdram Nask.

I. One section is about the mode and object of

confinement as regards a beast of btirden, sheep, and

dog that are mad (devanako), and the operation

of the affliction (vakhsi^no) ; also to what extent is

their restoration ; and when not restored, btit come

for slaughter, the care of them even in confinement,
o

- ...

^ Paz. voighn. ^ The fiend of greediness, Azo.
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an^ whatever is on the same subject. 2. About the

harm (vinas) which the beast 0/ burden, sheep, and

dog shall commit 3. About the sin which killed

one who is no offender \ 4. About the care and

remedy ybr a sick dog, ^;2^ whatever is on the same

subject.

Chapter XXXIV.
Hilspdrarn Nask.

1. One section is miscellaneous : about the object

of amassing property lawfully produced, or derived

from (fro^6 min) what is legally property; the

production authorisedly of what is derived from that

which is legally property, a7id the production un-

authorisedly of that which is legally property thereby

become one, at first, as regards the very virtuous

or vicious legal proceedings therein.

2. About the lawful time for giving up a maiden

to her husband, the completion of her possessions,

and whatever is on the same subject. 3, About the

impoverishment owing to the completion of the pos-

sessions given, ^;^^ whatever is on the same subject.

4. About a father who has sons, and for which of

them a wife is to be earlier sought. 5. Also about

which of his daughters is to be given away to a

husband, and whatever is on the same subject.

6. About the progressive meritoriousness of a

righteous gift for a woman, and the grievous sinful-

ness owing to its being dissipated. 7. About wealth

through a ritrhteous oift, the announcement of its

manifest acceptance, and the acknowledgment of its

acceptance in words, as a completed act that is so far

exhaus ed.

^ Whether the sick animal, or a man attacked by it, is uncertain.
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8. About a foreigner when an Iranian asks him

for a reward for assistance in battle with his fellow-

tribesmen, and the foreigner does not become

generous, though the recompense is for the gene-

rosity of the Iranians.

9. About the offering up (madam dahi^no) of

water; that which is an appointed indicator (numu-

dkr), and that which is no indicator ; that which is

an indicator of complete presentation, and that of

partial presentation ; that water which is continually

producing the offering up (u^'dahinak), in like

manner, of something of the things of a righteous

gift, through the moistened peculiarity and distinc-

tion^ of an offering-producing gift of a male from that

of a female ; and that which is an indicator both

male and female, and a voice producing offerings, is

animate, or inanimate, or derived from the inanimate
;

that which is an indicator is a germ (tokhmako-l),

that which is in a germ is of one species, that which

is in a species is of one form, a7id the proportion

that is appointed is completed, thotigh the purpose

for which it is appointed has not arisen ; and what-

ever is on the same subject.

10. About the five best and five worst actions,

the seven - heinous sins, and the three sins that are

very ill-atoned for. ii. About the sin of staining

with bodily refuse, injuring the existence ^, and of a

^ The Pahl. text is pavan mamanih va-kaa'amih-i pami^/o.

Possibly namit/6, 'moistened,' may stand for numut/o, 'indicated;'

but the whole sentence is more or less obscure.

^ Written 4 + 2 (= six) in the MS., but this is a most unusual

way of writing ' six
;

' it is more probable that we ought to read

4 + 3, the usual mode of writing ' seven.' ' Seven evii-doers of sin

of a heinous kind' are detailed in Dd. LXXII, 2-9,

2 Pahl. baio^ok-ze^o, see Chap. XIX, i n.
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death-producing formation as to clothing. 12.

About the sin owing to idleness when, moreover,

that which they might do is good. 13. About a

decision as to the justifiableness of clothing, arms,

equipments, and other things being given to

foreigners, besides promoting their service and

business, -diViA giving them any assistance whatever,

07'' listening to that which relates to assistance ; like-

wise listening to drunkards. 14. About unlawfully

destroying and cutting plants, with a decision

about it.

15. About the sin of digging a grave ^ for burying

a corpse, whether of the idolators (deviyastan) or

non-idolators, and of supplying clothing for the

corpse of a dead one of the idolators. 16. About
him who threw bodily refuse ^ on to fire or water, or

any place or garment on which // is not authorisedly

cast, to make Ma^^a-worshippers polluted ; ancC

whatever is on the same subject.

1 7. An account of water as regards the description

<2;2^ extent of moisture of the land. 18. About the

sin owing to rendering anything useless through

water or fi-re. 19. About carrying off two-thirds of

the misery from the world, by eradicating it from the

creatures through all the illumination of fires ; and

carrying off all adversity from the period of the

creatures, through the freedom from malice of man-

kind, one as regards the other, and through their

perfect sympathy together.

^ Assuming that gobar /^>^e^'iruntan6 stands for gobar (Pers.

gor) A'^efruntano.

2 See Chap. XIX, 3.
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Chapter XXXV.
H'^spdrain Nask.

1. One section contains particulars about the

science (danii-no) of seeking a son, advice about it

from revelation (den 6), the advantage of offspring

for the admonitory explanation of revelation within

one s self, and the harm owing to neglecting the

advice of the same.

2. About what happens in the begetting of a son
;

the first sexual excitement it should produce for the

female, the second, third, fourth, and fifth ; the aris-

ing of a son in the world, ayid also the milk, owing

to her impregnation. 3. And, when it is so that it

amounts to a son, which of the two, male or female,

is sooner emitting the germs at the time ^occur-

rence ; and how and how long both have remained,

at the time, in semination, how long in connection,

and how long in bleeding. 4. When and wherefrom

various expectations are produced to contend abont,

and when and by what signs the male sex, or female

sex, of the offspring has become manifest.

5. When the localization ^ regarding it is arranged,

and, as to the members, which is the first member
therein, and their being produced, each consecutively,

till the bodily form is complete ; which, and in what

position, is the localization of the members after the

complete production of the form of the body, and

the purpose as regards the position and localization

of the members after the complete production of the

^ Assuming that gesi-hastano stands for gasi-hastano in all

three occurrences of the word. This is rather doubtful, because

the noun gas, ' position,' occurs twice in close connection with the

uncertain word, and is correctly spelt.
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form of the body. 6. The effect upon the offspring

which \s ftcrnished with, subjection to the male, so far

as the complete effecting of it is within the limit for

its authorisation^; the time (vidanaanag^) of the

offspring with the female, the period of its turning

downwards for birth, and the occurrence of birth at

the same time.

7. About the growth of life, too, with the bodily

organs (tanugan); and which is the first bone be-

come possessed of marrow, apart from the other

bones, as it is reported. 8, About the admissibility of

the elaboration t?/the male sex, or female sex, within

it, by the guardian spirit of the righteous, at the fifth

month ; and the ceremony for the guardian spirit of

the ricrhteous for the sake of the arrival ofa male child.

9. About the act of childbirth by a pregnant

woman before recourse to midwifery (dalganih),

except that relating to the navel string of the child
;

also Its first and second food, and when the mid-

wifery is that of her mother ; what is the kind of

milk, and the care of the child at the time, its

bandaging, sleeping, nourishment, and protection
;

and the sin owing to acting unlawfully In such

matters. 10. About how many months Is the bearing

of the offspring in the womb of the camel, horse, ass,

^ The Pahl. text is as follows :
—

' Kar-i madam zako-i levatman

den kujn s/)ar, vad s/)6r karih zyaj- den saman pafl'a-y rart'akih.'

^ This unusual hybrid word is evidently intended as a Zvarij

equivalent of the Iranian zamanah, and is composed of vidana

(=:Ch. ^X^yi, which is the usual Zvari^ for zaman) -f- anag

(=anah, the final syllables of zamanah). The central syllable

of zamanah is, therefore, twice represented in the Zvarij vida-

naanag. The hybrid occurs again, in Bk. IX, Chap. XVII, 3, in

a phrase where it can only mean ' time, period.' If it were not for

this after-occurrence, the word here might be read va-do-ahiig,

' and the dual existence,' with some degree of probability.
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COW, and woman ; and whatever is on the same sub-

ject. II. About the spiritual perception ^anew-
born child, and its coming into the boundaries of

worldly comprehension on the same subjects.

12. About the habits through which multitudes of

mankind attain to the acme of beautiful form : that

of desire for women, that of swiftness which is owing

to the strength of the leg, and that of powerfulness

which is owing to the vigour of the body, that of

desire for wealth, that of speaking in an assembly,

and that of speaking at a distance, that through

which any one uncontrolled comes to a downfall, that

through which there is more knowledge of obedience,

and that throuofh which a counteraction of the afflic-

tion of the race arises.

13. About the vicious desire of the performer

and permitter of unnatural intercourse ; also their

violent lustfulness, heinous practice, and corrupt,

polluted bodies, blighted in destiny; great through

their destruction of life in the things which they

see, and every greatness inevitably provides them 2l

merited death ; as great in sinfulness as Az-i Dahak^

in oppression, as the serpent Srobar^ in witchcraft,

as Tiir-i Bra^fro-resh ^, the Karap ^, in destroying the

^ See Chap. XIII, 8 n, and compare the account of the seven

special evil-doers in Dd. LXXII, 3-9.

' The Av. azi srvara of Yas. IX, 11 (W.), Yt. XIX, 40; a

terrible serpent slain by Keresaspa the Saman, as mentioned again

in Bk. IX, Chap. XV, 2.

^ Also written Bra<fr6k-resh ; he was one of the Turanian priest-

hood who persecuted Zaratmt in his youth, and probably the same

as Pers. Bartarush (the Braa'ar-vakhsh of Sd. IX, 5) who is said

to have killed Zaratuxt in the end. But, as he was one of five

brothers, three of whose names were much alike (see Byt. II, 3 n),

his identification is rather uncertain.

* Av. karap an. In Dk. Bk. VII the Karaps are often men-
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righteous, and as a deceiving apostate in falsehood.

14. About the grievous sinfulness of a woman, just

delivered and giving milk, whose progeny is the off-

spring from intercourse with divers males, and what-

ever is on the same subject.

15. About the increasing vigour 0/ the female

from the mounting of the male, and the diminished

vigour of the male from mounting on to the female.

Chapter XXXVI.

HUspdram Nask.

I. Six ^ Fargards of one section of the last fourteen

contain particulars about the enumeration of species

of ownership, their precedence one over the other,

and their good report in conducting legal proceed-

ings. 2. About property that is brought up to the

judges, which, owing to an accuser, becomes a source

^/litigation for a judge. 3. About a decree as to

restoring possession, or as to keeping possession, of

whatever is among such matters. 4. About property

tioned as enemies of Zaratfi^t, -both before and after his birth. Some

are named, such as Durasrob, Brac^rok-resh, Vaedvoi^t, and (?esh-

mak. The Karap of the district where the mother of Zaratiut was

born banishes her for witchcraft, and must, therefore, have been die

official head of the district. Dfirasrob, the Karap, travels some-

times with a disciple (havij-t), so his title was probably a priestly

one. The Karap is also often mentioned with the Kai, or Kik

(Av. kavan or kavi), the title of an equally obnoxious class; both

Kiks and Karaps being termed ' demon-worshippers,' or idolators

;

and the Pahlavi translators of the Avesta speak of them, meta-

phorically, as 'blind and deaf to the sacred beings.

^ These are called ' five Fargards' in Dd. LXI, 3 which appears

to refer to §§ 7, 13. Or it may be 'seven,' if we consider the

' seven ' of the next chapter as completing the last fourteen sections

of this Nask.
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which is, or is brought, out of the possession of a

defendant, and property which is extorted from a

man by worrying, or by a noticeable crime upon

him ; with a statement about it.

5. About the earnings (vindi^no) of fellow-com-

batants and fellow-subordinates, with a statement

about them. 6. About the coming of land, pro-

perty, or anything, held by foreigners, into the

princely possession of one from Iran.

7. About the guardianship of a family (du^^ako)

;

likewise the varieties of it, and the fitness of a man

for it. 8. About one's own family, and whatever is

on the same subject. 9. About the income (vin-

dii'no) of wife ^W child.

10. About the trouble ^the business ^/obtaining

(vindi^no) a wife, and also her marriage, owing to

the urgency of the husband, after the trouble. 11.

About her guardian and paramour, and whatever

is on the same subject. 12. About the proportion

who have to keep a wife to seek for offspring,

and the proportion who have to satisfy menstrual

excitement.

13, About adoption; likewise the varieties of it,

and fitness for it ; the violation of adoption, the sin

of the son who is accepted, and whatever is on the

same subject. 14. About the partnership of brothers

that has existed, is formed, or is designed ;
its

abandonment (a-bukhtikih), the surplus property,

the wealth that becomes quite sacrificed (za^ako),

and whatever is on the same subject. 15. About

property that comes to next of kin through relation-

ship, and that through adoption. 16. About the

residue that lapses into ways of righteousness.

1 7. About where and in whom, after the father, is

[37] I
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the prerogative as to a daughter being given away

to a husband.

. Chapter XXXVII.

Hilspdrani Nask.

1. One section ^the seven ^ at the end contains

particulars about the daily/<?^rtf of a grown-up man,

a pregnant woman, her who is childless, and a child,

as provided by law ; also that of a shepherd's dog, a

village doe, and a blood-hound ; and the character-

istics of these three kinds of dog.

2. About the sign of a person's conversion to the

religion. 3. About association of several kinds, and

one of them is that of the keepers (pa^an) with the

flocks (raman), and the flocks in connection with the

keepers ; and of what kind is the meritoriousness of

the keepers of those flocks, as to guardianship of

every description ; the happy effects of the flock,

and those of the keeper, of every description ; the

advantage from this association, and whatever is on

the same subject. 4. One is the association of

priestly instructor (ra^/6) and pupil -, a7id their

meritoriousness together ; the fame of the priestly

instructor for priestly instruction, and that of the

disciple (havij-to) for every kind of learning derived

from the priestly instructor, and every kind that the

priestly instructor imparts to the pupil ; and the

happy effects of the priestly instructor, of every

kind, in similar matters. 5. One is the association

^ It is doubtful whether seven sections are meant, or whether we

should read * the seven Fargards at the end of one section.' See,

however, Chap. XXXVI, i n.

^ Pahl. ra^une (Av. ratunaya).
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of ceremonial priests (ra^^-pii-akano), the worthiness

of a man for the sacerdotal leadership, supplies for

the whole of the ceremonial priests, and whatever is

on the same subject. 6. About the highest of all

associations \ and about the lawful and virtuous

existence of this same association, when there are

two men in a case where he who is opulent is always

necessary for him who is in innocence, and has given

hi7n the wealth that he asks for ; or where, when the

one shall commit sin, wealth is an affliction to the

other ; or the ownership, as to that Avhich the one

obtains, is as much even that of the other ; or, on the

passing away of the one, it is mingled with the wealth

of the other ; and whatever is on the same subject.

7. About the punishment of the sin of him for

whom one lies - to him by whom provision is made,

by thought or by word, and given to him who is

worthy. 8. About a father's making a child aware

of the sin at the time of the sin. 9. About the sin

of taking the course of a false guide and exalting

falsehood, and whatever is on the same subject.

10. The sin of extorting supplies for a beast of
burden from a lonely labouring person.

II. About important gifts to the worthy, atone-

ment for deprival of food (atapda^o-vi^arii-nih) ^,

and disbursements (auruzdan) of that which is

legally, and also ^that which is derived from what
is legally, property among impoverished (nyuruzd)

supplicants. 12. The depriver of food is he who is

for early atonement, and they who severally exist,

^ That of disinterested and devoted friendship, as appears from

the examples given.

"^ By falsely recommending him as a worthy object of charity.

=' See Chap. XVII, 6 n.

I 2
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through grazing^ and bringing forth, are ^/lej who

severally are also in loss of vitality, through deprival

of the food of strength and intellect; even a powerful

man is prostrated thereby ; the food which is suitable

as atonement for deprival of food, and that which is

not suitable.

13. About that through which the indispensable

creation 0/ a debt arises, a?id whatever is on the

same subject. 14. Where zV is the healing 0/ the

sick, the spiritual dedl is unto the archangel Ashava-

hii-t ^ a7id that which is worldly unto the physician's

anteroom (dalanako).

15. About the worthiness 0/ a. good physician for

every benefit, and the unworthiness o/a. bad physician

for any benefit. 16. About each one of the plants

deing" produced by Auharmas^' for the subjugation of

one disease at least. 1 7. About the protectiveness

and preciousness of the profession of medicine ; the

advantage and reasoning thought of a physician due

to the carrying on of /lis medical practice ;
the

pleasant food, the handsome clothing, and the swift

steed for a physician ; and /lis wealth dein^ as much

as that of an average man in a house, village, com-

munity, or province. 18. About the diligently

^ Reading kzrisno, but part of the first letter has been cut off

by the repairer of the MS. The semi-starvation of cattle is being

referred to.

^ The personification of 'perfect righteousness' (Av. ashava-

hijta) whose special duty is stated to be the care of fire (see Sis.

XV, 5, 12, 13), and whose name, often written Ara'avahi^t or Ard-

avahij-t in Pahlavi, is applied to the second month and third day of

the month in the Parsi year (see Chap. XX, 22). He is here con-

nected with the healing of the sick, because of his association with

Airyaman, the smiter of diseases (see Vend. XXII, Yt. Ill, Sir. I,

n, 3).
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remedial hand of the physician for the sick, oppor-

tunely mindful, yet without chastisement.

19. About the sin of a physician through handling

(surtfakih) and having spread a disease by walking

up to the sick, because that is when he would have

been innocent through not havinz gfone. 20. About

a great pestilence (s^^^o), and that which is trivial.

21. About the fee ^ of a physician for curing a

sick person of disease of the whole body, and of

each one of the members ; even of him who has

cured chieftains, both those of the lower grades and
him who is the supreme king of kings, and so also

various destitute people. 22. About the mode and

extent of delivering up fees to a physician, after the

declaration of the sick person being well ; that is,

from whom comes the physician's fee which is an-

nounced for the cure, and also that which is not

announced ; from whom that only which is announced

for it, from whom a meal (pishon-l), and from

whom nothing whatever <?/" worldly reward comes.

23. About the physician whom one hears^ and asks

for medical treatment. 24. About a test as to the

competency of a physician ; that is, how it is to be

made, how it is when it is possible to test it^ and

how it is when it is not possible to test it. 25.

' In Vend. VII, 36-44 (W.) we have some of the old Avesta

laws regarding medical men and their fees. How far the Avesta

text of this section of the Husparam Nask corresponded with that

of the Vendidad on the same subject it is impossible to determine,

because we have always to recollect that this summary of the con-

tents of the Nasks was compiled from their Pahlavi versions (see

Chap. I, 3) which included extensive commentaries, adapting the

original Avesta statements to the altered circumstances of Sasanian

times.

2 Or ' satisfies' (sh nay e ^6).
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About the sin of a physician who is not tested, and

also of him whom it is not possible to test, when he

shall undertake the medical treatment of others,

a7id, as regards a limb of any one, there is not any-

thino- which is another's test of him, nor even that

which is not another's test of him, nor that which is

a trial of him.

26. About how long is the duration of having

sought a physician in Iran whereafter // is allowable,

throuo-h not obtainincr one, to seek him even from

foreio-ners. 27. The sin of having sought one from

foreigners, when one can obtain a physician in Iran.

28. About the fee for a foreign physician, and much

else on the same subject. 29. The medical treat-

ment of mankind, and also about the medical treat-

ment of beasts of burden and cattle.

30. About the sin owing to intrusting him who is

unfit for a duty. 31. About the greater suitability

of a priest than 0/2. disciple for duty and position
;
a

XXM?,'iy person is also obtaining the important rather

than obtaining a desire for the important, and even so

far as being a potter rather than an astrologer, and

being careful rather than a potter ; and the reason

of it.

32. About preparing an unauthorised {<z-dast6bar)

dwelling in the locality of other persons, and what-

ever is on the same subject. 33. About boundaries

where there is a place of residence for people, and

whatever is on the same subject. 34. About what

description of testimony of one of the good religion

is received as evidence regarding an infidel, and of

an infidel as regards 07ie of the good religion.

35. About the greatness of eminence of\ki^ abode

of priestly authorities (ra^^ano), both for procedure
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and for petitions ^ ; the openness of the doors of a

priestly authority; the want of eminence of any one

through every kind of offence to others, which is

owing to his closed doors and evil eminence in every

mode ; and whatever is on the same subject. ^6.

About the extent of splendour (liyano) and pomp-

diffusing (vafsh-^fgano) tokens from the abode of

fires, and the arrangement as regards him who casts

the allotted twigs and charcoal {khar akhgar) into

them. 37. About conveying prosperity (pafT'ikhuih) ^

to the abode of fires appropriately to the capability

of every one.

2,'^. About the quality (saman) of water oozing

out (airirt'o) and that which is flowing in a channel

(naev-tak). 39. About the characteristics of speci-

fied works which are contiguous in a place between

two frontiers (mar '2:0).

40. About a decision as to a sheep free from

unlawful influence—and so also as to one under un-

lawful influence—which goes to the pasture of others

with thievish intention, neglecting its own ; and as to

that which does so not with thievish intention. 41.

About the quantity which one has to provide, in the

duration of a day and night, on admitting to pasture

and corn, in the case of an ox without defect (ana-

gano), or ^another kind, or a horse, or a sheep, or

a goat, or a pig, or an animal of any other kind.

42. About the distance of a residence of mankind

from a river flowing in a channel. 43. About the

period for letting a sheep graze at pleasure in a

pasture, and that for restraining 7't ; the time for not

^ These six words should, perhaps, be appended to the next

clause of the sentence.

* By providing fuel and other necessaries.
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cutting trees, and that for little slaughter of sheep.

44. About an article of clothing which is associated

with defence, for fear of enemies, and becomes quite

a good omen (sukun) among mankind, being im-

perceptible and appropriate. 45. About a tree with

stem uprooted, where and how it is allowable.

46. About a leader's causing a march of whatever

kind, the people being in motion through fear, and

they drive the sheep which are with the army on

account of molestation ; also making the sheep

decide as to the pasture near to the road within

reach, the pasturing of the first of the species of

sheep, and letting them forth to pasture in succession

unto the last, and the reason of it.

47. About a person who is of note^ on account

of wealth, and whatever is on the same subject.

48. About this intermixture ^with-the-stream and

aeainst-the-stream, with banks and without banks,

and waters running and down-pouring (niy^p an), on

the road ; that is, which of the waters, running or

down-pouring, is to be earlier reverenced by him who

is returning from the road, and the reason of it.

49. About the subordination of the disciple unto the

priest, as to eating, drinking, and plenty, goodness

and preciousness ; a7id whatever is on the same

subject.

50. About that which occui'S when foreigners

come to the frontier of Iran, and shall do damage to

Iran ; and the frontier governors and fellow-cham-

pions have to repel the foreigners by fighting, to

save the Iranian people and property which were

^ Reading mun sakhfmag. Another guess would be min

ni^6n-i (for ni.van-i), in which case the translation would be 'a

personyrd"^ from indications relating to wealth.'
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to be made foreign ; and whatever is on the same

subject.

51. About the advantage of punishing a violent

thief by the members of the assembly, that owing to

reliance upon the actions and convictions of the

ancients, that owing to forming many priestly as-

semblies, that owing to providing a disciple for a

priest, that through passing away after being high-

priest, that through doing so without being high-

priest, and that of much information on similar

statements prior to any other resources.

52. Perfect is the excellence <?/" righteousness.

Chapter XXXVIII.

I. One section of theyfr^/ thirty of the Sakart^um^

contains particulars about reward by command of the

religion, the bridge judgment of the destroyers of

the well-commanding, and the provision for their

destruction. 2. About the importance of a man,

after fifteen years of age and when he has heard

that there is a law ^ which is o-ood, havins; sought

that law 2 by having enquired about it. 3. About a

man's scrutinizing an action before doing it, when he
does not know whether it be a sin or a eood work,

^ Corresponding to the eighteenth word, yim, in the Ahunavair,

according to B. P. Riv. ; but it is the nineteenth Nask in other

Rivayats. This name, which is here written hke Zaki-hat-min,

should probably be Zik- a ft- turn, meaning 'the most intimate con-

cerns,' as the Nask refers chiefly to personal and family law ; but it

is called Askaram, or Sakadam, in the Rivayats, which also state

that it contained fifty-two kardah, fargarrt's, or ve<rast ; thus agreeing

with the total of the sections mentioned in Chaps. XXXVIII, XLI.
^ It is possible to read yedato, 'sacred being/ instead of da^/o,

' law.'
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a7td when ?V is possible for him to set // aside and
not to do ?V.

4. About advice as to having entered into a house

in the night by the Hght of 2i fire, or when one has

noticed it in this place, though he goes elsewhere

;

also the watchful destruction of an injured person,

or animal, or garment, aitd the retribution for the

injury. 5. About the extent of any glitter of the

sparks (zakhsh-1-i parkan), and the width and

height of the doors of the constructed work of that

appointed place of the fire.

6. About a new-born child, as to how one has to

provide its place, connected lawfully luith illumina-

tion \ more particularly for the first three nights.

7. About bringing a fire to drive away the over-

powering fiend, and making the child taste first the

Hom-juice, so far as collected within its precincts

(varan), and, secondly, the butter of Mai^^ok-zarem ^

which is to be brought forward for it ; also the

watchfulness of the father and mother over the

child, and the extent of their retiring (naiyistano)

from the two sides of the neiv-hoxw. 8. About law-

fully-made places of several kmds for the child, the

limits and manner of the mother's giving milk to the

child, and whatever is on the same subject.

9. About carrying forth holy-water, or even a

cooking-pot, to a fire, w^here the hands are purified

and thoroughly washed ; and the sin owing to an un-

^ To protect it from the demons who are supposed to be specially

dano^erous durin? the first three nisfhts.

^ Equivalent to 'mid-spring butter,' the Av. maidhy6-zare-

maya, 'mid-verdure,' being the season corresponding to the middle

of the second Parsi month, which was early in INIay when the year

commenced at the vernal equinox (see Bd. XXV, 6, 21).
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purified hand, not thoroughly washed, carrying them

forth. 10. About the preservation of the cooking-

pot, and the rest of one's operations with the fire,

from defilement ; but when, through want of care,

defilement occurs, by the inexperience of any one

bringing it to the fire, he who is careless is thereby

contaminated, and the cooking-pot is properly placed

in its position.

11. Arranging about properly-made bed-places

(gasvarako) in a house, those for children and

those for adults ; also a decision about a case when a

carpenter (durgar) shall make a bed-place properly

which one's own judgment considers improperly made,

and when both consider it improperly, or when both

consider it properly made ; and m^ore of whatever is

on the same subject.

12. About what is the mode ^producing seeing

properly; and, when not seeing properly, the oculist

(difl'pan) to intrust with it is he who informs people,

who wish for it, how to extract the defect of sight

;

if not, the people go on and hurt ; also the penalty

for hurting, and whatever is on the same subject.

13. About the insubordination of those accus-

tomed to work (kar-khtagaran) to women and

children ; also that of a grown-up man who has been

giving no food ^ three times in succession ; he, too, it

is who advanced the fourth time ^, because, owing to

giving no food a fourth time, the man is he who has

to accomplish work unrestrictedly; and whatever is

on the same subject.

^ See Chap. XVII, 6.

^ This passage appears to refer to that quoted in Farh. Oim,

p. 38, II. 8, 9; though the latter part of Chap. XLI, 19 is more

applicable to 11. 4-8 of the same page.
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14, About the care of a pointed thing, that is,

how // is to be carried to a dweUing in the world,

how // is to be deposited, and the sin owing to

keeping and depositing zV otherwise. 15. And
about every garment^ and utensil, even including

such as a scum-pot, an hour-glass, and a dining-tray;

that is, how l/iey are to be deposited in the dwelling,

rt;;/^the sin owing to variously- placing and taking

care of them. 16. About a door which is properly

made ; how it is when it falls down, and a wound

arises from it, the carpenter being innocent regarding

it ; and how it is when he is guilty.

1 7. About washing the head, the care of the water

and the religious ritual therein, and whatever is on

the same subject. 18. About the period /^^r arrang-

ing the hair, in which they shave the hair. 19.

About the shaving of a child the first time, and the

ritual which is taught for it ; the performance of

shaving by an instructed barber and with a sharp

razor, which is the appointed practice as regards the

razor of adults, and that also for children with the

children's razor, because it is settled healthfulness
;

his whetstone (^6n), and also the care of the razor.

20. About the number of the positions of a man, in

which a barber can perform shaving, and that of the

positions of the barber ; and whatever is on the

same subject.

21. About each one of those who are custodians

(kiruk-k^rano), and the rules of the market ; also

their abstaining from wounding each other with a

pike (tekh), or other implement, with which they

' Or ^amak may mean ' a cup.'

- Reading min gunagiha.
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shall perform their duty; likewise the sin owing to

heedlessness. 22. About giving forth a pointed

thing lawfully, and a wound owing to not giving it

forth lawfully; lawfully taking and giving away a

plate of broken victuals (pa^khur), and a wound

owing to doing it unlawfully; ^/^^ whatever is on the

same subject. 23. About the appointed place (da^-

gah) of a horse-course and its distance from the

middle of a town, the nature of the horse-course,

the training (farhang) and masters of manoeuvres

(part'an-i farhangano) when in it, the shooting of

arrows on the horse-course, and the wound which

occurs to man or animal, how it is when culpable,

and how it is when not culpable. 24. About admit-

ting a listener ; where, why, and how he is to be

admitted ; and the guilt or innocence as regards a

wound owing to him.

25. About the mode of making a sacred thread-

girdle \ and the harm from an unusual formation of

it. 26. About lawfully tying it, without the culpa-

bility (va^agih) ^/unauthorised action; ^/^^ when

they do not tie // lawfully, but the girdling is knotted

(viragi-aito) and twisted owing to culpability

(va^aganih) ; and whatever is on the same subject.

27. About lawfully scratching with the nails, and

the harm from unlawfully scratching. 28. About

lawfully attending to a fire on the road ;
and, when

one arrives at a ford through water, the sin which

arises, as to fire, from not lawfully caring about the

fire.

29. About warriors who mingle together in panic

(mazangih) and darkness ; injury happens to one

^ See Dd. XXXIX, i n.
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from the other, and the statement of the account

pubhshed is that there was a state of terror ; also

whatever is on the same subject. 30. About the

march of an army which is in fear, and that which is

in a state of fearlessness which is the distinction of

the army of Iran from those of foreigners. 31.

About lawfully and habitually requiring a share,

and the harm from unlawfully and unhabitually

requiring it.

32. About carrying firewood, brought away from

the hills, into the house ; depositing it at first by the

tongs (dast-panako) ; watching, turning, and in-

specting ity and carrying it away to the fire ; that is,

how to do it lawfully, the sin owing to unlawfully

performing //, and whatever is on the same subject.

33. About lawfully warming bull's urine ^ by the fire,

and the sin when it is not lawfully done.

34. About selecting a pasture, one ranked above

the others ; that is, how to do it lawfully, the sin

when one shall do it otherwise, and, owing to that,

he is really injured, or occasions injury. 35. About

what is the mode of construction of a lawfully-

formed farm-house (da^t-ka^ako), the dwelling of

the people, and the place of the beasts of biirden and

catde ; also the sin when one shall construct it other-

wise, and, owing to that, he is really injured, or

occasions injury.

36. A decision about a case when one person has

lawfully to force away a beast of burden from a con-

trol unlawfully exercised, and another person intrudes

unauthorisedly, and vexes the district authorities

(part'-dihanan), 37. Also when being done un-

intended for ceremonial purification.
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lawfully, and the beast being aivay from its control

unlawfully exercised, the other person intrudes law-

fully; and when \)0\\\ persons act unlawfully, or when

both act lawfully. 38. About lawfully tying, whereby

things are hung up ; and the sin when, through an

unlawfully-tied fastening, anything is injured, or -

occasions injury. 39. About unlawfully keeping

horses in a stable (akhur), and the sin owing to the

unlawfulness. 40. And, as regards the cutting of

trees and shrubs, where and how it is lawfully done,

and the harm and sin owing to not lawfully cutting.

41. About the mode of washing clothing, and the sin

owinof to different modes. 42. About the mode

of walking in, and the sin owing to unusual

walking in. 43. About the custom of a man of

the sagacious (danakvaran) on passing through

water, and the harm and sin owing to acting

otherwise.

44. About the kinds of canals (nai) ^ and fords,

from those for two men passing, up to those for

many; the dimensions of those which are large, and

how much they are each separately sunk into the

ground, without collecting water, when the ground

is hard, and how much when it is soft. 45. The

extent of their outer - banks, and the inspection as

to the banks when the water is brackish, warm, and

flowine ; how far when outside of the water, and

how far when in the water. 46. When it is brackish,

cold, and flowing ; or brackish, warm, and stagnant

;

or sweet, warm, and flowing ; how far when in the

water, and how far when outside. 47. And, when

^ For irrigation

2 Reading virunag, but the word is miswritten nirang-i.
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brackish, cold, and stagnant ; or sweet, cold, ajid

flowing ; or sweet, warm, and stagnant ; how far

when in the water, and how far when outside of the

water. 48. What is the customary operation as

regards the inspection of the banks ; how is the

stagnation (astinirt'ano) within a pool dammed up

(zareh-stano-ae), and the stone-wo7^^ inside, from

the canal which is for ten men passing, up to that

for many; and how is the damming up inside of the

canal, the stagnation within the pool dammed up, or

the reedy jungle (vei-ako) when distributed and it

becomes tall.

49. What are the mode and means of maintaining

the supervision of a canal ; which is that wh'c/i one

should maintain over the water of the canal when

half is distributed, or, when not, one-third ; and

which is that when one-third is distributed, or,

when not, one-fourth ; a supervision which is animate

or inanimate, and after those which are inanimate

means are provided'^, the former animate ones are

then at rest ; and the harm and sin when they shall

act otherwise, 50. And, as regards the same, what

is the mode ^passage of animals of various species,

by swimming across the water ; and the sin, owing

to acting otherwise, when harm occurs. 5 1 . About

the trampling down at a ford through water, when

one is newly completing //, and when //^^ luater is

brackish and flowing, when it is brackish and stag-

nant, when it is sweet and flowing, and when it is

sweet and stagnant ; the reason of passing through

on it, and such atid such ways for proceeding at

^ In the shape of sluices for regulating the supply of water for

irrigation.
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will thereon ; so, also, observation as to the water

which has remained behind for flowing, and the

harm and sin when one does not properly observe it,

but walks on.

52. About two of the warriors who meet together

on the road, which of them was busy about the pro-

tection of his horse, ^;^flf which about the preparation

of food ; also the usage and other things in similar

matters. 53. The sin of having eaten food for

refreshment on the road, that is, how the custom is

a sin when they can act otherwise.

54. About the remedies for sheep and beasts of

bnrden which reinfuse fresh life ; and the extent of

keeping the sheep, goat, cow, mare, ass, pig S and

woman with the male. 55. About beasts of burden,

sheep (anumaano), and women, for whom, on ac-

count of contraction of orifice, there is a use of means

for making it not painful (atutako). 56. About the

extent of the distance of a male beast from the

female when it is necessary to be watchful. 57.

About the distance that a man has to remove an ox

that has destroyed some concealed hay (barkasag

giyah) which is the hay of others, when they quarrel

with him ; how it is when it is allowable to bring the

ox back to his home ; and whatever is on the same

subject.

58. About the security of a man from the death

(aosh) of his fathers, and danger having arisen for

him from a mouth ^bad omen. 59. About the sin

of a father owing to a child, when, being given by

him to an ill-behaved person ^, he calls it and, when

^ Instead of khar va-khazura, the MS. has khor va-zak-i

ras.

^ Assuming that minenamako-l stands for apenamako-l

;

[37] K
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it comes, there may occur the sin of unlawfully

terrifying sheep, and the beast of btn^den is beaten
;

and whatever is on the same subject. 60. About

bringing^ a plant which is a medicinal herb, and

whatever is on the same subject.

61. About a sociable feast (ham-myazdih) with

idolators, that is, how it is when held authorisedly,

and how it is when it is not ; and, when one gives

the sociable feast, how it is whe^i they are to be con-

sidered unhonoured, and how it is when they are to

be considered more honoured even than the Iranians.

62. And about the broken victuals which the idolators

have eaten and drunk therein.

63. About the proportion of meat with the bread

in atonement for deprival of food ^. 64. About an

ordeal which is severe, and one which is not severe
;

and the evidence of acquittal from the achievement

thereof. 65. About the secrets of the religion, and

the sin owing to their being disclosed (gushufto).

66. About the sin of speaking evil words to the

wives of others. 6']. About the extent of the most

inferior house, village, community, ajid province ;
and

that of the most superior. 68. And about what was

the mode of residence of Frashoi-tar and 6'amasp ^

in a plundering (lai^kar) army, and their habits.

the copyist having mistaken ap for az, and substituted the Zvam
equivalent min for the latter which he supposed was a separate

word.

^ Or ' abstracting.'

2 See Chaps. XVII, 6, XXXVII, 11.

^ Two brothers who were contemporaries of ZaratGjt. Fra-

shojtar was his father-in-law, and Gamasp was prime minister of

king Vii-tasp.
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Chapter XXXIX.

SakdAum Nask.

I. One section is the Z^a/^'i^akanistan (^ code of

sequestratioiis'\ particulars about a statement of

seized property, the retention thereof, and how was

the confinement of th^it which was animate; how it

is when one keeps it in a shepherd's-dog's care, and

how it is when in the sequestrator's care (/^a-^i^ako-

darih). 2. And when it is a seized horse of the

warriors, how to keep it when it is not possible to

retain it in confinement of 2iWy kind, and the damage

which has arisen therefrom ; what is the danger to

occasion by it, how it is when the shelter (srayi^-no) ^

is on all sides, and how it is when on one side ; while

the trust, when there is shelter, is in the extent of the

shelter, how much and ^what kind is the shelter.

3. When it is a seized beast of burden, after its

coming into the possession of the sequestrator {Jt2ik\-

^ak-dar), for how long he has to order work for the

reasoning thought of the herdsman, and how is that

of the sequestrator, in like manner, before he quite

attains to his share ; even through his own reasoning

thought the work is authorisedly ordered, and how

and in what manner is the ordering of his work. 4.

And when the seized animal has offspring, in what

mode he has to milk it, as well as the nourishment of

the young, and whatever is on the same subject

;

also the sin owing to doing it unlawfully.

5. About the sequestrator when the beast of

burden seized comes into his possession, how it is

1

^ Av. thra.

K 2
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when its special reputation is altered, and how it is

when it comes with utiUty and advantage for him.

6. About the seizer's keeping a sheep, which is seized,

in /lis flock ; that is, how the custom is produced,

owing to its milk dem^" for the sacred feast, and the

notification of the feasts is owing to the seized ^

sheep ; when, too, it is not possible to keep it in the

flock, what is the mode of confining it ; and when it

is not possible to keep // in confinement, what he has

to do with it. 7. About the wool of a sheep which

is seized ; that is, how it is when the shearing is

even before the various times specified, and the sin

of shearing when it is before the time specified, or

one shears when there is no reason for shearing. 8.

About the lambing (guru^'i^'o) of the sheep seized,

and the sin owing to its not lambing.

9. About sheltering (sruii^ano)^ the seized animal

in the most public place in a house, village, com-

munity, or province. 10. About the sin of the shep-

herd when, without saving // for the sequestrator,

and through the guilelessness of the sequestrator,

he shall carry away a female ; and the sin which is

owing to the oflence as regards unlawfully beating

and wounding it, before // is seized for the buyers of

meat (khiar-kharano), and other offences regarding

it. II. About the time appointed, between the

shepherd and the sequestrator, for leading and bring-

ing the female, belonging to the sequestrator, to the

place for which the time is appointed ; in the case

when the shepherd arrives and the sequestrator does

^ Instead of /^aXifl'ako, 'seized," the MS. has the very similarly

written word rtZ'/sako, 'pure.'

^ Compare srayijno in § 2, and sru^an in § 11.
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not, how that which belongs to the sequestrator Is to

come into the possession of the sequestrator, and

when ; when it is the sheep or beast of burden of a

sequestrator ^ how it is to come into the possession of

that sequestrator ; when the sheep or beast of bnrdeit

which is seized dies in the possession of the seques-

trator, how ^;^^ how long he has to shelter (srii^an)

the young ones (guruj") and wool of the same several

sheep ; and the sin when he does not shelter them^

or does it otherwise.

12. About a sheep ^ which is mingled among the

flock of any one that is in sequestration, how it is

when the shepherd, and\vQ>\yi it is when the shepherd's

dog, is its own ; and when it is mingled among any

flock owing to sequestration, how it is when the

shepherd, and how it is when the shepherd's dog,

[who is its own]^ goes to another flock ; how it is

when the first flock-owner, and how it is when the

second, is its own. 13. About the killing of a seized

sheep by a shepherd's dog for necessary provisions
;

that is, how it is allowable, and in what mode it is

to be done.

14. About him unto whom the sheep or beast of

burden which is seized is delivered when it comes

into a district ; and the sequestrator's informing the

governor of the district, in whose herd the sheep or

beast of bitrden which Is seized remains, as to the

species, colour, and form of If*. 15. Watching over

^ Perhaps another sequestrator is meant.

^ The first case seems to be that of an unseized sheep in a seized

flock, and the second that of a seized sheep in an unseized flock.

^ The words in brackets are supplied by guess, to fill up a blank

space left by the repairer of the MS. on one of his patches.

* Reading va-darand-i denman.
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a man with sheep, who is in a disabled state of ill-

ness owing to a wound received in his duty as regards

slaughtering ; the case when he is concealed from a

passer-by (a mat nihan min vi^ar) and there is

protection, when he is an eater and there is no pro-

tection, when he is not eating and there is protec-

tion, and when Jlc is not eating and there is no

protection.

1 6. About the distraction^ of a sequestrator as

regards a sheep or beast of burden which is seized,

when // is one out of four varieties ^, and when one

out of three ; when he nourishes it for half a year,

and when for the duration of a year ; when that

which he obtains is a young one, and when that

which he obtains is large, where and what is a

shelter for it, and, as to the care of it, how it is

when in a grain vault (X'igarako-l), and \\\\^v^ it is

under a tree ; how it is when in a damaged cellar

(varkho-l-i kui-tako), and how it is when in a cage

(pan^ar-1) which is not incomplete, but is broken,

or is not incomplete and is sound, or is complete

and sound.

1 7. About treasure which they find in the sur-

roundings of a dwelling, and that which they find

within the limits of the dwellingofany one. 18. About
buried treasure when it is found by the side of a

^ Reading \\dz2.\h, but it is possibly a contracted form of
aya&ako, 'gain.'

2 If it were allowable to omit this word, ayiiinako, 'variety,'

and to substitute ' gain ' for ' distraction,' the sentence would stand
as follows :

—
' About the gain of a sequestrator as regards a sheep

or beast of burden which is seized, when he nourishes itfor one-
fourth, when/c^r one-third, when/(?r half a year, and ys\\Q\\ for the

duration of a whole year.' This seems more inlelligible than the
text as it stands in the MS.
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road, and the ground is hard, how it is when it is

one 'hw'g^r-brcadth below, and how it is when it is

two ^\\gQY-6readths ; as well as (ham-gun) when the

ground is soft, how it is when it is two finger-

brcadths below, and how it is when it is three finger-

breadths. 19. When it is found within the road, and

the ground is hard, how it is when it is two finger-

breadths below, and how it is when // is three finger-

breadths ; and when the ground is soft, how it is

when it is three ^nger-breadtks belozu, and how it is

when it is four ^ng&r-brcadt/is. 20. When it is in

an ascent or descent, there where one turns out from

the road, and the ground is hard, how it is when it

is below ttp to the instep \ and how it is when it is

up to the middle of the leg (patii-tan)-; ajidifsoh,

how it is when it is below up to the middle of the

leg, and how it is when it is up to the knee. 2 1 . When
it is in a stream of water, and the ground is hard,

how it is when it is below up to the knee, and how
it is when it is up to mid-thigh ; and when the

ground is soft, how it is when it is below up to mid-

thigh, and how it Is when // is up to the testicles.

22. When it is in a ford through the water, and the

ground is hard, how it is when it is below up to the

testicles, and how It is when // is up to the navel
;

and when the ground Is soft, how it is when it Is

below tLp to the navel, and how it Is when it is up to

the mouth. 23. And when it is in a kitchen (ai"-

khano), the middle of a garden (van), or a sheep-

fold (pah-hasto) ; that Is, how It is when it is not

a permanent residence (afri<^-mani^no) of a}iy-

^ Supposing that Paz. aava^/is intended for afrapac/.

^ That is, up to the shin.
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body, and how it is when it is a permanent resi-

dence ^

24. About him who nourishes a sheep which is

seized ; that is, how it is when it is out of his store,

and how it is when he nourishes it as it arrives.

25, About a dispute as regards a sheep that is seized,

when ovi^ person says it was born of the colour of the

mother, and another one says it was of her form ^,

both deing true ; or one person mentions a single

characteristic truly, and another one mciitions many
characteristics of it untruly ; the cases when they

mention its peculiarities otherwise, and in what

manner ; and whatever Is on the same subject.

26. About a sheep ^ seized, which has to pass on

through the loftiest places in which there is lawfully

shelter ; and how there are three years, three exist-

ences (ah von), three places, nine occasions, and also

many other regulations on the same subject.

Chapter XL.

SakdAUm Nask.

I. One section Is the Ziyanakistan (^ code of the

injured'^, about anything which is animate—and

that zuhich is inanimate—injured through lawfully

living, giving, receiving, or delivering back ; the duty

of protection and care for both kinds ; the nourish-

^ The utility of these minute details was probably to determine

how long the treasure had been buried, and for what purpose,

and whether there was any possibility of the rightful owner being

still alive.

^ Reading darand-i denman.
^ Supposing that p6s stands for pah.
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ment, extension, sustentation, stimulation, establish-

ment, consolation, and also gratification of an animate

being ; and the retribution for sin due to unlawful-

ness as regfards the same matters.

2. About an example of a damaged gift, in the

case when one gives the thing to a poor (gart'ak)

person at an appointed time, and when at one unap-

pointed ; and in the case when one gives him an

increase, where and what is the increase. 3. A de-

cision about a shepherd when they shall bring him

back an animal^, when damaged, before its subdi-

vision ; what he obtains for the damaged animal

when not delivered back at the time of subdivision ;

when the duty about it is dictated by a religious

man, and when he keeps it in his own possession.

4. About property which is inanimate, whose sub-

divisions, each separately, when one keeps them in

use-, and when in reserve (armei-to), are greater

and less in value ; that is, through so much effecting

of penance {av2.\i-B.v\.g\sxvo) worthily, or through so

much bringing of interest ; and the capital is the

same in value, the increase being the growth of

dividends.

5. About the reason why the sin of an injured

person becomes innocent through not delivering back

a damaged article'^ ; and many opinions, on the

same subject, are provided for oitr benefit.

^ Probably one sold by him to a butcher.

^ For traduig, or pious purposes.

^ Suffering wrongs without complaint being meritorious.
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Chapter XLI.

SaMdiifn Nask.

I. One section of the last twenty-two is the

Vakhshistan {^increase code'), particulars about

the progress of increase. 2. About atonement,

surrender, and compensation /t'r aoything, through

dispelHng it by compensating, atoning, ^//rt' surrender-

ing to him whose own it is ; the period thereof not

being- appointed. 3. When he, whose origination of

compensation, atonement, and surrender is his own,

has appointed the period thereof, the growing of the

sin actively, after the appointed time, is increase.

4, About increase^ which is active (kar^fako),

and that which is existent (zistako) ; how it is when

the existent becomes quite active, and how it is

when both are suppressed (arme^-ti-ait). 5. About

the extraction of increase upon increases which they

may occasion tcp to an equality ; where and which tf

is. 6. About a righteous gift ; that is, how it is

when overwhelmed by impoverishment, and how it

is when its increase still proceeds.

7. About the progress uf interest (vakhsh)

upon effective wealth, when there is interest for it,

and the interest thereon accumulates ; also that

which does not progress ; how it is when the debtor

((^57am-h6m6nd), even on bringing back the wealth,

is opulent, a7id the lender [avdiVW nafi-man) is opu-

lent on asking for it ; how it Is when each is not

opulent, and the debtor was not opulent on asking

for it ; and how it is when the lender (iz^am khve j)

^ As this word is written vakhs(=nas) it is doubtful whether

vakhsh, 'increase,' or vinas, 'sin,' is intended; and the context

is insufficient to solve the doubt.
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is opulent on asking for //, and the debtor is not

opulent through the wealth.

8. About where and when the life (zistano) of

the lender has once passed away, how it is when the

loan is to be issued anew at the end of the issue

(zihii-no), and how it is when it has existed in force,

through the one issue by the deceased, and the in-

terest accrues. 9. When the debtor passes away,

how it is when he puts the interest into the property

of any one through adoption, and how it is when it is

the interest of the possessor of the wealth in both

worlds.

10. About the peculiarity of retribution, the self-

retribution of one liable to retribution for others, and

the limit of one's own retribution. 11. About the

penalty (tavan) of him who, purchasing animals for

impregnation, gives each a bad male ; when they are

not pregnant, and when they may produce ; and

whatever is on the same subject. 12. About the

time of allowinor the admission of the male to the

beast ^burden, sheep, and camel, and the time of

consignment to each separate male for whom recep-

tion remains ; the case when it is the time for ad-

mission of the male (gu^-n-hilih), and the case when

// is such a consignment as when the period, which

is really originating with the admission of the male,

has continued. 1 3. When, on account of no consign-

ment to the male at the pj'oper time, the female goes

on unimpregnated, and there is no pregnancy of the

cow, mare, camel, sheep, goat, or pig, each separately,

how much the penalty is ; also the sin they commit.

14. About the camel, mare, cow, or sheep, unto

whom there IS damaged milk, void of butter (akarag),

owing to the appointed time ojie postpones; also the
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average ajid least milk of the mare, cow, goat, and

sheep, that is, the measure of their one milking,

each separately. 15. About the camel, that is, how
much is its production of hair in a year, and the

extent that the camel is surpassing therein among
cattle ; of them is also the ass that they allow to be

seized upon for as much value as that ^the oxen,

and the mode of beating them up. t6. Where and
how it is when the females of the camel and horse are

a multiplying («fzu no) tending X.o dissatisfaction ; the

increase even of increases of the ox, sheep, and goat

progresses, and of them how much less is the multi-

plying of the female—which is an increase of in-

creases tending to dissatisfaction, where it is extending

over them—to be produced than that of the male.

1 7. The camel which is injured on the road,

beyond the end of the appointed time, when they

keep it at work unlawfully and the road is bad,

when at work unlawfully and the road is good, and
when comfortable at pasture, where seizing upon it

becomes tending to dissatisfaction in several ways,

and they are severally buying it when really invigo-

rated \ or at a price.

18, For how much Increase of increases he stands

up who is buying also an invigorated dog, or pig, at

a price ; and when it is that the increase and increase

of increases remain undeveloped in them, as it does

whenever property, on which the interest of the

residue and income accumulates, is still for the chil-

dren ^the well-destined.

^ Paz. aosanghen, both here and in § 18, no doubt for Av.

aoganghem, as in Chap. XX, 58, the Av. :» g and » s being

much alike.
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19. About him whose supplies some one is silently

(agopo) buying up, and the seller and important

holder is quite bereaved, so that the bereaver has

plenty for ojie deprived of food on a summer's day,

and plenty for him who is so also 071 a winter's day

(dim-i/'ik) ; also the supplying of mankind and fire

lawfully, in the beginning, for a summer's day and

night, and that for a winter's one \ 20, About

clothing when it is that which one strips off for dona-

tion. 21. About the penalty for a first deprival of

food, and the sin of it ; also the penalty of the

second and third, up to the tenth.

22. About a plaint and defence as regards a debt

and its interest, and the decision thereon ; also how
it is when, for keeping up the repayment, debts

upon debts are cancelled so far as the continuance

of interest ; and whatever is on the same subject.

23. About the uselessness of supplies which are not

authorised by the religion. 24. About buying a

slaughtered ^ sheep when the seller is bereaved by

the delivery ; also to how many sheep, in the two

previous years, the increase and increase of increases

thereof /^i^rtf specially to attain, 25. About where and

what is that which would not conduce to increase,

and what is that which would. 26. About the

special sin and offence, the use of the milk, heart ^

and wool, the spreading about which tends to dis-

satisfaction, the increase of increases, and the good

1 See Farh. Oim, p. 38, 11. 4-8, and compare Chap. XXXVIII,

13-

2 Reading bara-zegtalunt ako, which word has been corrupted

by the repairer of the MS.
^ Reading dil, but the word can also be read sar, 'head,'
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figure of any one sheep, and the regulation of

every one.

27. About how the debtor has to announce the

nature of the loan, which the lender, through irrita-

tion, does not approve ; and, when the debtor has

provided for a triple issue, when for a double issue,

and even when he has for a single issue, the first

year is free from begging his own time. 28. About

the debtor and what ^ he repays, when each year is

announced and he does not assent ; and how it

happens, as regards the debtor, through many repay-

ments, and all the postponements of the lender ^.

29. About causing the confiscation (pa^fir a ngarih)

of a human being (g er pi h)^ and its cessation * owing

to worldly work, where ii is for one month, or, thence

onwards, for a second, a third, a sixth, a ninth, or

a year at worldly work, and where it is regarding

several human beings ; the production of gain which

accrues upon that single human being ; ajid what-

ever is on the same subject. 30. About the confis-

cation of a cloak (gudad) in the winter, and of a

skin-bag for holding water (maj-ko-i ^z'dano) in

the summer ; about whom they are appertaining to,

on the passing by of the first ten nights, where it is

after the bringing out of the cloak at the beginning

of winter, and of the water-skin at the beginning of

summer ; or prior to the length of a month previous,

^ Supposing that madam stands for mam an; the two words

being sometimes confounded.

'^ Who allows the debtor a longer time for repayment.

^ Literally ' bodily form.' The seizure of a slave of the debtor

to work off the amount of the debt is evidently meant.

* Reading va-S(7/^ijn6 instead of the very similarly-written

nik/zijno, 'explanation,' of the MS.
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severally, to the end of the winter as regards the

cloak, and to the end of the summer as regards the

water-skin ; that is, for how much gain upon that

one cloak, or water-skin, is the retribution of the

confiscator to whom it is appertaining ^ ; and what-

ever is on the same subject.

31. About the increase of grains, and that of

sheep with the progeny, milk, and wool that they

may severally produce. 32. About the confiscation of

clothes and implements by delivering them back to

him who specially reckons many as his own ^ ; that

is, how the produce (vakhsh) increases when he

orders their use imperfectly, how it does when he

does so not imperfectly, and how it does when he

keeps them in inactivity. 33. About the produce of

land on which grain is cast, and ^that on which it

is not cast (va-zak-i an-madam ramitunto)^,

when by delivery thereof it is self-exhausted.

34. And so also the produce of ornaments of gold

and silver, and of red-coloured things, with many
regulations on the same subject and what is con-

nected therewith.

^ This seems the more probable meaning if we are to understand

that the confiscation has been actually carried out at an improper

season ; but, if we suppose that it is avoided on account of the

season, it would be better to translate as follows :

—

^For how much

gain upon that one cloak, or water-skin, is the confiscator, to whom
it is appertaining, to be compensated.'

^ Possibly referring to the seizure of articles sold by a dealer, but

not paid for;

^ The form an of the negative prefix is here used because the

Zvarij an-madam is replaced by the Paz. an-az'ar in pronun-

ciation.
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Chapter XLII.

Sakdddlm Nask.

I. One section, the Varistan {^ordeal code'),

contains particulars of that which, when it becomes

manifest in any one, is indicative as to witchcraft

;

the bringing of remedies yj?r the person who is ren-

dered sickly by a wizard ; the execution of the

wizard, what the religious rite is In the legal pro-

ceedings, and the case when there is a religious rite

in the legal proceedings. 2. About the case when,

for want of legal proceedings, he is executed without

the religious rite ; and what It Is when ^ he dies

through his own destruction of some one.

3. About the accomplishment of an ordeal by

which, through the power of the spirit, there arises

a manifestation of acquittal or incrimination of those

maintaining Inconsistencies as to witchcraft, de-

stroying a righteous man, or other concealed Insti-

gations of sin^ ; the time of its performance, and the

place of hurtfulness of its continuance. 4. About

the place of accomplishment; in what manner is the

selection (fragar^ano), limitation, ^;^^ preparation

of the abode in which the ordeal is performed ; that

which Is to be carried forth to that abode, and that

of which the carrying thereto is to be avoided ; who
is to be admitted to that abode, and who Is not to

be admitted ; and that which, when it occurs there,

* We should probably read ' and about the case when,' supposing

that maman stands for madam, the reverse of what occurs in

Chap. XLI, 28.

^ That is, when there is no evidence of the crime beyond the

suspicions, real or assumed, of the accusers.
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is a disturbance of the work, they separate (van^end)

therefrom,

5. About those belonging to the place of ordeal

(varistanikan) and other officials there, the rites

and customs therein, the ceremonial to be celebrated

in the abode, and the invocation of the sacred beings

for assistance. 6. What is the mode ^performing

the hot and cold ordeal ; how is the leading forth of

the accomplishers thereto, and of what Avesta is

their uplifted recitation ; how is the accomplishment

of the hot and cold ordeal, and the manifestation of

the acquitted and incriminated thereby; and many

statements (gokan) on the same subject.

Chapter XLII I.

Sakddilm Nask.

I. One section is miscellaneous: about having

sought an assistant who is brought, that is, in what

mode it is proper ; and the payment of an assistant

who is a member of the community (dahm)^ and

also that of a foreigner (an-A!r), in the same affair.

2. About how the coming of a man to confinement

and fettering is through his own wealth, and what-

ever is on the same subject. 3. About confession

through one, two, and three statements ;
and what-

ever is about it. 4. About the contempt of a

disciple for a priestly master, which is an annoyance

to him ; the property belonging to the master, and

the squandering that occurs in it.

^ The contradistinction here indicated between dahm and an-

Air is an important confirmation of Geldner's definition of Av.

dahma as ' Vollbiirger oder Mitglieder' (see Studien zum Avesta,

1882, p. 14).

[37] L
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5. The sin that is its own penalty through being

Hable to penalty, and the transgressor whose penalty

is owing thereto ; when they would unlawfully bring

a penalty upon one liable to penalty, or one thereby

inflicts a penalty 7ipon him, of which 07ie is aware

that he is not capable (patuko); and the time which

one liable to penalty has for the payment of that

penalty of his is until his attaining to opulence,

when, after the appointment about the penalty, he

becomes capable of an atonement. 6. About the

accumulation (gan^ih) of sin through the expedients

of the wrathful (garmakan), which are connected

with much destruction of the righteous. 7. About

the sin owine to which, amono- those that are wrath-

ful, he who has drunk from a well on a road, or

path, conceals the water for the sake of conceal-

ment.

8. About the sin of a judge who pronounces the

sinner to be in innocence, and the innocent to be in

some sinfulness. 9. About a judge acquainted with

the law^ for ten years, him who is for eleven, him

who is for twelve, him who is for thirteen, him who
is for fourteen, and him who is for fifteen ; that is,

their decisions, each separately, on several specially

prominent objects of acquaintance with the law, as

regards decision and judgment.

10. About a daughter whose religious control,

during the life of her father, resides in her mother

for the joint life of the mother, but for ^ the author-

ised giving her away there is the father. 11. About

a daughter who is unprovided with a husband, and

^ See Chaps. XX, 74, XXII, 21.

"^ Reading rai instead of la, 'not.'
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who has no father and no mother, nor yet any of the

brothers of the departed parents, and it is not even

allowable to give herself away into guardianship by
a husband.

12. About property which is bequeathed by will

on passing away ; that is, how it is when given,

and how it is when it does not exist. 13. About
the privilege of a father in giving property to his

children according to his wish, and a son who is

irreverent towards his father, so that ^ some of the

property of the father goes to the worthy mother
;

also when they would make irreverence towards the

father the imputed characteristic (bakht ni^ano),

where a decree about the property of the father is

decided upon ; and whatever is on the same subject,

as regards the extent of irreverence of the son

towards the father, and the sin of it.

14. About the sin of a son ^ who is accepted,

when he recoils from that acceptance ; the accepter

of a living, or even a departed, father is so because

it is the will of the people, and also for the worldly

fame of a soul of the departed ; and the ceremonial

and obeisance are, moreover, for those of them

within their own dwelling- owingf to letting forth

their generosity, and they shall provide them.

15. About the production and arising of even

that property which a liberal person has not seen,

if there be any one who ^ has not lived liberally.

^ As aegh also means 'where,' it is rather uncertain whether the

irreverence is supposed to be the cause, or the effect, of the special

provision for the mother which afterwards becomes a source of

litigation.

^ An adopted son must be meant.
^ Supposing that min stands for mun.

L 2
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16. About the production and arising of something

of the property of a damsel, even when she gives zV

by design only to him wAo is worthy.

17. About a damsel whom an idolator (deviyast)

carries off from her own master, and would give to a

Ma^r/a-worshipper ; that is, how zV is justifiable for

the Mas</a-worshipper, having had that damsel in

his possession, to seek a son by her, so long as the

guardianship ^the woman is with that man. 18.

About a mother being guardian over a living father,

owing to their having a son. 19. About the proper

completion of a provision—that was for the decision

of the supreme judge, on various statements, and

was never otherwise—which is the provision of him

who is a high-priest of the religion.

20. About the sin of a father through not satisfy-

ing the menstrual excitement of a daughter who has

attained the capability of having a son (berman

X2id\\i) ; what it is when, through not satisfying the

menstrual excitement of the daughter, he is sinful

;

and how it is when the daughter herself is sinful

;

also the symptoms of attaining the capability of

having a son.

21. About where and which is that sin on the

committal of which inadvertently one attains to

deliverance thus, when it comes to his knowledge it

is through a determined renunciation it goes away

from its source ; also which is that committal inad-

vertently which does not occur through him who is

intelligent. 22. About the four more heinous /<?;^;;2^

of demon-service (i-eda-y^^akih), and the three

worst sins wherein they shall perform them ; the ten

existences that are furtherances, and the nine that are

destroyers, ^the world.
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23. About a true statement through which, when
one utters it, he is wicked and worthy of death. 24.

About driving the bestowable benefit of the spiritual

existence away from the world, when he who is

destroying a righteous man walks openly in the

world
; how one section of the spirit's earth is that

of a people ^ destroying the righteous man, and the

complaint of the spirits of fire, water, and plants,

owing thereto ; also how the bestowal of the allot-

ment of a leading man is upon his inferiors. 25.

About the three kinds of righteous men ; one that

is greater than water and earth, animals and plants,

one that is equal to them, and one that is less ; and

what is the arrangement of—as it wej^e—the con-

joined formation of those who are somewhat outside

of the three kinds.

26. About the grievous hndgefud^-ment for carry-

ing forth dead matter to water, or to fire, with which

there is evidence
; and the heaviness of the spirit due

to dead matter in the water. 27. The good work
of him who brings the dead matter^ ^man or dog,

^ Some neighbouring nation of unbelievers is probably meant,

such as the Byzantines ; as we must always recollect that the com-
piler is summarizing the contents of the Pahlavi commentary

written in Sasanian times (see Chap. I, 3).

^ See Chap. XXVII, 4. It appears from this section that the

dead matter of an evil creature, such as a snake or frog, was con-

sidered to pollute the water as much as that of a good creature.

§ 28, however, admits the expediency of killing noxious creatures in

the water when it is impossible to take them out beforehand ; and

this is in accordance with Vend. V, 35-38 (W.) which teaches that

an apostate defiles no one when dead (any more than a dried-up

frog that has been dead a year), because he defiles while living.

This rule was evidently intended to remove all scruples as to killing

such creatures, but it applies to them only when recently killed
;

hence the necessity of removing them, from any place liable to
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or that of the serpent or frog, out of the water. 28.

About the destruction of the serpent and frog, and

other aquatic noxious creatures, in the water when it

is only thus possible, and carrying ^/lem out from it

when it is possible. 29. About the gratification of

the spirit of the world, and the vexation of the

demons, owing to the destruction of them.

30. Where a7id what are the tokens of the good ^

management and well-operating drinking-party (to^-

tih) of a neighbour not of the same district (aham-

shatro nazd). 31. About the sin of him who, after

joining a drinking-party from sunset (hu-frashmok-

da^^i'o), pulverizes the road (rah tekhnune^o),

keeps the door opened, and would unlawfully make
an uproar.

32. About Auharma^"^ having produced the

bodies and members of animals—through having

created the body of the sole-created ox with satisfac-

tion, as assistance for mankind—because they are

repeated for protection, and also for the ceremonial

for sacred beings specially declared. '^'}^. About

the reason of making offerings (austofrirtfo) to

the sacred beings, for the increase of power of the

allotters of destiny in the allotment of destiny; the

connection of that acknowledgement (pa^irii'no)

and of the benefit and advantage of the recompense

thereof; the proper maintenance of that acknow-

ledgement, through the means and efficacy of the

spiritual hndge-j'ndg-ment of sin, and the fear of

worldly disaster and harm from not properly main-

taining the perpetual acknowledgement in force

pollution, as soon as possible after death, common sense being

preferable to logical consistency.

^ Supposing that vup stands for khup.
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(den patukih), and from the setting up even of

ruin thereby ; the reasonable control of the offering

to each one of the sacred beings therein is for the

skilful member of the community (hiJinarik dahm)
of whatever kind, and is not produced by intrusting

the consecration to the violent, more particularly to

those whom one specially enumerates ; the sin and
retribution owing to having given it to those who
are of that class ; and more upon the same subject.

34. About the damage and injury of the world

owing to greed {azo) and its fellow-miscreations, ^;^^

him who is their supporter and abettor, the idolator

(deviyasto), also the wolf of many kinds and

noxious creatures of various species ; because the

occurrence of their fiendishness is due to the original

fiend, and the means for strengthening their fiendish-

ness are derived from the destruction of all mankind
and the other primary worldly creations which are

aiding mankind. 35. Advice to mankind about

smiting and destroying the evil domination (dui--

khshasarinirt'ano) of the world by those injiirers,

and the merit manifest for \}i\^m.sclves therein ; the

object and spiritual reward for smiting and killing

each one of the wolves and noxious creatures, and,

as regards the same reward, the perfection of that

for destroying a two-legged wolf ^
; and whatever is

on the same subject.

36. About advice as to not reverencing the evil

spirit and demons, whereby the observing (var'^6)

of the several ceremonies and orratifications of the

sacred beings zvonld be more particularly irregular

in any manner whatever, and the damage and

^ A term applied to an idolator.
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harm owino- to those zvho are irregular and ill-

observant, throuoh beingf inclined for that irreeu-

larity «7^rtf ill-observance, zc^^/zA/ become an oppressive

presidence (part'gahih) of the demons over the

creatures; also the vice of clamorous talking (dra-

yan gogih)^ and the damage owing thereto, and
the pleasure of the demons due to the same and

other tilings which are irregular. 37. Advice about

the reason, habit, and primitive practice of not

chattering, and other good customs, during eating

and drinking ; the gratification of the sacred beings

owing to that primitive practice of good customs by

mankind, and the unself-devoting (a-khve.v-dak) is

he who is not maintaining //.

38. Through the ceremonial of which sacred

being is the greater welcome (mahmanotarih) of a

high-priest and of any good work of each one of the

five periods of the day and night ; the reward and

advantage owing to celebrating the ceremony of

each of them separately in its own period, and also

other means and reg-ulations in the same statement.

39. It is righteousness that is perfect excellence.

Chapter XLIV.

I. The Vendida^- contai?is '^2.rt\c\\\dirs ^Auha?^-

mdisd having produced the pleasure of mankind by

^ Whereby the devotions are disturbed, or rendered ineffectual.

^ Corresponding to the nineteenth word, drigubyo, in the

Ahunavair, according to B. P. Riv. ; but it is the twentieth Nask in

other Rivayats. In the Dinkar^ its name is semi-Zvarij-, either

Gvi</-sheda-da</ or Vik-sheda-dais', the Av. data vidaeva, 'law

opposed to the demons.' In the Rivayats it is called G'ud-dev-

dad, Vendidad, or Vindad, and is stated to consist of twenty-two

kardah, or fargar</s, the number it still contains. It is generally

considered that the Vendidad now extant is a collection of frag-
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that place where they specially make a residence,

and the advantage from the same production \ 2.

About the formation of sixteen perfect places

specially enumerated, and also the adversity which

has happened to each separately^.

3. About Auharma^^'s disclosing the religion first

among mankind to Yim^'; its non-acceptance by

Yim owing to attachment (asrunoih) to the reli-

gion of the ancients ; and the acceptance of other

things to develope, extend, and improve the world

thereby*. 4. About the reason of the needfulness

^making the enclosure that Yim made (var-i Yim
kar^, the command and instruction by Auharma^^a^

to Yim, the making by Yim just as Aiiharma^'^ com-

manded and instructed, «;^«f whatever is on the same

subject ^.

5. About what the comfort of the spirit of the

earth is most owing to, what its discomfort is more

particularly owing to, and from what its greatest

gratification has arisen ^.

6. About the sin of pollution owing to carrying a

corpse by a single person, relating, however, to that

which a dog has not seen ^ 7. About the food,

ments, but it is evident, from the close correspondence between the

author's description and the present contents, that this fragmentary

state of the text existed in his time ; and there is every probability

that any mutilation that exists in the text occurred before Sasa-

nian times. The author, however, sometimes omits to mention

subjects that are repeated, so it is just possible that some of these

repetitions are of later date. He also makes no allusion to the

twelfth fargar^ (see §51 n).

1 Vend. I, I, 2 (W.). ^ Vend. I, 3-20.

3 See Chap. XIII, 6-8. * Vend. II, 1-19-

s Vend. II, 22-43. ' ^e"d- I^^' ^"^3. 22, 23, 34.

^ Vend. Ill, 14 ; the latter clause referring to the commentary on

Pahl. Vend. Ill, 48 (Sp.).
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clothing, and place of /ii77i who becomes polluted and

worthy of death through a corpse, on account of

carrying zV alone (aevako-barih rai) \ 8. About
how the several precautions of mankind and other

pure creatures are taken, as regards a corpse ^ which

has become polluted by another corpse ^.

9. About the pleasure of the spirit of the earth

owing to sowing and tilling, and its vexation owing

to not sowing and not tilling ; the blessing upon

the sowers, and the advantage and merit owing to

sowing, on account of particulars about the nourish-

ment and protection of the religion thereby ^ 10.

About the destruction of the demons ivhich arises

from the sprouting, growing, and ripening of corn
;

and the grood success of mankind from the eatinor

ofitK

II. About the sin of burying a corpse through

sinfulness, andfor how much time is the uselessness

of the ground in which the burial may be performed^.

12. About the power of the good religion for wiping

away sin from human beings '^.

13. About the sin of deceiving by an avaricious

person (pai"t6) as regards what he has consumed and

given, and the grievousness of other breaches of

promise ; the danger, even in the worldly existence,

from maintaining him, and the retribution it is im-

portant for him to make^

^ Vend. Ill, 15-19.

^ The person polluted in this manner being considered as un-

clean as the corpse itself.

' Vend. Ill, 20, 21 and perhaps some commentary on Pahl.

Vend. Ill, 71 (Sp.) now lost.

* Vend. Ill, 23-31. ^ Vend. Ill, 32, 33.
^ Vend. Ill, 36-40. ^ Vend. Ill, 41, 42.

« Vend. IV, 1-16.
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14. About where thei'e is steadfastness in the reli-

gion there is also a manifestation of this : when one

becomes liberal—as to every benefit that exists for

him—towards those of the same religfion who come
forward with a request ^ 15. About the extent of

sleeping in the day and night, and other matters as

to occupation which occurs daily ^

16. About the grievous sinfulness ofhaving taken

a false oath, so that, apart even from the testifying

retribution of the property, the oath taken thereon

has also an efficacy very much for the accusers,

which, on account of Mitro", Srosh, and Rashnu, is

an awful destroyer and adversary for one's own
person, wife, child, and property ; also the grievous

hridge-fudgment which is an appendage to one's own
soul ^

17. About the sin of bringing firewood, with

which dead matter^ is mingled, to a fire; a/id this

too, that is, how a7id when one is innocent therein '^.

18. About a ditch {^6i), which is not always a stream

(n^z^o), when the water has to pass through it, and

also that which is always a stream, when one wants

to increase the water therein, how often and how one

" Vend. IV, 44. 2 v^nd. IV, 45.

^ Av. Mi thro, the angel of the sun's Hght, friendly to man, and,

hence, insisting upon the fulfilment of every promise (mi thro).

He is supposed to keep an account of all breaches of promise (see

Dd. XIV, 3), and to mediate between the departed soul and its

accusers (see Mkh. II, ii8), in doing which he co-operates with

the angels of obedience (Srosh, see Chap. IX, 3 n) and justice

(Rashnu, see Chap. XX, 153 n) who estimate and weigh its good

works and sins, and decide upon its fate at the bridge of judgment.

* Vend. IV, 46, 50-55. ' See Chap. XXVII, 4 n.

« Vend. V, 1-4.
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/las to Inspect ^/lem for fear of dead matter Jiaving

been there ^

19. About death which is by reason of water or

fire, and does not occur through the supremacy of

water or fire, but is owing to the demons 2. 20.

About the great advantage owing to rain, and con-

nected with raining on dead matter and the bodily

refuse^ of depositories /"^r the dead"". 21. About
the greatness and goodness of ' the law opposed to

the demons'^ for cleansing, as compared with other

utterances ".

22. About pollution owing to bodily contact (h am-
is: er/akih) with a corpse, and to bodily contact with

him who is in bodily contact with a corpse I 23.

About the wicked villain zvJio is an unrighteous

apostate alive, and abstaining from association

(^z/akih) with him ^. 24. About how long is the

time ^pollution ofdi house in which a dog or human
being passes away, the carrying away theretofore of

anything going thereto, and the avoidance of it ;

the place into which any one goes out, the feeding,

and other things in that house within three steps,

rt;72</ whatever is on the same subject ^ 25. About
a woman whose child dies in the womb, and which

becomes dead matter ; and whatever is on the same
subject ^".

^ Vend. V, 5-7 ; but the last clause refers to a Pahlavi com-

mentary found only in the manuscripts.

2 Vend. V, 8, 9. ' See Chap. XIX, 3.

* Vend. V, 15-20. ^ The Vendidad^ itself, see § i n.

" Vend. V, 22-25. "^ Vend. V, 27-34.
« Vend. V, 35-38.
® Vend. V, 39-44 (W.), and commentary on Pahl. Vend. V,

134 (Sp.).

" Vend. V, 45-56.
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26. About useless and polluted clothing, that which

is cleansed for six months ^ 27. About the grievous

sinfulness of irregularly letting forth clothing, as

much as a single double hem ^ upon a corpse ^.

28. About how long is the time of the unculti-

vated state of the land^T'^^ from admitting water

and being sown—on which a human being or a dog

passes away ; the inspection of the whole land on

account of the risk of dead matter having been

there, and afterwards admitting water upon it ; the

sin when, through not exploring, dead matter is in

that place, and the water comes on to it ; and

whatever is on the same subject^.

29. About how to bring a corpse out of the water,

the extent of the pollution of the water around the

corpse, the purity after bringing away the corpse from

it, and whatever is on the same subject ^ 'i,'^. About

where the bodies and bones of the departed are

deposited, ^;2<2f whatever is on the same subject*^.

31. About how soon is the rushing of the fiend of

corruption (nasu^ dru^o) upon a human being or

dog that has passed away at the appointed time,

and 2ipon one who has done so before the appointed

ti^ne through the defectiveness (ahugagih) of the

^NOxX^y existence ; where the clothing of this one is

which is useless, and which and how is the washing

^ Av. khshvaj m«ungh6 ; Vend. V, 57-59 (W.), and com-

mentary on Pahl. Vend. V, 167 (Sp.).

2 Paz. dhovana which is here assumed to be equivalent to Pers.

do bun. It is probably a reading of the Pahlavi word rX or t-^f in

Pahl. Vend. V, 169, 172, which has been variously read as ^u^an,

'a dirham,' duko, ' a spindle,' or yuko, 'a rag; ' the last of which

would best suit the context here.

2 Vend. V, 60-62. " Vend. VI, 1-9.

^ Vend. VI, 26-41. * Vend. VI, 44-51.
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of that which is for washing ^ 32. About the

heinous polkition and grievous sinfuhiess of de-

vouring dead matter, or of bringing it to fire oi"

water through sinfulness ^ 33. About the winter,

the demon-produced terror, the spider and locust ^,

sickness of many kinds, and much other evil, which

become threatenino- in the world owino; to the for-

mation of dead matter^. 34. About how to cleanse

wood, corn, and fodder from the dead matter zvhich

comes upon it ^.

35. About medical treatment with spells, the

knife, and herbs ; how to test a medical man, the

fee for curing, and whatever is on the same sub-

^ Vend. VII, 1-5, 10-16. Nothing is said about VII, 6-9,

17-22 (which passages are merely a repetition of V, 27-30, 57-62),

but this omission may be owing to the fact that these passages are

so abbreviated in the MSS. as to be easily overlooked, especially

by a reader of the Pahlavi version only.

2 Vend. VII, 23-26.

^ Pahl. tanand va-mak (=meg), evidently equivalent to the

Av. suno madhakhay^us/^a of Vend. VII, 26, which are ren-

dered by tiin mego-yC' in the Pahlavi version. The identity of Av.

madhakha with Pahl. madag, or mig, Pers. maig, malaV^
*a locust,' has long been recognised (see Darmesteter's Etudes

Iranniennes, II, p. 199). But the meaning of Av. sun = Paz. tun
has been merely guessed to be ' a mosquito

;

' the Avesta word
having been transcribed as sin, or sin, in the prose Sad-dar,

LXXII, 2, and explained by the Persian gloss pajah, 'a gnat or

fly,' by some copyists, while others have read san (for sin) and

have substituted its synonym sal, 'a year,' or have read bij, 'a

poisonous herb,' instead of pa^ah. With regard to the word
roifo tanand, 'spider,' in our text, it may be observed that it has

descended from a much older copy of the Pahlavi Vendidat/ than

any that could have been consulted by the author of the Sad-dar,

and it is easy to see how an original Pahl. .iiifv? could have been

read ,^^^ in Pazand by later copyists of the Vendidac/.

^ Vend. VII, 26, 27. ^ Vend. VII, 28-35.
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ject\ 36. About the place on which a corpse is

fettered (garovi-aito), and also that in which it is

buried through sinfulness ; and in how much time it

becomes pure, /;/ each case separately^, -x,!- About

the much lodgment of the demons there where a

corpse is buried (nikan), and the merit of laying

open (a^karini^ano) the //<^(r^ ^burial (nikan ih)

of a corpse '.

'^'^. About the duration of not drinking by a

woman who has miscarried (visistako); also her

not feeding on the liquid of that which is watery

food ^ 39. About the washing of a metallic, stony,

(?;' any other cup-like article, upon which dead matter

has come, and which is not pronounced useless ^

40. About the animal (gospend) that has eaten

dead matter, and the plant with which dead matter

is mingled ^. 41. About the sin of holy water being

brought to W2ite.r ivhich is tainted -with dead matter''.

42. About the house (khano) in which a dog or

a human being passes away^ 43. About how large

and how one has to make the vault (ka</ak6) for

the sake of a corpse in a dwelling (man), carrying

the corpse to it, when the time comes to expose and

avoid it, and whatever is on the same subject^

1 Vend. VII, 36-44. ^ Vend. VII, 45-50.
' Vend. VII, 51, 52, 55-59, which refers to tombs and mauso-

leums (uzda6za uzdi^ta) and not to the legal dakhmas, or

depositories for the dead. §§ 51, 52 are describetl after the others.

* Vend. VII, 60, 67-71. The contents of VII, 61-66 are not

mentioned, being abbreviated in the MSS. as a repetition of V,

46-51.
^ Vend. VII, 73-75.
* Vend. VII, 76, 77, where, however, plants are not mentioned.

^ Vend. VII, 78, 79. » Vend. VIII, 1-3.

* Vend. VIII, 4-25.
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44. About the baseness (gara^)^ and grievous

sinfulness of the decree (vi^irih)^ of death, un-

natural intercourse ^. 45. About a dry corpse which

/ms been dead throughout a year^. 46. About the

merit oi having brought unto purity a corpse-burning

fire, a fire burning bodily refuse, or of an encamp-

ment (saray-z'/^o)* ; also those wJiich artificers, each

separately, keep in use one has to secure, when the

work is done, for the appointed y^r^place (dafl^-gas)^

47. About washing the polluted who have been in

bodily contact with a corpse, or moving it ; divers

preferences as to the purifier, the rite of washing,

and the reward of purifiers, worldly and also spi-

ritual ^. 48. About the shining of the sun, moon,

and stars alike discontentedly upon the polluted ^

49. About the gratification of all the creatures of

Auharma-2'<^ by the purifier, when he produces puri-

fication for the polluted <2;^</ suchlike beings (anguni-

aitoan) ; also his reward ^. 50. About the strength

and aid which are given to the fiend of corruption

(nasui" dru^o) by him who does not understand

purifying, and yet would accomplish //; also the sin

thereof «/ the bridge ofjudgment '^. 51. About the

triumph of the Yatha-ahu-vairyo ^° in smiting the

fiend and in healingr i^

^ Both these words are blotted and doubtful in the original MS.
2 Vend. Vni, 31, 32. =» Vend. VIII, 33, 34.

* Or it may be sar as/ 6, 'a troop of horse.'

^ Vend. VIII, 73-96, ^ Vend. VIII, 35-72, 97-107, IX, 1-39.

7 Vend. IX, 41. « Vend. IX, 42-44. « Vend. IX, 47-57.
^° The Ahunavair formula is so called from its first three words

(see Chap. I, 7 n).

" Vend. IX, 45, 46, X, 1-20, XI, 1-20 may probably be all

alluded to in these few words ; but nothing is said about the twelfth

fargar^/. This omission is singularly in accordance with the fact
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52. About the species of dogs ; the worthiness of

the shepherd's dog, the village dog, and others also
;

how to maintain and nourish (srayini^^fano) them

zvith nourishment, and the sin owing to killing or

even improperly maintaining them, each separately

;

<2;/^ whatever is on the same subject ^ 53. And
this, too, when a dog becomes useless (abon) or

hurtful, what is to be done with it, and how it is to

be kept 2. 54. About authorisedly killing the dog-

wolf ^ 55. About the thirty-one dispositions among
dogs, which are just as among the three special pro-

fessions and divers others of five descriptions *.

56. About the grievous sinfulness of killing a water

beaver, and statements (gokan) of the penalty^.

57. About the sin which gave an Iranian to

foreigners (an-Airano) *'. 58. About the sin for

those three '^ males who have debauched a woman

that the same fargar</ is omitted in all very old copies of the

Vendida(^ with Pahlavi version, in which, although the fargard's are

numbered, the thirteenth immediately follows the eleventh. The
Kopenhagen MS. No. 2, in which the twelfth fargara' occurs with

a Pahlavi version, is said to be a revision of the Vendida^ text

compiled in the last century, and other copies of the Pahlavi twelfth

fargar*/ have been derived from this revised text. The omission of

this fargarr/ in all the old MSS. cannot be satisfactorily attributed to

the loss of some folios in an older copy, because no fargar<^ is likely

to fill exactly a certain number of folios ; the loss must also have

occurred very shortly after the last revision of the Pahlavi text, to

account for the author of the Dinkart/ not finding the Pahlavi

of this fargar^ in the ninth century.

^ Vend. XIII, 1-28. ^ Vend. XIII, 29-38.

3 Vend. XIII, 41-43.
* Vend. XIII, 44-48 which detail the thirty-one particulars in

which dogs resemble people of eight avocations, three of which are

the professions of priests, warriors, and husbandmen.
^ Vend. XIII, 50-56, XIV, 1-18. » Vend. XV, 2.

' Reading va/ zak 3, but it may be va/ zak-ae, 'for the other.'

[37] M
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who is pregnant, or the wife with a child at the

breast, ^r a daughter of others ; and the sin owing

to similar sin \ 59. About the guardianship and

nourishment which it is important to provide for

a child that is seen to be improperly protected, orfor

a dog when it is born without a guardian ; and

whatever is on the same subject ".

60. About menstruation, the heinousness of its

pollution, and how much one has to abstain from it^

61. The cleansing from the menses, the time ^the
cleansing, and the nature of the cleansing of any

person or thing polluted by the menses, or that

which becomes inefficient thereby ; and whatever is

on the same subject*. 62. And about the grievous

sinfulness of havingr sexual intercourse with a men-

struous woman '"'.

63. About the deadly bridge penalty of those who

/^rtz'^ not sustained the judges*'. 64. About the care of

the hair and nails, and the sin owino" to want of care ''.

65. About the apostasy of him who is bringing a

mouth-veil^, a vermin-killer^, various sacred twigs'",

1 Vend. XV, 8-16.

^ Vend. XV, 17-45, though the last clause may include the

remainder of this fargarfi?.

» Vend. XVI, 1-7, 13-16, also XV, 7.
* Vend. XVI, 7-12.

s Vend. XVI, 17. ' « Vend. XVI, 18 = XVII, 11.

^ Vend. XVII, i-io.

^ Pahl. padam (Av. paitidana, Paz. penom). It 'consists of

two pieces of white cotton cloth, hanging loosely from the bridge

of the nose to at least two inches below the mouth, and tied with

two strings at the back of the head. It must be worn by a priest

whenever he approaches the sacred fire, so as to prevent his breath

from contaminating the fire.' (Haug's Essays, p. 243, note i.)

' Av. khrafstraghna, an implement for killing snakes and

other noxious creatures ; it may be made of any material, but a

leathern whip is recommended.
'" Av. baresman, a bundle of slender rods, formerly twigs of
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or a goad or scourge ^ which is exceptional, and

maintains that it is that which is necessary^.

66. About the disapproved one, and the bridge-

jiidgment upon him, who sleeps on through the

whole night, so as not to accomplish his proper

duty^ 67. And the approval and reward of him

who does not sleep over religious observances, so as

to accomplish his proper duty"*. 68. About the

progress of secretly-advancing ruin (se^o) through

that exhibitor of evil religion who wears no sacred

thread-cnx^^, and his not wearino; it as it were

by law ^.

69. About the proper duty and great value of the

Parodarsh ^ bird, and the great good work that gives

it a morsel of meat which is the size of its body, the

liberalization of the primitive temperament '^ through

righteousness for the righteous man ^ 70. About

the hurry of the fire for kindling for the untroubled

watching of the night, and the merit owing to law-

particular trees, but now thin metal wires, usually from five to

thirty-three in number according to the nature of the ceremony.

These rods are tied together by a central girdle, passing three

times round them and knotted just like the sacred thread-girdle

round the waist of a Parsi ; but this girdle is formed of six thread-

like ribbons split out of a leaflet of the date-palm and twisted

together. The bundle, when properly purified, is laid upon the

crescent-shaped tops of two adjacent metal stands, whence it is

taken up by the officiating priest, to hold in his left hand during

certain recitations.

^ Av, ajtra and sraosha-/5arana, implements for scourging

and punishing sinners and criminals.

2 Vend. XVIII, 1-4. 3 Vend. XVIII, 5.

* Vend. XVIII, 6. ^ Vend. XVIII, 8-10.

® ' The foreseer ' of the dawn, an epithet of the domestic cock.

' Pahl. rar/inifl'ano-i mijnak-i kadmon.
^ Vend. XVIII, 13-17, 23-26, 28, 29.

M 2
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fully kindling it; also the blessing of the fire on

mankind, when pleased and untroubled ^

71. About the four special sins by which the

fiend - receives vigorous pregnancy, and the atone-

ment for each separately ^ 72. About the grievous

sinfulness, trouble, lamentation (naz^ikih), and harm

that proceed from a courtezan ; also the advan-

tageousness of her destruction*. 73. About the

retribution for the sin of having sexual intercourse

with a menstruous woman ^

74. About the combat (kilshi^no) of the evil

spirit with Zaratu^t, the victory of Zaratu^t therein,

^;^^ whatever is on the same subjects 75. About

Zaratu^t having enquired of Auha/^ma^^^ how, and

by what means, one has to confound the evil spirit

and other demons, and his reply". 76. About the

gratification of Vohuman, the archangel, owing to

the washing and bringing back to use of polluted

clothing; also praise unto Auharma^flf for his nar-

rating the care ^the clothing ^

77. About the reward which they give up to a

human soul for the sake of kindness, and whereto

and how is the attainment to exaltation of him who

is given it \ 'j^. About the going of Vohuman to

meet the souls of the righteous, the notification of

their position, their announcement for reward, and

the contented progress of the souls of the righteous

to their [home] ^'^, to the throne of Auharma^-^ and

1 Vend. XVIII, 18-22, 26, 27.

- The Av. dru^ is feminine. ^ Vend. XVIII, 30-59.

* Vend. XVIII, 60-65. <* Vend. XVIII, 66-76.

" Vend. XIX, i-io. ^ Vend. XIX, 11-14.

« Vend. XIX, 20-25. ' Vend. XIX, 27-30.

^^ This word, mehan (Av. maSthana), has been omitted by the
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the archangels, which is made of gold ^ 79. About
the terror of the demons owing to the scent of the

righteous, and the fear that arose among them owing

to the birth of Zaratui-t 2.

80. About the great powerfulness of plants of a

poisonous character ^ for the forcible * keeping away
of much adversity; the production of entire species

(pur sarartfako) of plants by Auha7^ma^^ for the

curing of the creatures from disease (ayoyakih)
;

the success of the Gokereno ^ plant—which is the

white Hom—in curing, as compared with other

plants ; and the diligence of Airman ^ in the medical

treatment of the world '^.

81. Information about the ritual (ntrang) through

which the violence of the fiend was minimized at

the original creation ; and the great powerfulness of

the Airman supplication ^, the Ahunavair ^ and other

repairer of the manuscript, when noting, on his patch, the words he

had cut out.

^ Vend. XIX, 31, 32.

^ Vend. XIX, 33, 43-47; no notice being taken of the invoca-

tory passage 34-42.
^ Pahl. bij-'iihar, Av. vi^y^^ithra.

^ Reading nirugik which suits the context better than niran-

gik, ' rituaHstic'

^ Av. gaokerena, a mythical tree, or plant, supposed to grow

in the ocean, where it is guarded by ten enormous fish, and, at the

time of the renovation of the universe, the elixir of immortality is

expected to be prepared from its twigs mingled with the fat of a

mythical ox (see Bd. IX, 6, XVIII, 1-6, XXVII, 4, XXX, 25).

'^ Av. Airyaman, a spirit whose powers of healing, chiefly by

spells, are celebrated in Vend. XXII ; and who is invoked in Yas.

LIV, a spell that concludes the recitation of the Gathas.

' Vend. XX, 1-12.

* The Airyama-ij^yo (Yas. LIV), or invocation of Airyaman,

quoted in Vend. XX, 11, XXI, 20, XXII, 23.

® See Chap. I, 7 n.
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Gathic Avesta^ for restraining the demons from

destroying the world of righteousness ^.

82. It is righteousness ^/la^ is perfect excellence.

It is the excellence ^righteousness ^/m^ is perfect.

Chapter XLV.

I. Of the three divisions of the Ha<^6kht^ as it

exists in its 133 sections, the first is ^ thirteen^

sections, and contains particulars about the nature of

the recital of the Ahunavair ^ which is the spiritual

benefit from chanting it aloud, and whatever is on

the same subject. 2. Advice about selecting and

" Yas. XLVI, 7 and XLIV, 16 b-e which are quoted after the

other spells in each of the last three fargarc^s of the Vendidaa'.

2 Vend. XXII, 1-25, XX, 13-15, XXI, 18-23, and probably

the rest of XXI.
^ Corresponding to the twentieth word, dada</, in the Ahuna-

vair, according to B. P. Riv. ; but it is the twenty-first, and last,

Nask in other Rivayats. Its name occurs in the Avesta, in the

form hadhaokhta, and it is called Hadukht in the Rivayats, which

also state that it contained thirty kardah, or fargar</s, which differs

considerably from the number stated in this chapter. Yts. XXI,

XXII are traditionally supposed to belong to the Ha^fokht, but

there is hardly a trace of either of them in this chapter. Yt. XI is

also distinguished by the same title.

* As the total of the 13 + 102 + 19 sections (mentioned in §§ i,

1 1, 13) is 134, instead of 133, there must be an error in one of the

four numbers given in the MS. This clerical error can hardly

have been made in writing 19, and is unlikely in 102; but 133

may possibly stand for an original 134, though the writing of 13

instead of 1 2 is more probable. The Rivayats give no assistance

in settling this question, as they all divide this Nask into 30

kardah. On the whole, it will be safest to read 'twelve,' instead

of ' thirteen,' until some better authority becomes available.

^ Compare Yt. XI, 3.

•^ It is just possible that this may refer to Yt. XXI which, though

specially alluding to the recitation of the Ashem-vohu, or praise of
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keeping a spiritual and worldly high-priest, perform-

ing every duty as to the high-priest, and maintaining

even those of various high-priests.

3. About the twenty-one chieftainships, spiritually

through Auharma^'^/ and materially through Zara-

tu-Jt, through which the ceremonial of the sacred

beings and the government of the members of the

community (dahmano rayinirt'arlh) exist. 4.

About the duties in the five periods ^ of the day

and night, each separately, and the hndge-j2id£'me?i^

of him who shouts out - in the ceremony of a season-

festival ^ ; likewise ^him who does not provide the

preparations for the feast of a season-festival, and

who also becomes worried (su^ako) in other cere-

monials of the sacred beings.

5. About how to consider and what to do with a

sacerdotal leader and a man of the superior classes

(pti-akikano), him who atones for unimportant sin,

and him who does not atone even for that which is

important ; and whatever is on the same subject.

6. About the means through which membership of

the community (dahmih) is prepared. 7. About

the manifestation of virtuous manhood, and the

merit and advantage from well uttering the w^ords

of blessing at eating and drinking food and drink,

diVidfroin despising the inward talk of the demons.

righteousness, also mentions tliat of the Ahunavair in its § 4. With

regard, however, to Yt. XXII, tliere seems no possibihty of identi-

fying its text with any portion of the Hat/okht Nask as described in

this chapter.

1 See Chap. XXIX, 9.

* Reading bara draye^o, but it maybe bara giraye</6, 'is

zealous.'

^ See Chap. VII, i.
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8. About the recitations at the five periods of the

day, the ceremonial invocation by name of many
angels in each separately, and great information on

the same subject.

9. The worthiness ^a man restrained (vandak)

by authority, the devotion of life and body to the

sacred beings, the good rulers, and their examination

and satisfaction ; also the blessing and winning

w^ords which are most successful in carrying off the

affliction that is owing to the fiend. 10. About all-

pleasing creativeness and omniscience, every pre-

cedence \ leadership, foresight -, worthy liberality,

perspicacity (venakih), and all proper cause and

effect of righteousness ; the individuality (khurt'ih)

of righteousness, the opposition to the demons of

Auharma^'^'s law, and also much other information

in the same section.

1 1. The middle division is 0/102 sections contaiti-

ing particulars about spiritual and worldly diligence,

the leadership of the diligent and their mighty

means, all the former deeds of righteousness. 1 2.

Righteousness kindling the resolution is the reward

of merit, each for each, and is provided by it for

that which one mentions thus :

—
' It is the Ha^okht

which is the maintenance of righteousness, so that it

may make righteousness more abiding in the body of

a man.'

13. The last division is ^nineteen sections con-

taining a trusty remedy, that is, a remedy whose

utterance aloud by the faithful is a chief resource

(^fzartum) for the creatures of the sacred beings.

^ Assuming that pejagih stands for pe^agih.
" Assuming that pej vonakih stands for pej venakih.
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14. Also the nature of sayings full of humility (pur-

pastih), well-favoured, most select, a/id adapted /or

that which one mentions thus :

—
' I reverence that

chief, the beneficent a7td eminent Ha^T^okht, out of

which is the sustainment of the strength of every

word of Zaratui't they trust in.'

15. It is perfect excellence ^/la^ is righteousness.

Chapter XLV I.

I. The Gathas of the Ya5t\ as the first off-

spring of the Ahunavair, are a recitation of the

source of sources of the religion, and in the compass

(parvastarih) ^ ^the Gathas, every word (marik)

^ Corresponding to the twenty-first word, vastarem, in the

Ahunavair, according to B. P. Riv. ; but it is the first Nask in other

Rivayats. In Chap. I, 9, 12 it is called Stdd-ya.st, 'praise-ritual,'

(Av. staota yesnya); and Stiid-yajt, or Ya^t, in the Rivayats,

which also state that it contains thirty-three kardah, or jurat. In

Sis. XIII, I we are told that Visai-v^'-amesha-spewta (Yas. XIV, i)

is the beginning of the Stotan-yasno ; and, if we look for its end,

we find Yas. LVIII, LIX both ending with special reverence of

' the whole collection of the Stotan-yasnan.' We may therefore

conclude that Yas. XIV-LIX, with its supplementary passages in

Visp. V-XXIV, contains the whole of the Siod-yast. But from

this we must deduct Yas. XIX-XXI whifh are the first three

fargarr/s of the Bako Nask, Yas. LII which is an interpolation, and

Yas. LVI, LVII which are the Srosh Yajts, lesser and greater
;

we must also consider the Yasna Haptanghaiti as a single section,

in accordance with its treatment in Bk. IX, Chaps. XII, XXXV,
LVII ; and much of the Vispera^ may not belong to the primitive

text mentioned in § 3. Making these necessary deductions we
have exactly thirty-three has of the Yasna left for the St6</-yajt, as

stated in the Rivayats.

"^ This word can also be read fravistarih (Av. fra + vid),

' interpretation,' or frostarih, 'handing down,'
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in it is the origin of a word. 2. The word ahu^ of

the beginning^ is ^ a hke kind with ahya^ the

beginning of the Gathas ; the end word, which is

vastarem*, is 0/ a like kind \n\\}v^ vahyo^, the end

of the Gathas ; and the whole—which, though its

nature is of one kind, is distributed (vakhto) in

what is selected therefrom— is stored up (ae^ar-

gu^o) in this compendium ^ of all parts of the

Ma^^a-worshipping religion.

3. Likewise the purport (^z^ori-hastan) ' of its

verse (gah), and the particulars of the primitive

Vispera^ ^ are to procure homage and praise, obla-

tion and invocation ; and the blessing ^ which is

regulated by the sagacity of the creator, is adapted

for the spiritual illustration of the lodgment of the

ceremonial of the sacred beinos therein. 4. All

^ The Ahunavair begins with the words yatha ahu vairyo.

The word ahu, in the MS., is written ahi as usual in Iran.

^ Assuming that bara stands for bun.

^ The first Gatha, or sacred hymn, begins with the words ahya

yasa nemangha (Yas. XXVIII, i a). There is, of course, no

connection but that of sound between ahij, 'a spiritual lord,' and

ahya, 'of this;' nor is there any other between the concluding

words vastarem, 'a protector,' and vahyo, 'better,' though the

phrases in which these latter occur are of a very similar character,

which fully justifies the comparison made in the text.

* The Ahunavair ends with the words yim drigubyo dada^

vastarem.
^ The last Gatha ends with the words ya erezhe^yoi dahi

drigaove vahyo (Yas. LIII, 9 d).

^ The Gathas apparently.

^ Orajyar-gastan, 'disseminations.'

* The Vispera^ service consists of the Yasna ritual with certain

additional passages intermixed, which passages are called the

Vispera^/ because the eailier ones invoke 'all the chiefs' (vispe

ratavo, Visp. II, 3) of creation.

» Possibly Yas. LV.
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three are provisions for the first and last presenta-

tions ^ which one utters by means of the Sto^ Yai't.

5. It is perfect is the excellence of righteousness
;

it is perfect excellence that is righteousness ; with

the copy revised (rayini^o).

^ Probably referring to Yas. XIV and LVIII.
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Chapter I ^

1. Satisfaction (shnokhar) to the creator Auhar-

ma^d, and obeisance to the Ma^rt'a-worshipping

religion.

2. The ninth book (baba) is about the Has and

Fargar^s ^ of the various Nasks ; the object of pro-

curing the division of those portions which exist

being owing to the quantity of what is in each one of

the Nasks ; also an explanation of a suitable selec-

tion ^ therefrom, such as is an epitome (nisangag-1)

of the abundant detail therein.

Chapter II.

SuAkar Nask.

1. Glorification for the Ma:.rtfa-worshipping reli-

gion which is the ordinance of Afiharma^'^ opposed

to the demon^.

2. Of the S u^kar ^ there are twenty-two fargar^s,

^ From this point to Chap. XXXI, 1 7 the text is also found in a

second MS. (K) which is independent of the IMS. B brought to

Surat in a.d. 1783, the original of all the Bombay copies.

2 See Bk. VIII, Chap. I, 20, 23. The contents of these are

detailed below, in Chaps. II-LXVIII, so far as the first three Nasks

are concerned.

^ Referring to Chap. LXIX.
* The first of the Nasks and second of the Gathic division (see

Bk. VIII, Chap. I, 9, 12). As the Stoa'-yajt (the first of the Gathic
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and the first fargar^^ is the Yatha-ahu-vairyo ^
just as the Yatha-ahu-vairyo formula is as it were

the beginning (btinih) of the reHgion, and from it is

the formation of the Nasks which, though about the

first six sciences (ddni^-no), have also demonstrated

the existence of the hio^hest of other sciences in its

own place,

3. And here it speaks about the power and

success owing to uttering the Yatha-ahtl-vairyo

formula ^ at the beginning of actions. 4. One
utterance when one wishes to say anything to a7iy

one ; one when he wishes to beg of any one ; and

one when he goes to work. 5. Two when he wishes

to confer his blessingf. 6. Four when it is for the

homage of the chiefs ofcreation (ra^o-franami^-nth),

or the ceremony of a season-festival. 7. Five when

it is for carrying off the fiend. 8. Six when // is

for power ; and six when it is for the success of a

battle. 9. Seven when it is for the ceremonial of

division, but the last of the general list of Nasks) contained the

text of the Gathas, so the next three of the Gathic division con-

tained commentaries, or homilies, upon that text, written with

different objects in view. The purpose of the Su^kar was appa-

rently (as its name imports) to extract useful instruction from the

text, and to illustrate it with legends and remarks. A separate

fargar<f is devoted to each ha of the Gathas, beginning with the

three sacred formulas, and including the united Yasna Haptang-

haiti and the Airyaman. The connection between the com-

mentary and text, though usually traceable, is not always very

clear ; but that is a common characteristic of homilies in general.

^ The Ahunavair (see Bk. VIII, Chap. I, 7). This fargar</

explains the use made of this formula, and the benefits derived

from it.

^ As a spell, or appeal for success. The text of §§ 4-15 has

been independently handed down by tradition, with a few variations,

in Sis. XIX and the Persian Rivayat of Bahman Pun^yah.
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the archangels, or when one wishes to perform the

ceremonial of the archangels. 10. Eight when //

is for the ceremonial of a guardian spirit of the

rio-hteous. 11. Nine when ^;2(^ wishes to cast seed

into his land. 12. Ten when one wishes to allow

procreation. 13. Eleven when one <go^s to ask for

a wife. 14. Twelve when one expects to go up on

a mountain. 15, Thirteen when one wishes to go to

an inhabited district (riWastak-1) ; twelve^ when

he goes out pathless ; and one ^ when he wishes to

proceed by a ford through the water.

16. About the place where one has to utter the

first Yatha-ahu-vairyo for smiting the demons. 1 7.

About the good results (dahii-nan) of 2i suitable

recital ^the words ^the Ahunavair, the summary

^ everything for Zaratu5t to utter. 18. And about

the fact that, through chanting forth every single

word of the Ahunavair with a virtuous intention, a

demon is disabled, and there is protection of person

and property from the adversary.

19. About the division of the twenty-one Nasks,

likewise, according to the first, second, and third

lines (gas) of the Ahunavair I 20, About the

increase of the creatures owing to the liberal

thought, word, and deed of a righteous perso7i;

owing to the priests having become numerous, and

the reverence ^him who is making them numerous
;

and owing to the perpetual meditation of righteous-

ness and the existence of its recompense.

21. Righteousness is perfect excellence.

1 Sis. XIX, 14 has ' thirteen.'

2 So in both MSS., but eJK/ ayoz;, ' or,' is more probable than

i^HT aSvako, ' and one.'

^ See Bk. VIII, Chap. I, 7.
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Chapter IIP.

Sn<^kar Nask.

1. The second fargar*/, Ashem-vohu ^ is about

the praise of righteousness which is the reward of

the reh'gion, and the want of praise at the bridge of
judgment owing to enmity (patyanih) to righteous-

ness.

2. Of righteousness perfect is the excellence.

Chapter IV.

Sildikar Nask.

I. The third fargar<7^, YeNhe-hatam ^, is about

^ This chapter is omitted in K by mistake.

^ This second sacred formula is recited by the Parsis even

oftener than the Ahunavair, and consists of twelve Avesta words, as

follows :

—

Ashem vohu vahijtem asti,

luta asti ; ujta ahmai

hy^d ashai vahijtai ashem.

This may be translated as follows :
—

' Righteousness is the best

good, a blessing it is ; a blessing be to that which is righteousness

to perfect rectitude.'

But the Pahlavi version explains it as follows :
—

' Righteousness

is perfect excellence [righteousness of any excellence is good].

Happy is that righteousness and happy also that virtuous man who

is a causer of righteousness, the righteousness that is perfect [that

is, he shall accomplish duty and good works].'

^ This third formula is chiefly recited at the end of most of the

has in the Yasna, and consists of fifteen Avesta words, as follows :

—

YcNhe hatam aao?', yesne paitt, vangho

mazdau ahuro vaetha, ashad? haX'a,

yaungham/^'a, tasX'a tczusH yazamaide.

This may be translated as follows :
—

' Of whatever male of the
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the formation of mankind by slow increase, and,

when they Hve on /or fifty ^ years, ^Aeir slowly

becoming dust; the coming of death even to him

who is very pleasantly living, as regards mankind, at

the climax (barino) of his life; and the happiness

of the worldly existence is given only to the worthy,

on account of their love of righteousness ;
the rest

are passed by^ 2. And also this, that he who is

produced by the demons, or is proceeding to the

existences, therefore, Ahuramazda was better cognizant, through

righteousness in worship, and of whatever females, both those males

and those females we reverence.'

The Pahlavi version explains it as follows :
—

' Whoever of those

existing is thus in worship as regards a good bemg [that is, shall

celebrate a ceremonial for that good heijig who is Auharmazfi? the

lord], Auharmazf/ is aware of if, owing to the accompaniment of

righteousness [and bemg acquainted with the reward and recom-

pense of whatever are, severally, the duty and good Avorks that

any one has performed, he grants them\. I reverence those of the

assembly, males and females [the archangels ; because the male of

them are good, and the female ^them].'

The Pahlavi translator evidently read vangho in the first line of

the text, as printed above, and not in the second, as in the present

MSS.
1 So in K, but B has ' seventy.' The text seems to allude to the

beginning of old age, of which three grades are mentioned in the

Avesta (Vend. Ill, 19,20): the hano, zaururo, and pairijta-

khshudro. The Pahlavi version defines the age of each grade,

but the ciphers given are corrupted in the MSS. extant. The Far.

Oim, p. 5, 11. 9, 10, gives fifty years as the age of the zarman

(Av. zaururo), seventy years as that of the han (Av. hano), and

ninety years as that of the pa^irano-shusar (Av. pairi.yta-

khshudro); but whether this arrangement of the ages is com-

patible with the different order of these epithets in the Avesta is

doubtful, though it shows that old age was considered to begin at

the age of fifty years.

2 Reading sa/&i-ait6 according to K, though the word can also

be read se^i-aito, 'are ruined;' in B it can be read gadaigi-

aito, ' are impoverished.'
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demons, or has committed falsehood. Is the opulent

person who gives nothing to a worthy supplicant.

3. Righteousness is perfect excellence.

Chapter V.

SilAkar Nask.

I. The fourth fargar^^, Yanim-man6\ is about

where a gradual development (der-zahi^nih) of
that which is for the future existence is best ; and,

secondly, that which occurs now when the wisdom,

instructed eloquence, diligence, and energetic effort,

which are the utilizers of life, are with one, and

these five misusers ofit—greediness, want of energy,

indolence, defilement, and illicit intercourse—are not

with one. 2. This, too, that these five defects

existed in Dahak ^ and owing to that, moreover,

Fre^un ^ is irritated with him, and smites him in

revenge for Yim ^

3. About the heinousness of these four vices,

which are drunkenness, knavish companionship,

apostasy, and selfishness, and the grievous results

therefrom. 4. And this, too, that Yim drove away

these four vices from the world, and then was able

to prepare immortality. 5. About avoidance of him

who, through any statement, is producing a thief as

an orator (akhun), and ^acquiescence with a hasty

unoratorical statement of a companion. 6. And
this, too, that he who propagates very evil com-

mands in the world gives stout-heartedness to the

fiend.

^ The first two words of the introduction to the first Gatha (Yas.

XXVIII, o), here written yanimanoko in Pahlavi.

2 See Bk. VIII, Chap. XIII, 8. ^ j^id. § 6.

[37] N
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7. About the clamour of a poor distressed 07ie

for a perfect remedy, and the repehing derangement

(lakhvar-pafshiri^nih), unacceptableness, unbles-

sedness, and want of Gatha lore of the distresser

arisen from the clamour of the distressed one. 8.

About the connection of satisfying distress on true

and reasonable complaint, and the reasonable com-

plaining of true complainers, by him who has been

an inferior judge, and gradually up to the highest

adjudicator who is Auharmas^T^.

9. The excellence ^/righteousness is perfect.

Chapter VI.

Sud^kar Nask.

I. The fifth fargar^f, Khshmaibya \ is about the

foreetfulness of a father for a son, a son for a father,

a brother for a brother, a friend for a friend, a

husband (man pa to) for a wife (narik), and a wife

for a husband in a measurable time, through excess

and festivity (khang) ; and the unforgetfulness of

the spirit of the Gathas for so many reciters and

chanters of the Gathas. 2. About the complaint of

the spirit of the Gathas when a high-priest, although

priest of the country-folk (dehigano), passes away

in an out-district ^ and the body of that man does

not come back to his own land ; whatever is relating

to that, and, besides that, what is to be born in that

^ The first word of the second ha of the first Gatha (Yas.

XXIX, i), here written khshmoaibe (B) and khshmaibe (K) in

Pahlavi.

2 Reading auzdehikih (from Av. uzda/^^7u) ; in Sis. IX, 2, 3,

where this passage is evidently referred to, this word has been

erroneously read auzdayakih and translated ' idolatry.'
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land, and the oppressiveness of apostates zvhich

arises. 3. About the superior power of the spirit

of the Gathas, and also that of liberality, in preserv-

ing the soul from hell.

4. Excellence that is perfect is righteousness.

Chapter VII.

SudJcar Nask.

I. The sixth fargar^if, Artf-ta-vakhshya\ is

about the perfection of the five excellences : the

first through righteousness, the second through

virtuous offspring, the third through land producing

vegetation, the fourth through flocks of sheep, and

the fifth through training in industry. 2. About
the distribution of fortune to the diligent ; and of

destitution to the indolent. 3. About the acquire-

ment of fortune singly sitting, two-fold even walk-

ing, three-fold hastening, four-fold even running,

five-fold even carrying on a horse, six-fold even

driving on a road, seven-fold by understanding legal

proceedings, eight-fold by good protection even of

wealth, nine-fold by intelligence and diligence in the

cultivation of land, and ten-fold by providing the

teaching of the bounteous texts ^.

4. About the grievous sorrow of an aged man,

owing to the indolence of any one in youth. 5. About

the four things through which, when a man has

^ The first three words of the third ha of the first Gatha

(Yas. XXX, i), here written ato-ta-vakhshiya (B) and ata-

vakhsha (K) in Pahlavi.

^ The hturgy (mansar-s/end).

N 2
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amassed than in his youth, he becomes very pleased

in old age : first, virtuous learning ; second, produc-

tive wealth ; third, a good wife ;
and fourth, a

prosperous dwelling. 6. About the five store-

holders ^ of perfect excellence : industry, diligence,

contentment, guileless understanding (ntrikht-

hushih), and provision of means.

7. About abstaining from sitting with drunkards.

8. And this, too, that he does not drink varieties of

wine (mae-gunagano) with the approval of the

sacred beings, who becomes a viciously-disposed

assailant and annoyer of others, and a disturber

kt^ptni^ar) of duties, through drinking varieties of

wine. 9. And this, too, that thou shouldst eat that

which is your food where there is a suitable place.

10. And where it is eaten by thee it should be

lightly, it should not be heavily, so that, when it is

eaten by thee, a good work is performed, and there

is abstinence from sin. 11. And, so that what thou

eatest shall be immortally joyful to thee, where

the7'e are poor, provide them a share, and the poor

will bless thee; and, as to a poor vian who is

righteous, the opinion is that his blessing is best.

12. Excellence that is perfect is righteousness.

Chapter VIII.

Siidkar Nash.

I. The seventh fargar^, Ta-v^-urvata ^ is about

^ Reading gan^-dano; or it may be diizagano, 'seals,'

though this is less likely, as a plural form is rarely used with a

numeral.

2 The first three words of the fourth ha of the first Gatha (Yas.

XXXI, i), here written ta-va-rato in Pahlavi in both MSS.
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the exhibition to Zaratu^-t of the nature of the four

periods in the millennium of Zaratu5t \ 2. First, the

golden, that in which Auharma^'*^ displayed the

religion to Zaratu^t. 3. Second, the silver, that in

which Vii-tasp ^ received the religion from Zaratu^t.

4. Third, the steel, the period within which the

organizer of righteousness, Aturpart'" son of Mara-

spend, was born. 5. Fourth, the period mingled

with iron is this, in which is much propagation of

the authority of the apostate and other villains, as

regards the destruction of the reign of religion, the

weakening of every kind ^goodness and virtue, and

the disappearance of honour and wisdom from the

countries of Iran. 6, In the same period is an

account of the many perplexities and torments

(zakhami-hastano) of the period for that desire of

the life of the good which subsists in seemliness.

7. Perfect righteousness is excellence.

Chapter IX.

Sil^kar Nask.

I. The eighth fargar<^, iYz^aetumaiti *, is about

the abstinence of mankind, for special propitiation,

from being unreliant upon religion, on account of

reverence for the evil spirit^ ; that from the habit of

^ Compare Yas. XXXI, 14 ; Byt. I, 1-5.

•^ See Bk. VIII, Chap. XI, 1-3.

=> See Bk. VIII, Chap. I, 22.

* The appellation of the fifth ha of the first Gatha (Yas. XXXII)

which begins with the words a,^z;ya/('a hv2iH\xs; it is here written

khvatamaito in Pahlavi in both MSS.
^ Compare Yas. XXXII, 3.
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beins" uneirdled, on account of reverence for Andar^

and that for vSovar - ; that from walking with one

boot ^, on account of reverence for Taur^'6 and

Zari/'o ^ ; that from being harmfully inquisitorial, on

account of reverence for Akatash ^ ; and that from

the habit of being without a serpent-scourge, on

account of reverence for all the demons ^.

2. About the hungry intention (gui'nako-

mini^nih) of him who eats^ and drinks chattering

;

the delight of the demons on that account; and

advice as regards not speaking a word during eat-

ing and drinking. 3. As to the praise and gratifica-

tion of the sacred beings before eating and drinking,

^ Av, Andra, or D^dra; one of the arch-demons produced by

the evil spirit, and the special opponent of the archangel Asha-

vahij-t ; he seduces from virtue and opposes the use of the sacred

shirt and girdle (see Bd. I, 27, XXVIII, 8, 10, XXX, 29 ; Ep. I, x, 9;

Pahl. Yas. XLVII, i).

'^ Av. Sauru ; another of the arch-demons and the special oppo-

nent of the archangel Shatvairo ; he encourages anarchy and

drunkenness, and opposes the use of the sacred shirt and girdle (see

Bd. I, 27, XXVIII, 9, 10, XXX, 29 ; Ep. I, x, 9).

^ Probably equivalent to ' walking in stockihgs,' though some

think it means ' walking barefoot.' It is sinful on account of the

risk of pollution from stepping on impurities.

* Av. Tauru and Zairi/^a; two more of the arch-demons and

the special opponents of the archangels Khu/-da</ and Amurda^/

;

they produce and diffuse poison, and are propitiated by walking

with one boot (see Bd. I, 27, XXVIII, 11, 13, XXX, 29; Ep. I,

X, 9).

^ Av. Akatasha; 'the fiend of inquisitiveness, who makes the

creatures look away from proper things' (Bd. XXVIII, 20), and

appears to be closely connected with the demon Aeshm, ' wrath.'

« See Bd. XXVIII, 21, 22, and Bk. VIII, Chap. XVIII, 2.

^ B omits ' eats.' Talking during eating is sinful because the

eater has muttered an inward prayer, as a protective spell, the good

effect of which would be destroyed by speaking aloud (compare

Bk.VIII, Chap. XLIII, 37).
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and also on finishing ; and the purity ^ of the mouth

owing to its praise of righteousness ^, 4. About

him whose ownership of any good work, that they ^

may perform, does not attain to the best existence,

on account of not possessing a high-priest by habit.

5. About the period of the ceremonial of Srosh ^,

the righteous, being mostly on the passing away of

the first half of the night, and the announcement^ of

him who is the celebrator (ya^-tar) is for his protec-

tion from the fiend spirit. 6. The period of the
A

ceremonial of Rashnu '^ and KsXkd'^ is mostly after

that, in the jurisdiction (ra^ih) of the Aushahin ^

and the announcement of him who is the celebrator

is abundance of grain. 7. The period of the cere-

monial of Mitro '^ of the wide cattle-pastures, and of

the spirit of the pleasure of eating ^^ is mostly in the

^ K has ' protection.'

^ That is, its muttering the Ashem-vohu formula which is recited

thrice, as a conclusion of the inward prayer (see Dd. LXXIX, i n).

^ Or it may be ' he,' as the optative 3rd plural is often used for the

singular ; but it is a doctrine of the religion that a person who

causes good works to be done by others, as he does when he

employs a priest to perform ceremonies, is as much the owner of

the good works as the actual performer is (see Sis. X, 22, 23 for

cases of less direct agency).

* See Bk. VIII, Chaps. IX, 3, XLIV, 16, and Pahl. Yas. I, 22.

^ As an offering, referring to the verb nivaedhayemi, 'I an-

nounce or invite,' with which most of the clauses of Yas. I. com-

mence.
« See Bk. VIII, Chap. XX, 153, and Pahl. Yas. I, 23.

^ Av. Ar.fta^, 'rectitude,' a female angel who assists the soul on

its way to the other world (see AV. V, 3).

« The period from midnight till dawn (see Bk. VIII, Chap.

XXIX, 9).

» See Bk. VIII, Chap. XLIV, 16.

'" Av. rama Az^astrem, Pahl. ramijno khvarom, who co-

operates with Mitro (see Pahl. Yas. I, 9).
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jurisdiction of the Havan ^ and the announcement

of him who is the celebrator is a flock of sheep.

8, The period of the ceremonial of Ashavahi^t ^, and

also ^the fire of Auharma^^, is mostly in the juris-

diction of the Rapithwin ^ and the announcement of

him who is the celebrator is an assemblage of rio-ht-

eousness. 9. The period of the ceremonial of the

lofty lord of females, the descendant of waters ^, and

also ^the water created by Auharma^-^f, is mostly

in the jurisdiction of the Auzaerin ^, and the

announcement of him who is the celebrator is a

troop of heroes (viran ramako). 10. And the

period of the ceremonial of the guardian spirits of

the righteous, of the females with troops of heroes

and years of pleasant dwelling, of the might which

is w^ell-formed and handsome, as well as victorious

and created by Auharma^'^, and of the fighting

which is in the ascendant ^, is mostly in the jurisdic-

tion of the Aiwisruthrim ^ and the announcement of

him who is the celebrator is the origin of all excel-

^ The period from dawn till noon, ard in winter it extends into

the afternoon (see Bd. XXV, 9-14).
2 See Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXVII, 14, and Pahl. Yas. I, 12.

^ The afternoon till 3 p.m. during summer (see Bd. XXV, 9-14).

Here written Rapisz'ag.
* Av. berezato ahurahe nafedhro apam, Pahl. bur'zand

khur/ai nekedan-i dv^wo napo (see Pahl. Yas. I, 15).

^ The evening from the middle of the afternoon till dusk (see

Bd. XXV, 9 ; Sis. XXI, 4-7).

^ See Pahl. Yas. I, 18, 19.

^ The period from dusk till midnight; here written ayfz^ik-

sruksrim. It will be noticed that the periods for the cere-

monials of the beings here detailed correspond with those with

which their names are connected in Yas. I, 3-7, II, 3-7, III, 5-9,

IV, 8-1 2, VI, 2-6, VII, 5-9 (W.).
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lence, and the produce of all manifestation of right-

eousness.

II. Righteousness Is perfect excellence.

Chapter X.

SilAkar Nask.

I. The ninth fargar^, Yathal-f\ Is about the

devilry, the blighted destiny, the complete pollution,

the grievous stench, the heinous sinfulness, and the

annoyance to all spiritual and worldly virtue of the

sodomite. 2. The atonement for grievous sinfulness

and the appropriation of great good works by him

who is a molester, and the awful sinfulness of him

who is a propitiator, of that sinner. 3. Of the seven

one mentions as evil, who are accounted equal to the

evil spirit in vileness

—

such as Az-\ Dahak- In

witchcraft, the serpent Srobar In violence, Va^ak ^

in producing evil progeny "^, Tur-i Bra^ar-vakhsh in

destroying a righteous man, and an apostate ^ in

grievous sinfulness—the permitter and performer of

^ The first word of the sixth ha of the first Gatha (Yas. XXXIII,

i), here written yasaij- in Pahlavi in both MSS.
2 See Bk.Vm, Chaps. XIII, 8, XXXV, 13, and Dd. LXXII,

2-9, which last chapter contains further details regarding these

seven heinous sinners, probably derived from the actual text of this

ninth fargar^/ of the Su^kar Nask.

3 The mother of Dahak (Dd. LXXII, 5), the same as Udai in

Bd. XXXI, 6 ; for her viciousness see Dd. LXXVIII, 2.

* Pahl. sarya huno-dahakih, which last word indicates an

original Av. hunuj'ta (see Pahl. Yas. L, 10 b).

° Both MSS. have Aharmano, but this differs only in its last

letter from aharmok, ' an apostate,' which is the reading of Dd.

LXXII, 9 and more suitable to the context.
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unnatural intercourse are unique in heinous sinful-

ness.

4. Perfect is the excellence of righteousness.

Chapter XI.

SilAkar Nask.

I. The tenth fargar^, Ya-^/^yaothana^ is about

the complaint of the spirit of fires to Auharma^:^'

owing to seven descriptions of people. 2. First,

owing to domestics considering it as contemptible

and iji an unresisting state (a^angih), molesting it

immoderately, and making use of it with unwashed

hands ; also the damsel who has introduced fire into

the sole of her foot, and the bursting of the blister

(avilag) ; and a weapon brought out into its splen-

dour. 3. Second, the complaint owing to the

carriers of fire from that abode [where the provision

of care for fire is as a law to them, to that abode] -

where the provision of care for fire is not as a law to

them. 4. And there, owing to the arrival and pre-

paration of the demons, it lay stupefied, like a

powerful youth who is feverish and in a languid

state; and its cure from that sickness (ayoyakih)

was by bringing forward to it their pure sandal-

wood, or benzoin, or aloe-wood, or pomegranate ^ or

' The first two words of the seventh, and last, ha of the first

Gatha(Yas. XXXIV, i), here written ya-shyaosno in Pahlavi in

both MSS. This fargar^ may perhaps be considered as a homily

upon Yas. XXXIV, 4.

^ The words in brackets are omitted in B by mistake.

^ The traditional equivalents of the four sweet-scented vegetable

substances, Av.urvasna,vohu-gaona, vohu-kereti, and hadha-

naepata, which are mentioned in Vend. VIII, 2, 79, IX, 32, XIV, 3,
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whatever there was of the most odoriferous of plants.

5. Third, the complaint owing to the hussy ^ unto

whom it happens, through menstruation, that the

stench and filth owino- to the menstruation is brought

to it {the Jli^e) ; and its sickness and stupefaction

owing thereto are as written above. 6. Fourth, the

complaint owing to the hussy who, dropping her

knee on to the fire-stand, arranged her curls ; the

falling of damp and moisture from her head, with

the hair and filth therefrom, into the fire ; the con-

sumption 0/ it discontentedly, a7id the sickness and

stupefaction owing thereto. 7. Fifth, the complaint

owing to the father, or guardian, of a child for not

keeping the child away from the fire; and the bodily

refuse and other unlawfulness that come upon it

from such children. 8. Sixth, the complaint owing

to the adversity which the unpurified infidel

(agdeno) may bring upon it, by blowing the breath

of his mouth upon it in directing its use, and it

becomes incalculable. 9. Seventh, the complaint

—

which, one says, is more awful and more grievous

—

owing to those who use it as an ordeal for a false-

hood, and, when it is made evident thereby as to the

acquitted and convicted, they become of a different

opinion about it.

10. At the place of complaint that which is

polluted is put forward together with that which is

pure, and the increase of it {the Jire) is through

lawful and unlawful operation ; its burning alone

XVIII, 7 1 as acceptable fuel for the sacred fire, or scent for fumi-

gation; their Pahlavi names are merely corruptions of these Avesta

words.

^ The word ^eh, 'courtezan,' is used here and in § 6 merely as

a general opprobrious term for a woman.
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and increasing are such as when both would be as a

necessity for it, and undesired and rapid burning and

increasing ^ are those which are polluted by burning

and insatiably consuming ; and in that which is an

operation unlawfully—the burning alone and in-

creasing being [such as when] ^ both would be as a

necessity [for it]—the increase is troubled.

1 1. This, too, he=^ says :
* I am not of the world

here, and from here I ivill extricate myself, from the

earth up to the sky ; I am also thy son *, more to

thee ^ than any of the other creatures.' 12. And
Auharma^rt^ spoke to him thus :

' So thou shouldst

stand over the fire, in thy proper duty as [a spirit ^\

carrying that club
;

[it is a substantial means, be-

cause I produce it, through which] thou turnest off

[the whole bodily existence], some to the endless

lieht, and some to the endless darkness.'

1 3. This, too, that he who shall provide care for

fire has paid the greatest reverence unto Auharma^'^.

14. The propitiation of the righteous is the best

thing, and their vexation is the worst ; when pleased

they favour one, and it is the law of the sacred beings

that they promote ;
[when vexed they wound, and it

is the demon that they restrict.

15. It is righteousness that is perfect excellence.]''

' As in the case of a destructive conflagration.

' Tlie words in brackets are supplied by guess, to fill up a blank

space left by the repairer of B on one of his patches. In K the

passage is shorter, and stands as follows :
—'and in that which is

unlawful operation it is troubled by the increase.'

3 The spirit of fires mentioned in § i. This dialogue seems to

be a quotation from the original Pahlavi version of the Nask.

^ Fire being called ' the son of Ailharmaz^.'

5 Both MSS. have 'me' by mistake.

'" The passages in brackets are omitted in B, evidently by mistake.
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Chapter XII.

Sud^kar Nask.

I. The eleventh fargar^, the Yasna\ is about

the assembly of the angels of the spiritual existences

on account of the complaint of fire ; and the com-

plaint of fire in the assembly, with its statement of

this, too -
:

' I am not of the world here, and from

here I ivill extricate myself, from the earth up to the

sky, and there I will shine on to the earth of seven

regions, like the moon and sun and even the divinely-

produced stars when they shine with their own
light.' 2. The words of Auharma^'^/ about the just

complaining of fire as regards the contamination ^ of

the creatures, the impossibility of keeping the fire

undisturbed, and satisfying the fire concerning the

creation of the creatures for the worldly existence,

along with the disturbed condition of fire, too, owing

to the impossibility of maintaining ^ the uncreated

state which, with the freedom from disturbance of

fire also, was better ; likewise proclaiming the care of

it. 3. And the speech of the fire ivas thus :
' If

thej^e be not that one mode whereby I may thus

shine, owing to those that have acted according to

my request^, thou art aware, O Auharmas^! there

^ The Yasna of seven chapters, Av. yasna haptanghaiti

(Yas. XXXV, 3-XLI, 6), here written as no (for yesno) in

both MSS.
^ The spirit of fires, after repeating to the heavenly council the

complaint he had already made to Auharmaz^/ alone, concludes

with the same threat as in Chap. XI, 11.

^ B gumekhtakih (K gum/zakih) implies deterioration by an

' intermingling ' of evil.

* K omits these last four words by mistake.

^ That is, if he cannot desert the world, owing to the necessity

of stopping with those who act properly.
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are some amonof the creatures that I cannot orrant so

much to; therefore carry me away, O Auharma^'rt^!

then give me away there ! and be thou carrying me

away into the midst ^Atran-vtV^ I'

4. The propitious ^ fire is from the creator Aii-

harma^'^, and it is produced by him in a dweUing,

without being handled (bara sufl'ako) ^ by aid of

bringing together *. 5. And so he spoke in words

thus :
' Such is thine own growth, thou who art my

fire ! in every dwelling where thou comest, and in

every village, every community, and every province
;

and as exalted as thou are the water and plants, and

he, too, who is a guardian spirit of the righteous,

when they shall bring forward holy-water for de-

livering up to thee '
; and, when they shall bring

forward to thee firewood which is dry, a person

—

through the light which he observes

—

has spoken of

it thus :
" This is the Gu^n-as;^ ^ fire."

'

6. About so much reward of the hewer and

inspector and kindler of the firewood—when all

three shall do it for the sake of affection—as they

^ The primeval home of Mazc^a-worship, the abode of Yim, and

the scene of Zaratmt's first promulgation of the religion, the Airy-

anem vae^o of the Avesta (see Vend. I, i, 3, II, 21 ; Bd. XX, 32,

XXXII, 3).

^ Pahl. rtfzunik ; the sp^ni^ta ('most bounteous') fire of Yas.

XVII, II, XXXVI, 3. According to Pahl. Yas. XVII, 67 it

' stands in heaven before Auharmaz^ in a spiritual state.'

'^ Or it may mean ' bemg rubbed out,' that is, ' by friction;' but

compare the use of the word su^/akih in Bk. VIII, Chap.

XXXVII, 19.

* Referring probably to the establishment of a sacred fire by

bringing together every possible variety of fire that can be obtained.

^ Merely as a formal offering, or for purifying the fire-stand, not

for mingling with the fire itself.

^ One of the three original sacred fires, which is said to have
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are possessing righteousness. 7. About the char-

acter and reward of the washer (asnotar) and the

producer of the purity and cleansing of that which

the fire has dropped \ of the introducer of the fire-

wood and the washer upwards 2, of the stirrer of the

fire and the carrier-away of the firewood, who are

strictly directed ; the lawful work done with a

cookiug-'^oX. and such-like, and the sin of him who is

a disturber of it. 8. About the destroyer of that

which the fire has dropped, and the introducer of

damp firewood into it. 9. About the blessing of

fire for people by whom // is satisfied.

10. About advice as regards not bringing to the

fire that which is due to theft, or the power of ex-

tortion, and the grievous bridge-judgment^ of him

who is bringing it ; also the defilement (alurt^an) and

hurting of the fire from that which occurs when he

likewise consecrates his hoard (hanbari^'no), owing

to the corruption by the demons* thus arisen. 11.

This, too, that it is owing to want of attention to

fire when // is not at every menstrual excitement

they produce, in a woman assisted by a propensity

been established, in the time of king Kai-Khusro, upon the Asna-

vand mountain in Atur-patakan, not far from Lake A'e/('ast (see Bd.

XVII, 7 ; Zs. XI, 8-10).

^ B srakhto, K srakhto, both here and in § 8 ; compare Av.

sras/^.

^ PahL U-dz asnatar must mean one who washes in the mode

defined by the Av. frasnaiti, as distinguished from upasnaiti, in

Vend. VIII, 98, 99, Ep. II, iii, 2 ; this mode is explained as lalaik,

'upwards,' and distinguished from the fr6«/gun6, 'downward

mode,' in Ep. II, iv, 2.

^ B inserts ' thus arisen through the demons,' the same phrase as

concludes the section.

* K has ' owing to a single word of the demons,' by substituting

aSvak gobii-no for ahiakini.yn6.
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for a son (piis ra^ih), that the progeny is a son.

1 2. And about the penalty for ^ the progress of

other impropriety which occurs to fire ; also about

the person who has attained to the guardianship of

fire and does not lawfully control it.

13. About an admonition to Zaratui't as to conse-

crating to the sacred beings anything whatever which

one eats, and not eating what is unconsecrated. 14.

About the wish of the evil spirit that no one shall

be performing (vadidunafi-art'o) worship and obei-

sance to the sacred beings, and that the people shall

possess no ruler and high-priest, so that no desire of

theirs shall arise for any virtuousness. 15. About

an admonition as to indispensably worshipping the

sacred beings with the best ceremonial, that of a

priest (asruko) without sin; or with an average

one, that of a priest whose sin is not more than one

Aredu^- without a basis (^-bun) ; or with the lowest

one, that of a priest whose sin is not more than one

Khor^ on a basis {pavan bun). 16. Whoever, in a

village of Ma^'^a-worshippers, has not chanted the

sacred hymns after fifteen years of age, through sin-

fulness, is as a dog they have thrown provisions to,

and it has occurred for a basis of the sin of unseason-

able chattering * ; also the inadmissibility of his soul

by Mansarspend^

^ Assuming that pa stands for pavan.
2 See Bk. VIII, Chaps. XX, 64, XXXI, 39.

^ A sin twice as great as an Areduji- (see Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXI,

39)-

* The sin of talking while eating, praying, or any other occasion

when a prayer (va^) has been taken inwardly, as a spell, and is

not yet spoken out.

° A personification of the liturgy, Av. mathra spe«ta, 'the

bounteous text.'
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17. About the coming of Ast-vidart' ^ at all times,

to mortals whom death has reached ^, and also whom
?V /las not. 18. About the ideas of the wicked, that

the best existence does not exist, ^/la^ the production

of the renovation 0/ the universe does not occur, that

there are no dead whom they raise up thereby, and

// is not that change one attains. 19. This, too, that is

false, for the same reason they observe, being wicked

;

because the best existence exists, there occurs a

production of the renovation which is good, they

raise up the dead thereby, and thus one attains that

change.

20. About an admonition as to not making

lamentation and weeping over those passed away

;

and, after the passing away of every righteous one

of the religion to the spirits, one is not to augment

the distress of the very spirit of life by making

lamentation and weeping over the departed. 21.

And this, too, that the guardian spirits of the

righteous claim no lamentation and weeping after

their own ceremonial and the blessing of righteous

men. 22. This, too, that the body of every one is

not of like will with the soul ; food is the desire of

the body, and also a store of wealth ;
righteous

action is the desire of the soul, and also the gifts

which they give away.

23. About an enquiry of the righteous Zaratiut

as to who it is who has banished (^^parini(^6) all

goodness and perfection from his own self, but

thinks them not banished, and does not complain of

^ Av. Asto-vidhotu, one of the demons of death (see Bd.

XXVIIL 35 ; Dd. XXXVII, 44).
"- Those who have attained old age, the natural time of death,

[37] O
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that loss\ 24. And the reply of Auharmazd, that it

is he zi'/w is deceived ^ by his own tongue through

the utterance of words, so that, through speaking

falsely, he has become worthy of death. 25. This,

too, that for him it is the weapon of the evil spirit

;

even so complete mindfulness is the reign of Spendar-

mart^-^ and thus a liar is more a power for the religion

when a man, on account of dulness of thought, £-2ves

no reply, so that he maj^ not speak falsely through

dulness of thought.

26. This, too, that he worships the demons with

thousand-fold holy-water, who establishes him who is

not a member of the community ^ in the Zoti duty ^,

sooner than him who is a wise Zoti. 27. And this,

too, that thou shouldst fetch him who is a member
of the community for the Zoti duty, not him who is

not a member of the community, for thus thy advance

is to the supreme heaven (garort'mano). 28. Also

this, that a bad Zoti is worse from the Zoti duty.

29. This, too, that that which is the earliest con-

troller (ayukh tar) of sin is thought wh'c/i. is subdued

^

then forgiveness, then shame, and then listening

;

and, afterwards, through the sinfulness of the fiend '^,

^ B has ' and f/iere /s no complaint of the loss.'

^ K zivini^o.

^ The female archangel who has special charge of the earth and

virtuous women (see Sis. XV, 20-24); she is a personification of

Av. spe«ta armaiti, 'bountiful devotion/ of which phrase the

latter word is translated by Pahl. bundak-minijnih, 'complete

mindfulness.' See also Bk. VIII, Chap. IX, 3, and S. B. E., vol.

xviii, pp. 393, 396.
" K adahm ; B has khephm, 'wrath,' here, but not so in § 27.

' See Bk. VIII, Chap. VII, 5, 9.

" B has ' he who is a controller of sin is Vohuman, owing to

thinking of the spirits, w'hich is subdued.'
'' K has only ' through sinfulness.'
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one becomes a promise-breaker. 30. This, too, that

they shall bring every man who is a wounder before

the convocation composed of any priest who is a con-

troller of recitation (srayi^no ayukhtar), any priest

who is of the district (adehik), any priest who is of

an out-district (ati^dehik), and any priest who is the

mans own kinsman.

31. ' Thus say I unto thee, O Spitaman ! let there

be no breach of promise ; neither when the conversa-

tion, that they would make a support, was with the

wicked, and there is no great judiciousness in it ; nor

when it was with those of thine own religion, the

righteous, as to anything of great judiciousness ;

because both of them are promises, both with the

wicked and the righteous \'

32. It is the excellence of righteousness that is

perfect.

Chapter XIII.

Stldkar Nask.

I. The twelfth fargar^^, U^tavaiti^, is about the

exaltation of Zaratu^t through the satisfaction of

water, and the hope of all creatures for him. 2.

And about the impure recitation of a text, when ^ the

text is not uttered by a high-priest. 3. This, too,

that the text which a man who is corrupted may

^ This admonition occurs repeatedly (see Chap. XX, 5 ; Yt. X,

2 ; AV. LII, 7).

2 The appellation of the first ha of the second Gatha (Yas.

XLIII) which begins with the words ujtaahmaiyahmaiujta; it

is here written aujtavaito in Pahlavi.

^ Assuming that mun, 'which,' stands for amat; the Pazand

of both words being practically the same. Or, it may be, ' also him

who does not utter the text through a high-priest.'

O 2
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offer is an impropriety (adinaih) for that which is

an imcorrupted place. 4. This, too, is declared,

that a greedy man whose belly is filled by accumula-

tion—and the end of every sin is, to him, only for

the gratification of the body

—

one considers just like

a gallows to which //ie7^e is a foundation (-^ipo) of

every impurity. 5. This, too, that a bird (vae)

practises that habit (i-an) even that it kills those

outrioht which have become laro;e in ^?/r midst,

which are the serpents produced by the demons. 6.

This, too, that /o7^ invocation (azbayi-fno) of the

sacred beings thinking with speaking, speaking with

acting, and acting without deceitfulness are effectual.

7. About the pure goodness of the archangels,

and the union of their thoughts, words, and deeds

together ; their bountifulness, nurturing, and protec-

tion are the cause ^ of the prosperity of the world.

8. About the production of Zaratu^t dy Auharmasd
with a goodness like his own. 9. This, too, that

whoever gives anything to the disciples of Zaratui't,

his reward and recompense are just as though the

thinor had been o-iven bv him to Zarat^jt ^.

10. It is perfect excellence f/ia^ is righteousness.

Chapter XIV.

Sudkaj^ Nask.

T. The thirteenth fargar^, Ta^-thwa-peresa ^,

' B omits j-an, ' the cause of.'

'' Compare :
—

' Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the

least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me.' (Matthew

XXV. 40.)

^ The first three words of the second ha of the second Gatha

(Yas. XLIV, i), here written ta^^-spa-pSres in Pahlavi.
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is about the strength and mightiness of the spirit of

the sacred cake '. 2. This, too, that every night the

demons rush from hell ^ into the world, to injure and
cause the death of the creatures ; and, when people

consecrate a sacred cake, that spirit descends to

attack and keep back the demons, and to engage in

combat with the demons ninety-nine times during

every night ; he also smites and stupefies them, and

keeps them back from destroying the world.

3. This, too, that any one whatever of those men
who utter these words ^ in prayer becomes righteous,

except those men w^ho shall contentedly, or wish-

fully, carry out a command for evil deeds, and they

deceive (suftend), or make others deceive, by state-

ments proposed to them ; and whose evil thoughts

are thus more than their good thoughts, their evil

words more than their good words, and their evil

deeds more than their good deeds. 4. About
carrying off the reliance produceable that a sin worthy

of death is the obliteration {irdz mush tan 5) of

other sin, like an awful and mighty wind when it

sweeps swiftly over the plain ^

5. Of righteousness the excellence is perfect.

Chapter XV.

SUd^kar Nask.

I. The fourteenth fargar*^, A^-fravakhshya^, is

^ See Bk. VIII, Chap. XXIX, 2.

2 K omits ' from hell,' and B omits ' night.'

^ Meaning probably Yas. XLIV.
* A favorite metaphor derived from the Avesta text (see Pahl.

Vend, m, 149; Mkh. LII, 19).

^ The first two words of the third ha of the second Gatha (Yas.

XLV, i), here written a</-fravakhshe (B) and a(/-fravakhsha
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about Auharmasd's showing to Zaratu^t the terrible

condition of the soul of Keresasp^; the dismay of

Zaratu^t owing to that terrible condition ; the

sorrowful speaking of Keresasp as regards the slay-

ing of multitudes, for which mankind extol him,

whereby abstentions from sin occurj'-ed ; and the

recognition of him by the creator, Auharmas^, as

smiting his fire. 2. The supplication of Keresasp

for the best existence from Auharma^^ for those

exploits when the serpent Srobar - ivas slain by him,

and the violence of that adversary ; when Gandarep ^

with the golden heels zvas smitten by him, and the

marvellousness of that fiend ; when the VeAo
progeny* who were descendants of Nivik and

Da^tanik were slain by him, and the grievous harm

and disaster owing to them ; and when the mighty

wind ^ was appeased by him, and brought back from

damaging the world to benefiting the creatures ;

and for that which happens when owing to confine-

ment^, Dahak becomes eager, rushes on for the

(K) in Pahlavi. This chapter has been ah-eady translated in

S. B. E., vol. xviii, pp. 370-372.
1 See Bk. VIII, Chap. XIII, 12 ; S. B. E., vol. xviii, pp. 369-382.

2 See Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXV, 13.

^ Av. Ga«darewa of Yt. V, 38, XV, 28, XIX, 41; the 'watery

demon ' of Mkh. XXVII, 50.

* Reading hun Vei'ko, the Av. hunavo Vaeskaya of Yt. V,

54> 57) ^^'ho were enemies of the warrior Tusa; but the hunavo

of Nivika and of the Dajtayani were slain by Keresaspa (see

Yt. XIX, 41). It is also possible to read khuno-dako, 'blood-

producing.'

° When it becomes a storm-demon, the vato-daeva of Vend.

X, 14, instead of being the angel of useful wind.

^ In the volcano, Mount Dimavand, where he was confined by

Fre</un in olden times, and whence he is expected to break loose

hereafter (see Bd. XII, 31, XXIX, 9 ; Byt. Ill, 55-61).
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destruction of the world, and attempts (giraye^o)

the annihilation of the creatures ; when he {Kere-

sdsp) is roused to smite him, and to tame that

powerful fiend for the world and creatures.

3. The enmity of fire to Keresasp, through the

distress which he occasioned to it, and the keeping

of him away ^ [from heaven ; also the friendship of

Goi'-aurvan ^ for him, through the prosperity which

he occasioned to it, and the protection of him] from

hell. 4. The petition of Zaratu^t to the fire to have

compassion upon what was owing to Keresasps sin
;

the compliance (han^aftano) of the fire ivitJi that

petition, and the departure of the soul of Keresasp

to the ever-stationary existence ^

5. Of righteousness perfect is the excellence.

Chapter XVI.

Sildikar Nask.

I. The fifteenth fargar.^, Kamnamaeza^, is

^ The words in brackets occur only in K ; their meaning is,

however, given in the Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying Dd. and

quoted in S. B.E., vol. xviii, pp. 379, 380. The enmity of the

fire to Keresasp was owing to its having been extinguished (when

kindled upon the serpent Srobar) by the upsetting of Keresasp's

caldron, as described in Yas. IX, 11, and Yt. XIX, 40.

"^ Av. g^u J urva, 'the soul of the ox,' the spirit which departed

from the primeval ox when the evil spirit attacked it ; she is sup-

posed to be the heavenly protector of all animals, and is also called

Drvdspa (see Yt. IX, i ; Bd. Ill, 14, 18, IV, 2-5 ; Sis. XXII, 14).

^ A locality intermediate between heaven and hell, where the

souls of those whose sins and good works exactly balance remain

in a passive and immovable state till the resurrection (see Sis. VI,

2 ; Mkh. VII, 18, XII, 14 ; Dd. XX, 3).

* The appellation of the fourth, and last, ha of the second
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about the arrival of Ast-vida^f^ upon the spot, and

the insecurity of any one from him ; also the non-

continuance of the mortal body and decaying

(farsavand) wealth of any one of the mortals sum-

moned is death -. 2. And this, too, that Ast-vida^

shall carry off all mortals by that awful and pro-

claimed marvel, and they are not saved from him ^
;

each one, indeed, saves only that which is the soul.

3. This, too, that the soul alone sees the reward

and bridge •* of the spiritual existence, and embodied

it does not see such things ; if, when embodied, it

could have seen like that, then it would not have

committed the sin really orio-inatinof with it, even

for anything whatever ^ the ease and comfort of

the worldly existence, nor shrunk (mani'irt'o) from

the first good work.

4. About the hideousness and frightfulness of the

body of man after death, and only that which is

considered by every one the most precious of desir-

able things is undecaying (^farsak). 5. As regards

the casting away of the dust, and also living people,

that which is more nearly connected therewith is

Gatha (Yas. XLVI), which begins with the words kam nemoi
zam; it is here written kam nam^''^ 6 in Pahlavi.

^ See Chap. XII, 17. The connection of the demon of death

with Yas. XLVI is that the first few words of that ha are supposed

to be repeated by the wicked soul in despair aft^r death (see Yt.

XXII, 20, W.; Mkh. II, 159 ; AV. XVII, 7).

^ K has mar^um, ' human (?).'

^ B has the whole of this first clause thus :
—

' And the uncon-

sumed («pakhshin6) property of him who is surprised by the in-

visible marvel that he shall endure, they have not saved from him.'

This marvel is probably the supposed casting of a noose by Ast-

vida^, around the neck of the dead to drag him to hell, which only

the righteous are able to cast off.

* See Bk. VIII, Chaps. XIV, 8, XXIV, 10.
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uninhabitableness ^ and its duration. 6. And when,

too, this way, the consciousness is in the vicinity of

the body ^, and the dog and bird go forth for the

dismemberment of the body, the frightening of the

consciousness by them is hke that of a sheep by a

wolf ; also its disputing with the dog and bird about

the dismemberment of the body, the reciting

(marrt'ano) of words spiritually at first repelling

them, thinking the body is alive. 7. And, after-

wards, when the body is dismembered by them, the

hastening of the consciousness to the vicinity of the

dismembered body, just like a female (denu^^ako)

sheep when it hastens on to its young ones ; and its

noticing—with grievous unhappiness ^ for the body

—

and recounting where the features (demagano) of

that body were in happiness, and to what misery it

has now come. 8. And, when that body became

sinful in its lifetime, about its not accepting, during

that lifetime, that which the consciousness repeat-

edly well-endeavoured to promote for that body, as

regards abstaining from sin and practising good

works.

9. This, too, that thy time of worldly happiness

has occurred, and that of misery is long. 10. This,

too, that the people who live on, in the worldly

existence, a hundred years are less than those who
do not live a hundred years ; the progress of a life-

time, little by little, and the rushing on ^ a lifetime
;

wife and property and the rest of worldly things all

^ Corpses are to be deposited in an uninhabited place (see Vend.

VI, 44-51, VII, 45-50; Dd. XVIII).
2 Compare Dd. XVI, 7.

^ Pahl. asha^ih in K, but B has ayac^akih, 'remembrance.'
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leaving you at once, and coming to another person.

11. And this, too, that—when mankind mostly keep

up any statement (nisang-i/') or register (aevarVo)

which they have drawn out (na^i-hend)^ about

ordainable supplies in a friendly ^r inimical (patyan-

mond) way, which is more particularly expedient for

them—a supply, suitable for the discreet, of the rest

of that which is constantly desirable, is to be ex-

tracted therefrom, and o?ie is to keep up i^s prepara-

tion with his own.

12. About the seven immortal rulers who are

produced in the region of Khvaniras", and also

about the ordaining of their glory and the goodness,

too, of f/ieir assistants living and privileged in both

existences. 13. The tree opposed to harm ^ is on

Airan-v^^, in the place of most excavations (freh-

niganan gas). 14. Gok-pato^ is in foreign '^ coun-

^ Or 'they offer up (us d ah end).'

2 See Bk. VIII, Chap. VIII, 2. And, regarding these seven rulers,

compare Bd. XXIX, 5, 6 ; Dd. XC.
^ The many-seeded tree in the wide-formed ocean, whence the

seeds of all wild plants are brought by the rain (see Yt. XII, 1 7

;

Bd. XXVII, 2, 3; Mkh. LXII, 37-42).

* See Chap. XII, 3.

' Gopatshah in Bd. XXIX, 5, XXXI, 20, 22 ; Byt. II, i ;
Dd.

XC, 3, 4; Gopaitoshah in Mkh. LXII, 8, 31; and Gopaito in

Mkh. XLIV, 35. All these forms of the name imply that he was

a king, or master, of oxen ; and Mkh. describes him as a Maz^a-

worshipping minotaur on the sea-shore, probably the Caspian, or

the river Oxus, as Bd. makes him a brother, or nephew, of Fra-

siyaz' the Turanian. His country is called Saukavastan in Bd., and

Gopato in Dd.
^ Pahl. an-Airan which corresponds with the position of S^u-

kavastan being between Tiirkistan and iiTinistan, as stated in Bd.

XXIX, 13, and that of Gopato being coterminous wiih Airan-v^^,

as in Dd. XC, 4. But K, by omitting the negative prefix, places it
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tries. 15. Pehsh6tanu\ son of Vii-taspjis in Kangd^'S' ^

the hundred-moated (sa^f-gandak), wherein there

are a myriad spears (drafsh), those of the exalted

who wear black marten fur, who are righteous

listeners of the religion^, out of the retinue (akharih)

of Pehshotanti, son of Vii-tasp. 16. Fra^^akhshto,

son of the mortal Khumbiks ^ who is predominant

on the waters flowing in channels. 17. Ashavazd,

son of PoriWakhshto ^, who is predominant over the

most manifest among uplands, the plain of Pe^inas ^

18. Barazak '' the causer of strife. 19. 'And the

eighth Kayan ^ who was renowned, O Vi^-tasp ! it is

' within the countries of Iran ;' and JMkh. makes Gopaito a chief of

Airan-V(^.

^ Av. Peshotanu, commonly written PIshyotanu in Pahlavi.

^ A fortified settlement, to the east of Iran (see Bd. XXIX, 10),

formed by Siyavakhsh (see Bk. VIII, Chap. XIII, 14) who was first

cousin of Vijtasp's great-grandfather (see Bd. XXXI, 25, 28, 29).

^ Who are expected to be led into Iran by Pehshotanu in future

times, when he is summoned by the angels to restore religion to

the world after the conflict of the nations (see Byt. Ill, 25-42).

* K has ' Fra^/akhshto, son of Khijmbik the son of Hoshang.'

He was evidently the Fradhakhjti Khufibya of Yt. XIII, 138,

who might have been considered as a descendant of the Haoshy-
angha mentioned before him in Yt. XIII.

^ Av, Ashavazdangh Pourudhakhjtayana of Yt. V, 72,

XIII, 112.

® Said to be in Kavulistan where Sama Keresaspa lies asleep till

summoned to kill Dahak in the latter times (see Bd. XXIX, 7,11;

Byt. Ill, 59-61). It maybe connected with the vairi Pisanangh
of Yt. V, 37, where Keresaspa offered sacrifice, and with the Y\sm

valley south-east of Qandahar; but Chap. XXI, 20 seems to place

it between Mazendaran and Iran, and Mkh. LXII, 20 also describes

it as near Mount Dimavand. Its name is variously written Pei'inaj,

Pejansih, Pe^-yansai, Pe^andas, Pe^anigas, &c.

^ Possibly Av. Varaza of Yt. XIII, 101.

* Kavi Haosravangh (Kai-Khusroi) is the eighth and last in the

list of Kavis, or Kayans, in Yt. XIII, 132 ; and was celebrated for
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/le whom o?ie calls Kai-Khtasroi, who produces even

an advance of thy religion of the Mas'rtJa-worshippers,

and also understands about z^ ; who gives my good

practices further blessings, so that the world ^ main-

tains my doings with benedictions.'

20. Righteousness is perfect excellence.

Chapter XVII.

S/Id/car Nask.

I. The sixteenth fargarrt', Spe;2ta-mainyu ^, is

about effecting the hr\dLgQ.-j2(dgmeiit of sinners, as

declared by revelation. 2. About performing the

ceremony (ya^'to) for a man and a woman, and it is

ordered foi^ the woman before the man ; the fitness

for the supreme heaven (garo^mantkih) arisen

through the liturgy (ya^to) to be recited itself, or

throttgh purchasing heaven in the worldly existence"^.

3. About the immunity of the soul from hell

through the righteousness of having respectfully

given a horse of a good race, the land of a cultivated

field, or a virtuous woman, to a righteous man ; and

also the woman who gives herself in marriage to

his opposition to idolatry (see Yt. V, 49, 50; Bd. XVII, 7). This

section appears to be an actual quotation from the Pahlavi version

of the Nask, professing to give the words of Zaratujt.

^ K has dehik, 'a provincial.'

2 The first two words of the first ha of the third Gatha (Yas.

XLVII, i), which are converted into the Pahlavi appellation

S^endmatto.
^ By providing for the performance of the proper ceremonies for

the benefit of one's own soul.
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the righteous man ; and that liberal good work

increases /'r^;;2 time to time\ -^wAfrom day to day.

4. About the bridge penalty of him who is a

mourner (navini^ar) and j<?^-wounder in the three

nights after a death, and how it is as though they

who are living should again pour melted ore on a

human being. 5. About the punishment for a

woman who gives herself in marriage to a righteous

man, and comes away ^ from him ; such as when a

hedgehog ^ should be constantly going in and coming

out by her sexual organ ; and the cutting off of her

way from the best existence. 6. About the non-

deliverance of a soul of the wicked from hell till the

future existence. 7. About the punishment of the

wicked there is this, too, it is as though a sheep

which is alive should be remaining tied by the legs,

head downwards, and there should be a specific exu-

dation of its toes through running at the nose ^.

8. About the Gathas for an ordeaP of the spiritual

existence, which is concealed in every mode, being

without a footing (<2p^-pastako), as it were, for him

who is a righteous chanter of the Gathas.

9. The excellence ^righteousness is perfect.

^ Pahl. vidanaanag vidanaanag, a hybrid equivalent of

zamanak zamanak (see Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXV, 6 n).

^ B has ' relapses.'

=' Compare AV. LXX.
* Pahl. afaj angusto zahih-1-i mayaganik pavan vinik-ta^ ae.

For mayaganik, 'specific' (which occurs, however, in Bk. VIII,

Chap. XX, 166), we can read masanik, 'tumerous or coagulating,'

or we may consider it equivalent to muyi^-nik, 'lamentable.'

® Compare the reference to the ordeal by fire in Pahl. Yas.

XLVI, 6 ; the earher part of the chapter is also somewhat of a

homily upon the references to the wicked and righteous in the

same ha.
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Chapter XVIII.

Siidkar Nask.

1. The seventeenth fargar^, Yezi^, is about where

he is who shall commit any of these five sins ^ rt;;^^,

thereby perverted from the religion, has diminished

his own life and destiny ^ :—A human being when

he contentedly reverences a demon in spiritual lord-

ship (ahtiih) and priestly authority (raf^'ih), one

steadfast in religion when he so revei^ences one un-

steadfast in religion, a teacher when he so reverences

one who is no teacher and ignorant, one acquainted

with the Gathas when he so reverences one unac-

quainted with the Gathas and unintelligent

(anashnas) ^, aftd a helpful one when he so reverences

an unhelpful and unwise one.

2. This, too, where also they are who unlawfully

slaughter a sheep, ^r beast ofbnrden, whAch. diminishes

their life and destiny. 3. And so, too, those also

who think scornfully of Ai\\\?irm.di2d, O pure and

righteous Spitaman ! and their own religion, the

strength of the righteous and thy disciples.

4. Excellence that is perfect is righteousness.

Chapter XIX.

Sudikar Nask.

I. The eighteenth fargarrt', A^-ma-yava^ is

' The first word of the second ha of the third Gatha (Yas.

XLVIII, i), here written yezik in Pahlavi.

2 B omits ' sins.' ^ Or * glory.'

• So in K, but both MSS. give this clause imperfectly.

^ The first three words of the third ha of the third Gatha (Yas.

XLIX, i), here written a</-ma-iyfib6 in Pahlavi.
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about the pregnancy of the demon from him who
has eaten and chattered in sinfuhiess towards Khiir-

da^ and Amurda^s^^ or who makes water when

standing -, or who heedlessly sees his semen. 2.

And the hussy ^ who spills (^'uyert'o) anything after

sunset (hiik-frashm6k-da(^), or who scatters a

morsel (danar) ^ food to the north, at night, with-

out a recitation of the Ahunavair ^

3. This, too, that only the soul is constantly

desirable for the body, even through this alone,

that this perishable body ^ [is a worldly state of

righteousness, and, by rousing up(lala-payami5"nih)'''

when thou wouldst sleep on, the righteousness] is on

the advance when thou wouldst have retreated ; and

^ Av. haurvatat, 'completeness, or health,' and ameretat,
' immortahty

;

' the archangels who have special charge of water

and plants, respectively (see Sis. XV, 25-29), and are said to be

injured by the sin of talking while eating and drinking those things

(see Chap. IX, 2).

^ Thereby polluting more ground than is necessary (see Sis.

X, 5)-

^ See Chap. XI, 5 n,

* K does not mention the latter sinful action. The reason of

the sin of such actions is that they may be considered as offerings

to the demons (who are supposed to come from the north and to

be powerful at night) unless protected by the Ahunavair (see Bk.

VIII, Chap. I, 7) used as an exorcism (see Sd. XXX, 1,2; Sis, X,

7, XII, 18).

^ B has ' even through the assertion that this is corporeal and

perishable.' The passage in brackets occurs only in K.
^ This appears to be the most probable reading of the word

which occurs again in § 5, where it is written lala-upayamijnih
in K, which form is also found in Hn. I, 23, where it translates Av.

ustryamno. For the latter member of this compound see also

Chap. XX, 6, 7. For the syllable yam we might substitute gam
or ^am without much alteration of meaning, or even dam if we
translate by ' fanning up, exciting.'
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the righteousness, in arising, is hke thee in every

coming and departure ; through fetching and de-

livering the breath it shall become good reward,

abundant reward, and the reward of righteousness.

4. When the body shall act so, the soul is rejoiced

and^^Xi utter a blessing for the body thus: ' Happy

may it he for thee, perishable body ! whom I have

made tall, and whom I have brought near to the

best existence.' 5. And when the body shall not

accept the progress (^fras) of the soul, and says it is

evil progress on rousing up, evil progress on advanc-

ing, [and evil progress upwards, the soul is a demon] ^

and shall offer [lamentable] ^ words thus : 'Evil art

thou, O perishable body ! whom I made dwarfish

(ga^iik), and whom I have brought near to the

worst existence.'

6. About where //^^r^ ^i^^ unaccustomed (avei"ak6),

imperfect, and secret signs of short life, and the

healthfulness guttering the Ahunavair^ andKsh^m^

for it. 7. This, too, that, when thou wouldst squat

for making water, thou recitest the Ahunavair, and

the Ashem, afterwards, when thou wouldst stand

up ; so that any demon, or fiend, shall least injure

thee. 8. And when thou wouldst go in unto tky

wife (narlk), thou recitest first the Ahunavair, and

the Ashem, afterwards, when thou wouldst be coming

together "^i for so thou wouldst be making that, too,

which arises—which is thy son—more righteous and

^ The words in brackets are omitted in K.

2 SeeBk.VIII, Chap. I, 7.

^ See Chap. Ill, i ; here, and in §§ 7, 8, it is expressed by Pahl.

aharayih, 'righteousness,' being an abbreviation of its usual

appellation, 'praise of righteousness,' in Pahlavi.

* Pahl. ' amat andarg hakhto vadidunan ae.'
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more successful through the Ashem. 9. This, too,

that, when thou wouldst go into a house, thou shouldst

be offering homage, and do thou utter the Ahuna-
vair, for the spirit of the house and for evcryikijig

of the material existence of the riohteous which is

and was and will be in that dwellino-.

10. Also about the corruption (tava^-tano) of the

wicked, and the calamity (stir) which is unjustly

distributed by them in the realm \

1 1. Excellence that is perfect is righteousness.

Chapter XX.

SfiAkar Nask.

1. The nineteenth fargar^, Ka^^-moi-urva ^, is

about where the souls, when they come together,

extol the soul of him who was a virtuous high-priest,

a friend of the soul, because he did not injure it, and
guarded // from hell.

2. About the darkness, the intensity (bur'^^vo-

homandih) and far-reaching bottomlessness of the

blackness, and the absence of goodness in hell ; and

the proximity to stenches, close concealment ^ sleet-

pelted clambering (pij-nako-balinih), frozen ad-

^ Like Yas. XLIX this fargar</ begins with special references to

the wicked, and returns to them towards the end.

^ The first three words of the fourth, and last, ha of the third

Gatha (Yas. L, i), here written ka(/-m6k-ravak6 in Pahlavi.

^ Compare AV. LIV, 5-8 :
—'As close as (tang -i/^) from the ear

to the eye, and as many as the hairs a horse has in his mane, so

many in number the souls of the wicked stand, but they do not see,

nor do they hear a sound, one from the other, and every one, there-

fore, thinks that he is alone.' For a description of hell see also

Dd. XXVII.

[37] P
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vancing, painful condition, distressed state, and

awful fear of those in hell. 3. This, too, that is

thrown open (lakhvar ramitun^) over it, from the

Daiti peak \ which is in Airan-v^, to Albur'^' ^, and

below the middle of which is the gate of hell, is the

A'invart^ bridge ^ which is the route (virt'ar) of every

one, righteous or wicked ; the width across the route

of the righteous is a breadth of nine spears, each

one the length of three reeds, d?^^ the route for the

wicked becomes like the edge of a razor.

4. ' Thus say I * unto thee, O Spitaman ! that the

man of truth steps forward over the Ivinvad pass,

even the far-famed happy bridge ; for Aj-ta^ ^, the

good promoter of the world, and Mitro ^ of the vast

cattle-pastures save only the man possessing truth

from that distress, as though they zacre a regiment

{szpah) a thousand strong. 5. So I say unto thee,

O Spitaman ! that thou shouldst not become a liar

unto Mitro, neither when thou wouldst converse

with the wicked, nor when //1071. wouldst with those

of thine own relioion who are rioliteous ; for both

(?/* those are promises, both zuith the wicked and the

righteous ; there is a promise, O Zaratui^t ! even of

a wolf with young animals, but that which is a

^ Or ^aka^-i Daiti (see Pahl. Vend. XIX, loi ; Bd. XII, 7).

^ Av. hara berezaiti, the range of lofty mountains supposed to

surround the world (see Bd. V, 3-5).

' Here called ^inako-piihal, and K\s-\\dz.x^ in § 4; for a

fuller descripticn of it see Dd. XXI, 2-7. Allusion is made to it in

Yas. L, 7.

* Auharmazfl', speaking to Zaratiut. The whole of this para-

graph appears to be quoted verbatim from the original Pahlavi text

of the Nask.

5 See Chap. IX, 6.

« See Bk. VIII, Chap. XLIV, 16.
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lascivious (c^ehik) promise is more awful, O Spita-

man ! 6. So I say unto thee, O Spitaman ! that

thou shouldst not seize a wanton (^ehik) for use

—

that is, do not make her ^/ly wife—and with com-

pulsion (upayamij-nih) ^her^—that is, do not let

thyself \\& with her. 7. And if thou shouldst seize

a courtezan for use, and with compulsion of her,

thou mayst not dismiss hcj' afterwards, neither in

adversity, nor in prosperity, neither on account of

fondness for self, woxfor life ; because he who seizes

a courtezan for use, and with compulsion, and shall

dismiss her on account of fondness for self, or for

life, becomes thereby a breaker of promises to the

house, village, community, or province, that gives

her life (valman zivine^o), and to the soul that

animates her -.'

8. So breaking the promise comes upon the chil-

dren that are theirs, through evil teaching ; afid he

who is wicked is lying down without children at the

bottom of hell. 9. That is, there is nothing what-

ever of^ happiness for the wicked, that happiness

which is produced abundantly by him who is Au-

harmas^.

10. Perfect riMiteousness Is excellence.

^ Or, perhaps, ' with approach to her ' (see Chap. XIX, 3 n).

If upadamij-nih were read, it might mean 'aspiration, or attach-

ment ' for her.

- This implies that the woman, being a notorious sinner, cannot

reasonably complain of bodily injury on being dismissed ; but her

soul and the community are grievously injured by her being thus

driven into further sin, and for this injury the man's soul will be

made responsible.

'^ K has ' none even of this.'

P 2
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Chapter XXI.

SiiAkar Nask.

1. The twentieth fargar^f, Vohu-khshathrem^

is about the oppressive actions of the sovereignty

which Dahak^ exercised over the earth of seven

regions, and the forward progress of his commands

owing to a surrounding of terrors.

2. About Dahak's enquiry of the members of the

assembly, regarding the reason of the affliction of

the collected people, after the cutting up of Yim^*

and the accession (khu^ayih) of Dahak ; and the

people's saying, in reply to Dahak, that Yim had

kept away want and destitution, hunger and thirst,

decay and death, lamentation and weeping from the

world, besides the cold and heat of the immoderate

mino-linof of the demon with mankind. 3. And this,

too, that* 'a giver of comfort was Yim—that is,

those things were produced by him which are the

comfort of mankind—and he was a giver of desire

for them, so that his happiness was through the

gratification produced—that is, mankind gratified

him through virtue. 4. And Aurtfak^ who made

^ The first two words of the fourth Gatha (Yas. LI, i), here

written vohuk - khshatar (B) and vohuk-khshatar (K) m
Pahlavi.

2 See Bk. VIII, Chap. XIII, 8.

"^ As mentioned in Yt. XIX, 46 ; Bd. XVII, 5 (' when Yim was

cut up by them the fire Frobak saves the glory of Yim from the

hand of Dahak ') and XXXI, 5. Regarding Yim see Bk. VIII,

Chap. XIII, 6-8.

* What follows, as far as the end of § 7, appears to be quoted

verbatim from the original Pahlavi text of the Nask.

' The demon Uda who tries to make people talk when they

ought to be silent (Bd. XXVIII, 19), and who seems to be identified
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Yim the splendid and rich in flocks—who was struck

down by you through violent assault—unauthor-

isedly desirous (varak^) and eager for the world,

produced want and destitution, distress and greed,

hunger and thirst, and the sanctifier^ of Wrath the

wounding assailant, Want without pastures, Terror,

Destruction the secret-moving. Decay the decrepit ",

and the seven <2r^/^-demons ^' 5. And this, too, that

' those who Xoc^for a son are made devoid of preg-

nancy by thee ; evil-destined is the monster {51 pis t)

self-made, the uncompleted demon that it is impos-

sible to seek a remedy for, who does not extend (la

vale<7^) from /^mself, that is, no lineage proceeds

from him. 6. And thou art a sheep that is a wide-

traveller, and keeps the dog away from mankind
;

thou hast snatched away from us the bright radiance

of Yim the splendid and rich in flocks, who came

out on every evil contingency, at the approach of

(in Pahl. Vend. XVIII, 70) with the fiend who confesses her amours

to Srosh, and is said (in Bd. XXXI, 6) to have been the mother of

Dahak, there named Udai or Aua', but more commonly called

Va^ak (see Chap. X, 3; Dd. LXXII, 5, LXXVIII, 2), whence

possibly the matronymic Va<^akan (Mkh. LVII, 25, the Av.

vadhaghana of Vend. XIX, 6) of that monarch. The text here

appears to allude to an amour with Yim.
^ Av. vara; or it may be a miswriting of var</ak, 'astray' (Av.

vareta).

2 Pahl. az'zijn-homond, 'one holding ceremonies,' alluding to

Dahak himself as the progeny of Aufl'ak.

^ These five demons are Aeshm, W\ydz, Saham, S,?^, and Zarman

in Pahlavi, who, with the exception of Saham, ' terror,' are described

inBd. XXVIII, 15-17, 23, 26.

^ The seven ^rr/^-demons are the six mentioned in Bd. I, 27,

XXVIII, 7-13, XXX, 29, whose Avesta names are Akem-mano,

I«dra, Sauru, Ntzunghaithya, Tauru, and Zairi/C'a (see Vend. X,

9, 10, XIX, 43), together with either Mithaokhta or Angramainyu

himself (see Bd. I, 24).
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every winter, or scorched by extreme heat, so as to

act for the benefit of his placed 7. Thou art intel-

ligent, O Bevarasp- ! do thou even tell how this

opinion is so, that a bad ruler is a thing which is so

bad ; he who is a good ruler is our desire, we wi/l

give the revenue 0/ taxation (bahar-i madam-
dedruni^nih) to him, and anything which is neces-

sary y^^r good government when he shall achieve z/^.'

8. About the smiting dy Fre^/un^ for the sake of

killing Dahak ; the striking of /12s club upon the

nape of the neck^ (pilik), the heart, and even the

skull ; and Dahak's not dying from that beating.

9. Then smiting Aim with a sword, and the forma-

tion (vaJ"tano) of noxious creatures of many kinds,

from the body of Dahak, at the first, second, and

third blow. 10. The exclamation of the creator

Auharma£^rt^ to Frert'un thus :
' Thou shouldst not

cut him who is Dahak, because, if thou shouldst cut

him, Dahak would be makingf this earth full of ser-

pents, toads (khan-galak), scorpions, lizards, tor-

toises, and frogs ;
' with the mode 0/ binding /ii?u

with awful fetters, in the most grievous punishment

of confinement ^.

II. This, too, ///«/ when y^s-i Dahak was bound,

the report of the same proceeded thus through all

the regions, which are seven, that down-stricken is

As-i Dahak, but he zu/io smote A/m is Fre<2fun the
A

Aspikan^, the exalted and mighty. 12. And zu the

' K has only 'who came out at every place to act for i/s benefit.'

^ ' With a myriad of horses,' a title of Dahak.

' See Bk. VIII, Chap. XIII, 8, 9.

* Or, perhaps, ' the reins.'

^ In Mount Dimavand (see Chap. XV, 2 n).

" Av. Athwyana, a patronymic derived from Athwya who,
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tenth winter those particulars were beHeved, and

thus they spoke, that // ivas owing to'^ Yim that

Az-\ Dahak is now smitten by them, because the

tidings which are good are not yet gathered unto all

the regions, which are seven, and those which are

evil do not mention Az, nor demand the virtuous

maiden (/C'aratik) with importunity, nor even coveted

wealth^. 13. This, too, that, when information

came to him of women, or property, that seemed to

him desirable to possess, they zuere then admitted by

him into a golden cage ^ and that, which was com-

pletely impregnable (airi^to), came on through im-

material space (mainog-divakih) to the den

(grestako) oi Az-\ Dahak.

14. This, too, that, though^ he who smote him

were his brother, or descendant, or kinsman, or any

one whatever of his nearest relations, it did not seem

to them as that which is grievous, and it zoas not

thought of in their minds, so that it did not occasion

them even a reminiscence again ; and thus they

talked, that z/a householder be he that smote, he is

one for whom all the fires of the religion are suit-

able, hit that householder deiug a monarch, he that

smote is one who is everyway their ruler. 15. This,

according to Yas. IX, 7, was the father of Thraetaona (Fre^'un);

but Bd. XXXI, 4, 7, ,8, XXXII, i n, make it a family name for

many preceding generations.

^ Or min may mean 'apart from.'

'^ Demands often made by Dahak, as stated in § 13.

^ Pahl. sulak-homand, 'something having apertures;' compare

the sulak-homand which translates Av. sufram and suwraya

in Vend. II, 7, 18, 30, and has sometimes been understood as a

' signet-ring.' Also compare § 19 below.

* Assuming that mun, ' who,' stands for am at, as in Chap.

XIII, 2.
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too, that at every place where he came on, and upon

which his horse's hoofs (safo) fell, the dense fire

from them luas for the protection of the horse's

body. 1 6. This, too, that through his confused

(gum^<2'ak6) practising (?/"good deeds ^rd?5'^ even the

evil deeds of Az-\ Dahak.

1 7. About those of the Mazendaran ^ country

having consulted, after the smiting of Dahak, as to

turning (gai'ta no) to Khvaniras ^, and driving out

Frert'un therefrom, and as to the residence offered

by the same place through the great number fallen

;

also, on account of their tallness, there are parts of

the wide-formed ocean ^ that come up to their mid-

thigh, there are others that are up to the navel, and

the deeper places are up to the mouth. 18. And,

when they have come to this region, //^^2V producing

grievous harm and destruction to the poor*, and

the coming of the people with complaints to Fre^un,

and their speaking thus :
' Why didst thou smite

Az-\ Dahak, who was a good ruler as to preroga-

tive, so that danger was kept away by him, and an

inquisitor (vi^oyirt^ar) from him protected this

region from those of the Mazendaran country }

'

19. And they also said this, about the vileness of the

Mazendarans, and the wretched state of the people

of this region as regards them, that is, they then

speak thus :
' Since their habits are thus, since they

1 See Bk. VIII, Chap. XIII, 9.

^ See Bk. VIII, Chap. VIII, 2. ]\Iazendaran was considered to

be outside of Khvaniras because it is separated from Iran by lofty

mountains.

^ The Caspian is probably meant here, being considered a por-

tion of the circumambient ocean.

* K omits ' /o the poor.'
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are filthy (do^-homond)—that is, dirt (karak) is

theirs—possessing holes ^ (sulak-homond)—that is,

holes are theirs

—

and having appellations (karitu-

ni-yno-homond)—that is, they call to one another

—

we men (vir) think, and consider upon this, that

they also are human beings.'

20. About the encountering of Frert'un with those

of the Mazendaran country on the plain of Peja-

nigas^, and disputing with them thus: 'You are of

the Mazendar country, and I (anmano) have de-

stroyed Az-\ Dahak by the swiftest ruin, him who
was a grievous sovereign of every one, demons and

men ; for that smiting of him I am produced by

Aiiharmaz^ more overpowering than his limbs made

paralyzed by his own enmity, and then you destroy

this country of mine, you who are of the Mazendar

country.'

21. And the Mazendarans thought slightingly

(s^puko) of Fre(3fun, and spoke in a tone of derision

thus :
' Should it be so, that thou destroyedst Az-\

Dahak by the swiftest ruin, him who was a good

sovereign of both demons and men, and thou art

produced by Auharma-S"^, for that smiting of him,

more overpowering than his limbs, even then w^e

will settle in this place and will stay in this place ;

and it is not thou that art exalted, who art an over-

growai (kabed-aroyij-no) huge sheep with the

speech of a hero among other people, and we would

not admit thee here.'

2 2, This, too, that ' nevertheless they afterwards

fled, and the victorious Fre^un pursued them to the

^ Burrows, caves, and similar underground habitations are pro-

bably meant.

2 See Chap. XVI, 17.
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foremost upland, and his nostrils flamed 2ipon it so

that ;(/iey split it through ; from his right nostril is

the cutting aud sharp scorching of the ice ^/ml has

fallen and of all the cold of winter ; and from his

left nostril is the cutting and sharp scorching of the

rock ^/la^ has fallen, which is similarly burning to

a fire the size of a house, carrying the dust from the

feet of the male ox, Barmayun \ of the obstructed

victor, the mighty Frert'un. 23. And he made it

rush up on the ascent, whereby they are made

figures of stone, and they who aj^e of the Mazendar

country are destroyed by him through the smiting

of fifties, the smiting of hundreds, the smiting of

thousands '\ the smiting of myriads, and the smiting

of nuiltitiides innumerable ^.'

24. ' Thus there are destroyed by him, the victo-

rious and mighty Fre^^/im, two-thirds of those of the

Mazendar country, and one-third came out beaten

and sick ; and never afterwards, O Spitaman Zara-

tu-s-t! have they who are of the Mazendar country

marched upon this region of Khvaniras, and it has

not been imagined by them, even in thinking about

it, that they "* should go there, except those ^ whose

names were thus, S/itiyo^^r, son of S/ansnayo^ ^ and

Arezras/ah, so7i of S/ansnayo^^ who have wan-

^ This appears to have also been the name of a brother of Fre«/un

(see Bd. XXXI, 8).

^ B omits ' the smiting of thousands.'

^ Compare Yt. V, 54, 58, 117; Pahl. Vend. VII, 137, 139.

* Literally ' we.'

^ K has ' the two.'

" These first two names are only in K, because B repeats here

a previous phrase by mistake. The second name is written

Sansnayoj' here, but is spelt correctly on its next occurrence.

^ These two sons of S/ansnayoj were the spiritual chiefs, or
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dered (ta^i(^6) in search of wisdom and have pro-

ceeded unto Frasho^tar^ of the Hvobas^.'

25. Perfect excellence is righteousness.

Chapter XXII.

SilAkar Mask.

I. The twenty-first fargar^, Vahij-toi^ti^is about

where the best prayers * of the good religion are :

unto Mitro^ once every night for dismissing and

lessening Wrath m the whole world, a7id a second

time /or doing so with Lethargy ; a third unto Srosh ^

the righteous, and the fourth is the Dahman Airi'c^^

for further gifts and increasing gifts ; and the most

supreme high-priests, of the two northern regions, Fradart'afsh and

Vidafl'afsh. They are named SpitoW-i Ausposinan and Aer/srasp-i

Ausposman in Bd. XXIX, i; and the statement that they came

from Mazendaran, made in the text here, identifies that country

with the two northern regions. The names of these two high-priests

are evidently derived from the Avesta genitives Spitoij Uspa-

snaoj and Erezraspahe Uspasnao^ in Yt. XIII, 121, persons

concerning whom it is only stated that their fravashis, or guardian

spirits, are to be reverenced.

' See Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXVIII, 68.

^ Av. Hvova, the family name of Frashortar, G^amasp, and

several other ancient personages (see Bk. VIII, Chap. XXIX, 25).

' The appellation of the fifth Gatha (Yas. LIII) which begins

with the words vahi.yta \s\.\s; it is here written vahijtok-i^to in

Pahlavi.

* The Pahlavi explanation of Av. vahi.yta \s\.\s.

"• See Bk. VIII, Chap. XLIV, 16.

« See Bk. VIII, Chap. IX, 3.

^ ' The blessing of members of the comrnunity.' The Dahman

Afrinagan consists of Yas. LX, 2-7 with Af. I, 14-18; but the

AMn is another formula, otherwise called ' the ifrin of the seven

Ameshaspends,' and it is uncertain which of the two is meant here.
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preservative of them was the Dahman Afrin. 2. And
this, too, that the most admirable of shapes of

women was Humai^ of the noble family of Vi^-tasp,

of horses the splendid horse of Vii-tasp, of oxen the

male ox Barmayun^, of sheep the very much cele-

brated^ sheep that is fat, white-jawed, and star-

spotted, wifk its upper half in a manufacture (pa-

.vakhtako) embroidered with gold and the topmost

part yellow ; and yet not one of them attains an

equality to even a single thousandth part of the

glory of a righteous man, a member of the commu-

nity, by whom the Dahman A{rm of the good is

littered. 3. And this, too, as much as its goodness

for the man and his wife is its evil for a villain and

his paramour *.

4. About the exercise of sovereignty by Kai-Us^,

with triumph, over the earth of seven regions; the

advancement of his commands, by the people of the

creation*^, more swiftly than a wave of the hands
;

the construction of his seven dwellings (man)'' in

the midst of Albur'^ ^ one of gold, two of silver, two

^ Av. (gen.) Humayau of Yt. XIII, 139.

2 See Chap. XXI, 22.

3 Reading freh-okhtar (for freh-oklutar), as Bd. XXIV, 3

states that 'the black sheep which is fat and white-jawed is the chief

of sheep.' It might be ' the sheep of Frashokhlar,' and this name

might be a miswriting of Frashoi'tar, but we have no record of any

such sheep of his.

* It is easy to trace a connection between §§1,2 and Yas. LIII,

I, and between § 3 and the Pahl. version of Yas. LIII, 6 a.

« Av. Kava Usa (see Bk. VIII, Chap. XIII, 13).

® K has ' by demons and men.'
^ Probably the origin of the legends of the seven halting-places

of Rustam and Isfendiyar in the Shahnamah.
* Here meaning the mountain-range south of the Caspian (see

Chap. XX, 3).
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of Steel, and two of crystal (<^2yginakino) ; the re-

straining of the many Mazonik demons ' who are the

ruin of the world, and confining thern to their own
duty ; the arrival at those dwellings of his, and the

swift winding (v^fini^ano) around those dwellings,

of a person whose strength is overpowered by de-

crepitude, and the approach oiwhose life to departure

from the body has taken place; the reduction (khu-

sani-hastano) of the decrepitude thereby, and the

return of his strength and manhood, that is, a com-

mand is given by him thus :
' Keep no people away

at the door
!

' and he might make a domestic of

fifteen years of age.

5. Afterwards, the consultation of the demons
about the death of Kai-Us, and the coming of

Aeshm ^ to Kat-Us, approving his death, and, there-

fore, making him wretched in his mind aboitt the

great sovereignty which zvas possessed by him over

the seven lands, and causing him to long for the

sovereignty ^ the heavenly region (asamano gas)

of the archangels ^ 6. And, owing to the seduc-

tiveness of Aeshm, and the other demons who
remained his co-operators for that undoing, Kai-Us

was even engaged in opposing and molesting the

sacred beings. 7. Also his not returning across

Albur'2', btU rushing upwards, with many demons
and wicked people, unto the outer edge of darkness"^;

^ Av. Mazainya daeva, the idolaters of Mazendaran.
^ The demon of wrath (see Bk. VIII, Chap. IX, 3 n).

^
§§ 5~9 ^i"s evidently a summary of the original form of the

legend of Kavus's atiempt to reach the sky, otherwise described in

the Shahnamah.
* Where the endless light commences. Reading par-i tom; or

it might be 'to the utmost/ if we read fretum as equivalent to

frehtum.
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a7i'd the reason of the glory of the Kayans ^ be-

comhig a figure of clay on that border. 8. The

previous separation (madam re_^i-hastan6) of

Kai-Us from the troops, and /lis not turning from

that ill-advisedness even on renewed strife aloft ^

wz//i the supreme sacred beings. 9. Afterwards, the

creator's calling back the glory of the Kayans to

himself, the falling of the troops of Kai-Us to the

earth from that height, and the flying of Kai-Us to

the wide-formed ocean ^.

10. This, too, it says, that, besides him, some

one ^ flew behind him, thus associated with him
;

ii/id after him flew Neryosang'', the promoter (fre Z^-

dart'ar) ^the world, for diverting that person from
him. II. And the cry of him, the unborn Khusroi,

who zuas thus associated with him, like that of a

regiment (s/pah) a thousand strong, was thus :

' Thou shouldst not smite him, O Neryosang, pro-

moter of the world ! for if thou shouldst smite this

man, O Neryosang, promoter of the world ! there

tvill not be afterwards obtained, for acquirement, a

1 K omits ' of the Kayans.' It is the royal glory of Yt. XIX,

which descended from heaven and accompanies the faithful rulers

and champions of the religion, successively (see Chap. XXIV, 3).

2 B has 'pitying strife;' khvaparik being written instead of

^ IMeaning the Caspian, as in Chap. XXI, 17,

* It will be seen, from what follows, that this was the fravashi, or

guardian spirit, of his future grandson, Kai-Khusroi. Every being

and object belonging to Auharmas^'s creation is supposed to have

its spiritual representative, created before the universe and per-

petually existing (see Bd. I, 8 ; Mkh. XLIX, 23).

^ Av. Nairyosangha, an angel who is supposed to be the usual

messenger of Auhay-masc/ to mankind (see Byt. Ill, 25, 26, 59, 60).

K has only ' besides him and behind him flew Neryosang.'
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thorough destroyer of the high-priest of Tiiraii ^

;

because owinof to this man zvill be born him zvliose

name is Siyavakhsh -, and owing to Siyavakhsh

I shall be born, who am the Khusroi who zvill entice

the most heroic ^ one of Turan—who is mostly the

destruction of champions and troops—to the nu-

merous heroes of the rehgion, so that I may accom-

pHsh the destruction of his champions and troops,

when * I would occasion a distant flight of the

sovereign of Turan,' 12. Through these words the

guardian spirit of Khusroi delighted Neryosang, the

promoter of the world ; and, on these words, the
A

latter was releasino- him and that Kai-Us who
thereby became discreet.

13. Perfect is the excellence ^righteousness.

Chapter XXIII.

SilAkai'' Nask.

I. The twenty-second fargan/, Airyaman^, is

about the meeting of Kai-Khusroi " and Vae, the

long-continuing lord' next to the renovation of the

' See Bk. Vni, Chap. XIII, 15.

2 See Bk. VIII, Chap. XIII, 14.

^ A single particular hero appears to be meant, although this is

not quite certain.

* Assuming that mun, 'who,' stands for amat, as in Chap.

XIII, 2.

'^ The appellation of Yas. LIV which begins with the words

a airy^ma is/iyo; it is here written airemano (B) and aire-

mano (K) in Pahlavi.

« SeeBk. VIII, Chap. XIII, 14.
'' Pahl. vae-i derang-khu</ai=Av. vaya daregho/^z^adhata

who is mentioned as a good spirit in Ny. I, i. There are, how-
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tiuwerse ; and Kai-Khusroi's asking Vae, the long-

continuing lord, about his smiting so many of the

ancients who have been the highest of mankind in

splendour and glory. 2. The reply of Vae, the

long-continuing lord, about his smiting them ;
and,

upon that answer, Kai-Khusroi's taking Vae, the

long-continuing lord, and transforming h'm into the

shape of a camel, mounting Awi, and going, with

the Iranian levies (han^amanoikan), to the place

where the immortal Haoi^t, son of Geurva^ lies in

strength ^ and his letting him lie ; also his going

beyond (kadmon) him to the place where Tus =^,

the banisher of strife, lay in strength, and his letting

him also lie ; and his going beyond him to the place

where Kai-^piveh ^ lies, and his letting him also lie.

ever, two Vaes (see Dd. XXX, 4 ; Mkh. II, 115), the good Vae

who assists the departed soul, and the bad Vae who opposes it ; the

former is closely connected with the angel Ram in Yt. XV, o, 58,

and the latter with Asto-vidhotu, the demon of death, in Vend. V,

8, 9; Bd. XXVIII, 35. They appear to be personifications of the

upper and lower air, respectively; the former being considered

pure through its connection with the sacred beings, and the latter

impure through contamination by the demons. Possibly the legend

about Vae in our text may have been suggested by the words

vayu-beredubyo and vayoi in Yas. LIII, 6, 7 ; in which case,

this fargar^ must be considered, to some extent, as a continuation

of the preceding one. According to Dd. XXXVI, 3 Kai-Khusroi

was made to pass away by Vae.

1 Compare Av. Yiuta Gaurvayana of Yt. XIII, 118. But

Yoi^ta Fryana, of Yt. XIII, 120, is one of the immortals men-

tioned in Byt. II, I ; Dd. XC, 3.

2 Reading hang, which can also mean 'a cave;' but we can

likewise read hug, ' spiritual life.'

'^ Av. Tusa of Yt. V, 53, 58 ; he is one of the immortals men-

tioned in Bd. XXIX, 6 ; Dd. XXXVI, 3.

* Av. Kavi Aipivanghu of Yt. XIII, 132, XIX, 71. He was

son of Kai-Kavar/, brother of Kai-lJs, and great-grandfather of

Vijtasp's grandfiither (see Bd. XXXI, 25, 28, 31, 34).
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1
;. His proceeding beyond them, and meeting on

the road with that beneficial victor Soshans \ and

being asked by that beneficial victor thus :
' What

man art thou who sittest aloft on Vae, the long-

continuing lord, so that thou makest Vae fly, the

long-continuing lord transformed into the shape of

a camel ?
' 4, The speaking of Kai-Khusroi, in

reply to Soshans, thus :
' I am Kai-Khusroi.'

5. The extolling of Kai-Khusroi, by Soshans, as

regards his having extirpated the idol-temples on

the shore of Lake A'e/^ast ^ and his smiting the

wizard Frasiy^z^ ^.

6. The glorifying of the Ma^'rt^a-worshipping re-

ligion by Kai-Khusroi ; the coming of the powerful

being Keresasp *, club in hand, advancing towards

them at the dwelling of that wizard Ges ^ ; the

standing up of Tiis, the banisher of strife, and his

calling to Keresasp for reliance upon the Gatha

lore and yb;^ union with them; and the praising of

righteousness ^ by Keresasp, and his throwing away

the arm-breaker.

7. As to these, too, it says that so those men
come together for producing the renovation of the

ttniverse who are mentioned in this fargar</, and also

in other places, and are all experienced and eminent

^ See Bk. VIII, Chap. XIV, 14.

^ Apparently the present Lake Urumiyah (see Bd. XVII, 7,

XXII, 2 ; Mkh. II, 95).

3 SeeBk.VIII, Chap. XIII, II.

* See Chap. XV.
® Written Xf, but the reading is uncertain

;
possibly the name

may be connected with 'the VeAo progeny' in Chap. XV, 2.

* Reciting the Ashem-vohu formula, as a token of adhesion to

the religion.

[37] Q
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doers, and all powerful and brave ; and they shall

produce the renovation through a desire for an

existence undecaying, immortal, hungerless, and

thirstless for ever and everlasting.

8. It is perfect excellence that is righteousness.

Chapter XXIV.

I. Of the Var^tmansar^ there are twenty-three

fargarrt's, and \\\t. first is the Aethrapaitii"-, on the

asking of Zaratu^t, by Mairt'ok-mah ^ about the nature

of the birth of Zaratu^t, and his coming to the religion.

2. And the reply of Zaratu^t about the combative

coming together of the life-causing and death-causing

spirits at his birth ^ 3. This, too, that when the

fellow-villasfers ^ of her who bore him saw his head*^

^ The second of the Nasks and third of the Gathic division (see

Bk. VIII, Chap. I, 9, 12). It is a second commentary on the

Gathas, devoting a fargar^ to each ha of the Gathas and to each

Gathic formula, as in the Su^kar Nask, but beginning with an extra

fargar^ about the birth and calling of Zaratiut. Its chief object

appears to be the quotation of texts, both from the Gathas and

from sources no longer known.
^ Here written asrapaitoj (B) and asrapaitij (K) in Pahlavi,

which, no doubt, stand for Av. aSthrapaitij, Pers. herbad,
' a Zoroastrian priest.' This name may either refer to the general

subject of the fargarJ, or have been the first word of its Avesta text ;

as it seems not intended to quote any section of the Yasna, although

the guardian spirits of the priests are reverenced in Yas. XXVI, 7, 8,

before commencing the recitation of the Gathas.

' Av. Maidhyo-maungha; he was first cousin of Zaratiut, and

also his first disciple (see Bd. XXXII, 2, 3 ; Zs. XI, ion).

* B has ' at the birth of his life.'

^ B has ham-visagih, K ham-disagih.
® Assuming that vagano stands for vag^/ano, which word

occurs in § 4, according to K.
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they considered it the shoulder of ^ Arekdviksur ^,

atid his chest and back those of Ahari^vang'^ and

when they saw his full ^ bosom they considered it

that of the spirit of liberality ^ ; and by his side zuas

the Kayan glory ^ to rub (mta^tano) his bosom.

4. The speaking of Zaratui-t spiritually, on the

grievous bringing forth of his head ^, thus :
' As a

spiritual lord is my desire, do thou who art the Zoti

speak forth to me^;' and the reply from Auhar-

vc\.2izd thus :
' So shouldst thou be the priestly master

as regards whatever righteousness I speak forth

with righteous intelligence ; thou art of very much
value, thou art very righteous, thou art most intel-

ligent, and thou wilt state the religion of the Ma^'^f'a-

worshippers to creatures of every kind.' 5. Through

that saying an arrow reaches spiritually unto the

demons, just as from a mighty chief warrior of Kai-

Vii-tasp ^, like him in a mountain dwelling (garano

man) who has shot an arrow for an attack (patko-

pi^no) opposing those in coats of mail. 6. The
evil spirit grumbled (dandi<T^6) to the demons thus :

' Evil has it become for you who are demons, but

^ B omits ' the shoulder of!

2 Av. Aredvi sura of Yt. V, a title of Anahita, the female angel

of the waters.

2 See Bk. VIII, Chap. IX, 3.

* Pahl. auriiks/ar=Av. uruthware.
^ Av. Rata, who is associated with the archangel Spe/7ta-

Armaiti in Yt. II, 3, 8 ; Sir. I, II, 5, and with Ashi Vanguhi in

Yt. XXIV, 8.

* Av. kavaem /zz'areno (see Chap. XXII, 7).

"^ B has ' whenever his birth occun-ed.'

* This, with the first clause of the response, is the Pahlavi version

of the concluding formula of Yas. XXVI, 11, without the extra

Pahlavi glosses.

« See Bk. VIII, Chaps. XI, 1-4, XIII, 15.

Q 2
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you are unobservant.' 7. Even so Zaratuit pro-

claimed Yik free from the control of the demons,

when this same saying was uttered by him, thus :

' As a spiritual lord is my desire ;' and, at the falling

of the demons upon Zaratuit for his destruction, an

incarnation (tanu) of its spiritual existence stood

opposed to them, in that weapon proceeding from

Zaratui-t, to keep them back.

8. And he spoke again thus :
' The religion of the

benefiters progresses there in him who, through good

actions, //«5 joyfulness owing to his righteousness^;'

and, through that saying, an arrow reaches spiritually

unto the demons, equal to ten of that which was

first spoken, and, at the falling of the demons upon

Zaratui-t for his destruction, it stood spiritually

opposed to them, and that weapon proceeding from

Zaratuit kept them back.

9. The third utterance of Zaratiii-t, on the bringing

forth of his arms, was thus :
' That which the first

existence produced is to be so practised, with atten-

tion, through actions to be concealed by him who is

a priestly authority (r a<f6)^ ;' and through that saying

an arrow reaches spiritually unto the demons, equal

to one hundred of that which was first spoken, and,

at the falling of a demon upon Zaratu>9t for his death,

its spirit, as a sacred being, kept the demon away

from Zaratiut.

10. And, when the whole body of Zaratuit was

brought forth, trouble (asi p6) fell among the demons,

and the demons rushed back to hell in haste ; light

^ This is the Pahlavi version of Yas. XXXIV, 13 b, without the

glosses.

2 This is the Pahlavi version of Yas. XXXIII, i a, b, without the

glosses and incomplete.
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increased among the creatures, and every creature of

the beneficent sacred behig is pleased and talked of

virtuous conduct, ii. And ACiharma^'^ took away
Zaratu^t with joyfulness to provide security for him,

and Arekdviksur, Ahari^vang, and the primitive and

Kayan glory in the body of Zaratui^t spoke to Zara-

tui"t of its production by Auharma^"^ thus :
' Thou

shouldst think of him who is wise.' 12. Thereupon

Zaratu^t spoke spiritually, in reply, thus :
' I am a

Ma^'^a-worshipper, I profess the Ma.s'^/a-worship of

Zaratiut^; and this 7neans that I am an apostle of

Auharma^'^, and am sent dy Auharma^^.'

1 3. And Auharma^-rtf spoke to Zaratu^t thus : 'As
to the sacred beings of the worldly existence, do thou

beg companionship from them ; btit as to the demons,

do thou long for (dosh)^ separation from everyone

of them
;
practise good thoughts, good words, and

good deeds, and abstain from evil thoughts, evil

words, and evil deeds.' 14. Also about vigilantly

reverencing the sacred beings, and the reward

thereof; not strengthening the vile, nor weakening^

the good ; expounding /<?r the disturber of religion

(deno-part'resh), and producing liberality for the

accepters of religion ; and not turning away from

the religion on account of fondness for body and

life.

15. The accepting of such advice spiritually dy

Zaratiii't, and his glorifying Auharma^r^f, for crea-

* This is the Pahlavi version of part of Yas. XII, 7, 8 (XIII,

25 Sp.) without the glosses.

^ B has 'hope for' (nyosh).

^ Assuming that nizorini^ano (K) stands for nizarini^ano

;

B has zorini^ano, which is synonymous with the previous ni ru-

le in i^a no, 'strengthening.'
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tiveness, sovereignty, and all goodness, and the

primary archangels and other good creations, each

separately, for their own special glory ^ i6. And,

afterwards, the grumbling of the evil spirit mali-

ciously, at that vexation, thus :
' I have produced,

for the annoyance ^ of any upholder of that religion

of thine, 99,999 wizards, 99,999 wolf-worshippers ^,

and 99,999 apostates.'

17. Auharma^-flf spoke to Zaratui't thus: 'Main-

tain this religion steadfastly, for through the assist-

ance of this religion I, who am Auharmasd, wi/l he

with thee, and the omniscient wisdom becomes thine,

and extends to thy disciples, Maifl'ok-mah ^, Parsha<^-

gavo ^ Seno", Kai-Vii-tasp, Frashoi-tar, and Camasp^
the teacher of public observance and will to the

righteous, besides many of the people who are dili-

gent and even those who are idle, and their good
works and praise will be owned by thee.' 18. Like-

' Or it may be ' in his own particular soul (nisman).'
^ Pahl. reshi^arih, which B omits.

^ This term, gurg-yazako (=Av. vehrkayaza), does not

occur in the extant Avesta.

* See § I.

^ Av. Parsha^-gfl'u of Yt. XIII, 96 (compare Paz. Parjadga
of Bd. XXIX, 5). This name can also be read Frada</ayan6
and be compared with Av. Fradhidaya of Yt. XIII, 97.

^ Av. Saena of Yt. XIII, 97, who is said to have ' first set forth

upon this earth with a hundred disciples.' Further details about

him are given in Chap. XXXIII, 5. In the third and seventh books

of the Dinkar</ his name is written S^nov (for ^enok or .Senoe)

which has been read Dayun by Peshotan (Dk. pp. 308-314 of

English translation), as pointed out by Darmcsteter in his Textes

Pehlvis relatifs au Judaisyne, p. 3, n. 2. In Dk. VII he is said to

have been a high-priest who was born in the looth year of the

religion, and died in its 200th year.

^ See Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXVIII, 68.
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1

wise about the worldly display of the religion to

Zaratui"t by Auharma^'^', the accepting of the religion

by Zaratui^t through recitation and faith, and the

reverence of the Ahunavair'^ by Zaratui't,

19. Also about Auharma^-^ having created the

creatures in the spiritual ^jr^i"/^;?^^, «?2rt? their allotment

out to the worldly existence, the superiority of the

righteous man as compared with other creatures,

and, among mankind, ^him who is relying on the

provisions of the law and its unchangeableness from

goodness, and who is a teacher and provider of

teaching as to the pre-eminent existence of the good

religion of the sacred beings.

20. And a summary about the bringing together

of that fire which is the residue of a fire in a house,

for the reverence of that water which is nearest to

the dwelling, and of diWy spirit of a kinsman ; and as

to him who leaves that fire, water, and spirit, and,

on account of a similar desire, reverences another

fire, water, and spirit, but none of them can accept

that ceremonial, and the acceptance of that man's

ceremonial by the others ivill have occurred just

when th.& former three are reverenced by him.

21. Righteousness is perfect excellence.

Chapter XXV.
Varstmdnsar Nask.

I. The second fargarfl', Yatha-ahu-vairyo ^, is

about the worthiness, as to worldly and spiritual

virtue, in a ruler and in the production of a high-

1 See Bk. VIII, Chap. I, 7.

^ The Ahunavair (see Bk. VIII, Chap. I, 7) upon which this

fargar^/ is a commentary quoting some text on the subject in § 2.
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priest's efficiency
; and they have been suitable for

leadership and priestly authority with whom thei'e is

an existence of it ; also other talent through which

sovereignty and priestly authority are appropriated,

and which the ruler or high-priest himself possesses.

2. 'My wish (dosh), 6> Zaratu^t ! is that thou be

in spiritual lordship and priestly authority, because

thou art, O Zaratiii't ! provided with a spiritual lord

and possessing priestly instruction—that is, they

consider thee, to"o, as high-priest

—

a^id it is because

thine is the accomplishment of rites, that thou art

quite preserved when there is an encounter of the

demons with thee—that is, a dispute of apostates

with thee.' 3. It is non-possession of a ruler and

high-priest, or non-possession of a ruler \ that be-

came the nature and law of the demons ; and the

maintenance of Auharma^r^f and the archansfels, as

ruler and high-priest, and the dominion of Auhar-

rviSiZd are combined with beneficence.

4. This, too, that through righteousness a priestly

instructor {x2.do) is a ruler at will, a sage and bene-

factor, a cherisher and cleanser (asntrt'ar) of the

poor ; also the fitness for the supreme heaven

(garo^manikih) of all those who are accepting the

religion which proceeds from Zarattii't.

5. Of righteousness the excellence is perfect.

Chapter XXVI.

Varstmdnsar Nask.

I. The third fargarrt^, Ashem-vohu-, is about

^ K omits these five words, and B has a blank space for the

letters khfa^in khfii^ai, 'ruler.'

"^ See Chap. Ill, i n.
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admonition as to the praising of righteousness,

which is itself the production of true awe of Auhar-

ma£rrtf, the perfection of existences, the better state

of prayers \ and the greatest assemblage of righte-

ousness, good breeding, humility (avopatagih),

awe of the spiritual existence, extreme joyfulness,

and comfort and enligrhtenment of soul. 2. Also

the equipment (partem ukih) of him who is prac-

tising as a high-priest is righteousness and the main-

tenance of the worship and obeisance for the spirit

of righteousness.

3. Of righteousness perfect is the excellence.

Chapter XXVII.

Varstmdnsar Nask,

1. The fourth fargar<^, YeNhe-hatam 2, states

that Auha?^ma2'^ spoke to Zarat1a6"t the Spitaman

thus :
' Utter the words of the ceremonial and

obeisance for us who are Auharmaz^ and"^ the

archangels, because they are, O Zaratu^t ! thy

ritual fo7'- water ^, ritual for plants, ritual for a

guardian spirit of the righteous, and ritual for an

angel of a spiritual existence, or who is even ap-

pointed for a worldly existence!

2. And Zaratu^t spoke thus :
' I will utter the

words of Auharma^'rt^, which are opposed to harm

^ K omits ' of prayers.'

2 See Chap. IV, i n. The texts quoted in this fargar^ appear

to be no longer extant.

^ B omits ' Auharmazrf' and!

* K omits ' ritualy^r ^vater.'
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mid are the ordinance of Auharma^-^, those of the

ceremonial and obeisance for you who are arch-

angels.'

3. Of righteousness perfect is the excellence.

Chapter XXVIII.

Varstmdnsar Nask.

1. The fifth fargarrt', Yanim-man6\ is about

the beneficence and worthiness of Zaratui"t, through

the virtuousness of his thoughts, words, and deeds ^;

the priority of AuharmaJi^ ^, and the first possession

of obeisance (niyayisno) to him; the mindful per-

formance of obeisance to the sacred beings, and all

the merit of obeisance to the sacred beings ; the

excellence of receiving a righteous man, ^bringing

fire together, and ^maintaining the good religion
;

the elementary (kham) wisdom ^ of the creator, and

the consideration of every duty towards his will and

creation ; the outward indication as to propitious

discrimination and of what is done by those who are

propitious ; and the existence of every kind of self-

attraction by Zaratui-t towards the religion, from

first to last, through the complete reasoning thought

that arose solely through obeisance to the sacred

beings.

2. This, too, that ' thou art come to the supreme

heaven (garo^man)^ O righteous Zaratui-t ! thou

^ See Chap. V, i n.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXVIII, o.

=> Ibid. I b. •* Ibid, i c. ^ Ibid. 4 a.
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art aware of the deeds, O Zaratiii-t ! which zaere

practised by those in the bodily existence, and

which still they practise, and the sacred beings Aave

placed upon mankind acquiring the power of good

works.' 3. And about the wonderfulness of the

supreme heaven f/iere z's this, too, that whoever is in

that abode is not any one ^Aa^ passes away after /n's

birth ; at the time of the renovation of the nniverse

the supreme heaven is lowered clown to the star

station \ the earth being up to there, and Vohuman ^

is summoned for every purpose to the conference,

and, when they call him, Mit/o's ^ investigation as

regards the existence of righteousness is on the

spot ; through the coming of that archangel * of true

statements for assistance, and through the co-opera-

tion of \\).^ other archangels and Srosh- the righteous,

is the overpowering of the vexing of distressers ^

;

and the assistance of the archano^els for Zaratui't

.
was when he went forth for disabling the vicious law

of Iran. 4. Concerning Zaratui't there is this, too,

in the words of Auharma^'^, that is :
' Thou art our

own, O Zaratui't ! and this liberality to thee is ours
;

anything one gives to thee is given by him to us ;'

also the announcement to Zaratu^t, and the bringing

of him to Vii^tasp "^ for his assistance and likewise

the strength '^ of his sovereignty for him.

^ The lowest grade of heaven (see Sis. VI, 3 n).

2 See Bk. VIII, Chap. IX, 3 for both angels.

'' See Bk. VIII, Chap. XLIV, 16.

' Vohuman. '•' See Pahl. Yas. XXVIII, 6 c.

« See Bk. VIII, Chap. XI, i ; and compare Pahl. Yas. XXVIII,
6 b, 7 b, c.

"^ So in K, but B has ' also his announcement on being brought

to Vijtasp, and Zaratfijt ivas an assistance to him and ihe

strength, &c.'
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5. The discipleship and veneration of Frasho^tar^

also, and the laudation of Frasho^tar for making the

religion progressive and/or its true transmission in

the words of Auharma£'(T^; also the whole righteous-

ness of those whom Frasho^tar attracted to the

religion.

6. About the laudation of Zaratiut there is this,

too, that is : 'Thoic art not diSlvdiyfrom us, neither in

life, nor in enquiry, nor in openly announcing, even

when demonstrating- the religion to others, nor in

anything whatever, O Spitaman ! from us who are

archangels ; and the donation of benefit to suppli-

cants is the food, and the clothing for us, who are

in the ceremonial of the sacred beings, is unworn

(asu^ako) ^'

7. About guarding a friend, managing an un-

friendly person, and affording a person shelter for

the sake of protection, justice, and rectitude ^
; also

the unworthy condition of that man who, requiring

to perform those duties and good works that are

important, shall perform those that are trivial. 8.

And this, too, that is :
' Thou art likewise aware,

and\}i\o\x also understandest it, 6> righteous Zaratu5t

!

through the sagacity of my wisdom, which was the

first among existences ^, and which is also so unto

the last existence.'

9. Righteousness is excellence that is perfect.

1 See Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXVIII, 68, and compare Pahl. Yas.

XXVIII, 8 b, c.

2 K has ' when thou wouldst demonstrate/

= See Pahl. Yas. XXVIII, 10 c.

* Ibid. 1 1 a. * Ibid, n c.
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Chapter XXIX.

Varstmdnsar Nask.

I. The sixth fargar^f, Khshmaibya^ is about

the complaint of G65-aurvan ^ to Auharmas'^/, when
she sat at the creation in the assembly of the arch-

angels, as regards the abundant disease and misery

which she saw spiritually zvould come upon her in a

bodily existence, through beating, slaughtering, and
wounding, stealing, plundering, and presenting, by

him of vicious actions and worse desires, as a bribe

to him who is an evil-ruling villain (mar), and the

operation thereof: the bad ownership, wrongful

investigation, false evidence, and making captive

(var^ako), by him who is wrathful and oppressive

through greed and envy, from the warm cowshed

and the effective and diligent guardianship of the

herd's dog (pasu^-haurvo), to that which is a cold

and hastily-constructed place ; or by him who is

seeking meat with a merciless hand through making
her distantly separated from her young. 2. Also

their explanation and extenuation (kastano) ^, and
the causing of misery of many kinds thereby, ' which

is no affliction to them when the wind that is cold '*,

or even that which is hot, comes upon me ; which is

no affliction to them when, the iintiniely offspring of

^ See Chap. VI, in; it is here written khshmaiba (B) and
khshmaibe (K) in Pahlavi.

"" See Chap. XV, 3 ; Pahl. Yas. XXIX, i.

^ Or it may be ' fining and beating,' as K has kustano.
* B has ' when some of that which is cold,' writing aito forva^o

in this first clause, and amat min for amatam in the first and
third clauses.
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my womb dchio- cast away, they slaughter me ; and

is no affliction to them when the serpent, the leech

(khun-garai) \ or even the foulest of noxious crea-

tures gnaws me.' 3. And the petition of Go^-aurvan

zaas thus :
' Do not appoint me to a worldly existence

and that awful misery, or, if thou appointest me to a

worldly existence, produce it for me without life (au-

zui-taniha), so that I may be without feeling and

may want that distressing ^ pain ; // is created for the

mighty, through whose assistance there is a capability

of affording protection to me, even though the Kai

and Karap •' exist.'

4. And, together with the just complaint of Qos-

aurvan, and the compassion of the archangels as to

that complaint, there is then the creation of the crea-

tures, among whom the greatest and besf^ is mankind,

for fighting and subduing the destroyer, even though

joined together M'ith a complaint of wounding and

affliction like//^«^'^G65-aurvan,«;^rt'G6^-aurvan arose

with greater judiciousness than an absence of creation

even with freedom from disturbance by the Kais "^

;

on account of the necessity of preparing for the

livinof of mankind throuMi the assistance of cattle,

Go^-aurvan zvas produced for the material bodily

existence and assistance of mankind. 5. And, on

account of little feeling for her worldly misery, the

breeding (mayinirt'ano) of cattle was the arraying

1 Doubtful. 2 K has ' ill-passing.'

=* See Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXV, 13 n.

* B has ' of whom the best.'

^ The obnoxious tribe, or class, mentioned in § 3. After the word

' affliction' K completes the clause to this point as follows :— '
just

as Goj-aurvan arose with greater judiciousness than an absence of

creation even with an adversity of the primitive tendency.'
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of Strife ; the advancement of the Ma^^^a-worshipping

rehgion of Zaraturt in the world by Go^-aurvan, on

the production of Zaratu^t for the assistance of

cattle ; and the preservation of cattle and other

good creations through complete satisfaction at the

progress ^the religion.

6. This, too, was said to Go^-aurvan, that is :
' I

assert unto thee the passing away of devastation,

that is, the existence of a remedy for the misery

owing to the evil spirit \ for which no creature

would be produced by me—me who am Auharma^^^

—

when a remedy /(?r the misery owing to him had not

been known to me.' 7. This, too, that the wish of

the evil spirit was thus :
' Thou shouldst never pro-

duce a creature, O Auharma^^ ! and there should be

here no spiritual lordship, no priestly authority, and

no desire for perfect righteousness, or necessity for

duty and good works.' 8. The enquiry of Gos-

aurvan, thus :
' For whom am I appointed and

formed ?
^

' and the reply to her, thus :
' For him

who is diligent and moderate ^•'

9. Also the friend and nourishment (srayi^no)

beeeed for cattle by Go^-aurvan, the righteous man

produced for the assistance of cattle by Aiiharma^rt',

and the sweetness in water and plants for the

nourishment of catde, so that he is privileged to

feed and keep cattle who gives them pasture in

reality, and is also diligent in the production of

cattle, that is, he gives them pasture, and is thereby

proclaimed a cattle-guardian (pasiu-haurvo) for

them who makes the cattle fully develope'^; and also

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXIX, 6 a. ' Ibid, i a.

3 Ibid. 6 c.
' Ibid. 2 b.
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he who gives the wicked Wrath, the foreigner, a

beating, so that he may make him stupefied \

10. The development of cattle by Auharma^^i;', advice

to mankind as to moderate eating 2, and the grievous

bridge 7^/^;;^^?^^ of him who has unlawfully produced

distress for the cattle whom Go^-aurvan is kindly

regarding, with loving eyes ^ in the spiritual exist-

ence, in bodily contact with (ham-kerp6-i) the arch-

angels and in bodily contact with the light of the

sun, so that her hands are more powerful ; she who

replies to the sacred beings, and the sacred beings

reply to her *.

11. About the statements of Auharma-^^ there is

this, too, that is :
' I am a calculator of those words ^

by which they assert that the existence of worldly

beino-s is for the sake of that of both existences ; I
o

am aware ^T/'the actions which are practised by those

in the material existence, both demons and men ; of

whatever they practise ^ I am the decider and lord,

and it is such as my will requires \ even for the last

change of existence ; and I look upon all that with

that wisdom and sagacity of mine which was, which

is, and which ever wi/t be.'

12. The formation of a reward for worldly beings

by Auharmasd, through the propitious liturgy

(mansars/end) * which has become the precursor

of the benefiters ; that is, their high-priest, who has

' See Pahl. Yas. XXIX, 2 c. ' Ibid. 7 b.

3 Pahl. kamak6-d6isar = Av. vouru-doithra, an epithet of

Rata, Miberahty' (see Chap. XXIV, 3), and Saoka, ' prosperity;'

but here applied to Goj-aurvan.

* Some words in § 10 occur also in Pahl. Yas. XXIX, 3.

" See Pahl. Yas. XXIX, 4 a. * Ibid. 4 b.

^ Ibid. 4 c.
' Ibid. 7 a.
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1

a propitiousness and intelligence that are all-bene-

ficial, is he with the liturgy. 13. And about the

uniqueness and incomparableness of Zaratu^'t among
mankind, through his desire for righteousness and

his understanding the means of defeating the

destroyer^ and teaching the creatures.

14. Righteousness is perfect excellence.

Chapter XXX.

Varstindnsar Nask,

1. The seventh fargar^f, A<7^-ta-vakhshya ^ is

regarding the maintenance of the worship and obeis-

ance of the religion and the spirit of the liturgy ; and

this, too, that the spirit of the ceremonial of him

who is a right-thinking, intelligent, and wise^ man
is quickly mixed up with the light of the sun, and

connected with the accomplishment of the wishes

and the joy of the archangels.

2. About the choice of will by mankind, and the

existence of a way to reward through their decision.

3. About advice to mankind as to seeking that

position in which it is possible to remain long with

fondness, and as to reciting and teaching^ the revela-

tion of the sacred beings.

4. And, from the statement of Zaratu^t, about

the shouting of the demon Aresh "^ to mankind, //^?^^.-

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXIX, 8 c.

"^ See Chap. VII, in; it is here written at-tag-vakhshe in

Pahlavi in both MSB.
^ See Pahl. Yas. XXX, i a, c. ' Ibid. 2 c.

^ See Chap. XXXI, 6 ; the demon of envy, or malice, called

Areshk, or Arashk, in Bd. XV, 18, XXVIII, 16.

[37] R
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' Atiha^ma^^ and Aharman have been two brothers

in one womb S and out of them the archangel ^ Hked

that which is evil ^ through what oca^rs when the

understanders of it /lave mentioned the worship of

the demons and this, that, after it, you s/iou/d pre-

sent cattle to the planetary dodus and the demons.'

5. About the falsity of the demon Aresh, the sepa-

rate origin of light and darkness, the goodness of

the material existence of light for determining what

is done, and the evil of that of darkness.

6. The grumbling of the evil spirit thus :
* I am

he whose thoughts aj^e evil, O beneficent spirit !
he

whose words are evil, and he whose deeds are evil^;

what is dark is my garment which is very thick,

with lower corners where, so far as many go, it is

still darker^; evil thoughts, evil words, and evil

deeds are my food, and I love those of them who

are in that place through evil thoughts, evil words,

and evil deeds.' 7. And the speaking of Auhar-

ma^^ thus :
' I am he whose thoughts are good,

O evil spirit ! he whose words are good, and he

whose deeds are good ^ ; the sky is my garment,

which was first produced from that substance of the

worldly existences which is created as the stone above

all stones \ that is, every jewel is set in it
;
good

thoughts, good words, and good deeds are my food,

and I love those of them who are in that place

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXX, 3 a. This materialization of the Gathic

text, here reported as the utterance of a malicious demon, corre-

sponds ver}' closely with the statement of the Armenian Eznik

quoted in Haug's Essays, p. 13.

2 That is, the arch-demon who was archangel of the demons.

3 See Pahl. Yas. XXX, 5 a. " Ibid. 3 b. " Referring to hell.

« See Pahl. Yas. XXX, 3 b. ' Ibid. 5 b.
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through good thoughts, good words, mid good

deeds.'

8. This, too, that true discrimination is not for

them, the demons ^ astute in evil ; and they never

truly discriminate whose will is that of Akoman ^.

9. And about the sickening (vtmarinirt'ano) of the

patron spirits of mankind, by the demons ^, through

the deceit of man towards man owing to the deceit

of the demons ; and the approach of mankind to

evil proceedings on the pa^H of the spiritual lordship,

through those patron spirits *.

10. Also the sending of monarchy and the wisdom

of religion, by Auharma^'^/, for the preservation of

the creatures ; the recurrence of the mission ''

whereby there are injury and affliction for the

demons and sovereignty again for Auharma^'^, and

they possess the reward of Vohuman ^ and what is

required by the sacred beings ; and the predominance

of man over demon, in the end, the good over the

evil, and the righteous over the wicked ; also about

the nature of those who are producing the renova-

tion of the tmiverse. 1 1 . This, too, that is a

declaration :
' They are those, O Zaratuj't the Spita-

man ! who shall produce the renovation, they have

escaped (girekhto) among the existences, they are

» See Pahl. Yas. XXX, 6 a.

2 Evil thought (see Bk. VIII, Chap. IX, 3).

3 See Pahl. Yas. XXX, 6 c.

* The ahu, or patron spirit, having become diseased and in-

capable of true ahvoih, or spiritual lordship, through the action of

the demons.
^ Reading lakhvar petami-hastano (or petam gastano)

which probably refers to the later missions of Aushea'ar, Aushed'ar-

mah, and Soshans (see Bk. VIII, Chap. XIV, 12-14).

« See Pahl. Yas. XXX, 8 b.

R 2
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vigilant^ in seeking righteousness, and gentle-voiced;

and, as regards righteousness in thought, they con-

vert into righteousness anything virtuous which

belongs to them.' 12. About the statement oi those

praised it is recited that it is thus mentioned in the

Gathas :
' So we are with tJiose who are thine—that

is, we are thine own—by us this renovation is to be

produced in the existences ^Z 13. About the per-

petual convocation held by the archangel regarding

the production of the future existence ^

14. This, too, that he is an extender of the days

of those who defeat the army of the fiend ^ and

clothe themselves with deeds of shining light, and

also those of a virtuous body, who are these : the

priest, the warrior, the husbandman, and the man

who is a ruler ; with whom are Ahari^vang ^ and

the spirit of hberality (ra^ih)^ they meditate with

good thoughts (hu-mini^nih)^ and joy, and, with

pleasure to themselves, they give the world into the

guardianship of Auharma^^, and also ^/Ashavahi5t^

when they possess the religion of Auharma^'^ as a

ruler. 15. This, too, that he, whose thoughts are

through a high-priest who possesses a patron spirit,

always thinks that which is virtuous, and his sagacity

increases ^.

16. And about advice to mankind as to three

things, through which the renovation and happy

progress of the creatures arise, namely, seeking the

* Pahl. zen-havand= Av. zaenangha.
2 See Pahl. Yas. XXX, 9 a. =* Ibid. 9 b. ' Ibid. 10 a.

5 The female angel of perfect rectitude (see Bk.VIII, Chap. IX, 3).

« See Chap. XXlV, 3.
^ See Pahl. Yas. XXX, 10 b.

^ Ibid. IOC and Bk.VIII, Chap. XXXVII, 14.

« See Pahl. Yas. XXX, 9 c.
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true religion, abstaining from injuring the creatures,

and striving for the benefit of mankind.

1 7. The excellence of righteousness is perfect.

Chapter XXXI.
Varshndnsar Nask.

1. The eighth fargar^, Ta-v^-urvata \ is about

advice as to reciting ^ the revelation, the information

therefrom for the faithful, about which they have to

report to the unfaithful, by mentioning conspicuous

specimens and explanatory knowledge, and by think-

ing ^anything whatever which they have to accept,

or even which they have not to accept ^ ; also, for one

called to the reliofion, the advantage owine to the

attraction of mankind to the numerous actual disciple-

hood of the religion, and the increasing greatness

materially, and further reward spiritually, owing to

the numerous disciplehood ; and the progress of the

religion of Auharma^^ even among the irreligious

(ad en 6a n) ^ and actual apostates ^

2. This, too, that the life of the creatures of

Auharma-S"^ and also all other benefit are owing- to

Auharma^'^'' and the inclination (kamvarz/C'ako)

of Auharma^'rtf thereto ; moreover, reward and re-

compense come from Auharma^^. 3. And the

creatures of Aharman proceed from Aharman, all

misery is owing to Aharman, and Aharman becomes

worse and more oppressive and a further producer

of misery when they worship him.

^ See Chap. VIII, in; it is here written tag-va-rato in Pahlavi

in both MSS.
^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, i a. ^ B omits these last eight words.

^ K has akdenoan, 'infidels.'

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, i c. « Ibid. 2 c.
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4. About the continuance and arranging of both

spirits as to their own creations (sti) and the self-

acting of their own appHances ; the achievement of

each one through his own natural resources and

through the trifling (ga^aganik) operation of the

other ; the spiritual lordship and priestly authority,

true confession and the progress of the good religion,

being from Auharma^'i^', and, through enmity to the

creatures of Aiiharmaz^, Aharman is contesting

these. 5. Aiiha/'masrt^, for setting aside that con-

tester, is the producer of true intelligence, and gave

language and also the ritual of ordeaP; the invoca-

tion of the sacred beings ^ for assistance, and the

arrival of an angel for the assistance of the invokers

;

the overcoming of their affliction, the production of

their immunity and even righteousness, and also of

that good ruler ^ who is a reminder of Aiiharma^-rt^,

and the restoration of bodies, which is the hope of

all good creations, are through the sacred beings

being invoked for assistance and their arrival where

the diffusion "" is that of virtuous knowledge through

Vohuman^ the good religion which is whatever may

be the knowledge ^ of all those who are, and were,

and will be.

6. About the shoutintj of the demon Aresh " to

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 3 b, c. ' Ibid. 4 a, b. ^ Ibid. 4 c.

' K has ' ceiemonial.' " See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 5 b.

^ K has hu-danakih, 'sagacity.'

^ The demon of envy, as in Chap. XXX, 4. The occurrence

of his dialogue v ith Zaratmt in this place explains the word -^^^ir

which is found twice in Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 5 b, and has been read

hQ-varih, 'good judgment,' or hQ-vaharih, 'good fortune.' In

the MSS. called Pt4 and Mf4, in Geldner's edition of the Avesta,

this Pahlavi word is both times separated into two thus :
•^'" ""

which may be read avo Aresh, 'to Aresh,' and the whole
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Zaratuj"t and the reply of Zaratui't as to the advice

of Auharma^'flf and whatever is on the same subject,

just as revelation (den 6) states it, that the demon
Aresh spoke to him thus :

' Then the Franamam \

O Zaratui't ! is applicable to the assembly of demons

who sit in the same place three nights and four days

on account of thee.' 7, Zaratui't enquired of him

thus: 'O Aresh, thoii most deceitful to me! what

recompense zvould there be for it to me, if I should

worship you in words ?' 8. And Aresh, the most

deceitful of demons, spoke to him thus :
' Thou

wouldst become predominant among mankind,

through producing at will among the existences just

as is requisite for thyself; and thou wouldst become

immortal, O Spitaman 1
' 9. Zaratui't also enquired

of him thus :
' O Aresh, most deceitful of demons !

as to the people by whom you are worshipped,

whether for the birth of a son, or even for a concu-

bine sought for enjoyment, so that the favour is

considered by them as your propert}^, how can any

one of them be immortal ?' 10. And Aresh, the

most deceitful of demons, co2ild not tell him who had

the more intelligence. 11. 6"^ Zaratui't spoke thus :

' I -asafor that being and I like him, that is, I am his

§ 5 b may be translated as follows :
—

' The gift of understanding

through Good Thought is that which thou shouldst give unto me
(that is, that wisdom thou shouldst proclaim to me as virtuousness),

which is to me (through v/hdX pertains to it) that which is for Aresh

(that is, through that wisdom which is virtuousness it shall become

possible for me to give a reply to Aresh).' The reply here men-

tioned appears to be that given in § 1 1 of our text ; and the name

Aresh explains the word ereshi in the original Avesta text as

meaning 'envy' and being equivalent to araska.

^ The Mazo'a-worshipper's profession of faith, beginning with

the word Av. fravaranS (Yas. I, 23)= Pahl. franamam.
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own and would transact his affairs, and I wi// recite

the law and the benedictions of the sagfacious

Auha/'ma^'^, the gratifier of desires.'

12. About the deliverance of all creatures through

the liturgy ^ and, so long as it is continued by them,

il is for the power through which the immortality of

the separate creations is prepared in the renovation

0/ the universe ; the increase of the good creatures

through the complete continuance of the liturgy, and

the existence of purity and development of goodness

in the world when he who is a sfood ruler arrives.

13. The arising of the spiritual creation, the first

thought of Auharma^Trtf ; and, as to the creatures of

Auha7'ma<2'rt', first the spiritual achievement, and then

the material formation and the mingling of spirit

with matter
;

[the advancement of the creatures

thereby, through his wisdom and the righteousness

of Vohuman being lodged - in the creatures,] and all

good creatures being goaded (zakhami-hastano)

thereby into purity and joyfulness. 14. This, too,

that a complete understanding of things arises

through Vohuman having made a home in ones

reason (varom).

15. About the great reward of him who shall

produce benefit for cattle ^; also the deceitfully and
seductively assuming of religion and colouring of

thought, talking of righteousness and adopting evil

practices, through the recitation of righteousness

even hypocritically (davansiha-/-) ; a7id an instance

of the reward of an undutiful (avar'^t^^ar) apos-

> See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 6 b.

^ Ibid. 6 c. The passage in brackets occurs only in K.
" Ibid. 10 a, b.
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tate ^ 16. About the work of the creator; and, for

the completion thereof, the most eminent is under-

stood to be when the world and relioflon wei^e formed^

by him, when life zvas given by him to those pos-

sessing bodies ^ and ^ he provides instruction and em-

ployment^ for it, and when spiritual life (huko)'^ was

given by him to the wishful man, so that he may
more fnlly appropriate a share of the worldly and

spiritual existences.

1 7. He who makes complete mindfulness ' lodge

in his body consults complete mindfulness, and ^,

through the much investigation of his spiritual life

(ahvo) and mind into the attraction of both spirits

—

that which is good and also that which is evil—each

separately for its own appliances, and into the duties

of the religion of Auharma^'rt', is explaining the in-

efficiency of mankind, as regards the dissipation of

their sin, because Auharma^^/ is aware of all they

practise, that which is public and that, too, which is

concealed ^ i8. The great reward of him who is

liberal of gifts (dasar) from his own property to a

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 10 c. ^ j^^j^j^ ^^^ 3 j^jd. 1 1 b.

* So originally in B, but altered into ' when,' by the repairer of

the MS., so as to agree with K.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 1 1 c.

® B has kamak, 'desire,' with 'the wishful' in the plural, and

this might agree better with Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 1 1 c, but not with

the next clause in the sentence here, where both nominative and

verb are in the singular.

' See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 12 c. This term is the Pahl. equivalent

of Av. armaiti which is usually personified as the female arch-

angel Spendarmafi^.

* The MS. K is left unfinished at this point, merely adding the

words expressed by ' into the attraction of,' in this translation.

For the remainder of Bk. IX the only known MS. authority is B.

» See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 13 a.
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righteous man ^ ; and this, too, that whoever gives

him who is wicked ^ a gift, for the sake of improper

expectations, assists darkness and not light.

19. This, too, that the worst ruler is he of evil

religion and evil deeds, who even for a bribe ^ would

not occasion happiness ; he who is a destroyer of an

innocent 7nan ; also the grievous state of punish-

ment 0/ that person, in hell, who shall make that

wicked one a ruler ^ 20. And advice to mankind as

to providing a judge and guardian over every dwell-

ing, the probation of a man for appointment ^0 that

important duty, a?id the development of all creations

in the world when its ruler is sagacious ^.

21. Also causing the disturbance (va-5"iklini-

rt^ano) of the evil spirit for satisfying a man who is

rightly thinking, rightly speaking, and rightly acting
;

the opposition ^0 a righteous 7nan of a wicked one

belongmg to the evil spirit, who is an evil-reciting

and improperly-disputing apostate ; the enticement

(lusini(^an6) of mankind to devious ways (avariha),

by an apostate, being more than that which attracts

to the true way for a righteous man; and afterwards

also, in the end, the defeat of the army of the fiend

by him who is beneficial to mankind. 22. Advice to

mankind about abstaining from the suite of him who

is an apostate, not hearing and not solemnizing the

Avesta and Zand of the sacred beings from him^;

also the evil behaviour (dui'-bari^-nih), slander,

strife, death, and fear in the world owing to apos-

tates '. 23. Advice to upholders of the religion

about the means of thoroughly understanding apos-

' See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 14 b. ^ j^id. 14 c. ^ Ibid. 15 b.

* Ibid. 15 a. Mbid. i6a. « Ibid. 18 a. Mbid. i8b.
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1

tates, and preparing and keeping a weapon for them^

so that he who is authorised and fearless may be

more eager for truthful speaking ; and, when the

religion of Auharmas^^ is liked by him, his truthful

speaking and other righteousness have then alhired

(kamakini^o) '^.

24. Also zuhat happens in the three nights'^, for

the assistance and preservation of the righteous,

through ivhat is accomplished ^j''the propitious fire*;

and the progress of his lamentation who deceives

and vexes a righteous man ^, and is leading the

wicked by their own befitting deeds to hell *'. 25.

This, too, that the complete worthiness which exists

in Khurda^ and Amurda^!"^ arises in him who main-

tains the prerogative which is his ^ through virtuous-

ness, who must become such a friend of whatever is

his own spirit, through his actions ^, as the creator is

of his own creatures. 26. This, too, that whatever

is thus in the world is perfect, when every one

thinks, speaks, and shall act just like his spiritual

lord and high-priest ^°; so that a good ruler is he

with whom virtuous speaking arises, as well as

proper action ^^ 27. And this, too, that the lodg-

ment of Auharma^'rtf in the worldly existence is most

in the person of that ruler ^2, and that lodgment

in him is manifest.

28. The excellence ^righteousness is perfect.

^ Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 18 c. ^ Ibid. 19 b. ' After death.

' See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 19 c and Chap. XII, 4.

^ Ibid. 20 a. ^ Ibid. 20 c.

'' Ibid. 21 a and Chap. XIX, i. * Ibid. 21b.

' Ibid. 21C, ^^ Ibid. 22 a.

" Ibid. 22 b. ^2 ibij^ 2 2(._
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Chapter XXXII.

Va7^stmdnsar Nask.

I. The ninth fargar</, //'z^aetumaiti ', is about

the coming of three deceitful demons, and their

making supplication (la^ak-karih) to Auharma^/^'^

so that he should consider and reward those ag-

grieved by him, and it would amount to strength for

them in destroying the creatures. 2. The disgorg-

ing (akhvara^ano) of supplication by those demons

clamorously upwards from an abyss, a7id the state-

ment of one that he is ^ the kindred that is undeceit-

ful, of another one that he is the serfdom that is

undeceitful, and of the third one that he is the con-

federacy that is undeceitful, was in these words,

namely :
' We are those spirits when the kinsman,

confederate, and serf ^ do not break promises, one

with the other ; we are not really these that are no

implements of thine, diet our religion ajid law are

thine, and we do thy will ; we become assistants of

himw]\o is thy friend, and injurers oi him who is thy

enemy*; and from thee we beg a position in the

existence that is best, the reward that is a reward of

the worthy.'

3. The reply of Av\\dirm2izd to them was thus :

' You rush out, astute in evil, to the extremity (biin)

of that horrible gloom ^ ; so you are all from the

demon, your race is really from Evil Thought, that

^ See Chap. IX, i n.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXII, i a. ' Literally ' I am."

* See Pahl. Yas. XXXII, i c.

* Compare Pahl. Vend. XIX, 147.
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is, your race is from there where Evil Thought ^ as

well as Lust the destroyer and also Greed the well-

accumulating, resides, and zv/iere, moreover, Indar

the fighter is the spirit of the religion of apostasy

and further deceives the worldly existence of man-

kind, as to proper living and Immortal progress -,

and first confines their thoughts. 4. He shall first do

this, so that he may restrain the thoughts of men
from virtuous things ^, and their further words and

perverted further deeds from the ceremonial of us

who are archangels; they further lose their Wisdom^

,

and further consider even as perfect righteousness

that which is loved by the demons ; they utter the

false words and consecrate with the worse deeds of

mankind ; and with the holy-water which one conse-

crates most to you, more falsely and more arrogant-

ly ° than that falsity and arrogance, do they enhance

the greatest ceremonial, so that they shall make

more of the most. 5. Owing to discord, through

that love of you who are demons, they smite with

destruction /lim who shall not be a satisfaction to

you in the presidency ; and the leader they take

(girend) becomes a destroyer, so in the sequel, too,

there is so7ne one that smites kirn; even though they

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXII, 3 a. For the demons here mentioned,

Akomano, Vareno, and Azo, see Bk. VIII, Chaps. IX, 3, XXXI,

44; Indar is the same as Andar (in Chap. IX, i), the arch-demon

who perverts from virtue and despises the sacred shirt and girdle

(Bd. I, 27, XXVIII, 8). With reference to the good old schism-

hypothesis, that identified the Av. daeva I«dra, or Andra, with the

Sans, deva Indra, it is worthy of note that he is here represented

as the pervading spirit of an apostate religion, and is termed the

kushi</ar, ' fighter, slayer.'

2 See Pahl. Yas. XXXII, 5 a. ^ See Bd. XXVIII, 8.

' See Pahl. Yas. XXX, 4 c. ^ Ibid. 3 b.
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consider him as your follower, they shall occasion his

destruction. 6. You are evil demons for a conpfre-

gation when they speak of avoiding you, and worse

for the ceremonial, or obeisance, when it occurs
;

that which becomes all clearness to the utterer of

righteousness, in tJiis existence, you utterly destroy
;

and the lodgment of complete mindfulness in the

body is for admonition to human beings about ab-

staining from the demons,'

7. This, too, is stated, namely :
' Evil are you who

are wicked and worship the demons with good holy-

water and with words ; through them the holy-water

obtains evil recompense, even the hell that is hor-

rible.' 8. This, too, he spoke, namely :
' Concerning

those malicious demons ^ I will first mention intel-

ligibly to thee when they have come to the world,

that is, first when they have rushed in, how their

jurisdiction arose. 9. For thirty centuries- those of

my world were immortal and undecaying, O Zara-

tu5t ! but when the thirtieth century was accom-

plished ^ O Spitaman ! the sweat (khvae) produced

by the demons then came on to my Gayomar^i^ ^, for

his affliction, so long a time as a man speaks forth

these words ^the Yatha-ahCi-vairyo^, relating to the

spiritual lord and priestly master. 10. And when

he issued from that sweat he was shadowless, that

is, darkness had entered^; and the words of the

formula (ay in) relating to the spiritual lord and

priestly master were spoken forth by me, and when

' See Pahl. Yas. XXXII, 7 a, 8 a.

'^. See Bd. I, 20, 21. But from § 10 it appears more probable

tliat these are the three millenniums mentioned in Bd. I, 8.

^ Bd. Ill, 3.
* Ibid. 19.

^ See Bk. VIII, Chap. I, 7 n. « Bd. Ill, 20.
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vas tare m^ was uttered by me the demons then fell^

into the gloom.'

II. About the harm owing to the demons this,

too, /le spoke, namely :
' The destructiveness of the

evil spirit is his evil teaching by statements ^ to my
creatures ; and my riches (i^'to) plundered by him

are the proportion of the production a7id possession

of wealth for which a desire exists through Good
Thought ; that is, when they possess it with pro-

priety it is desirable ^ 12. And mankind were

gratified by that son of Vivangh(2u who was Yim ^,

and cattle were gratified by him, producing thus the

phrase " you are mankind " in words, O Zaratla^t

!

when he spoke to mankind thus : "You are the man-

kind for cattle, that is, you who are mankind eat

meat of your own subdivision, and through sub-

division by you there is a superabundant occurrence

of meat*'; you are mankind, neither for Greed {azo),

nor for Envy (areshko) ^ do thou throw away the

warm entrails (t aft 6g ru<i^ik), nor do thou throw

them away warm on account of custom (pii'ako), now
you slay for slaughtering, so that thus it may be

beneficial for you and your servant."

'

13. This, too, is stated, namely: ' Even that man

^ The last word of the formula. In Bd. I, 21, 22 this utterance

seems to be placed before the attack upon Gayomar^/, but until the

complete text of the Iranian Bundahij- has been examined, some

doubt as to the exact sequence of its statements may be entertained.

^ Pahl. zifluni^f, for yifluni^^/, formed from the aorist of Ch.

?S3 ; instead of the usual neflunast, formed from the preterit.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXII, 9 a.

* Ibid. 9b. Instead of avoxdo, 'plundered,' B has the mis-

wridng spordo, 'consigned.'

' Ibid. 8 a and Bk. VIII, Chap. XIII, 6. « Ibid. 8 b.

^ Alluding, perhaps, to the legend detailed in Bd. XV, 18, 19.
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is produced for the destruction of mine ^ Avho is

possessed by the wicked evil spirit ; the want of dis-

cernment of that man is a tedious Hfe, in which the

utterance of the praise of righteousness is the want

of ceremonial of which a righteous man spoke thus :

" At t/ie place where their pasture is you are the

mankind, the all-producer that fully developes them,

and the all-collector that would thoroughly set them

moving ; in their pasture you are the mankind, and
they all remain -; with hospitality /<?/' the body they

remain on account of their pasture, and in fighting

they strike theh'- heads together ; you are the man-

kind of their pasture, it is expedient and you deprive

it of moisture " through fire ; as to other things, it

was also you that made one altogether believe that

untrue statement which is a lie—the possession of

material existence by life—owing to external seduction

by the fiend who has come chiefly to you."

'

14, About the harm owing to the demons this,

too, is stated, namely :
' Their accomplishment of

arrogance over these creatures of mine, and also the

unfitness for heaven (avahii-tih-i/i') of a righteous

man, and that, too, of a valiant one, are due to the

burial of a corpse.' 15. This, too, namely: 'They

who drag away a corpse "^ are most hurtful for men,

as regards the wealth of the religion in this world,

and as regards sheep and beasts of burden! 16,

This, too, namely : 'As to the people, assisted by

1 See Pahl.Yas. XXXII, 10 a.

^ Or, perhaps, 'and they remain astonished,' (va-s/p6 manend).
^ Pahl. viyaz'anine^/ which, with vastar, 'pasture/ occurs in

Pahl.Yas. XXXII, 10 c.

^ They who carry a corpse alone, like the iristo-kasha of

Vend. Ill, 15.
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one living in terrible difficulty, who deliver the

corpse of a dead person, on a sheep or beast of
burden, at a village where they shall convey it, they

distress the fire and also the water flowing from the

hills ^ likewise those liquids of the bod)^ which are

ten ^, and those saps (aevano) ofplants which are

fourfold in thousands, that is, they come out a

thousand at one time.'

1 7. ' They are giving more assistance when ^

it is the corpse of a wicked person; concerning

them, too, I tell thee, O Zaratiut the Spitaman

!

that they shall arrive in the ninth and tenth cen-

turies * who are the spawn of the fiend (dru^o

hunoyako) and the cesspool (rikhdar) of the evil

spirit ; even one of them is more to be destroyed

than ten idolators (deviyasto) by him they shall

make pure, that is, the people shall make him quite

void of wealth who is a priest without recitation

and commendation. i8. And they, who ivill be full

^ Pahl. geran-ta^ij-no = Av. h<?bvai«ti in Yas. XXXVIII, 3

and Av. thraot6-sta</ in Yas. LXVIII, 6, &c. It is the second

species of liquid in Bd. XXI, i.

^ Only nine are mentioned in Bd. XXI, i, namely : semen, urine,

sweat, skin-fluid, tears, blood, oil, saliva, and milk.

^ Assuming that mun stands for amat as in Bk. VIII, Chap.

XXI, 10.

* If these centuries are dated from ' the coming of the religion,'

according to the incorrect Arabian chronology of the Bundahii-,

they extended from a.d. 393 or 435 to 593 or 635 (see Byt. Ill,

II n). In the ninth century lived king Ya0<:/akard^ (a.d. 399-420),

surnamed ' the sinner ' by the priesthood because he tolerated

other religions, and the heretic Mazdak who was put to death in

A.D. 528. In the tenth century the Muhammadan religion arose,

and the Sasanian dynasty tottered to its fall. If it were not for

the manifest errors in the Bundahij- chronology, this passage in

our text might be important for fixing the age of the Pahlavi ver-

sion of this Nask.

[37] S
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many m the future, shall bring prostration upon

him who is an innocent person, the husbandman

who watches the frog of the ditch (zak-i gilugo

vazagh) so that he may keep zV away from man-

kind ; and they execute ill-contrived commands.

19. They also produce destruction for these of mine,

a7zd speak of the living state, to these of my religion,

thus :
" When living is an expediency tl is in our

way ; " they are wicked, they dwindle through great-

ness and even terror, that is, they shall commit sin

through leadership and vassalage ^ who are smiting

thee, and they speak folly who are smiting this pure

religion of thine, O Spitaman !

'

20. ' They, too, who recite this thy revelation

of the Ma^'rt'a-worshippers, say that the distinction

(ni^on) of those others from those who are thine,

even those whom they hurt, is this, that they

plunder, they also think scornfully of this thy

ceremonial, and think scornfully of the obeisances

(niyayi^no) and of both those blessings from me,

the Avesta and Zand which I, who am the most

propitious of spirits, spoke forth to thee. 21. They

also injure the ceremonial of him who is perfectly

righteous 2, even the obeisance arisen from a disciple

of Zaratui-t the Spitaman ; and they chant that which

is a settled effusion (bara-hankhetunto regih)

that Is very evil, as a perfect deed for mankind^,

which those of very evil deeds call joy *.'

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXXII, 1 1 a. ^ Ibid. 1 1 c.

' Ibid. 12 a, which has corrupted r6gih into resh; the former,

corresponding better with the original Av. raunghayen, can be

compared with Pers. rihidan, rSztdan ; or it might mean 'im-

posture,' compare Pers. rigan.

* Ibid. 12 b.
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2 2. ' They seek sovereignty as a devouring (greh-

mako), that is, they seek privilege for a bribe, and

in their abode is he who is very evil in thought,

that is, they seek with this design, that, for the

hundred which another gives up, they may take

two hundred away from the other ^
; they destroy

the best existence ^ they destroy their own souls,

and they destroy the world of material beings.

23. Then they who are privileged shall convey that

sovereignty of the Kik and Karap ^ even those

that are the worst-ruling who are in the country,

unto him who is best-ruling in house, village, com-

munity, and province ; and then both shall keep up

an uproar, he who is well-ruling and also he who is

ill-ruling, and he who is ill-ruling is beaten, and he

is delivered up to the best-ruling ruler. 24. And
then, among them, he who seeks for a devouring

(grehmako) of all that which is animate, as well as

that which is inanimate, is he who is desirous of

assault and complaint ; and he who fears him who is

a rio-hteous man of mine allots him comfort, and is

he who watches those who are an exposition ot

righteousness'^, and who would be wizards or witches,

so that the authorities shall inflict punishment upon

them.'

25. And this, too, is stated, namely :
' The malice

of many malicious ones demands that they shall

inflict punishment on sinners^ when they put (pa^-

mu^end) life into the body, that is, they give life

^ SeePahl.Yas. XXXII, 13 a; the exact meaning of grehmako

(Av. ger<?hma) is uncertain, and the last verb is literally '1 7nay take.'

2 Ibid. 13 b.

3 Ibid. 14 a, 15 a, and Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXV, 13 n.

* Ibid. 13 c. ' Ibid. 16 c.

S 2
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back to the body ; but /or that purpose the metal,

mehed forth, arises full upon the earth, which does

not wreak vengeance on him who is righteous, and

does wreak vengeance on him who is wicked, z(j/ie?i

I, who am Auharma^-^f, produce the renovation

among the existences \ 26. Thus, too, that which

becomes a healthful world—a healthful one that is

thus mine^—never first becomes that further sick one

which, apart from me, is even now the immortal

a7id manifest place ivhere vengeance exists -
; and

they become also aware, through that sovereignty

of mine, that, apart from me, even now immortal is

the material world of righteousness.'

27. Excellence that is perfect is righteousness.

Chapter XXXIII.

Varstmdnsar Nask.

1. The tenth fargar^f, Yathaii'^ is about the

renovation of the universe in the words of Ailhar-

vadizd to Zaratiii-t, thus :
' I have produced the

effecter of the renovation, the causer of righteous-

ness, Soshans, of whom mankind say that he does

not come ; and yet he will come, for the righteous,

with that glory which becomes all-brilliance.'

2. About the scrutiny and consideration for

moderation in a high-priest's performance of every

^ At ihe resurrection all men are said to be purified in melted

metal which hurts only those who have been wicked (see Bd. XXX,
19, 20).

^ That IS, the earth never becomes hell.

^ See Chap. X, i n; it is here written yasaaij in Pahlavi.
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1

duty there is this, too, that the desire of that non-

assailant, who is a producer of benefit among
kinsmen, among confederates, and among serfs ^

as regards anything whatever, is accompHshing the

will, and is a friend, of Auharmas^^ ; and the spirit

lodging in him is not deceived by him. 3. And
advice about distance from him in whom similarity

of disposition to the fiend and arrogance are op-

pressive, and zvho is scorning kinsmen, a sharp liar

with serfs ^, giving offence (veshin-dahi-?n6) to

confederates, careless of cattle ^, and unfriendly to

the wretched.

4. About the bridge on which there is access to

Auharma^"^*, and he who reaches the best existence

is visibly, or invisibly, proceeding zvhile offering up

(au2'dahan-sagitun). 5. And the teaching of the

primitive faith to Zaratui-t by Auharma^*^, who
remained embodying the Ahunavair (ahunavair-

tanu) as the Zoti ^ of the world ; and at the time of

the renovation Zaratu^t, who zuas from the sons of

Aezemno, is in the position of Zoti '^ of the whole

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXIII, 3 a, b. ^ j^^j^^ ^ ^
^ Ibid. 4 c. * Ibid. 5 c.

^ Ibid. 6 a. It is said, in Bd. XXX, 30, that Auharmaz^ comes

to the world as Zoti, or chief officiating priest, with Srosh as assistant

priest, just before the renovation. Here it is not absolutely certain

whether Aiaharmas^, or Zaratm/, is meant as Zoti on this first

occurrence of the word.

^ Reading min A/-zemn6an pavan zot gas; Ayazem being

an ancestor of Zaratui-t, eleven generations back, the grandfather

of Spitama, and the name being variously written Aiazemn, Ayazem,

Nayazem, and Aizim in different MSS. Another reading is min

3 zamon khupo zot gas, 'from ihx&t-ioX^ procreation, has the

happy position of Zoli,' referring to the legendary account of

Zaratmt's origin, as detailed in the seventh book of the Dinka/7/.

The position of the Zoti is at the north end of the ceremonial area.
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world ; Vohuvasto, son of Snoe ^ from the countries

of those of the reHgion, in the post of Havanan ^

;

Isvand, son of Var^f^, from the countries of Turan,

in the post of Atarevakhsh ; Seno, son of Humstuv,

from the countries of the Senan ^ in the post of

Frabarrt'ar ; and Vi^tasp, who was from the sons of

No^arS in the post of Sroshavar'^*. 6. About the

power and triumph which that ceremonial becomes,

even through the all-brilliance of the immortal re-

novation of the whole creation in that existence.

7. This, too, that the evil spirit^... *

^ This and the two following persons are the Vohvasti soti of

Snaoya, Isvaaf son of Varaza, and Saena son of Ahum-stu</, of

Yt. XIII, 96, 97.

^ In the great ceremonies of ancient times the Havanan appears

to have been the priest who attended to the Hom-mortar, and his

position was near the north-west corner of the ceremonial area

;

the Atarevakhsh was the priest who fed the fire, and his position

was near the south-west corner ; the Frabar</ar was the priest who
brought the necessary utensils, and his position was near the north-

east corner; and the Sroshavar's was the priest who kept general

order, his position being at the south end, facing the Zoti at the

north end. Besides these five priests, mentioned in our text, there

were three others enumerated in Visp. Ill, i ; Vend. V, 58, VII,

17, 18, the water-bringer near the south-east corner, the washer on

the west side, and the cleanser on the east side. In modern times

the Zoti retains his ancient duties of chief priest, while the Rasp!

(Bk.VIII, Chap. VII, 5, 9) combines the duties of the seven others,

being called by the Zoti (in Visp. Ill, i) to take the place of each

of them in succession.

^ Av. Saininam of Yt. XIII, 144, probably the people about

Samarkand (see Bd. XII, i3n, XV, 29).

* See Yt. V, 98.

^ One folio of B is here lost, containing the end of this chapter

and the beginning of the next. The passage missing was equiva-

lent to about 100 lines of this translation, of which perhaps one-

fourth belonged to this chapter and three-fourths to the next.
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Chapter XXXIV.

Varastmdjisar Nask.

it is possible to come through

virtuous deeds and through virtuous thoughts.'

11. And this, too, he spoke, namely :
' That Good

Thought ^ of mine proceeds aitd notices the thoughts

of the embodied existence, and of the good words

and the deeds he reports again those referring to

me, as often as three times in the same day, both

of those who are liberal to thee ^ O Spitaman ! and

of those who are illiberal to thee.'

0. The struggling of the demons ^, for the putting

down of all benefit from mankind, has not produced

the obtainment of their capability for that benefit

which arises for mankind through the future exist-

ence ; so that that one evil is more grievous than every

evil which the demons imagine for mankind, when

the latter are frightened by them from the way of

the sacred beings, and are wicked ; and harder for

them are the praisers of righteousness among the

apostates and the rest of the creation, through their

praise of righteousness, even when very many
praise it.

p. About the progress of Armat ^ and Tarokmat

perpetually among the creatures, the disclosure of

Armat to mankind, and ^righteousness to Tarok-

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXXIV, 7 a.

^ Ibid. 10 c.

^ Ibid. 9a, lob, lib. Av. armaiti, ' devotion,' the female arch-

angel Spendarma</, entitled ' complete mindfulness ' in §§ q, s.

Tarokmat (Av. taromaiti), the arch-demon of contempt and dis-

obedience (Bd. XXVIII, 14), is her special opponent.
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mat ; the listening of that vile Tarokmat to falsehood,

and the distance ^ ^righteousness from him who is

vile is like that of 2. sheep fled (si^d)^ from mankind.

q. And this, too, that the evil spirit is beaten^ by

complete mindfulness, in the struggle of those

having mighty ones, just as a powerful man beats

him who is a reverent creation (niyayin dahii'no)*;

and the pure Zaratu^t is produced by Auharma^-^,

as well as the power of Khiirdafl^ and Amurda^ ^,

which acts forcibly for giving value (far^) and

preparing the creatures,

r. About the opposition of Auharma^rtT to the

demons ^ and the valuation of the deeds of mankind

which exist for greater jurisdiction ^ and more

advantage of the primitive good creation ; and in

any doubtfulness one is to perform the ceremonial

of the sacred beings, s. About cases where the

good-will of the spirit of complete mindfulness

makes mankind attain to the good religion ; and

their spiritual joy ^ arises from the purification of

their own religion through virtuous exercise of will.

t. About the desire foi'- a reward for anything

whatever, and the great advantage owing to a

reward of the desires of mankind ; also the ap-

propriation of the reward through the operation

of the sacred beings :

—
' Even through the ruler

(pa^) of that dominion of yours do I produce the

renovation of the existences by my will ^, I who am
Auharma5'<af,'

u. Excellence is righteousness that is perfect.

' See Pahl. Yas. XXXIV, 8c. ^ n^jj^ ^^^
^ Ibid. IOC. " Ibid. 8b.
^

Ibid, iia and Chap. XIX, i. * Ibid. 11 c.

' Ibid. 12 a. * Ibid. 13 b. ^ Ibid. 15 c.
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Chapter XXXV.
Var?,tmdnsai'- Nask.

I. The twelfth fargar^^, the Yasna\ is about the

manifestation of good thoughts, good words, and
good deeds by the rehgion - ; the lodgment of the

religion in good thoughts, good words, and good
deeds ; and whoever possesses good thoughts, who-

ever has good words, and whoever has good deeds,

by him righteousness and the reward of the righteous

are possessed. 2. This, too, that neither is he, who
is not to be born/br Zaratui-t, an issue from parents

who are not righteous, nor yet is he, for him, who is

a manifestation of the righteous.

3. This, too, is said, namely :
' Thou shouldst

give a glad-thinking desire for a spiritual lord, and

an easy-bodied constitution, to their minds, the

religion which I spoke forth to thee ; so that the

greatest, best, and most beneficial of existences ^,

that are those which cattle are wanting from men,

are water, pasture, and freedom from danger ^ ; and
those which men are wanting from cattle are also

food and clothing.' 4. This, too, that that which

mankind ought to give to the sacred beings is

a power for completeness of control ; and that which

the sacred beings ought to give to men is ever that

which is good for them. 5. And this, too, that

thou who art Auharma^'^' also suppliest it from

those sacred beings, and thou who art Zaratu5"t

also teachest it thoroughly to that best-ruling

sovereignty^ and authority.

^ See Chap. XII, in; it is here written yast in Pahlavi.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXV, 4-6. ^ Ibid. 9.

^ Ibid. II. ^ Ibid. 13.
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6. This, too, is said, namely :
' Let no one practise

ill-perpetrated deeds, even though in a wilderness

when far from publicity, nor in distress, O Spita-

man ! because Auharma^^, the observer of every-

thing, is aware of them ; and the rule is that just as

any one whatever of the embodied existence thinks,

speaks, and practises, so great is his punishment.'

7. And this, too, that the best ceremonial and

obeisance ^ are the ceremonial and obeisance of

a righteous man.

8. About begging for life and receiving it, t/m^e is

this, that it is customarily due to two methods

(baba) : one, through leadership of righteousness ^

is that through which // is evident that it is owing

to virtuousness ; and one, through service of right-

eousness 2, is that which is not an evidence that it

is owing to viciousness. 9. About the case where

virtuousness is producing authority over truth, and

truth over the tongue, so that thou speakest words

through the will of Auha7^ma^fl'. 10. And this, too,

is said, namely : 'I am the propitious spirit who

was at first and ever wiil be, and am not really

deceived by anything.'

II. About fire being given by Auharma^^a;' for

shelter and assistance by the protection of mankind
;

its maintenance and assistance by mankind ; and

the openheartedness of the spirit of fire for him

who shall perform obeisance to it, and for him who

is to perform obeisance to it^ 12. The work which

is the greatest that exists, a7id is accomplished in the

future existence*, whereby the creatures become pure,

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXV, 19.
"" Ibid. 22.

' See Pahl. Yas. XXXVI, 4, 5.
" Ibid. 6.
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occurs through fire ; and otie prays for it for the

sake of the requirements which mankind acquired

from the sacred beings. 13. This, too, is said,

namely :
' Since thou art thus, O Zarattai-t ! most

propitiatory, that is, able to perform most for our

pleasure, we are more promptly coming than Manu-

i^/^ihar zvas able to come, when thou beggest of us

who are archangels, O Zaratu^t ^
!

'

14. About Auharma^-^'s exhibiting the creatures

in the future existence to Zaratu^t 15. y^/^^/this,

too, namely, the all-brilliance of the earth, the all-

brilliance of the cattle, the all-brilliance of the plants,

and the all-brilliance of every excellence ^ which is

a manifestation of righteousness. 16. About the

worshipping of Auharma^r^^ by worshippers, through

advancino-^ in the religfion of Auharma^^'s covenant

(paafmano), which gave the world his righteousness
;

also the good protectiveness of his rule, and of the

greatness therein, is owing to it ^, and the name of

the ruler is Wisdom ^ ; likewise his ceremonial

—

performed while the creations owing to him live,

when possessing bodies and possessing life^— is

a benefit to all the worldly and spiritual existences.

1 7. And this, too, is said, namely :
' Thou art

our own '^, and also our confederate, O Spitaman

!

likewise unto us thou comest with the reverence

that is good ^ ; thine, O Zaratu^t ! are the greatness

and completeness in performance ^ so that they

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXVI, 9-14. For Manuj/l'ihar see Bk. VIII,

Chap. XIII, 10, 12, 18.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXVII (= V), i, 2. ^ Ibid. 4.

* Ibid. 3. " Ibid. 6. « Ibid. 7.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXIX, 13. » Ibid. 14.

» See Pahl. Yas. XL, i.
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become thy greatness and completeness, that is, they

are thine, O Zaratu^t ! and are boundless onwards

from the middle, that is, we give thee a reward ^ so

enormous that, w^hen thou shouldst stand in the

middle 0/ it, thou wouldst not see to its limits, the

width of the earth, the length of a river, and the

height of the sun ^Z

18. ZaratiiJt begged of Auharma£:<T^ thus : 'Give

unto me him who becomes a disciple of men ^ of the

mighty through meditation for the religion, of them

who shall produce the actual progress of this my
religion of the Ma^-^a-worshippers, and who will also

explain the good practices to this one of mine, even

the blessings set forth by me in the benedictions they

possess.' 19. And Auha^^ma^"^ spoke thus :
' I will

give unto thee him who becomes a disciple of other

men of the mighty; they are thy kinsmen and those

confederates of theirs, and thine are their com-

panions and their serfs*, who produce the progress

of this thy religion of the Ma^'f^a-worshippers. 20.

Mostly thine, O Zaratmt ! are their worship and

their homage ; and, through their ceremonial and

obeisance, the liberality of him who is worshipped

is given to thee, and righteousness for the soul is

with thee ; also thy life exists owing to us, and

likewise thy body^ O Zaratu^t ! 21. Forth to thee

will I, who am the creator Auharma^-^^, come in

both existences ^, as assistance ; thou becomest

worthy, O Zaraturt ! through Khurda^ and Amur-
daaf^ both of them, and through the gratification of

' See Pahl. Yas. XL, 3.

^ This expression for boundless extent occurs in Yas. LX, 4,

Yt. XIII, 32. ^ See Pahl. Yas. XL, 7. * Ibid. 10.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XLI, 7. « Ibid. 8. ' See Chap. XIX, i.
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me, who am Auh3.rm3.zd, by those sayings and
deeds which I, w/io am the most propitious of

spirits," proclaimed unto thee.'

22. ZaratiLTt spoke thus: 'They have become

apphcants on him who is powerful wz^/i thee ^'

23. And Auharmsizd spoke thus: ' Thou becomest

an applicant and powerful in the embodied existence.'

24, Zaratiut spoke thus : 'Be thou a gratification to

us in the slow progress 0/ life, ^/lo^c most beneficent

(hti-dahaktum) of existences ! that is, thou shouldst

give to us ^.' 25. A 7id Auha.rm3.sd spoke thus : 'I

wi// gratify thee, O righteous Zaratu.9t ! in that best

existence^.'

26. Excellence //la^ is perfect zs righteousness.

Chapter XXXVI.

Varstmdnsar Nask.

I. The thirteenth fargar^, Ui-tavaiti '^, is about

the great reward of him who, through virtuous

procedure, may occasion the benefit of a man ^ and

of the religion of righteousness also. 2. This, too,

that the maintenance of righteousness ^ is through

the practice of it.

3. About the tokens of a righteous man—that is,

the evidence of him—and his reverence for duty

and good works ; also his imperceptible perversion

(kastarih)—that is, not a single sin Is manifest

^ See Pahl.Yas. XLI, 10.

"" Ibid. II. » Ibid. 15.

^ See Chap. XIII, i n.

5 See Pahl. Yas. XLII, i a. « Ibid, i d.
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in him—and he is an accomplisher of the stipulations

of Vohuman \ good thoughts, good words, and good

deeds, and a comprisal of every goodness in the

propitiation of the righteous. 4. About ^

Chapter XXXVII.

Varstmdnsar Nask.

' produced the dawn a7id noon-

tide (aiish xe^ispY' ^- ^ fashioned sovereignty

and the desired complete mindfulness together^,

and produced, for more advantageous disclosure,

a son (bermanar-ae) for a father^; the disclosure

that discloses a male and the impregnation of a

female, and in that disclosure a son was produced

by me for the father, O Zaratu^t
!

' /. So the evil

spirit observed, and he called upwards from the

abyss thus :
' O beneficent spirit ! thou art the

creator of all creatures, but I will make all thy

creatures old, O beneficent spirit

!

^ See Pahl. Yas. XLII, 2 d.

^ Another folio of B is here lost, containing the end of this

chapter and the beginning of the next. The passage missing was

equivalent to about 100 lines of this translation, of which perhaps

three-fourths belonged to this chapter and one-fourth to the next.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XLIII, sd: aijshahino va-rapispin6 = Av.

ushau ar^m-pithwa.
* Ibid. 7 b.

^ Ibid. 7c. The verbal causative stem vindin, 'cause to find,

or obtain, disclose,' is twice spelt without its first letter, out of four

occurrences ; and bermanar is hybrid Zvarij for pQsar, in which

berman = pus.
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g. About the religion becoming progressive ^ in

every one, through its renovation of the universe and

its future existence, there is this, too, namely :
' This

thy religion of Zaratujt is the width of the world,

and righteousness is the best of religions ; this thy

religion of Zaratii-yt is the improvement of the world,

which is first supplied by righteousness and complete

mindfulness in the reason (varom) of those who
recite this thy revelation (den 6)- of the Ma^'rt^a-wor-

shippers, O Zaratu^t ! this thy good religion is the

best which it is possible to provide with righteous-

ness for one's own. h. Thou shouldst proclaim this

to kinsmen and confederates, to priests and him who
is most active in the country ; as to those who will

dispute ^ this thy religion of the Ma^^a-worshippers,

thou shouldst proclaim this over the earth of seven

regions, unto that which is the furthest of houses,

villages, communities, and provinces :
" Do thou

openly curse * these who are heretical towards me,

thou united Ma2(/a-worship of Zaratili"t, opposed to

the demons, whi9h is the ordinance of Auhar-

mazd^l"

'

i. Auharma^-^Tf spoke thus :
' I wi// exalt this

which is beloved by thee, the religion of the Mazda-

worship ^Zaratu^t, opposed to the demons, which is

the ordinance of Auharma^'^. /. If this which is

thine had not been further loved by me, the Ma^'^'a-

worship of Zaratu^t, that is opposed to the demons

and is the ordinance of Auha.rm3.2d, would have

lapsed into disaster (vinasi^no) ^, so that the pro-

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLIII, 8 c. ^ j^id. n d. ^ Ibid. 13 c.

* Assuming that naforino stands for nafrino.

5 See Pahl. Yas. I, 65.

« See Pahl. Yas. XLIII, 19 d.
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fession of the religion 0/ the Ma^r^^a-worshippers

would be destroyed, that is, the religion would not

have become progressive, a7id no one ivo2dd be after

the benefiters. k. But, owing to that love, O Zara-

tuj-t ! the religion of the Ma^r^a-worshippers becomes

progressive ^ even then up to the production of the

renovation of the universe, even then until the per-

petual life of the existences, even then till the raising

up of the dead, and even then up to the full atone-

ment of the spirits.'

/. About being despised in hell ; the wicked are

scornful to a wicked one, and to the spirits apart

from the wicked ; and it is the creator who, even

after saving the others from hell, and the three

nights stewing in hell 2, is to cause the preservation

of them also—after those three nights—from that

misery, and every one attains to happiness, m. This,

too, that Zaratu5t enquired of Auharma^'^ thus :

' How have the ienorant demons, O Auharma^^f

!

ever been good rulers^? How do they think of

them in the world thus, that their happiness arose

from them ?
' n. And Afiharma-^rt' spoke thus :

' They have been demons, O Zaratu^t ! and evil-

ruling ; not well-ruling, even for a reward, do they

produce the work of righteousness *.'

0. Perfect rigrhteousness is excellence.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XLIII, isd, lyd.

^ The three nights' final punishment of those worthy of death, to

be inflicted at the time of the resurrection (see Bd. XXX, 13, 16).

3 See Pahl. Yas. XLIII, 20 a. " Ibid. 20 e.
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Chapter XXXVIII.

Varstmdnsar Nask,

I. The fifteenth fargar^, A(7'-fravakhshya ^ is

about the seven ^ perfections of the admonitions of

the religion. 2. First, association with the beneficent

spirit of the creator, through hearing ^, learning, and

practising his reHgion ; and this, too, that thereby

arises the preservation of the good creation when

the destroyer is separated (van^i^). 3. Second,

about separation from the destructive evil spirit *,

and the contempt which is due to his arrogance and

falsehood, the chief of all his vice. 4. Third,

governing the temper ^ by good thoughts, good

words, and good deeds ; and this, that, whoever of

you does not so use this liturgy as thought and word^,

they zvill not allot him light, they will not allot him

the best existence, and he is miserable up to the

last ''. 5. Fourth, about the perfection ^/the nature

of next-of-kin marriage ^ which is when it is a giving

of one's own (khu^ih-dahi^'nih) ; and the decision

^ See Chap. XV, in; it is here written a</-fravakhshe in

Pahlavi.

^ Only six are numbered in our text, but the seventh seems to

be detailed in § 9.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XLIV, i a. * Ibid, i d, e.

^ Ibid. 3 a. * Ibid. 3 c, d.
'^ Ibid. 3 e.

® Ibid. 4 a. There is nothing whatever about next-of-kin mar-

riage in the original Avesta text of this Gatha, but the Pahlavi

translators (in order to interpolate authority for such marriages)

took advantage of the Avesta speaking metaphorically of Ma2(/a

as being father of Good Thought (Vohiaman), and of Bountiful

Devotion (Spendarma^/) as being Mazda's daughter ; while they

ignored the old tradition that Vohuman was created before Spen-

darma^ (see Bd. I, 23, 26). A translation of the Pahlavi version

of this Gatha passage is given in S. B. E., vol. xviii, pp. 392, 393.

[37] T
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given adou^ it, which is the goodness of one's own

progeny for the manifestation of progeny ; also the

relationship, sturdiness, effectiveness, advantageous-

ness, ownership, and giving m next-of-kin marriage.

6. I^s first accomplishment was by the creator

Auharma^^ in the fatherhood of Vohuman ^ who

was the first progeny, and from that arising of the

practice (varVyehevunih) came the progress of the

spiritual and worldly creatures and much connected

therewith, such as the arising of splendour from

light, radiance from splendour, and lustrousness

from radiance, and the fully progressive diffusion

and succession of mankind till the renovation of the

universe; also, through spiritual and worldly passing

on in the spiritual and worldly existences, Spendar-

martf's^ acceptance of the motherly glory was an

ennoblement. 7. Fifth, about providing and main-

taining the high-priests ^ who are provided with a

spiritual lord and possessing priestly instruction

;

the listening of his authorities of every kind to

Auharma^'^, and the reward of the beneficent good

works ^ of the high-priesthood, are authority for

Auharma^rtf ; and the reward of the good works of

the high-priesthood is their relation to the best

existence. 8. Sixth, about the praise, obeisance,

and ceremonial ^ for the creator Auharma^-^ ; and

this, too, that further conference with Vohuman ^

arises, and wisdom and advantage ' are taught by

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLIV, 4 c. ^ jbid. 4 d. ^ Ibid. 5 a.

* Rather doubtful, as the repairer of the MS. has omitted the

first two Pahlavi letters of kirfako, ' good works,' when writing

the word on a patch.

» See Pahl. Yas. XLIV, 6 a, b, d.

« Ibid. 6 d. ' Ibid. 6 e, 7 a.
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him thus :
* Thou shouldst be a supplicant for the

immortal progress of the soul ^ O Zaratiu'^t ! so that

Auharma^'^ 7nay be lord of the creatures -, and the

practice of propitiation by mankind may be that for
him, also a proportion of the ordering of obeisance ^'

9. About the sovereignty of Auharma^^^—even

through the reward given at the bridge ofjitdgment

—which is in his good assemblies ^, those of the

restorer of the world, the destroyer of the evil one,

and the benefiter.

10. This, too, is said, namely: ' Thou becomest,

through complete mindfulness, O Spitaman ! a per-

petual adopter (giriftar) of this ceremonial of mine ^.'

1 1

.

About Auharma-i^/ having given power '^ to

the creatures, the preparation^ of the power, and the

contempt ^ for the evil spirit and his appliances

;

Auharma^^ and the creations gave that contempt

back to the evil spirit and the primary (kadmon)
demons who are those produced by the demons.

12. About the glorification of Zaratu^t there is

^ See Pahl. Yas. XLIV, 7 c. ^ i^id. 7 e. ^ Ibid. 8 a.

^ Ibid. 9c. This appears to be the seventh 'perfection' men-

tioned in § I.

^ Assuming that hu-hambamiha stands for h(i-hanganiiha,

just as hanbam is a common variant of hangam. It might also

mean ' good times,' but it seems to represent the incorrect word

amavandih in Pahl. Yas. XLIV, 9 e, which each of the four MS.
authorities spells differently. Mf4 has hu-dandih which, no

doubt, stands for an original hu-zandih, 'good community,'

a fair translation of Av. haozathwa, and well expressed by ' good

assemblies.'

« See Pahl. Yas. XLIV, 10 a.

^ Ibid. loe, in which zako-i ought to be z6r-i according to

Pt4, Mf4, with which J 2 partly agrees.

* Assuming that nivaruno stands for nivar</ano.

« See Pahl. Yas. XLIV, 1 1 b.

T 2
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this, too, namely :
' Thou art beneficial, thou art

high-priest and master, and through thee exists the

religion which is propitious ^ ; thou art brother and

companion ^all the benefiters, and thus thy friend^

is Vohuman.'

13. Perfect is the excellence i?/" righteousness.

Chapter XXXIX.

Varstmdnsar Nask.

I. In the sixteenth fargar^, Kamnamaeza^,
about departure to any land whatever "*, in renewed

search of fortune, tkei^e is also this, namely :
* Do

not stay away discontentedly from this thy cere-

monial and obeisance, O Zaratiii't ! through love of

us, when they do not satisfy thee

—

neither thy own,

nor the confederate, nor the companion, nor the serf,

nor the wicked tyrant^—by whom those who are

demons are wont to be worshipped. 2. And where

and when thou art far from us, even then do not

stand aloof from our affairs ; and also when the

affairs of the worldly existence shall not stand well

for thee, even then thou shouldst reverence us and

shouldst pay us homage.' 3. So also this, that the

wish of the evil spirit is thus :
' Thou shouldst not

reverence and shouldst not pay homage to the arch-

angels ; and here ^ the people shall possess neither

lordship, nor priestly instruction—that is, ruler and

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLIV, 1 1 d. ' Ibid. 1 1 e.

' See Chap. XVI, in; it is here written kamnam/zo in Pahlavi.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XLY, i a. ^ Ibid, i b, c, d.

" In this world.
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high-priest—and their desire is not y^r perfect right-

eousness.'

4. And this, too, 7's said, namely :
' Of the con-

tracted ^ spirituahty and deficient weakh 2, owing to

the Httle progress of men who are self-gratifiers, thou

art aware, O Zaratu^t ! thoic who art no seeker of

this—that is, this want of opulence of thine—because

thou dost not know it ^
; ^?// I perceive those words

of complaint of thine, of which I demand an account

from thee *.' 5. And this, /oo, namely :
' Thou art

aware of the gratification of desire ^ djy us who are

archangels, and which we give for the gratification

that thou bringest forth (zihi/^) ; we also give thee

the liberty which a friend gives to him who is a

friend ^.'

6. About what occurs in future ages ^
: the ex-

perienced (arvandan) who are beneficial through

teaching and practising wisdom ^, and the thirst of

youths is increased by them ; by the assistance

of complete mindfulness they improve the world of

righteousness and produce distress for the fiend
;

and the advantage due to virtue extends to them *".

7. And this, too, that he who is evilly oppressive

has died off through his own deeds-^. 8. About
always opposing villains with as much strength as

exists, so that he who is a good ruler ^
", whose high-

priest is the bounteous liturgy (Mansars/end),
may become predominant '^ over Wrath.

9. About the praise of the renovators there is this,

^ Assuming that tak stands for tang.

2 See Pahl. Yas. XLV, 2 b. ^ Ibid. 2 a. * Ibid. 2 c.

5 Ibid. 2 d. « Ibid. 3 a. ^ Ibid. 3 c.

« Ibid. 3 d. » Ibid. 4 c. ^^ Ibid. 4 d.

" Ibid. 5 a.
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too, namely :
' Blessings on good understanding and

also on Mit7'6, whose punishment of sinners they

shall inflict for this consideration, that he is intelli-

gent and friendly (mitro-pan) ^' 10. And, about

adjudication as to a kinsman (nafi"man) of any one

whatever, there is this, too, namely :
' Through a

revival of Rashnti, whoever is righteous and also

whoever is wicked—that is, every one—is to be kept

for judicial investigation 2/ n. This, too, namely:
' A kinsman is to be considered as virtuous ^ by

whom his own soul is preserved from wickedness ^.'

12. And this, too, namely: 'So thy high-priest is

he whose own religion is pure '\'

13. About the characteristics of the fiend, the

broken-down (khastako) Manih^,and the destruction

of the wicked who were listening to him, that which

came from him who zuas monarch. 14. And this,

too, namely : 'The wicked one, who gives my world

to that which the malicious'^ Aharman has established

as supremacy (lalaih), is he who is a self-wounding^

demon that is set g^oing- for the death of the world

of righteousness which he praises. 15. The cere-

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLV, 5 b. For Mitr6 see Bk. VIII, Chap.

XLIV, 16 n.

2 Ibid. 5 c. For Rashnu see Bk. VIII, Chap. XX, 153 n.

^ Ibid. 5 d. " Ibid. 5 e. ' Ibid. 7 e.

" The arch-heretic who was born in a. d. 215-6, first preached

his doctrines on the coronation day of king Shahpur I (20th March,

242), and was put to death by order of Bahram I in a. d. 276-7

(see Noldeke's Gesch. der Sas. pp. 47, 412, 415). From the mode
in which he and his followers are mentioned in §§ 13-16, it would

seem that the original Pahlavi version of this Nask must have been

made at a time when this heresy was still fresh in men's memories,

as it would have been in the first half of the fourth century, when
Atfirpa^-i Maraspendan was collecting and revising the sacred books.

' See Pahl. Yas. XLV, 8 a. » Ibid. 8 b.
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monial of righteousness is not such as that he

praises, O Zaratui't ! the priestly authority of the

worldly settlements (gehanan) that he mentions

thus :
" In priestly authority and high-priestship I

am better (i^apir) and am better suitable ;" and not

so, O Zaraturt ! is that excretion (mutri^no)^ he

stirs up for mankind ; that which he mentions to

them becomes a perpetual effusion from him, and

they who stirred up the excretion afterwards think

it theirs, and that which is a perfect ceremonial of

the demons occurs. i6. Through the opposing

arrival of Srosh 2, the righteous, the ruler is in vexa-

tion with that person ; that ruler who is a protection of

these others throuo-h orood emanation ^—not throug-h

evil living—and at every time a distresser of the

wicked *.'

17. About the peculiarity of attracters to the re-

ligion, and the good works of those attracted ^.

18. About the signs of the last times, which are the

millenniums of the sons of Zaratii.Tt.

19. This, too, that they cause disturbance (aara-

mend) unto the sovereignty, and they who are Kais

and Karaps *^, those even who are the most evil-

ruling in the country—who by villanous deeds are

those ivho destroy the existence of mankind through

statements, and destroy their own souls '^— also

destroy the material world which, confused by them,

^ Compare Pahl. Yas. XLVII, 10 b.

2 See Bk. VIII, Chap. IX, 3 n.

» See Pahl. Yas. XLV, 8 c, d. This last word (hfi-zahi^nih)

ought certainly to be hii-zivij-nih, 'good living.'

* Ibid. 8e. ^ Ibid. 10 d, e.

« Ibid. 1 1 a ; also see Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXV, 13 n.

^ Ibid. lib, c.
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is more beloved than righteousness ; even the

sovereignty is a scanty sheker, among the existences,

from those whose command is villanous, when they

produce ///«/ which is vicious and dehver their pupils

(amukhtagano) to that which is ^/lei'r end («fdum),

to the fiendish abode ^

20. And here, too, about the praise of the family

of the Fryanaks ^ it speaks thus :
' Righteousness

comes up, O Spitaman ! from the descendants and

posterity of Turan ; when extracted by the Fryanaks

zV is stated ^ just as though it were by Tiiran ; through

the assistance of complete mindfulness theydevelope

the world ^ of righteousness and produce distress for

the fiend ; they likewise think about it with Good
Thought, O Zaratui-t ! mid thou shouldst bring

forth (zayej") their gratification^ from us, who are

archangels, by words, that is, do thou demand it!

21. This, too, is said, namely: 'This liberality

which is for thee is for 21s who are archangels ; by
him who shall provide liberality for thee ", it is

provided for us.' 22. About the praise of Vi^tasp

ihei^e is this, too, namely :
' Kai-Viitasp " has pro-

pitiated thee, among the existences, by liberal

giving ; that Vi^-tasp, whose coming forth to thee in

distress is through the reign of Vohuman, has de-

veloped the material world of righteousness ; thou

' See Pahl. Yas. XLV, 1 1 e.

^ A Tfiranian family of Maz^fa-worshippers, of whom Yoijta is

specially mentioned in the Avesta (see Bk. VIII, Chap. XIII, 18 n)

;

and it appears from Dd. XC, 3 that Ashem-yahmai-u^yta of Yt. XIII.

1 20 was another member of the same family.

3 See Pahl. Yas. XLV, 12 b.

^ Ibid. 12 c, and compare § 6.

^ Ibid. 12 d, e. * Ibid. 13 a.

' See Bk.VIII, Chaps. XI, i, XIII, 15.
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1

shouldst think of him, the good companion, O Zara-

tu5't ! the pure friend who is Kai-Vi^tasp ^ ; such is

that Kai-Vijtasp, the active, who, when he praises

the rehgion, is attracting fellow-dwellers and converts

them^ that is, he brings them on to the religion ^.'

23. About attracting the Spitamas to the religion

there is this, too, namely :
' Thou shouldst speak

thus to the Spitamas :
" Praise righteousness with

much homage about it mentally ; and a concession

is to be discriminated by you, as well as whatever is

no concession ; even for those deeds of yours right-

eousness is the reward given unto you, that reward

which is much given by Auharma-S'rt' "." ' 24. About
the place of the four marvels produced by Auhar-

vcvdizd in yoxiA^'C world: there where is the reign of

Vohuman *, there where is the hospitality of Auhar-

ma^^ •^ there where religion is along with complete

mindfulness ^, and there where are the souls of the

liberal '^.

25. About advice to Zaratui"t as to speech, made
for mankind, which is proportionate—abandoning

want of proportion—which is an appropriation of

liberality with humility and a wise proportion ^ for

good works. 26. This, too, namely: ' To him who
gives himself mentally up to thee in discipleship,

thou also shouldst give up the best which thoit hast

to give of thine own ; and thou shouldst give wealth

to him who shall give wealth to thee ^ because so

thy soul would be perfect, O righteous Zaratuj"t

!

when it shall act thus.' 27. This, too : ' Thou

1 SeePahl.Yas.XLV,i3e. ^ Ibid. i4c,d. ^ Ibid.15 b,c,d.

* Ibid. 16 d.
s

Ibid. 16 e. « Ibid. i6c.

' Ibid. 16 a. ^ Ibid. 17 a, b, c, e. ^ Ibid. 18 a, b, c.
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shouldst select this religion of mine with wisdom and

also with thought \' 28. This, too, that as to him

who has to act with the freedom from effort ((^pesi-

tiinagih) of righteousness ^ and owing to it, for the

good works done by him the gift is good. 29. This,

too, that whoever seeks by good works, and seeks

good works by innocence, obtains freedom from

harm (<:?-nasih) ; and whoever is liberal to the

sacred beings-'^ is free from destruction ((^-nasinii^no),

owing to the liberality of the sacred beings. 30. A nd

this, too, namely :
' These a7'e the rewards I am

aware of*, which have been, which still are, and

which ever will be.'

31. Perfect excellence is righteousness.

Chapter XL.

Varstmdnsar Nask.

I. The seventeenth fargar<2f, Spe;^ta-mainyu ^ is

about this, that Auharma^'^ produced the creatures

through wisdom, aiid maintains them in truth. 2.

This, too, that the best thing ^ for every one is

thought in a high-priest who is the tongue of a

spiritual lord"; in a high-priest, who has to maintain

thought, no appliances of the body are to lie unto

the spiritual lord on account of affection for the

^ SeePahl.Yas. XLV, i8e.
"^ Ibid. 19 a. All but the last syllable of apesitfinagih is

written by the repairer of the MS. on one of his patches, but the

word is a strange equivalent for Av. haithim.
^ Ibid, 19 d. * Ibid. 19 e.

^ See Chap. XVII, i n; it is here written s/>end-mat6in Pahlavi,

and is called the i8th fargar</by mistake.

« See Pahl. Yas. XLVI, 2 a. ^ Ibid. 2 b.
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worldly existence. 3. Also that the spiritual lord is

always true ; of the tongue—when he {the priest)

speaks falsehood with the tongue—are those words

which he does not believe through the spiritual

lord, and it is owing to this, too, when, of all the

body, the tongue first dies. 4. ' I say unto thee, O
Spitaman ! that thou shouldst speak with the tongue

just as thou thinkest with the mind, and thou

shouldst accomplish work with both hands in com-

plete mindfulness \' 5, And this, too, that he who
shall act thus is sagacious, and he is the father of

righteousness through wisdom^; and whoever would

do that which has happened, thoroughly observes it

on account of that which has not happened. 6. Also

this, that in the person of him who shall do that

which he understands, and asks again about that

which he does not understand, the propitious spirit

^wisdom is lodging.

7. About cattle being produced for the assistance

of mankind, and the pastures of pleasure for the

assistance of cattle ^. 8. This, too, that the arch-

angels injure the evil demon and wicked people, but

they do not injure righteous people* and the sage.

9. This, too, is said, namely :
' In scanty opulence

do not murmur (a/ mang) owing to good works ^,

and thus in great opulence much good work arises.'

10. This, too, that beneficence gives all to the good,

and it is no further the villain whom the sacred

beings maintain ^

1 1 . About the tongue of a true speaker being

given for the satisfying (vi^arij-no) of disputants,

^ See Pahl.Yas. XLVI, 2 c. ' Ibid. 2 d. ^ i^j^j ^ c.

* Ibid. 4 a, b.
'" Ibid. 4 c.

'^ Ibid. 5 b, c.
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andfor declaring who is acquitted or incriminated
;

and the ordeal that is a demonstrator, to acquit or

convict, which he whose tongue is truthful has

accepted—and it shall make his statement current

—

has developed its jurisdiction in the world, and

diminished distress. 12. And \)i\\^, too, is said, that

he gives out fire for disputes, so that it may make

manifest the acquitted and incriminated, when he in

whom are his immense complete mindfulness, and

also righteousness, is Qruardian of the ordeal ; and,

when many inspect it, that which is the ritual of the

ordeal believes them wicked ^

1 3. Perfect is the excellence of righteousness.

Chapter XLI.

Varstmdnsar Nask.

I. The eighteenth fargar^, Yezi-, is about the

existence of certain and doubtful evidence and in-

dication as to the future existence =^ arising. 2. About

the great dignity of the spirit of good works, and

that also of the person doing good works through

the lodgment of that spirit in him. 3. This, too,

that they praise, recount, and practise the religion

of Ma^^a-worship at the time of the renovation of

the universe, that of which the demons through

deceitfulness, and then also wicked mankind deceived

by those who are demons, have said that it does not

occur *.

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLVI, 6 b, c, d.

« See Chap. XVIII, in; it is here called the 19th fargar^ by

mistake in the MS.
^ See Pahl. Yas. XLVII, i a. " Ibid, i b.
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4. About the triumph of the sacred beings over

the demons at the end of various periods. 5. First,

that which occurs when, on account of the preserva-

tion of mankind from hell, they praise the religion

of Ma^-^/a-worship ; and that which occurs when
Zaratu^t the Spitaman, whose guardian spirit is

reverenced, came to the obedient king Kai-Vi^tasp ^

6. Second, when the power and triumph of renewed

sovereignty are again connected with the religion,

and mankind, on that account, return to the good

religion ; and this occurs on the near approach of

Aushe^ar^, son of Zaratui't, when the righteous

A'itrag-miyan ^ arrives. 7. Third, when mankind

contentedly praise the religion of the Ma^'rt'a-wor-

shippers, and this occurs as A(ishe^/ar-mah '*, son of

Zaratui-t, arrives. 8. And fourth, that which occtirs

when every one shall practise the religion of Ma^-^a-

worship with eagerness ; at that time arrives the

beneficial and triumphant producer of the renova-

tion, Soshans ^, son of Zaratti^t ; and this becomes

the consummation (sar-homondih) a7id supreme

triumph of the sacred beings.

9. About enquiring of him who is acquainted

with religion and a wise priest concerning the reli-

gion, and hearing of it from him ^
; also well under-

standing it through wisdom. 10. About abstaining

> See Bk. VIII, Chaps. XI, i, XIII, 15.

2 See Bk. VIII, Chap. XIV, 12.

^ A title of Peshyotanu, son of king Vij-tasp, who remains im-

mortal as chief high-priest of Kangdes, whence he is expected to

come to restore the religious rites in Iran and the rest of the world

(see Bd. XXIX, 5, Byt. Ill, 25-32, 36-38, 41, 42, 5i> 52).

* See Bk. VIII, Chap. XIV, 13. " Ibid. 14.

« See Pahl. Yas. XLVII, 3 a, b.
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•from the secret proceedings (nihan-homondih) of
a deceitful and seductive apostate ^ ii. This, too,

is said, namely :
' Thou shouldst also not fall into

the downcast imprisonment (nikun alakih) through

the teaching they deceive, where they thus mislead

thee to the downcast imprisonment which is hell.'

12. About mankind attaining to the wisdom of an

angel (yedato danogih) ^ through the grades of

intellect, ability, a7id religion. 1 3. This, too, is said,

namely :
' // is for that way when mankind cause

the disturbance (5"iklinend) of that which is a vile

religion for want of a way, when even this is pro-

duced from among the creatures, in which is the

opening of a passage /br mankind to him, where the

evil spirit is dwelling and making thee surrender, and

on account of the stupefying Akomano^.' 14. This,

too, that, through the sovereignty of sagacity, every

one at last arrives at that way. 15. And this, too,

that by kim, who shall persistently perform good

works or sin zuith fearlessness, it is to be hereupon

considered that his performance is mindful *, and

that the best thing y"^r mankind, after birth, is puri-

fication from sin ^.

16. This, too, that the food and maintenance of

the priests depend upon the husbandmen ^. 1 7. This,

too, that coveted is now the pleasure and strength

of mankind due to the cattle of Khurda^f and

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLVII, 3 c.

2 The use of 6 for a sometimes occurs in MSS. from Iran. The

word can also be read shavandagih, 'existence,' but this mean-

ing is less likely.

3 See Bk. VIII, Chap. IX, 3 n.

* See Pahl. Yas. XLVII, 4 c. ^ Ibid. 5 c.

« Ibid. 5 d.
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Amurda^\ i8. About the oppressiveness ^Wrath

and Envy, and the destruction of both through

complete mindfuhiess and possession of Good
Thought 2. 19. And \}^\s is said, Xi2sa^y'. 'I made

the rehgion of righteousness a combining desire

(v6yak-t ham-dahi^no ^), and all mankind's own

selves are to be forced into that desire ; also its in-

voluntary seeking of immortality is the reign of the

will of all mankind, and advantage always arises

from it *.' 20. This, too, that the care of cattle is

reverence <?/" Auha^^ma^'^^.

21. About the progress*' of righteousness there is

this, too, that that greatness "^ is generated therefrom,

and its seekers—who are human beings

—

have de-

manded the supreme predominance in the best

existence. 22. About the praise of the period of

the renovation of the universe there is this, too, that,

at that time, those who are doubtful about it are all

disclosed to publicity ^ ; also the last reward and

bridge judgment of the worthy. 23, About the

lawfulness of that which occurs through the destruc-

tion by Vohuman ^, who is himself the spiritual lord

of the arrangement, there is this, too, that the wicked,

» See Pahl. Yas. XLVII, 6 a, b; also Chap. XIX, i.

2 Ibid. 7 a, b.

* Ibid. 7 c, where, however, this last word can be read asami-

ni^no, ' unalarming ' (asahamini^no in Pt4, Mf4), and the cor-

responding word in Pahl. Yas. XXXIV, 10 b can be read asamij'no,

' intrepid ;' but, as these meanings are difficult to reconcile with

those of the original Av. hithaoj-, hitham, it seems more probable

that the first syllables asamorasaham, should be read hisam or

hisam, a mere transcript of Av. hit ham.
* Ibid. 8 a. " Ibid. 8 b.

* Perhaps these two words, rubakih, 'progress,' and rabaih,

' greatness,' should be alike, but it is doubtful which is correct.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XLVII, 9 b. « Ibid. 9 c.
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al that time, become aware of their own wickedness,

when their bodies are dissipated. 24. About the

destruction of the good works of the wicked, also

that of their own souls, that of if/ieir spiritual exist-

ences, and that oi their material bodies \ 25. And
this, too, that at the time of the renovation of the

universe occurs the approach of the wisdom of our

sovereignty to that of the best of mankind, and that

glory is put on by it through which the destruction

of the bad and the development of the good arise

;

also the sagacity which exists in Vohuman extends

to those who are its friends ^.

26. This, too, that there are those who are ex-

tenders of the days, and they are beneficial in the

country ^ ; and their custom, where they have arisen,

is an opponent of him who is a wrathful person *.

27. And this, too, that they shall thereupon excite

(lala vadidunand) a brother and sister with

mutual desire, so that they shall form a next-of-kin

marriage with unanimity ; and before midday they

generate a sublime radiance, centred in the face, a^id

trembling passion ^ and they make the radiance grow

up, openly manifest, to an altitude of the height of

three spears of the length ^ three reeds each^; and

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLVII, 1 1 c.

2 Ibid. I id. ^ Ibid. 12 a. " Ibid. 12 d.

' Reading as follows :—lala zerkhund roshano pavan miyan rod

buland navendako khros, but some of the words can be read

otherwise, as in S. B. E., vol. xviii, p. 395, or with further variations

;

and it is doubtful if the verb is to be construed with the words

that follow it, contrary to the usual Pahlavi rule, as there is

no other trace of Avesta construction in this section. Neither the

Avesta, nor the Pahlavi, version of this chapter of the Gathas

makes any allusion to the subjects mentioned in §§ 27, 28.

® It appears from Dd. XLIII, 5 that this total of nine reeds

would be about forty-eight human feet of fourteen finger-breadths
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after midday they have learnt expulsion (ranakih) ^

and shall remove the fiend who zvas before a de-

stroyer. 28. About those who girdle themselves

where they shall perform tJieir proper duty, and are

thus all-beneficent for being seen.

29. Perfect is the excellence ^righteousness.

Chapter XLI I.

Varstmd7isar Nask.

I. The nineteenth fargar^?', Kd ma-yava^, is

about the protection by a protector for the protection

of the distressed ones of the renovation of the ttni-

vei^se^, 2. About the impossibility of convincing

those who have not attained to the fundamental

reason {bun k\m) of belief, before making them

comprehensibly reliant upon the existence of the

creator, which is the fundamental reason of belief.

3. About the grievous suffering (vimarih) of the

religion owing to him who is a wicked judge, whose

effusions (r^^i^^ano) on the judgment seat are inju-

dicious, malevolent, and enemies of wisdom ;
also

his wounding is owing to truth ^ and Ids annoyance

owing to the truthful, and the evil spirit is lodging

in him ; likewise the advantage to the religion and

the great reward of just judges, and the introduction

(see Farh. Oim, p. 41, 1. i), or io| inches, each; so that the

height here mentioned would be about forty-two EngUsh feet.

^ The capability of expelling fiends.

2 See Chap. XIX, in; it is here written atZ-mag-yuv in

Pahlavi.

3 See Pahl. Yas. XLVIII, i a. ' Ibid. 2 a, b.

[37]
^
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(madam-barii-nih) of a desire for leadership in

virtuousness ^ 4, About separation from the friend-

ship of a wicked, ill-judging, unintelligent, and idle

person, in whom wrath and envy are coiled up (avar-

p^ko) ^. 5. About the good government of securers

of their own necks (/^avarman) from viciousness,

and the bad government of those repeatedly culpable

(lakhvar-ahugan) owing to viciousness. 6. And
this, too, that the wicked themselves are wicked to

their own and make them fit for hell, even as to

those who ^ are precious to them and more beloved

than righteousness ; and their reign, too, is a scanty

protection (gai"uko srayii"n6).

7, About the praise of Zaratui-t there is this, too,

namely :
' Thy sweetness and mildness are shown to

the worldly existences, thy leadership of the religion

is through Vohuman, and thou art well conversant

with righteousness ^' 8. About the praise of Fra-

shoi-tar's ardour in the leadership of good works, in

virtuousness ^ listening to instruction, and truthful

speaking, and in pasturing (fshegih), cultivating

the world, achieving benefit {siido tashi^T^arih), and

not giving leadership to villains ^. 9. About the

praise also of the energy and high-priestship of

6^amasp '^. 10. About the protection of the good

^ See Pahl. Yas. XLVIII, 3 b, c. ^ j^jj^ ^ a.

^ Assuming that a mat stands for mun, their Iranian equivalents

being much alike.

* See Pahl. Yas. XLVIII, 5 a, b, c.

s Ibid. 8 a, b, c and Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXVIII, 68 n.

^ Ibid. 9 a, b, in which Pt4, Mf4 have tashi</ar instead of the

khvastar of K5, J2 ; regarding fshegih (=Av. fsh^ng'hyo)

see Bk. VIII, Chap." XXII, 6 n.

' Ibid. 9 d and Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXVIII, 68 n.
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1

creations by Vohuman, and that, too, of the souls of

the righteous by Spendarmartf also ^

II. About the punishment of the wicked roller

who is seizing anything unlawfully in his realm.

12. Also about the grievous punishment of the

wicked, evil-thinking, evil-speaking, evil-doing,

heretical (du^-deno), evil ruler in helP. 13. About

the reply of the archangels to Zaratu^t, as to the re-

ward beo-o-ed bv him, to make hwi satisfied about it^

14. It is righteousness that is perfect excellence.

Chapter XLIII.

Vai^stmdnsar Nask.

I. The twentieth fargar^, Ka^^-moi-urva^ is

about anything whatever being begged as provision

for the soul ^ and as to the speaking of Shatraver "

to Zaratmt thus :
' Thou shouldst think thus, O

Spitaman ! that Auharma^rt^ assists thee.' 2. This,

too, is said, that the creatures of Auharma^^ live

through \\.\\urd2id\ are immortal through Amurda^^

possess complete mindfulness of Auharma^s-^ through

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLVIII, i o a, b, c and Bk. VIII, Chap. IX, 3 n.

"^ Ibid. 1 1 a, b.

3 Ibid. 12 b, d. In Pt4, Mf4, § b is as follows :
' Mun Zaratftj/6

/^igun lak Vohuman;' being correctly limited according to the

Avesta text.

* See Chap. XX, in; it is here written ka<f-m6g-ravak6 in

Pahlavi.

s See Pahl. Yas. XLIX, i a.

^ An archangel who is a personification of the Avesta phrase

khshathra-vairya, ' desirable dominion.'

^ For these three archangels see Chaps. XII, 25 n, XIX, i n,

and Bk. VIII, Chap. IX, 3.

U 2
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Spendarma^^ and possess him as ruler through Sha-

traver.

3. About wealth dehig' begged owing to virtuous-

ness i(/ie7'e is this, too, that, to him who, owing to

virtuousness, begs that which is not allowed to him

owing to the oppressiveness ^the vile, or on account

o( soute other opposition, they then give essentially

that reward, in the spiritual existence which is greater

and better than that wealth. 4. About the cattle

suitable for that warrior who possesses virtuous

habits ajici strength -, through the assistance of the

will of the sacred beings and/br the benefit of Iran

and the defeat of the diminishing foreicrn force

(kastarih-i an-Airano).

5. About the seizure ^ of mankind for the advance-

ment of the admonition and command 0/ the sacred

beings, so far as force is an assistant to them in

knowledge due to the sacred beings ^ ; and their

appropriation of the best existence through the

advancement of that admonition and command.

6. About the assistance of the righteous, on the

passage to the best existence, by the spirit of the

wisdom of sovereignty, liberality, and truth, Ahari^-

vang^ and the angel Hom ".

7. About the reason of the three steps walked

forward by the Zoti from the place of the Zoti, while

uttering the Avesta (^z/istako-gobi^'niha), after the

^ See note 7, preceding page.

- See Pahl. Yas. XLIX, 3 a, c. ^ ibj^j >^ j

* This proviso implies some faint perception of the absurdity of

trying to assist almighty beings by human force.

s See Bk. VIII, Chap. IX, 3 n.

^ A personification of the Av. Haoma plant, an infusion of the

dried twigs of which is used in the religious ceremonial. Yas. IX
and X are devoted to his praise.
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end of the ritual for the fire, on dehverlng (parv^-

^i^no) the offering of holy-water to the water \ deiu^"

the leading up of the archangels, always a^ the end

of an assembly of conference zui^/i Zaratu^t, by three

steps from the earth to the sun station, through ^/le

places ^good thoughts, good words, and good deeds ^.

8. Advice to Zaratii^t also as to the nature of the

archangels ; likewise a reminder to worship on their

^ See Pahl. Yas. XLIX, 8 a. This refers to the proceedings of

the chief officiating priest in the ceremonial, after the conclusion of

the Atai' Nyayi^ (Yas. LXII) and just before the beginning of the

Aban Nyayii' (Yas. LXV), during the recital of Yas. LXIV which

chiefly consists of a repetition of §§ 6-1 1 of this Gathic ha (Yas,

L=XLIX of the Pahlavi version). These proceedings are detailed

in the rubrics, partially in J 2 and more fully in Pt4, Mf4, as

follows:—After reciting Av. Yas. L, 7 d 'the Barsom (Av. bares-

man, see Bk. VIII, Chap. XLIV, 65 n) is to be taken up from

the Mah-ru,' or crescent-topped Barsom-stand, ^ and one step is

to be set forth in the direction of the Frabar</ar ' (the imaginary

assistant priest whose station is near the north-east corner of the

ceremonial area, or to the left of the Zoti, see Chap. XXXIII, 5 n),

' at this place of taking up the Barsom from the Barsom-stand,

a7id of going on to the position of the Frabarfl'ar, a beginning of

Yas. L, 8 a is to be made in walking towards the beginning of the

fire place, until Yas. L, 11 d is to be uttered,' in the following

manner:—After 'ma^ vau one step is to be set forth, and

homage to be offered to the holy-water;' after 'padaij- one step,

and homage to be offered to the holy-water;' after 'ya frasruta

izayau one step is to be set forth, and he is to go on to the

position of the Abar^' (the imaginary assistant priest whose

station is near the south-east corner, so that the progress of the

Zoti towards the fire is along the left-hand side of the ceremonial

area), and, after reciting the rest of the Gathic text to the end of

Yas. L, 1 1 d, ' homage is to be offered to the fire, and he is to go

away to the position of the Zoti,'

2 The three lower grades of heaven, intermediate between the

earth and the best existence or supreme heaven (Garofl'man), and

situated in the stations of the stars, moon, and sun, respectively (see

AV. VII-X, Mkh. VII, 9-12).
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account after separation from the sight of them,

g. And this, too, is said, that there arises therefrom

a conception (ham-giriftarih), by him whose dis-

position and character are sagacious \ also as to the

adaptation of his own deeds to that nature of his. lo.

And about the good affinity of Zaratu^t, even for

abundance of good works, there is this, too, namely :

' So,for all those deeds which thotc hast to accomplish,

ajid which are also accomplished, there is reward for

thee through their righteousness, O Zaratui't
!

'

1 1. And about the advice to Zaratiut there is this,

too, namely : 'Thou hast to become reverent to them -,

so that mankind vmy become reverent to thee.'

12. About considering the time of the days and
nights as all for good accumulation in good works

there is this, too, that whoever is diligent and always

doing good works, and that whoever shall perform

as many good works as is possible for him, is given

as much reward^ as is his desire.

13. It is righteousness that is perfect excellence.

Chapter XLIV.

Varstmdnsar JSfask.

I. In the twenty-first fargar<2^, Vohu-khshath-
rem*, it is said by Auharmas^ thus: ' I produced,

O Zaratu^t ! the desire for a good ruler ^
;

' and

this, too, is said, that, when there is a desire for a

' See Pahl. Yas. XLIX, 9 d. ^ jbid. 10 d.

« Ibid. 1 1 d.

* See Chap. XXI, in; it is here written vohu-khshatarin
Pahlavi, and is called the 22nd fargar^/ by mistake.

° See Pahl. Yas. L, i a.
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good ruler suitable for a share of the world, whoever

is suitable for a share of the world [is a development

of that character also, owing to the share which is

given him, and by him who is himself also develop-

ing the character, by giving him a share] \ giving

the share is producing a helper (vi^i^ar), production

of a helper is a perfect action -, and superiority of

action is owing to thought mid speech.

2. About the place where the best wealth is the

produce of water, earth, and plants ; also its best

supplication is lamentation for the religion, and the

sovereignty is liberality. 3. About favours being

begged from the sacred beings, even with words

controverting the response of the sacred beings

;

the favours for the worthy are to be contended for
worthily. 4. About the connection of the power of

intelligent remembrance and wise discrimination,

one with the other. 5. About the attraction of the

mercy of the spirit and leadership ^, together, into

the supreme heaven (garo^mano), for observation

regarding the good creatures.

6. About the begging and teaching of that intelli-

gence which is with the increase of good works

;

also the imperceptible acquirement ^ of wealth occurs

thereby. 7. This, too, that whoever gives himself

up, with humility and reverence, to him who is a

high-priest of the true religion, is proficient (far'-

2anaki-ait6) in the religion^; and the benefit pro-

duced by him, for him who is good, is the liberality

^ The passage in brackets was at first omitted in the MS. by

mistake, and subsequently interUned and written in the margin

with a different ink.

2 See Pahl. Yas. L, i c.

3 Ibid. 4 a. * Ibid. 5 a. ^ Ibid. 5 c.
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which is provided for the sacred beings \ 8. About
Auharmas^ having created water, plants, animals ^

and the law of the primitive religion/i^r the nourish-

ment, arrangement, and succession of the creatures.

9. About the comfort ^the spirit of the liturgy of

the religion when he who is a man of credible

wisdom and superior disposition utters it ^

10. This, too, that the wicked one who does not

believe the deception that he teaches to others,

which is his through his own spiritual lord, yet,

when he teaches multitudes (kabedan), is con-

vinced by it, attains

—

as the end of that teaching

—

eminence (pa^^gahih) for bare-faced deceit (barah-

nako frad^pih), public falsehood, and disjointed

belief.

11. And about mankind being bodily prepared

also for the future existence by fire and melted

ore ^
; in the worldly existence the acquitted and

incriminated, as regards the law, have become
thereby manifest ^ and, in the future existence,

the torment of the wicked and the gratification of

the righteous^. 12. About Vohuman «;;/«' Ashava-
hii-t beiiig invoked '^ for assistance also in danger

from the wicked, and about appropriating the best

existence through righteousness alone. 13. And
this, too, that a happy coming ofmen to the supreme
heaven exists for the righteous, dtU no * coming of

any one from the wicked.

' See Pahl. Yas. L, 6 a. 2 jy^jj ^ ^^

^ Ibid. 8 c; n^vagtar is written by mistake for nevagtar,
' superior,' in the MS.

'

* Ibid. 9 b and Chap. XXXII, 25. « Ibid. 9 a.

' Ibid. 9 0. ' Ibid. 10 c.

^ Assuming that rai stands for la.
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14. About the enmity of the Kat ^ sodomite

(vaep6)2 Akht, the heretic of the dark existence ^

to Zaratu^t; and the causing of disturbance (^ikli-

ni^ano), by him and the wicked of similar kinds to

him, among those who follow Zaratui-t is extreme,

and the primeval hellish existence is for them ^

15. About the closing of the abode of the Kai and

Karap from virtuousness ^ ; and this, too, that they

do not develope the worldly existences, nor attend

to the spirit, but they contract the world and dissi-

pate the spirit ^

16. About the worthiness of the sovereignty of

Kai-Vi5tasp^ on account of great ability and activity,

apart even from superintending. 17. About the

praise of Frasho^tar ^ for his having given Hvobo^

in marriage to Zaratu5t, the praise of Hvobo for

her complete reverence of Zaratu^t, and admonition

to ZaratCut as to making Hv6b5 privileged for the

post of house-mistress 10. 18. About the praise of

6^amasp ^^ for begging fortune and for wisdom in

appropriating the excellence of the primitive right-

eousness ; also his affection for the sovereignty and

for the recitation of revelation, in which there is

assistance of Zaratu^t throudi command of Vohu-

» See Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXV, 13 n.

2 See Pahl. Yas. L, 12 a.

^ Akhtyo duzdau temanguhau of Yt. V, 82; the wizard

Akht of the tale of YoJt-i Fryano.

* See Pahl. Yas. L, 14 c. ' Ibid. 14 a.

« Ibid. 14 b.
'' Ibid. 16 a and Bk. VIII, Chap. XI, i.

« Ibid. 17 a and Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXVIII, 68.

9 Ibid. 17 b. Av. Hvovi of Yt. XIII, 139, XVI, 15 ;
she was

daughter of Frashojtar and wife of Zaratu.s-t.

^0 Ibid. 17 c.

" Ibid. 18 a and Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXVIII, 68.
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man\ 19. About the praise of Mai^^ok-mah ^ for

his accepting and exercising

—

and on account of his

exercising—the upholding and propagation of the

reho-ion ; also the yelHng, united assault, evil food,

and other affliction owing to the wicked in the

earlier half of the night, which is that which Zara-

tu^t had, for a like reason, to bear ; and the reciting

of the law of Auharma^^^ for the joy of the sacred

beings, and his appropriation of the best existence.

20. About the abounding of Zaratiut in complete

mindfulness of the origin of learning, and its de-

velopment by him*; both the object and the ad-

vantage of knowledge—which is the reigning of

Vohuman in the body

—

being the means of develop-

ing the world in righteousness ^ 21. About the

perfection of the ceremonial*^ and obeisance of

Zaratu-yt, and the superiority ^ of his recompense ^

;

also advice to him as to worshipping Auharma^^

pre-eminently, and the primeval angels by their

own names ^ according to their greatness.

22. It is the excellence of righteousness that is

perfect.

Chapter XLV.

Varstmdnsar Nask.

I. The twenty-second fargar^, Vahi^toi^ti ^^ is

about the perfection of the prayers ^^ of the good

religion, and information thereon.

1 SeePahl. Yas. L, i8b.

2 Ibid. 19 a and Chap. XXIV, i. ^ Ibid. 19 c.

* Ibid. 21 a.. ^ Ibid. 21b. "• Ibid. 22 a.

^ Assuming that flz;artih stands for a?yartarih.

8 See Pahl. Yas. L, 22 b. ' Ibid. 22 c.

1° See Chap. XXII, i n. " See Pahl. Yas. LII, i a.
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2. About the glory of a family of some houses

that has come to the Spitamas \ even before the

coming of Zaratu^t; the knowledge and habit of

organization and priestly authority of those arising

from that family ; the existence therein of houses,

villages, communities, and districts ;
its attracting

and exalting mankind, from vice to virtue, by pro-

priety of words and actions ; and it convinces those

of the world even till the arrival of the good reli-

gion. 3. And this, too, that the existence of Kai-

Vi^tasp—that desire of Zaratiut -—and ^/Frashoi-tar

of the Hvobas ^ is owing to it.

4. About the praise of P6ru/§ast^ daughter of

Zaratu^ft, for loving the good religion with wisdom

and acting by the advice of the religion, having

given her^^i contentedly in womanly service (za-

noih) to ZaratLirt^; her complete accomplishment

^ The family from which Zaratujt, MaWok-mah, and PorMast

were descended. Its name OKiginated with Spitama, an ancestor of

Zaratmt nine generations back. Compare Chap. XXXIX, 23.

2 Perhaps we ought to read ' the Spitama Zaratu^t,' substituting

Spitamak for kamak, 'desire,' which latter word is written on

a patch by the repairer of the MS. who must have found the

original word defective. See Pahl. Yas. LII, 2 c.

^ See Chap. XXI, 24.

* See Pahl. Yas. LII, 3 a. Av. Pouru/(-ista who became the

wife of Gamasp, prime minister of king Vijtasp.

^ Ibid. 4a. It seems unlikely that zanoih means 'marriage'

here (the term being applied to her relation both to Zaratiut and

G^amasp), unless we were to suppose that she married (7amasp

after her father's death, which the phrase akhar min Zaratfi^yt,

'after Zaratmt,' might possibly imply. And if zanoih means

merely 'womanly service' here, its Zvari^ equivalent nesmanih,

applied to the seven sisters of Art/a Viraf in AV. II, 10, may also

not imply marriage, which is a view already suggested in S.B.E.,

vol. xviii, p. 398 n.
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of duty and reverence y<?r him, and, after Zaratu^t,

her also performing womanly service (zanih) and

reverence for 6'amasp ^ ; likewise her great reward

from Auharma£:rtf for religiousness and self-devotion

(khve^ih) to the sacred beings. 5. About the

praise of Hutos ^ for the arising of the progress of

the Ma^^a-worshipping religion through her, by the

growth of righteousness and smiting of the primeval

fiend ; also the good works and advantage which

have arisen in the world from her great possessions,

and her equal praise and grand position here and in

yonder world.

6. About the characteristics of those who are

preparing the end of time and arranging its period

there is this, too, namely :
' They are a manifesta-

tion ^ those, O Spitaman Zaratfi^t ! who shall cause

this renovation in the existences ; they are ob-

servant, little afflictive in tormenting, and fully

mindful, so that, when milk reaches them, they

thoroughly digest /// they have no fear and ac-

coutrements (^zfzar), nor yet do they mention false

a7id irreverent (anasto) statements concerning those

who are righteous through imploring righteousness.'

7. About the characteristics of those disturbing the

end of time and opposing its period there is this,

too, namely :
' They are a manifestation of those,

O Spitaman Zaratmt ! who are destroying the ex-

istences 2 ; they are swiftly remedied, that is, they

become very quickly devoured (khai<^6) and are in

^ See Pahl. Yas. LII, 4 b.

2 Ibid. 5 a. Av. Hutaosa, the wife of king Vij'lasp, see Yt. IX,

26, XV, 35.
-' See Pahl. Yas. LII, 6 e.
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the torment of the vicious and grievous abode ; they

are not fully mindful, so that it is not possible for

them to digest milk, their fear is inevitable (a/^ar),

and they mention even false and irreverent state-

ments concerning those who are righteous through

imploring righteousness.

8. About the craving for the fiend, the assistance

of the fiend, and the gratification of the fiend by him

who is an apostle of the demons, and his rendering

the creatures of Auharmas^' helpless ^ even through

the want of progress (anas^?y^ii"n6) which they

lament ; also the confusion owing to his speaking

deceitfully in the world, and the connection with

him of an awful and swift death ^, and the most

grievous and hellish punishment. 9. About that

wicked follower and assistant of theirs in defeating

righteousness, and also in destroying the greater

religiousness (freh-denoih) ^ the world and making

the soul wicked in the end.

10. About the occurrence of the dissipation of

the glory of him who is a well-ruling man, and the

pacification (asu^ano) of the creatures of the world

by the sacred beings, it says this, too, namely

:

' The persuader to evil ^ and the organizer of dis-

tress (veshi^no)—where they shall make pain and

distress current in the world—are the weakener

(nerefsini^TJ'ar) and corrupter (alayi^ar) for the

^ Or it may be ' maintaining the affliction of tlie creatures,' if we

read azardarih instead of a^'argarih.

2 See Pahl. Yas. LII, 8 d.

" Ibid. 9 a. B has avehih vSrenakinWar, but avehih, 'want

of goodness,' ought to be dujih, 'evil,' which it resembles even

more in appearance than in meaning, in Pahlavi letters.
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righteous ; it is the ruler that is righteous who smites

them and opposes them—that is, restrains them

from sin—and causes hatred for them througrh /izs

will ^ ; that, O Auharma^'rtf ! is this dominion of thine

dy which you give benefits (vehigano) ^o him who
is justly living and poor^.'

II. It is perfect excellence ^/m^ is righteousness.

Chapter XLVI.

Varstmdnsar Nask.

I. The twenty-third fargar*^, Airyaman ^, is the

Airman supplication^:—'That is the greatest, I tell

thee, O Spitaman ! of the pure sayings of every

kind, in so much Avesta lore, this is the best, be-

cause it is given forth by him who is a very eminent

producer (madam-kartar) of sayings of every kind.

2. Which Airman supplication they should recite

who are beneficial ^, and the benefiter ^, through

the recital of it aloud, O Spitaman ! becomes pre-

dominant. 3. The evil spirit, who is heretical (dui--

deno), O Zaratui't ! with his own creatures, O Spi-

taman ! becomes buried in the earth ; the evil spirit

is among those buried in the earth-—who are the

demons—where their bodily form (kalpu^^o) is com-

^ See Pahl. Yas. LII, 9 c.

2 Ibid. 9 d. Compare Chap. XLVII, 17.

^ See Chap. XXIII, in; it is here written Airemano in

Pahlavi.

^ See Pahl. Yas. LIII, i and Bk. VIII, Chap. XLIV, 81.

^ Pahl. sufi'-homond— Av. saoshyas, referring to the future

restorer of religion to the world, just before the renovation of the

universe.
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pletely shattered. 4. And up the dead are arrayed

by it ; through its assistance they give life back

unto the body, and the embodied Hfe they then pos-

sess is such that they do not die.'

5, It is perfect is the excellence of righteousness
;

it is perfect excellence that is righteousness.

Chapter XLVII.

Bako Nask.

1

.

Propitiation for the creator Auharma^"^ and all

angels.

2. The first of the twenty-two fargar^s of the

Bako^ is the Ahunavair^ of the Bakan •'', about

the production by Auharma^'^, before every creation

apart from the archangel ^, and on the solicitation of

^ The third of the Nasks and fourth of the Gathic division (see

Bk. VIII, Chap. I, 9, 12). It is an analytical commentary upon

the Gathas and the texts associated with them in the two preceding

Nasks, devoting a separate fargar^ to each ha, and selecting very

short phrases, or portions (Av. bagha), for explanation and

comment ; so short that it is usually difficult to identify them in

their Pahlavi disguise. The first three fargaris's are still extant in

Yas. XIX-XXI, and a translation of their Pahlavi versions will be

found in the Nask Fragments at the end of this volume; but

whether the Pahlavi versions, consulted by the writer of the

Dinkarf/, were identical with those in the present Yasna is un-

certain.

^ The name of the Yatha-ahia-vairyo formula (see Bk. VIII,

Chap. I, 7). This fargar^ is still extant in Yas. XIX.
^ That is, ' of the apportionments,' or ' of those analyzed.'

* Possibly the archangel Vohuman, the first of the creatures,

may be meant ; although the Bundahij- places his creation after the

recitation of the Ahunavair (see Bd. I, 21-23). That it was
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the archangel, of the form of words (rastako mi-

/aya) which is the innermost and most comprehen-

sive encompassment (parvand) and best-congre-

gated embodiment (veh-ramakttam kerpo) of the

inteUigent omniscience of the reHgion \

3. The divisions of this germ of germs, and the

origin of the other primitive sayings of the good

religion, are the divisibility of the portions (bako)

of the Ahimavair. 4. The Ahu of the Ahu-vairyo

of the Ahimavair is the first creature ^ which, as

regards the first, is specially that creature which is

really derived from the creator Auharma^-^, and its

adaptation is owing to mankind. 5. The thought

(mit)^ that exists with the first is with the word

that is Vairyo, his 'will,' which is in the second

created existence (damih), which, as regards the

first, is specially the primitive secondary state (dartfi-

garih) of those who are specially characterised by

it, who exist as it were with that character, and

have become, in that way, in association with the

second creature. 6. The conjunction of the first

creature—whose origin (yehevuni^no), which is

the liturgy, is a co-existence whose origin had oc-

curred—is the source for the saying ; and the dis-

tribution of the portions thereof is the whole saying

of a liturgical kind; also its name is Yatha-ahu-

vairyo, the spirit through which it is set going is the

lore of the religion, needful among the creatures,

the creations arose through wisdom for that purpose,

and they, too, were produced on the solicitation of

recited before the other creations is clearly stated in Pahl. Yas.

XIX, 2-5, 17-20.

' See Pahl. Yas. XIX, 24-27.

Mbid. 29. Mbid. Paz. niit=Av. maiti=manas.
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the archangel ^ ; besides this, that archangels are

wise in speaking, and through wisdom are they

archanoels.

7. And this, too, about the same words, that the

statement is the best-worded which is spoken, or

to be spoken ^ ; and the obscurity is not about the

sound of the word-elements, but about the manifold

nature of the actual meaning (kabedih-i sang-i/^6),

which is the character of the statement, in the words

of the epitome. 8. This, too, that mankind guard

the soul from hell by learning, reciting, and prac-

tising it, and the body from death ^ by likewise per-

petually persevering therein.

9. This, too, that, as to the first apportionment

of the Ahunavair, whose name is the Bakan Ahu-

navair, when, thoroughly accomplishing it (ava-

virtfar) unanxiously (asu^T'akiha), one chants it in

a ceremonial, the good work is as when one

chants a hundred authorities (ra^fih) of the Gathas,

thoroughly accomplishing the^n unanxiously * ; and

when, accomplishing it (virt^ar) anxiously, one chants

it^ such a ceremonial amounts to as much as ten

with any other authority^. 10. This, too, that,

through the same apportionment, while one solem-

nizes the summing up of the first completion *',

which is the St6«'-ya^t, as It becomes the rite of

one newly Initiated (navak-n<^par) ^ on that day

^ See Pahl. Yas. XIX, 20. ^ ^oi^. 24. ^ Ibid. 25, 26.

* Ibid. 6, 7. The MS. has tf^i instead of ^'^:> ' 100,' by

mistake.

^ Ibid. 8. The MS. has ' unanxiously ' by mistake.

^ Possibly Yas. LIX, 32-34.
^ Commonly called Nonabar (see Sis. X, 2, XIII, 2 ; Dd.

LXXIX, 4, II, 12).

[37] X
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they make the soul of the solemnizer pass three

times into the supreme heaven ^

11. About the grievous sinfuhiess of imperfectly

accomplishing (avi^ar) the Bakan Ahunavair-.

12. This, too, that it is made by him in subjection

^0 Auharma^-rt^, as the first creature made, who gives

the body in service to him who is the ruler, and

in discipleship to him who is the high-priest of the

religion ^ ; for this reason, because they are suitable

/or lordship and mastership in the worldly existence.

13. He who is the highest lord and master is the

creator Auharma^-^f, and, owing to the same reason,

when it made their subjection that to the creator

AiJiharma^'^, he has made it as the first creature

made.

14. This, too, that it is taught by it to keep the

body in the service of the king of kings ^, whose

origin Auharma^r^ keeps in his possession ; for this

reason, because, when his origin is kept in the

possession of A{iha7^ma£:rt^, Auharma^'rt' is over his

own if a good ruler is made ; him who is thus pre-

pared, when also the worldly existence is necessary

for Auharma^^^, he maintains as ruler when the

creation is instructed.

15. This, too, that the reward of Vohuman is

appropriated (khvesini</6) by him who indicates

anything which is virtuous, who also utters virtuous

recitation, and who likewise teaches perfect absti-

nence from sin to mankind^. 16. For this reason,

because the indication of anything virtuous, the

utterance of recitation wisely, and abstinence from

^ See Pahl. Yas. XIX, 9-11. ^ Ibid. 12-15.
'^ Ibid. 28, 29. * Ibid. 30.

'' Ibid. 31, 32.
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sin are, as it were, a lodgment materially in good

people owing spiritually to the archangels, Vohu-

man being more particularly the instigator therein
;

and, owing to the same reason, he in whom there is

a like proficiency is of like good works with Vohu-

man, and adapted to the good works arises the like

reward.

17. This, too, that the dominion is given to

Auharma^'rtf by him who may perform those ivorks,

is manifest from the phrase Tart' mazda tava

khshathrem, &c. and its meaning, which is this:

'That, O Auharma-Jrtf! is this dominion of thine, by

which benefits (vehagano) are given to him who is

justly living and poor \' 18. Which is a deliverance

for this reason, because Aiiharma^'^ created no do-

minion for the more particular preservation of the

poor and the creatures of the worldly existence from

the destroyer ; but, for the purpose of control over

the dominion of him whose strength of rule is the

cause of preservation for the poor—which is con-

tinually the wish of Auharma^^^—the dominion is

given to Auharma^^f.

19. And this, too, that, through preservation

from the adversary, he has assisted his poor who
have preserved friendship for the Spitaman ^ ; the

adversity of the creatures is the advancement of

religion, by supporting the religion ; and a friend of

the Spitaman becomes an assistant of the supporters

of religion. 20. About the entrance (den yatun-

r/akih) of the destroyer of the creatures from with-

out ^ a}id the helplessness of the beneficent spirit

owing thereto.

1 See Pahl. Yas. XIX, 35, Yas. LIII, 9 c1, and Chap. XLV, lo.

^ Ibid. 36. ^ Ibid. 39.

X 2
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21. About the girding on of this saying of the

rehgion of Auharma-s^ by the three degrees (pa^-

man), which are good thoughts, good words, and

good deeds ; by the four classes, which are priest-

hood, warriorship, husbandry, and artisanship ; and

by the five chieftainships, which are house-rule,

village-rule, tribe-rule, province-rule, and the su-

preme Zaratu^tship ; and the one summing up

(hanger^'ikih) which is the liberality of the good

ruler ^

22. Righteousness is perfect excellence.

Chapter XLVIII.

Bako Nask.

I. The second fargrar^ is the Ashem^ of the

Bakan ^ ; it is by it tJiat perfect excellence is pro-

duced for every one who produces for any one else

that which is suitable for him ^ ; for this reason,

because, for the sake of perfect production, there is

much unprofitable production, but profitable pro-

duction is suitably producing. 2. This, too, that

the reward of every good work is given by it to

mankind, which keeps mankind in diligence when

it instructs ^ ; because, as the business of all good

works is that which instructs and keeps mankind

in dilisfence, the reward of o^ood works which man-

' See Pahl. Yas. XIX, 44-55.
"- See Chap. Ill, in; it is here expressed by its Pahlavi

equivalent aharayih. This fargar^/ is still extant in Yas. XX.
« See Chap. XLVII, 2. " See Pahl. Yas. XX, i.

" Ibid. 2.
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kind can appropriate by diligence is appropriated

by it. 3. And this, too, that advancement is given

by it to every good work ^.

4. He who is understanding good works, and yet

a supphant, has thereby made the learned foolish

{dz2.vi akhani<^ini<7?6) ; whoever possesses authority

through virtuousness ^ is more particularly for re-

warding the doers of good works ; whoever, too,

can make true decision ^ and adjudication is more

particularly for causing the bridge judgment of a

criminal, and for thrusting him aside owing to the

exhaustion of his good works ; and whoever, too,

can exercise mediation and wisdom is more par-

ticularly for the good government of the world.

5. Of righteousness the excellence is perfect.

Chapter XLIX.

Bako Nask.

I. The third fargar</ is the YeNhe-hatam*

:

there is here taught by it the worship of Auhar-

ma^r^, which is the law of Auharma^^^, that is, its

law is virtuous ^. 2. This, too, that the worship

of Auharmas'^ is occasioned by it, which is the

asking for life for beings by mankind^. 3. And
this, too, that the ritual of the males and females

of the righteous occurs through it, which is the

obeisance for the archangels ". 4. And the atone-

^ See Pahl. Yas. XX, 3.
^ j^id. 4. "

^ Ibid. 5.

* See Chap. IV, in; it is here written YanhS-hatam in

Pahlavi. This fargar^ is still extant in Yas. XXI.
« See Pahl. Yas. XXI, i. ^ Ibid. 2, 3.
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ment /or crimes (va^agano), because it is a grati-

fication, is all for Auharma^rtf personally therefrom
;

and in connection therewith it amounts to a gratifi-

cation for Auharma£<7^.

5. Here one mentions three particulars^ which are

in one's worship of Auh3.rmasd of every description.

6. One is when the design (da^^o) of the person is

virtuous, because it is restrained by some virtuous-

ness of thought; this is that which amounts to

worship and obeisance /<?r Auharma,^.^ personally.

7. One is when it teaches an asking for life for man-

kind, and its ordinance is the protection, nourish-

ment, a7id other assistance ajid gratification 0/ man-

kind ; a friend of the primitive worldly creation of

mankind produced it, ajid it comes into connection

wi^/i the bridge judgment of mankind, for the wor-

ship ^//rt' gratification of Auha;^ma^rtf. 8. And one

is when one would celebrate the obeisance for the

archangels, which is for the sake of strengthening

the archangels, each separately, in tJicir control of

the business of preparing and managing the world

;

because it is declared by revelation that to worship

is this, that the ceremonial may reach this bridge ^

in company with one (pa^fvand), for the worship

and gratification of Auharma^-^; the archangel who

is to be strengthened by the ceremonial is one, and

mankind are developed by the strength of the

archangel.

9. Of righteousness perfect is the excellence.

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXI, 3.

2 The K\XiS2.d bridge (see Chap. XX, 3).
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Chapter L.

Bako Nask.

1. Propitiation for the creator Auharma^t/, and

a scornful doley<?r the evil spirit.

2. The fourth fargar^^f is the Yanim-mano^ of

the Bako, about the praise of Zaratui"t, that is, his

jurisdiction, invocation of blessing (yano)^, and

speaking in reply were such as are declared by the

sacred text. 3. This, too, that that jurisdiction of

his arose before the blessing, that is, this one de-

cision is made by him about his own, that his own

person is first made deserving by him through virtue,

and then virtue is prayed for by him ^

4. This, too, that he has attributed the source

and result to Auharmas'^, who gives joy to Auhar-

ma^^; for the source and result ^various advan-

tages and various joys are desirable for joy itself, as

joy is the acme (roe 6"man) of every happiness of

him whose joy has made an offering (austofri^'o)

to Auharma^"*^, because his decision is this, that by

him whose joy arises from that thing which is the

will of Auharma-S'rt^, its source and result are attri-

buted to M)S\?irva2iZd. 5. This, too, that the good

work, which is a gratification by lawful gratifiers ^,

becomes appropriated by him who shall perform

that which is truly reverent ; even for this reason,

because he who is a lawful gratifier of others, through

true reverence, has intended to gratify through the

practice of his reverence, and, when thus the grati-

fier of those persons, the good work of gratification

^ See Chap. V, i n.
"" See Pahl. Yas. XXVIII, o. ^ Ibid, i a.

^ Ibid. 2 c.
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by lawful gratifiers becomes appropriated. 6. This,

too, that the wisdom of Vohuman ^ is advanced by

him who utters a discourse through Vohuman
;
for

this reason, because the wisdom of Vohuman and its

advancement are mostly through discourse. 7. This,

too, that the plentifulness and satisfaction of cattle ^

are taught by him who properly maintains the cattle

which are in his possession ; even for this reason,

owing to the multitudes thus belonging to him who

properly maintains the cattle which are in his pos-

session, he gains his profit and pleasure therefrom,

and others, who see that gain, are instructed, even

as much as he, about the proper maintenance of

cattle for their own profit and pleasure.

8. This, too, that benefit - being given for the

benefit of the worthy man is taught by him who

keeps the benefit that is his as the property of the

sacred beings ; even for this reason, because he

gives the benefit that is his unto the worthy man for

the purpose of keeping it for the advantage of the

sacred beings, and others are instructed about it.

9. This, too, that prosperity^ being given, in both

existences ^, to him who is generous and worthy is

taught by him who gives benefit to a worthy man
possessing body and life; even for this reason,

because a worldly existence and a spiritual one are

both his, also his worldly existence is in this exist-

ence, and the spiritual one in that existence where-

from satisfaction for the giving of benefit arrives.

10. This, too, that by him who shall cause reverence*

of the good, even this is taught, that the sacred

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXVIII, i c, where Pt4 and Mf4 have

Vohflman instead of valnian.
2 Ibid. 2 b. 3 Ibid. 2 c. * Ibid. 4 b.
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beings gratify him who is practising their will ; even

for this reason, because good for him, by whom the

reverence is practised, becomes the reply of satisfac-

tion, and the throne of the sacred beings is certain.

1 1. This, too, that he who was at first has taught

even this to mankind, that supplicants^ for the

favour of the sacred beings gratify the sacred beings

by being contented {^^2.dvdz) ; even for this reason,

because the welcome of a sacred being, supplied by

command from the religion, is a virtuousness in the

world distinct from that, and the production of a

course of generosit)^, from the sacred beings to man-

kind, arises really through the contentment of the

favoured ; and mankind thereby become freer from

doubt, and believe more in the sacred beings.

12. This, too, that his soul is delivered, or will h&

delivered, into the supreme heaven ^ who has given

something to him who praises the sacred beings and

the good ; even for this reason, because even through

liberality as to wealth, and the production of a way

to the supreme heaven, it is manifest that anything

given to the praisers of the sacred beings and the

good is a greater liberality. 1 3. This, too, that the

reverence •' of those needing reverence is occasioned

by him who teaches the sacred word (viX'ako) to

the good ; even for this reason, because he who is

a good teacher of revelation (den 6) can bring it into

use for the reverence, advantage, a7id joy of the

sacred beings a7id the good.

14. This, too, that acquaintance with the religion

of Auharma^'^f ^ is disclosed to his own by him who

loves Vohuman ; even for this reason, because true

' See Pahl. Yas. XXVIII, 4 c. ^ i^id. 4 a. ^ Ibid. 4 b.
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knowledge arises from the discrimination of pure

wisdom, and the pure attainment of the most dis-

criminative spiritual lord (ahvo) to the mind, through

the purity that constitutes the way within the mind

of a spiritual lord, the purity which becomes that

way through the lodgment of Vohuman there.

15. This, too, that righteousness is taught^ by him

who keeps his mind connected with righteousness
;

even for this reason, because his mind attains to an

effort for authority, and, ridden by the effort, attains

to its acquisition. 16. This, too, that by him who
gives commands about the progress of the concerns

of Auharma^'rt^, this is also taught to mankind, namely,

when one sees the throne of Afiharma^'^^ ; even for

this reason, because it is possible to see that throne

through the complete progress of the will of Auhar-

Ti\2.zd in the world ; and whoever gives commands

about the progress of the concerns of Auharmas'^if,

the will of Ataharma^^ is necessary in him, the pro-

gressive share of those concerns for the people of

the world being shown, which is seen even through

that foundation of completeness that becomes the

throne of Auharma^^y^r mankind.

1 7. This, too, that by him who welcomes Auha?^-

ma^*^ in ///;;7self ^, matters only known by even a high-

priest are then taught to mankind ; even for this

reason, because instruction and knowledge are mostly

those through a high-priest, and by him who wel-

comes Aiiha^'ma^-^ in hims^M, a spiritual lord is then

prayed for, who becomes glorious and praised for

that which is to be taught, and mankind are taught

by him. 18. This, too, that by any one good, who

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXVIII, 4 c. ' Ibid. 5 b. ^ Ibid. 6 a.
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is a servant and pleaser of a good ruler, a good

person may be brought forward, to him who is the

ruler, for benefit^; even for this reason, because a

good man associates other good people with him in

the benefit that happens to him, and his character,

temper, and disposition are thus due to that ; but

when bringing himself forward to rulers, through

reverence and gratification ^the rulers, other good

people may also be brought forward by him for that

benefit. 19. This, too, that by him zvJio shall vir-

tuously make an accumulation, the way of pros-

perity - from the sacred beings is disclosed to his

own ; even for this reason, because virtuous accumu-

lation is provided through unnumbered (<^penava^6)

grants of a decider, and, when it is so, he becomes

the treasurer of the sacred beings.

20. This, too, that by him who produces ad-

vantage for the archangels, the gift of him who is

suitable for the sovereignty^ of the immature (kham)

world is solicited ; even for this reason, because the

advantage which is produced for the archangels

bei^ig for the sake of his own, the advantage of the

immature creation solicited—the supreme advantage

of the primitive good creations—becomes a virtuous

ruler, 21. This, too, that by him who is a praiser^

of an archangel, the good religion is praised ; even

for this reason, because the good religion is praise of

the archangels, and the praise of the archangels is

the good religion. 22. This, too, that the religion

of the sacred beings is made progressive ^ by him

who shall make an offering (austofri^o) to the

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXVIII, 6 b. ^ n^jj ^ ^

2 Ibid. 7 c.
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sacred beings ; even for this reason, because making

an offering ^o the sacred beings strengthens the up-

holders of rehgion, and the progress of rehgion

occurs through upholders of religion.

23. This, too, that by him who shall make man-

kind quite zealous (garemoko) for doing good works,

the reward of the good works is also made liberal

for mankind ; even for this reason, because the pro-

ducer of the origin is also the producer of the result.

24. This, too, that above the multitude is the praise

of the man who is assisting those of virtuous will,

who is also the nourishment of the creatures through

virtuousness, and whose accumulation is also owing

to virtuousness ; even for this reason, because who-

ever is assisting those of virtuous will is an increaser

of virtuousness in the world, whoever is the nourish-

ment of the creatures through virtuousness is a pro-

ducer of the paternity of creatures, and he whose

accumulation is owing to virtuousness becomes an

improver of the world. 25. This, too, that by him

who assists him who is ignorant (kha^t), is given

and taught to supplicants that which is suitable for

them. 26. To assist him w4io is ignorant is this,

such as forming the province, district, domain, and

family ; maintaining the abode and house of a fol-

lower of Vi^tasp (Vi^tas/'ano), the fortress and

stronghold, and the homestead (khan) of the agri-

cultural peasant ; repairing a rugged road ; building

bridges over rivers ; managing a river, aqueduct, or

brook
;
populating desolate places ; and doing other

things, owing to which any retention (girift-ae) of

the comfort and advantage of mankind in the world

occurs. 27. And by him who shall do these things,

the assistance even of him who is born afterwards,
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the making of that which is a very advantageous

thing suitable for mankind, and also the doing of

this for others, are taught.

28. This, too, that it is revealed (/['ashto) of the

spiritual existence that that which is wisdom is for

Atiharma^^, for him who is wisdom—that is, it

teaches that acquired wisdom is for him whose in-

nate wisdom is good—even for this reason, because

the spirit, this that has come into his possession,

which is acquired wisdom, is given by it to the

progeny of Auha^^ma^rt', which is innate wisdom, to

increase it ; and Auha.rm3.zd is gratified thereby.

29. Of a summary about the continuance that

was, the progress of the material existence, and the

continuance that will be \ there is also this :—about

the continuance that was, which is the beofinnine,

there are the essential thought and beneficent pro-

duction of the good and evil material existence of its

good goodness, and that of its evil vileness ; about

the progress of the material existence, which is inter-

mediate, there are the dutiful doing of good works,

righteousness, and having reward, the committal of

crime, wickedness, and having the bridge penalty

;

and about the continuance that will be, which is the

last, there are the government, with wisdom, of that

supremely good one who is the origin of all the

multitudinous creatures (vasikan), the triumph of

goodness over vileness, the admissibility of the

good, the inadmissibility of the bad, and the purity

of the restoration of the good creatures.

30. Of righteousness perfect is the excellence.

^ The three periods of the universe :—the past eternity, the pre-

sent existence, and the future eternity.
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Chapter LI.

Bako Nask.

I. The fifth fargar^, Khshmaibya ^, is about

this, that complaint is made by Goi'-aurvan ^ that

there did not exist any oiie who properly keeps the

cattle that are in his possession ; even for this

reason, because cattle are increased by such, and

others, through design (ahang) and a desire for that

increase, act by his example and keep cattle pro-

perly ; btU the complaint of Goi'-a^rvan is that he

does not exist. 2. This, too, that by him who gives

orders about the advancement of the concerns of the

sacred beings, the care of cattle is produced, and his

soul attains to the sacred beings ; even for this reason,

because the care of cattle is a principal thing in the

advancement of the concerns of the sacred beings,

and2\so for the preservation ^the soul. 3. This, too,

that by him who keeps cattle with a controller (das-

tobar) who is a cattle-master ^ even a friend of him

who is the creator of cattle is taught to the cattle—the

cattle-master and he who is wise in the nourishment,

protection, and multiplication of cattle—even for this

reason, because when his cattle are kept with a con-

troller who is a nourisher, protector, and multiplier

of cattle, the friendship of a nourisher for the

nourished, of a protector for the protected, and of

a multiplier for the multipliable is also exhibited by

him ; and the design of the creator for the creation,

through affection, is that of a nourisher for the

nourished, of a protector for the protected, and of

a multiplier for the multipliable.

^ See Chap. VI, i n; it is here written khshmaibe in Pahlavi.

2 See Pahl. Yas. XXIX, i. ^ Ibid. 2 a.
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4. This, too, that by him who maintains an animal

with propriety, it is presented to the sacred beings

;

even for this reason, because when it is maintained

by him with propriety, the will of the sacred beings

drives him on, and when the will of the sacred beings

drives him on, it is presented by him to the sacred

beings. 5. This, too, that when one shall admit the

male of animals at the proper time, the mastery

(sardarini^ano) of the animal is also taught by

him ; even for this reason, because the admission

of the male of the animals is the essential business

in the multiplication gf cattle, and he who is a multi-

plier has also taught the mastery of the animals.

6. This, too, that by him who does not slaughter

an animal until it attains to full growth, the forma-

tion of a store for cattle is also taught ; even for

this reason, because, from the increasing cattle pro-

duced, the profit of mankind arises, and on account

of the liking of mankind for profit, they persevere

more fully in cultivating cattle, and provide a store

for them.

7. This, too, that it is he who is the more powerful

of beings—that is, strength is what is more in use by

him ^—whose proceeding is for him who is his own,

so that he supplies that which it is necessary to

supply ; even for this reason, because needful bounti-

fulness to one's own needy ones arises through law-

ful thoughts, lawful thoughts are provided by ex-

.
pelling greed, lust, wrath, disgrace, envy, and other

fiends from the body, and a man expelling a fiend

from his body becomes of efficient strength. 8. This,

too, that he is a very powerful person, for invoca-

tion ^ supplication, and attaining to good works,

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXIX, 3 c.
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who possesses wealth for the high-priest of the

priests, who shall also procure decisions and judg-

ment always justly, and who likewise becomes

humble and reverent ^o the good ; even for this

reason, because the wealth of multitudes of man-

kind is for maintaining the desires and pleasure of

the body, /or procuring decisions and judgment

whereto their wishes tend, and for others becoming

humble and reverent to them even when iJieir de-

sign is vicious ; but he who possesses wealth for

invocation and connection with the wisdom of the

religion, through the high-priest of the religion,

and shall procure just decisions and judgment, and

becomes humble and reverent to the good, is a putter

away of that design and one who, through the put-

ting away of that design, becomes a capable and

very powerful person.

9. This, too, that every one is made to persevere

at his proper duty, as to any excellent thing, by him

who holds the reward of the diligent, as the sacred

beings are proceeding with a pure needy one; for

this reason, because the toiling of the body of a

person at his proper duty Is induced by a desire of

reward. 10. This, too, that by him whose mouth

(yong)^ and its appliances are for virtue, the posses-

sion ofVohilman is then explained, through this mode,

because the maintenance of the mouth and its appli-

ances as virtuous becomes so, when, through protec-

tion and assistance ^the good, ^;^rtf defeat and smiting

of the vile, the reformation of the world occurs ;
and

this, too, is so, when there is an existence of pre-

paration of the friend of the good and the enemy

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXIX, 7 c.
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of the vile, and of friendship of the good and enmity

of the vile, through understanding good and evil

;

and the understanding of good and evil is through

possession of Vohuman, and that possession of Vo-

human becomes also an explainer of Vohuman.

II. This, too, that by him who gives commands

about the progress of the concerns of the sacred

beings, his own knowledge of every kind is also

developed; even for this reason, becatLse the com-

mand being necessary for the personal duty of the

good, they also develope the knowledge of every

kind for which that commanding of duty and its

auspiciousness are suitable, i 2. This, too, that by

him who teaches the good, the good work is then

appropriated which is also an assistance of Zaratu^t

through speaking of the religion ; even for this

reason, because, on account of those of the religion

of Zaratiut who really constitute the renovation of

the 7iniverse, the speaking connected with ZaratCut

—

through the teaching of the good and teachers not

of the same religion

—

and the assistance through

speaking of the religion become the good work

appropriated.

13. This, too, that by him who gives anything

to that person who praises the sacred beings and

the good, a throne is appropriated in yonder ivorld^,

even on the mention of it. 14. This, too, that by

him who is teaching that which is for the propitious,

the damage that is owing to want of resources ^ in

relicrion is shut out of the worid ;
even for this

reason, because, owing to that, he increases the

resources of religion of every kind, and the ad-

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXIX, 8 c.
'' Ibid. 9 b.

[37] Y
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vantage therefrom, in the world. 15. This, too,

that by him who is bringing him who is righteous

forth to the rulers, for beneficence, the utmost

assistance is then afforded ; even for this reason,

because an expectation of the utmost beneficence is

further attached by him to the place of obtainment ^

16. This, too, that by him who gives /^/wself in

service unto him who is the supreme king of kings,

the way of good thinking 2, of the assistance of

pleasure, and of the production of sovereignty by

Auharma£:<T^ is disclosed to his own ; even for this

reason, because the original reason of virtue is the

worthiness of mankind owing to the creator and

their service unto the creator, and, therefore, as he

who is a well-ruling monarch is a creator in the

^QxX^''^' existence, and 2. recompensing (pa^o-dahak)

leader of the creatures who steadfastly give them-

selves in service to him, it is then given by him to

the creator also ; and I teach, besides, that the origin

of the virtue of worthiness, which is attached by the

creator to his own, is the way that is stated above,

and other virtue is also disclosed to his own thereby.

1 7. Righteousness is excellence that is perfect.

Chapter LI I.

Bako Nask.

I. The sixth fargar^, A^-ta-vakhshya^ is this,

tliat by him who is a wise upholder of the dignity

1 SeePahl.Yas. XXIX, 10 c.

"^ Ibid. 10 b ; we should probably read hu-manijnih, ' pleasant

dwelling,' instead of hfl -minion ih.

» See Chap. VII, in; it is here written at-takhsh6 in Pahlavi.
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of a priest's leadership, the priestly assembly Uvanted

for performing religious rites (deno) is enlarged;

for this reason, because the nature of the person,

whose resources are bounty for the needy, eagerly

becomes a causer of exertion for the teaching

(amuko) of accomplishments. 2. This, too, that by

him whose habits are virtuous the glorification of

AiiharmsLsd- is accomplished and taught; even on

this account, for the sake of whatever advantage

and pleasure are due to virtue, they, indeed, whose

habits are virtuous, glorify him, moreover, who is the

creator of those virtuous habits, who is Auharma^fl?

himself. 3. This, too, that by him who speaks

virtuous words the performance even of the worship

of Vohuman ^ is also taught ; even on this account,

because of the comeliness and desirableness of virtue,

the good make it an example and speak virtuous

words, and virtuous speaking is the worship of

Vohuman. 4. This, too, that the ceremonial which

he whose way is virtuous shall accomplish becomes

greater^ thereby; even for this reason, because the

sacred beings come more particularly to the cere-

monial of those of pure dispositions and virtuous

ways, and accept //.

5. This, too, that he who is a producer of benefit

for promoters of good works becomes an extender ^

of the teaching of religion ; even for this reason, be-

cause from producing benefit for promoters of good

works a7^zses an increase of good works, from an

increase of good works arises further progress of the

will of the sacred beings, from further progress of

the will of the sacred beings arises more progress

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXX, i a. ' Ibid, i b.

3 Ibid. I c. " Ibid. 2 a.

Y 2
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of the good religion, and from more progress of the

good rehgion arises an extension of the teaching of

the good rehgion in the world. 6. This, too, that

by him who possesses authority through virtue, dis-

crimination^ as to the regulation of duties is taught

to mankind; even for this reason, because the pos-

sessor of authority through virtue is a man w/io

becomes a decider and ruler, and mankind learn

and practise to exercise the disposition, habits, and

custom of rulers.

7, This, too, that /le who is a giver of the needful

/^ his own needy ones has given himself to Zaratui"t

;

even for this reason, because the needful 6em£' given

fo one's own needy ones is the existence of true

liberality, which is a compendium of the religion of

Zaratui-t ; by him who is thereby ennobled (vas/u-

harakani-aito) the religion of Zaratiut is then put

on, and whoever /las put on the religion of Zaratiii-t

[has given himself to Zaratu5t. 8. This, too, that

by him who]^ gives the leadership [to him who is

suitable for the leadership]- even the wisdom 0/

that man is increased ; for this reason, because even

the wisdom of the suitable, through which they ac-

complish that leadership, when the leadership comes

to them, grows further with the glory of that duty.

9. This, too, that he who /las to select the better

of two ways, which are good and bad ^, is assisted

' See Pahl. Yas. XXX, 2 b.

- The words in brackets are the translation of a passage that

was inserted in the MS. at the time the foHos were patched. The

original copyist of the MS. has evidently omitted a passage, but

whether the repairer has made the insertion merely by guessing

from the context (which is quite possible), or by referring to some

other MS., is uncertain.

^' See Pahl. Yas. XXX, 3 b.
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to do SO by the benefiters' ordeal of fire and ore
;

even for this reason, because that is discrimination

by the eye of wisdom, which is the way of good

intention, and the benefiters are decisive declarers

of acquittal and incrimination through fire and metal,

the two good discriminators ; and when the business

is of ?i different kind, even then both are associates

in discriminating, and are powerful connections of

one another. lo. This, too, that he who shall do

that thino- from zvhich advantagre of the sacred being-s

arises, is empowered to discriminate truly that which

is sagacious ^ in thought, word, and deed ; even for

this reason, because from doing anything for the

advantage of the sacred beings arises the reign of

the will of the sacred beings in the world, from the

reign of the will of the sacred beings in the world

arises the freedom from danger of the temporal

existence of the world, and the freedom from danger

of the temporal existence of the world contributes

also to the power of him who is sagacious in dis-

criminating truly as to thought, word, and deed.

II. This, too, that by him who thinks of the

affairs of Auha7^ma£Y/ the eternity (hamayikih) of

Auha;'ma2<7^ ^ and also the consideration of his own
eternity by Auharma^'^ are thought of; even on

this account, because mankind mind and serve

Auharma^'^ for the sake of even the hope ^ of

eternal benefit from him ; and they who think of

him, through the eternal benefit due to him, are

themselves increasing that benefit which is eternal,

and it is thought eternal by him that thinks of that

eternal thing his own eternity. 12. This, too, that

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXX, 3 c. ^ j^id. 4 c.
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/le who restrains a person from reverence of the

demons, has diverted him from making the world

sickly; even for this reason, because whoever /las

restrained a person from reverence of the demons,

has diverted a demon from making the world anar-

chical and from making the world sickly. 13, This,

too, that by him who shall practise liberality benefit

for the sun is caused, and by him who shall cause

benefit for the sun benefit is caused also for the

nature of the body of mankind ; even for this

reason, because zV is declared f/m^ the sun /las

progressed through the radiance and glory of the

liberal, and the nature of the body of mankind is

preserved by the sun.

14. This, too, that by him whose desire is for any-

thing virtuous, and who possesses authority through

virtue, mankind are controlled to persist (manini-

^ano) in virtue for receiving a reward ^ ; even for this

reason, because /le whose desire is virtuous seeks hap-

piness for every one—a pre-eminent desire for the

happiness of human existence deing- the desire of

mankind for virtue—and by him who requires that,

afzd strives for eV fully, so far as possible for him, any

one whatever is brought to persist in virtue and to

constrain the spirit for reward; and by him who
possesses authority through virtue the continuance

of mankind in authority a?id their persistence and
instruction in virtue are attached to good works

and are brought to reward. 15. This, too, that by

him who possesses happiness through appropriation

of the sacred beings mankind are attached to the

sacred beings for receiving a reward ^
; even for this

reason, because, on account of the possession of

' See Pahl. Yas. XXX, 10 b. " ibj^j. 10 c.
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happiness through appropriation of the sacred beings,

he possesses it through the assistance and gratifica-

tion of the good, and mankind shall therefore make
him an example ; it also becomes a good work for

them, and they adhere to the sacred beings for re-

ceiving a reward.

16. This, too, that by him who produces the

benediction of him that is a conductor of investi-

gation and a righteous judge, and who shall also

occasion the reverence of the good, the teaching of

the advantage of the righteous ^ is likewise per-

formed ; even for this reason, because the essentials

(ma^T^igan) of the advantage of the world are two

—

one owing to justice, and one owing to generosity

—and it is declared that the advantage of him who

possesses the blessings of the judges is owing to

the justice of the judges, and the advantage of him

who is reverent to the good is owing to the gene-

rosity of the good in developing the world, and

the righteous teach about it.

17. Righteousness is perfect excellence.

Chapter LI 1 1.

Bako Nask.

I. The seventh fargar^, Ta-vt'-urvata -, is that

by him who possesses advantage through virtue,

the world of righteousness is freed from ^ destruc-

tion ^ ; even for this reason, because the possession

of advantage through virtue arises through the non-

participation of the demons and the vile therein,

and the participation of the sacred beings and the

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXX, 1 1 c. ' See Chap. VIII, i n.

3 Assuming that mun, 'which/ stands for min.

* See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, i b.
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good ; and, when 07ie shall act so, the advantaufe

of spiritual origin becomes more powerful through

guarding the advantage from the destroyers. 2.

This, too, that, by him who welcomes Auharma^^
in /lis person, apostates are likewise forced to make

the religion of Auharma^^*;/ progressive ^ ; even for

this reason, because owing to - the apostasy of

apostates dmig- a religion produced dy Aharman,

^/^ey a?^e only able to make the religion progressive

through the appellation of Auha/'ma^'^; apostasy

and priesthood, a7id the apostates and priests, are

fraternal opponents, and whenever the priesthood

and multitudes of the priesthood are triumphant,

multitudes of the apostates of apostasy perish

(aoshend), and when the multitudes of the apos-

tates of apostasy are bold, the priests of the priest-

hood are weak ; and the priests are superior m
power and success when their priesthood is properly

limited, and their properly-limited priesthood, too

—

which can arise through mankind—consists in the

welcome precedence of Au\\a.rma.2d.

3. About the completeness (s/6rikih) 0/ the

priesthood in that quality now, when the priests of

the multitude are the habitation (m eh on 6) of Auhar-

mazd, and the power of the priests of the priesthood

has increased, the valour of the apostates of apos-

tasy is smitten, and the apostates are defeated by

the abundant splendour of the priests, also their

power as regards making the religion of Aharman
progressive through the appellation of Auharma^rt^

is fettered, and they keep apostasy concealed -^

' See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, i c.

^ Assuming that la, ' not,' stands for rai.

^ The passage in the Pahlavi commentary on this Nask, which
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4. And then also they, with the appellation of

priests, truly speak and teach the religion of

Auh3.7^ma.sd, and make ?V progressive, just as it is

solemnized and made easy by them, even though

the will 0/ the sacred beings de unheard an(^ un-

desired through apostasy.

5. This, too, that he proclaims the miraculousness

of Auharmar^^^ who shall appoint for ordeal that

which is certainly a doubt ; even for this reason,

because, through accomplishing an ordeal, that which

is doubtful is forcibly rendered visible (ven<2z;da-

haki-aito) to the eyes, as certain clearness, through

the power of the spirit, which is itself a miracle of

Aiiharma^'rt'. 6. This, too, that by him who shall

make a public decision thereon, as to the acquitted

and convicted ^, gratification is afforded to him

whose maintenance of the dispute - is righteous
;

even for this reason, because the needful is de-

livered by him to its own requirer who thereby

becomes even renowned. 7. This, too, that even

the rite of ordeal [is produced]^ by him [who is an

advantage to the righteous ; for this reason, because

the rite of ordeal is for the advancement of the

ordeal, and the religious ordeal] proceeds through

sovereignty; these righteous are those of the good

relig^ion, and their advantage is that belono-inof to

the multitude, which is the sovereignty now, and

every one who is given for that advantage, to the

is here described, must evidently have been written shortly after

some great triumph of the priesthood over some heresy, probably

either that of Mam, or that of Mazdak.
^ See Pahl.Yas. XXXI, 2 b. ^ Ibid. 3 a.

^ Ibid. 3 b. The words in brackets translate a passage inserted

in the MS. at the time the folios were patched, like that in

Chap. LII, 7, 8.
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righteous of those of the good religion, becomes the

performer of any rite of ordeal really produced,

because the origin of that giving of advantage is

even the rite of ordeal. 8. This, too, that by him

who gives a priest and righteous ma7i for propa-

gating the religion, the rite of ordeal is also pro-

claimed ; even for this reason, because the teacher

and one rightly merciful (hu-amur's'i^ar) give^ the

sacred text by which even the rite of ordeal is

declared.

9. This, too, that /le who recites the revelation of

Aiiharma£rc/, and who shall do // with exceeding

goodness, becomes an increaser of wisdom ; even for

this reason, because the wisdom of a man increases

in these two ways, either he speaks a7id teaches

himself, or he exemplifies the excellence of a portion

to the wise who become speakers and teachers of

wisdom. 10. This, too, that his homage is for

Auharma,6<7', who thoroughly teaches a righteous

employer 0/ animals and human beings (kira va-

vir) that he considers /u?^ as their controller (da-

stobar) ; because, since the productiveness of the

completion of the creatures Is produced through the

nourishment of the creatures (^j/ Auharma^'^ through

his fulfilling his own productiveness, that righteous

employer 271- the world is intended for the nourish-

ment of his creatures, owlne to that outward sub-

jection and propitiation of theirs, a7id the righteous

employer is connected with //zt'/r subjection and pro-

pitiation for the creator.

II. This, too, that by him who gives thought to

the religion of Zaratui-t, the soul Is given to Zara-

^ Assuming that yehevfind, ' they are,' stands for ye ha blind.
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tust ; even for this reason, because with a man's

havins" given thouorht to the relig^ion of Zaratu^t is

connected the receiving of his soul by Zaraturt for

preservation from hell. 12. This, too, that by him

who teaches the nature of the sacred beings to man-

kind, consultation with Auharma^'rt^ is also further

taught ; even for this reason, because the nature of

the sacred beings is consulting a spiritual lord, and

becomes also the consultlnsf of Auharma^'^/.

13. This, too, that by him who keeps the produce

of sheep as the property of Auharmaj::^, a sheep is

given to him who is diligent and moderate ^ ; even

for this reason, because produce kept as the property

of Auharma.E:^ Is for being given for good works,

being given for good works is being truly kept as a

beginning for the possession of produce, and a be-

ginning truly kept is kept even through a sheep, as a

beginning of excellence, in the control (dastobarih)

of him who is a diligent and moderate shepherd ^.

14. This, too, that by him who is liberal to the

liberal the increase owing to developers is brought

into the world ; even for this reason, because a

liberal 7nan, on account of even that gift given back

to the worthy, becomes even for us—through the

development of the world—him who is first praised

therein with the sacred beings. 15. This, too, that

whoever shall form a store for sheep, becomes an

agent even in the development of sheep by the

creator ; because, on account of the increase of

sheep through the existence of nourishment for

them having arisen, whoever has arranged nourish-

ment for sheep, becomes an agent even In the de-

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 10 a. ^ Ibid. 10 b.
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velopment ^ sheep (^j/ the creator. i6. This, too,

that by him who teaches inward prayer (v^/('ako)

to the good, it is also taught to eaters ; even for this

reason, because, everything connected with eating

being declared by the religion, when the religion is

taught by any one to the good, in which even that

information is proclaimed, even eaters are taught

about it. I 7. This, too, that whoever maintains a

sheep, or human being, as our property, is taught

to maintain it through the high-priest of Zaratu^t

;

even for this reason, because it is so maintained as

the property of the sacred beings, when he main-

tains it as the property of Zaratu^t.

18. This, too, that by him who gave predomi-

nance to those of the nature of Gay6mar<7'\ the

sovereignty also of those of the religion of Zaratiut

is desired ; even for this reason, because the religion

of Zaratu.'i't is the nature of Gavomar^/, and the

nature of Gayomar^ is the religion of Zaratui-t.

19. This, too, that when one is alone among rulers

a way of speaking to the rulers such words as are

really true is thereby provided ; even for this

reason, because the utterance of blessings by a soli-

tary person is for advantage. 20. This, too, that by

him who keeps the sovereignty which is his within

the will of Auharma^r/, the best thing is done unto

Auha/'mas^; even for this reason, because a sove-

reignty is so kept within the will of Auharmas^fwhen

he who is the ruler gives to Auharma^:^ the indi-

viduality in which is the sovereignty, and when its

proximity and closeness have given to Auharma^rtf

that thing which is best a7id supreme.

21. This, too, that when one teaches the sayings

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 11 b, and Bk. VIII, Chap. XIII, i.
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(v^y^ako) of the benefiters, the information which is

owing to the rehgion is ilkistrated ^ by him to his

own ; even for this reason, because the knowledge

of rehgion, which is in its causing hberahty by him,

is increased even by the repeated enquiry of dis-

ciples. 22. This, too, that by him who teaches an

applicant the virtuous way and doctrine (pand) the

liturgy is then taught ; even for this reason, because

knowledcre arises through the virtuous course of theo o
liturgy^. 23. This, too, that by him who thinks of

the affairs of virtue, the liturgy is maintained and
taught with virtuousness ^

; even for this reason,

because the maintenance of the liturgy with vir-

tuousness arises through virtuous thinking.

24. This, too, that whoever shall provide the

nourishment of creatures with propriety, his Vohu-

man [good thought) is Auharma^'^'s progeny^; and

whoever properly maintains those which are in his

keeping, his position becomes Auharmas^'s father-

hood of Vohuman '^

; even for this reason, because

every proper nourishing is that in which the

nourished becomes an offspring such as Vohuman
unto Auharmas^; and every proper protection of

the creatures, over those which are protected by it,

is a fatherhood such as that of Auharma^rt' over

Vohuman. 25. This, too, that by him who shall

provide nourishment with propriety y^r the creation

which is good, it is taught tJiat the good creation

was produced by Auharma.SiTf ; even for this reason,

because from the nourishment of the creation with

propriety, together with the discriminating action of

the nourisher, the goodness of the nourished is also

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 6 a. ^ Ibid. 6 b.

^ Ibid. 8 a. " Ibid. 8 b.
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evident, from the goodness of the nourished creation

the goodness ^him who is its creator is evident,

and the creator of the good creation is Auharmas'^

himself.

26. This, too, that whoever shall spiritually make

Auharma^^^ the ruler over his own person becomes

a ruler as to actions ^ ; even for this reason, because

whoever is making Auh3.rm3.zd ruler over /ns person

is a leader of wisdom, a leader of wisdom is a

decider taking account of sin and good works,

taking account of sin and good works is abstaining

from sin a7id practising good works, and owing to

abstinence from sin and practising good works one

becomes a ruler over actions. 27. This, too, that

Spendarma^^' is given to Auharma^-^f by him who

is as reverent unto Auharma^'^ as a daughter unto

a father ; even for this reason, because the Spen-

darmartfic nature (S/endarma^^ih) is provided by

him for Auharma^'^.

28. This, too, that for him who thinks of the care

of cattle there arises that wisdom -^ which the control

(patih) of cattle gives ; even for this reason, because

the nature of the wisdom for a production of cattle

is provided in mankind, and, when mankind apply

their thoughts to seeking that wisdom, they obtain

it. 29. This, too, that by him who is admitting the

male to cattle at the proper time, the care of cattle

is also thought of; even for this reason, because

the admittance of the male becomes productiveness,

and whoever * would cause productiveness thinks

also of nourishment.

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 8 c.

2 Ibid. 9 a, and Bk. VIII, Chap. IX, 3.
^ Ibid. 9 a.

Assuming that min, ' from,' stands for mun.
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30. This, too, that by him who has prepared

hhns^i for the priests the way to yonder ^ world Is

taught ; even for this reason, because the way to

yonder ivorld is declared by the rehgion, and its

indicator is the priest ; therefore, by him who is

prepared for the priests, through discipleship, that

way is known and is made known. 31. This, too,

that /;/ him who shall do that which is something

that is an assistance to the renovation ofthe universe,

thoughts of the bounty (dahih) of the creator arise

;

even for this reason, because creativeness is through

thinking of the renovation, thinking of the renova-

tion arises through the renovation, the renovation

arises through anything which is done that is an

assistance of the renovation, the doing of anything

that is an assistance of the renovation is through

thinking of sagacity, and thinking of sagacity be-

comes thoughts of the bounty of the creator.

32. This, too, that by him who loves the affairs

of the archangels a heart and mind ^, for not being

misled from the way of the sacred beings, are

recommended to mankind; even for this reason,

because from the reliction of the sacred beings beino^

loved arises increasing power of the sacred beings,

from the increasing power of the sacred beings

arises their greater authority among mankind, and

from the greater authority of the sacred beings

among mankind arises the resistance of heart and

mind of mankind, even in their not being misled by

the very demons. 2)1- This, too, that whoever shall

act with reverence to Vohuman sees the sin which

is concealed in hitn mineled with orood works there-

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 9 b. ^ Ibid. 12 b.
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by ^
; even for this reason, because reverence for

Vohuman becomes submission (herih) in virtuous-

ness, with virtuous submission are connected free-

dom from Kikship and from Karapship ^, and with

freedom from Kikship and from Karapship is con-

nected one sound of hfe and eye, whereby he is an

observant decider, and atonement for sin arises

from o-ood works.

34. This, too, that by him who shall provide

liberality for the liberal, the giving of a loan^ to

mankind is also taught ; even for this reason, be-

cause liberal giving by any one is accounting for

his own debt, and he endeavours to repay it fully

observantly and with complete gratification ; besides

that, the power of liberality becomes extendible

among mankind, and through loans and other gifts ^

of generosity (dahii'nikih) they become ardent.

35. This, too, that by him who pays homage (fra-

namert'o) to the affairs of Auharma£'<7f, as much as

he is able, the non-injury of the innocent is also

tauofht ; even for this reason, because to intertwine

further (frov^ftano) with the affairs of Auharma.sfl^,

as much as possible, is first to commit no sin and

to perform as many good works as possible, and

abstaining from the essentials of sin is non-injury

of the innocent. 36. This, too, that by him who

possesses a ruler and high-priest Auharmasc/ is

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 13 c, where, after homani/?, J2, Pt4,

and Mf4 insert the following words: vinas den avo kirfako

giimikhto yekavimiinerf'o, madam aharayih A.k sardar homani//.

- Pahl. akikih va-akarapih; see Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXV,
13 n for the two idolatrous priestly tribes here alluded to. On its

second occurrence the first word is corrupted into akas which

closely resembles akigih in Pahlavi letters.

» SeePahl. Yas. XXXI, 14 b.
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Spiritually made ruler over his person ^ ; even for

this reason, because, through the requirement of

Auha;'ma^rtf, the angels are lord and master of the

worldly existence of that man.

2i"].
This, too, that whoever decides duty and

opinion becomes also an informer of others ; even

for this reason, because it informs others that he is

possessing wisdom, and this is what is said, that

' the wisdom of a man is evident from his deciding

as to affairs.' 38. This, too, that whoever shall

provide nurture with propriety becomes also an in-

dicator (dakhshakini^T^ar)- for others; even for

this reason, because the happiness of the nurturer

becomes also a happy indicator even y^r thee ; and

this, too, is what one says, that ' always good, happy,

aiid free from serfs ^ is he who is not a master of

vagabonds (part'o-i puan).'

39. This, too, that by him who is a ruler who,

by a command given, appoints him who is liturgical

(mansarik), and gives anything to him which it is

desirable to give, the necessary demeanour for

true «;^^ virtuous statements^ is taught; even for

this reason, because the uttering of true and vir-

tuous statements, in fearlessness * of rulers, is owing

to a well-established sovereignty, and their well-

established sovereignty is more particularly through

these two things, good commanding and helpfulness
;

when they establish that liturgical one by a command

given it is good commanding, and when they give

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 16 a. ' Ibid. 17 c.

^ Pahl. avaruno; but, as freedom from servants is not exactly

an Oriental idea of happiness, the word may also be read analono,

a possible variant of analano, ' unlamenting.'

* See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 19 b.

[37] Z
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anything to him which it is desirable to give the

helpfuhiess is provided; also, owing to their good
commanding, the helpfidness is a good establish-

ment of the sovereignty, owing to a well-established

sovereignty ^/lere is fearlessness also in'uttering true

and virtuous statements, and, owing to freedom

from concealment in uttering true and virtuous

statements, the necessary demeanour for true and
virtuous statements arises. 40. This, too, that /le

who gives personal service unto the king of kings,

and who considers the product (bar) as the property

of Auharmazd, is empowered for indicating the

acquitted and convicted ^ djy the spirits, his indi-

cators of the acquitted and convicted ; even for this

reason, because the person deiji^^ given in service to

the king of kings is the preparation (nivari^no) of

subjection, and the product deino- considered as the

property of Aiiharma£'^ is to consider the innocence

of ih^ origin (bun) and to make the product well-

selecting (hu-/'inak6) through virtuousness ; owing

to the progress of these two, the virtuousness in the

world becomes great and increasing productiveness

for all the good spiritual and worldly existences which

are in it, even those who are angels indicating the

acquitted and convicted.

41. This, too, that by him who becomes immortal

progress - for him who is immortally progressive,

complete progress ^ is given to him who is com-

pletely progressive; and its routine (dafl^istan), too,

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 19 c.

^ Ibid. 21 a; amarg-rubijnih and hamak-rubij-nih are

Pahlavi translations of Av. amereta^ and haurvata^, as may be

seen in Ibid. 6 b.
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is even this, that by him who wishes^ to make that

which is his own soul immortal, and would afford it

assistance, every benefit is given to him who is a

supplicant /^r every benefit and becomes a giver of

every benefit which he begs, which becomes an assist-

ance to him whom he asks in attaining thereto.

42. This, too, that whoever gratifies that which is

enjoyment renders his soul immortal ; even for this

reason, because the soul subsists through good works,

and good works are all those which gratify enjoy-

ment. 43. This, too, that whoever keeps himself

always in good works ^ has produced perfection and

happiness by -any goodness and worthiness of his
;

even for this reason, because keeping oneself always

in good works becomes perfect diligence in industry,

within perfect diligence in industry is also comprised

opposition to any harm whatever, and it is opposi-

tion to harm and perfect goodness that are worthy

of every happiness.

44. This, too, that by him who possesses wealth

as high-priest of the priests, predominance as their

high-priest is maintained^ and taught; even for this

reason, because the provision of sovereignty and its

progress are really through wealth. 45. This, too,

that by him who would act for the pleasure of others,

owing to virtue, the growth and increase owing to

Vohuman ^ are produced ; even for this reason,

because that which has given virtuous pleasure is

the nourishment of the creatures by the producer of

increase and growth.

46. This, too, that by him who welcomes Auhar-

^ Written yetibune^^ with mu above it as a partial correction

into y,?2bemune«/ which is evidently the proper word.

2 See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 21a. ^ Ibid. 21b. " Ibid. 21 c.

Z 2
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ma^Trtf in /amself^, and teaches good works to man-

kind, every virtuous instruction is taught ; even for

this reason, because the welcoming of Auharma^'^^f

in ^;^^self is the non-committal of sin, aiidth.^ teaching

of good works to mankind is more particularly the

performance of good works oneself; innocence and

the practising of good works are the end of every

instruction, and he in whom they exist becomes a

teacher of every goodness. 47. This, too, that by

him who shall occasion benefit through him who is

a propagator of good works, the evidence of him

who is well-informed - is taught through one well-

informed ; even for this reason, because the chief

evidence as to sagacity is to occasion benefit for the

good. 48. This, too, that by him who gives com-

mands as to the affairs of Auharmasv/, Auharma^^

is made welcome in his person^ ; even for this reason,

because the throne of Auha/'mas^ in the worldly

existence is more particularly in a ruler of well-

commanding person.

49, The excellence ^righteousness is perfect.

Chapter LIV.

Bako Nask.

I. The eighth fargar^i;', //z^aetumaiti ^ is tkathy

him who teaches wisdom to others the not being

deceived by an apostate into confusing a righteous

one (aharubo-barii-ih) is also taught^; even for

this reason, because he who has taught is not

deceived.

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 22 c. ' Ibid. 22 a.

^ See Chap. IX, i n ; it is here written khvamaito in Pahlavi.

' See Pahl. Yas. XXXII, 1-4.
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2. This, too, that by him who is as reverent unto

Auharma^'rt' as a daughter tuito a father, and who is

also a gratifier of virtuous doers, Spendarma*^ ^ is

made one of the archangels, and one is also made to

love her; even for this reason, because through that

Spendarma^ic one being reverent unto Auharma^'^,

and the gratification of the good by him, the arch-

angels love and preserve her Spendarma^fic nature

(S/endarmart^igih). 3. This, too, that he who is

loving Vohuman is taught by his wisdom not to

destroy (nasanini^ano)- the religion of Auhar-

mazd; even for this reason, because wisdom main-

tains the religion in virtue, and others are taught

about it.

4. This, too, that by him who gives /limself in

discipleship unto the priests, and who asks again that

which he does not understand, learning (amuko) is

taught ; even for this reason, because the asking y<?r

knowledge again b_y him who has given him?>^{ in

discipleship to a wise priest, increases knowledge
;

and the friends of knowledge, therefore, make him

an example, and shall practise asking again, that

which they do not understand, yV^;/^ the disciples of

the priests.

5. This, too, that whoever is in accordance with

Zaratiut, through pure affection, becomes, in like

manner, him who is giving strength to the will of the

archangels and the commands of the good ; even for

this reason, because these two capabilities are of the

special nature of Zaratui-t, 6. This, too, that through

the discrimination of him who loves ^ Vohuman Au-

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXXII, 2 c, and Bk. VIII, Chap. IX, 3.

- Ibid. 4 c.

^ Ibid. 8 c. It is possible to read the verbal stem gosh, ' hear,'
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harmasfl^ is gratified ; even for this reason, because

one loving Vohuman is loving wisdom and has

taueht wisdom, wisdom tauo-ht is discrimination, and

the discriminator becomes a orratifier of Auha^ana^'rtf.

7. This, too, that whoever gives thought to the

religion of Zaratui't is taught wisdom ; even for this

reason, because all the wisdom of the good religion

is taught to him by giving thought. 8. This, too,

that whoever has kept wealth in the control ^ of

ZaratiVt becomes taught, and is one who is reverent

to the benefiters ; even for this reason, because who-

ever is reverent to the supporters of religion keeps

wealth in the control^ the supporters of religion,

and, when kept by him in their control, it is kept by

him in that of Zaratui't.

9. This, too, that his destiny is connected with

himself who practises industry. 10. This, too, that

his good works for arranging the creation become

his own who has fully prepared his own person.

II. The excellence ^righteousness is perfect.

Chapter LV.

Bako Nask.

I. The ninth fargar^, Yathai^^, is that by him

who praises Aiiharma5'</ /^/i" work in the Gathic lore"

is taught ; even for this reason, because the reason

of the praise even of Auharma^^ is for his works,

and by him who extols any work the performance

instead of dosh (Av. zush) ; but this is hardly possible in § 2, and

goshirt'ano is not the usual Pahlavi for 'to hear.'

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXII, 9 b.

^ See Chap. X, i n; it is here written yataytj- in Pahlavi.

=* See Pahl. Yas. XXXIII, i a.
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of that work Is also taught ; moreover the work of

Auharma^<i^, which is the Gathic lore, is pure good-

ness. 2. This, too, that by him who increases the

propagators of good works priestly-controlled action

(ra^ik-kunii^nih)^ is taught; even for this reason,

because the advancement of merit and the action of

priestly chieftainship are the two maxims (va/^ako)

of one who, when there is reason, exalts progressive

merit when he increases the propagators of good

works; and when progressive merit is exalted priestly-

controlled action is praised and also taught.

3. This, too, that what is worthy, a7id what is

coveted for every worthy man, is produced by him

for whom the command of the liturgy is the reckon-

ing for him who is habitually sagacious ; and this

statement also indicates the explanation of rulers

a7id all who -are needing those of the world for one

combined effort, who, in the immature world, have to

trust a command that is at one time sagacious.

4. This, too, that personal assistance is liberally

given (ra«'ini</6) to the creatures of the good beings

by him whose deeds are an assistance of the renova-

tion of the universe; and this statement, too, also

indicates the great power ^any good work what-

ever, because every good work, being an assistance

of the renovation, becomes liberality to the immature

(kham) creation.

5. This, too, that whoever teaches to a son rever-

ence unto his father has also appropriated the reward

for reverence unto the creator for teaching that

person ; even for this reason, because express rever-

ence unto parents and service to them are connected

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXXIII, i b.
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with reverence unto the creator and service to him.

6. This, too, that whoever is personally progress for

him who is his own ^—that is, for any one whatever

amongr those who are needing- him—becomes the

happiness of the creator who is the maker of the

original good creations ; and this statement also

indicates as to whom ?V is, when, through him whose

decision is progress—which arises through that which

occurs when the decision is given that becomes for

every one that which is needful for him—there is

happiness that is concentrated. 7. This, too, that

by him who is causing benefit for him who is a cul-

tivator cattle ^ are multiplied ; even for this reason,

because a gratifier of the performers of tillage is

multiplying tillage, and cattle are the chief tillage of

the world.

8. This, too, that the religion which is the way of

righteousness is made his own^ by him who is a

good thinker about the religion of righteousness
;

and this statement, too, also indicates the limit of

reliance (asti^rno) upon the good religion ; because

whoever is not a good thinker about the good re-

ligion, even though he be a reciter of revelation,

becomes really an apostate ; whoever is a good

thinker, but not about the good religion, becomes

really an infidel ; and whoever thinks truly becomes

a good thinker about religious righteousness and the

statements in the good religion. 9. And about

three statements, the bringer forward for all man-

kind is your submission to the sacred beings ; one is

of the produce (bar), one of the origin (bun), and

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXIII, 3 a.

- Ibid. 3 b, c. ^ Ibid. 5 c.
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one of the body and life ; that of the produce is the

exertion from which there is produce, that of the

origin is the advantage for which the origin is requi-

site, and that of the body and Hfe is the thought of

the proposer (rayini^ar), which considered both as

submission to the sacred beings. lo. This, too, that

connected with the sitting-place of the sage is the

excessiveness of the pleasure^ for those causing

pleasure, for the upper classes (^^'arigano) of Iran,

and for the energy (patukih)^ of the diligent.

II. Excellence t/iat is perfect is righteousness.

Chapter LVI.

Bako Nask.

I. The tenth fargar^f, Ya-^/2yaothana^ is that,

for him who is practising good works ^ as much as it

is possible for him to do, an efficacious reason for

the renovation of the universe is afforded assistance
;

even for this reason, when every good work is an

assistance to the renovation, then—according to the

declaration that whoever does much more good work

is more assisting the renovation—by him who is

practising good works as much as it is possible for

him to do, an efficacious reason for the renovation is

afforded assistance. 2. This, too, that the apostate'^,

who is the seduction of mankind, is injured by him

who devotes himself to Auharma^^^ ; even for this

reason, because he is dislodged and is elucidated

1 SeePahl.Yas. XXXIII, 13 a.

^ See Chap. XI, in; it is here written ya-shaotno in

Pahlavi.

2 See Pahl. Yas. XXXIV, i a. * Ibid. 8 a.
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(adivagi-aito roshani-aito), a?id there arises a

class of mankind who see the admission (parva-

nakih) ^die apostate into hell, and he is disabled

when it is seen by them.

3. This, too, that by him who is eager ^ for know-

ledge, knowledge is grasped and taught ; even for

this reason, because knowledge is taught through

that which is the instruction of every science and the

original desire for it, and mankind shall extol his

knowledge ; it is also coveted by them for being

taught, and they mount and grasp it. 4. This, too.

that to slay - an apostate is taught by the good one

who is united (hami-ait) with a good man; even

for this reason, because the destruction (aosh) of

Aharman arises from the union of the good. 5. This,

too, that by him who is a disturber (vishuftar) as

to Vchuman the production of development through

Vohumanic rule ^ is taught; sinners lawfully sub-

jected to the bridge judgment (puhalinirt'o) for

Vohumanic disturbance, and the command for it by

rulers and high-priests, being a preparation for the

development of the world.

6. This, too, that a great ordinance* is taught by

him whose ceremonial^ is for Auharma^^; even for

this reason, because a comprehension of Auharma^(3^

and serving him are the foundation of joy (parkan

bun), and the ownership and concentration (han-

ger^ikih) of all good works are themselves the

great ordinance of the faithful whose preparation is

through the ownership, and their welcome is more

particularly in the ceremonial ;
owing to the same

1 See Pahl.Yas. XXXIV, 9 a. ' Ibid. 10 c.

^ Ibid. lib. * Ibid. 1 2 a, b. ^ Ibid. 1 2 a.
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reason, the original possession of the great ordi-

nance of the ceremonial which is Auharma^^'s own,

and pother good works—even though relating to

the ceremonial of Auharma^'rt? of every kind owing

thereto—is necessary for the manifestation of the

great ordinance, and is incorporated (ham-tanu)

with it when it becomes manifest as a great ordi-

nance, or as more than a great ordinance ; even then

its extent (valii'no) is over this joy. 7. This, too,

that the performance (sakhtarih) of a ceremonial^

^the needy is a gift to the worthy of the creation,

and a gift to the worthy of the creation is the attrac-

tion (hakhtarih) of a ceremonial of the needy.

8. This, too, that the way of righteousness ^ also

that through which that way is seen, and likewise

the reward of those lonely-labouring (aevar'^ikan)

therein are taught by him whose deeds are an ad-

vantage to the sacred beings ; even for this reason,

because the advantage of the sacred beings is the

advantage of the multitude, and the advantage of

the multitude, w'hich is itself the religion of the

sacred beings that is a guide, is the way of righteous-

ness and also that throuofh which is the reward of

those lonely-labouring. 9. This, too, that even the

reward of a teacher of professionals, which is the

profit of the profession, is liberally given and appro-

priated for the professionals taught ; even for this

reason, because the business of the sacred beings has

profited by the instruction (amuko).

10. Excellence that is perfect is righteousness.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXIV, 12 a. ^ Ibid. 12 c.
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Chapter LVII.

Bako N^ask.

I. The eleventh fargar^^, the Yasna \ is thai the

whole of the good works which are to accomplish,

and those, too, which are accomplished ^ are appro-

priated by the righteous man who teaches virtue ^ to

the righteous ; even for this reason, of the good

works which one accomplishes, and those, too, which

are accomplished, there is all one store (anbar),from

the work (var'^-o) of the original good creation even

to the renovation of the universe, and ever afresh the

teaching of virtue by those who are righteous comes

to the accumulation of the righteous and the accom-

plishment of that store, and they, too, are in posses-

sion of that store, in partnership with the other

righteous. 2. This, too, that it is because he would

do the best for his own^, whose meditation of the

liturgy is for those who are archangels, and who

also maintains, for the assistance of the good, the

strength which is his for the existences. 3. And

this statement indicates the great participation of

any one in that store, because when that store is

really an accumulation of work on the way, for the

partners in that store who have done more, and also

those who have accomplished less, and remains, more-

over, in the possession of them all, then, as to those

accomplishing more of it, through the original pos-

session of most of that work, and also through that

which occurs when the accomplishers have attained

to that plenty more particularly owing to their more

labour, and likewise through the property, liberally,

^ See Chap. XII, in; it is here wrilten yasto in Pahlavi.

2 See Pahl. Yas. XXXV, 5.
'^ Ibid. 4.

* Ibid. 6.
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largely, and lordlily, of those accomplishing more,

and the indigence, unafflictedly \ scantily, and sub-

ordinately, of those accomplishing less, it is reason-

able to speak of that store as in their possession, and

of their superiority as greatly over those accom-

plishing less. 4. This, too, that his work is good

work whose liberality is for the archangels ; even

for this reason, because through a little labour for
the sacred beings, which is itself that liberality, he

contributes duty and good works.

5. This, too, that it becomes best for him, in

both existences ^, who teaches a wishing for living

in diligence to mankind ; even for this reason,

because he is a preserver of them through the

wishing for living, and his soul, through the dili-

gence owing to him, attains perfection, here from

mankind a^id in yonder world from the sacred

beings. 6. This, too, that the ceremonial and obei-

sance of Auharma2'<2' ^ are performed by him who is

in the way of like thinking and like praising of the

law of Auharma^rtf with all the worshippers of

Auha;^ma£:^. 7. This, too, that he is in the leader-

ship of his religion * who makes the knowledge of

religion ever afresh ; even for this reason, because

every item of knowledge which he provides increases

some greatness of it. 8. This, too, that he is in the

service of his religion * who demands the knowledge

of religion ever afresh ; even for this reason, be-

cause so long as he demands more, he becomes

nearer to a knowledge of religion.

^ Pahl. abeshiha, but it should perhaps be avejiha, ' unabun-

dantly.'

2 See Pahl. Yas. XXXV, 9. ^ Ibid. 19. " Ibid. 22.
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9. This, too, that mankind's wishing for Hfe is

authorised (dastovarini^o) by him who authorises

the production of anything for mankind ; even for

this reason, because authority (dastobarih) over

the production of anything is conjoined with that

which is for the wishing for Hfe ; so that whosever

production of anything is authorisedly, their hfe is

free from any discomfort ; and whosever wishing

for \\{^ is authorisedly, his production of anything

is also authorisedly. 10. This, too, that acceptance,

hints, and words are given ^ to Auharma^'^ by him

who asks again, that which he does not understand

of the religion, from him who does understand

;

even for this reason, because knowledge is com-

pleted through these three things : obtainment,

hints, and speaking, and all three are asked again

by him who does not understand. 1 1. This, too,

that the words of Auharma^-^f- are taught by him

who teaches the acceptance, remembrance, and

speaking of the religion ; even for this reason,

because this is the recital of that compendium

(hanger^ikih).

12. This, too, that the care '^ and reverence of

fire are provided by him who is liberal to a fire as

regards anything he supplies for the care and
reverence which others shall provide for the fire, and

he becomes equally rewarded for it. 13. This, too,

that by him who teaches the religion of Auharma^'^

with joyfulness*, the care and reverence of fire are

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXV, 25. ^ Ibid. 27.

' See Pahl. Yas. XXXVI, i. This section implies that the

attendant who feeds a fire with fuel supplied by others, obtains an

equal share of merit with them.

* Ibid. 4, 5.
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provided as declared by the religion ; even for this

reason, because even that which is taught by him

combines with the action due to that teaching.

14. This, too, that the obeisance^ to those requiring

obeisance is arranged by him who loves Vohuman.

15. This, too, that fire is strengthened—for that

work, achieved in the future existence, which is the

greatest ^ that exists—by him who invokes fire with

the title of fire ; even for this reason, because the

title is put by him upon a nature that is laudable,

and when invoked by him with that title the praised

one is then strengthened by him.

16. This, too, that he becomes Informed as to the

religion of Auha?'ma^</", who teaches the religion

of Auharma£'</ with pleasure ; even for this reason,

because every knowledge is exercised and increased

by teaching. 17. This, too, that Auharmas^/ is

propitiated by the excellent sagacity of him who
teaches virtuous words and actions * ; even for this

reason, beer use sagacity has two parts, the speak-

able and the workable. 18. This, too, that the

bodily form (kerpo) of Auharma^'^ is praised as

perfection (nevakotumih)^ by him who elevates

{balistine</6) his own soul'' to the station of the

sun '^
; even for this reason, because that bodily

form of Auharma^rtf exists, and' becomes the loftiest

and most perfect in the station of the sun.

19. This, too, that all excellence is purely pro-

duced for AuharmaSi^ by him who has root in the

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXXVI, 5.
^ Ibid. 6.

2 Ibid. 7.
* Ibid. II.

« Ibid. 14. « Ibid. 15.

'' Ibid. 16 ; the highest grade of heaven below the supreme

heaven, which latter is called Garoa'man (see Sis. VI, 3 n).
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possession 0/ Aiiharma^-rt^ ; even for this reason,

because, when a root is given to him, fruit is also

produced by him, and all excellence is do^/i root and
fruits 20. This, too, that Auha?'ma^<2f is invoked

with the title ' lord
^

' by him whom Auharma^-^
calls; even for this reason, because the interpreta-

tion of ' Auharma^'^f ' is really with ^/le words ' greatly

wise lord' (mas danak khu^T^ai). 21. This, too,

that the names of the sacred beings which are in-

voked ^ are the praise glorified by any one, and by
him who glorifies them they are named ; even for

this reason, because the names of the sacred beings

are the glorification due to their names of praise.

22. This, too, that among those of the same class

(ham-goharan), when he shall do it for one race ^,

benefit is produced by him for other races within

that class; among those of the same races (harh-

tokhmakanan), when he shall produce benefit for

one species, it is done by him also for other species

within that race ; and among the same species

(ham Sarawak 6), when he shall produce benefit for

one individual (kerpo), it is done by him for other

individuals within that species.

23. This, too, that his personality (khu^ih) is

the sacred beings' own ^, who maintains the rites ^

with the assistance of the righteous. 24. This, too,

that his own is in the guardianship ^ of the sacred

beings, whose vehemence is through Good Thought;

' See Pahl. Yas. XXXVII (=V), 2. ^ j^j^i^ (^

3 See Pahl. Yas. XXXVIII, 10-12. " Ibid. 13-15.
5 See Pahl. Yas. XXXIX, 13.

« Assuming that r^ atan stands for rw ayinan, as mian atan
is ungrammatical.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXIX, 15.
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even for this reason, because his bravery is for the

law. 25. This, too, that Hfe is given to mankind

by him who shall do that which is able to remain

good for them. 26. This, too, that the friendship

of Auha.rm3.sd is appropriated by him who has

Auharma^^ as a guardian, and perpetual guardian-

ship is appropriated by him who teaches to man-

kind that thing which becomes their perpetual

guardianship m yonder zvorld.

27. This, too, that he causes righteousness^ who

thinks of anything which is virtuous. 28. This, too,

that he has caused the good commands and pro-

pitiousness ^ of Auharma^^^, who gives his body and

life 3 to the sacred beings ; and body and life are

given to the sacred beings by him who affords

friendship to the religion of Zaratu^t. 29. And

this, too, that to him who affords friendship to

Auharma^^ it occurs owing to the guardianship of

Auharma^^; and that guardianship is perpetually*

connected with him who teaches to others that

thing which always constitutes their companionship

with the sacred beings.

30. Excellence that Is perfect is righteousness.

Chapter LVII I.

Bako Nask.

I. The twelfth fargar^, U5tavaiti^ Is that the

benefit of him who is reverent to the benefiters Is

the benefit of any one whatever «
;
even for this

1 See Pahl.Yas. XL, 7.

2 See Pahl. Yas. XLI, 6. ^ Ibid. 7.
' Ibid. 17.

5 See Chap. XIII, i n ; it is here written au.ytait6 in Pahlavi.

« See Pahl Yas. XLII, i a.

[37] ^ ^
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reason, because the benefit of the immature creation

is owing to carrying oiU the commands of a bene-

fiting spiritual lord. 2. This, too, that whoever

pleases superiors by submission, is pleased by in-

feriors. 3. This, too, that by him who gives thought

to the religion of Zaratui-t, that which is best for his

own in every mode ^ is produced, because he has

attained to the religion who is listening best. 4. This,

too, that virtue is taught by him to all the creatures

of the beneficent spirit, to the righteous whose

stepping forth (fravami^no) is for the righteous
;

even for this reason, because the creatures of the

beneficent spirit are all of one nature, and the

stepping forth (fragamii-no) and hastening of the

limbs of one body become those of the whole of

that body. 5. This, too, that his spirit is connected

with Auharma^^-, and his knowledge is accepted,

who loves Vohuman ; even for this reason, because

the spirit who is the original spiritual lord of know-

ledge is Vohuman. 6. This, too, that just giving is

taught by him whose words are through Vohuman^;

even for this reason, because the speaking of vir-

tuous words becomes the teaching of knowledge in

which there is also just giving.

7. This, too, that joy which is of long duration is

produced* for his own by him who brings forth

strength through virtue, and who also assists him

who is unborn ; even for this reason, because joy

which is perpetual increases by both. 8. This, too,

that by him who is an assistance of those in the

proper way, the proper way is taught to mankind ^

;

' See Pahl. Yas. XLII, 2 a. ^ j^^j^j ^ ^

' Ibid. 2 d. ' Ibid. 2 e. ' Ibid. 3 b.
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even for this reason, because he is making mankind

long for that way. 9. This, too, that heat is given

to fire ^ by him who tells truth to the invokers ; even

for this reason, because the adversary—owing to

the heat of the fire achieved by the indicator of

truth—is more particularly subdued by the strength

of that just one.

10. This, too, that the assistants for the renova-

tion of the universe are the decrees of Vii-tasp ^

—

which are through Vohuman

—

of Soshans ^ and Kai-

Khusroi * ; even for this reason, because the frag-

ments are possessing a renewer which is their own

completion ^ and the completion—which is through

the assistance of the renovation by Vi^tasp—is

through what occurs when the religion is set going

by him, through which the renovation arises ;
and

the triumph of the completion, which is through an

ordinance by Soshans, is through what occurs when

through the ordinance there is thus a decree which

sets aside all distress from the creatures, and gives

the ordinance to the whole material existence, that

which is livine and also that which is dead. 1 1 . This,

too, that whoever intrusts it with a command given

—

which command given intrusts him who supplies the

command from revelation—and it worships what is

1 See Pahl.Yas. XLII, 4 d.

2 See Bk.VIII, Chaps. XI, i, XIII, 15.

3 See Pahl. Yas. XLII, 4 e, and Bk.VIII, Chap. XIV, 14.

* In the MS. the letters sro are omitted from this name which

might, therefore, be read Kayanag; but Kai-Khusroi (see Chap.

XXIII) is considered as one of the assistants of the renovation (Dd.

XXXVI, 3), probably on account of his opposition to idolatry

(Bd. XVII, 7).

^ Pahl. maman baharano kashtar-homond-i naf^man sporikih.

A a 2
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necessary to worship, is thereby displayed among

the existences as the progeny of Auharma-s'^^

12. This, too, that the defeat of the bad and the

acceptance of the good - are taught by him who shall

provide a righteous gift for the worthy ; because

both are therein. 13. This, too, that ability for even

the transformation of the creatures ^ of Auharma^'^

is taught by him who loves Vohuman ; even for this

reason, because the forward-dragging, and also the

backward-dragging, power—which is in mankind— is

qualified, through changeableness of will, for even

the actions of the Vohumanic nature. 14. This,

too, that power is taught, to that spirit through

whom the creatures are changed, by him whose

wisdom is for that which is wisdom ; even for this

reason, because that spirit is wisdom, and increases

in mankind through instruction. 15, This, too, that

by him who praises the religion like a disciple, and

who also teaches zV like a priest ^, it is shown ^Aa^

Soshans ^ really comes ; even for this reason, because

the religion, from the first praiser and teacher dozan

to the last praiser and teacher, is connected by dis-

cipleship and priesthood, a/id Soshans becomes a

disciple m the end, and the last priest.

16. This, too, that the wisdom of Aiiharmas'^^ is

taught by him who shall supply decisions and adju-

dication from the religion ; even for this reason,

because the decision of religion is the wisdom of

Auharma^^. 17. This, too, that complete mindful-

ness, so that they are not deceived ^, is taught

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLII, 5 b. 2 15;^. g ^i,

^ Ibid. 5 e; assuming that dam-var'sijnih, 'accomplishment

of the creatures,' stands for dam-varf/ij-nih.

* Ibid. 6 d. ' Ibid. 6 e.
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through wisdom by him who is as reverent to Aiihar-

ma^"^ as a daughter to a father ; even for this reason,

because tlie reverence of a daughter unto a father

arises mostly through natural sympathy (ahang-i

/'itrik), and through the intellectual complete mind-

fulness of the daughter.

1 8. This, too, that maintaining the destinies

(vakhtan) of the body through the command of

the creator is taught by him who teaches the

righteous man and the wicked one that thing which

becomes comfort to them, to the righteous man as

to his body, and to the wicked one as to his soul

;

even for this reason, because he becomes a friend of

the creatures, a friend of the creatures is also a

friend of creativeness, and a friend of the creator

maintains body and wealth through the command of

the creator, and others are taught by him. 19, This,

too, that joy owing to him who is powerful is taught

him who is righteous only by him—that is, he is

conveying him to the rulers for benefit ^—who is an

assistance of him who is righteous through capa-

bility, that is, he shall do it through exertion of

power ; even for this reason, because, when he has

provided as much assistance as it is possible for him

to do, his praise arises through that benefit which is

pre-eminent through his exertion. 20. This, too,

that the benefit ^sovereignty for that which arises^

is taught only by him who always thoroughly teaches

authority (patih) up to dictatorship (vispo-far-

manih) ; that is, he teaches to others that thing

which always arises for them up to dictatorial autho-

rity ; this is where it is connected by them with the

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLII, 8 c.
'' Ibid. 8 d.
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renovation of the uftiverse through the control which

is in the tree of germs ^

21. This, too, that he becomes liberal to fire ^ who
shall perform work for fire that is its protection, and

so it is taught about // through the obeisance by him

whose liberality—that is his through the obeisance

—

becomes liberal, ajid whose declaration, that arises

as to Vohuman, possesses wealth through virtue.

2 2. This, too, that this thinking as to righteousness^

is taught only by him—that is, he thinks—whose

petition for righteousness is ever afresh. 23. This,

too, that the religion is interrogated ^ by him who
is submissive to superiors and similarly situated

(ham-^ak) io inferiors.

24. This, too, that the state of the present zvorld

(latammanth) for the Masrt'a-worshipping religion

is thoroughly taught where whatever becomes a pro-

gress ^ of the religion is whatever is purification for

mankind ; even for this reason, because the want

of progress of the religion is owing to the want of

purification of mankind as to the fiend, and when
a human being is purified from the fiend, the pro-

gress of the religion becomes different. 25. This,

too, that pleasure is taught to him who is a friend '^

^ Evidently the many- seeded tree of all germs, opposed to harm

and called the proper-curing, energetic-curing, and all-curing ; it is

renowned in Airan-v^^ and grows in the wide-formed ocean near

the Gokereno, or white-Hom plant, which latter is one of the

ingredients of the elixir producing immortality in the future existence

(see Bd. IX, 5, 6, XVIII, 9, XXVII, 2, XXIX, 5).

^ See Pahl. Yas. XLII, 9 d which Pt4 and Mf4 supply as

follows :—Aec/uno avo hana-i lak ataj rart^ homonam pavan niya-

yii'no.

' Ibid. 9 6. * Ibid. 10 c. ^ Ibid. 11 d.

^ Ibid. 14 a.
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only by him—that is, he gives it—who is a pleasure

to him who is a friend ; and its routine is really

this, that by him who causes pleasure to friends, his

having caused pleasure is taught also to them.

26. This, too, that, owing to him whom Auharma^'^/

teaches joy, it is taught that gratification ^ comes

from Auharma^'^T^ ; even for this reason, because he

is exalted, even in the worldly existence, through that

joy which is supreme, and mankind are thereby

taught,

27. This, too, that the augmentation of indica-

tions as to intellect is tauofht to him who is a

vigorous-minded (ttii'to-minii'no) man ^, by him

whose own progress is that towards his own sacred

beings ; even for this reason, because he fully con-

siders, and delivers the decision, of his own powers,

of those, too, of his contemporaries (ham-bu^fi-

kano), and likewise of the chivalry (/§irih) of the

age ; and others are taught about zV by him. 28. This,

too, that the spirit of Auharma^rt'" is expounded

only by him—that is, he loves it—whose close

exposition is of Auharma^-^^ ; even for this reason, be-

cause he becomes similarly loved with Auharma-^^,

so that^ ... 29. And this, too, that the reward is

taught in the publicity of the sun ^ by him whose

friendship Is for the Spitaman, which also increases

in the day—that Is, it is necessary to perform duty

and good works in the day—but he does not put it

aside the second day ; even for this reason, because

friendship for the religion is through kind regard
;

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLII, 14 b.
"" Ibid. 15 c.

^ Ibid. 16 a. * Some clause appears to be omitted here.

5 See Pahl. Yas. XLII, 16 d.
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and duty in o/ie day, only to put il aside for the

second day, becomes affliction (vesh) a^ the bridge

of judgment ; also the sun is the most kindly-

regarding and swiftest of those visible.

30. Excellence that is perfect is righteousness.

Chapter LIX.

Bako Nask.

I. The thirteenth fargar^, Ta^-thwa-peresa\'
is that the obeisance ^ of the archangels is performed

by him who is educated in the recitation for the

archangels of one learned in the religion, which is

when he has to understand the recitation and to

maintain the recitation of revelation with propriety,

which is when an enumeration, or form (ainako), as

to the qualities of the archangels exists, which is the

obeisance for the sacred beings. 2. For, on this

subject, one mentions seven kinds of me7i^, educated,

or well-educated, or ill-educated, who are connected

with it in statements by those of the world ; the

merely educated man, particularly also the physician,

explains this which is not mentioned and does not

occur, that it is well, or ill, disposed ^ ; the merely

well-educated man, particularly also the physician,

explains this which is mentioned and occurs, that

it is well-disposed ; the merely ill-educated man, and

^ See Chap. XIV, in; it is here written tai^-s^ag-peres in

Pahlavi.

"" See PahL Yas. XLIII, i b.

^ These appear to be the four kinds of ordinary men, and the

three kinds of physicians, detailed in the following clauses.

* Khu (Paz.) ayoz* dfijim.
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also the physician, explains this which is mentioned

and occurs, that it is ill-disposed ; and the merely

uneducated man explains anything whatever that is

really life \ 3. One educated in the recitation for
the sacred beings, who when—on account of the

necessity of speaking evil about a learned man

—

he

is mischievous (anag), so that he keeps in vicious-

ness, and has remained in the obeisance for the

sacred beings, is called not ransomed (la takhtik).

4. One ill-educated in the recitation ^6^ the sacred

beings, which is when it happens that he keeps in

viciousness, becomes even an apostate who is ac-

quainted with the religion. 5. One uneducated in

what pertains to the sacred beings Is of two kinds,

either good^ and void of learning, or an evil one

who is void of knowledge ; the good and void of

learning worships the sacred beings unobservantly

with the proper rites, and the evil one who Is void of

knowledge thinks to worship the sacred beings un-

observantly with Improper rites, and has no means
of trustworthy reliance upon the religion of the

sacred beings and their obeisance. 6. And one

well-educated In what pertains to the sacred beings,

through the three words of the connected series

(ham-partfvandl^nih) which is good (khu) and

learned •'^, and through what pertains to the sacred

beings, expounds faithfully the object of the

obeisance for the sacred beings.

7. This, too, that, by him who teaches to man-
kind that thing which becomes their hope of eter-

nity, mankind are taught to come to the religion of

^ Apparently khaya-/^ badly written in B.

^ Paz. khu.
' Probably ' good thoughts, good words, and good deeds.'
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the sacred beings ; even for this reason, because the

Vohumanic attainment ^ to the rehorion of the sacred

beings is to be required wisely for them, its require-

ment wisely for them is a benefit for the steadfast

and becomes a consideration (minih) for them, and

the consideration of the benefit of the steadfast is

through hope of the eternity which is provided for

the benefit, on account of which the hope of eternit}^

—which is the basis—is the reason even of the

acceptance of the religion.

8, This, too, that the perfection of the first among
the existences ^ is taught by him who /las retentively

remembered his words ; even for this reason, because

remembrance is the acme of every perfection.

9. This, too, that he becomes a nourisher of good

works who shall perform good works publicly; even

for this reason, because others are taught thereby,

and good works increase in the world. 10. This,

too, that by him who has fruit in the possession of

Auharma^-rt^ the development of the world in virtue ^

is taught ; even for this reason, because a lawful

preserver and a producer of liberality arise through

the fruit, they enlarge the root of the power of the

angel 0/ liberality, and pluck i^s fruit ; the world is

improved thereby, and mankind are taught about //.

II. This, too, that, through complete mindfulness,

words and actions ^ are truly taught by him whose

ceremonial is for complete mindfulness ; even for

this reason, because there are both words and actions

in the ceremonial.

1 2. This, too, that the sagacious creativeness (far'-

^•anak dahih) of Auharma^"^ is taught, which is

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLIII, i e. ^ ibj^^ ^ b. » Ibid. 2 d.

* Ibid. 6 c.
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the exposition, to Auharma^'^^, of the production of

the renovation ; even for this reason, because the

advantage of the sagacity of Auharma^rtf is the con-

sequence of its beginning, and its middle is through

the power of the goodness and knowledge of him

himself, and because it is destiny as regards the

creations ; and whoever possesses that power for

the assistance of the renovation, is extolled for that

sagacity, and people are taught thereby. 13. This,

too, that the reward of Zaratu^t is appropriated by

him who decides about duty and opinion ^ ; even for

this reason, because, through that discrimination, he

is similar to Zaratu^t.

14, This, too, that the recitation of revelation is

performed for mankind by him who extends the

propagation of the religion ^ ; even for this reason,

because, owing to the gratification of virtuous prac-

tisers, virfiiie increases. 15. This, too, that the

religion of Auharmas'^f is made progressive ^ by him

who shall perform the ceremonial of Auharma^'^^'

;

even for this reason, because through that perform-

ance of his occurs the blessing of the provider of the

rite (niranginirt'ar). 16. This, too, that that per-

fectly righteous inan of just judgment is protected

from the annoying spirit* by him who possesses the

resemblance (angunagih) unto Vohiiman that they

behold and resources through virtue ; even for this

reason, because the vexation which is partaken by

him {the spii^it), owing to the just judgment among

those of the nature (>^tharikan) of mankind, is re-

doubled (dokani-aito) by their pleasure owing to

the Vohumanic resemblance, and the annoying spirit

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLIII, 8 b. ^ Ibid. 17 c.

3 Ibid. 15 d, 17 c. * Ibid. 11 e.
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is disabled (akari-hend) ^ by that accumulated

vexation which occurs for his annoyance.

1 7. This, too, that the exploits of the archangels

are taught by him who is really capable in what
pertains to the archangels ; even for this reason,

because they become the hope of a consoling

(ve^var) end, and are also indicative of the renova-

tion of the universe, the hope of a virtuous end.

18. This, too, that the words of him who is Zaratu^t,

that 'people shall become supplicant,' are taught by
him who is for the benefiters ; even for this reason,

because they who are benefiters, on account of an

inclination for the religion, make others eager for

the religion, and make them mount for prayer.

19. And this, too, that by him who gives anything

to a righteous man, this is also done that some one

else may give even to him who is vile ; even for this

reason, because a foundation of liberality is thereby

prepared for him -.

20. Perfect righteousness is excellence.

Chapter LX.

Bako Nask.

I. The fourteenth fargar^, A^^-fravakhshya ^,

is that whatever is instruction is to be listened to ^

here as much as is possible, and he who is not to be

^ The Paz. equivalent of akarih-homand.
"- Implying that he is himself vile who gives to the righteous

merely to induce others to give to himself.
•" See Chap. XV, in; it is here written atZ-fravakhshe in

Pahlavi.

^ See Pah). Yas. XLIV, i a.
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taught is allowed an opportunity for listening by

Zaratui-t.

2. This, too, that by him who would be a causer

of procreation for performers of labour, the perfect

nature of the performance of the first next-of-kin

marriage ^ is praised ; because causing the procrea-

tion of performers of labour is the fatherhood of

mankind, the proper fatherhood of mankind is

through the proper production of progeny, the

proper progeny of the producer is through the

accomplishment of progeny among his own, accord-

ing to the disposition of the first creatures, and

the accomplishment of progeny among one's own
is next-of-kin marriage ; and that which occurs,

when a causer of the procreation of performers

of labour praises the fatherhood of mankind, is

that next-of-kin marriage is also praised by him.

3, This, too, that by him whose creatures are in

virtue, owing to his virtuous nourishment of the

creatures, the performance of next-of-kin marriage ^

is taught, and the virtue is his virtue ; even on this

account, because, for the sake of keeping the crea-

tures in virtue, he allows (and^'^'e^o) for the vir-

tuous disposition pertaining to the multitude, and
that which is born he produces (dahe^o) as lineage

from the next-of-kin marriage pertaining to the mul-

titude.

4. This, too, that Spendarma^T is in daughterhood ^

to Auharma^'rtf is taught by him whose wisdom is

through complete mindfulness ; even for this reason,

^ See Pahl. Yas. XLIV, 4 a.

^ Ibid. 4 c. §§ 2-5 have been already translated, somewhat

differently, in S. B. E., vol. xviii, pp. 395, 396.

^ Ibid. 4 d. For Spendarmat/ see Bk.VIII, Chap. IX, 3.
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because /iis wisdom a7id complete mindfulness are

widiin limits which are Auharma^"^ and Spenda7^mart',

the wisdom dem£' that of Auha/^ma^^^f, the complete

mindfulness that of Spendarmad, and the complete

mindfulness dem£- the offspring of the wisdom just

as Spendarma^ is of Ailh.3.rma.2;d ; and, owing to

this, the assertion is reasonable that, by him whose

complete mindfulness is connected with wisdom, it

is taught ^/ial Spendarma^ is in daughterhood to

Auharmasd. 5. This, too, that thus the exercise

of that daughterhood is taught by him whose right-

eousness is through complete mindfulness, and whose
ceremonial is also through complete mindfulness

;

that is, he shall perform the ceremonial and other

good works fully mindfully.

6. This, too, that mankind are attracted to re-

ligious good deeds by him who shall provide benefit

for the people through actions and words ; even for

this reason, because those actions are religious good
deeds, and, when instituted by him, others are also

taught by him. 7. This, too, that reverence for
Vohuman ^ is taught by him who shall make that

which is contaminated obvious to the eye, so that

what is dark becomes light; even for this reason,

because the display of the work of Vohuman thereby

has also taught the offer of reverence for Vohuman.
8. And this, too, that the ceremonial is taught with

complete mindfulness - only by him who teaches

words and actions with complete mindfulness.

9. Perfect righteousness is excellence.

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLIV, 9 e. ^ ji^j^ ^^ ^_
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Chapter LXI.

Bako Nask.

T. The fifteenth fargar^, Kamnamaeza^ is about

the reply of Auharma^^rtf to Zaratu^t, as to that which

was asked by him thus :
' To which lands do I step ^ ?'

and it is thus: 'Do thou march (sagitun) there

where the man, in whose person righteousness is

connected with complete mindfulness, is welcome

;

this, too, is where happy is he from whom there is

no complaint.'

2. This, too, that mankind are made diligent in

good works by him who produces progress for good

works ; even for this reason, because mankind attain

progress in manifest duty who engage more par-

ticularly in good works. 3. This, too, that the

teaching of religion is the public action which is

prescribed by him who would produce exertion for

the righteous, that is, benefit for those of the good

religion ; even for this reason, because the multitude

(kabedan) approach the religion, and are taught

and practise it, on account of a desire for benefit.

4. This, too, that it is in a province of even ex-

hausted production ^ that it is taught by him who
appoints a virtuous governor over the province

;

even for this reason, because a virtuous governor of

a province becomes a teacher of ability and good

works to those of the province.

^ See Chap. XVI, in; it is here written kamnam/so in

Pahlavi.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XLV, i a; reading va/ ka^ar damikan
vamam (=gamam, see Chap. LVIII, 4).

^ Ibid. 4 b.
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5. This, too, that the good protection of fire ^ is

taught by him whose words are through Vohuman,
and who also would provide a time for the ordeal

of that which is doubtful ; even for this reason,

because he whose words are utterable through Vo-
human, and who would provide a time for the

ordeal of that which Is doubtful, teaches the pro-

vision of care for the operative fire, owing to that

which occurs when what is accomplished, about one

acquitted or convicted by the fire, Is declared, and
mankind shall provide more particularly for the

brilliancy of the fire, and the wicked more/i^r assist-

ance and protection from it.

6. This, too, that whoever shall provide about

him who liberally gives hims^i In disclpleship ^ unto

the priests, has thereby taught even by the mention

of the high-priest ; even for this reason, because the

person being given In disclpleship unto the priests,

the religion practised by the high-priest arises also

for mention, and whoever shall provide generosity

for that person, has increased and also taught that

action, which is religion, even by the mention made.

7. This, too, that men and women ^ are taught as

being given In disclpleship ^ to Zaratui^t by him who
keeps his own males and females in the control of

Zaratui"t. 8, This, too, that goodness is taught by

him to those (valman) who are good, so that they

produce It who give to that righteous one the worthi-

ness which is through that wealth ; the righteous

one who Is worthy Is 07ie of the good religion for

whose production of the worthiness which Is through

that wealth It is sought, and that wealth which is

^ See Pahl. Yas. XLV, 7 c.
" Ibid. 9 d.

^ Ibid. 10 a. ^ Ibid. 10 b.
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coveted is wealth of little trouble and much ad-

vantage, through the goodness and idea of virtue

of the giver to the account of him who is the ac-

cepter of the good worthiness. 9. This, too, that

through his A"inva^ passage (ATi^-virt'arg) it is

taught that they shall step forth (frovamand) ^

;

and by him who goes on through anything {k\s)

openly, when he has proceeded publicly on the right

path, one passed away on the A'invart^ passage is

taught.

10. This, too, that by him whose ceremonial is

through complete mindfulness it is taught that the

world produces abundance through complete mind-

fulness 2 ; even for this reason, because it is taught

by him, through that disposition of his for the

sacred beings (pavan zak-i valman ya^^ano

khim), that the developed world is shown to be

theirs ; and here below it is fully taught by him,

that Khtarda^f and Amurda^f^^—that is, the sacred

beings—produce it for the benefiters. 11. This,

too, that thus he who is wicked, even he who is

privileged, becomes unprivileged at that time when

every one understands, that is, when righteousness

is aloft. 12. This, too, that when he who is pri-

vileged is Vi^tasp ^ likewise he who is privileged is

the rio-hteous Zaratu^t ^ and so he who is the wicked

Ar^asp ^ is unprivileged.

13. This, too, that creation is taught by him to

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLV, 10 e, and Bk. VIII, Chap. XIV, 8.

2 Ibid. 12 c.
^ See Chap. XIX, i.

* See Pahl. Yas. XLV, 136.

5 Ibid. 14 a, which is supplied by Pt4, Mf4, thus :—Zaratujto

mun lak aharubo dosto.

« See Bk. VIII, Chap. XI, 4.

[37] ^ b
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Auharma^'^/, so that he creates, and this, too, that

the archangels are taught by his will, whose con-

tentment ^ is through that of the archangels, so that

he observes the conclusion in the affairs of the

archangels. 14. And this, too, that wisdom is

taught to him who is Zaratii^t—so that it becomes

his—by him whose thoughts are for Zaratui't ^ and

for the religion of Zaratu^'t.

15. Perfect is the excellence ^righteousness.

Chapter LXII.

Bako Nask.

I. The sixteenth fargar^^, Spe;-Jta-mainyu ^, is that

the religion is lodging in him who is himself wise, or

becomes a hearer of the wise. 2. This, too, that the

deeds of complete mindfulness are practised* and

taught by him who becomes himself completely

mindful. 3. This, too, that whoever shall openly

perform good works becomes a nourisher of good

works.

4. This, too, that the spirit of fatherhood be-

comes lodging in him who nourishes the creatures

with propriety^. 5. This, too, that pasture is given*'

to cattle is taught by him who shall provide care/^r

cattle, because the giving of pasture to them with

care is advantageous.

6. This, too, that all for his good who becomes a

benefit to him who is good "^

—

tJirough that which

1 See Pah). Yas. XLV, 19 e. ' Ibid. 19 b.

^ See Chap. XVII, in; it is here written s/endmato in

Pahlavi.

* See Pahl. Yas. XLVI, 2 c. ^ Ibid. 2 d.

^ Ibid. 3 c.
"' Ibid. 5 b.
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1

has come to hlm^—is every benefit which occurs to

him who is good ; all for his good every benefit is

given to every one good by way of similarity in race,

species, and nature, and every benefit is given in the

way of complete giving which is possible for it.

7. This, too, that whoever shall justly inflict

sentence and judgment, really according to the de-

claration regarding one acquitted or convicted \ be-

comes praiseworthy ; even for this reason, because

the origin of the judgment is the ritual of the

ordeal. 8. And this, too, that by him who gives to

him who is wise that which is needful for him, an

immense^ and strong foundation for learning is

produced, and the knowledge in the world is aug-

mented.

9. Perfect excellence is righteousness.

Chapter LXI 1 1.

. Bakd Nask.

1. The seventeenth fargar^^, Yezi^ is that who-

ever maintains the benedictions of the religion ^ and

shall uphold its commands, has thereby made even

others learn it ; even for this reason, because through

this it is much more possible for him to attract others

to the religion ; and, as to the origin and means of

attraction, the attraction is this, that he himself

maintains the benedictions of the religion, and the

means of attraction are this, that he is an upholder

of the commands of the religion.

2. This, too, that by him who shall perform the

ritual of an ordeal which is accomplished, the Km-

' See Pahl. Yas. XLVI, 6 b. ' Ibid. 6 c.

3 See Chap. XVIIL i n. ' See Pahl. Yas. XLVII, i d.

B b 2
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Y2id passage ^ is made known ; even for this reason,

because those even zvko have accomphshed what is

a work of the spirit become witnesses, one about

the other, as to the facts. 3. This, too, that by him

who shall perform that thing whereby a change

occurs from evil to good ^, even that change which

is the renovation of the universe is made known, by

means even of the evidence of a partial change as

regards a perpetual change.

4. This, too, that by him \\\\o shall produce gene-

rosity for the tillers ^ of the world it is then de-

veloped ; even for this reason, because they become

more diligent in tilling the world. 5. This, too,

that by him who shall produce benefit for the poor,

a development * of the world is produced for them ;

even for this reason, because through that reason

they increase more.

6. This, too, that the creature-forming (damih)

of Auharma^r^^ is occasioned by him whose rule'' is

for Auha/'ma^:^' ; even for this reason, because he

becomes a holder and attendant of good works.

7. This, too, that the devastation by Vohuman ^ is

taught by him whose rule is for Auharma^'^'; even

for this reason, because he smites sinners and de-

stroys among villains.

8. This, too, that virtuous people are increased

in a province ^ by him who appoints a virtuous

governor of the province. 9. This, too, that vir-

tuous instruction is provided and explained by him

who loves Vohiiman^. 10. And this, too, that vir-

^ See Pahl. Yas. XLVII, 2 b. ^ Ibid. 4 a. '^ Ibid. 5 d.

* Ibid. 6 c. ^ Ibid. 7 d. " Ibid. 8 a.

^
Ibid. 9 c. ^ Ibid. 12 a, and compare Chap. LXI, 4.

» Ibid. 12 b.
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tuous deeds ^ are set going by him who teaches

learned sayings ajid virtuous deeds to him who is

good ; even for this reason, because the reception

of the progressive supply of virtue by the learned

becomes more complete.

II. Perfect is the excellence of riohteousness.o

Chapter LXIV.

Bako Nask.

I. The eighteenth fargar^^, A^-ma-yava -, is that,

through his complete mindfulness ^ the teaching of

mankind in virtue is by him, and they become pro-

perly intelligent ^ through him, whose actions are

those which are more daughterly, that is, as reverent

unto Auharma^^ as a daughter unto a father ; even

for this reason, because his display of the complete

mindfulness which is instinctive (asnik) is through

action, and that action, acquired (srutik) for the

thoughts of mankind, is kindled by him and has be-

come properly intelligent. 2. This, too, that proper

intelligence of things arises for one completely mind-

ful '\ even for a daughter to a father, through that

complete mindfulness which is instinctive, whereby

that lust is excluded which is most violently re-

verenced by the male (ku.^no), and, devoid of that,

the reverence is assimilated (angunihini^o) most

strongly to one's reverence unto the creator.

3. This, too, that discrimination of the affairs of

the sacred beings through wisdom * is taught by him

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLVII, 12 c.

^ See Chap. XIX, in; it is here written a^^-ma-yuv in Pahlavi.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XLVIII, 5 c. * Ibid. 6 b.
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whose learning is in the affairs of the sacred beings
;

even for this reason, because discrimination of the

affairs of the sacred beings is specially that which is

advantageous in the end, and the advantageousness

in the end is seen through learning ; mid, apart from

that, he who is learned in the affairs of the sacred

beings has taught discrimination of the affairs of the

sacred beines throus^h his wisdom ^

4. This, too, that the joyfulness in righteousness

is taught to Frasho^tar by him—that is, he would

make him ardent in the performance of duty and

good works ^—who has thoroughly expounded Khur-

dartf and Amiirda^^ to Frasho^tar ^ that is, he main-

tains him as his high-priest. 5. This, too, that he

who shall perform good works ever afresh, has

taught him to become ardent in duty and good

works ^. 6. This, too, that Aiiha7^ma5'^ supplies

guardianship ^ to him who gives pleasure to Auhar-

msLEd ; even for this reason, because a giver of plea-

sure to Auha^^ma^'rtf is any one who is a true ser-

vant of Auharma.s'^, and A[ih.a.rina.2d becomes the

guardian of a true servant.

7. This, too, that they ever amount to a master

of all commands ^ for him who is a benefit and
sovereignty for that which arises ; even owing to

this reason, because, in establishing a7id arranging

that which is an absurd (ai-kun) or a virtuous law, the

command issued, which is another and further ob-

servation of the advantage of the creatures, prepares

^ Assuming that ar'^^6, 'value,' stands for khirar/o, which is

very similarly written in Pahlavi letters.

2 See Pahl. Yas. XLVIII, 8 a.

'- See Chap. XIX, i, and Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXVIII, 68.

* See Pahl. Yas. XLVIII, 8 b. » Ibid. 8 d.
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that which is ever an attainable benefit among the

creatures, by means of which, even after S3'mptoms

of the Hfe of one's body, it is governed through

setting going the usage of that law, and is connected

with his mastery of command and his sovereignty.

8. This, too, that Vohuman's having guarded the

creature-forming (damih) of Auharma^rrtf ^ is taught

by him whose rule is for Auharmas^ ; on this

account, because he whose rule is for Aiiharma5'</

has taught the inclination for (pa^^isai) being

guarded, on this account, because the inclination of

the creatures of that ruler for being guarded by the

power of goodness, and the creatures being guarded

by the power of goodness have published the power

of goodness, which is Vohuman, to the multitude.

9. Here is about the reply to Zaratust concerning

the wicked, thus :
' Upon arrival in the fiend's

abode ^, through an immature (kham) death, they

are unprivileged, so that every misery is theirs, and

it is not possible for them to seek a remedy.'

10. This, too, that the spirit of reverence comes

through invocation to the assistance " of him who is

reverent unto the benefiters ; even for this reason,

because the spirits respond more particularly to that

invoker who becomes their worshipper preponder-

antly (vas/^Liharakaniha) ; and for each one of the

spirits there is preponderantly a form of worship, as

the spirit of liberality is more particularly worshipped

through helpfulness (vi^irtfar-dahii-nih), the spirit

of truth through exact truth (hu-rastih), the spirit

of a promise through true promising (hu-mitroih),

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLVIII, 10 a, b, and Chap. LXIII, 6.

^ Ibid. 1 1 d. ^ Ibid. 12 a.
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and the spirit of sovereignty through good sover-

eignty ; and, even so, the worship of the spirit of

reverence consists preponderantly in reverence unto

the benefiters. ii. This, too, that he whose rule is

for Auharma^'rtf becomes a supplicant /i^r that which

is coveted (i^to) /rom Auha.rma.zd ^ ; even for this

reason, because zu/ia^ is wisely begged from the

sacred beings and rulers, for rendering one's own
self worthy, occurs as a benefit owing to the sacred

beings and rulers.

12. About the reply of Auha.rma2d to Zaratu^t,

when asked by him about his own, /lis confederate ^,

and /lis serf, thus : 'He is thine own, he ^/ly con-

federate, and he ^/ly serf, even when and where /le is

a righteous offspring who produces the progress of

this thy religion of Ma^<2!'a-worship, and recites it

openly even unto /lim he knows, who provides the

public benedictions, this good practice of thine, that

is, he maintains w/iat is provided by thee as bene-

dictions ^'

13. Perfect is the excellence ^righteousness.

Chapter LXV.

Bako Nasi'.

I. The nineteenth fargar^^f, Ka^-moi-urva *, is

t/iat the sheep-nature (pahih)^ is taught to him w/io

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLVIII, 12 d. ^ Ibid. 7 c. ^ Ibid. 7 d.

* See Chap. XX, in; it is here written kafi^-mok-ravo in

Pahlavi.

^ See Pahl.» Yas. XLIX, i b. The distinction made in the

Pahlavi text, here and in § 3, by using the scriptural term pah and
the general word go spend for the sheep, might perhaps be imi-

tated in English by using the word 'flock ' for pah, but this would

not express the meaning exactly.
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is a sheep (gos/'end), even for this reason, because

the sheep is still among sheep (pah-iy6 den). 2.

This, too, that by him who provides pasture for

sheep, mankind are nourished (srayini<^6)^ through

the sheep ; even for this reason, because the nourish-

ment of mankind is through the sheep, and that of

the sheep through pasture. 3. This, too, that the

sheep of the present worldly state is expounded to

him who is a sheep (pah) to Zaratmt, that is, he

has Zaratuj-t as a high-priest ; even for this reason,

because still a sheep (pah-i/^) is a sheep.

4. This, too, that strength in virtue is increased

and taught by him who produces joyfulness ^ through

seeking gradual development, so that he would do

that thing which gives him joyfulness, that is, he

would do that thing which becomes his long-con-

tinued joy; even for this reason, because increase of

strength arises more particularly from pleasure, the

pleasure that one is gradually attaining (der-pa^ai).

5. This, too, that by him who shall provide the

ceremonial of the sacred beings, the joyfulness ^

owing to the sacred beings is then connected with

his own ; even for this reason, because the coming

of the sacred beings to it occurs.

6. This, too, that the wisdom "^ of Zaratu^t is

taught and displayed by him who gives thought to

the religion of Zaratu-ft. 7. This, too, that the

tongue^ is instructed (farhan^ini<^6) in speech by

him who becomes discriminating through wisdom.

8. And this, too, that preparation ^ is taught to them

who are benefiters of Zaratiut, or who are so of the

religion ; even for this reason, because, owing to

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLIX, i b.

2 Ibid. 5 b. ^ Ibid. 6 c. ' Ibid. 6 d.
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that action, disposition, and attraction which are now

theirs, they prepare mankind for the rehgion of

ZaratCut. 9. This, too, that whoever teaches the

virtuous way to others, they become his through

the knowledge of being instructed ; even for this

reason, because through the enhghtenment of that

way, they see and act, and are thereby instructed.

10. This, too, that the obeisance^ for the arch-

angels is performed by him who is a praiser 0/ the

archangels. 11. This, too, that assistance is taken ^

from the sacred beings by him who gives to him

who Is a supplicant that which Is dear to him,

because he himself Is made worthy by his assistance,

and, when made worthy by It, it is then taken by

him ; and the supplicant Is he who Is not a suppli-

cant through his mouth, but through worthiness, and

w/ial is dear is that which is good about him.

12. This, too, that its being within the day till

dawn (va/ aush)=^ Is taught by him—that is, he

would make it as a signal (dakhshako) ^—who Is

in obeisance, so that he may not neglect till another

day the duty and good works which it is requisite

for him to perform within the day ; even for this

reason, because to cause the preservation of the

dawn from debased Incompatibility (her hanbeshih)

of duties, It is made exalted by him over the duties.

13. This, too, that complete mindfulness is taught

among the existences^ by him whose thought among

the existences is that he shall perform that thing

which Is possible to remain good In the world, such

as the provision of good sovereignty, orthodoxy, the

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLIX, 7 b. ^ Ibid. 7 d.

=> Ibid. IOC. " Ibid. iic.
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law of virtuous usage, and others, through which the

dwelHng, preparation, and living of mankind in the

world arise, and the appropriation of any complete

mindfulness of that performer is the exaltation which

is his owing to that great performance.

14. It is righteousness that is perfect excellence.

CuArTER LXVI.

Bako Nask.

I. In the twentieth fargar^, Vohii-khshathrem\

it is also stated by Auharma^^ to Zaratu^t the

Spitaman thus :
' They who are now in sovereignty

are privileged, the human being who is a wicked

lying tyrant bei7tg not now in sovereignty ; more-

over, thou shouldst cause some one to thoroughly

smite (bar a vanin-^^) him who is causing decep-

tion in the embodied world by lamentation (i-tvan),

and they cause the preservation of death, ruin, and

falsehood because they would cause the preservation

of his effects (mamanai" var ae bo^inend).' 2.

And this, too, namely: 'When the sovereignty

should be given by them unto him who is good 2,

they would be preserved through that sovereignty of

his ; moreover, thou shouldst cause some one to

thoroughly smite him who is made deceitful by

lamentation, and so also death, ruin, and falsehood.'

3. This, too, that by him who shall provide com-

plete mindfulness^ for his own, righteousness is

produced; even for this reason, because, through

1 See Chap. XXI, in; it is here written vohu-khshatar in

Pahlavi.

2 See Pahl. Yas. L, i a. ' Ibid. 2 b.
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complete mindfulness, the discerning eye of life,

which is righteousness, is enlightened. 4. This, too,

that the coveted ^/im£- (isto) which it is expedient

for sovereignty to give away ^ is taught by him who
shall provide sovereignty for him who is all-pro-

gressive (hamak-rubi^no) ; even for this reason,

because the observation, consideration, and action

of him who is an all-progressive ruler are about that

which is coveted 3jy the multitude and is an ad-

vantage for the sovereignty which it is expedient to

produce.

5. This, too, that w/ia^ is produced by the words

of Vohuman ^ is taught by him who shall perform the

ceremonial of the sacred beino^s with the thoug-hts of

Vohuman ; even for this reason, because, the mind

Semg with the thoughts of Vohuman, the tongues of

the faithful are habituated (khukini^ako) in the

statements of Vohuman, 6. This, too, that inno-

cence from discontinued (am and) good works is

taught by him who remains in virtue ; .even for this

reason, because ^/ley are atoned for by him even

among important good works.

7. This, too, that the original causer of goodness

is assisted in causing goodness by him whose funda-

mental gift (bun dahi^no) among the existences is

that he supplies that which it is requisite for him to

give ; even for this reason, because in a work, upon

which one remains with a thousand men, when one

man is bringing his own strength to the labour

therein, the 999 other men are assisted by him in

that work.

8. This, too, that the way of righteousness^ is

» See Pahl. Yas. L, 2 b. ^ ibj^. 3 b. ^ Ibid. 13 c.
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1

not concealed, but taught, by him who is a good

considerer as to righteousness ; even for this reason,

because the sap and root of his righteousness are

owing to undiverted thought. 9. This, too, that

its being unnecessary to provide repletion for those

who are cattle ^ is taught by him who keeps catde

as a controller for benefiters ; even for this reason,

because they teach and command him.

10. This, too, that housewifery ^ being performed

is taught by that wife who shall joyfully pay rever-

ence to her husband ; even for this reason, because

her housewifery is for the satisfaction of the hus-

band, the satisfaction is through her reverence, and

the reverence arises through joy. 11. This, too,

that to love the religion through knowledge =^ is

taught by him who is peaceful (part^manik) and

Vohumanic to it; even for this reason, because

Vohumanic peacefulness is understood as religion.

12. And this, too, that the gratification of Auhar-

ma^rt'* is caused by him who teaches for Auha?^-

VCi2iZd.

13. It is righteousness that is perfect excellence.

Chapter LXVII.

Bako Nask.

I. In the twenty-first fargarfl', Vahi^toii-tl ^, it is

proclaimed by the righteous Zaraturt, that the cere-

monial is performed by him owing to whom our

1 See Pahl. Yas. L, 14 b. ' Ibid. 17 c.

" Ibid. 18 b. " Ibid. 20 c.

^ See Chap. XXII, i n.
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worship is good thinking. 2. This, too, that Vo-

human and the hturgy are lodging in the body of

him in whose body the rehgion is lodging ; and so

is the spirit of goodness, which is peace (pa</man).

3. This, too, that the good religion is taught in

word and deed by him who shall achieve the giving

of thought (minii'n-dahih) /<? Vohuman m the cere-

monial. 4. This, too, that the archangels become

lodging in the body of him who loves Vohuman

;

even for this reason, because their lodging is in

light, purity, and perfume, and the body is illu-

minated, purified, and perfumed by Vohuman.

5. This, too, that mankind are made diligent in

the performance of good works by him who shall

provide gifts for the doers of good works. 6. This,

too, that by him who loves the beneficial way\
even others are put in the same way and taught.

7. This, too, that he gives his daughter in daughter-

hood to Ms fatherhood ^, who teaches to the daughter

reverence towards ker father ; even for this reason,

because she is made steadfast in daughterhood by

him. 8. This, too, that the authority of Vohuman
is taught by him who keeps the talent which is his

for virtue ; even for this reason, because from the

authority of goodness arise the advantage and free-

dom from strife of the sciences (hunarano).

9. This, too, that a daughter is given to a father

for womanly service (nei"manih^), and so also a wife

to another man, by him who teaches reverence,

towards father and husband, to the daughter and

the other woman ; and so, too, by him who instructs

1 See Pahl. Yas. LII, 2 d.

2 Ibid. 4 a. In § 9 (as in Chap. XLV, 4) there appears to be no

confinement of the meaning to matrimony.
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the wife of a man in housewifery ; because the ad-

vantageous womanly service of a woman y<?r a man
arises throuofh reverence towards hej'- husband and

good training in housewifery. lo. This, too, that

even the reverence of a wife towards a husband is

produced by him who gives a woman unto a man
;

because the giver of possession (khu</ih) becomes

praiseworthy even by the act of havmg given that

possession.

II. This, too, that origin and effect (bun va-bar)

are produced for Aiiharmas^ by him who gives

what is necessary unto Auharma.s'^ and teaches

perpetual preservation ; what is properly necessary

bemg the origin of the preservation which is the

effect oi what is properly necessary. 12. This, too,

that dominion is acquired for the house of him who
keeps the door of the house an opening for the

wise ; the house being the body, and the door of the

house being the ear, eye, and mouth.

13. It is the excellence of righteousness that is

perfect.

Chapter LXVIII.

Bako Nask.

I. The beginning of the twenty-second fargar^/,

the Airyaman\ is the last question (frai'no) be-

yond the five Gathas ; it is taught for the dominion

of Auharma^'^ only by him—that is, it is making

him ruler of himself—who shall do that which is

declared by the passage:—Ya ere-se^yoi dahi

^ See Chap. XXIII, in; it is here written airemano in

Pahlavi,
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drigaove vahyo ^
: who gives delights (vayagano)

to him who is a right-Uving poor man ^—preserva-

tion from the destroyer, and the consummation of

every happiness.

2. It is perfect excellence that is righteousness.

Chapter LXIX.

1. About a selection from the whole Ya^t^ refer-

ring to the developer (vakhshtnirt'ar-homond).

2. Those are beneficial w^ho increase for the de-

veloper, that is, they shall occasion benefit (ne-

vakih) for him who would occasion that benefit

which is for others ^ 3. Thus the righteous man
who produces perfect thought is /le who comes upon

it through Vohuman ^ and the benefit of him who

is an open annoyer"—the righteous man who is a

smiter ^the wicked, a7id \\\\o developes as to what

is Auharma^^'s and as to what is Zaratu^t's—is that

he slays in moderation.

4. Regarding him who is an oppressive man who

is righteous, the reply spoken is thus :
' The reward

of the smiter and developer—that man of whom one

1 See Yas. LIII, 9 d.

2 See Pahl. Yas. LII, 9 d, and Chaps. XLV, 10, XLVII, 17.

^ The twenty-first Nask, or original Yasna (see Bk. VIII, Chap.

XLVI, i). It is not very clear, from this chapter and from what is

stated about it in Chap. I, 2, whether this selection was compiled

by the author of the Dinkar^', or by some earlier writer. So far as

its statements have yet been traced, nearly all of them originate in

the Gathas, or in the Yasna Haptanghaiti ; but § 45 quotes a

passage from the Bako Nask (Yas. XIX).

* Compare Pahl. Yas. XLII, i a.

^ Compare Pahl. Yas. XXVIII, 2 a, where J2, Pt4, Mf4 have

bara yehamtunane pavan Vohuman.
« Compare Pahl. Yas. XLII, 8 b.
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knows the srrtiting and developing—Is the very evil

reward ^ him who is wicked
;
just as his smiting,

as an evil reward for him from those two spirits, is

that very evil practice loved by him who is wicked

;

even for this reason every righteous individual is

Gathic\ because, when privileged (part^okhshai),

he who is wicked is thus he who is righteous, and

also he who is privileged is unprivileged ^.'

5. Zaratu-yt proceeded with the smiting at the

wicked, and as to that proceeding Auharmas^^? spoke

thus :
' Thou shouldst thus proceed with smiting at

the wicked by ordinance (da</istan), because thus

they have thee and the righteous of every kind as

ruler. 6. Also through my decree (pavan-i/^ man
vi^tr) one produces the ritual of ordeal, which

realizes that which is real, so that one may make

that which is dark fully light. 7. Thine, too, is so

much the sovereignty of Auharma^'^, thus through

worship, that its requisite (khvastako) privilege Is

thus maintained through virtue, because thou, who
art thus, art more unconfined (anakoi'i^ifar) to the

world through the furtherance and development of

righteousness
;

great. Indeed, is he who trusts the

righteous man for righteousness, and great Is he

who trusts the wicked man for wickedness.'

8. As to that utterance (farmayij^no) Zaratu^t

spoke thus :
' An open annoyer is the righteous

man—the benefiter disclosed by Auharma^'rtf—that

loves the embodied world of righteousness, and

demands Its reverence (tarsakayih) for the pro-

portion of righteousness therein, that Is, he knows

the proportion of duty and good works,' 9. Re-

^ See Bk.VIII, Chap. I, 511. ^ See Chap. LXI, 11.

[37] C C
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garding the worldly existence, the reply spoken is

thus :
' That which is again contaminated (gumikht-

^d) by the demons becomes abundant so long as

that which is proper is again contaminated with the

demons ; and, so long as there is a developer, they

subsist for their own substances, so that it is pos-

sible for them to seek benefit for their own, and

they are smiters of the righteous.'

10. Reeardino^ him who is a wise smiter, Soshans^

spoke in reply thus: 'It arises through his way

when it is again contaminated.'

11. As to that mischief (dru^'i^no) Ayharmarrt?

spoke thus :
' Happy is he from whom there is no

mischief.' 12. Regarding ^ him who has come, the

Yim of splendour ^ he spoke thus: ' He attains his

reward who is no smiter and no developer, not privi-

leged and not unprivileged.'

13. As to that disclosure ^\dk\s\\'o) Vohuman*

spoke thus :
' I aggrandize that spiritual lord and

that priestly master who is my righteousness in

person.'

14. As to that utterance Spendarma^"* spoke

thus :
' So do thou perfect (bara vadidiin) him

whose information subsists—a man that becomes

wise—who is as an emblem of my religion ;
because

he has worshipped that which is ours, so that he has

retained property in our possession, through whose

words there is a furtherance of the world of right-

eousness. 15. That is my arrangement, and that

my wish—that is, what is necessary for me—and I

1 See Bk. VIII, Chap. XIV, 14.

2 Assuming that la, ' not,' stands for rai.

s Av. Yimo khshaeto (see Bk. VIII, Chap. XIII, 6, 7).

* See Bk. VIII, Chap. IX, 3.
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love that which thou fully understandest, that is,

that arrangement which is righteousness ; also what-

ever discourse and perfect performance, thou askest

of us, O Zaratu5t ! in complete mindfulness, I now

practise by the work of each hand ; observe tho-

roughly that which I am performing, and thou, too,

art accomplishing. i6. In worship thou, O Zara-

tu^t ! art liberal, who art liberal in ceremonial
; for

thee, whose body believes, controversy is not lavish

{v2id) for the sake of the wealth bestowed ; the

reward of Zaratu^t the developer is for developing,

the reward of Zaratu^t the smiter is for smiting, and

the reward of Zaratu^t the smiter and developer is

for smiting and developing. 17. At the bridge

judgment of him whose name the fire calls for parti-

cipation, as when they repeatedly pour the melted

ore upon him in the throat, thou shouldst pray near

him alive—him whose love is for virtue—so that he

may perform duty and good works with fearlessness
;

with his desire, too, it is expedient to know that it is

done by him on account of necessity.'

18. As to that utterance Ailharma^'^ spoke thus :

'Such is the upward attraction (lala-han^ii-nih) of

Shatraver^ for him who is ours.' 19. As to that

question (frashno) Auharma^:^ spoke thus: 'Such

has happened to him who is ours through Vohuman ;

he ought to come to our religion through virtue.

20. Truly he, O Zaratu^t! is privileged for the

sovereignty, who confines his ears to this religion,

that he may make it fully progressive ; who is given

immortality through this, and kind regard for the

will ^him who is the best of that religion of mine,

^ See Chap. XLIII, i . It is here written Shatrover.

C C 2
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O Zaratu^t ! and who assists the furtherance of this

world of mine in righteousness.'

21. As to those of that o^/ier one^ Aiiharma£:(^

spoke thus :
' As regards that which is great evi-

dence, when wicked they consider it as unattested

for him who is wicked himself; and the thoughts^

of him, whose deeds are those of that other one, are

due to Akomano^ 22. Owing also to this, when

both Khu7'da<f and Amurda*^'^ are given to thee, it

is in that way—when thou art of the propitious

spirit and the best thought—that what thou under-

standest thou shouldst be accomplishing, and what

thou dost not understand thou askest again.'

23. Of him whose wisdom exists (aito)—of Au-

h.3.rtn3.2d—he whose wisdom arises (yehevune^)

—

Zaratikvt—enquired concerning him who is unreal

(an-aito) a?id who does not subsist (yehevune^)

/ierea.(ter, who /las thus never become a material

existence for those on the side of virtue, and does

not subsist for them henceforth.

24. As to that reverse description (pa^firako-

nisanii'nth) Aiiha7^ma^^ spoke thus : 'Among men
of every kind say unto the righteous who are smiting

the wicked, that we improve the measure of any

milk they propitiate, even by the holy-water which

is the sustenance (bari^no) of milk, in order to

cause much happiness of life.'

25. As to that utterance Aiiha^^ma^^ spoke thus :

' Happy is he from whom there is no complaint,

and a life which is like this the text Gerezoi . . .

^ The followers of Aharman.
^ Assuming that manijno, ' dwelling,' stands for mini^-no.

s See Bk. VIII, Chap. IX, 3 n. * See Chap. XIX, i.
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dkhso . . .^ implores. 26. To thee, O Zaratu^^t

!

my protection is given in the reply of the K^m-na^
which, before the companionship of Kai-Vi^-tasp ^

—

that righteous friend of mine ^

—

was a published

thing of those which are used, and of those such as

it is requisite to use. 27. The talk of a man which

is immoderate is false, everything immoderate is so

for this reason, everything is not that which the

good man possesses, because, when privileged, the

wicked ojie is he who is righteous, and he who is

privileged becomes unprivileged ; he who is right-

eous is thus he who is wicked, and becomes him
who is privileged and unprivileged, so that he is

fully incriminated, and they shall carry off his pos-

sessions.'

^ Yas. XLVI, 2 c-e ; its Pahlavi version (Pahl. Yas. XLV, 2 c-e)

may be translated as follows :
—

' I complain to thee, behold it and

this 07ie, Auharmazd?! (that is, seek a remedy for me) ; that plea-

sure is my desire, which a friend gives to his friend ; through the

instruction of Vohuman (when I am instructed in virtue) is the

coveted i/ung of righteousness (thou shouldst give me).' The words

in parentheses have no equivalents in the Avesta text.

2 Yas. XLVI, 7 ; its Pahlavi version (Pahl. Yas. XLV, 7 a-e)

may be translated as follows :
—

' Who is given to me (and mine,

my disciples) as protector by thee, O Auharmas^! when that

wicked (Aharman) retains malice for me in possession (that is,

maintains malice with me .^ Who shall provide me protection),

other than thy fire and Vohuman ? (Because I know that they

would provide me protection for your sake) when I nourish right-

eousness through deedsy^T them, O Auha^-ma^^ ! (that is, should I

perform duty and good works, who shall provide me protection ?)

Thou shouldst proclaim to me that high-priest of the religion

;

(this thou shouldst state thus :
" Maintain the religion as high-

priest").'

3 See Pahl. Yas. XLV, 13 e, and Bk. VIII, Chaps. XI, i,

XIII, 15.

* Compare Ibid. 14a which is given in Pt4, Mf4, as follows:

—

Zaratmto mun lak aharubo dosto.
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28. Regarding the benefiters the reply spoken is

thus :
' They are owing to the reward of the smiter

and developer ; those are beneficial whose smiting

and developing are those of the developer Auhar-

ma.sd, who understands smiting and development'

29, When through smiting by Auharma^^, on

account of the wicked, a question (frashno) about

zV arose, the reply spoken, as to the smiting of the

present zvorld by means of him who is ruler, zuas

:

' The reward which the judgment that is perfect

teaches is thus, that he who is the smiter and

developer, Soshans \ shall make the decision.' 30.

Zaratui-t spoke iu reply thus :
' He gives a reward.'

31. And that wise smiter, Soshans, spoke m reply

thus :
' He shall inflict punishment.'

32. Even he who is an ox of many cattle has

openly and publicly wailed this complaint ^ on ac-

count of the righteous one: ' How long is it till the

time when a developer arises, even he who is an

irresolute ruler (akamako khiWai) ? How long is

the time till he arises, until the wicked one who is a

smiter and privileged corrupter is he who is un-

privileged ?
' 33. Because, for the sake of producing

resolution (kamak-dahih), he complains that, until

the developer shall arise, even he who is irresolute

is ruler, that is, until he w4io is the developer shall

become privileged.

34. As to that complaint of his Auharmai:^' spoke

thus :
' Not so ^5" by this complaint is the obtainment

of spiritual lordship (ahuikih), for this reason, when

they do not consider the ruler as a ruler, and there

is no giving of priestly authority (ra^oih) by any

^ See § 10. ^ Compare Pahl Yas. XXIX, i, 9.
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I

righteousness whatever \ it is requisite, on account

of the many righteous, to speak henceforth, until the

time when the developer arises, even (^/him who is

an irresolute ruler.'

35. On account of the many statements of the

spirits, even as to thought, word, and deed, it is

requisite to say that they shall always render an

account until even some obtainment of 2c smiter and

developer, privileged or unprivileged. 36. Some
arise of whom it is requisite to ask this question

(frashno) ^ while he who is righteous and he who is

wicked are two witnesses, and they make the right-

eous one manifest by his evidence, or they molest

him who is righteous by smiting. 2)1 • Some arise

when it is requisite to speak this reply " during the

smiting t?/" the maintainer of strife and ^ the kins-

man. 2>^. A7id some arise while that individual^ is

loved, though a righteous one and a developer arise,

and it is requisite to produce a provider of benefit

on account of the many, both wicked and righteous,

so long as a wicked one of the smiting which is

maintaining strife is privileged.

39. Because, regarding the production of resolu-

tion, // is proclaimed that it is so that they shall

fully understand that Auharmasd discriminates truly,

and Aharman does not discriminate truly. 40. And
that it is so that they shall fully understand that the

punishment of the wicked is for teaching t/ie7n that

they zai/t attain to the existence of darkness, that

even to him who belongs to the ever-stationary they

may give his reward, that they are for smiting the

wicked one, that they are very powerful to give, that

1 See Pahl. Yas. XXIX, 6 b. ^ That in § 32.

^ That in § 34.
* The irresolute ruler.
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they should kill the apostate, that 07ie has to be con-

verted from vileness to goodness, that he who
would be wicked is made to believe by the tongue,

that for the sake of proper nurture of the creatures

next-of-kin marriage is provided, that the demons

are despised, that thus he who is evil-ruling is

wicked, and that they are approaching the place

where Auharmar^i^ shall provide for the account of

sin and good works.

41. They shall become more diligent in the per-

formance of duty and good works, and abstain more

from sin, always until one attains even to some

acquirement for those in life and those in a lifeless

state ^ 42. And they shall not inflict their punish-

ment completely in the embodied state, and the

fiend does not pity the worldly existence; every

individual is counted up, and every one is fully

completed for the affairs of Auharma-s^, bnt the

fiend is not smitten, and they shall not fully inflict

the punishment.

43. No one thinks thou shouldst remain for the

propitious Auharma^'^/, and no one completely pre-

sents ///;;^self; they attack through the fiend, and

arise for the foolish one. 44. No one arises for the

goodness of him who is good, but for the vileness of
the fiend they destroy what is good, and do not

understand evil and good ; they recite the revelation

for a wicked one, they do not bestow friendship for

labour, b2Lt are for the evil-doer.

45. And the righteous one, who is the best of

spiritual and worldly existences, becomes a privileged

^ By accumulating more good works than are necessary to

balance one's own sins.
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developer, even he who is an irresolute ruler ^
;
and

so he who is wicked, even he who is privileged, be-

comes unprivileged, at that time when one gives the

soul of every one unto the supreme heaven ^ and

when thou shouldst, every one, know that the afflic-

tion of the annoyers arises ^ so that when, owing

thereto, they beseech the sacred beings, it is only

hell that they supply.

46. When every one shall provide the ceremonial

of the archangels unworriedly, and when every one

knows that Gojr-aurvan complained*—so that he

who is the fashioner of cattle enquired thus :
' Whose

is the guardianship of cattle^?' and' Not without

annoyance' ivas the reply of Ashavahi^t, 'that is,

they shall inflict his punishment
« '—every one also

knows that in their light is joyfulness for the sights

47. When every individual (ko/a ai^-l) becomes

aware of the priestly authority of Auharma^rt^ ;
and

when every individual knows that his remedy for

the devastation owing to the evil spirit is compre-

hensibly stated -^

; when every individual knows

that Auharma2:rtf fashioned the propitiousness in the

liturgy^; and when every one knows that the priest

is perfect, that Auharma^^ enhances both of them

in spirituality 10, that Vohuman is the offspring of

Auha/'ma£'rt'i\ that Spendarma^f is Auharma^^'s

own ^2, that all three of them are the life of him who

^ See Pahl. Yas. XIX, 58, XX, 10.

2 See Pahl. Yas. XXVIII, 4 a. ' Ibid. 6 c.

* See Pahl. Yas. XXIX, i a, and Chap. XV, 3. ^ Ibid. 2 a.

« Ibid. 3 a, and Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXVII, 14.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXX, i c. « See Pahl. Yas. XXIX, 6 a.

9 Ibid. 7 a. ^« See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 7 c. " Ibid. 8 a.

12 Ibid. 9 a.
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/las wandered fordi ^—that is, life is given by the

thoiieht and wisdom ^ which are his own—and that

the sacred beings are they who are supporting zV.

48. When every one of this existence must act

for the sake of that o^/ie7^ existence, and knows /low

to act ; when every one is a friend, through deeds,

of the spirit which is his own ^ ; and when every one

becomes a person supporting Auharma^^f'*. 49.

When every individual knows that they give no

reward to him in whose body a demon is lodging

who is not listening ^ ; when every one shall make

his own soul immortal ^ ; and when every one has

advantage through possession of Auharma^^^.

50. When every one becomes a Zoti unsullied in

righteousness ^ ; when every one gives a sacred cake

to the archangels^; when every one knows that

co-operation is due to him who is their servant ; and

when they are together m soul^". 51. When every

individual gives /ns body^^ ; when every one proceeds

to their ceremonial and glorification^^ ; when every

individual knows that 'other than they' is 7nea7i^ by

nae/i'im t^m any^m^^; and when every one knows

' See Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 10 a. ' Ibid. 11 b, c.

3 Ibid. 21 c.
' Ibid. 22 c.

'" Compare Pahl. Yas. XXXIII, 4 a, XLIII, 13 c.

« See Pahl. Yas. XXXIV, i a. ' Ibid. 3 a.

^ See Pahl. Yas. XXXIII, 6 a, and Bk. VIII, Chap. VII, 5.

9 Ibid. 8 c.
'" Ibid. 9 c. " Ibid. 10 c.

'2 See Pahl. Yas. XXXIV, 6 c.

^^ Yas. XXXIV, 7 c, the Pahlavi version of which may be trans-

lated as follows :
—

' I am aware of no one (above), other than you

(that is, I know no one from whom my benefit is such as from you,

and when they shall cause) righteousness (that is, they shall perform

duty and good works, it) thus produces shelter for us.' The MS.

has naeX'ic/.
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that, through that sovereignty of his, the renovation

of the universe is produced by his will among the

existences ^

52. When every one knows the elucidation (ro-

shano) of the religion; when every one considers

the religion as governor and serf- ; when every one

knows that the manifestation of this ought to arise

in him; when every one thinks Ataharma^^ auspi-

cious =^
; and when every one knows that, when it

occurs, benefit is produced, through resolute sove-

reignty ^ where and when it gives him a reward for

the performance of the duty and good works they

should call for. 53. When every one gives ^ the

sacred beings and the good a sheep; when every

one knows that, for him whose righteousness is in

action, immense and complete mindfulness arises ^

;

when every one thinks of much assistance from

Auharmar^^ ; when every one speaks to restore his

temper ^ ; when every one speaks to provide the

ceremonial ^ ; and when every one produces that

advantage by liberal giving i".
54. When every one

knows that one grants him the obeisance which is

due to him when in a condition for the supreme

heaven (amat den garo^manikih) ^^
; when every

one knows that it is done by those in the realm of

Auharma^^^^. and when every individual knows

1 SeePahl. Yas. XXXIV, 15 c.

2 SeePahl. Yas. XXXV, 22.

=* See Pahl. Yas. XLII, 7 a. ' Ibid. 8 d.

"> Assuming that yehevune^, 'becomes,' stands for yeha-

bunefl'.

« See Pahl Yas. XLIII, 6 c. ' Ibid. 7 d.

« See Pahl. Yas. XLIV, 3 a. " ' Ibid. 6 a.

Ibid. 7 a. " Ibid. 8 e.
'

'' Ibid. 9 c10
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that, so long as the reHgion of the first creation ^

shall exist (ae), this characteristic is to be considered

thus : Hvo zi dregv^u, (&c.^

55. When every individual keeps no wealth for a

high-priest of the apostates ^ ; when every one knows

that, when above, ^/lere is righteousness * ; when
they shall make intercession ^ /"t^r every individual,

and when every individual becomes aware "^ 0/ it

;

when every individual sees that he is a father of

righteousness '^
; and when every individual knows

that the propitious spirit is in him^ 56. When
every one knows that, when a supplicant, he is more

a smiter of the wicked ^ ; when every individual

utters the salutation (niyayi^no) of Auharmas'^^";

when every individual knows that that is our com-

fort ", and that it is Auharma^r^^'s own creature ^-

;

and when every individual is taught ^^ and every

individual joins in the perfect religion ^^

57. When every individual knows that Vohiiman

^ See Pahl. Yas. XLV, 6 e.

"" Yas. XLVI, 6 c-e ; its Pahlavi version (Pahl. Yas. XLV, 6 c-e)

may be translated as follows :
—

' For he is wicked whose best nature

is for the wicked, and he is righteous whose homage (franami^no

in Pt4, Mf4) is for the righteous (in any doubtfulness, whoever

gives anything to the wicked is to be considered as w'icked, and

whoever gives to the righteous is to be considered as righteous) so

long as the religion of the first creation, O Auharmaz^ 1 (until the

time when Soshans arrives one is ever to be considered in this

wayY
2 See Pahl. Yas. XLV, 8 a. The MS. has ' the righteous ' by

mistake.

* Ibid. 12 a. ^ Compare Pahl. Yas. XLVIII, 6 a.

^ Compare Pahl. Yas, XLV, 176.

' See Pahl. Yas. XLVI, 2 d. » Ibid. 3 a. » Ibid. 4 d.

^» See Pahl. Yas. XLVII, i d. " Ibid. 6 a. ^^ Ibid. 7 d.

» Ibid. 12 c. " See Pahl. Yas. XLVIII, 9 c.
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guards the creatures ^ ; when every individual be-

comes privileged by will ^ for the reward ; when

every individual knows that gain is through giving

away^; when every individual transacts, or shall

transact, the affairs of the archangels ^
; and when

every individual knows that when he who is intelli-

gent speaks to him ^ it becomes a possession for the

benefit of riofhteousness ^.

58. When, for equal meritoriousness, it is neces-

sary to give sooner to Magian men '^—so that on

account even of the Magianship of Kai-Vii-tasp he

zvas suitable for the sovereignty ^, that Zaratu^t zuas

given a wife by Frasho^tar ^ that it was the learned

6^amasp^^ that Auharma^^ gave—and that every

individual shall provide the ceremonial of Auhar-

ma^'rtf". 59. And when every individual knows that

they are the best prayers which are the words of

Zaratui-t^-, and, even so, his is a wise reward for

those which are yours ^^.

60. It is perfect is the excellence of righteousness
;

it is perfect excellence that is righteousness.

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLVIII, 10 a, b.

2 See Pahl. Yas. XLIX, 9 c.

3 See Pahl. Yas. L, i b. The MS. has bun, instead of bara,

by mistake.

* Ibid. 3 c. ' Ibid. 8 a. " Ibid. 8 b.

' Ibid. 15 a. « Ibid. 16 a, and Bk. VIII, Chap. XI, i.

" Ibid. 17 a, and Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXVIII, 68.

" Ibid. 18 a. " Ibid. 20 c.
'^ See Pahl. Yas. LII, i a.

12 Ibid. 7 a.
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OBSERVATIONS.

1-5. (The same as on page 2.)

6. The manuscripts mentioned are :

—

B (written a. d. 1659), see page 2.

B29 (written a. d. 1679), a Persian Rivayat, No. 29 in the

University Library at Bombay.

DH (written a.d. 181 3), a Din-vi^irgard in the hbrary of Dastur

Hoshangji Jamaspji at Poona.

K35 (probably written a.d. 1572), a Da/istan-i Dinilc, No. 35

in the University Library at Kopenhagen.

Mf4, Pt4 (written about a.d. 1780), in the Mulla FirOz Library

and in that of Dastur Peshotanji Behramji in Bombay, respectively,

both copied from a Yasna with Pahlavi, written in Iran and brought

to India about a. d. 1478, which was a descendant of an ancestor

of J2 and K5, and independent of those two authorities.

MHio (about 150 years old), a Persian Rivayat, No. 10 of

Haug's Collection in the State Library at INIunich.

O225, a Persian Rivayat in No. 225 of Ouseley's Collection in

the Bodleian Library at Oxford.



FROM THE SELECTIONS
OF

ZAZ?-SPARAM\

1. About the three divisions of revelation there is

a condensed medium, beneficial and small, of whose

subdivision one category (ra^istako) is collection

together ; that is, the Ahunavair ^ itself is a symbol

of the Nasks.

2. First, the Ahunavair is apportioned into its

three degrees (pa^fman), as shown in another

chapter; and by a like system (rac^istak) the

Gathas ^, too, are into three, which are the three-

lined, four-lined, and five-lined^; even so the Nasks

^ Who was high-priest of Sirkan, in the south of Persia, towards

the end of the ninth century, being contemporary with the last

reviser of the Dinkar^' (see S. B. E., vol. xviii, p. xxvii). This extract

from his Selections constitutes the ' particulars about the Gathas

and the connection of the Ahunavair with the Nasks,' mentioned

in the final footnote to Zs. XI, lo. For the Pahlavi text the trans-

lator is dependent upon a single MS., copied from K35 when this

latter MS. was complete, and said to be now in the library of

Dastur Jamaspji Minochiharji in Bombay.
2 See Dk. VIII, Chap. I, 7.

^ The Vi'ord gasano is usually written like dahi^no in the MS.
* The three-lined stanzas of the Gathas are 100 in the Ahuna-

vaiti (Yas. XXVIII-XXXIV), 40 in the Yasna of seven has (Yas.

XXXV-XLI), and 22 in the VohCi-khshathra (Yas. LI), altogether

162 three-lined stanzas; the four-lined are one in the Ujtavaiti

(Yas. XLVI, 15), 41 in the Spe;na-mainyu (Yas. XLVII-L), and

nine in the Vahijtoijti (Yas. LIII), altogether 51 four-lined stanzas;

[37] D d
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are denominated Gathic, Hadha-mathric, and Law.

3. Then the Ahunavair is apportioned into six

which they call half-lines (nem-gas) ; so, too, the

Gathas are into six, which are called the Ahunavaiti

Gatha, the Yasna, the Ui"tavaiti ^ Gatha, the Spe;^ta-

mainyu (S/etamato) Gatha, the Vohu-khshathra

Gatha, and the Vahi.^toi^ti Gatha ; even so the

Nasks are into six, as the Gathas are Into two,

which are called one the Gathic creation

—

zvhich is

the Ya5t ^

—

and one the rest of the Gathic ; also

the Hadha-mathric into two, one the Mathra of the

arranger—which is the P^/'ino and Ra^'o-dart'o-aito ^

—and one the Mathra full of good tokens, which is

the rest (?/'the Hadha-mathra ; and also the Law
into two, one the law against the demons—which is

the Vendida^T^*—and one the law of Zaratui't, which

is the rest of the Law. 4. Then it is apportioned

into twenty-one, such as the twenty-one words

(marik) of the Ahunavair; also the Gathas are into

twenty-one, which are the Ahunavair, the praise of

righteousness, the performance of the good, and
from Yanim-mano unto Airyaman ^ which, being

and the five-lined stanzas are the remaining 65 in the U^-tavaiti

(Yas. XLIII-XLVI) ; making the total of 278 stanzas mentioned

in § 5. Yas. XLII is a later supplement to the Yasna of seven

has, and, in the MSS. Pt4, Mf4, it is headed as follows :

—

Av2lX

vaharako-i haft \AdQ Yaslo yazi^nik bun, ' the beginning of wor-

shipping as regards the portions of the Yasna of seven has.'

* The MS. corrupts these two names into the one word asna-

vato by omitting the syllables aijjta.

* The St6</-yavft, or first of the Galhic Nasks (see Dk. VIII,

Chap. I, 9).

^ The third and fourth of the Hadha-malhric Nasks (ibid. 10).

* The fifth of the Legal Nasks (ibid. 11).

^ The three sacred formulas, Yalha-ahu-vairyo, Ashem-vohu,
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accomplished (aka7"rt'6), are twenty-one ; and the

Nasks are twenty-one.

5. Then the Gathas are apportioned into 278^

stanzas (v^>^est6); and the Nasks also into 278

categories, every single category Jiaving borne a

form like a single verse 2, as regards how much and

how dinytking good is indicated, such as the Patkar-

raa^istan ^ in which what is legally disputable is

reported (pe^ako) ; the Zakhmistan^ by which the

penalty of assault (zakhm) is reported; the Storis-

tan ^ by which the sin and amount of penalty for

a wound, as regard beasts of biwden and cattle, are

reported ; the Arate^taristan ^ by which battle is

reported; the Pasu^-haurvastan "^j by which the

customary keeping of sheep in control is reported

;

the G^ur^T^ai-zaritunistan (' corn-sowing code ') ^ by

which agriculture is reported; the Varistan^ by

w^iich an ordeal being accomplished is reported ;
and

others of a like description.

and YcNhe-hatam, with the seventeen has of the five real Gathas,

and either the Yasna of seven has, counted as a single item, or

the Airyaman, will make up the twenty-one divisions (compare the

names applied to each fargar^ of the Suc^kar, Varjtmansar, and

Bako Nasks in Dk. IX).

1 See § 2 n; here the MS. has 288, by miswriting, in both

occurrences of the ciphers.

2 Doubtful ; the text appears to be as follows :—ko/a ra^istako-ae

bur^ jan manak ak gah.

3 See Dk. VIII, Chap. XVI.
* Equivalent to Zatamistan (ibid. Chap. XVII), see Darmesteter's

suggestion (ibid. Chap. XVI, 8 n).

5 Ibid. Chap. XXIV; here spelt Storitan by mistake.

« Ibid. Chap. XXVI.
^ Ibid. Chap. XXIII ; here written Pa^ilj'-haunstan.

« Ibid. Chap. XXXI, 30-32.

» Ibid. Chap. XLII ; here written Varistan.

D d 2
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6. Then the Gathas are apportioned into 1016^

metrical Hnes (gas), and the Nasks into 1000 Has

and Farcrarflfs^, and, since the Hartfokht^ is the

priestly master (ra^fo) of the Nasks, andxks.^ remedy^

(darmon) which is a perfect statement about the

master of the resurrection, the existence of its far-

gar^s about the other fargar^s is therefore 1000

remedies fully combined, being the corn and fodder

that are shut up (bastako) when, over that thousand,

they supply one that is great, which in every way

protects them from hail and rain, from the wind

which is hot and that which is cold.

7. Then the Gathas are apportioned into 6666

words (martk)^, and as to the Nasks, too, their own

6666 ordinances (da^istano) are therein severed.

8. And the 6666 words, which are in the Gathas, are

^ See Sis. XIII, 50 ; that this number is correct may be seen

from the details given in § 2 n.

2 See Dk. VIII, Chap. I, 20; here the MS. has ayiJino instead

of ha to, by miswriting.

3 The sixth of the Gathic Nasks (see Dk. VIII, Chap. I, 9).

* See Dk. VIII, Chap. XLV, 13, where the word used is

beshazo.
^ According to Sis. XIII, 50 the six Gathas (including the Yasna

of seven has) contain 5567 va/('ak, 9999 marik, and 16,554 khur-

<fak; which enumeration makes the meaning of marik doubtful.

In our present text, however, it must have its usual meaning of

' word,' as the number of 6666 words in the six Gathas can be

obtained by including the customary repetition of the first stanza

of each Ha of the five real Gathas, with the text of the Airyaman

and of the introductions to Yas. XXVIII, XXXV, and probably

the homage formula prefixed to each Gatha ; also by considering

each component of a compound as a separate word, and all verbal

prefixes as separable; and by counting all enclitics except -yJ'a,

in accordance with the different modes of treating --^i^and -k^ in

counting the words of the Ahunavair. If the three sacred formulas

were included, and the Airyaman and five homage formulas were

omitted, the total would be nearly the same.
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an indicator of the period from the adversary having

come to the creatures, as far as unto the end of the six

millenniums ^—each millennium being ten centuries

—which amount to 60 single centuries—a century

being ten tens ^—and up to the time when its ^ cold

and distress arrive, which become awful ; the 600,

including the excess as far as one ten *, are years of
the 6000 years which are the words of the six

Gathas that are the first indicator of the six

millenniums ; therefore of the 60 centuries are then

the 600 and those which are added to them (zak-i

gha/).

9. And after those 6000, which are the 6000

years, are the Airyaman ^ of Ashavahii-t and the

accompanying sayings (ham-v^/66) which are at the

end of the Gathas; those are the 57 years of Soshans^,

and for the sake of them, too, are the Airyaman and
from the praise of righteousness at its end to the

consecration of the Airyaman, originally 57 words

(marik), because the praise of righteousness for the

Airyaman is 12, and the consecration of the Airya-

man is 21, ^the original 57'^.

'^ The three millenniums during which Auharmazfl' and Aharman
had nearly equal influence, and the last three millenniums during

which the power of Aharman diminishes (see Bd. I, 20).

"^ Assuming that -3_J stands for _3 _3.

^ Assuming that muna^, 'whose,' stands for amata^-.

* As the cipher for ' one ' precedes that for ' ten,' it may possibly

mean 'one less than ten,' as in the Roman IX. At any rate, 6609
years with the 57 accounted for in § 9 make up the requisite total

of 6666 ; but the mode of making this number correspond with

the six millenniums is not very clear.

" Yas. LIV, I.

« See Dk. VIII, Chap. XIV, 14; Bd. XXX, 7.

^ The Airyaman contains 24 words, its Ashem-vohu 12, and its

consecration (Yas. LIV, 2)21 words, making altogether 57 words.
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DINKAT?/?.—BOOK III.

Chapter VII ^

The ninth question.

1. Another apostate enquired thus: 'When there

is Mathra that is said to be all in the words of

Aiiharma^^to Zaratu^t, whether it be in the words of

Frasho^tar and 6^amasp^ or be in the words of Vohu-

man^ and the sacred beings, or be in words of theirs

published before the time 0/ Zara-tust, or even after

that of 6^en6 *, is it to be considered by us, as to that

which is relating to us, that what is the utterance of

Auharmas'^ to Zaratiut is only the Gathic, and the

rest is composed by Zaratui-t and his disciples from

the world, even statements due to a good inclination

for conversion (va^takih)?'

2. The reply is that the other Mathra which is

separate from the Gathas, if it be apart from the

Gathas, is still owing to the composition of the

Yatha-ahu-vairyo ^ ; «/^rtf the same separate Mathra,

which is from a witness about it, is the evidence

with Auharma^// himself in vigorous omniscience

and composition, and not owing to the knowledge of

mankind, which shall not attain even to an atom of

the atoms thereof. 3, The arising of the Mathra,

through the speaking of many voices, is not all the

speaking of Auharma^'i^ to Zaratu^t through those

^ According to Peshotan s notation ; the text followed is that of

the MS. B, written a. d. 1659.

2 See Dk. VIII, Chap. XXXVIII, 68.

^ This seems a more likely reading than ' Horn ' for the im-

perfect word ^""'.

* See Chap. CXCVII, 6 n. « See Dk. VIII, Chap. I, 7 n.
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voices, but the speaking of several separately, through

which the speaking of the voice would be evidently

^/m^ 0/ Auha.rm3.2d ; that is this Mathra. 4. And
just as the speaking forth of Zaratu^t and other

good 7ne7i, as well as evil ojies, likewise 0/ those who
are demons, even as far as the evil spirit, is stated

by Auharma<2'^ in public, that statement would

become even that of the evil spirit and demons, aud

the Mathra and Law against the demons would

likewise become spoken by the demons. 5. And the

Mathra is all confided by Auharma^'^ to Zaratiut

through many voices, bemg an avowal of Auharma^rt'

to Zaratui't, and an existence which is not incon-

sistent (han-beshin)
;
just as the Gathas, which

even you adinit to be, as a whole, confided by

Ki\^a.rvc\2izd to Zaratu^t, are spoken through the

voice of Zaratiut, be they through the voices of the

archangels, be they through the voice of G65-atjrvan\

or be they through the voices of other sacred beings,

to all they are spoken by Auharma^'rt' to Zaratui-t,

and are not inconsistent. 6. But owing to the dis-

position of an apostate there is a longing scrutiny

about his own statements, and evil-thinking scrutiny

about the statements protecting the spiritual lord.

Chapter CLXI.

I. About one supremely^ acquainted with the

three'* codes (da<^6) of the Ma^-^/a-worshipping

religion there is this:—One supremely acquainted

^ See Dk. IX, Chap. XV, 3.

2 Perhaps we should read az^irtar, 'more particularly,' instead

of ajyartar.

^ B has ' four ' by mistake here, but not afterwards.
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with the three codes of the Ma^'^^fa-worshipping

rehgion is he of the primitive faith whose insight

into the good religion is even such that he knows
how to discriminate and announce the statements

(v^/^ako) of the Hadha-mathric and Gathic from

those of the Law, those of the Legal and Gathic from

those <?/'the Hadha-mathric, and those of the Hadha-
mathric and Legal from those ^the Gathas. 2. Also

to the statements (v^/C'ako) in the Law—which is

superior ^ knowledge about the worldly existences—is

allotted (vakhto) the worldliness of the Hadha-
mathric and also ^the Gathic ; to those in the Gathas

—which are superior knowledge about the spiritual

existences—is allotted the spirituality of the Hadha-
mathric and even that of the Law; and to those in

the Hadha-mathra—which is superior knowledge

about things intermediate betweeri the spiritual and

worldly existences—is allotted the intermediate matter

(miyanikih) ^ the Gathic a7td 2i\so ^the Legal 2.

Chapter CLXV.
I. About the purport ^y the evidence of the three

codes of the Mas^^/a-worshipping religion, one as

regards the other, there is verbal evidence of the

Gathic from the Hadha-mathric and the Law, and
about the Hadha-mathric and the Law from the

Gathas. 2. The purport, too, of the statement that

occurs is this of a ruler putting aside the commands
of an enemy—which are declared, in many passages

(divak) of the Hadha-mathric and even of the

Legal, to be worthiness of death—the purport being

in the words of a Gathic phrase (nisang) that is

^ See p. 407, n. 2. ^ Compare Dk. VIII, Chap. I, 13, 14.
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even this :

—
' He who is a good ruler is a desire and

bringing on of fortune for me (va/am)^' 3. All

rulers also for the world have arisen for their own,

and for maintaining him who is high-priest ; they

are submissive, and any one accomplishing their

commands—which are putting aside the commands

of their enemy—is, owing to their submissiveness,

authorisedly maintaining his own person and wealth

in the world thereby, and in the world there is no

place, nor yet a share of anything therefrom, on

account of which he becomes offended by the world.

4. The evidence of the Hadha-mathric and of the

Legal about a Gathic statement is the purport of

these words in a Gathic phrase, that ' not for him

who is rightly proceeding is there further ruin^ ;' and

the evidence from the Hadha-mathric is even this

which states that ' rectitude assists a man like a

regiment a thousand strong ^;' also for the proportion

of rectitude in his possession there is no disturbance

whatever, and from the hurtful (vinasigano) from

without he is thus protected, because fully-worship-

ping (pur-y(2^an) performance is freedom from

danger from the want of freedom from wickedness

(^-adarvandih) of the enemy, as regards benefit,

through the doing of injury by him.

5. And on account of the superior knowledge

of the spiritual existence, moreover, for the Gathas,

above the intermediate Hadha-mathric and\ki^ lower

knowledge of the Law, the purpose of the Gathic

was for the statements of the Legal and the Hadha-

mathric, and the provision of the Hadha-mathric

1 Pahl. Yas. L, i a. ^ Pahl. Yas. XXIX, 5 c.

3 Dk. IX, Chap. XX, 4.
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and the Legal was evidently for the statements

of the Gathas.

Chapter CXCVII.

6. One ^ is tJiat, on account of hhn who gave the

Legal, and is also the protector of a priestly master

who is given over to the Hadha-mathric, and the

Gathic, through which the purity of the good crea-

tions arises, one Is more steadfastly to aggrandise

and develope them. . . ....

D!NKAi?A—BOOK \\\

I. Obeisance to the Ma£:^a-worshIpping religion

which is opposed to the demons and is the ordinance

of Auharma^^.

^ This is the fourth of ' the ten admonitions of the righteous

.Senov about the law of the Mazr/a-worshipping religion.' In the

seventh book of the Dinkarf/ it is stated that ' as regards the high-

priests this, too, is said on the subject of -Senov, that one hundred

years ^the religion elapse when -Senov is born, and two hundred

years when he passes away; he was also the first Mas</a-worshipper

xvith a life of a hundred j^^Y7rj (loo khaya), cz;/^/ who walks forth

upon this earth with a hundred disciples.' This last clause clearly

identifies him with the 'Saena, so7i of Ahum-stu</, who first

appeared upon this earth with a hundred pupils,' as stated in

Yt. XIII, 97 (see Darmesteter, Texies pehlvis relatifs au Jiidaisme,

premiere partie, p. 3, n. 2).

'^ This book commences with an account of the seven arch-

angels, and, illustrative of the ' desirable dominion ' personified in

Shatraver, the fourth of them, a statement is made of the legendary

history of the eff"orts made by the good rulers, from Vi.ytasp to

Khusroi Anosharavan, for the preservation of Avesta and Pahlavi
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2. The fourth doo/c is matter for Instruction from

the statements selected, from the instruction of

the good rehgion, by the saintly (hu-fravar^6)

Atur-farnbao;', son of Farukho-za^ and leader of

those of the good religion.

3. From the Selection of Customary Instruction^

there is f/iis

:

—Ntimber one is the actual original

evolution '\ resembling only himself and not de-

signed (Z'imik). 4. Number two, the duplication of

the first among those akin (khve^igan) owing to

the consciousness of creation—which is the first—is

Vohuman ; but it is his origin, concealed from the

destroyer, which Is the reason of the creation.

10. Number three is the original creature Asha-

vahl^f^—due to development among those akin, one

out of another—who possesses the third place among

the archangels, for the reverence of the first.

12. Number iowY, the perfect sovereignty among

literature. Most of this statement has been already translated at

the end of Haug's Essay on Pahlavi, from a less perfect MS. than

B, but, as some of the accompanying text is obscure, it has now

been necessary to translate the whole of it to ascertain its con-

nection clearly, although only so much of this translation is here

given as will indicate this connection in a general way.

^ Who held a religious disputation with the accursed Abalix in

the presence of the Khahfah Al-Mamun (a.d. 813-833), as stated

in the Ma^igan-i Gu^astak Abali^-. He appears to have been the

first compiler of the Dinkar^, especially of its first two Books

which are still undiscovered (see Dk. Ill, Chap, last, 9, in Introduc-

tion; Sg. IV, 107, IX, 3, X, 55). Dk. IV, V are taken from his

statements, as well as a portion of Dk. Ill, Chap. CXLII.

2 Ayuino amuko vi^ino, evidently the name of a treatise com-

piled by Atur-farnbag.

3 That is, Auharmaz^. ' See Dk. VIII, Chap. XXXVII, 14.
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those akin, is named Shatraver\ the necessity of

the stored-up (az^ar-giK^o) nature of a spiritual

lord arisen from the reverence of the perfectly

just doer Ashavahiit, who is the third in arising

from him who is the second, Vohuman, who is the

first creature 19. So, too,

the sovereignty of the religion is ever specially good

sovereignty and triumphant, and the true religion is

confident ; the will of the sacred beings in the world

is progress, and the comprisal of every knowledge

is in the Ma^^a-worshipping religion ; the correct

attainment of its good sovereignty and their joint

statement are together really on account of their

concealed good protection and progressive produc-

tion, one for the other. 20. They strive for the

powerful maintenance of the religious good monarchy

of rulers, trusty in religion through practising Ma^^a-

worship ; the law of the rulers is custom, and their

custom is religious.

21. Vi^tasp^ the king when he became relieved

(pardakhto) from the war with ArVasp^ sent to

the chief rulers about the acceptance of the religion,

' and the writings* ^the Ma^rt'a-worshipping religion,

which are studded with all knowledge through re-

sources and learning of many kinds, and also the

tongue of^ Magian man {Mag6i-gab?^a), arisen in

the very same instructed duty, it is expedient you

should send (^edrune<^6) therc\m\ki! 22. Now

1 See Dk. IX, Chap. XLIII, i.

2 See Dk. VIII, Chaps. XI, i, XIII, 15. ' Ibid. XI, 4.

* Haug's MS. omits this passage: va/ sar-khu</ayan madam

pa^iroftano-i deno firistako, va-nipikiha-i ; and, even when it is

supplied from B, a few more words appear to be still wanting.
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ArezrsLsJ>6\ and others from outside of Khvaniras^,

came to Frasho^tar for religious enquiry, with com-

plete intelligence y<?r the most who did so.

23. Darai^, son of Darai, ordered the preservation

of two written copies of the whole Avesta and Zand,

according to the receiving of it by Zaratiii-t from

Auharma^f^; one in the treasury of Shapigan*, and

one in the fortress of written docu^ncnts.

24. Valkhai"^, descendant of A^-kan, in each district,

just as he had come forth, ordered the careful preser-

vation, and making of memoranda for the royal city

(shatro shahag), of the Avesta and Zand as it

had purely come unto the^n, and also of whatever

instruction (amuko-/!;), due to it, had remained

written about, as well as deliverable by the tongue

through a high-priest, in a scattered state in the

country of Iran, owing to the ravages and devas-

tation of Alexander and the cavalry and infantry of

the Ariimans ^.

^ Evidently the same person as Arezras/>ah (Dk. IX, Chap. XXI,

24), the supreme high-priest of the northern region Vida(/afsh

(Bd. XXIX, i). In Dk. VII it is also stated that S/itoij and

Arezras/o came to Frashojtar, seeking information about the

religion, 57 years after it had been received by Zaratu^-t who
appears to have departed to the best existence ten years before.

2 See Dk. VIII, Chap. VIII, 2.

^ According to Bd. XXXIV, 8 and the Persian Rivayats, which

teach a chronology of their own, this Darai was the predecessor of

Alexander and reigned fourteen years ; his father reigning twelve

years.

* It is hazardous to read 'the royal (shayagan) treasury' be-

cause the name, which occurs seven times in the Dinkar^, is five

times spelt Shapigan, and twice Shas/igan,

^ Probably Vologeses I, who was a contemporary of Nero and

appears to have been a Mas^a-worshipper (see S. B. E., vol. iv,

p. xxxiv).

* The older Greeks were so called by the Persians in Sasanian
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25. That (valman-1-i) Artakhshatar\ king of

kings, who zvas son of Papak, summoned Tosar,

and also all that scattered instruction (amuko), as

true authority, to the capital ; Tosar having arrived,

him alone he approved, and, dismissing the rest of

the high-priests, he also gave this command, namely :

' For us every other exposition of the Ma^'^'a-wor-

shipping religion becomes removed, because even

now there is no information or knowledge of it

below.'

26. Shahpuhar-, king of kings and son of Artakh-

shatar, again brought together also the writings

which were distinct from religion, about the in-

vestigation of medicine and astronomy, time, place,

and quality, creation (dahi^no), existence, and de-

struction (vinasii-no), the submission of a wild

beast ^, evidence, and other records and resources

that were scattered among the Hindus, and hi

Arum * and other lands ; and he ordered their

collocation again with the Avesta, and the pre-

sentation of a correct copy of each to the treasury

of Shapigan^; and the settlement (astini^ano) of

all the erring upon the Ma-s'^/a-worshipping religion,

for proper consideration, was effected.

27. Shahpuhar ^ king of kings and son of Auhar-

msizd, instituted a tribunal (avan ahanko kardo)

for the controversy of the inhabitants of all regions,

times, because they came from the same quarter as the later armies

of the eastern empire of the Romans.
^ The first Sasanian king, who reigned a. d. 226-240.

^ The second Sasanian king, who reigned a. d. 240-271.
' Doubtful ; but it is difficult to find a more probable meaning

for da</ak6 herih.

* The eastern empire of the Romans. ^ See § 23,

''' The ninth Sasanian king, who reigned a. d. 309-379.
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and brought all statements to proper consideration

and investigation ; a7id after the preservation of

Aturpart^\ through the statement which he main-

tained (pasakhto) with all those of different sects,

and the Nasks were enumerated, he also spoke this

even fo those who were heterodox, namely: ' Now,

when the religion is recognised by us in the worldly

existence, we do most diligently endeavour ^/la^ they

shall not allow the infidelity (agdenoih) of any one

whatever ;
' and he acted accordingly.

28. This (le-denman-l-i^) Khusroi ^ king of

kings w/io is son of Ka.va.d, as apostasy and tyranny

were fully antagonistically smitten by him*, and

information and redoubled proper consideration were

abundantly augmented—through a declaration from

the religion unto every apostasy of the four classes

(pt^ako)—also spoke even this as to winning the

sacred beings (ya^^^an khari^ih), namely: 'The

truth of the Mas^a-worshipping religion is fully

understood, and the intelligent are steadfastly capable

through proper consideration ; but recognition by the

worldly existence has mostly become exceedingly

scattered, and the particulars are not possible through

proper consideration, but through purity of thought,

1 SeeDk.VIII.Chap. I, 22.

2 Literally ' this one who is,' which, applied to a person near at

hand, is a phrase analogous to valman-1-i, 'that one who is,'

applied in § 25 to a person more remote. The oblique case

le-denman of the demonstrative pronoun, which occurs very

rarely, is analogous to the oblique cases li, lanman, lak, lekum

of the personal pronouns, which occur constantly.

^ The twentieth Sasanian king, who reigned a.d. 531-579; he

was surnamed Anosharavan, ' immortal-souUed.'

* Referring to his extirpation of the heresy of Mazdak, a.d. 528,

before he came to the throne.
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word, and deed, and the statements of the good

spirit, the Hturgical ceremonial of the sacred beings

with purity.

29. 'We also call, each of those called by us,

a priest of AuharniB-zd, whose perception of the

spiritual existence is manifested unto us ; and our

wide resources, the perception of the spiritual exist-

ence and the example of the worldly one, are likewise

indications of both natures that are complete. 30.

And we Invite (bavihijnem) those invited ^ even

with that excellence a7id efficiency which are due to

them, on account of which the sacred beings are

predominantly over Iran ; the country of Iran having

proceeded onwards through Instruction from the

Ma^Trt^a-worshippIng religion which the ancients cele-

brated. 31. The knowledge of the sociable cere-

monial (ham-ya^'Ii'nih) —for which, Indeed, those

of the Intelligent of disunited Khvaniras are not in

a dispute of antagonism—is, m that way, mostly the

sonorous (aev^^^'ik) Avesta, In the pure statement <?/"

the writing adornable by memoranda of particulars

;

and even the simple wordless (av^/C'ik) mode is

maintained In the announcement of the statement.

32. ' Even then all the domestic (khanik) know-

ledge of the Ma-^«/a-worshipping religion Is really on

this account, which is understood by us, that, when
all are intellectual (vir-homond), and the proper

consideration of a stranger (biganako) Is owing to

the world of the Ma^^a-worshipplng religion, they

arrive at this place. 'X^'^. But through the new-

possession and proper consideration of the stranger,

owing to the Ma^s'^'a-worshipplng religion, they are

^ As in Yas. II.
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not capable of bringing about so much acquirement

and manifestation of knowledge, for the advantaee

and open duty of the worldly existence, as is in the

recitation of a priestly master through much investi-

gation, and is abundantly well-considered, 34. And
if we command, with the utmost solicitude, the

proper consideration of the Avesta and Zand of the

primitive Magian statements (Magot-gobii-no),

which are more humbly observant, better disposed,

good, and ever renewed uneffacedly, as zvell as an

increase of acquirement worthily therefrom, for

the knowledge of those of the world, there is no

necessity of first acquiring the quality of creation

from the creator, by those who are worldly existences,

for understanding the creator and the marvellous-

ness of the spiritual existences ; or all necessity of

acquiring is said to be longing through scanty

knowledge.

35. 'They who are a counterpart (ae</un6ih) of

manifestation from the relip^Ion—and even through

the resemblance there is a possibility of the exist-

ence of understanding

—

are mentioned as effecting

proper consideration (hu-slkal-gar) ; and he who
has to exhibit enlightenment (roshano) through

knowledge, has to maintain acquaintance zuith the

religion. 36. And since the origin of every know-
ledge Is the religion, alike through spiritual power,

and alike through worldly manifestation \ that which

any one has wisely spoken—even though not con-

sidered by him as similarly beheld (ham-di<2^6) by
any Avesta declaration—Is still then accounted as

a manifestation from the religion, whose business Is

^ Assuming that p6^akih-inifi?arih stands for pe^akinit/arth.

[37] E e
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bringing forth offspring for the sacred beings through

instruction.'

3/*' • • • • * * *

FROM PERSIAN RIVAYATS^.

I. From the Rivayat of Bahman POngyah^

The names of the twenty-one Nasks, from the

Yatha-ahu-vairyo:—Yatha, the Studkar ; ah u, the

Vari-tah-manthrah ; vairyd, the Bagh ; atha, the

Damdad; ratu^, the Nadur ; asha^f, the Pazun

;

kid, the Ratui-tayid ; ha/&a, the Barij; vangh^uj-,

the Ka^srob; dazda, the Vi^taspad ;
manangho,

the Dad; 5-//yaothananam, the A^idra^t ; angh<?u^,

the Spentah; mazdai, the Bayan-ya^t ; khsha-

threm/C-a, the Niyadam; ahurai, the Duvasarq^i^;

a, the Husparam
;
yim, the Sakadam ; drigubyo,

the 6^ud-dev-dad 4 ; dada^, the Pladokht of the

Dvazdah-hamaspah ; vastarem, the Ya^t^

^ Then follows a briefer account of the remaining three arch-

angels.

"^ These extracts from the Persian Rivayats are taken from MS.

29 belonging to the Bombay University Library, which is a copy,

made a. d. 1679, from a long Rivayat said to have been compiled

by Barzu Kamdin. The same extracts are to be found in many

other ^ISS.

3 Bahman Pun^yah of Surat, a layman whose father's name

appears to have been Isfendyar, returned from Persia a. d. 1627,

with letters and MSS. from priests in Iran in reply to letters from

priests in India.

* The Vendida(/.

^ The order in which the Nasks are here arranged is the same

as that employed in Dk. VIII, Chap. I, 1 2, and was in general
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II. From the Rivayat of Kamah Bahrah\

1. The name of the first of these books is Stod-

ya^t^ and this is a book of thirty-three compila-

tions (jurat), that is, of thirty-three subdivisions

(kardah). The sending down of this book was for

the description of the Lord ^ and his angels ;
and he

made it an indispensable duty for the whole world

that they learn this book by heart, and for this pur-

pose they form an assembly. Of this total of

twenty-one Nasks it is one Nask of the Avesta,

and in that mode they recite this.

2. The name of the second is Studgar*, and this

is of twenty-two subdivisions, which God, the praise-

use 600 years ago, as we find that Rustam Mitro-apan (the

writer of the original from which Ki was copied a.d. 1324) con-

sidered the Vendidat/ as the nineteenth Nask, corresponding to

the Avesta word drigubyo in the Ahunavair. In Olshausen and

Mohl's Fragmens relatifs a la religion de Zoroastre, a similar list

of the Nasks is extracted from Anquetil's Great Rivayat, in which

the order and orthography of the names of the Nasks are the same

as those adopted by the later writers of the Persian Rivayats, be-

ginning with the St6(f-yajt and ending with the Hadokht (which

makes the Vendida^ the twentieth Nask), and reversing the order

of the i^'idra^t and Spentah, as well as that of the Duvasaro^i^? and

Husparam.
^ This writer is often quoted in the Rivayats, but no particulars

about him have been noticed. Another copy of this text occurs

in MS. 225 of Ouseley's Collection (O225, fols. 15-19) in the

Bodleian Library at Oxford ; Olshausen and Mohl (OM) combine

the information given in II and III; and MS. 10 of Haug's Col-

lection in the State Library at Munich (MHio, fols. 55-57) com-

bines II and IV.

2 See Dk. VIII, Chap. XLVI.
^ Assuming that 'hs^s, 'his own,' stands for '>^udai, as in Riv.

IV, 2.

* See Dk. VIII, Chap. II, and IX, Chaps. II-XXIII.

E e 2
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worthy and exalted, sent down for prayer and virtue,

authority and intercession, and giving union to

kindred.

3. The name of the third is Vahii-t-manthrah \

and that is of twenty-two subdivisions, which God,

the praiseworthy and exalted, sent down for faith

and heedfulness in religion. One is reminded, in

this book, about the intention and character of

Zaratuj-t ; also the goodness of the creation, and the

good actions before Zaratui't ; and the narrative

of this book extends in this manner up to the

resurrection.

4. The name of the fourth is Bagh^; this book

is of twenty-one parts (parah) or subdivisions, and

its explanation is about whatever is in the religion

;

also a declaration of God, the praiseworthy and

exalted, and ^whatever the Lord has made incum-

bent on mankind as to devotion and heedfulness, as

to justice and virtue, and as to good actions, closing

the path of Satan to oneself, and approaching the

last abode, that is, the other world.

5. The name of the fifth is Dvazdah-hamast^,

and the commentary of this book is for assistance *.

This book is of thirty-two subdivisions, which God,

the praiseworthy and exalted, sent down in remem-

brance of the beginning of the creatures of the upper

world and lower world. Also a description of the

whole of them, and q/" whatever the Most Just, the

praiseworthy and exalted, has made mention in the

^ See Dk. VIII, Chap. Ill, and IX, Chaps. XXIV-XLVI.
2 Ibid. Chap. IV and Chaps. XLVII^LXVIII.
3 Ibid. Chap. V.

* Written dar-imdad; but, omitting the letter r, we should

have ' the Damdad.'
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sky and the earth, water, plants, and fire, mankind
and quadrupeds, grazing animals and birds, and
whatever is created for the advantage and equip-

ment of them. And like this, moreover, the resur-

rection, that is, the raising of the dead, their path,

assembling, and dispersion, and the nature and cir-

cumstances of the resurrection, as to good doers and

evildoers, through the gravity of every action which

they perform as good or bad.

6. The name of the sixth is Nadar^ and that is

of thirty-five compilations which are sent down about

the stars and the aspect and life of the sky. Also

a description of the constellations, which are auspi-

cious and which inauspicious, the method of these

sciences and the operation of each one ; whatever

they say in sublime words, and whatever remains in

this. They separate this from a book whose name
in Arabic is Bavaf/al ^ and is about the knowledge

of the stars ; and in Persian the name of that book

is Favami^asan ^, and they have made much more
mention of the meaning of that, and of instruction

of this kind for the moderns.

7. The name of the seventh is Pa^am*, and this

is a book of twenty-two subdivisions, which God,

the praiseworthy and exalted, sent down about

quadrupeds and how it is necessary to render them

^ See Dk. VIII, Chap. VI. Singularly enough, the writers in the

Rivayats profess to know very much about this and their twelfth

Nask, of neither of which the Dinkar^ knows anything.

^ In the different MSS. consulted, this name is four times

written JUai^j and once JLWi^.

^ Variously written jjL*..s*-»^, ^Jls-—
'J_^, ^JL-^y, ^ .>>.st^^,,

* See Dk. VIII, Chap. VII.
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lawful, which is lawful and which unlawful, and how

they slaughter them; which it is and how it is

necessary to slaughter it for the sake of a season-

festival, and whatever is about a season-festival
;

how it is necessary to celebrate //, and the person

who takes the things ' ; the expense of a season-

festival and how much the reward is ; how it is

necessary to give to the priests, controllers (radan),

and high-priests, and to any persons who are without

doubts, who in speech, action, and intention are vir-

tuous, and any persons who recite the season-festival

liturgy. And everything wise is in this book ; and

this is incumbent on all people that they learn this,

and it is the same for all till the days of the guardian

spirits ; and every one who possesses knowledge

seeks for this, and causes intercession by mankind,

for the sake of the w^orthy, such as clothing for

a rio-hteous gift, so that one obtains recompense in

the end from heaven ; and it is necessary to give

this clothing for a righteous gift to relations and

the worthy.

8. The name of the eighth is Ratui-tayi^, and

this is of fifty subdivisions, but when, after the time

(t/" Alexander, they held an enquiry, they found no

more than thirteen subdivisions. And these are

about the affairs of the king and obedience, judges

and whatever becomes important in holding en-

quiries, philosophers and devotees ; about the edi-

fices of cities, constructed and made magnificent,

birds and species of animals, fish and whatever is

^ O225 has ^izha, the others only ha; but compare Dk. VIII,

Chap. VII, 5.

2 See Dk. VIII, Chap. VIII.
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Ormazd's, the fowls of Ormazd besides the creatures

of Aharman ; Hkewise mountains, rivers, and land,

and the like of these.

9. The name of the ninth is Bari.s'^ and this is

a book of sixty subdivisions, but after the time of

Alexander they found again no more than twelve

subdivisions. And these are about descriptions of

kings and judges, and an investigation of their

authority and their sufficiency ; also the relations

of a peasant with peasants, of a king with the

kingdom, of judges with a judge, and whatever

remains therein. Any actions that are for every

nation, how they are ordered, and the option as to

their species and nature ; also whatever the people

know, and the advantage that arises therefrom

;

besides the sins of people, deceit, telling lies, and

whatever remains therein.

10. The name of the tenth is Ka^kasirah 2, and

this is a book of sixty subdivisions, but after the

calamity of Alexander they found again no more

than fifteen. Its explanation is about the distinc-

tion (fa3l) of natural wisdom and knowledge^ from

acquired knowledge, that is, the knowledge born

from the mother, and the knowledge and instruction

they learn ; one learned in purity and truthful

speaking, and anything that has brought mankind

with virtue out of evil, and with purity out of defile-

ment, and this keeps the doctrine praised and great,

and whoever is in the vicinity of a king, and is

a peasant, becomes greater in honour and dignity

;

and, in like manner, any things from which advan-

1 See Dk. VIII, Chap. IX. 2 j^jd Q^ap. X.

^ So in OM, MHio; but O225, B29 are corrupted.
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tage arises for mankind ; and, as to those who tell

lies, how it occurs in the vicinity of kings and

peasants.

11. The eleventh is the Vi^-tasp-shah \ and

that is of sixty compilations, diet after the calamity

of Alexander they found again no more than ten

subdivisions. It is about Gu^tasp's acceptance of

the sovereignty, and as to the religion of Zaratu^t

—

who was skilful in reciting the religion, and main-

taining it and making // current in the world—he

chose the religion of Zaratu^t.

12. The name of the twelfth is 'HdiSt^, and this

is of twenty-two subdivisions, which are sent down
in six portions (^uzu). The first is about knowing

the Lord, may he be honoured and glorified ! and

faith on account of Zaratui-t. The second portion

is about the obedience of kings, the truth of the

religion, complying with commands and resisting

them, and restraining ones hand from bad actions.

The third portion is about the promise to benefac-

tors and their recompense, evildoers and punishment,

and escaping hell. The fourth portion is about the

mansions of the world, agriculture, trimming trees,

such as the date tree, and whatever remains thereof;

the trouble and power of mankind and quadrupeds

therefrom, and the obedience they exercise ; they

are the people to whom heedfulness is attributed,

and whatever remains thereof; and the high-priests

perform their duty by the law of the religion. The
fifth portion is about the ranks of mankind, and

^ See Dk. VIII, Chap. XL In Riv. IV the surviving subdivisions

are said to be only eight, so as to correspond with the sections of

the extant Vi^tasp Yajt.

2 Ibid. Chap. XII. O225 has 'Hajt.
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those are four ranks : the first is to maintain the

king grandly, and, next, the judges and the learned

in religion ; the second rank is to keep watch over

the cities, and to annihilate the enemy ; of the third

rank are writers and, secondarily, cultivators and the

society of cities ; of the fourth rank are the people

of trade, artizans, market-dealers, and tax-gatherers,

in war they appear excited, and it is requisite to give

a tithe to the high-priests and king ; they keep on

foot the obeisances and good works of which we
have spoken, and, when they act thus, they obtain

great rewards in the end ^

13. The name of the thirteenth is Sfend-, and

that is of sixty subdivisions which are sent down

for the information of people who are in want of it,

and for the knowledge of those persons who become

covetous of virtuous actions, and act after the pro-

ceedings of the learned and people of religion, and

receive advantaa^e therefrom ; also as reminders that

there is advantage from the daily practice of them.

And this book is our reminder about the accounts

of the apostle Zaratu^t by religious people, and

whatever is the allotment of God, the exalted

;

about the false speaking of the people of the world,

and about the goodness of the condition of the

people of the world. Also whatever becomes mani-

fest in ten years, about the miracles of Zaratu5t, by

the seven reports that they recite.

14. The name of the fourteenth is 6^ira5t^ and

this is of twenty-two subdivisions sent down for the

^ Nothing is said of the sixth portion, either in the Rivayats or

the Din-vi^irgard.

2 See Dk. VIII, Chap. XIV.
2 Ibid. Chap. XIII. MHio has Alra^rt.
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understanding of the causes of mankind, which have

made people manifest in the mother's womb, and

afterwards those who come out of the womb,

some of whom are apostles, some kings, and some

peasants ; and whatever remains therein.

15. The name of the fifteenth is Baghan-ya^t\

and it is of seventeen subdivisions in praise of the

creations of God, the praiseworthy and exalted, and

the angels admitted to him ; also thanksgiving for

his favours, and that which he makes expedient in

the religion, augments the thanksgiving for his

favour, until one obtains it back in the end ;
likewise

the appearance of the angels, and this is noble.

Praise be to the sacred being, the exalted !

16. The name of the sixteenth is Niyaram^

and that is of fifty-four subdivisions, about decrees

as to riches, introducing inmates among outsiders,

and whatever is made lawful by the exalted Lord

;

obtaining deliverance from hell, performing service,

slavery, and the nature of wayfarers, and every one

who performs service and produces remembrance for

mankind ; whatever is in the thoughts of mankind,

and whatever is in the bodies of mankind.

17. The seventeenth is Asparam^ and this is of

sixty-four subdivisions which are sent down about

rituals, those which are in the book of the people of

the religion, and an examination of the people's

expense they know of, for the safety and punish-

ment they order in the world until they obtain

deliverance in the end; and whatever they do

lawfully and do unlawfully they know ;
also decrees

^ See Dk. VIII, Chap. XV. 2 ibij. Chaps. XVI-XX.
s Ibid. Chaps. XXVIII-XXXVII.
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as to inheritances and the limits of faith, about

anything which they sow and whatever they grow,

and about regulating nativity ; whatever one makes

incumbent on memory, and whatever 07ie makes

incumbent on memoranda prepared ; also how it is

necessary to produce whatever tokens there are at

the time of childbirth,

18. The name of the eighteenth is Duvasaroni-
^ad ^ and it is of sixty-five subdivisions ; robbers of

human beings and quadrupeds, whatever one makes

incumbent that they shall give, and an enumeration

of what one makes incumbent on each one of them,

owing to theft and terror, obstructing the roads, the

dread of the wayfarers, and the disturbance of

prisons ; and whatever remains therein.

19. The name of the nineteenth is Askaram^
and it is of fifty-two subdivisions, about judges and

philosophers, the method of examining decrees,

the knowledge of definitions, and an opinion of

those in other matters.

20. The name of the twentieth is Vendidad^,

and that is of twenty-two subdivisions, for causing

the abstinence of mankind from bad actions, from

the devil and disgrace, foreign magicians and those

who act after their proceedings and become com-

mitters of crime ; and we are told of their crime

among the whole of the goodness and purity, and

the whole of the wickedness and defilement, and

the explanation of them.

1 See Dk. VIII, Chaps. XXI-XXVII. MHio has Duvasiob,

and OM Duvasaro^ad; duva standing for duba, or zuba, the

traditional reading of the Zvari^- ganaba, ' a thief

2 Ibid. Chaps. XXXVIII-XLIII. '^ Ibid. Chap. XLIV.
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21. The name of the twenty-first is Hadokht\
and this is a book of thirty subdivisions, about the

manner of bringing together and the abundance of

miracles, also the excellence and connections of

them. And the accursed devil goes far from every

one who recites this book together with the Yast^,

and this person is near ^0 the rank (paigah) of a

sacred being, and his sins become pure ; also in this

book the accursed devil becomes cursed, and God
knows 2V.

III. From the Rivayat of Nareman Hoshang^

1, Again, that which is in Pahlavi characters is

clear i?i that manner, that in the Yatha-ahu-vairyo

there are twenty-one vocables, that is, twenty-one

words, and beneath each word there is an equivalent

meaning ; it is also known to the devout ^/la^ there

are twenty-one Nasks of the Avesta.

2. The first Nask is of thirty-three subdivisions,

that is, it is of thirty-three compilations, and its

name is Stod-ya^t, that is, 'producing the praise

of the sacred beings;' and the words of the book

/mve come dow^n for the majesty of the sacred beings

and angels, and they recite //lan in that manner;

and m the presence of every high-priest of the pure

ritual, who rightly understands its Avesta and Zand,

1 See Dk. VIII, Chap. XLV. O225 has Hadokht.
2 The Yasna, or Stod-ya^t of § i.

° Nareman Hoshang of Bharo-^ returned from Persia, a.d. 1478,

with letters from priests in Iran in reply to those from priests in

India. His account of the Nasks is more abbreviated than the

others, and appears to be derived from a Pahlavi original.
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as he recites them correctly on three occasions, the

angels come down ; of this there is no doubt.

3. The name of the second is Istudgar, and it is

of twenty-two subdivisions ; its statements are for

the admonition of the people.

4. The name of the third Nask is Vahi^t-

manthrah, and it is of twenty-two subdivisions;

its purport is to bring confirmation of the religion.

5. The name of the fourth is Bagh, and this

is of twenty-one subdivisions ; its explanation is

about heedfulness.

6. The name of the fifth is Dvazdah-hamast,
and it is of thirty-two subdivisions; its explanation

is in remembrance of the upper world, and about

the lower world.

7. The name of the sixth is Nadar, and that

is of thirty-five compilations ; its explanation is

about the interpretation of the world of the stars,

the planets and constellations, and understanding

the arrangement of the sky.

8. The seventh is the Pa^am ; this Nask is of

twenty-two subdivisions, and its explanation is with

regard to lawful and unlawful animals, whenever

they slaughter them for the sake of solemnizing a

season-festival ; and, again, whatever is manifold

reward and good work ; also about the reason of the

five days of the guardian spirits, which they call the

select, and wherefore they are appointed.

9. The name of the eighth is Ratu^-tayi, and it

is of fifty subdivisions, of which, after the time of
Alexander, they preserved and found no more thmi

thirteen subdivisions ; its explanation is about main-

taining devotion, and of obedience to kings, high-

priests, and governors.
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ID. The name of the ninth is Barii", and this

Nask was of sixty subdivisions, but after the time of
Alexander they found no more than twelve sub-

divisions ; its explanation is of those who are kings

and high-priests, leaders and princes, judges and

messengers, what is the nature of the authority of

peasants and princes, and what kind of towns they

possess.

11. The name of the tenth is Kai"sr6b, and this

Nask has been of sixty subdivisions, but after tJie

time of Alexander they found again no more than

fifteen subdivisions ; its explanation is about the

distinction of natural wisdom and knowledsfe from

acquired knowledge ; that which makes mankind
pure from defilement, and the usage that maintains

the proceedings of mankind.

12. The eleventh is the Nask of Vi^tasp-shah,

and it has been of sixty subdivisions, but after the

time of Alexander they found again no more than

ten subdivisions, and their statements are with re-

gard to king Gui"tasp making the religion current.

13. The name of the twelfth is'^a^t, and it is of

twenty-two subdivisions ; its explanation is about

enquiry of wisdom, maintaining devotion in the

world, and the punishment for every sin stich as

they supply it.

14. The name of the thirteenth Is Sfend, and it

is of sixty subdivisions ; its explanation is of that

which they demonstrate as miracles from this Nask,

that every requirement comes to pass which every

high-priest

—

who shall recite this Nask for several

days with s^v^vfold voice, according to that which

has been written—shall solicit for the world.

15. The name of the fourteenth Is Cirai't, and
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1

this is of twenty-two subdivisions, its explanation is

about the creation of the people of mankind in

the day of the Eternal, until the last day of the

resurrection occurs ; their becoming manifest in the

mother's womb, and why some die in the womb
and some are born, some are kings and some are

peasants.

16. The name of the fifteenth is Baghan-ya^-t,

and this is of seventeen subdivisions ; its explanation

is about the praise of the angels admitted, and, as to

the servants of the Most Glorious, at what period

they each become manifest, and what duty they

perform, till the resurrection.

17. The name of the sixteenth is Niyaram, and

this is of fifty-four subdivisions ; its explanation is

about decrees as to traders, covenants and decisions,

that Is, awards with regard to the creatures and how
they act.

18. The name of the seventeenth is Asparam,
and this is of sixty-four subdivisions ; its explanation

in these is well-directed and a good tiling ; and

whatever remains therein.

19. The eighteenth Is the Duvasaro^ad, and it

is of sixty-five subdivisions ; its explanation is that

which is a statement on the subject of Khedyodath,

that is, forming a union with each other by relations

and those next one another.

20. The name of the nineteenth Is Askaram,
and it is of fifty-two subdivisions ; its explanation is

about the occurrence of the production of the re-

novation of the tmiverse, up to the resurrection and
future existence which are the convertlnsf of the

dead alive, Aharman a?id the demons becoming

extinct, and the circumstances of those events.
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21. The name of the twentieth is 6^ud-dev-dad\

and that is of twenty-two subdivisions ; its explan-

ation is of causing the abstinence of mankind from

polhition, that is, from defilement, and the assault

of evil peculiarly owing to the great
; from the sight

of a menstruous woman, and the like of these, when-

ever harm and injury happen to the creation.

2 2. The name of the twenty-first is Hadokht,
and this is a book of thirty subdivisions ; its explan-

ation is such that the accursed devil goes far from

every one who shall recite this book together with

the Yai-t, and this person becomes near unto the

sacred being, the praiseworthy and exalted, and in

such manner as he is near the sacred beine in like

manner he obtains rank.

23. And the purpose of this being written is so,

that it is known to these humble individuals ^ in this

manner, that these books are of those tendencies,

and it has been written by those devout ones"^ in

such manner that * among us no one is able to read

the Pahlavi characters, and the interpretation of these

Nasks is in Pahlavi ; any one who does not know
the Pahlavi characters Is high-priest and Is not able

to demonstrate the miracles of the religion, nor that

which was written with regard to the commentary of

these Nasks.'

^ Paz. ^ud is a translation of Av. vi which is merely trans-

literated by vik in Vik-dev-dad, the original form of Vendidad.

^ The priests in Iran who supplied this information to Nareman.
^ The priests in India who had applied for the information,

using the words about to be quoted.
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IV. From the Rivayat of Dastur Barzu

QlYAMU-D-DIN ^

1. The reply about the Nasks of the Avesta.

The Yatha-ahu-vairyo Is of twenty-one words, and

the Avesta is similarly ^twenty-one Nasks.

2. The name of the first Nask is Stod-ya^t, and

that book is of thirty-three compilations, that is, it

is of thirty-three subdivisions, and the description

of the Lord and the angels is in it.

3. The name of the second Nask is Studgar,

and that is of twenty-two subdivisions ;
its descrip-

tion is about prayer, virtuous authority, and inter-

cession.

4. The third Nask is the Vahi^t-manthrah, and

that is of twenty-two subdivisions about faith and

heedfulness ; and 07ie is reminded \&c., very nearly

the same as in II, 3].

5. The fourth Nask is the Bagh, and that is of

twenty-one subdivisions ; its explanation is about

the religion and iis intention, and whatever the Lord

has made incumbent on mankind as to devotion and

heedfulness ; also about closing the path of Satan to

oneself, and approaching the last abode.

6. The name of the fifth book is Dvazdah-

hamast, and that is of thirty-two subdivisions in

remembrance of the beginning \&c., very nearly the

same as in II, 5].

7. The name of the sixth Nask is Nadar, and

that is of thirty-five compilations about the stars

1 This Dastur appears to have been one of several residing at

Nausari a.d. 1614-1646 ; his father's name is more usually written

Qavamu-d-din, and his account of the Nasks closely resembles that

of Kamah Bahrah.

[37]
F f
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and the disposition and life of the sky. [litc, very

nearly the same as in II, 6 to\ Bavaf/al, and in

Persian the name of that book is Favamsa'han, that

is, instruction arises therefrom for the moderns.

8. The name of the seventh Nask is Pa^am, ajid

that is of twenty-two subdivisions ; its description is

about quadrupeds and how they are made lawful,

which is lawful [&c., as in II, 7, to\ for the sake of

a season-festival, and how it is necessary to perform

whatever is in a season-festival ; the expense of a

season-festival [&c., as in II, 7, to] high-priests, and

a description of the clothing for a righteous gift,

so that they may obtain recompense in the end from

heaven.

9. The eighth Nask is the Ratui^tayi, and that

is of fifty subdivisions ; its purport is about the

affairs of the king and obedience, cities constructed

and made magnificent, birds, animals, and fish, and

whatever is Ormazd's, besides the creatures of

Aharman
;
\&c., as in II, 8].

10. The name of the ninth book is Barii", and

that is of sixty subdivisions, and about descriptions

of kings and judges, and an investigation of their

authority ; also the relations of a peasant \&c., as in

II, 9, to] deceit, and telling lies.

11. The name of the tenth book is Kai^kaniz,

and that is of sixty subdivisions, about the advan-

tage (fajl) of natural wisdom and knowledge as

distinguished from acquired knowledge, that is, the

knowledge born from the mother, and the knowledge

which they learn by instruction ; doctrine about

purity and truth, and anything \&c., as in II, 10, to\

how it occurs.

12. The name of the eleventh Nask is Vi>?tasp,
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and that is of sixty compilations, biU after the

calamity of Alexander, when they sought them

again, they found no more than eight subdivisions,

and those are about Gu5tasp's acceptance \&c., as

in II, 1 1 ].

13. The name of the twelfth book is 'Hast, and

that is of twenty-two fargards in six portions. The

first portion is about knowing the Lord, may he be

honoured and elorified 1 and faith in the mission of

Zaratu^t and any duties which are ordered in a

book of the religion. The second portion is about

the obedience of kings, the truth of the religion,

and complying ivith commands. The third portion

is about the promise to benefactors and their recom-

pense, the punishment of evildoers, and escaping

from hell. The fourth portion is about the mansions

of the world, agriculture and trimming trees, the

power of mankind and quadrupeds arisen therefrom,

the obedience they exercise, and whatever duty they

perform for the high-priests of the religion. The

fifth portion \_&c., as in II, 12, t6\ the obeisances, so

that they obtain great rewards in the end.

14. The name of the thirteenth book is Sfend,

and that is of sixty subdivisions, for the information

of people who are in want of it, and for their know-

ledge ; also for any persons who become covetous as

to virtuous actions, and proceed after the footsteps

of the learned and people of religion, and receive

advantage therefrom ; and as reminders of the

celestial sphere that there is advantage from the

daily practice of them. Also about the accounts of

the evil of mankind, by the apostle Zaratu^-t, about

the false speaking \_&c., as in II, 13].

15. The fourteenth Nask is the Girasi, and that

F f 2
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is of twenty-two subdivisions, for the understanding

of the causes of mankind [&c., as in II, 14].

16. The name of the fifteenth book is Baghan-

ydiSt, and that is of seventeen subdivisions, in praise

of the Lord, the praiseworthy and exalted, and the

admitted angels ; also thanksgiving for the favours

due to that which he makes expedient in the religion,

and the thanksgiving for his favour lasts until one

obtains it back in the end ; likewise the appearance

of the angels, and these are nobles for the praise of

the sacred being.

17. The name of the sixteenth book is Niyaram,

and that is of fifty-four subdivisions, about decrees

as to riches, bringing abroad, and whatever is made

lawful ; obtaining deliverance from hell, performing

service, slavery, and the nature of wayfarers ; what-

ever is in the thoughts of mankind, and whatever is

in the bodies of mankind.

18. The name of the seventeenth book is Asparam,

and that is of sixty subdivisions about rituals \&c.,

very nearly the same as in II, 1 7].

19. The name of the eighteenth Nask is Duva-

srob, and that is of sixty-five subdivisions, about

robbers (duvayan ?) of human beings \&c., very

nearly the same as in II, 1 8].

20. The name of the nineteenth Nask is A ska ram,

and that is of fifty-two fargards \&c., very nearly the

same as in II, 1 9].

21. The name of the twentieth Nask is Vindad,

and that is of twenty-two subdivisions [&c., very

nearly the same as in II, 20]. And as to this book

Vindad, zvhich is the twentieth book of the Nasks,

out of the twenty-one Nasks of the Avesta, we and

you are now using it in the ceremonial, and when,
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after the calamity of Alexander, they sought for the

books again, they found a portion of each Nask, but

did not find any Nask in completeness except the

Vindad which they found complete,

2 2. The name of the twenty-first Nask is Hadokht,
and that is of thirty subdivisions, about the manner

of bringing together and the many miracles, and

tJieh' excellences and connections ; and in this book

the accursed devil becomes cursed and becomes an-

nihilated.

23. At present, since the Nasks //^z^^ not remained

perfect in the midst of us, it is not possible to

solemnize t/ieui, because Alexander the Ruman ^

carried off a rough draft. In Ruman characters, of

those of the twenty-one Nasks of the Avesta which

were adout the stars and medicine, and repeatedly

burnt the books of the Avesta, so that the soul of

Alexander burns in hell ; and after his calamity,

every one of the high-priests, in council together,

preserved something of the Avesta in his mind,

and the aggregate /las disclosed the books of the

Yasna (yai^t), Visperad, Vendidad, Fravash, Khur-

dah Avesta, Darun, Afringan, Aldah Va^arkardan,

and Bundahi^, which they wrote correctly; as to the

remainder (tatammah) which they did not write, it

was on this account, that they did not preserve

it correctly in theij^ minds. And the expectation,

descended from the midst of them in the court of

Ormazd and the archangels, is thus, that Var^avand,

Peshotan, and Hushedar^ will arrive in haste yi?r

the manifestation of the religion, and the goodness

1 See Dk. Bk. IV, 24 n.

^ The three chief producers of the future and final triumph of

the religion (see Byt. Ill, 13-52).
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of the religion again assumes splendour from a new
head ; the good and those of the good religion

become cheerful and happy, and the bad and wicked

become extinct and disappearing. Amen.

FROM THE DIN-VI6'IRGARD^

In the name and for the propitiation of the

creator Auharma^'^f these several commentaries

(zand) are published from revelation (deno).

The names of the twenty-one Nasks.

1. One is this that is Yatha, that is, the Stort'-

ya>?t, and the subdivisions of this St6^-3'ai"t are

thirty-three. In that Nask are the blessing and

propitiation of Auharma^-^f and the archangels, and

they are for the utterance of praise. Auharma^^
sends this Nask into the world, which is suitable for

every one, and whoever has committed this Nask to

memory recites it. And to every one who, being

a high-priest, becomes a reciter of both the Avesta

and Zand, and shall recite that Nask three times

with correctness, the archangels will come near ; as

to this they know it without doubt.

2. The second Nask is that tvhich is Ahii, the

Stufl'gar, a?id the subdivisions of that Nask are

^ A Rivayat in Pahlavi writing, but its language is more Persian

than Pahlavi ; it commences with this account of the Nasks, com-

bining most of the information contained in the four preceding

extracts from the Persian Rivayats. For this text the translator is

indebted to a IMS. written a. d. 1813 and belonging to Dastur

Hoshangji Jamaspji of Poona ; a previous translation, in Haug's

Essays, was from a transliteration of the same text prepared by

Haug some 25 years ago.
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twenty-two. In it are the giving of advice to

mankind, the performance of prayer and virtue, the

doing of good actions, intercession, producing union

among relations, and such-Hke topics.

3. The third is Vairyo, the Vahii't-mansar, «;/^

the subdivisions of this Nask are twenty-two. In

this is the topic of those who are becoming without

doubt as to the religion of Ma^'^/a-worship, causing

heedfulness, and thinking about the religion ; also

the production of the benediction and attributes

(s/fat) of the blessedness of Zaratui"t, every action

which was declared virtuous before Zaratuj-t, and all

actions which have to occur after Zaratu^t until the

future existence ; the benefit of his world, and

such-like topics.

4. The fourth Nask is this which is Atha, the

Bagh, and the subdivisions of that Nask are

twenty-one. In this the topic is this which is the

purpose of the religion of Ma-a^a-worship, and the

ideas which Auharma^'rt' caused to be taught unto

mankind ; the exercise of reverence, heedfulness,

adjudication, and justice ; the performance of the

proper duty of decision, doing good actions (kar-i

khvair), closing the way of Aharman into oneself,

attaining unto the spiritual existence for oneself, and
such as are like tJiese.

5. The fifth Nask is Ratu^, the Dvazdak-
homast, and the subdivisions of that Nask are

thirty-two. In that Nask are all the topics of the

spiritual existence and the heavenly state, virtue and

vileness, the material existence of this worldly state,

about the sky and about the earth, and everything

which Auharma^^ produced and which exists in

the water, fire, and plants ; human beings and
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quadrupeds, grazing animals and birds, and every-

thing which is similarly produced from any {aek) of
them, and the characteristics of all things. Secondly,

that which is the production of the resurrection and

future existence, and the coming toijether and

separation at the K'mN2.d pass ; the recompense

for the doers of good works and the punishment

for sinners occur through the future existence, and
such-like topics as thes^e are.

6. The sixth Nask is Asha^, the Na^/ur, and
the subdivisions of that are thirty-five. In this

Nask are the purposes of the stars (nu^um), the

zodiac, and the planets, the goodness and evil of

each constellation, and the movement of all the

planets in the signs of the zodiac (bur^) and lunar

mansions (mahigan nu^um). They have trans-

lated it into Arabic and Persian, and the name
they have adopted for this book is Butal, a^id in

Persian the name which is appointed for it is

Kapami^an.

7. The seventh is this ivhich is Kid, and is the

P^^am, and its subdivisions are twenty-two. In

this P^^am Nask is the topic of the slaughtering

of quadrupeds and sheep, how they are to be

slaughtered, of which among the quadrupeds the

command is that it is allowable to eat, and of which

kind the eating is not allowable ; how he who
slaughters shall strike at the time of the expiring of

the sheep. The more expenditure (saraf) one

makes upon a season-festival, so much the more is

the reward ; how much it is expedient to bestow

upon the Dasturs, Mobads, and Herbads, and upon
the unwavering practisers of good works i7i the

good religion ; what merit accrues to every one
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1

who celebrates a season-festival and consecrates

clothing for a soul, and who, for that reason, is in

the supreme heaven in the last times ; and it is

necessary to give clothing to relations and the

righteous as a righteous gift, and to exercise media-

tion on the part of the righteous ; the five greater

and lesser days of the guardian spirits, and the

practice of good works on these ten days is enjoined

in this Nask. It is requisite for all people that they

shall read this book with good and wise under-

standing, that all may become aware of its topics.

8. The eighth Nask is that zuhich is Ha/C^a, the

Ratu^taih, and the subdivisions of that Nask zvere

fifty when the accursed Alexander had the Nasks

burnt up, but after that, as they sought out this

Nask, only thirteen of those subdivisions came to

hand, and no more remained of those previously

existing. In this Nask are the reasons of per-

forming service, giving orders, and remaining at

the command of kings and at the command of

high-priests and judges ; the adornment-preserving ^

purpose of cities is declared, the command of re-

ligion, and things made magnificently (a^^^^iha),

grazing animals, birds', cattle, and fish ;
everything

which is a production of Auha^^mas'^^ or Aharman
;

all the purposes of all the seas, mountains, and lands
;

and matters similar to such as are mentioned.

9. The ninth Nask is this which is Vangh<?u^,

and is the Bari^; the subdivisions of that Nask

were first sixty, but after the accursed Alexander

only twelve remained. As to the information in

this Nask, just as there is the sovereignty for those

^ Assuming that fr^'z^vanik, which might mean 'important,'

stands for pardasanik.
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who are kings, so there is the usage which it is

necessary foi' them to practise, and the command of

the sentence of judges of the rehgion such as is

necessary to be executed ; the custody and pro-

tection for the world, and making each new city

flourishing ; also the reasons of people, who are

false-speaking, sinners, and such-like, are mentioned

in this Nask.

10. The tenth Nask is that ivhich is Dazda,

the Ka^srob, and the subdivisions of that Nask

were formerly sixty, but after the accursed Alexander

only fifteen subdivisions remained. In that Nask

the topic is that which is wisdom and knowledge,

the reason of its being brought forth from the

mother, and the teaching of wisdom by demon-

stration, the performance of purification and the

speaking of truth ; bringing people from vileness

unto virtue, and bringing them from defilement and

pollution unto purity; greatness and good progeny

arise for people near kings, and how the habit of

people telling lies, to others and to kings, arises;

and such-like as these.

11. The eleventh Nask was Manangho, the

Vi^taspartf, and the subdivisions of that Nask were

sixty, but after the accursed Alexander only ten

remained. In this Nask is the topic of the

sovereignty of Gu^tasp, and ZaratCut the Spitaman,

having brought the religion from Auharma^^f, king

Gu5tasp accepted it, and made it current in the

world ; and such-like as these.

12. The twelfth is ^'/^yaothananam, the Khiist,

and the subdivisions of that Nask were first twenty-

two, but after the accursed Alexander only six

remained. Amonor those six, which are the first
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portions (zizp = Ar. ^^izb), the topics in one portion

are the attributes (si fat) of the creator Auharma£//,

and the understanding of them ; also being without

doubt about the religion of Zaratui-t, the Spttaman,

all the duty and good works which are prescribed in

the religion, and such-like. In the second portion is

the reason of service for kings, the truth of the

relieion, submission to all its commands, and with-

holding ones hand from evil actions, so that it has

become far from mischief. In the third portion is

that which is the debt for performers of virtuous

position, the advantage of good works, the final

release from hell, and such-like. The fourth is the

reason of the creation of the world, the practice of

agriculture, the cultivation of trees, the date-tree

and every fruit-tree ; whence arises most strength

for people and animals; being under the command

of the practisers of good works and the virtuous,

and being under the command of the high-priests,

and such-like as they are. In the fifth portion all

the specimens of mankind are mentioned : tJiey who

are of great knowledge, who are kings, judges, and

the sages of the religion ; in the second specimen

are they that have to keep watch over all the cities,

and to make the enemy confounded ; in the third

specimen are these whose object one mentions in

/>^^ /^r7?2 'husbandmen ;' the fourth specimen which

one mentions are these who are the greatly-skilled

and sitters in the market, grandiloquent to repel

loss, giving one-tenth to the high-priest and king,

and offering praise on hardened knees, the last

reward of which is that one obtains in the spiritual

existence.

13. The thirteenth Nask is that which is Angh^u5,
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the Spend; its subdivisions are sixty which are

precious unto people of pedigrees (mayagan) and

those who possess much avidity for virtuous actions

and have to proceed in the f ot teps (pai-rapih) of

the great and rehgious ; also accounts of ZaratCut,

who is born from the womb of DiVhd^^'o, till ten

years of age. Every Dastur and Mobad shall recite

this Nask in purity, and with ease and the proper

words, for several days, and shall obtain every

desire of his own, or any wish which he claims on

account of (bara rai-i) others.

14. The fourteenth Nask is that which is

Mazdai; the name Zirai"t is appointed /"t^r it, and

the subdivisions of that Nask are twenty-two. In

like manner this Nask is sent by Auharmas^Tf, which

is to make manifest to the people what is the

purpose of that science through w^hich mankind are

born from the womb of a mother, how many in-

dividuals among them will die away from the womb,

and how many individuals will live ; how many

persons and people among them become kings, and

how many, meanwhile (fima), exercise apostleship,

that is, the high-priesthood ; how many are the

grandest of people, and how many are the meanest

of mankind, and in what mode this occurs ; from

first to last, the time people are born and all those

topics are in this Nask.

15. The fifteenth is Khshathrem/'a, and the

name of that Nask is Baghan-ya^'t, a7id its sub-

divisions are seventeen. In it are the topics of

Auharmas'^ the lord and the archangels, the know-

ledge of their attributes, and the service and sub-

limity of Auharma^'^; at what time every Gah
occurs until the future existence, and what duty is
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performed ; offering praise for every benefit from
Auharma^'^, and obtaining benefit from him ; the

appearance of the archangels, and knowing what is

such-and-such an appearance of such-and-such an

archangel in the future existence. This Nask used

in the service of Auharma^^^ and the archangels is

very excellent.

i6. The sixteenth is Ahurai, and they have

appointed it the name Niyaram; the subdivisions

of that Nask are fifty-four, about the reason of

preserving wealth and placing it out, agreement and
measure by the cubit and handful ; everything the

creator Auharma^:^? has ordained as uncontaminated,

release from hell, and how to walk in the path of

reverence and worship ; what is in the mind of man,

and what is everything in the body of man ; and
such-like as these that are mentioned.

A

17. The seventeenth Nask is that which is A, and
the name they have appointed /br it is Asparum;
one mentions sixty-five subdivisions of it, and in this

Nask is every religious topic which all persons well

understand, and the punishment suffered dy sinners,

which they receive in their last career ; everything

which is uncontaminated is allowable, and what is

not uncontaminated is not allowable ; the stars

preside over the destiny of mankind ; and such-like

as these.

18. The eighteenth Nask is that which is Yim,
that has the name Duvasarozad appointed yi?r it,

and the subdivisions of it are likewise sixty-five. In

this Nask are the reasons of next-of-kin marriage,

forming connections among relations, and such-like

as tJiese.

19. The nineteenth Nask is Drigubyo, the name
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of which is Askaram, and is of fifty-two stanzas

(v^/^astiha), about the giving of orders, exercise of

authority, and practising wisdom in everything

;

producing the resurrection, by which every person

passed away is made Hving again, and the mal-

formations of Aharman and the demons are withered

away ; and such-Hke.

20. The twentieth Nask is that which is Dadart',

that they call by its name of Vendida^', where the

meaning of this is ' the law against the demons,'

which is of twenty-two fargar</s. The topic of it is

what preserves mankind from evil and pollution,

and will restrain them from the menstruous, dead

matter, pestilence, and running sores. Of all the

twenty-one Nasks the Nask of ' the law against the

demons ' has alone remained entire ; while several

remain scattered by the wickedness (i-famih) of the

accursed Alexander, this Nask of the Vendida^f

remained in hand, and owing to its elucidation the

religion of Ma<a^a-worship exists now.

21. The twenty-first Nask is Vastarem, whose

name one calls Ha^^okht, and its fargarrt's are said

to be thirty. In it are mucii excellence and many
miracles, and the vile Aharman becomes far from

every one who recites this Ha<7^6kht, and it makes
him extinct, and the reciter comes near ttnto Auhar-

r\\A.zd and becomes purified from sin.

22. Now, alas! if all these Nasks do not remain,

so that one is not able to solemnize them, that is

for this reason, that the accursed Alexander, the

Aruman, took several transcripts—in the Aruman
language and characters (huriifo)—of any among
those twenty-one Nasks which were about the stars

and medicine, and burnt up the other Nasks ; and
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the soul of the accursed Alexander, the Ruman,
will remain wretched and burnt in gloomy hell till

the resurrection, owing to his own vileness which

injured the religion of Zaratti^t.

2^. After the villany of Alexander, an assemblage

of several high-priests, who were sages of the

religion, brought the Avesta of all of them from

various places, and made a collection of so much
Avesta and Zand as the sacred (yai-to) Yasna,

Visperart', Vendidart', Arrt'a-fravar^, and other scraps

of the Avesta, the Darun, ^^fringan, and the

Commands of the religion ; all these were written,

and the Bundahii- book was correctly written ; and
all such, among them, as were not written, which did

not come into the thoughts of the sages, departed, on
that account, from the midst of the many topics of

revelation.

24. Just as it is said that there were twenty-one

Nasks, there are first, in seven Nasks, the topics

of the religion of Ma-s^'a-worship, in the second

seven Nasks are the topics of medical practice, and
in the third seven Nasks the topics and capabilities

of the stars are mentioned.
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EXTANT FRAGMENTS

\

I. SUDKAR NaSK^

Dk. IX, Chap. II, 3-15, referring to the useful

effect of reciting the Yatha-ahii-vairyo as a spell, on

various occasions, is quoted in Sis. XIX, 1-14, and

also in the Persian Rivayat of Bahman Pun^yah^,

with some slight variations.

Dk. IX, Chap. VI, 2, refers to the passage thus

mentioned in Sis. IX, 2, 3:—'The priest who

passes away in an out-district (auzdehikih) thou

hast considered as desolate (viran) ; and there is a

high-priest who is of a different opinion, there is one

who says it is as a non-Iranian (anatran) country.

It is declared that, when a supreme high-priest

(zaratu^trotum) passes away in an out-district, an

apostate will be born in that dwelling, and this

calamity is only (aeva/^) mentioned as to the

supreme high-priest ^'

Dk. IX, Chap. VIII, 1-6, refers to ZaratiWs

^ Only the Pahlavi versions of these fragments are extant, unless

it be otherwise stated.

^ The detailed account of this Nask, in Dk. IX, contains about

5,400 Pahlavi words, and, if these represent the same proportion

of original text as those in the accounts of the first three fargar^/s

of the Bako Nask do, they would indicate about 4,700 words of

Avesta text and 10,500 of Pahlavi version as the original extent

of this Nask.

^ See p. 418, n. 3.

* This translation has been corrected in accordance with p. 178,

n. 2.

Gg 2
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prophetic vision of the golden, silver, steel, and

mingled-iron periods of his millennium, quoted at

length in Byt. I, 1-5, with variations indicative of

the date of the Bahman YaJt being later than that

of this Nask.

Dk. IX, Chap. X, 3, refers to the detailed account

of the. seven most heinous evil-doers, quoted in

Dd. LXXII, 3-9.

Dk. IX, Chap. XV, refers to the supplication of

the soul of Keresasp for admittance into heaven, on

account of his heroic deeds, quoted at length in the

Dafl'istan Pahlavi Rivayat and the Persian Sad-dar-

band-i Hush (see S.B.E., vol. xviii, pp. 373-3S1).

Dk. IX, Chap. XVIII, 2, refers to the passage

thus quoted in Sis. X, 8 :

—
' For in the Sturt'gar it

is said, concerning those who have unlawfully

slaughtered animals, the punishment is such that

each hair of those animals becomes like a sharp

dagger (tekh), and he who is unlawfully a

slaughterer is slain.'

No allusion has been noticed in Dk. IX to

another passage which is thus quoted in Sis. XII,

32 :

—
' In the Sturt?gar it says thus :

" What prepares

sneezing? that is, through what process (kar) does

it come ?" And Auharma^-^f spoke thus :
" Hungry

living, O ZaratLi^t ! moreover, the remedy for its

existence is the Ahunavair, O Zaratu^-t! and the

Ashem (aharayih)."

'

II. Var^tmansar Nask\

No quotation from this Nask has yet been

noticed.

The detailed account of this Nask, in Dk. IX, contains about
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III. Bako Nask\

Dk. IX, Chaps. XLVII—XLIX, describe the

contents of the first three fargar^s of this Nask,

which are still extant in the Avesta text of

Yas. XIX—XXI, whose Pahlavi version may be

translated as follows :

—

Pahl Yas. XIX = Bak6 I.

The beorinninor of the Ahunavair of the Bakan K

I. Zaratu^t enquired of Auharma^^ thus: '

AuhsLrmasd,^ propitious spirit, creator of the world

of embodied existences, a7id righteous ^
! (2) which

were those words, O Auharma^^ ! that were spoken

by thee for me, (3) before the sky, before the water,

before the earth, before the (well-yielding) cattle,

before the plants, before the fire which is Auhar-

9,600 Pahlavi words, and, if these represent the same proportion

of original text as those in the accounts of the first three fargarrt's

of the Bako Nask do, they would indicate about 8,300 words of

Avesta text and 18,500 of Pahlavi version as the original extent

of this Nask.
1 As the detailed account of the first three fargart/s of this Nask,

in Dk. IX, contains about 840 Pahlavi words, and represents about

730 words of the original Avesta text in Yas. XIX-XXI, with 1630

in its Pahlavi version, it may be assumed that the detailed account

of the whole Nask, extending to nearly 11,000 words, indicates

about 9,500 words of Avesta text and 21,200 of Pahlavi version

as the total extent of this Nask,

2 The heading of this first ha is given in J2, Pt4, IMf4 which

have been consulted by the translator in addition to Spiegel's text

representing K5. The division into sections is that adopted by

Spiegel, and the passages in parentheses have no equivalents in

the Avesta text.

^ Sp., J2 insert ' good and.'

*
J 2 adds '(this is, Auhzrrmzd the creator is righteous; the rest

is through the praise which says the creator is righteous) ;' compare

Pahl. Vend. II, i.
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marrt^'s son, before the righteous man {Gayomar^'),

before the demons, (who remain) noxious creatures \

and mankind, before all embodied existence (the

creation of sovereignty), and he(ore all the excellence

created by Auharma^r^/, (which is owing to) the

manifestation of righteousness ?
'

4. And Auharma^'^ spoke thus :
' They were the

apportionment of the Ahunavair, O Spitaman Zara-

tui-t ! (that spirit who would make the religion

current, who has formed that religion from the

Ahunavair) which was spoken out by me for thee
;

(5) (that is,) before the sky, {(S;c., as in \ 3).

6. ' Whoever chants that apportionment of the

Ahunavair, O Spitaman Zaratiut ! without talking

(that is, he does not speak out in the middle of any
of its difficult Avesta ^) and not without anxiety

(that he may slumber), (7) it is like a hundred above

any other authority of those of the Gathas, when
one chants t/ieni without talking, or not without

anxiety ^
;
(thus it becomes Jit for the ceremonial).

8. Whoever chants it while talking, or without

anxiety, (thus it becomes/'/ for the ceremonial,) it is

like ten above any other authority of those of the

Gathas.

9. ' Whoever in that embodied existence of mine,

O Spitaman Zaratu^t ! recalls the apportionment of

^ Assuming that the khrafstar^o, or khrafostar^fo, of Pt4,

Mf4, stands for khrafstarano, as required by the Avesta text.

Sp., J2 have ' who were confounded by wisdom.'

^ So in Pt4, Mf4 ; but Sp., J2 may mean 'he strictly does not

speak out in the middle of its Avesta.'

^ All the I\ISS. have ' while talking, or without anxiety,' as in

§ 8; but this does not correspond with the Avesta text. The
repetition of the parenthetical clause, about the ceremonial, which

also occurs in § 8, is likewise suspicious.
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the Ahunavair, (that is, seeks for it) and, further,

mutters that which he recalls, (that is, shall accom-

plish it easily,) and, further, chants that which he

mutters, (that is, fully understands its ritual,) and,

further, reverences that which is chanted, (that is,

shall celebrate the ceremony,) (lo) his soul I pass

on to the best existence, three times over the

A'inva^ bridge, I who am Auharma^-^^^, (that is, on

that day in which he shall faithfully^ provide the

ceremony, it shall ^ lead his soul three times unto the

world yonder, and shall ^ cause its happiness therein,)

(ii) to the best existence, the best righteousness,

and the best lio^ht. 12. Also whoever in that em-

bodied existence of mine, O Spitaman Zaratu^t

!

mutters the apportionment of the Ahunavair, (that

is, shall accomplish it easily,) and drops ^, (that is,

cuts off^,) (13) either^ as much as a half, or as much
as a third, or as much as a fourth, or as much as a

fifth, (at a fifth the foundation of the sin is laid, at

a half it becomes quite complete, and when he shall

cut off the whole it is a Tan^puhar^ stji.) (14) I

twirl "^ away the soul of him, I who am Auharma^r^,

from the best existence, (that is, I. would put it out
;)

(15) to such an extent and width is the twirling away

as that of this earth, and even so the extent of this

earth is as much as its width.'

16. This saying is proclaimed (a revelation) pos-

^ Pt4, Mf4 vavar; Sp., J2 have va-a8var, 'and certainly.'

2 So in Pt4, Mf4 ; Sp., J 2 have ' I would,' which may be right.

3 Pt4, Mf4 aparodine^; Sp., J2 have bara apahlukinefl',

' puts quite aside.'

^ Pahl. bara yange^(Pers. yan^ad).
^ Only in J2.

« See Dk. VIII, Chap. XX, 65.

^ Pahl. tanom (Pers. tanam).
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sessing an Ahu and possessing a Ratu, (from which

this is manifest, namely, the possession of a ruler

and high-priest. 1 7. This, too, is said, that it was)

before that sky was created, before the water, before

the earth, before the plants, (18) before the creation

of the four-legged ox (which was the sole-created

ox), (19) before the creation of the two-legged

righteous man (who was Gayomar^), (20) a7id before

that sun of definite form (the body of the sun) was

created as an acquirement of the archangels. 21. It

was (likewise) proclaimed to me by the spirituality

of propitiousness, (it likewise became possible for

the spirituality of propitiousness to say (22) what

was said ^ to Zaratu^t,) concerning the whole material

existence of the righteous who are, who have been,

and who will arise, {2-^ as to the progress of work,

(that is, while they shall perform for it that which

is specified by it, and good works shall arise through

them,) that this work, among the living, is for

Auharma^'^, (that is, that which they may perform,

suitable for Auharma^^', they shall so perform as is

declared by this fargar^).

24. This, too, is the most expressive (most in

effect) of those statements which were ever spoken

forth (till now), or which one speaks forth (at pre-

sent) ^, or shall speak forth ^ (even henceforth)

;

(25) for it is through such a statement (such in

effect) as that, if the whole embodied existence

(26) learnt it and, having learnt^, (that is, they shall

accomplish it easily,) they retain it, (that is, they

^
J 2 omits gfifto, ' zvhat zuas said.'

^ Pahl. avo kevan in Pt4.

^ ' Or is spoken forth ' in Pt4, Mf4.
' ' Have learnt that which they should have learnt ' in Pt4, ]\If4.
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should rely upon it,) abstinence from passing away

would be quite masterful, (that is, they become

immortal). 27. This, too, is our saying spoken

forth, (preserved ^ among the revelation mentioned

in this ^ fargar^,) which is learnt, (that is, they shall

accomplish it easily,) and one recites, (that is, he

utters it in a ceremonial,) thus/^r any one whatever

of the beings whose righteousness is best, (that is,

should he do it for a ceremonial, he becomes // for

it ; it is when he utters this in a ceremonial that his

soul becomes immortal).

28. As it is here spoken forth, (that a ruler and

high-priest are to be maintained ; as these things

are so spoken, and as this law is so,) (29) even when

it gives him an Ahu and a Ratu, (that is, it gives up

his person to the priestly assembly,) so it is thereby

taught to him that the thought of Auharma^flf is the

creature with the first thinking, (that is, the Gathic

lore is set going by him
;) (30) whatever teaches ^

this (is the person of him who is king of kings, who)

is the greatest (of men) of every description *, (that

is, it possesses ^ a person in the king of kings ;)
and

so it is tauP-ht that the creatures ' are for him, (where

the Gathic lore is set going by him).

31. Whatever is a good emanation for^ hx^ar-

m2L2d, (that is, has an origin in his personality,) is

through the zuoi^d Ya.ngheus, (which in the division

becomes the beginning of) the third assertion here,

whose recital is ' he gives through Vohuman,' (that

is, the recitation which he utters properly is accom-

plished by him,) and, besides, here is that which

^

J 2 has 'given.' ^ Pt4, Mf4 insert 'very.'

=> So in J 2, Pt4, Mf4.

* Pt4, IMf4, 'the greatest of all men.' =* See p. 458, n. 3.
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Vohuman has taught, (that is, the reward and recom-

pense which they give Vohuman, they attribute also

to him;) (32) whatever^ is a further indication by

Vohuman, (that is, anything which he may accom-

phsh ^ properly as a token, and is performed by him,)

became so through this summing up (that is, its end

occurred) in 5/^yaothananam; (33) here among the

existences was the summing up ^, (that is, it was

its end).

34. What it teaches to the creatures ^ of him who

is Auharma^^, is thus : he who is like him is he

who is his own creature ^, (that is, even these people

it tells something so, and thus ^ they attain again,

through purity, to the possession of Ataharmas^,

just as Auharma^'^ produced them through purity).

35. By 'the dominion is for Auharma^'^' it has

taught, that he has made Auharma^^f his ruler ^

over his own person, (who shall perform that which

is revealed by the Avesta ;) and this is taught, that

through him is the ministration of the poor, (that is,

happiness is thereby caused by him,) (36) which is

friendship for the Spitaman
;

(and the religion of

the Spitaman became) these five assertions, (that is,

the decrees in it were five,) {^f) ivJuch were the

^ So in J2, Pt4, Mf4.

^ Sp., J 2 add ' of the sacred beings.'

^ Only here, and in § 30, dahm, 'a member of the com-

munity,' is substituted for the usual dam, 'a creature.' Either

meaning might suit the context, but the Avesta text clearly has

' creature,' and would require more alteration, to suit it to the

Pahlavi version, than vice versa. Dk. IX, Chap. XLVII, affords

no assistance, as it does not allude to this passage.

* The Pahlavi version of the Av. taff maz da tava khshathrem

quoted in Dk. IX, Chap. XLVII, 1 7.
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whole enunciation of the saying, and the whole

saying was that of Auharma^r^f^

38. For the sake of development Auharma^^,

(for cherishing the creatures,) pronounced the Ahuna-

vair, and in its development there was a summing

up, (that is, its end occurred). 39. Quickly, when ^

destruction arose, (that is ^ the destroyer,) and

rushed in, even among the wicked he uttered {as

resistance) (40) this interdict:— (41) 'Neither our

thoughts, nor ^ teachings, {as I have not taught that

which thou hast taught,) nor wisdoms, (for I consider

wisdom as virtuousness, and thou considerest it

as viciousness.) (42) nor wills, (for my will is a

virtuous wish, and thine a vicious one^ nor words,

(for I speak that which is virtuous, and thou

speakest that which is vicious,) nor actions, (for my
actions are virtuous, and thine are vicious,) (43) nor

religions, (for my religion is the Gathic lore, and

thine is witchcraft,) nor souls are themselves in

unison, (for as to those who rely upon my things,

and those who rely upon thy things, their souls

are not in one place
;

' he who said this, that even

their souls exist, must thus say that they are not

souls in unison ivith ours).

44. Also this saying, which Auharma^'^ uttered, has

the three degrees, the four classes, (priest, warrior,

husbandman, and artisan,) the five chieftainships,

(house-ruler, village-ruler, tribe-ruler, province-ruler,

^ As the Pahlavi text of the foregoing interpretation is a com-

mentary upon an Avesta commentary on an obscure Avesta text,

it must be expected to be difficult to translate with certainty.

2 Pt4, Mf4 omit 'when;' but the speaker of the interdict is

AQharmazi/ in Pahl. Yas. XLIV, 2 c-e.

3 So in J2, Pt4, Mf4.
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and supreme Zaratiirt,) and its summing up is with

liberality, (thus it is possible to make it completely

for their own, when they deliver themselves up to

the priests). 45. Which are the degrees of it ?

Good thoughts, good words, and good deeds
;
(they

are\ indeed, virtuous among the degrees of religion).

46. Which are the classes ? The priest, warrior,

husbandman, and artisan, (47) who are the whole

day and night with a righteous man, who are

thinking rightly, speaking rightly, and acting rightly,

(48) who have recognised a priestly authority, (that

is, possess a high-priest,) who have taught the re-

ligion, (that is, have provided a ceremony,) (49) and
who, through their actions, are a furtherance of the

world of righteousness, (owing to the work they

accomplish). 50. Which are the chiefs ? The
house-ruler, village-ruler, tribe-ruler, province-ruler,

and the Zaratu^t is the fifth (51) in those provinces

which are other than the Ragha "^

of Zaratu^t ; with

four chieftainships is the Ragha of Zaratu^t. 52.

Which are the chiefs of that ? The house-ruler,

village-ruler, tribe-ruler, and the Zaratiut is the

fourth
;

(that is, when he was in his own province,

he also produced its period ofprosperity, who arises

fourth).

53. How was //when through good thought, (that

is, the religion remained in the degree of good

thought) ? When it arose first in a righteous

thinker, (it arose in Gayomar^, and he thought for

it). 54. How, when through good words ? When
it was the bounteous text, (doing good). 55. How,

^
J2, Pt4, Mf4 indicate homant (= ait).

^ The ancient city of Rai which stood not far from Teheran.
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1

when through good deeds ? When it was the praise

even of righteousness by the first creature, (that is,

they shall perform the ceremonial, and also other

good works, through the Gatha lore).

56, Auha/^ma^Trtf proclaimed; for what was it pro-

claimed by him ? For the righteous spiritual and

woxX^y existence, [for the benefit of the spiritual and

worldly existence). 57. Owing to what desire {owing

to what necessity) was the said announcement pro-

claimed ^ by him ? (So that he shall become) the

privileged developer, (he who is a resolute ruler).

58. For how many righteous (is it requisite to utter

it) ? (So that one may become) a developer, (even

he who may be) an irresolute ruler -, (to whom they

reveal these words. So that the glory of the Kayans,

such as it is with good rulers, should be even so

with evil rulers ; with good rulers for this purpose,

that so they shall produce more benefit ; and with

evil rulers for this purpose, that so they shall produce

less harm) ^

Pahl. Yas. XX = Bak6 II.

The beginning of the second subdivision *.

I. It was a proclamation of Auharmasfl', the

Ashem vohu vahii"tem asti^; besides perfect ex-

cellence is taught by it to him, (that is, benefit is

^ Pt4, Mf4 have {rdz gufto, as in Pahl. Yas. XX, 9.

2 Quoted in Dk. IX, Chap. LXIX, 45.

^
§§ 56-58 are repeated at the end of Pahl. Yas. XX, with re-

ference to the Ashem.
* So in Pt4, Mf4.

^ This Avesta is quoted as part of the Pahlavi version, and is

translated, in Pt4, Mf4, by the usual Pahlavi for ' righteousness

is perfect excellence.'
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produced by it for him,) who shall make self-progress

his own, (that is, shall produce that which is neces-

sary to produce,) through vohu vahi^tem asti^

thus become the summing up of the assertion, {that

is, it became its end). 2, Ui"ta asti, usta. ahmai-
has, besides, taught the righteous of every kind the

happy progress which is necessary to arise for the

righteous of every kind, (so that ^ happiness may be

caused thereby) ; whatever endurance of man [or

diligence) it is necessary for the righteous of every

kind to occasion is, besides, taught to the righteous

of* every kind, (so that one's happiness may be

caused thereby). 3. Hya^^ ashai vahi^tai ashem-
has, besides, taught ^/m^ all (the duty and good

works which are revealed in the text are the whole

text (for him whose Avesta and Zand are easy, so

that, through t'^s Avesta and Zand, he can make
manifest all the duty and good works of that whole

text,) (4) which teaches^ ^/laf the dominion is for

righteousness ^, (so that, one may exercise authority

through virtuousness, that is, it should be the opinion

that it teaches a dominion through virtuousness, so

that one may possess authority through virtuousness
;)

(5) which also teaches the truth to that righteous

invoker, (so that he may make a true decision
;) (6)

a7id which also teaches the truth to you that are

^ So in Pt4, Mf4
; J2 has 'through one vohu vahii-tem; a7id

vahijtem asti.'

- This phrase of the Ashem, which begins the Avesta of this

section, must also be understood as beginning its Pahlavi version.

' Only Sp. adds ' one's ' here.

* Only Sp. has ' the righteous of,' but it is in the Avesta text.

"^ So in Pt4, Mf4.

^ Just as the Ahunavair states that ' the dominion is for Afihar-

maz^' (see Pahl. Yas. XIX, 35).
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fraught with advantage, (so that it may produce true

judgment). These were the three assertions, (that

is, three decrees were in it,) (7) and the whole saying

was a proclamation, the whole saying was that of

Auharma^a^.

8. Auharma^^ proclaimed
;

{&c., as in PaJil. Yas.

XIX, 56-58).

Pahl. Yas. XXI = Bak6 III.

The beginning of the third subdivision \

I. A saying of the righteous Zaratui-t, to be
reverenced, was :

' Whoever of those existing is

thus in worship as regards the good'^! Here what is

taught by it is the worship of Auharma^^, (that it is

that which one should provide for,) which is the law

of Auharma5'(^, (that is, his virtuous law,) whereby
the reverence of existence is taught, (that is, that

which he would most occasion, which is the ever-

asking for progeny by mankind ; and he mentions

that thing to them,) thi'ough which it is possible for

them to live well. 2. Here, besides, the reverence

of those males and females of the righteous, through

complete devotion ^ who zvas the first, is taught by
it, (3) which is the obeisance /^r the archangels, (that

is, it would occasion the propitiation of the arch-

angels). These were the three assertions, (that is,

three decrees were in it,) and it was in every way a

saying to be reverenced. Unto whom was the re-

verence ? Unto the archangels in that worship.

4. And Auharma^^ spoke thus : ' Happy is he

^ So in Pt4, Mf4.

2 The beginning of the YcNhe-hatam (see Dk. IX, Chap. IV,
I n).

^ The archangel Armaiii, or Spendarmac/.
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whose happiness is the happiness of any one what-

ever, (5) and may Auharma^'rtf grant it, through pre-

dominance of will, (through his requirement) \' 6,

What reply did he speak through that utterance of

words, (what was the thing he spoke about ^) ? 7.

He spoke the reply of happy progress, the happy

progress of the righteous of every kind, who are,

who have been, and who will arise. 8. The de-

veloper told (that man, as) the development, in

reply ; and (the reward as) the development that

Aiiharma^'rt^ mentioned in reply was :
' That de-

velopment ^ (I call) righteous, (which) is a develop-

ment for the righteous.'

Dk. IX, Chap. XLVII, 11, refers to Pahl. Yas.

XIX, 12-15, which is thus quoted in Sis. X, 26, in

a shorter and altered form :

—
' As it says in the Bak

thus :
" Whoever shall mutter, O Zaratui-t ! my ap-

portionment of the Ahunavair, (that is, shall softly

take // inwardly,) rt;;^^ shall let il escape * again, (that

is, shall utter il aloud,) so much as a half, or a third,

or a fourth, or a fifth, his soul will I shield ^, I who
am Auharma^:^, from the best existence, (that is, I

will keep it away,) by such an extent as the width

of this earth."
'

^ Quoted from Pahl. Yas. XLII, i a, b.

- Pt4, Mf4 have madam in place of maman.
^ So in Pt4, Mf4.

* Pahl. rahoine^, or ranine^, 'reject.' It is the alteration in

this verb that changes the meaning of the original text ; as the pre-

ceding and following verbs, vakhdune^/ and goyed, do not differ

in Pahlavi writing from the vadidiine^ and ya.nged of Pahl. Yas.

XIX, 12.

^ Pahl. netrunam.
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IV. Damdaz* Nask\

From the very short account of this Nask, given

in Dk. VI 11, Chap. V, it appears that its contents

were very similar to those of the original Bundahii-,

so far as we find them in the imperfect Indian Bd.

I-XXX. And this connection between the two

works is further testified by Zs. IX, i, 16-23, which

attributes to the Damda^ many statements, regard-

ing plants and animals, which are detailed in Bd.

XIV, I, 2, 14-18, 21-24.

Owinor to the brief character of the account in
o

Dk. VIII, Chap. V, it is impossible to trace any

allusion to two passages quoted from the Damdart^

as follows :

—

In Sis. X, 22, XII, 15, it is said that 'in the

Damda^T' it is revealed thus :
" Likewise, too, the

good works, in like measure {or manner), which come

into the father's possession [or to the father as his

own).

In Sis. XII, 5, it is said that ' in the Damda^^ it is

revealed that when they sever the consciousness of

men it goes out to the nearest fire, then out to the

stars, then out to the moon, and then out to the sun

;

^ The very short account of this Na?k, in Dk.VIII, contains 75

Pahlavi words, and, if these represent the same proportion of

original text as those in the very short accounts of Nasks I, II,

III, XXI in the same book, they would indicate about 8,900 words

of Avesta text. But, as this is a Hadha-mathric Nask, the pro-

portion of its Pahlavi text is best ascertained from that of Nask X,

belonging to the same division, which indicates about 29,300 words

for the Pahlavi version. The actual original extent of the Iranian

Bundahii (which may be considered as a descendant of the

Damda^/) appears to have been about 28,000 Pahlavi words.

[37] H h
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and it is needful that the nearest fire, that to which

it has come out, should become stronger.'

V. NAiJAR Nask\

No quotation from this Nask has yet been

noticed.

VI. Pagag Nask2.

Dk. VIII, Chap. VII, 4, or 5, probably refers to

the passage which contained the statement thus

quoted in Sis. IX, 9, 10 :

—
' In a passage of the fifth

fargar^of the Pa^^on it is declared that one mentions

these characteristics of four kinds of worship of the

sacred beings :—one is that whose Avesta is correct,

but the man is bad ; the second is that whose Avesta

is faulty, btit the man is good ; the third is that whose

Avesta is correct, mid the man is good ; and the

fourth is that whose Avesta is faulty, and the man

is bad. That whose Avesta is correct, but the man

bad, the archangels will approach and will listen to,

^ As there is no account of this Nask in Dk. VIII, we can only

guess that its extent was about the average length of the other

Hadha-mathric Nasks, or about 6,800 words of Avesta text and

22,2Co of Pahlavi version.

2 The account of this Nas-k in Dk. VIII (like those of Nasks

VIII, XII, XIII, XX), though four or five times as long as the

very short accounts, is still short, and the data for estimating the

original extent of these five Nasks are very inadequate. We may,

perhaps, guess that the two Nasks VI, VIII were together equal to

half the length of the four other Hadha-mathric Nasks IV, VII, IX,

X, and then proceed to apportion the extent, thus guessed, between

the two in proportion to the number of Pahlavi words in the short

account of each. In this way we shall find that the 505 Pahlavi

words in the short account of the Pa^ag may indicate about 9,100

words of Avesta text and 29,800 of Pahlavi version.
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but do not accept ;
that whose Avesta is faulty, but

the man good, the archangels and sacred being will

approach, but do not listen to, and will accept ; that

whose Avesta is correct, and the man good, the

archangels and sacred being will approach, will come

to, will listen to, and will accept ; and that whose

Avesta is faulty, and the man bad, they do not

approach, do not listen to, and do not accept.'

VII. Rado-dad-aitag Nask\

Dk. VIII, Chap. VIII, 4, probably refers to the

passage containing the statement thus mentioned in

Sis. X, 29 :

—
' In the Ra<7f6-da^-aitih many harsh

things are said about the severe punishment of the

unhelpful(?;/^^(avi^i^ar-dahij'nan6)^ in the spiritual

existence!

VIII, IX. Barw^ and Ka^kisrobo* Nasks.

No quotation from these Nasks has yet been

noticed.

^ The very short account of this Nask, in Dk. VIII, contains

88 Pahlavi words, from which the extent of its original text may

be estimated (in the same way as in the case of Nask IV) at about

10,500 Avesta and 34,300 Pahlavi words.

"^ Otherwise read han^i</ar-dahi.5-nan6, 'producers of irrita-

tion,' in S. B. E., vol. v, p. 330.

^ The short account of this Nask, in Dk. VIII, contains 248

Pahlavi words, from which the extent of its original text may be

guessed (in the same way as in the case of Nask VI) at about

4,400 Avesta and 14,600 Pahlavi words.

* The very short account of this Nask, in Dk. VIII, contains

46 Pahlavi words, from which the extent of its original text may

be estimated (in the same way as in the case of Nask IV) at about

5.500 Avesta and 17,900 Pahlavi words.

II h 2
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X. Vi5Tasp-sast6 Nask ^

The first half of this Nask (as described in Dk.

VIII, Chap. XI, I, 2) appears to be still extant in

the Vi^tasp Ya5"t, 1-44; but the remainder of that

Ya^-t does not correspond with the description of the

latter half of the Nask.

XI. Va^tag Nask I

No quotation from this Nask has yet been

noticed.

XII. A'lTRADAZ) Nask I

Dk. VIII, Chap. XIII, 10, probably refers to the

passage that contained the statement thus quoted in

Sis. X, 28 :

—
' Even so it is revealed in the /vTltradartf

that Spendarmart^ spoke to Manu//C'ihar thus :
" Even

the swiftest horse requires the whip, the sharpest

^ As half this Nask consists of the Vijtasp Yt. 1-44, which

contains about 1,100 Avesta and 3,600 Pahlavi words, the contents

of the whole Nask may be estimated at about 2,200 Avesta and

7,200 Pahlavi words.

^ As there is no account of this Nask in Dk. VIII, we can only

guess that its extent was about the average length of the other

(jathic Nasks, or about 8,900 words of Avesta text and 18,400

of Pahlavi version.

^ The short account of this Nask, in Dk. VIII, contains 396

Pahlavi words, which may be guessed to represent the same pro-

portion of Pahlavi version as in Nasks VI, VIII, the accounts of

which are also short. And, as this is a Legal Nask, it may be

assumed that the proportion of Avesta text to Pahlavi version

would be the same as in the other Legal Nasks, which is the

proportion still extant in the Nirangistan section of Nask XVII.

Based upon these assumptions, the probable extent of the ^itrada^/

would be about 2,600 words of Avesta text and 23,400 of Pahlavi

version.
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Steel knife requires the whetstone, and the wisest

man requires counsel."

'

XIII. Spend Nask ^

Dk. VIII, Chap. XIV, i, probably refers to the

passage that contained the statement thus quoted in

Sis. X, 4, XII, II :—' // is revealed in the Spend

that toivards Dtikdav, the mother of Zaratu^t, when

she was pregnant with Zaratu.Tt, every night foi^

three nights a leader with a hundred and fifty

demons rushed {or came) for the destruction of

Zaratu-ft, yet, owing to the existence of the fire in

the dwelling, they knew no means of accomplishing it!

Dk. VIII, Chap. XIV, 8, probably refers to the

passage that contained the statement alluded to in

AV. XXXII and thus quoted in Sis. XII, 29:

—

' As in the Spend it luas shown to Zaratu^t about

one man, that all his limbs were in torment, but one

foot was outside ; a7id ZaratuJt enquired of Auhar-

ma^rtf about the cause of it ; and Auharma^<^ said

that he was a man, Davans ^ by name ;
he was a

ruler over thirty-three districts, and no good work

was ever practised by him, except one time when

fodder zvas conveyed by him to a sheep with that

one foot.'

1 The short account of this Nask, in Dk. VIII, contains 347

Pahlavi words, which would represent about 20,500 words of

Pahlavi version, according to the proportion guessed in the case

of Nask XII. But, this being a Gathic Nask, the proportion of

Avesta to Pahlavi ought to be that calculated for the Gathic Nasks

I, II, III, XXI, which would give about 9,900 words of Avesta

text for this Nask. The seventh book of the Dinkart/, whose

contents are very similar to those attributed to the Spend Nask,

contains about 16,000 Pahlavi words.

^ A personification of the Av. davas of Yas. XXXI, 10 c.
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No allusion to the following two passages, quoted

from the Spend, has been noticed in Dk. VIII,

Chap. XIV:—
In Sis. XII, 3, it is said that ' in the Spend it is

revealed that a fire, when they shall make it quite

clean from its chilled charcoal, has as much comfort

as a man whose clothing they shall make clean.'

In Sis. XII, 15, it is said that ' in the Spend and

Nihart'um the high -priests have taught that the duty

and good works which a son performs become as

much the father's as though they had been done by

his own hand.'

XIV. Bakan-ya^t Nask^

No allusion to the following three passages, quoted

from this Nask, could be expected in the very short

account of it, given in Dk. VIII, Chap. XV; and

they can hardly be traced, with any certainty, in the

Avesta texts of the Ya-s-ts themselves :

—

It is just possible that a commentary on Yt. I, 17

may have contained the Av.-Pahl. passage thus

quoted in Vi^^.^ pp. 160, 161 :

—'By the Avesta of

^ The account of this Nask in Dk. VIII, though very short, is

a fair description of the extant Yajls I-XX, and their general

character is also indicated by the name of the Nask, which means
' the worship of the divinities.' The extent of these Yajts may be

estimated at about 22,000 words of Avesta text, and, from the

Pahlavi versions of the few Ya^-ts that still possess one, it may be

calculated that about 44,000 words of Pahlavi version would have

been required for the whole collection.

^ Vi_§-irkard-i Dinik, ed. Peshotan, Bombay, 1848; printed in

Pahlavi type from a copy, transcribed in 1754, from an Iranian

MS. written in 1240, which the transcriber found in the Modi
library at Surat. The Avesta quotations are here transliterated

without any attempt at amendment.
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the Baghan-yai-t it is declared : Ya^?' aete yo mazda-

yasno aperenayuko avi he hapta saredha fra^asaiti,

stehr-paesangho aiwy(2unghan6 paitii^ he maidhyai

bu^yamano, avi he nara pas/'aiti nemanghe;/ti : Who-
ever of those Ma^'rf'a-worshippers is a child who
attains unto the age of seven years, and ties the

Mr^rt^-girdle on his waist, upon that man there is

thenceforth the maintenance of the obeisances.'

A Pahlavi commentary on Yt. VI, 2 may have

formerly contained the passage thus mentioned in

Sis. XII, 17 :

—
* As in the Bag-yasno notice is given

about the uncleanness of well-water at night.'

Perhaps one of the five Yai"ts, XI, XII, XIII,

.XV, XVI 1 1, respectively dedicated to Srosh, Rashnu,
A

the guardian spirits, the good Vae, and A^ta^—the

sacred beings specially propitiated by the ceremonies

after a death—may have included a commentary

containing the passage thus quoted in Vi^. pp. 157-

158, about the necessity of appointing some one to

provide such ceremonies for a man who dies without

a son, and to administer his estate :
—

' By the Avesta

of the Bagan-ya^-t it is declared : Yezi naro pa;//'ada-

sangho saredho iriraithyafl^ avi he urvanem bu^3'anem

thrayo ayara uzayarana rathwo ha?2^amanem fra^a-

soirt^, aa^ he aputhra angha^ puthra fradadhaiti

yatha/C'a nara irista vispanam avaretanam shaetavai-

tanam avi he frazai;2tim fra^asoirt', pas/{'aiti nemangu-

haiti baoidhyeita/('a urvasnay^u.'

XV. NiKADUM Nask^.

Dk. VIII, Chap. XVIII, 3, refers to the passage

which, no doubt, contained the statement thus quoted

^ The very long account of this Nask, in Dk. VIII, contains
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in Farh. Oim, pp. 6, 1. 11-7, 1. 13 :

—
' Aedha is the

skin of the head, and there is part of it which is

large and part which is small, as it says in the

Niha<^tjm :
—"Kaya he?2ti masyangho aedha,

which are \\\o^^ parts zuit/i the larger skin? Y6
aparaya paiti mastraghnaya, whatever is behind

the skull; (y^farg^ said, from the ear backwards).

Kaya kasyangho, which are those with the smaller?

Y6 paouruya paiti mastraghnaya, whatever is

before the shill'^. Vaghdhanem is the head, and
one says nar^ vaghdhanem, &c., this is : Sinful are

they zoho penetrate (sumbend) a man's head,

astern aevo mastravanam, or one bone of the

skull ; vispa/^a yo mastraghnam amasta, all those

are to be smitten who have penetrated into the skull,

andx.o be given up as outcast ^; //z^aro-z^ithanam
"*

aet^e anye /C'ikayato, the penalties of a Khor^ sin

chastise those who hurt other parts^ (such as the

brain which is in the skull of the head, and the

marrow of the other members that are to be men-

tioned, just as it mentions this :—Sinful are they who
strike through the bone, or flesh, or marrow of a leg,

and every one of those is to be smitten who strikes

4,876 Pahlavi words, from which the extent of its original text

may be estimated (in the same way as in the case of Nask XVII)
at about 62,600 Avesta and 562,900 Pahlavi words,

^ One of the old commentators whose statements are frequently

quoted in the Pahlavi versions of the Avesta. The reading of his

name and the age in which he lived are alike uncertain, but he

appears to have been one of the earliest commentators whose
opinions now survive.

^ Perhaps the quotation ends at this point ; but Dk. VIII, Chap.

XVIII, 3, is equally applicable to what follows.

^ Tancpuhar, see Dk. VIII, Chap. XX, 65.

* So in K20. " See Dk.VIII, Chap. XXXI, 39.
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through the bone of one fleshy /^r/, ^;^<^ he is to be

given up as outcast ; while the penahies of a Khor

sin ^ chastise those who hurt other parts)!'
'

Dk. VIII, Chap. XX, ii6, probably refers to the

passage which contained the statement thus quoted

in Pahl. Vend. IV, 35 :

—
' That is, this is the account

of the number of years, according to that which is in

the Huspariim as regards the account of the number ;

and according: to that which is in the Niha^um it is

the account of the number of men.'

Dk. VIII, Chap. XX, 124, possibly refers to the

passage which contained the statement thus quoted

in Sis. X, 3 :

—
' In the exposition of the Niha^um

Nask it says that a man is going to commit robbery,

and a wall falls in upon him, // is his destroyer;

when a man strikes at him he is his adversary, and

both are in sinfulness ; when he is going to perform

the ceremonial of the sacred beings both are in inno-

cence towards him.'

No allusion to the following six passages, quoted

from this Nask, has been noticed in Dk. VIII,

Chaps. XVI-XX:—
In Sis. X, 22, XII, 15, it is said as in the last

fragment of the Spend Nask, already quoted.

In Sis. X, 23, XII, 16, it is said that ' in the

Niha<:/um the high-priests have taught thus :

—"A
man gives a hungry one bread, and it is too much,

yet {or when a man gives bread to a man, even

though that man has too much bread) all the good

works, which he shall perform through that super-

^ MH6 has va-aevak kerp after mazo:, and both K20 and

MH6 have valman bara yehabunijn; khor to^ijniha after

tanapuhar.
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abundance, become as much his zvho o-ave it as

though they had been done by his own hand."
'

In Pahl. Vend. V, 73, it is said ' Hke unto this

earth and that (sky) which would also cover over it

(ever in all places; there Is so7iie one who says this is

as to dead matter, that in the Nihac/um says it is as

to decision and judgment, and that in the Hiisparum

says it is as to the ritual of the ceremonial).'

In Vi^. p. 136, it is said that 'it is declared by
A

the Avesta of the NihaiT^um tims

:

—"Aa^f ya^ draono

Vana;«t6 staro mazdadhato frayazya^, /fathwaro dra-

ono frakere;2te;^ti aiwi-/2Z'are;^ti, ya^^ aesho na yo

yao^'dathryo :—So when he, who is that man who
is a purifier, shall consecrate the sacred cake of

Vanand \ the star produced by Auharmas^^, they

cut up and shall eat up four sacred cakes."

'

In Vi^. pp. 180, 181, it is said that 'in the Niha<^um it

is stated :—Aa^aokhta Ahuro Mazd<2u: " Ya^aete yo

mazdayasna aetem srirem vastrem stehr-paesanghem

hvam tanum badha paoirim vanghanemZ'a hadha

varano paitanem/'a, pas/'aiti aiwy^^'unghano ava he

maidhyanem bu^yamano." Aetem zt srirem vastrem

mainyutai"tem ha/va mainyavanam damanam avi me
fradadha(7^ Ahuro Mazdcm ashava. " Yatha he

varano paitanem asti manayen hvare-khshaetahe,

adhart' hadha he vastranam yao^'dathranam frayaza

va nizbaya va Ahurai Mazdai ameshanam spe/^tanam,

Spitama Zarathui-tra !

"—Thus spoke Auharma^'^/:

" Wheny<?r him, of those who are Ma^'rt'a-worshippers,

there is this beneficial, star-spangled (that is, wrought)

garment ^, alv/ays (after seven years of age, that is,

^ The southern leader of the stars, probably Fomalhaut (see Bd.

11, 7,V, i).

'^ The sacred shirt.
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after seven years of age) first he covers up (that is,

clothes) his own body in it, and with (that he is

properly) a preserver of faith (that is, a preserver of

attachment, and) he afterwards ties^ (that) girdle (over

that starry gai'ment) at the waist (as a waist-belt)."

That, even this well-looking garment, spiritually

formed by the creatures of the spirits, is really (that

which) the righteous Auharma^^ granted me (who

am Zaratu^t). "Since it is his preserver of faith,

(that is, preserver of attachment), he is like (him

who is as) the sun, (a preserver of beneficial faith, an

implorer of the splendid heaven, and is one who is

an accepter of the religion) ; therefore, with that

garment, which is purified (that is, pure), do thou

worship, or practise invocation, as regards Aiihar-

m2izd and as regards the archangels, O Spitaman

Zaratii^t
! "

'

In Vi^. pp. 184, 185, it is said that 'it is declared

by the Avesta of the Niha<^um thus :—k-3.d aetahe

pa/2/C'a ayara hamaspathmaidhem paiti ratum spe/^-

tay<2u armatoi-? maungho n6i(^ frasravayoirt' :—So one

does not chant forth (that is, does not invoke) the

month of (the completely mindful) Spendarma^^^

(that is, the Spendarma^ month) in the reign of

those five Hamaspa^medem days^'; (for \ione invokes

zV, owine to foraetfulness, the Avesta is not accepted).'

1 This appears to be the reverse of the meaning of Av. biVya-

mano in Yt. I, 17, but see the first fragment of Nask XIV, quoted

in Vi^. pp. 160, 161.

2 The last month of the Parsi year, named after the archangel

Spendarmafi? (see Dk. VIII, Chap. IX, 3).

3 The five intercalary days that follow the last month, in order

to make the twelve months, of thirty days each, correspond wuh

a year of 365 days. They coincide with the Haniaspart'medem

season-festival, originally intended to celebrate the vernal equinox.
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XVI. Ganaba-sar-nigaz) Nask^

Dk. VIII, Chap. XXII, 2, probably refers to the

passage which contained the statement thus quoted

in Sis. X, 13:
—

'// is revealed in the Ganaba-sar-

ni^e^, where a day in the year is indicated, that the

sacred t/i7'ead-g\rd\Q of every one who shall be one

day more than fourteen years and three months old^

is to be tied on

—

it is better so than when he

remains unto fifteen years, and then ties on the

girdle—who is more cared for, that way, than those

of five {or nine) months in the womb of the mother,

on whom they should put it!

XVII. HusPARAM Nask^.

A small portion of this Nask is still preserved and

known by the name of Nirangistan. The last seven-

eighths of this text corresponds with the description

of the Nirangistan section of the Husparam, given

in Dk. VIII, Chap. XXIX, 1-17, although a few

folios of its commencement are probably lost. And

' The very long account of this Nask, in Dk. VIII, contains

2,179 Pahlavi words, from which the extent of its original text

may be estimated (in the same way as in the case of Nask XVII)

at about 28,000 Avesta and 251,500 Pahlavi words.

^ So as to include the nine months' existence, before birth, in

the prescribed fifteen years.

'^ As the 212 Pahlavi words in Dk. VIII, Chap. XXIX, 1-17,

represent about 2,722 words of the original Avesta text of this

Nask, with 24,472 of its Pahlavi version, it may be fairly assumed

that the 3,496 Pahlavi words of the whole account of the Nask

in Chaps. XXVIII-XXXVII, must represent about 44,900 Avesta

and 403,600 Pahlavi words of original text. And the same pro-

portion probably holds good with regard to the other Legal Nasks,

XV, XVI, XVIII, of which very long accounts are given.
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the earlier portion of the text begins with a fragment

of a passage ; which appears to correspond with part

of the description of the Aerpatistan section, given

in Chap. XXVIII, i ; but also contains passages

that are difficult to trace in any part of that de-

scription. The Nirangistan portion of this text is

divided into three fargar<^s, and Dd. LXVI, i

mentions ' five fargar^s of the Avesta of the correct

law of the Nirangistan, which ai^e easy through

the Zand ;

' so that the missing portion of this

section of the Nask, described in Chap. XXIX,
18-25, JTiust have contained two fargan/s. With

regard to the unidentified passages, preceding the

Nirangistan portion of the extant text, it may be

remarked that they include several of the statements

about 'unseasonable chatter' contained in Sis. V, Z~^^

where they are differently arranged.

Dk. VIII, Chap. XXIX, 2, refers to a passage

which may have contained the statement thus men-

tioned in Sis. XII, I :

—
' Of the merit of a threefold

consecration of the sacred cake the high-priests have

specially taught in the Husparam that it is as much

as that of 2i \esserfo7^m ^worship.'

Dk. VIII, Chap. XXIX, 8, refers to the passage

which probably contained the statement thus quoted

in Sis. XII, 31 :

—'Of the ceremonies which go to

the bridge as si7i it says this in the Husparam, that

they are the non-celebration of the rites of the

season-festivals, the Rapitz^in, the three nights after

a death, the days of the guardian spirits, and the sun

and moon.'

Dk. VIII, Chap. XXXII, i, refers to the passage

which must have contained the statement thus

mentioned in Sis. XIII, 17:
—'The six hot ordeals
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which, in the H^isparam, are effected by /C'athrayaim

athraiam \'

Dk, VIII, Chap. XXXIII, 4, refers to the passage

which must have contained the statement thus men-

tioned in Pahl. Vend. XV, 67:
—'What is as to the

sick dog in the Husparam is, ''zvhen several doors are

together, // is just 2/" the nourishment at each one be

only for three nights, and then, when opulence is

manifest, the delivery be unto that opulent 07ie, and

when not, the delivery be unto him who is good."

'

Dk. VIII, Chap. XXXV, 2, probably refers to

the passage which contained the statement thus

mentioned in Sis. XII, 7:

—

'In the twentieth^ of

the Husparam it is shown thai over the soul of him

who works in the dark there is more predominance

of the evil spirit.'

Dk. VIII, Chap. XXXVI, 7, or 13, probably

refers to the passage thus mentioned in Dd. LXI, 3

:

—
' Nearer details of the family guardianship which

is proper and which is not proper for an adopted

son's duty, of the child of the good religion with

whose business // is connected, and of the fathers for

whom a family guardian is to be appointed, are in

the recital of five fargarf^s ^ of the Husparam.'

Dk. VIII, Chap. XXXVI, 8-12, probably refers

to the passage which contained the statement thus

(Uioted in Sis. X, 21, XII, 14:
—

' In the fourteenth^

' This corrupt Avesta means probably ' fourfold fire,'

^ The first section mentioned of these twenty is that described in

Chap. XXXII.
« See Dk. VIII, Chap. XXXVI, i n.

* That is, in one of the last fourteen sections of the Nask. If

it were not for this number, and the fact that the passage is under-

stood to apply to the children of a concubine, it might be connected

with Chap. XXXIV, 4, 5.
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of the Hfisparam Nask the high-priests have taught

thus: " My son is suitable even as thy son, bid my
daughter is not suitable even as thy daughter."

'

No allusion has been noticed in Dk. VIII, Chaps.

XXVIII-XXXVII, to the two passages in Pahl.

Vend. IV, 35, V, 73, referring to this Nask, which

have been already quoted as also referring to

Nask XV.

XVIII. Sakaz)um Nask^

Dk. VIII, Chap. XXXVIII, i, 2, refer to pas-

sages, one of which may possibly have contained

the statement thus quoted in Sis. XII, 2 :

—
' It says

in the Saka^iim that no one of them, that is an

inattentive man who has no high-priest, attains to

the best existence, not though his recitation should

be so much that it has made his duty a^id good

works as much as the verdure of the plants when it

shoots forth in spring, the verdure which is given

abundantly by Auharma^^/.'

Dk. VIII, Chap. XXXVIII, 3, refers to a passage

which is thus quoted in Sis. X, 25:—'When an

action or an opinion comes forward, and one does

not know whether it be a sin or a good work, when
possible it is to be abandoned and not carried out

by him, as it says in the Sakai^/um that Zaratiut has

not provided about anything whatever as regards

everything, but three times it has been done by

Zaratui't about this duty, that is, so that the Avesta

^ The very long account of this Nask, in Dk. VIII, contains

4,129 Pahlavi words, from which the extent of its original text

may be estimated (in the same way as in the case of Nask XVII)

at about 53,000 Avetta and 476,600 Pahlavi words.
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and Zand, when made quite easy by any one, are

for recitation, but are not to be mumbled, for, in

mumbling, the portions of the Ahunavair are more
chattering,'

Dk. VIII, Chap. XXXVIII, 6, refers to the

passage thus mentioned in Sis. XII, 12:—'Where
a child is born, during three days, for protection

from demons, wizards, and witches, a fire is to be

made at night until ddiyiigkt, and is to be maintained

there by day, and pure incense is to be put upon it,

as is revealed in the thirtieth ^ of the Saka^^um.'

Dk. VIII, Chaps. XXXVIII, 13, XLI, 19, refer

to passages which seem both to be partially quoted

in Farh. Oim, p. 2>^, 11. 4-10, thus :
—

' The period is

eagerly proclaimed in another place, as it says in the

Saka^^'um thus :

—
" Thripithwo zi asti atari" Ahurahe

Mazck^u hama, bipithwo aiwi-game, atha naro asha-

vano :—For thrice-supplied is the fire of Auharma^a^

in summer -, twice in winter ; so is the righteous

man. (Whoever has become a depriver of food

(atapda.rt') four times, which are successive, should

be in doubtfulness as to unrestricted (aband)

maintenance \\k\\.\\.r&w\k\d\ without any publicity;

as much as it is possible to see being the original

minimum of any other)."
'

Dk. VIII, Chap. XXXVIII, ZZ. refers to the

passage which contained the statements thus quoted

in Ep. I,viii, i, 7:

—

' It is declared in the Saka^^um,

that the consecrated bull's urine, when it becomes

^ That is, in one of the first thirty sections (see Dk. VIII, Chap.

XXXVIII, i).

^ Both K20 and MH6 have am at, ' though,' instead of pavan
hamin. This first sentence corresponds with part of Chap. XLI,

19, and the following sentence with part of Chap. XXXVIII, 13.
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fetid, is to be stirred up ^ and they should not carry

it forth so to the fire, so that the stench extends to

the fire ; because, if that stench extends to the fire,

on account of the moisture and through carrying

bodily refuse over and forth to the fire, it overwhelms

it. And that which the Saka^um has declared is,

specially, that one of the high-priests has individually

said :
" That stench is mentioned with reference to

the occasion when a stench reaches it of a different

VmAfrom that which exists naturally in it."
'

Dk. VIII, Chap. XLI 1 1, 33, refers to the passage

which contained the statements thus mentioned in

Sis. XII, 10, XIII, 30:—'In the twenty-two ^ sections

of the Sakartfum grievous things are shown about

those who do not make offerings unto the sacred

beings.' And, again, ' while those nineteen {stanzas

of Yas. XL VI) are our offering, which it says in

the Sakafl'um should be my own, the strength and

power of the sacred beings shall become more

considerable, and the destroyer more perishable.'

XIX. VENDIDAi^ NaSK^.

The whole of this Nask (as described in Dk. VIII,

Chap. XLIV) is still extant, and is considered by

the writers of the Persian Rivayats to be a complete

work. Its fragmentary character, which is obvious

enough to European scholars, must, therefore, be

1 This statement is again mentioned in § 6.

2 The last twenty-two (see Dk. VIII, Chap. XLI, i).

^ The extent of this Nask appears to be the same now as it was

in Sasanian times, and may be estimated at about 23,000 Avesta

and 48,000 Pahlavi words. The moderately long account of it in

Dk. VIII, contains 1,272 Pahlavi words.

[37]
I i
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attributed, in all probability, to losses it sustained

before the revival of Ma^^a-worship by the Sasanlan

dynasty. It is remarkable that the compiler of the

account in the Dinkan/ makes no allusion to the

twelfth fargarflf of the Vendida^, which is also

omitted in all old MSS. of the Vendida^ with

Pahlavi that have been examined, although the

copyists appear to have been aware of the existence

of a twelfth fargar^/.

XX. Hadokht Naski.

It is doubtful how much of this Nask is still

extant. Traditionally, the two fragments published

by Westergaard as Yt. XXI, XXII (excepting

XXII, 37-42), and by Haug as Hn. I, II, III, are

said to belong to this Nask ; but no allusion to

Hn. II, III can be found in the account given in

Dk. VIII, Chap. XLV, and Hn. I can be traced in

that account only by assuming that the Ahunavair

is therein mentioned (in § i) instead of its accom-

panying Ashem-vohu, as it appears to be in Hn. I, 4.

In Yt. XI we also appear to have a form of the

Srosh Ya^t derived from the Ha^okht Nask, or

used in the liturgy when that Nask was recited, and

this Ya^t likewise refers (in § 3) to the Ahunavair in

similar terms to those used in Hn. I, 4.

Dk. VIII, Chap. XLV, i, refers to the passage

which contained the statement about the Ahunavair

already mentioned and also thus quoted in Sis.

1 The short account of this Nask, in Dk. VIII, contains 295

Pahlavi words which, according to the proportions adopted in the

case of Nask XIII, would represent about 8,400 Avesta and 17,400

Pahlavi words of original text.
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XII, 19:
—

'It says in the Ha^^okht that of the

sayings which are spoken out the Ahunavair is that

which is most triumphant.'

Dk. VIII, Chap. XLV, 4, refers to the passage

which probably contained the statements thus quoted

in the Afrin-i Gahanbar, 14-19 (Sp.), concerning the

righteous gifts to be given away, for the sake of the

soul, at each of the six season-festivals :
—

' There is

an Avesta witness manifest in the Hart'okht from

the passage {in the case of the Maidhyo-zaremaya

festival) :
" Hazangrem maeshinam daenunam paiti-

puthranam naram ashaonam ashaya vanghuya urune

para-daithyart', aevahe hatam /t-inmanahe y^id ashahe

vahi^tahe." ' During the other five festivals the

gifts, instead of ewes, are to be cows, mares, camels,

and all kinds of herds and seeds, respectively, as

appears from the corresponding passages. All six

passages, mingled with further Avesta text, occur in

several MSS. of the Afringan-i Gahanbar (see the

earlier part of each section of Af. Gah. 7-12, ed.

Geldner).

Dk. VIII, Chap. XLV, 9, probably refers to the

passage which contained the statement thus quoted

in Sd. XL, 4 :

—
' In the commentary of the Hart'okht

it says :

—
" Ma azarayoij-, Zarathu^tra ! ma Pouru-

shaspem, ma Dughdhovam \ ma aethrapaitii" :— It

is not desirable that thou, O Zaratu^t ! shouldst

distress thy father, oi' mother, or priest."

'

Dk. VIII, Chap. XLV, 10, may possibly refer to

^ The orthography of these three Avesta names has been

amended in accordance with the Persian version accompanying

them, but all the four MSS. consulted have the first two in the

genitive, and one MS. uses a masculine genitive form also for the

third name.

I i 2
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the passage which contained a statement that is

often partially quoted in Pahlavi colophons, and the

Avesta text of which constitutes Yas. LXXII, 11

(Gld.) ; the first part of the statement, with a trans-

lation of its Pahlavi version, is here quoted from

Mitro-^pan's colophon to a volume of miscellaneous

Pahlavi texts, usually called the Vii-tasp-shahnamak

from the subject of its first text, and written a.d. 1322,

in which the writer mentions the source from which

he quotes ; and the second part is taken from the

same writer's colophon to the Yasna MS. K5,

written thirteen months later, which is the only

known authority for this part of the text:
—'In

one passage of the Ha</6kht it is declared that

Auharma^Trtf spoke to Zaratui"t thus :

—
" Aevo pa/^t^u

yd ashahe vispe anyaesham apa;/tam :—one only is

the way of righteousness, all those are no ways :

—

angrahe mainy^u^ nasi^tam' daenam daevayasnanam

para^itim mai^/^yanam ^ frakereitim :—which the evil

spirit of the heretical demon-worshippers, the wizard,

has forced on to mankind."
'

Dk. VIII, Chap. XLV, 13, must refer to the

passage which contained the statement thus men-

tioned in Sis. XIII, 10:—'The fifteen stanzas of

Ya-i-Z^yaothana^ are for this reason, because it is

given for the destruction of those fifteen fiends who

are declared in the medical part of the Hart'okht.'

No allusion to the following seven passages,

quoted from this Nask, has been noticed in Dk. VIII,

Chap. XLV:—
In Sis. XII, 30, it is stated that ' in the Ha^^okht

^ Only the first and last letters of this word are clearly legible.

2 The first syllable is illegible. "^ Yas. XXXIV.
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it says that a woman who shall be reverent is to be

considered as much as she who is suitable.'

In Sis. XIII, 6, it is said that 'the twenty-two

stanzas of Ta-v^-urvata ^ are the twenty-two judg-

ments of which it speaks in the Hart'okht thus

:

*' Anaomo mananghe daya vispai kva, kva paro ?

—

Lodging in the judge, that while he has twenty-two

judgments he may be more just."
'

In Sd. XXII, 3, 4, it is stated that 'in the

commentary of the Ha^okht it says, that every one

who performs intercession, and extracts anything

from a person on their account, and conveys it to

them is as much without dishonesty towards them,

as he who may have given to them out of his own
property. And in the spiritual existence they take

account of that profit for him, and just as they make
out the account of the good work of that person who
may have given //, even so much is his good work.'

In Vi^. p. 12, it is said, with reference to Aharman,

'that he is a creature of Auharma5'</ is manifest

from the Avesta of the Hart'okht :
" Data, Ahura

spe^^ta ! Mazd^u."

'

In Vi^. pp. 23-25, it is said that, 'if any one

passes away from the bodily existence, as much of

his wealth comes to his son, wife, and daughter as is
A

declared by the Avesta (t/" the Hart'okht-:— "Aart'

yezi avi he anguhe astvai/^ti, Spitama Zarathu-?tra!

—

So if in that bodily existence, O Spitaman Zaratta^t

!

—naram va nairinam va para-irithya^/,

—

of males or

^ Yas. XXXI.
^ It is perhaps necessary to repeat that no attempt is made to

correct the Avesta orthography, except in the case of a few obvious

misprints.
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females one expires,—/^va^f aetaesham y^unghuyanam
avaretanam maethananamZ'avastranam paiti-rae/{'ya^,

—however much of their weakh and thinos houses

and clothing he abandons (that is, he leaves such in

this world)—avatha he kv2ii6 puthrem anghart', aevo-

baghem ha/'a avaretanam nisrinuyar/; aa^yezi hvam
nairika bavaiti, aevo-baghem paiti-nidadhaiti

;
yezi

dughdhram he/^ti, naemem baghem fra^asai^:—in

such a case, should there be a son of his, himself,

one delivers up to him one share of the property; if

the wife herself (that is, his privileged wife) exists,

one gives up to her one share in it ; if there are

daughters, a half-share comes on to each ^them.

—

Aa^ yezi/('a he naro irista hva hizva ukhdhem va-

Xem nazdas/§a naro danghrem paiti-dyaeti, vispanam

va/^am ukhdhanam/^a avi yam astvaitim gaetham

harethrem frabara^i^;—So also, if that dead man
gives over a verbal statement by his own tongue

to the nearest wise man (that is, speaks his own
will), all his words and statements, when in control

of his bodily existence, one carries out (that is, one

shall confer authority on his words) ;—yezi noi^

harethrem baraiti anaperetha ha/a i^/zyaothana :— if

one shall not confer the authority, he becomes an

impardonable sinner (owing to doing this deed ; that

is, the person who, when there is a will, does not

carry it out).

—

Kv2id y-d.d he naro irista aputhrai

angha<'/, upa he puthrem fradadha^/, Spitama Zara-

thui^tra ! yahma^/ha/'a puthro haom urvanem A^'invart'

peretum vidharya^:—So when that dead man is

without a son (that is, there is no son of his), 07ie

gives forth the share over to the son, O Spitaman

Zaratui-t ! by whom, as a son (that is, an adopted

son), they pass on the mans own soul from that
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K{x\w2id bridge (that is, it departs 5y the passage of

the bridge)."

'

In Vi^. p. ^T), it is said that 'hair from an ox or

a horse is suitable, as ii is declared by the Ha^okht:
" Gcws va aspahe va varesa."

'

In Vi^. pp. 144, 145, it is said, with reference to

announcing the name of the deceased during the

celebration of the Srosh Yai't after a death, that

'it is declared by the Avesta of the Ha^okht :

—

" Yezi naro mazdayasno haZ'a gaethabyo para-

irithyeiti, aa^ he nama hadha pito frag(?urvaya(^;

yezi nairika para-irithyeiti, aa^ ya^f he nama hadha

pathano uzg6'urvaya.^, Spitama Zarathu^s-tra ! aetem

va-^em ni a;/tare mazdayasnanam frasastaya^/ :

—

If a man who is a Ma^^'a-worshipper passes away
from the worldly existence, in such a case one holds

out his name with that of his father ; and if it be

a woman who passes away, in such a case one

upholds whatever is her name with that of her

husband, O Spitaman Zaratui"t ! one shall further

bless this statement (that is, its being reverenced is

important) among the Mas^a-worshippers, (do thou

proclaim and further bless this statement)."

'

XXI. St6z3-ya6'T Nask ^

It has been already shown, in Dk. VIII, Chap.

XLVI, I n, that the whole of this Nask is probably

still extant in the Yasna and Vispera^!'. About half

of the present Yasna appears to consist of five-sixths

of this St6(/-ya^t, to which have been added three

' The actual extent of those portions of the Yasna and Visperaif

which appear to have constituted this Nask, may be estimated at

about 12,500 Avesta and 22,400 Pahlavi words.
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fargar</s of the Bako (Nask III), with the Horn and

Srosh Ya^ts, extracted probably from the Bakan-

ya^t (Nask XIV), and the greater part of the Atai'

and Aban Nyayii"es ; the whole collection being

provided with an introductory and concluding ritual,

compiled from other sources, to form the complete

ceremonial liturgy of the present Yasna.

There appears to be no sufficient evidence, either

internal or external, for ascribing this collection of

the liturgy to so late a date as the end of the ninth

century, when the compilation of the Dinkar<7^ was

completed. It is therefore safer, for the present, to

assume that the St6<:/-yart existed for a long period

as a separate Nask (the form described by the

Dinkar^), even after the greater part of its text had

been incorporated with others to form the collected

liturgy now known as the Yasna.

Besides the fragments which are specially at-

tributed to particular Nasks, there are also a few

writings which closely resemble the Nasks, or their

fragments, in general character, but which can hardly

be traced to their actual source by means of the

accounts given in the Dinkar^. Thus, the Aogema-
daeM might perhaps be supposed to have been

extracted from the Barii- (see Dk. VIII, Chap. IX,

18), if it did not contain a few Avesta quotations

from the Yasna, Vendidart', and Ya^-ts. While the

quotations from the Ashem-staota, given in Vi^^.

pp. 89, 90, 125-129, 177, 178, are difficult to trace,

owing to the name of their source.
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OBSERVATIONS.

The references are to the pages of the introduction and extant fragments,

and to the books, chapters, and sections of the translations ; the chapters being

denoted by the larger ciphers. The letters ch. stand for chapter, com. for

commentator, Dk. for Dinkar/^/, Dv. for Din-vi^irgard, Fr. for Fragments,

Int. for Introduction, lun. man. for lunar mansion, m. for mountain, meas.

for measure, n for foot-note, Riv. for Rivayat, and Zs. for Selections of Za^/-

sparam.
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Abalij, man, Int. 33 ; Dk. IV, 2 n.

Abannyayu,Dk.IX,43,7n; Fr.488.

Achaemenians, Dk. VIII, 13, 16 n.

A<^-fravakhshya ch., Dk. IX, 15, i
;

38, I ; 60, I.

A^-ma-yava ch., Dk. IX, 19, r ; 42,

A</-ta-vakhshya ch., Dk. IX, 7, i
;

30, I ; 52, I.

Aerpatistan ch., Dk.VIII, 28, i ; Fr.

477-
Aeshm, demon, Dk. VIII, 9, 3 n;

IX, 9, I n; 21, 4 n; 22, 5, 6
;

29, 9; 39,8; 41, 18.

Aethrapaitij ch., Dk. IX, 24, i.

Aezemno, man, Dk. IX, 33, 5.

^farg, com., Fr. 472.
Afringan, Riv. IV, 23 ; Dv, 23 ; Fr.

- „483.
Afrin-i Gahanbar, Fr. 483.
Agerept sin, Dk. VIII, 20, 65 n

;

31, 39.

Agoyost, meas., Dk. VIII, 20, 19.

Aharijvang, angel, Int. 33 n; Dk.
VIII, 9, 3; IX, 24, 3,11; 30,
14; 43, 6.

Aharman, Dk. IX, 30, 4 ; 31, 3, 4 :

39, 14; 53, 2, 3; 56, 4; 69.
26 n, 39 ; Zs. 8 n ; Dv. 4, 8, 19,

21 ; Fr. 485.
Ahu, Fr. 456, 457.
Ahum-stu^/, man, Dk. Ill, 197, 6 n.

Ahunavair, Int. 29, 40; Dk. VIII,

1, 7, 18, 19; 2,2 n; 4, I n; 44,
51 n, 81 ; 45, 1 ; 46, i, 2 n

;

IX, 2, 2 n, 17-19 ; 3, I n ; 19,

2, 6-9; 24, 18 ; 25, I n; 33,

5; 47, 2-4,9, 11; Zs. 1-4,7 n;
Fr. 453-455> 459, 462 n, 464,

482, 483.
Ahunavaiti gatha, Zs. 2 n, 3.

Airan-shah, man. Int. 35.

Airan-v^g-, land, Dk. IX, 12, 3 ; 16,

13, 14 n ; 20, 3 ; 58, 20 n.

Air;^, man, Int. 35 ;
prince, Dk.

VIII, 13, 9, 10.

Airman, angel, Dk. VIII, 44, 80.

Airman supplication, Dk. VIII, 44,
81 ; IX, 46, 1, 2.

Airya, tribe, Dk. VIII, 13, 15 n.

Airyaman ch., Dk. IX, 23, i ; 46,
I

j^
68, I ;^Zs. 4, 7 n, 9.

Aiwisruthrim gah, Dk. IX, 9, 10.

Akatash, demon, Dk. IX, 9, i.

Akht, man, Dk. IX, 44, 14.

Akomano, demon, Dk.VIII, 9, 3 n
;

IX, 21, 4 n; 30,8 ; 32, 3 n;
41, 13; 69, 21.

AlbCir'z m., Dk. IX, 20, 3 ; 22, 4, 7-

Alexander the Great, Int. 31 ; Dk.
VIII, 1,21 ; 8, I n ; 9, I n; 10,
I n ; 11, I n ; 13, 16 n ; IV, 23

n; Riv. II, 8-11; III, 9-12;
IV, 12, 21, 23; Dv. 8-12, 20,

2^2, 23.

Al-INIamiin, khalifah. Int. 33 ; Dk,
IV, 2 n.

Amu/-da<^, angel, Dk. IX, 9, i n;

19, I ; 31, 25 ; 34:, q ; 35, 21;

41, 17; 43, 2; 61, 10; 64, 4;
69, 22.

Anahar, demon, Dk. VIII, 9, 3 n.

Anahita, angel, Dk. IX, 24, 3 n.

Andar, demon, Dk. IX, 9, i ; 32, 3

n. See Indar.

Angra-mainyu, Dk. IX, 21, 4 n.

Anoshak-ruban, man, Int. 36, 38,

Aogemadac/^a, book, Fr. 488.

Arabs, Int. 31, 39; Dk.VIII, 13,

16 n.

Aratejtaristan ch., Dk. VIII, 26, r

;

Zs. 5.

Aui, angel, Dk.VIII, 9, 3 n.

Aiv/a-fravar<^, book, Dv. 23.

AMivahijt, day, Dk. VIII, 20, 22.

Ar^a Viraf, man, Dk. IX, 45, 4 n.

Areduj sin, Dk. VIII, 20, 64, 65 n
;

31, 39; IX, 12, 15.

Arekdviksur, angel, Dk. IX, 24, 3,

1 1.

Aresh, demon, Dk. IX, 30, 4, 5;
31, 6-10.
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Arezras/>ah, priest, Dk. IX, 21, 24 ;

IV, 22.

Ar'^asp, king, Dk. VIII, 11, 4 ; IX,
61, 12 ; IV, 21.

Ar'^istan ch., Dk. VIII, 25, i.

Armaiti, angel, Fr. 463 n.

Armat, angel, Dk. IX, 34, />.

Artakhshatar, king, Int. 31 ; Dk. IV,

^ 25, 26.

Arum, land, Dk. IV, 26.

Aril man, Dv. 22.

Arumans, Int. 31 ; Dk. IV, 24.

Ashavahijt, angel, Dk. VIII, 37, 14 ;

IX, 9, I n, 8 ; 30, 14 ; 44, 12
;

69, 46 ; Zs. 9 ; Dk. IV, 10, 12.

Ashavazd, man, Dk. IX, 16, 17.

Ashem, Fr. 452.
Ashem-staota, book, Fr. 488.

Ashem-vohu ch., Dk. IX, 3, r; 26,
I ; 48, I ; formula, Dk. VIII,

2, 5 n; 45, I n; IX, 9, 3 n
;

19, 6-8
; 23, 6 n ; Zs. 9 n ; Fr.

482.

Ashem-yahmai-ujta, man, Dk. IX,
39, 20 n.

Ashi, angel, Dk. VIII, 9, 3 n.

Ajkan, Dk. IV, 24.

Ajkanians, Dk. VIII, 13, 16 n.

Askaram nask, Dk. VIII, 38, i n
;

Riv. II, 19 ; III, 20 ; IV, 20
;

Dv. 19.

Asnavand m., Dk. IX, 12, 5 n.

Aspandiarji, priest. Int. 36.

Asparam nask, Dk. VIII, 28, i n;

Riv. II, 17; III, 18; IV, 18
;

Dv. 17.

Aspikan, Dk. IX, 21, 11.

Ajtad', angel, Dk. IX, 9, 6 ; 20, 4 ;

Fr. 471.
Ast-vida^, demon, Dk. IX, 12, 17 ;

16, I, 2; 23, I n.

Asuristan, land, Int. 33.

Atarevakhsh, priest, Dk. IX, 33, 5.

Ataj-nyayij, Dk. IX, 43, 7 n ; Fr.

488.

Athwyo, man, Dk. VIII, 13, 8 n.

Atur-farnbag, priest. Int. 31-34 ;

Dk. IV, 2.

Aturpa«/-i Heme</an, Int. 32-35, 38.

— i Maraspendan, Int. 33, 34, 40,

42 ; Dk. VIII, 1, 22 ; 13, 18;

^
IX, 8, 4; 39, 13 n; IV, 27.— I Zaratujtan, Dk. VIII, 1, 7 n.

Atur-patakan, land, Dk. IX, 12,

5".
Aui/ak, woman, Dk. IX, 21, 4.

Auharmazd, Dk. VIII, 1, i, 7 n ; 2
2; 8, 4; 10, 3; 11, 3; 13, 16

14, 3 ; 15, 1 ; 20, 114, 129, 158
&c. ; creator, Dk. VIII, 9, 19

11, 2 ; 13, I ; 15, 4 ; 37, 16

IX, 1, I ; 9,9, 10

5: 21, 20, 21 : 24,

12
19

43,32;
4; 13,

29,9,12; 31,4,13; 34,?; 35
21; 38,6,8 ; 43, 2; 44,8; 45
8 ; 47, 1,4, 13; 50, i ; 53, i o

25; 58,13; 61, 13; 63,6; 64
8 ; 69, 56 ; false account of

origin, Dk. IX, 30, 4; lord

Dk. VIII, 27, II ; speaks, Dk
IX, 11, 12 ; 12,2,24; 20, 4 n

24,4, 13, 17; 27,1; 28,4,5
29, 6, 11; 30, 7; 32, 3, 25

33, I ; 34,/; 35, 19, 23, 25

37, /, n ; 44, I ; 61, i ; 64, 1

2

66, I ; 69,5, ", 18, 21,24,25,

34; III, 7, I, 3-5-

Auharmaz^ day. Int. 35 ; Dk. VIII,

20, 22.

— king, Dk. IV, 27.

Aushahin gah, Dk. IX, 9, 6.

Aushe^ar, apostle, Int. 32 ; Dk. VIII,

14, 12, 13; IX, 30, ion; 41,6.
Aushe</ar-mah, apostle; Dk. VIII,

14, 13, 14; IX, 30, 10 n; 41,

^ 7-

Auzaerin gah, Dk. IX, 9, 9.

Auzobo, king, Dk. VIII, 13, 11.

^i^an day, Int. 36.

Avarethrabflu, priest, Dk. VIII, 13,

18.

Avenak, lun. man., Int. 46.

Avesta, Int. 31, 32, 38-42, 44; Dk.
VIII, 7, 2; 16, II n; 26, 24

27,11 ; 29, 1,4, 25 n; 42,6
44, 81 ; IX, 14, 4 n; 24, I n

16 n; 43, 7 ;
IV, 26, 31, 36

Riv. II, I ; III, i; IV, i, 21

23 ; Dv. 23; Fr. 454, 458,466

467, 474, 475, 477, 483-485

487, 488 ;
— and Zand, Int. 31

Dk. VIII, 6, I ; 12, 1 ; 20,69
IX, 31, 22 ; 32,20; IV,23, 24

34; Riv. 111,2; Dv. 1,23; Fr

462, 479 ;
— legends, Dk. VIII

13, 16 n; —lore, Dk. IX, 46
I ;
— quoted, Dk. VI 1 1,1, 7 n

17, 6 n ; 18, 5 n ; 19, i n ; 20
7 n, 19 n, 74 n ; 22, 16 n ; 35
I 3 n ; 44, 65 n, 80 n ; IX, 3
I n ; 4, 1 n ; 12, 3 n ; 68, i

69, 25, 51, 54; Fr. 461, 462,
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471, 472, 474, 475, 478, 480,

.
483-487.

Avtg-eh-din, book, Int. 36.

Avoirijt sin, Dk. VIII, 20, 65 n
;

31, 39.

Ayazem, man, Dk. IX, 33, 5 n.

v^z-iDahak, king, Dk. VIII, 35, 13;
IX, 10, 3; 21, 11-13, 16, 18,

. 20, 21.

Azo, demon, Dk. IX, 32, 3 n.

Bagh nask, Dk. VIII, 4, i n ; Riv.

I; 11,4; 111,5; IV, 5; Dv.4.
Baghan-yajt nask, Dk. VIII, 15, i n

;

Riv. II, 15 ; III, 16 ; IV, 16;
Dv. 15.

Bahman Pfln^yah, man, Dk. VIII, 2,

2 n ; IX, 2, 3 n ; Riv. I ; Fr.

451.
Bahman Yajt, Fr. 452.

Bahram 1, king, Dk. IX, 39, 15 n.

Bakan, Dk. IX, 47, 2, 9, 1
1

; 48, i

;

Ft. 453.
Bakan-yajt nask, Int. 40, 41, 43, 45 ;

Dk. VIII, 1, II, 12, 16 n; 15,
ij Fr. 470, 471, 488.

Bakda^, Int. 33.

Bako nask. Int. 43-45 ; Dk. VIII, 1,

9, 12 ; 4, I, 2; 46, I n; IX,
47, 2 ; 50, 2 ; 69, in; Zs. 4 n

;

^Fr. 451 n, 453, 461, 463, 464.

Barazak, man, Dk. IX, 16, 18.

Barij nask, Int. 43, 45 ; Dk. VIII,1,

10, 12 ; 9, I, 20 ; Riv. I ; II,

9; 111,10; IV, 10; Dv. 9; Fr.

467, 488.

Barmayun, ox, Dk. IX, 21, 22 ; 22,
2.

Barsom, Dk. IX, 43, 7 n.

Bartarush, man, Dk. VIII, 35, 13 n.

Barzu Kamdin, priest, Riv. o n.

— Qiyamu-d-din, priest, Riv. IV,

o.

Bavaf/ai, book, Riv. II, 6 ; IV, 7.

Bayan-yajt nask, Int. 45 n ; Dk.
VIII, 15, I n; Riv. I.

Baza.: sin, Dk. VIII, 31, 39.

Bevarasp, title, Dk. IX, 21, 7.

Bo^ok-varjt sin, Dk. VIII, 19, i n.

Bo^ok-zefl' sin, Dk. VIII, 19, i n
;

34, II n.

Bombay, Int. 36, 37.

Braa'rok-resh, man, Dk. VIII, 35,

13 n.

Bundahij, book, Dk. VIII, 5, 5 n
;

IX, 32, ion; 47, 2 n ; Riv. IV,

^ 23 ; Dv. 23; Fr. 465.
Butal, book, Dv. 6.

Caspian sea, Dk. VIII, 13, 9 n ; IX,
16, 14 n ; 22, 4 n, 9 n.

Ch in Oriental words is printed K.

Da^nask, Dk. VIII, 12, in ; Riv. I.

m^ik men, Dk. VIII, 1, 5 n.

Dahak, king, Dk. VIII, 13, 8, 9;
IX, 5, 2 ; 15, 2 ; 16, 17 n; 21,
I, 2, 8-10.

Dahijn-aiyyar, man. Int. 35.
Dahman flfrin, Dk. IX, 22, i, 2.

Daiti peak, Dk. IX, 20, 3.

Damda^'nask, Int. 43, 45; Dk. VIII,

1, 10, 12, 16 n ; 5, I, 5 n ; Riv.

^
I; Fr. 465.

DaraT, king, Dk. IV, 23.

Darmesteter, Prof., Int. 39 n ; Dk.
VIII, 16, 8 n; 44, 33 n; IX,
24, 17 n; Zs. 5 n; Dk. Ill,

197, 6 n.

Darun, book, Riv. IV, 23; Dv. 23.

Dashmest, meas., Dk. VIII, 20, 19.

Dajtanik, man, Dk. IX, 15, 2.

Davans, man, Fr. 469.
Dayun, priest, Dk. IX, 24, 17 n.

Day-watches, Dk. VIII, 7, 10 ; 29,

9; 43, 38; 45,4,8; IX, 9, 6

n-io n.

Den day, Int. 34.

Dimavand m., Dk. IX, 15, 2 n ; 16,
17 n ; 21, 10 n.

Dinkar^, book. Int. 29, 30, 32-39,

41, 43, 46; Dk. VIII, 1, 5 n,

20 n; 13, 18 n; 14, 4; 44,
51 n ; IX, 47, 2 n; 69, I n;
Zs. o n; Dk. 111,197, 6 n; IV,

2 n.

Din-vi^irgard, book, Dk. VIII, 2, 2

n ; Dv. o n.

Drvaspa, angel, Dk. IX, 15, 3 n.

Dfighdfli'O, woman, Dv. 13 ; Fr.

^ ^469, 483-

Durasrob, man, Dk. VIII, 35, 13 n.

Duvasar6^a<^ nask, Dk. VIII, 21, i

n ; Riv. I, III, 19.

Duvasaroni^ac/ nask, Dk. VIII, 21,
I n; Riv. II, 18.

Duvasarozad nask, Dv. 18.

Duvasrob nask, Dk. VIII, 21, i n
;

Riv. IV, 19.

Dvazdah-hamast nask, Dk. VIII, 5,
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I n; Riv. 11,5; HI, 6; IV, 6;

Dv. 5.

Er^ishir, man, Int. 35, 36.

Ezekiel, book, Int. 39 n.

Eznik, Dk. IX, 30, 4 n.

Fargari^/, ch., Dk. VIII, 1, 20, 23 ;

28, 7; IX, 1, 2 ; 23, 7; Zs. 6.

Farhang-i Oim-aevak, book, Int. 30
;

Dk. VIII, 16, 8 n; 17, 6 n;

19, I n, 54 n ; 20, 19 n, 64
n, 74 n ; 22, 16 n ; 31, 39 n

;

38, 13 n; 41, 19 n; Fr. 472,

480.

Farukho-za^, priest, Int. 31, 32, 34 ;

Dk. IV, 2.

Favami^rasan, book, Riv. II, 6.

Favamsa'han, book, Riv. IV, 7.

Firdausi, man, Dk. VIII, 13, 12 n.

Fomalhaut, star, Fr. 474 n.

Frabar^ar, priest, Dk. IX, 33, 5 ;

43, 7 n.

Fradari'afsli, region, Dk. IX, 21, 24 n.

Frad'akhshto, man, Dk. IX, 16, 16.

Frananiam, creed, Dk. IX, 31, 6.

Frashojtar, man, Dk. VIII, 29, 25

n; 38, 68 ; IX, 21, 24; 22, 2

n; 24, 17; 28,5; 42, 8; 44,
17; 45,3; 64,4; 69,58; III,

7, i; IV, 22.

Frasiy<2i', king, Dk.VIII, 13, 11,12
n; IX, 16, 1411; 23, 5-

Fravash, book, Riv. IV, 23.

Fravashi, see Guardian spirits.

Fre^un, king, Dk. VIII, 13, 8, 9;
IX, 5, 2 ; 15, 2 n; 21, 8, 10, 1 1,

17, 18, 20-22, 24.

Fryanaks, family, Dk. IX, 39, 20.

Gahanbar, see Season-festival.

Ganaba-sar-nij-a^ nask, Int. 41, 43,

45; Dk.VIII, 1, II, 12; 21,
I ; Fr. 476.

Gandarep, monster, Dk. IX, 15, 2.

Garshasp, king, Dk. VIII, 13, 12 n.

Gathas, hymns, Dk. VIII, 3, 2, 4;
20, 162; 44, 81 ; 46, i, 2;

IX, 6, 1-3; 17, 8; 18, I ; 30,
12; 41, 2 7 n ; 43, 7 n ; 47, 2 n,

9 ; 68, I ; 69, i n ; Zs. o n,

2-9; Dk. 111,7, 2, 5; Fr. 454.
Gathic davs, Dk. VIII, 7, 11, 23.

— lore, Dk. VIII, 1, 7, 17; IX,

5, 7; 23, 6; 55, i ; Fr. 457,

459, 461.

Gathic men, Dk. VIII, 1, 5 n; IX,

69,4.— nasks. Int. 40-42; Dk. VIII,

1, 5, 9, 13, 15-17; IX, 2, 2 n;

24, 1 n ; 47, 2 n ; Zs. 2, 3 ; Dk.
111,7, I ; 161, I, 2; 165, I, 2,

4, 5 ; 197, 6.

Gayomar^, man, Dk. VIII, 13, i;

IX, 32, 9, 10 n; 53, 18; Fr.

454,456, 460.

Geldner, Prof., Dk. VIII, 1, 7 n

;

43, I n; IX, 31, 6 n.

Ges, man, Dk. IX, 23, 6.

Geurva, man, Dk. IX, 23, 2.

Goharikistan ch., Dk. VIII, 30, i.

Gokereno plant, Dk. VIII, 44, 80
;

IX, 58, 20 n.

Gok-pato, chief, Dk. IX, 16, 14.

Gos day, Int. 38.

G6.f-anrvan, angel, Dk. IX, 15, 3 ;

29, I, 3-6, 8-10; 51, I ; 69,

46; 111,7,5-
Greek language. Int. 31.

Greeks, Dk. IV, 24 n.

Guardian spirits, Dk.VIII, 7, 11-13,

23 ; IX, 12, 21 ; 22, ion; Riv.

11,7; HI, 8; Dv. 7.

Gushijn-flyar, man. Int. 38.

Gujn-as/> fire, Dk. IX, 12, 5.

Giutasp, king, Riv. II, 11; III, 12;
IV, 12 ; Dv.ii ;

— man, Int. 36.

Gamasp, priest, Dk. VIII, 29, 25 n;

38, 68; IX, 21, 24 n; 24, 17;

42,9.
Gamshert', king, Dk. VIII, 13, 6 n.

Geshmak, man, Dk. VIII, 35, 13 n.

Girajt nask, Dk. VIII, 13, i n ; Riv.

11,14; 111,15; IV, 15.

Gud-dev-dadnask,Dk.VIII,44,i n;
Riv. I; III, 21.

Gur^ai-zaritunistan ch., Zs. 5.

Ha, ch., Dk. VIII, 1, 20, 23 ; IX, 1,

2 ; 2, 2 n ; Zs. 6, 7 n.

Hadha-mathric lore, Dk. VIII, i, 7.

men, Dk. VIII, 1, 5 n.

nasks, Int. 43, 44, 46 ; Dk.
VIII, 1,5, 10, 13, 15, 16; Zs. 2,

3; Dk. Ill, 161, I, 2 ; 165, 1,

2, 4, 5 ; 197, 6.

Hai:/6kht nask, Int. 40, 43, 45; Dk.
VIII, 1,9, 12,16; 20, 162 ; 45,
I, 12, 14 ; Zs. 6 ; Riv. I ; II,

21 ; III, 22 ; IV, 22 ; Dv. 21
;

Fr. 482-487.
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i/a,4iVakanistan ch., Dk, VIII, 39, i.

Hamaspa^medem gah, Fr. 475.
Hamemalistan ch., Dk. VIII, 19, i.

Haoijt, man, Dk. IX, 23, 2.

Hasar of distance, Dk. VIII, 20, 19,

78, 100 n ; 22, 18; — of time,

Dk. VIII, 19, 54 ; 20, 68, 99 ;

22 1

8

'H?.st nask,'Dk. VIII, 12, i n ; Riv.

11,12; 111,13; IV, 13.

Haug, Prof., Int. 29, 30 ; Dk. VIII,

1, 7 n ; Fr. 482.
Havan gah, Dk. IX, 9, 7.

Havanan, priest, Dk. IX, 33, 5.

Hinduk, Int. 46.

Hindus, Dk. IV, 26.

Holy-water, Dk. VIII, 7, i ; 26,

24; 29, II ; 38, 9; 44, 41;
IX, 32, 4, 7 ; 69, 24.

Horn, angel, Dk. IX, 43, 6 ; III, 7,

I n.

— juice, Dk. VIII, 38, 7.— plant, Dk. VI II, 44, 80; IX, 58,
20 n.

— yajt, Fr. 488.
Hoshang, king, Dk. VIII, 13, 5, 6, S.

— man, Dk. IX, 16, 16 n.

Hoshangji Jamaspji, Dastur, Int. 37.

HQmai, queen, Dk. IX, 22, 2.

Humstuv, man, Dk. IX, 33, 5.

Hushedar, apostle, Riv. IV, 23. See
Aushe^/ar.

Husparamnask, Int. 41, 43, 45 ; Dk.
VIII, 1, II, 12 ; 28, I ; Riv. I;

Fr. 473, 474, 476-479-
Hutos, queen, Dk. IX, 45, 5.

//i^aetumaiti ch., Dk. IX, 9, i ; 32,
I ; 54, I.

Hvobas, Dk. IX, 21, 24; 45, 3.

Hvobo, Dk. IX, 44, 17.

Hvov, Dk. VIII, 29, 25.

indar, demon, Dk. IX, 21, 4 n; 32,
3. See Andar.

Iran, Int. 31, 32, 36; Dk. VIII, 1,

20, 22 ; 11, I n ; 13, 10-12, 15 ;

20, 119; 26, 22 ; 37, 26, 50 ;

38, 30; IX, 8, 5; 16, 15 n,

17 n; 21, 17 n; 28, 3 ; 41,
6 n; 43, 4; IV, 24, 30.

Iranians, Dk. VIII, 1, 5 n ; 8, 2 n
;

20, 26, 152 ; 34, 8; 37, 50;
38, 61; 44, 57 ; IX, 23, 2.

Isfendiyar, man, Riv. I n
;
prince,

Dk. IX, 22, 4 n.

Istudgar nask, Dk. VIII, 2, 2 n
;

Riv. Ill, 3.

Isvand, priest, Dk. IX, 33, 5.

J in Oriental words is printed G.

Jamaspji Minochiharji, Dastur, Int.

36.

Jeremiah, book. Int. 39 n.

Kadmis, Int. 36.

Ka«/-m6i-urva ch., Dk. IX, 20, i
;

43, 1; 65, I.

Kai, Dk. IX, 29, 3, 4 ; 39, 19 ; 44,
14, 15. See Kik.

Kaf-^piveh, prince, Dk. IX, 23, 2.

Kal-KavcW, king, Dk. IX, 23, 2 n.

— Khusroi, king, Dk. VIII, 13, 14,

1511; IX,12, 5n; 16,19; 22,
ion, II, 12 ; 23, 1,2, 4-6

; 58,
10.

— Loharasp, king, Dk. VIII, 13, 15.— Qubad, king, Dk. VIII, 13, 12 n.

Kaityok-ze^ sin, Dk. VIII, 19, i n.

Kai-Cs, king, Dk. VIII, 13, 8 n, 13,

14 n; IX, 22, 4-6, 8, 9, 12
;

^ 23, 2 n.

Kai-Vijtasp, king. Int. 31; Dk. VIII,

11, 1,2 ; 13, 15; IX,24, 5, T7;

39,22 ; 41, 5; 44, 16; 69,26.
58, See Vijtasp.

Kamah Bahrah, man, Riv. II, o.

Kamnamaeza ch., Dk. IX, 16, i;

39, I ; 61, I.

Kangdfz, land, Dk. IX, 16, 15 ; 41,
6n.

Kapama^an, book, Dv. 6.

Karap, Dk. VIII, 35, 13 ; IX, 29,
3; 32, 23; 39, 19; 44, 15;

53, 33-

Kajkaniz nask, Dk. VIII, 10, i n
;

Riv. IV, II.

Kajkasirah nask, Dk. VIII, 10, i n
;

Riv. II, 10.

Kajkisrobo nask. Int. 43, 45 ; Dk.
VIII, 1, 10, 12 ; 9, 20; 10, I

;

Fr. 467.
Kajsrob nask, Dk. VIII, 10, i n

;

Riv. I ; III, 1 1 ; Dv. 10.

Kausji Rustamji, Dastur, Int. 36.

Kav'i-Kavart', king, Dk. VIII, 13, 12,

13,1511-
Kavulistan, land, Dk. IX, 16. 17 n.

Kayans, Dk. VIII, 13, 12 ; IX, 16,

19; 22, 7, 9 ; 24, 3, II ; ¥r.

461.
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Keresasp, man, Dk. VIII, 13, 12
;

35, 13 n; IX, 15, 1-4 ; 16, 17

n ; 23, 6 ; Fr. 452.
Khor sin, Dk.VIII,31, 39; IX, 12,

15; Fr. 472, 473.
Khshmaibya ch., Dk. IX, 6, i ; 29,

I ; 51, I.

Khumbik, Dk. IX, 16, 16.

Khurda^, angel, Dk. IX, 9, i n
;

19, i; 31, 25; 34, q\ 35, 21 :

41, 17; 43,2; 61, 10; 64, 4;
69, 22 ; month, Int. 36.

KhCirdah Avesta, Riv. IV, 23.

Khusroi-i Kava</an, king, Int. 42
;

Dk. IV, o n, 28.

Khust nask, Dv. 12.

Khvaniras, region, Dk. VIII, 8, 2
;

13, 2,4, 8 n, 9, 14; IX, 16,12
;

21, 17, 24; IV, 22, 31.

Khyon, Dk. VI 1 1, 11, 4.

Kielhorn, Prof., Int. 37.

Kik, Dk. VIII, 35, 13 n; IX, 32,
23; 53, 33.

Kuba^, man. Int. 35.

ATey^ast lake, Dk. IX,12, 5 n ; 23, 5.

A^idahVa^arkardan, book, Riv. IV, 23.

ATidrajt nask, Dk. VIII, 13, i n;
Riv. I.

/Cinistan, land, Dk. IX, 16, 14 n,

ifmvaJ bridge, Dk. VIII, 14, 8 ; 24,
10 n; 29, I n ; IX, 16, 3 ; 20,

3, 4 ; 49, 8 n ; 61, 9 ; 63, 2
;

Dy. 5; Fr. 455, 487.
AltradaJ nask. Int. 40, 41, 43, 45;

Dk. VIII, 1, II, 12, 16 n; 13.

I ; Fr. 468.

ATitrag-miyan, prince, Dk. IX, 41, 6.

Law, Dk. VIII, 1, 5, 7, 16, 17 ; Zs.

2, 3 ; Dk. Ill, 7, 4; 161, I, 2
;

165, I, 5.

Legal nasks, Int. 43-45; Dk. VIII,

1, II, 13 ; III, 161, I, 2; 165,

2, 4, 5 ; 197, 6.

Mac/ipan-i gu^astak Abalij, book.
Int. 33 ; Dk. IV, 2 n.

Magian men, Dk. IX, 69, 58 ; IV,

21.

Magianship, Dk. IX, 69, 58.

INIagian statements, Dk. IV, 34.

Mah-ru, Dk. IX, 43, 7 n.

Mah-vindcW, man. Int. 34-36, 38.

MaWok-mah, man, Dk. IX, 24, i,

17 ; 44, 19 ; 45, 2 n.

MaWok-zarem, season, Dk. VIII, 38,

7-

Manih, heretic, Dk. IX, 39, 1 3 ; 53,
3n.

Mansarspend, angel, Dk. IX, 12, 16
;

39,8.
INIanQj/^ihar, king, Dk. VIII, 13, 10,

II n, 12, 18 ; IX, 35, 13; Fr.

468.

Mar'zapan, man. Int. 35.

Mashya, man, Dk.VIII,13, i; 31, 30.

Mashyoi, woman, Dk. VIII, 13, i
;

31, 30.

Mathra, Zs. 3 ; Dk. Ill, 7, 1-5.

IMathra-spewta, Dk. VIII, 1, 5 n.

iNIazdak, heretic. Int. 42; Dk. IX,
32, 17 n; 53, 3 n; IV, 28 n.

Mazendaran, land, Dk. VIII, 13, 9 ;

IX, 16, 17 n; 21, 17-21, 23, 24 ;

22, 4 n,

Mazonik demons, Dk. IX, 22, 4.

iNIithaokhta, demon, Dk. IX, 21, 4 n.

Mitro, angel, Dk. VIII, 44, 16; IX,

9, 7 ; 20, 4, 5 ; 22, I ; 28, 3 ;

39, 9 ; month, Int. 38.

Mitro-^zpan, man. Int. 34, 35, 38;
Fr. 484.

Modi library, Fr. 470 n.

Mouth-veil, Dk. VIII, 44, 65.

Muhammadan, Int. 38, 39 ; Dk. IX,
32, 17 n.

Mulla Bahman, Int. 36.— Behram, Int. 36.— Firuz, Int. 36.

Na^ar nask. Int. 39, 43, 45 ; Dk.
VIII, 1, 10, 12; 6, I ; Riv. II,

6; 111,7; IV, 7; Fr. 466.
Na^ur nask, Dk. VIII, 6, i n ; Riv.

I ; Dv. 6.

Naremahan, man. Int. 34, 35, 38.

Nareman Hoshang, man, Riv. Ill, o.

Nrtunghaithya, demon, Dk. IX, 21,
4n.

Nausari, town. Int. 37.

Nero, emperor, Dk. IV, 24 n.

Neryosang, angel, Dk. IX, 22, 10-

12.

NikcWum nask. Int. 41, 43, 45 ; Dk.
VIII, 1, II, 12 ; 16, I ; Fr.

470-475.
Nirangistan ch.. Int. 44, 45 ; Dk.

VIII, 29, I ; Fr. 468, 476, 477.
Nivik, man, Dk. IX, 15, 2.

Niyadam nask, Dk. VIII, 16, i n;

Riv. I.
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Niyaram nask, Dk. VIII, 16, i n
;

Riv. II, i6; III, 17; IV, 17;

Dv. 16.

Kiydz, demon, Dk. IX, 21, 4 "•

NoJar, man, Dk. VIII, 13, 18 ;
IX,

33, 5.

Ordeal, Dk. VIII, 19, 38; 20, 12,

14-16, 19, 33, 38, 40-42, 54-56,

66, 67, 130; 32, i; 38, 64 ;

42, 3-6; IX, 17, 8; 40, n,

12 ; 53, 5-8; Zs. 5; Fr. 477-

Oxus, river, Dk. IX, 16, 14 n.

Pa^ramgcs, lun. man., Int. 46.

Pa^ag nask. Int. 43, 45 ;
Dk. VIII,

1, 10, 12; 7, i; Fr. 466.

Pa?am nask, Dk. VIII, 7, i n ;
Riv.

11,7; 111,8; IV, 8; Dv. 7.

Pa^on nask, Fr. 466.

Pa^ino nask, Zs, 3.

Papak, man. Int. 31 ; Dk. IV, 25.

Parasang, meas., Dk. VIII, 20, 100.

Parodarsh bird, Dk. VIII, 44, 69.

Parsha<^-gav6, chief, Dk. IX, 24, 17.

Parsi year, Int. 35, 36, 38.

Pasuj-haurvastan ch., Dk. VIII, 23,

I ; Zs. 5.

Patkar-ra^istan ch., Dk. VIII, 16, 2
;

Zs. 5.

Pat-srobo, king, Dk. VIII, 13, 9.

Pazunnask, Dk.VIII,7, in; Riv. I.

Pehshotanu, prince, Dk. IX, 16, 15 ;

41, 6 n; Riv. IV, 23.

Pejandas, Pejansih, or Pejyansai,

land, Dk. IX, 16, 17 n.

Pejanigas, land, Dk. IX, 21, 20.

Pejda^ian, Dk. VIII, 13, 5.

Peshotanji Behramji, Dastur, Int.

37 ; Fr. 470 n.

Pejinas, land, Dk. IX, 16, 17.

Pijin valley, Dk. IX, 16, 17 n.

Poena, town. Int. 37.

PoruJakhshto, man, Dk. IX, 16, 17.

Poru/Jast, woman, Dk. IX, 45, 2 n, 4.

Pourushaspa, man, Fr. 483.

Ptolemeos, Int. 46.

Qandahar, city, Dk. IX, 16, 17 n.

Raa'o-dai-aitag nask. Int. 43, 45 ;

Dk. VIII,1, 10, 12 ; 8, I ;
Zs.

3 ;
Fr. 467.

Ragha, city, Fr, 460.

Ram, angel, Dk, IX, 23, i n.

Rapithvvin gah, Dk. IX, 9, 8 ;
Fr

477-

Rashnu, angel, Dk. VIII, 20, 153,

157, 158; 22,23; 44, 16 ;
IX,

9, 6 ; 39. 10 ;
Fr. 471.

Raspi, priest, Dk. VIII, 7, 5, 9 ; 8,

3; 29,1,5, 13.

Ratanji-shah, man, Int. 36.

Ratii, Fr. 456, 457-

Ratmtayi nask, Dk. VIII, 8, i n
;

Riv. I; II, 8 ; III, 9 ;
IV, 9 ;

Dv. 8.

Reshistan ch., Dk. VIII, 18, i.

Ro^-veh, man. Int. 35.

Romans, Dk. IV, 24 n, 26 n.

Ruman, Riv. IV, 23 ;
Dv. 22.

Rustam, hero, Dk. IX, 22, 4 "•

Rustam, man, Int. 35, 36, 38.

Rustamji Kaikobadji, Dastur, Int.

37-

Sacerdotal leadership, Dk. VIII, 7,

4, 5 ; 8, 2 ; 37, 5 ; 45, 5-

Sacred cake, Dk. VIII, 29, 2 ;
IX,

14, I, 2 ; Fr. 474.
— feast, Dk. VI 1 1, 39, 6.

— shirt, Dk. VIII, 29, 15; Fr.474-

— thread-girdle, Dk. VIII, 29, 15 ;

38, 25; Fr. 475, 476.

— twigs, Dk. VIII, 19, 38; 20, 12,

66; 26, 24; 29, 16; 44, 65.

Sad-dar, book, Dk. VIII, 44, 33 "•

Sad-darband-i Hush, book, Fr. 452.

Saham, demon, Dk. IX, 21, 4 "•

Sairima, land, Dk. VIII, 13, 15 n.

Saka^um nask. Int. 43, 45 ;
Dk.

VIII, 1, II, 12; 38, i; Riv. I;

Fr. 479-4S1.

Salm, prince, Dk. VIII, 13, 9.

Salman, land, Dk. VIII, 13, 15.

Samarkand, land, Dk. IX, S3, 5 "•

Sasanians, Int. 29, 42, 44; Dk.VIII,

13, 16 n, 17; 43, 24 n; 44,

I n; IX, 32, 17 n; IV, 24 n
;

Fr. 482.

S«ukavastan, land, Dk. IX. 16, 14 n.

Season-festival, Dk.VIII, 7, i, 3, 8 ;

29, 8, 10 ; 45, 4; IX, 2, 6 ;

Riv. II, 7; 111,8; IV, 8; Dv.

S^^, demon, Dk. IX, 21, 4 n.

Senan, tribe, Dk. IX, 33, 5.

Seno, priest, Dk^ IX, 24, 17; 33,

5, See Seno.

Sfend nask, Dk. VIII, 14, in ; Riv.

II, 13; III, 14; IV, 14-

[37]
K
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Shah-mar<^, man, Int. 35.

Shahnamah, book, Dk. VI 1 1, 11, 4 n
;

13, 6 n, 9 n ; IX, 22. 4 n, 5 n.

Shahpuhar I, king, Dk. IX, 39, 13
n; IV, 26.

Shahpuhar II, king, Int. 42 ; Dk.
VIII, 1, 22 n; 13, 18 n; IV,

2 7;
Shap'gan, Int. 31 ; Dk. IV, 23, 26.

Shatraver, angel, Dk. IX, 43, i, 2
;

69, 18 ; IV, on, 12.

Shatr6-/7yar, man. Int. 34-36, 38, 47.
Shat/-o-«yaran epheineris, Int. 46.
Shatvairo, angel, Dk. IX, 9, i n.

Sirkan, town, Zs. o n.

Siyavakh&h, prince, Dk. VIII, 13,

14 ; IX, 16, 15 n ; 22, 11.

Snoe, man, Dk. IX, 33, =,.

Sohrabji Rustamji, Dastijr, Int. 36,

Soshans, apostle, Dk. VIII, 14, 14 ;

IX, 23, 3-5; 30, ion; 33, i
;

41, 8 ; 58, 10, 15 ; 69, 10, 29,

31 ; Zs. 9.

S^ansnayoj-, man, Dk. IX, 21, 24.

Spend nask. Int. 40, 41, 43, 45 ; Dk,
VIII, 1, 9, 12; 14, I, 5; Dv.

13 ; Fr. 469.
Spendarmart', angel, Dk. VIII, 9, 3 ;

IX, 12, 25 ; 24, 3 n ; 31, 17 n
;

38, 5n, 6 ; 42, 10; 43, 2 ; 53,
27 ; 54, 2; 60, 4; 69, 14, 47 ;

Fr. 463 n, 468 ; month, Int. 35

;

Fr. 475.
Spend-dart', man, Int. 35 ;

prince,

Dk. VIII, 13, 18 n.

Spentah nask, Dk. VIII, 14, i n
;

Riv. I.

Spewta-mainyu ch., Dk. IX, 17, i
;

40, I ; 62, I
;
gatha, Zs. 2 n, 3.

Spiegel, Prof., Fr. 453 n.

Spitaman, Int. 34 ; Dk. IX, 12, 31
;

18, 3 ; 20, 4-6 ; 28, 6 ; 31, 8
;

32, 9, 19; 34, «: 35, 6, 17
;

38, 10; 39,20; 40, 4; 43, I
;

46, 1-3; 47, 19; 58, 29; Fr.

.
458.

Spitaman Zaratujt, Int. 31; Dk.
VIII, 11, 2; IX, 21, 24 ; 45,

6, 7 ; Fr. 454, 455.
Spitamas, Dk. IX, 39, 23 ; 45, 2.

S/iitiyoj, priest, Dk. IX, 21, 24.

S/>!t6ij, priest, Dk. IV, 22 n.

Srobar, snake, Dk. VIII, 35, 13;
IX, 10, 3; 15, 2, 3n.

Srosh, angel, Dk. VIII, 9, 3 ; 44,
16; IX, 9, 5; 21, 4 n; 22, i;

28, 3 ; 33, 5 n ; 39, r6 ; Fr.

471.
Srosh yajt, Dk. VIII, 46, 1 n ; Fr.

482, 487,488.
Srrshavar'z, priest, Dk. IX, 33, 5.

Sto/^-vajt nask, Int. 40, 42, 43, 45 ;

Dk. VIII, 1, 9, 12; 46, I n, 4 ;

IX, 2, 2 n ; 47, 10 ; Zs. 3 n
;

Riv. II, I ; III, 2 ; IV, 2 ; Dv.
I ; Fr. 487, 488. See Yajt.

Storistan ch., Dk. VIII, 24, i ; Zs.

5-

Stij4'ar nask, Dk. VIII, 2, 2 n
;

Riv. I; II, 2 ; IV, 3 ; Dv. 2;
Fr. 452.

Suiikar nask. Int. 43, 45 ; Dk. VIII,

1, 7n,9,i2; 2,2; IX, 2, 2; Zs.

4 n; Fr. 451.

Surat, town, Int. 36 ; Fr. 470 n.

iSatvaharan, lun. man.. Int. 46.

^eno, priest, Dk. 111,7, i ; 197, 6 n.

See Seno.
5ikand-gumanik Vig-ar, book. Int. 33.

56var, demon, Dk. IX, 9, i ; 21, 4 n.

Ta^^-thwa-peresa ch., Dk. IX, 14,
I

; 37, -; 59, i.

Ta/^ar, meas., Dk. VIII, 20, 19.

Takhmo-rupo, king, Dk. VII 1, 13, 6.

Tanapuhar sin, Dk. VIII, 20, 65,

98 ; 29, 5 ; Fr. 455, 472 n.

Tarokmat, demon, Dk. IX, 34,/.
Tartars, Int. 39.

Taur^'6, demon, Dk. IX, 9, i ; 21,

4 n.

Ta-vf-urvata ch., Dk. IX, 8, i ; 31,
r ; 53, i.

Taz, man, Dk. VIII, 13, 8, 9.

Taz\ks, tribe, Dk. VIII, 13, 8.

Tehmuras Dinshawji, priest. Int. 46.

Thraetaono, king, Dk. VIII, 13, 8 n.

Three nights after death, Dk. VIII,

30,12.
Tir, month. Int. 34.

Tijtar, day. Int. 36.

Tosar, or Tanasar, priest. Int. 31
;

Dk. IV, 25.

TiV, prince, Dk. VIII, 13, 9.

Tuu-ya, tribe, Dk. VIII, 13, 15 n.

TQmaspian, title, Dk. VIII, 13, 11.

Turan, land, Dk. VI II, 13, 11, 15;
35, 13 n; IX, 22, 11 ; 33, 5;
39, 20.

Tiir-i Brart'ar-vakhsh, man, Dk. iX,

10,3.
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Tiir-i Bra<^ro-resh, man, Dk. VIII,

. 35, 13.

Turkaba;/, town, Int. 36, 38.

Turkistan, land, Dk. IX, 16, 14 n.

Tus, hero, Dk. IX, 15, 2 n ; 23, 2,

6.

Uda, fiend, Dk. IX, 10, 3 n; 21,

4n.
Uruniiyah lake, Dk. IX, 23, 5 n.

Ujtavaiti ch., Dk. IX, 13, i ; 36, i

;

58, 1
;
gatha, Zs. 2 n, 3.

Yaiak, woman, Dk. IX, 10, 3; 21,

4 n.

Vae, spirit, Dk. IX, 23, 1-3; Fr.

471.

Vaedvoiit, man, Dk. VIII, 35. 13 n.

Vahijt-manthrah nask, Dk. VIII, 3,

I n; Riv.II, 3; 111,4; IV, 4;
Dv. 3.

Vahijtoijti ch., Dk. IX, 22, i ; 45,
I ; 67, I

;
gatha, Zs. 2 n, 3.

Vahram, man. Int. 34, 36, 38.

Vaklishiitan ch., Dk. VIII, 41, i.

Valkhaj, king, Dk. IV, 24.

Vanand, star, Fr. 474.

Varahran fire, Dk.VI II, 25, 2 ; 29, 1 7.

Yaraz, man, Dk. IX, 33, 5.

Vareno, demon, Dk. VIII, 9, 3 n;

IX, 32, 3 n.

Var^avand, title, Riv. IV, 23.

Varistan ch., Dk. VIII, 42, i ; Zs. 5.

Varjtah-manthrah nask, Riv. I.

Varjtmansar nask, Int. 43, 45 ; Dk.

VIII, 1, 9, 12; 3,1, 3,4; IX,

24, i; Zs. 4 n ; Fr. 452.

Vajtag nask, Int. 38, 40, 41, 43, 45

;

Dk. VIII, 1, 9, 12, 15; 12, I
;

20, 162 ; Fr. 468.

Vendidart' nask. Int. 40, 43-45 ; Dt.

VIII, 1, 5 n, II, 12, 16, 17 n;

44, I ; Zs. 3; Riv. II, 20 ;
IV,

23 ; Dv. 20, 23 ; Fr. 481, 488.

Vejko, tribe, Dk. IX, 15, 2 ; 23, 6 n.

Vida^afsh, region, Dk. IX, 21, 24 n
;

IV, 22 n.

Vi^irkard-i Dinik, book, Fr. 470 n.

Vmdad nask, Dk. VIII, 44, i n;

Riv. IV, 21.

Vispera^, book. Int. 40 ; Dk. VIII,

46, I n, 3 ; Riv. IV, 23 ;
Dv.

23 ; Fr. 487.

Viotasp, king, Dk. VIII, 11, 2-4;

13, 16 n; 29, 25 ; 38, 68 n
;

IX, 8,3; 16, 15, 19; 22, 2;

K

23, 2 n; 28,4 ; 33,5; 39,22;
41, 6 n; 50, 26; 58, 10 ; 61,

12 ; IV, o n, 21.

Vijtasp nask, Dk. VIII, 11, i n
;

Riv. IV, 12.

Vijtaspad nask, Dk. VIII, 11, i n;
Riv. I; Dv. IT.

Vjjtasp-sasto nask. Int. 40, 43, 45 ;

Dk. VIII, 1, 10, 12, 15 ; e, 20;

11, I ; Fr. 468.

Vijtasp-shah nask, Dk.VIII, 11, i n :

Riv. II, II ; III, 12.

Vijtasp-shahnamak, book, Fr. 484.

Vijtasp yajt, Dk. VIII, 1, 5 n.

VivanghrtU, man, Dk. IX, 32, 12.

Vohfi-khshathra gatha, Zs. 2 n, 3.

Vohu-khshathrem ch., Dk.IX, 21, s

;

44, i; 66, I.

VohCiman, angel, Dk. VIII, 9, 3 ;

44,76,78; IX, 12, 29 n; 28,

3; 30, 10; 31, 5, 13, 14; S2,

1 1 ; 34, « ; 36, 3 ; 38, 5 ", 6,

8, 12 ; 39, 20, 22, 24; 41, 18,

23, 25; 42, 7, 10; 44, 12, 18,

20 ; 47, 2 n, 15, 16 ; 50,6, 14 ;

51, 10; 52, 3; 53, 24, 33, 45;
54, 3, 6; 56, 5; 57, 14, 24;

58, 5, 6, 10, 13, 21; 59, 7, 16
;

60, 7 ; 61, 5 ; 63, 7, 9 ; 64, 8 ;

66, 5, 11; 67, 2-4, 8; 69, 3,

13, 19, 25 n, 26 n, 47, 57; III,

7, i; IV, 4, 12 ; Fr. 457, 458;
day, Dk. VIII, 20, 22 ; month,

Int. 36.

Vohumano, king, Dk. VIII, 13, 18 n.

Vohuvasto, priest, Dk. IX, 33, 5.

Vologeses I, king, Dk. IV, 24 n,

Westergaard, Prof., Int. 38 ; Fr.

482.

YaAar-i Zanran, book, Dk. VIII,

11, 4 n.

Yaman, land, Dk. VIII, 13, 9 n.

Yanim-mano ch., Dk. IX, 5, i ; 28,

i; 50, 2 ; Zs. 4.

Ya-j/jyaothana ch., Dk. IX, 11, i
;

34,-; 56, I.

Yasna, book. Int. 40 ; Dk. VIII, 46,

I n, 3 n ; IX, 4, i n ;
Riv. IV,

23; Dv. 23; Fr. 487,488.

Yasna haptanghaiti, Dk.VIII, 46, i

n; IX, 2, 2 n; 12, I ; 35, i
;

57, I ; 69, I n ; Zs. 2 n, 3, 4 n,

7n,

k 2
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Yajt (yasna), Dk. IX, 69, i ; Riv.

II, 21 ; III, 22.

— nask, Dk. VIII, 1, i6 ; 46, i
;

Zs. 3 ; Riv. I. See Sto^'-yajt.

Yasts, Int. 45 ; Dk. VIII, 10, 2 ; Fr.

470, 471, 488.

Yat sin, Dk. VIII, 31, 39.

Yatha-ahu-vairyo ch., Dk. IX, 2, 2;

25, I ; formula, Dk. VIII, 1, 7

n ; 2, 2n; 44, 51 ; IX,2, 2, 3,

16
; 32,9 ; 47, 2 n, 6 ; Zs. 4 n

;

Dk. Ill, 7, 2; Riv. I ; III, I
;

IV, I ; Fr. 451.

Yathaij ch., Dk. IX, 10, i ; 33, i
;

55, I.

Yazd, town, Int. 36.

Yazfl'aka/W, king, Int. 34-36, 38.

YeNhe-hatam ch., Dk. IX, 4, i
;

27, 1 ; 49, I ; formula, Zs, 4 n
;

Fr. 463 n.

Yezi ch., Dk. IX, 18, i ; 41, i ; 63,
I.

Yim, king, Dk. VIII, 13, 6-8
; 44,

3,4 ; IX, 5, 2, 4; 12, 3 n; 21,

2-4, 6, 12 ; 32, 12; 69, 12;
Dv, 18.

Yojt-i Fryano, Dk. VIII, 13, 18 n
;

IX, 23, 2 n; 39, 20 n.

Yii^yast, meas., Dk. VIII, 20, 19.

Za<^-sparam, priest. Int. 33,39; Dk.
VIII,5, 5 n.

Zakhmistan ch., Zs. 5.

Zand, commentary, Dk. VIII, 1, 3 ;

3, 3 ; Fr. 477, See Avesta and
Zand.

Zaratiijt, apostle, Int. 32 ; Dk. VIII,

1,20; 10,3; 11,2,4; 20,114;
38,68n; 45,3, M ; 1^,2, 17 ;

12, 3 n ; 13, i, 8, 9; 15, i, 4;
16, i9n; 20,5; 25,4; 28,3;
29,5,13; 30,4; 33,5; 34:, q;
35,2,5 ; 43,7; 44,14,17-21 ;

45,2-4; 53, 17; 54,5,8 ; 59,
13, 18; 60, i; 61, 7, 12; 65,

3 ; 67, 1 ; 69, 3, 23, 59 ; accepts

religion, Dk. IX, 24, 18 ; IV
22 n, 23 ; advised, Dk. IX, 12
13; 24, 15, 17; 25,2; 27, I

39, 25 ; 43, 8, II ; birth, Dk
VIII, 3, I ; 14, I, 2 ; 44, 79
IX, 24, I, 2, 4, 7-13 ; coming
Dk. VIII, 13, 16, 20; conflici

with demons, Dk. VIII, 44, 74

75; his family, Dk. VIII, 29
25; his successors, Dk, VIII
14, 12-14; IX, 39, 18; 41, 6-8

killed, Dk. VIII, 35, 13 n; law
of, Zs. 3 ; life and actions, Dk
VIII, 14, 3-10

;
praise of, Dk

IX, 28, I, 6; 42, 7; 50, 2

religion of, Dk. I X, 37, g-J ; 51
12 ; 52, 7 ; 53, 11, 18 ; 54, 7

57, 28 ; 58, 3 ; 61, 14 ; speaks
Dk. IX, 12, 23; 27, 2; 31, 7

9, II ; 35, 18, 22, 24 ; 37, m
69,8,30; 111,7,4; spoken to

Dk. IX, 28, 2,4, 8; 31, 6; 32
9, 12 ; 33, I ; 35, 13, 17, 20

21,25; 37, e, /i, n; 39,1,4,15
20, 22, 26; 42, 13; 43, 10

44, I ; 46, 3 ; 61, i ; 64,9, 12

65,6, 8; 69,5, i5, 16,20,26
III, 7, I, 3, 5; vision of the

future, Dk. IX, 8, 1-3 ; 35, 14.

Zaratujt the Spitaman, Int. 34; Dk.
VIII, 13, 16; IX, 27, I ; 30,
II ; 32, 17, 21 ; 41, 5 ; 66, i.

Zaratmt, priest. Int. 32.

Zaratujt-i Atfirpa^/an, Dk, VIII, 13,
18 n.

Zari/^6, demon, Dk. IX, 9, i ; 21,
4^n,

Zarman, demon, Dk. IX, 21, 4 n,

Zatamistan ch., Dk. VIII, 17, i.

Zirajt nask, Dv, 14.

Ziyanakistan ch., Dk, VIII, 40, i.

Zoti, priest, Dk,VIII,7, 5, 9; 8,3;
29, I, 5, 13; 31, 20; IX, 12,

26-28; 24, 4; 33, 5; 43, 7;

69, 50.



5^1

ERRATA.

P. 89, 11. 9, 10, for 'the Iranian nationality (Airih)' read 'subjection (herih)'

P. 186, 11. 19, 20, for 'preparation' read 'bespattering
'

In several places it would be better to read amuko, ' teaching,' instead of

hamo-kun, ' every kind (or mode),' so as to obtain the following amended

passages :

—

P. 23, 11. 14-16. Then the exalting chanted teaching of Auharmaz^/ for

Zaratujt is called, &c.

P. 24, 1. I, the teaching for Kai-Vijtasp; &c.

P. 114, 11. 15-18, the meritoriousness in the guardianship and teaching by

the keepers q/" those flocks ; the happy effect of the flock and that

of the keeper's teaching ; &c.

„ 11. 23-28, that of the disciple through the teaching by the priestly

instructor ; the teaching of the priestly instructor for the pupil, and

the happy effect of the priestly instructor's teaching in similar

matters.

P. 119, 11. 2-5, the want of eminence of any one through a teaching that

is an offence to others, which is owing to his closed doors and evil

eminence in teaching ; &c.

Professor Darmesteter has suggested the following correction :—

P. 26, 11. 22, 23, for Hased upon the traditional early law (vasaru/

pejdaio)' read ' dependent upon Vaegere^ the Pejdaa'ian ;
' [who

was the twin brother of Hoshang; see Sachau's Albiiuni's

Chronology of Ancient Nations, pp. 206, 211].

Kk 3
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Sacred Books of the East
TRANSLATED BY

VARIOUS ORIENTAL SCHOLARS

AND EDITED BY

F. MAX MULLKR
*^* T/iis Series is published with the sanction and co-operation of the Secrctaiy of

Statefor India in Cotcncil.

SSFOX&T preseuted to the ACA.I>£]»CIZ: DES ISTSCSIPTZOSTS, May 11,
1S83, by M. EK^EST KSSTAK.

' M. Renan presente trois nouveaux une seoonde, dont I'iiiteret histoiique et

volumes de la grande collection des religieux iie sera pas moindre. M. Max
" Livres sacres de I'Orient " (Sacred Miiller a su se procurer la collaboration

Books of the East), que dirit^e a Oxford, des savans les plus eminens d'Europe et

avec une si vaste erudition et une critique d'Asie. L'Universite d'Oxford, que cette

si sure, le savant associe de I'Academie grande publication honore an plus haut

des Inscriptions, M. Max Miiller. ... La degre, doit tenir a continuer dans les plus

premiere serie de ce beau recueil, com- larges proportions une oeuvre aussi philo-

posee de 24 volumes, est presque achevee. sophiquement con9ue que savamment
M. Max Miiller se propose d'en publier executee.'

EXTRACT from the QUARTEIM.Y REVIEW.
' We rejoice to notice that a second great edition of the Rig-Veda, can corn-

series of these translations has been an- pare in importance or in usefulness with

nounced and has actually begun to appear. this English translation of the Sacred

The stones, at least, out of which a stalely Books of the East, which has been devised

edifice may hereafter arise, are here being by his foresight, successfully brought so

brought together. Prof. Max Miiller has far by his persuasive and organising

deserved well of scientific history. Not power, and will, we trust, by the assist-

a few minds owe to his enticing words ance of the distinguished scholars he has

their first attraction to this branch of gathered round him, be carried in due

study. But no work of his, not even the time to a happy completion.'

Professor E. HASD'S', Inaugural Lecture in the tJniversity of PreilDurg, 1887.
' Die allgemeine vergleichende Reli- internationalen Orientalistencongress in

gionswissenschaft datirt von jenem gross- London der Grundstein gelegt worden
artigen, in seiner Art einzig dastehenden war, die Ubersetzung der heiligen Biicher

Unternehmen, zu welchem auf Anregung des Ostens ' {the Sacred Books of the

Max Miillers im Jahre 1874 auf dem East).

AT THE CLARENDON PRESS
LONDON : HENRY FROWDE

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS WAREHOUSE, AMEN CORNER, E.G.



SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST

.

FIRST SERIES.
Vol. I. The Upanishads.

Translated by F. Max IVIuller. Part I. The A'Mndogya-
upanishad, The Talavakara-upanishad, The Aitareya-arawyaka,

The Kaushitaki-brahmawa-upanishad, and The Va_§-asaneyi-

sawhita-upanishad, 8vo, cloth, \os. 6d.

The Upanishads contam the philosophy of the Veda. They have

become the foundation of the later Veddnla doctrines, and indirectly

of Buddhism. Schopenhauer , speaking of the Upanishads, says :

' In the ivhole world there is no study so beneficial and so elevating

as that of the Upanishads. It has been the solace of my life, it will

be the solace ofmy death?

[See also Vol. XV.]

Vol. II. The Sacred Laws of the Aryas,
As taught in the Schools of Apastamba, Gautama, Vasish/y^a,

and Baudhayana. Translated by Georg Buhler. Part I.

Apastamba and Gautama. 8vo, cloth, \q>s. 6d.

The Sacred Laws of the Aryas contain the original treatises on

which the Laws ofManu and other lawgivers werefounded.

[See also Vol. XIV.]

Vol. III. The Sacred Books of China.

The Texts of Confucianism. Translated by James Legge.
Part I. The Shu King, The Religious Portions of the Shih
King, and The Hsiao King. 8vo, cloth, \2s. 6d.

Confucius was a collector of aitcient traditions, not the foimder of
a new religion. As he lived in the sixth andfifth centuries B. C.

his works are of unique interestfor the study of Ethology.

[See also Vols. XVI, XXVII, XXVIII, XXXIX, and XL.]

Vol. IV. The Zend-Avesta.
Translated by James Darmesteter. Part I. The Vendidad.
8vo, cloth, loj. dd.

The Zend-Avesta contains the relics of what was the religion of
Cyrus, Darius, and Xerxes, and, butfor the battle of Marathon,



EDITED BY F. MAX MULLER.

might have become the religion of Europe. Itforms to the present

day the sacred book of the Parsis, the so-called fire-worshippers.

Two more volumes will complete the translation of all that is left us

of Zoroaster s religion.

[See also Vols. XXIII and XXXI.]

Vol. v. Pahlavi Texts.
Translated by E. W. West. Part I. The Bundahij, Bahman
Yajc, and Shayast la-shayast, 8vo, cloth, 1 2^. ()d.

The Pahlavi Texts comprise the theological literature of the revival

of Zoroaster's religion, begimiing with the Sassanian dynasty. They

are importantfor a study of Gnosticism.

Vols. VI and IX. The Quran.
Parts I and II. Translated by E. H. Palmer. 8vo, cloth, 2\s.

This translation, carried out accordijig to his own peculiar views

ofthe origin of the Qur'dn, was the last great work ofE. H. Pahner,

before he was murdered in Egypt.

Vol. VII. The Institutes of Vish;/u.
Translated by Julius Jolly. 8vo, cloth, \os. 6d.

A collection of legal aphorisms, closely cotinected with one of the

oldest Vedic schools, the KaMas, but considerably added to in later

time. Of importancefor a critical study of the Laws ofManu.

VOL. VIII. The Bhagavadgita, with The Sanatsu^atiya,

and The Anugita.
Translated by Kashinath Trimbak Telang. Bvo, cloth,

xos. 6d.

The earliestphilosophical and religious poem of India. It has been

paraphrased in Arnold's 'Song Celestial.'

Vol, X. The Dhammapada,
Translated from Pali by F. Max Muller; and

The Sutta-Nipata,
Translated from Pali by V. Fausboll ; being Canonical Books

of the Buddhists. Bvo, cloth, los. 6d.

The Dhammapada contains the quintessence of Buddhist ?}iorality.

The Sutta-Nipdta gives the authentic teaching of Buddha on some

of thefundamental principles of religion.



SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST:

VOL. XI. Buddhist Suttas.

Translated from Pali by T. W. Rhys Davids, i. The Maha-
parinibbana Suttanta ; 2. The Dhamma-/^akka-ppavattana

Sutta. 3. The Tevi^^a Suttanta; 4. The Akankheyya Sutta;

5. The ^etokhila Sutta ; 6. The Maha-sudassana Suttanta

;

7. The Sabbasava Sutta. 8vo, cloth, los. 6d.

A collection of the mosi imporiant religious, moral, and philosophical

discourses takenfrom the sacred cano7i of the Buddhists.

Vol. XII. The .S'atapatha-Brahma/^a, according to the

Text of the Madhyandina School.
Translated by Julius Eggeling. Part I. Books I and II.

8vo, cloth, 12^-. dd.

A minute account of the sacrificial cerejuonies of the Vedic age.

It contains the earliest account of the Deluge in India.

[See also Vols. XXVI, XLI.]

VOL. XIII. Vinaya Texts.
Translated from the Pali by T. W. Rhys Davids and Hermann
Oldenberg. Part I. The Patimokkha. The Mahavagga, I-IV.

8vo, cloth, \os. 6d.

The Vinaya Texts givefor the first time a translation of the moral

code of the Buddhist religion as settled in the third century B.C.

[See also Vols. XVII and XX.]

Vol. XIV. The Sacred Laws of the Aryas,
As taught in the Schools of Apastamba, Gautama, Vasish/^a,

and Baudhayana. Translated by Georg Buhler. Part II.

Vasish//;a and Baudhayana.. Svo, cloth, \os. 6d.

VOL. XV. The Upanishads.
Translated by F. Max Muller. Part II. The Ka//^a-upanishad,

The Mu^fl'aka-upanishad, The Taittiriyaka-upanishad, The
BrzTiadarawyaka-upanishad, The -S'veta.yvatara-upanishad, The
Prai';7a-upanishad, and The Maitraya«a-brahma«a-upanishad.

Svo, cloth, \os. 6d.

Vol, XVI. The Sacred Books of China.
The Texts of Confucianism. Translated by James Legge.
Part II. The Yi King. Svo, cloth, 10s. 6d.

[See also Vols. XXXVII, XXXVIII.]

VOL. XVII. Vinaya Texts.
Translated from the Pali by T. W. Rhys Davids and Hermann
Oldenberg. Part II. The Mahavagga V-X. The -^ullavagga,

I-III. Svo, cloth, lo.r. 6d.
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Vol. XVIII. Pahlavi Texts.

Translated by E. W. West. Part II. The Da<fistan-i Dinik

and The Epistles of Manm/i'ihar. 8vo, cloth, 1 2s. 6d.

Vol. XIX. The Fo-sho-hing-tsan-king.
A Life of Buddha by Ajvaghosha Bodhisattva, translated from

Sanskrit into Chinese by Dharmaraksha, a.d. 420, and from

Chinese into English by Samuel Beal. 8vo, cloth, xos. 6d,

This life of Buddha was translatedfrom Sanskrit into Chinese,

A.D. 420. // contains many legends, some of which show a certain

similarity to the Evangelium infantine, ^r.

Vol. XX. VInaya Texts.
Translated from the Pali by T. \V. Rhys Davids and Hermann
Oldenberg. Part III. The ^ullavagga, IV-XII. 8vo, cloth,

\os. 6d.

Vol. XXI. The Saddharma-pu/z^arika ; or, The Lotus

of the True Law.
Translated by H. Kern. 8vo, cloth, 1 2s. 6d.

' The Lotus of the true Law^ a canonical look of the Northern

Buddhists, translatedfrom Sanskrit. There is a Chinese transla-

tion of this hook ivhich was finished as early as theyear 286 A.D.

Vol. XXII. 6^aina-Sutras.

Translated from Prakrit by Hermann Jacobt. Part I. The
AMrahga- Sutra and The Kalpa-Sutra. 8vo, cloth, xos.dd.

The religion of the (9ainas wasfounded by a contemporary ofBuddha.

It still counts numerotis adhere7its in India, ivhile there are no

Buddhists left in India proper.

Part II, in preparation.

VOL. XXIII. The Zend-Avesta.
Translated by James Darmesteter. Part II. The Sirozahs,

Yajts, and Nyayij. 8vo, cloth, \os. dd.

Vol. xxtv. Pahlavi Texts.
Translated by E. W. West. Part III. Dina-i Mainog-
Khirai/, -S'ikand-giimanik Vi^ar, and Sad Dar. 8vo, cloth,

\os. f)d.



SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST.

SECOND SERIES.

Vol. XXV. Manu.
Translated by Georg Buhler. 8vo, cloth, 21^.

This translation is founded on that of Sir William Jones, which has been
carefully revised and corrected with the help of seven native Commentaries.
An Appendix contains all the quotations from Manu which are found in the
Hindu Law-books, translated for the use of the Law Courts in India.

Another Appendix gives a synopsis of parallel passages from the six

Dharma-siatras, the other Smrz'tis, the Upanishads, the Mahabharata, &c.

Vol. XXVI. The ^'atapatha-Brahma/^a.
Translated by Julius Eggeling. Part II. Books III and IV.

8vo, cloth, 1 2s. 6d.

VOLS. XXVII AND XXVIII. The Sacred Books of China.
The Texts of Confucianism. Translated by James Legge. Parts

III and IV. The Li K\, or Collection of Treatises on the Rules
of Propriety, or Ceremonial Usages. 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d. each.

VOL. XXIX. The Gr/hya-Sutras, Rules of Vedic
Domestic Ceremonies.

Part I. i-Sahkhayana, A^valayana, Paraskara, Khadira. Trans-
lated by Hermann Oldenberg. 8vo, cloth, 1 2s. 6d.

These rules of Domestic Ceremonies describe the home life of the Ancient
Aryas with a completeness and accuracy unmatched in any other literature.

Some of these rules have been incorporated in the ancient Law-books.

VOL. XXX. The G;Vhya-Sutras, Rules of Vedic
Domestic Ceremonies.

Part II. Gobhila, Hirawy^akejin, Apastamba. Translated by
Hermann Oldenberg. Apastamba, Ya^«a-paribhasha-sutras.

Translated by F. I\Iax MtJLLER. 8vo, cloth, 1 2 j. 6d.

VOL. XXXI. The Zend-Avesta.
Part III. The Yasna, Visparad, Afrinagan, Gahs, and
Miscellaneous Fragments. Translated by L. H. Mills. Bvo,

cloth, 12^. 6d.

VOL. XXXII. Vedic Hymns.
Translated by F. Max Muller. Part I. 8vo, cloth, iBj. 6d.

Part II, in preparation.

VOL. XXXIII. The Minor Law-books.
Translated by Julius Jolly. Part I. Narada, Br^Iiaspati.

8vo, cloth, loj. (sd.
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Vol. XXXIV. The Ved^nta-Sutras, with the Com-
mentary by K^ankara/'arya. Part I.

Translated by G. Thibaut. 8vo, cloth, \2s. 6d.

Parts II and III, in preparation.

Vol. XXXV. The Questions of King Mihnda. Part I.

TranslatedfromthePalibyT.W.RHYsDAviDS. 8vo, cloth, ios.6d.

VOL. XXXVI. The Questions of King Mihnda. Part II.

[/« the Press.^^

Vol. XXXVII. The Contents of the Nasks, as stated

in the Eighth and Ninth Books of the Dinkarr/. Translated

byE. W. West. 8vo, cloth, ir^s.

Part II, in preparatio7i.

Vols, xxxix and XL. The Sacred Books of China. The
Texts of Taoism. Translated by James Legge. Svo, cloth, 215-.

VoL.XLl. The 6'atapathaBrahma;2a. Part III. Trans-
lated by Julius Eggeling. \In the Press?^

Parts IV, V, in preparation.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED BY THE CLARENDON PRESS.

A Catalogue of the CJiinese Translation of the Bud-

dhist Tripi/aka, the Sacred Canon of the Buddhists

in China and yapan.

Compiled by order of the Secretary of State for India by

BuNYiu Nanjio, Priest of the Temple, Eastern Hongwanzi,

Japan; Member of the Royal Asiatic Society. 4to, 32^. 6c/.

'An immense service rendered to Oriental scholarship.'

—

Saturday Review.

Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms ; being an Account by
the Chinese Monk Fa-hien of his Travels in India and Ceylon

(aj). 399-414) in search of the Buddhist Books of Discipline.

Translated and annotated, with a Corean recension of the

Chinese Text, by James Legge, M.A., LL.D. Crown 4to,

boards, \os. 6d.



RECENT ORIENTAL WORKS.

ARYAN SERIES.

Buddhist Textsfrom Japan. I. Va^'ra/t'/^/^edika ; The
Diamond-Cutter.

Edited by F. Max INIuller, M.A. Small 4to, 3^. dd.

One of the most famous metaphysical treatises of the Mahayana Buddhists.

Buddhist Texts from yapan. II. Sukhavati-VyCiha :

Description of Sukhdvatz, the Land of Bliss.

Edited by F. Max Muller, M.A., and Bunyiu Nanjio. With
two Appendices : (i) Text and Translation of Sanghavarman's
Chinese Version of the Poetical Portions of the Sukhavati-

Vyuha; (2) Sanskrit Text of the Smaller Sukhavati-Vyuha.
Small 4to, 7j. dd.

The edltio priiiceps of the Sacred Book of one of the largest and most
influential sects of Buddhism, numbering more than ten millions of followers

in Japan alone.

Buddhist Textsfrom Japan. III. The Ancient Palm-
Leaves containing the Pra^;7a-Paramita-Hr2daya-
Sutra and the Ush;^isha-Vi^aya-Dhara;^i.

Edited by F. IMax Mtjller, M.A., and Bunyiu Nanjio, M.A.
With an Appendix by G. BtJHLER, CLE. With many Plates.

Small 4to, \os.

Contains facsimiles of the oldest Sanskrit MS. at present known.

Dharma-Sa7;2^raha, an Ancient Collection of Btiddhist

Technical Terms.

Prepared for publication by Kenjiu Kasawara, a Buddhist
Priest from Japan, and, after his death, edited by F. Max
Muller and H. Wenzel. Small 4to, 7^. 6d.

Katayana's Sarvanukramawi of the 7?/gveda.
With Extracts from Sha^/guru^ishya's Commentary entitled

Vedarthadipika. Edited by A. A. IMacdonell, M.A., Ph.D. iGs.

AT THE CLARENDON PRESS

LONDON: HENRY FROWDE
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS WAREHOUSE, AMEN CORNER, E.C.
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